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OLD STYLE BALLADS

1~1 -23

1. THE UNFAITHFUL WIFE BURNT TO DEATH

l.

I. Go, husband, rise and go to Kolozsvar,
Go to Kolozsvar, to my father's mansion,
Go and fetch , fetch me the broad sheets of linen,
The broad sheets of linen, the gift of cambric.
S. Do not go, father, do not go, aye, do not leave the house,
For mother is in love with Barcsai!
Do you hear, wife, do you hear what the child is prattling?
Pay no attention, husband dear, the child is drunk.
So ofT he went at his wife's bidding.
10. At his wife's bidding, aye, he set out to Kolozsvar.
When he was half-way there,
He remembered his youngest child's words.
He turned at once and started for home,
Started for home and arrived at his place.
IS. Open the door, open the door, my wedded wife!
I'll open it at once, my dear, kind husband,
Just let me put on my workday skirt,
Just let me put on my apron!
Open the door, open the door, my wedded wife!
20. I'll open it at once, my dear, kind husband.
Just let me put on my long boots,
Just let me tie up my head-kerchief!
Open the door, open the door, my wedded wife!
Aye, what could she do? She had to open the door.
2S. Give me, give me the key to the big chest!
I will not give, I will not give you the key to the big chest:
I went to see the neighbour and, when crossing the fence,
I lost the key to the big chest.
But we shall find it at crimson dawn,
30. At crimson dawn, at the bright day-break.
At once he kicked the side of the bright, painted chest in,
And when he split ofT one of its sides,
Barcsai rolled out of it.
Aye, he took his sword and cut ofT Barcsai's head.
3S. Do you hear, wife, do you hear, wife, do you hear?
Which one will you choose of the three deaths?
Have your choice now: shall I take your head?
Or shall I sweep the house with your silk hair?
Or would you prefer to sit up till mom,
II

40. And bear candle to the entertainment of seven guests at table?
Of the three deaths I choose .
t of seven guests at table.
To bear candle to the entertalOmen
M foot-page,- my foot-page, my little foot-page,
BJng here, bring here the
sheets of
45 The broad sheets of linen, the gift of camb~c'h '1
· Start at her head, wrap he~ in it down t~ t e ee,
Wrap all the gift of cambnc at her head.
Start at the head, put pitch down t.o her heel,
,
Start at the heel, light it and burn It up to her head.
50 Let a Vlach flutist stand at her head,
· Let a Gipsy fiddler stand at her feet!
Blow, Vlach, blow the Vlach flut~,
Play, Gipsy, play the gipsy fiddle .
Blow it loud, play it at once:
,
55. Let my wife find her heart's pleasure.

broa~

h~~n,

Udvarhelyszek, Sandor Ga/fi= MNGY I, 149.
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8. I don't want to have, I don't want to have anyone's leavings,
But I want to have walnuts and hazelnuts from the big chest.
9. Dearest heart, kind husband, I have been busy in the kitchen
And I lost, and I lost the key to the big chest.
10. He could not wait so long: he kicked the side of the big chest in.
Barcsai rolled out, Barcsai rolled out.
11. Seizing him by the hair, he dragged him to the threshold,
He dragged him to the threshold and cut his throat.
12. Dearest wife, dearest wife!
Which one of the three deaths will you choose?
13. Will you be a butcher's block? Will you be a woodcutter's block?
Or will you bear candle to the entertainment of twelve guests at table?
14. I will bear candle to the entertainment, I will bear candle to the
entertainment.
Boys, bring the waxed cloth!

2.
Parlando

7. What have we to eat, wife? What have we to eat, wife?
In the large window there is a dish of pork seasoned with pepper.

n

15. We'll start at her feet and wrap her in it up to her head;
We'll light it at the head and burn her at the entertainment,
16. Let all take a lesson from this on how a whore ends!
Let all take a lesson from this on how a whoremonger ends!

Kibed (Maros-Torda) Seprodi=SZND 34.

1

U

3.

0;

I . Father dear, father dear,
.
Mother is in love with Barcsal.
.
d
.
d
no attention, my klOd husban ,
2. Pay no att~nti.on, mydkl.nd h:s~~:s'!~\now what he is saying! ...
For the child IS wan enng, e
3. Then he set out on his long way a~out ~h:oc~~n~~dow of his house.
But he returned from half-way an wen
4 Open the door, open the door, my dear wife!
· I'll open it at once, I'll open it, dear husband.
5 Just let me put on my skirt embroidered. with g~ld'l .
· Just let me put on my red, long boots with the ee Iron.
6 He could not wait so long, he kicked the ~oor
· He could not wait so long, he kicked the oor

~n.
10_

I. Father, father, father, my dear father!
I say, mother is in love with Barcsai.
Do you hear, wife, do you hear what the child is saying?
I hear it, husband, I hear it, my dearest heart, my gentle mate!
5. But the child is wandering, he does not know what he is saying.
At once he started out, aye, he started for Kolozsvar.
When he was half-way there he turned and went back home.
And he reached his home.
Open the door, open the door, wife!
10. I open it up, dearest husband, dear heart, my gentle mate!
Just let me put on my gold-embroidered skirt,
Just let me put on my dress of cambric,
Just let me put on my beautiful red long-boots!
He kicked the door of the house in at once.
15. Give me, give me the key to the big chest!
I have been to the neighbour's and while crossing the fence

12
13

h'"

IErU pP r

d the key to the big chest.
I droPP\all find it at beautiful, crimson .dawn.
~~~:~: kicked the si?e of the big chest m.
20. Barcsai rolled o~t of Itd'
k off his head at once.
Aye, he seized hlm an st~uc
me here wlfe!
Come here, co
,
will ou choose?
Which one of the three de.aths hJl I strike off your head?
Shall I blowout your brams or s
. ent of seven guests at table?
25 . Or shall you bear candle to t~~sentertamm
My choice of the three death .
nt of seven guests at table.
To bear candle to the entertamme .
.d bring here the sheet of Imen,
I say, mal ,
. b el of pitch!
And bring here the ~g arr her in it down to her heel,
30. Start ~t her heahd a n ;~~n it up to her head!
,
Start It at her eel an
My God, my God, ~hat have I don~ . ,
'll d Barcsal and my dear wlfe.
I have k1 e
.

- MNGY XI No . 381
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In the second variant some of the lines are expanded to include as many as sixteen syllables. This form is
not exceptional at all, see for example No. 17. In connection with this Bartok remarked that " the
performer was drunk"; in spite of this we should not regard the form as corrupt; the technique of
expansion does not undermine the tune's four-line structure (four-section construction) which is clearly
detectable.

Cr. Leader, 250.
Variant readings:

" W'fe m dearest dearest Wl'fie, D 0 n'tyou
(a) Instead of .Barcsai's e~~,cutlOn:end:l"Wiie, my de~rest, dearest wife, Of the
see the little child sald the truth. ~~ ~~e
.

~~~~:~~~ :s~:~ ~~~~et~~~'somet~~~ de:~~~ ~~;,s !~f;;. ~~ t~~~~;e:~~~

three
to
and breaks down the door wlth an axe. r's Yblock?" "Will you be my kettle for
" tc "Will you be my woodcutte
'fi " "Set her on flame, the
" "N
I wish to be your true Wl e.
oak . . , , e .
distilling brandy?,,,
0 . . .
h
infamous wore.

Earliest provenience: 1853

' k Nya' ra'd-riverine" ,
KibOO " Marossze ,
,
lts
Dissemination: Maros-Torda c?unt y (~o~ba~~~~;.ke:'szekel; area" ; Bukovina (Istenseg ).
Csittszentivan); Udvarhely county ( Udvar e ysze ,
,

Partial parallels in foreign -language areas:
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Total: 7.
. h'
Tex tual relatIOns IpS

ith other ballads:

W
•
• N
18 Phrases
78 Burning the bve body. o. .
nt with the wife's lover escaped: No. N' 20 21 25 and 78. Reference to smoke
ComIc vana
I ' the opening up of the door: os , •
uttered in an attempt at de aymg ' .
20
.
of burnt oak as an excuse f?r crymg: Nttw~ tunes of the ballad have been recorded.
Apart from the pubhshed vanan ,
I

14

.

.

The Hungarian ballad about the unfaithful wife burnt to death has parallels
in the distant Iberian peninsula and also in the still more distant Altai mountains in
the East.
In the Spanish, Portuguese and Catalan ballads the husband leaves his home
and goes to hunting or war while his wife reciprocates the advances of a knight. The
15

husband returns unexpectedly. He bangs the door-in some versions he has to
break it down because the wife has lost the key to the corridor where the knight is
hiding. The process of discovery, however, is not so simple as in the Hungarian
ballad for in the western parallels the knight's horse is neighing in the stable at the
critical moment and a series of questions on the part of the husband are followed by
as many evasive answers on the wife's part, like in the Hungarian ballad of The
Beguiled Husband «129.) concerning the owner of the clothes, sword, etc.
Apparently the ballad is an amalgamation of two. (As a separate comic ballad the
story of Beguiled Husband is known in the French-speaking territories,
therefore it is likely that the Iberian parallel's elements, amalgamated from two
different ballads are borrowed from the French, although I have not been able to
trace so far the French text corresponding to the serious portion.) Additional
evidence of the secondary nature of the amalgamation lies in the fact that one of the
Portuguese texts omit the continuation, in which case the burning is involved only
in the form of an allusion: " A woman who speaks like this deserves to be burnt.
Thirty full cartloads and as many branches of tree." Another convincing proof of
the self-evident amalgamation is that also the Romanians have melded the
ballad with the Hungarian version of the same type (81.).
The Altaic song contains other portions to complement the ballad. (11.-12.) .
The hero's mother and sister ally themselves with a foreign warrior, and then they
send the hero to get the heart of a magic serpent or to fetch meerschaum from the
sea, hoping he will perish on the way. The hero, however, warned by his magic
horse, returns and fights the enemy. He cannot defeat the warrior whom the women
hide in the big chest of the family. Returning once from hunting, the hero asks the
women for his father's bowl, from which he wishes to eat a dish. (The motif of
asking for the bowl occurs in many songs.) "You will find it in the chest of your
father."-answer the women. When he opens the chest, his enemy jumps out of itto conquer this time. Nevertheless, the hero is restored to life by his magic horse,
and succeeds in destroying his enemy. Then he offers the women their choice: either
they fill eighty ditches with dung or they milk eighty mares. They chose the latter
and were trodden to death by the wild mares.
The scene of asking for food in combif ation with the rival that is to appear
from the chest is so characteristic as to preclude the possibility of a chance
occurrence in two distant places; and if this correlation is granted, then the other
agreements become meaningful, such as th~ sending of the husband on errand, the
warning of the child or of the magic horse, ~nd the choice among the different kinds
of death made more conspicuous by the same idea, notably that the choice of the
seemingly milder form of punishment lef ds to the most painful death. What is
more, even the method of execution mlW originate from the epic songs. Gyula
Laszl6 calls attention to the representation of Saint Ladislas of Hungary in a
legendary now in the Vatican: before striking off the Kuman warrior's head,
Ladislas is dragging him on the ground by his hair, just like the husband is dragging
Barcsai. In any case, it is the corresponding elements of epic songs about,an act of
treachery that have coagulated into a'~ ballad-following perhaps the model of a
western, possibly French ballad of adultery. The amalgamation has been highly
16

succ~dSSfUld' nO break of style Occurs anywhere, so that the Hungarian ballad may be
consl ere t he prototype of the genre.
.
The most impressing scene, in which the unfaithful woman is wra t in tar
P
~:~~h~~~ ~~ bur~ ht s had greatest i~pact on the peoples of the Balkan penins:~~
.
avs, ~ gars and Romamans have incorporated this scene into their
epIc songs speakmg about treacherous women (Among the Tra I
.
~~:~?~~~)s the full story of Barcsai comes up, although in a not qUiten~;:e~~~
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6. But God did not pay heed to him,
And his wife was nearing.
Good day, good day to you, twelve masons,
And to the thirteenth, Kelemen the Mason.

2. THE W ALLED-UP WIFE

7. I have greeted you the second time, and you do not answer me.
Well, what is the matter with you, will you tell me?
Here is our answer, here is our answer, my dear wife:

4.

8. We have made a strong agreement, and you must die.
My dear wife,-aye, my dear, bonny child,
How can you fare when your mother is dead?
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1. Twelve masons set out, set out to walk,
The thirteenth was Kelemen the Mason.
They began to build the high castle of Deva.
What they built by day fell down by night.
2. They took counsel together, the twelve masons,
The thirteenth was Kelemen the Mason:
Whoever's wife happens to come here first,
She shall be burnt, she shall be thrown into the fire .
3. The ashes of the burnt body shall be gathered,
And shall be thrown to the last into the slaked lime,
In this way we may build the high castle of Deva safely,
By means of a beautiful woman's ashes.
4. That night Kelemen's wife had a dream:
A well of blood spurted out in her courtyard.
Coachman, coachman, my dearest coachman,
Bring out the coach, and harness the horses!
5. Kelemen the Mason saw her from afar,
And he began to pray: God, my God,
Send a shower so that the coach should break down,
So that it should miss the way never to reach here!
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9. Seize her tenderly, throw her into the fire,
Gather her ashes and mix them into the lime.
With this we shall be able to build up the high castle of Deva,
With this we shall be able to stop the ruining of the walls.
10. Good evening, good evening, my dear father,
Where is dear mother, why is she so long to come home?
Don't cry, my dear son, she will arrive by night,
And if she is not come by night, she will come by morning.
11. Night has come, yet she is not come home,
Morning has come, yet she is not come home.
Tell me, father, where is my dear mother,
Why is she so late to come?
12. Dearest son, I cannot endure it any longer,
Your mother has died because she has been burnt.
And with her ashes we have built up the high castle of Deva.
13. Curse on you, high castle of Deva!
Even the sun may not shine on you!
Because of you I have lost my dear wife,
And my only child has been left orphan.
Zsere (Nyitra county) , Tibor Ag=AP 4407jb.

s.
1. Lo, twelve masons set out to walk,
They set out to walk to the high castle of Deva.
They begin to build the high castle of Deva.
What they built by night fell down by day,
S. What they built by day fell down by night ...
Kelemen the Mason made the rule:
Whichever wife should be the first
To bring her husband's dinner basket,
She must be walled up among the stones and burnt alive there!
21· I II
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10. She must be built into the pile of the high castle of Deva!
Lo! his own wife set out,
Carrying the dinner basket on her head,
And carrying her little child on her arm.
Her husband saw her from afar:
15. 0 God, my God, send two wild beasts before her,
Perhaps they will make her turn back!
But she escaped them .. .
My God, my God,
Send a black cloud before her,
20. Make pebbles rain down before them,
Perhaps it will make her turn back!
But she escaped that, too.
Good day, good day to you, twelve masons!
My God, my God, what is the matter:
25. To greet them three times without a reply! . ..
Your dear husband has made the rule:
Whichever wife should be the first
To bring her husband's dinner basket
She must be walled up among the stones and burnt alive there!
30. She must be built in the pile of high Deva castle.
I care not if you have come
To loathe your life with me . . .
They took the dinner basket off her head,
They took her little child off her arm.
35. When they built up as far as her/ knee, she took it only as a joke.
When they built up as far as her waist, she took it as a jest.
When they built up as far as her breast, she took it in earnest:
Don't cry, my little son,
There are kind women who will give you the breast;
40. There are kind children who will rock you to sleep.
The birds of heaven hop from branch to branch,
They will chirrup to you to send you to sleep!
Father, dear father, where is my dear mother?
Don't cry, little son, for she will come home this evening!
He waited till evening, and his mother was not back.
Father, dear father, where is my dear mother?
Don't cry, little son, for she will come home in the morning!
He waited till morning, too, and his mother was not back.
Both mother and child died! . ..
Nyartid-riverine, Szekeiyj6id= MNGY I. , p . 174.
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I . Where are you going, where are you going, twelve masons?
We are going, we are going to seek a job.
2. Come, I will hire yoJ, come, I will hire you,
To build up the high castle of Deva.
,

3. For one bushel of gold, for two bushels of silver
For two bushels of silver, three bushels of coppe~!
4. They began to build the high castle of Deva:
What they built in the forenoon fell down in the afternoon ,
5. What they built in the afternoon fell down at night,
What they built in the afternoon fell down at night.
6. The twelve masons took counsel together:
Whichever of the wives comes first here,
7. She must be seized, she must be burnt
She must be seized, she must be burnt:
8. Her beautiful white ashes must be mixed into the lime
So that we may build up with it the high castle of De~a!
9. My God, my God, raise a dark wood,
So that my wedded wife should turn back!

10. God granted it, yet she did not turn back,
God granted it, yet she did not turn back.
11 . Good day, good day, Kelemen the Mason!
Welcome, welcome, my wedded wife!
12. I have come, I have come to see you!
You have come, you have come to lose your head!
13. Aye, I know your ways very well,
You kill people and so you make money!
14. Aye, they then seized her, they cut her throat,
They burnt her in the fire, they burnt her in the fire,
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15. They mixed her beautiful white ashes into the lime,
They mixed her beautiful white ashes into the lime.

6. The master's wife had a dream:
In the middle of her courtyard there was a stream of blood flowing .

16. So they built up the high castle of Deva,
So they built up the high castle of Deva.

7. My coachman, my coachman, my dearest coachman,
Prepare my coach for the way, harness my six horses!

17. Thereupon they were paid one bushel of gold,
One bushel of gold, two bushels of silver.

8. The horses are the dogs', the way is the Lord 's
Drive, coachman, drive towards high Deva!
'

18. Two bushels of silver, three bushels of copper,
Two bushels of silver, three bushels of copper.

9. Good morning, good mornig, dearest husband!
Good morning, good morning, dearest wife!

19. Kelemen the Mason started home.
His daughter asked him: Father, dear father,

10. My dear wife, why did you come here now,
Why did you come here now, when you must lose your head?!

20. Father, dear father, where is my dear mother?
She is gone far away, she will come home in the evening.

11. They took her at once, they had her blood drawn,
And they built her tender bones in the wall of stone.

21. Evening has come, yet she has not come home,
Evening has come, yet she has not come home.

12. They built her tender bones in the wall of stone
They mixed her red blood into the lime.
'

22. His next daughter asked him: Father, dear father,
Father, dear father, where is my dear mother?

13. My God, my God! What befalls my little son?
My God, my God! What befalls my little son?

23. Your dear mother is standing in the high wall of stone,
Your dear mother is standing in the high wall of stone . ..

14. There are cradles to rock him to sleep,
There are kind women to give him the breast!

Gyergy6alfalu ( Csik county), 1910. a woman of65, Koddly = Sz. Nd. No . 56.

15. My God, my God! Where is my dear mother?
My God, my God, where is my dear mother?
16. Don'~ cry, I?Y little son, she will come home in the evening,
And If not In the evening, she will come home in the morning.
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1. They are building, they are building the high castle of Deva,
They are building, they are building the high castle of Deva.

17. And if she is not come in the morning, she is lost for ever
And if she is not come in the morning, she is lost for ever! ...
18. Curse be then on the high castle of Deva,
May the bright sun not shine on it!
19. I have lost for it my dear wife,
And my dear child has been left orphan!
Kdsz~naltiz

(Csik county) 1912. A woman of 50,
Kodaly=Sz. Nd. No. 122.
8.

2. What they build by day, they pull down by night,
What they build by day, they pull down by night.
3. The greatest master made the rule:
Whichever of the wives comes first here in the morning,
4. She must be taken at once, her blood must be drawn,
Her tender bones must be built in the wall of stone.
5. Her tender bones must be built in the wall of stone,
Her red blood must be mixed into the lime.
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9. First comes here,
She must be killed, she must be walled up,
She must be killed, she must be walled up. 10. When they built up as far as her knee: Is it in earnest, or is it a joke?
Is it in earnest or is it a joke, twelve masons?
It is in earnest, madam, your husband made a rule,
It is in earnest, madam, your husband made a rule.
11 . When they built up as far as her waist; Is it in earnest or is it a joke?
Is it in earnest or is it a joke, twelve masons?
It is in earnest, madam, your husband made a rule,
It is in earnest, madam, your husband made a rule.
1. They are building, they are building the high castle of Dio,
What they build by day, falls down by night,
What they build by night, falls down by day.
My God, my God, let us make a rule,
2. Perhaps we shall be able to erect the high castle of Dio!
The greatest mason made the rule:
Whichever of the wives
Comes first here, she must be killed.
3. The greatest mason's wife had a dream
That came true on Sunday morning.
Get up, servant, get up, harness the horses,
While I prepare my little son for the road.
4. The greatest mason stood out on the hill,
He waved with his hand and spoke with his mouth:
My God, my God, my beloved God,
Make a terrible thunderstorm fall before them!
5. God granted it, yet they did not turn back.
I say the second time: My God, my God,
My God, my God, my beloved God,
Send three wicked wolves before them,
6. Perhaps they will turn back, perhaps they will turn back.
God granted it, yet they did not turn back.
I say the third time: My God, my God,
My God, my God, my beloved God,
7. Make a big windstorm fall before them,
Perhaps they will turn back, perhaps they will turn back.
God granted it as well, yet they did not turn back.
God granted it as well, yet they did not turn back.
8. They were going, they were going on,
Until they arrived at the high castle of Dio.
The greatest mason made a rule,
Whichever of the wives
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12. If it is in earnest, place this little son of mine
Place this little son of mine beside me!
They placed her little son beside her,
Streams of water sprang from her breasts.

Trunk (Moldavia), 1930. A woman of 58.
Sandor Veress=MF. 2489/a-2490/a.

The 1-2. lines of the third stanza are borrowed from a lyrical song.
A prose version of the ballad was recorded at Zenta (Bacs-Bodrog county) in
1970. A month after the recording, the informant produced a more detailed version
of the story. The latter variant is published here; the more interesting parts of the
former are added in brackets.
"Well, I know it like this, I heard the story about the building of Balvanyos
Castle like this: Once upon a time they began to build the castle of BaIvany os. When
they were building-nine men were working on it-what they built up one day, fell
down the next day. Then the men thought that it won't be good unless they make
something by way of sacrifice. Then the nine men swore, saying: Whichever wife
should be the first to bring her husband's dinner, she must be built up in the castle.
And they began to work in the morning. The men were all together at the castle of
Balvanyos. They saw what they had built the previous day fell down by night. Well
then, today we'll continue. All men felt uneasy, because they did not know whose
wife should be the first to come. One of them was particularly anxious, because he
had three children. My wife will be certainly late to come with my dinner, since she
has to do things in order about my three children. About ten or eleven o'clock each
of the nine men was restless: Which one of our wives? .. , Alas, were it not mine!
The other man: Aye, were it not mine! . .. And the one, the father of the three
children, grew very sad: what if his Julis were the first to come? Alas, it would be
very sad to think of her coming! Even though she has always been quick, she should
not come first this time! Would she leave the children all right. What will befall my
three children? At about half past eleven he looks at the corner of the street,
towards the city: 10, there comes his Julis with the dinner. (Then the man began to
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shout: turn back, turn back! But the woman did not hear him shouting, she was
glad to bring him food: I have come first with the dinner!) Arriving there, the
woman greets him decently: Dearest heart, my husband, I have come with the
dinner. Alas, I wish you did not come! The woman grew angry: Why? You received
me gladly on other occasions. Why are you so angry now? - She has no idea what
happened to her man. Tell me, dearest heart, what's the matter. Is it that I've
brought the dinner? Is it the matter?-It is not that! If only you knew what is in
store for you! - What is it?- Then he tells her: You see, what we have built so far
has fallen down to the last piece of stone, and the nine of us swore that whichever
wife should be the first to bring her husbaqd's dinner must be walled up. Then the
woman burst out crying: Did you not think of your three children?- Well, I
thought of them, although I did not think you would come first.- Well, if you had
decided to erect a monument of the world, building up the castle of Balvanyos, wall
me up-says she-three orphans of mine will be raised somehow!"
On questioning, the performer stated that he had heard the story from old
people who related it as a tale while working. The name Balvanyosvar (the castle of
Balvanyos) was known to him from a book of tales which he had read and which he
had referred to, although in connection with some other story. (The story was a sort
of legend, closely connected to the ballad story according to the performer who
therefore recited it as a sequel.) On the first occasion, the story went on without any
mention of the name, only the case of walling-up was important.) ( KatonaTripolyszky)
The use of the numerical adjective nine instead of twelve is probably due to its
prevalence in the poetry on outlaws from where it got into the mind of the
performer.
The text's spread is not confined to this single locality in the region. Kalmany
wrote the following: " I succeeded in noting down at Torok-Becse (Torontal
county) a few lines of Komives Kelemenne (The Wife of Kelemen the Mason) listed
under No. 314 in Kriza'scollection Vadrozsak." (Szeged Nepe 11, p. 167.) "It would
be interesting to know to what extent the Great-Plain variant differs from the
Szekely variants; I have made attempts at finding out it, although to no avail,
because the board of school at Torok-Becse . .. raised obstacles." Unfortunately,
he fails to publish the "few lines" which- as can be inferred from Kalmany's
information-may have been a fragment in verse from the other side of the Tisza,
the Trans-Tisza Region.

Divergences in the sung variants

The texts here published represent the most common incipit motifs of the
ballad. Especially widespread is the formula "They are building . . . " as incipit. But
there is another starting formula which does not come up in the given examples:
"Twelve masons made counsel together That they would build up the high castle of
Deva." This incipit is always associated with a reference to material incentive:
"That they would build it up for half a bushel of silver, For half a bushel of silver,
halfa bushel of gold", in the light of which the sacrifice of the wife seems even more
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condemnable. On seeing the wall falling down, it is the master mason who makes
the decision; in other instances the twelve masons make an agreement which is
so~etimes brought out in an implied, impersonal statement: "Therefore they say,
ThIs castle won't stand, This castle won't stand, It wants someone to be sacrificed."
(Piirkerec). Two variants from the Moldavian Klezse takes over the solution of the
Romanian Manole-song in that the master· learns what to do from a dream. This
adoption has been facilitated by the dream motif occurring in the major part of the
Hungarian variants, which attribute it to either the wife or the coachman. The
vision of the blood stream welling up in the courtyard of the master and that of the
child falling into it, makes the wife to hurry to her husband. When this is the case
the wife possessed with fear of some impending danger always goes by coach to se;
her. husband, and also the coachman is called, but such variants constituting the
major bloc of the ballad type never contain allusion to the wife's bringing dinner to
her husband. That is to say, the majority of the Hungarian versions have resorted to
a solution which develops the tragic plot not from some incidence but from the
disposition of a worrying wife eager to see her man. Therefore she arrives first. In
such instances another motif will also regularly present itself: the woman urges the
coachman-and accelerates thereby the denouement-asking him not to spare
horses and coach: " The horses are not yours, nor is the coach yours, Whip the
horses, let us go faster! " This motif occurs in numerous different formulations. And
when it simply announces that the woman wishes to see her man, without referring
to a dream, then there follows another formula speaking about bad weather strom
and wind, and the coachman making efforts to turn the woman back because'he had
a bad dream.
Number 5 offers a more seldom solution which, however, seems to be older as
it survives only in fragments, including the earliest record of the ballad in the
Almasy MS. We know of five such variants in all. (In point of fact, Number 5 is also
~ ~ragm.ent: it ends abruptly with sketchy closing sentence.) In this group the victim
IS Invanably the woman that first brings his man's dinner basket. But in such cases
the coach is ~ever .mentioned. (in s~me variants not even the dinner is involved).
E.xceptIona.l ls .the turn In an Isolated variant in which the master is sending
home hIS apprentIce In order to delay his wife's coming, although to no avail for the
apprentice bids her make haste. This is certainly a secondary development as shown
by one of the texts in which the motif of delaying-mostly linked up with the
coachman- is associated with the apprentice who foresees the danger and wishes to
have the woman turn back. A strange innovation is when the master shoots the
~nfaithful serv~nt arriving at the castle; a similarly individual development occurs
In another vanant that adds eight more stanzas to the ballad telling about the
master mason applying to the Town Council with his complaint, actually after the
story had been closed.
Seeing the wife approach, the master utters an oath praying God to set some
obstacle in the way. A less poetic representation of the psychological situation is the
one in which he does not speak, he only waves with his hand, whereby he only
speed~ up th~ ~en~uement. Another solution giving up the endeavour to depict the
psychIC condItIon Introduces the storm and other obstacles not in consequence of a
prayer but as a chance occurrence, and the coachman wants to turn back, but the
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wife persists. This development is of a secondary nature bec~use it cannot ~e
reasonably supposed that the storm should turn subseq~ently m~o a psychologIcally substantiated, although naive, wish. Also on the pomt of arnval two parall~l
formulations are seen to concur in the variants, though the two do never blend: m
the one which is more effective from the psychological point of view, the wife's
greetin~ is left unanswered; the other, in which the woman's greeting is returned
with the following sentence: "Why did you come here now when you must lose your
head?!" usually continues by repeating the decision, and if reference had b~en made
in the beginning to "winning the big payment" then here, after th~ completIOn oft?e
construction, the motif often recurs, lending a greater emphasIs on the material
motive of the murder. Thereby the motif of punishment expressed in the sce~e of
encounter with the orphan child is effectively prepared. Some of the text variants
incorporate other motifs to reinforce the tragic effect: during th~ wal!!ng~up.' t~e
wife's hopeful questions are answered by the masons assertmg:. Th~s .IS m
earnest ... your husband has made the rule"; and in some of t~e variants It IS the
master mason that sums up the lesson: "I made the rule, And It falls back on m.y
pow". (As can be inferred from the perfect rhyme (torvenyt-~ortent ~, thiS
formulation must be a later development, added by somebody with a view to
underlining the moral teaching, which is apparent and which has been always
known to everybody.
. . . .
A very important difference manifests itself in the manner of bu~ldmg m: m
some of the variants the woman is built in alive, in others first her head IS taken and
her blood spilJed. Obvious is the walling-up alive in those sce~es in w~ich-like in
No. 5-the wife is taking the thing as a jest, or at least would hke to beheve that ~he
men are only playing. One of the fairly complete formulations of the scene reads hke
this:
Well, now that you came here, to the place of your death,
Stand among the stones, let us build you in lime!
When they raised the wall up to her knees, She asked her husband:
My husband, my dear husband, is it a jest or is it in earnest?
I say, this is not a jest, My darling wife,
The decision has been made, and it must be fulfilled.
When they raised the wall up to her waist, She asked her husband (cont. as
before)
When they raised the wall up to her neck (cont. as before)
Well, then, if this is not in jest, Kelemen the Mason ...
Borszek, Csik county.
The variant with the woman's blood mixed into lime comes up more
frequently. The influence of this device is to be felt even when. the corresponding
scene speaks about walling-up alive, although the masons deCided beforehand to
kill the wife and take her blood, or possibly the master mason makes an
announcement to this end subsequently. Conversely, survivals of walling up alive are
met with in such variants which speak consistently about spilling her blood an?
mixing it in lime, for example, towards the end of N~.
".Your dear ~oth,er IS
standing in the high wall of stone." In a fragment orlgmatmg from Valaszut (a

?:
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vilJage in Transylvania) the woman asks: "Is it in earnest or is it injest that I should
climb the wall? "Sometimes the child walks to the castle and calls his mother who
answers him. This last-mentioned solution is obviously a survival from the older
version of walling-up alive, although its most intact formulation comes up in such
variants in which the basic idea of erecting the wall with blood mixed in lime
prevails throughout the ballad (for instance, in the variant of Kriza).
Before the walling-up commences, the woman utters the most moving diction
characterizing both her state of mind and the fate of the child left orphan (see No. 5,
39-43; and No. 7, Stanza 14). Some. of the variants are worth-while to be quoted
here:
Place my little child into a rocking cradle!
Beautiful women will come to give it the breast,
Mild rains wiIJ fall to wash it,
Gentle breezes will blow to send it to sleep.
(Liszny6, Haromszek county)
Don't be frightened, darling, don't be frightened
Warm rains will fall to wash you,
Mild winds will come to rock you to sleep,
Beautiful birds will come to give you to eat.
(Bogdanfalva, Moldavia)
I have a little child, put him in a cradle,
Put him in a cradle, in the middle of the courtyard!
Kind women will come to give him the breast,
Mild rains will fall to wash him,
Gentle breezes will blow to rock him to sleep.
Als6rakos, Nagykukullo county.
It is undoubtedly a later development when the wife asks for permit to walk
home and to take leave of her son and her neighbours. (Kibed, Enlaka, FeherNyiko riverine = Kriza, Szentegyhazasfalu, Gyimes, Jozseffalva; being fairly
similar in the different portions of texts, these places may well have been secondary
developments that came into existence under the influence of the renowned Kriza
variant.)
The plot is completed with the scene in which the man arrives at home and the
child's inquiry brings into prominence all dreadful consequences of the murder.
Some of the variants, however, continue by the child's walking up to the castle,
calling his mother, upon whose answer the hearts of both child and mother break.
See, for instance, the version of Kriza from the Feher-Nyiko riverine.

Go, son, go and walk up to high castle of Deva,
There you'll find your mother built in the wall!
Thrice he called at the high castle of Deva:
Mother, my dear mother, say a word at least to me!
I cannot say a word, my son, for the wall of stone is heavy on me.
I am walled up here in big stones.
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His heart broke, and also the ground broke beneath,
And her little son fell into the crevice.
According to Viklir's recording from Enlaka:
Where are you, mother dear? Say a word to me!
(She spoke in the wall)
Here I am, though you cannot see me, my dearest heart, my little son.
His heart broke, and also the ground broke beneath, .
And her little son fell and died in the crevice.
A variant from Gyimes includes a continuation in prose. The child decides to look
up his mother. Therefore he walks to the castle of Deva. Arriving there, he calls his
mother crying with tears. The woman relates the story and so sad are her words that
the son's heart breaks. Altogether five variants preserved the dialogue between the
walled-up mother and her son. (In certain additional ones, the child's death is
developed from this scene.)
Some of the variants add in prose what we have read in No. 8 about the wells
of milk or water springing from the breasts of the woman. For example, at
Alsorakos "the old woman completed the story with the following remark: Her two
teats were left unwalled, Two clear springs burst out from them." At Piirkerec the
following version was recorded: "Her dear husband did not work any longer, and
while the castle was standing, the two children sucked her two teats, because wells of
milk came out of the wall, although nowadays only wells of water are found there."
From the same place, the following version has been recorded: "Well then, I beg
your pardon, his wife was walled up to her breast, and a well of milk sprang out of
it. "

In 1968 a forty-seven-year-old Gipsy woman of Szilice (Gomor county)
performed an incoherent prose narrative which included several elements of the
ballad under discussion. Gyorgy Martin's recording of the narrative contains the
following elements: Mentioning the names of the castle of Deva and the wife of
Kelemen the Mason; the walls falling down in the morning; the masons's
agreement concerning the walling up of the wife that first comes with her husband's
dinner; the woman's taking leave of her child; the opening through which the
woman could give the breast to her child. In addition to these Hungarian elements
the same informant's narrative contained a typical Balkan motif which does not
come up in any of the Hungarian versions, to wit: the master mason goes home and
sets various tasks to his wife in order to delay her trip to the castle. Although the
Gipsies of Szilice have been living in the mentioned village for several generations'
time back, and they can speak only Hungarian, the occurrence of this otherwise
isolated motif may well preserve memories of their former migrations, or of their
encounter with migrant Gipsies; therefore no further conclusions can be deduced
from their narrative in regard of the development of the Hungarian ballad.
It should be mentioned, by way of conclusion, that three versions of the
Klezse (Moldavia) Csangos mention the name of Manole, the hero of the
Romanian version of the ballad about the walled-up wife, what is more, they add a
stanza in Romanian to the story; besides, one of them embeds also a known motif of
the Transcarpathian Romanian versions into the context of the final stanzas,
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BULGARIAN: I- 57. Arnaudov 1920 (57 texts, respectively their abstacts, of which many have
been known to me in full variants from other publica tions: cf. the lists in my former studies.) 58-59. Idem
1930, lA and variants. 60-65. Stoin 1928 Nos 14, 37,38, 140, 358,3631. 66-70. Idem 1931 Nos 9, 43, 44,
46, 47. 71-78. Idem 1939, 12, 33- 39,79. Vatev 126. 80. lvanov 1949, 120. 81-82. SbNU 14,34 No. 5, and
46, 52 No. 76.83. A- V 26. 84. Stoilov 1924, 4.85-87. Syrku (three texts).
ROMANIAN: 88. Alecsandri 186, No. 18.89. Teodorescu, 460. 90. Pamfile, 72. 91- 92. Giuglea
177, 183. 93. Wel/mer 36. 94- 96. Tocilescu, 18,2 1,25.97. Piisculescu, 188. 98. Mailand. 99. Mateescu* 13.
100. Sandu- Timoc* , 135. 101. Diaconu 1930,254. 102. Idem 1934, 40.103. Monografia*, 455.104- 134.
Talo~ 1-31. 135- 136. Pop, 433, 437.
AROMOUN: 137. Petrescu 84*, 138. Papahagi 1922, 67.
SERBO-CROAT: 139- 140. Karadiic 11, 25 and P , 175. 141-162. HNP I, 30, + abstracts of 14
variants, V 90-92, + abstracts of 3 variants on pages 459--60, and X, 163. 163. Petranovic 111, 52. 164.
Hormann I, 68. 165. Djordjevic 1931 , 567. 166- 167. 19anets 1950 No. 374 and variant on page 458. 168.
Raic 15. 169. Krauss, 19. 170. Syrku, 155. 171- 175. INU MSS.
ALBANIAN: Dozon 1884,255·. 177. Zt. f. Vkde 1, 143. 178. Bosnische Post 1912*. 179. Kind,
205. 180. Strauss 1895, 512. 181. Hequard, 17*. 182. Bel/oja*. 183. Mihacevic 67*. 184. The Chronicle of
Barleti*), Sansovino, 657. 185- 189. MS. variants from the collection of E. Stockmann and W. Fiedler.
GREEK: 190. Ho en Konstant. , 82*.191 . latrides, 208* .Zampelios· . 193. Tommaseo Ill, 178.
194. Passow, 512.195- 196. Deltion I, 55, 716*. 197. Jeannaraki 271. 198. Rouse 184*. 199. Dietrich 291.
200. Arnaudov 1920, 396. 201. 10akimov, 19. 202- 203. Lagarde 43, 44.* 204-485. Photocopies of the
Archives of the Academy of Athens, variants from the entire Greek area.
GIPSY: 486-48 7. Ethn. 1903, 458 (Serbia and Greece).
GEORGIAN-ABKHAZIAN: 488-493. Chikovani, 830, 831. 494. Hax thausen 1, 136 • . 495- 501 .
Ist vimovits 1958, 124.
MORDVINIAN: 502. Ethn. 1928,52. 503- 504. Paasonen 12, 13. 505. ErdeJyi I.

This famous ballad has a wide currency in five language areas of the Balkan
peninsula, and it is not the Hungarian version that gained international recognition
but rather the Southern Slav text on the building of the castle of Skadar (Scutari)
and later the Greek ballad about the construction of the bridge of Arta had come to
be known as typical products of Balkan balladry. (The former through the
mediation ofVuk KaradziC's collection.) Later on also Romanian, Bulg~rian and
Albanian versions have come into the focus of inte(est.
The Romanian version speaks about the building of the monastery'oIArge~.
Negru the Voivod is seeking a place for the monastery he plans to build. The site is
shown by a young shepherd, and on the ruins of an old building the voivod has the
monastery built up. Before starting the operation, he promises either a generous
payor a severe punishment to the builders, dependent on the success of their work.
But what they build by day falls down by night, and conversely. Negru the Voivod
threatens them with death . Partly under the influence of a dream partly as a result of
a consultation, the masons decide to wall up the wife that first comes to bring dinner
to her man. The head master Manole's wife happens to come first. In several
22/11
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variants the head master entrusts her with different tasks in order to delay her
arrival, while the other masons warn their wives well in advance of the danger.
Manole sees his wife coming on the way from afar, and he prays much in the same
way as Kelemen the Mason of the Hungarian versions, asking God turn back the
woman, who nevertheless arrives. She is being walled up. Until they reach up to her
knees, then to her breast, she thinks they are joking; finally she realizes that they are
walling her up in earnest and starts to cry, speaks about the sad lot of her child; her
loud bewailing is heard even from the walls. Then comes Negru the Voivod to take a
look at the building. He asks the masters if they would be able to erect a still more
beautiful edifice. Upon the masons' boastful words he grows angry and has the
scaffolds pulled down so that the masons should perish on top of the walls. So he
wants to prevent them from building another monastery. The masons construct
wings from shingles, and make an attempt to fly qown, which however turns out to
be a failure: they meet the same fate as Icarus in the Greek myths. A well springs
from the spot where Manole crushed himself to death.
The Romanian texts of the ballad are usually very long, extending to as many
as eight hundred lines sometimes and rarely contenting themselves with fewer than
three hundred. It follows from this that their style is characterized by a tendency to
minuteously detailed narrative performance. After the publication of my first study
on the ballad in word large-scale collection was started also in Transylvania from
where then only one or two recordings of doubtful authenticity had been known. It
appeared from the new collection that the ballad is sung as a colinda song in the
Romanian regions of Transylvania, and that the Transylvanian texts show a
marked difference compared with these of the Transcarpathian areas: no reference
is found in them to Negru the Voivod or the name of the monastery of Arge~;
instead they speak about various castles which have to be built up; neither do they
know about the punishment of the masons by the cruel voivod, nor about their
attempt to escape by means of wings; at the same time they are short (varying
between forty-two and one hundred and thirty-seven lines, and averaging around
seventy to eighty lines); also the motifs of the head master setting different tasks to
his wife and the parallel breach of agreement on the part of the other masons are
absent in the Transylvanian versions which follow, on the whole, the plot
development of the Hungarian ballad.
With the Bulgars briefer variants are encountered, although the story also
there finds an extensive form of performance sometimes. A high degree of
variability of details is also characteristic of them: bridge, castle and even church
will come up with three brothers or a great number of masons, journeymen and
apprentices as builders; the head mason is mostly called Manoil, but not always,
because many other names are attributed to him. It is a general feature in them that
the master builders go home after the decision has been made; therefore they make
a solemn oath not to let out their secret, which they all betray except for the head
master; if this is not the case, they send message home to their wives asking them to
be late with the dinner; here again it is a frequent occurrence that the master mason
entrusts his wife with different tasks so that she may not arrive too early, and also
the oath comes up when the head master perceives his wife on the way and asks God
to set some obstacle to her; the motif of taking the walling-up in jest on the part of
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the wife occurs as well. Finally, some of the Bulgarian variants also know about the
well of milk trickling from the breast of the woman.
In the Serbo-Croat regions not the variability of details but the ramification
of the story into several directions can be spoken of. In the wake of the Bulgar
variants the story about the building of Skadra as well as some other similar texts
mention three brother princes who wish to have the edifice raised; the masons are
told by a fairy in these variants that the walls will fall as long as the wife bringing
first her husband's dinner is not walled up. The brothers, go home in these variants
as well, and let out the plan, with the exception of the youngest. The rest of the story
also runs much in the same route, with the walling up carried out in three steps, the
woman thinking the men are playing, and asking them in the end to leave a hole
through which she may be able to see her child. What makes a difference in the story
is the introduction in which the elf first demands two brothers of identical names to
be walled up, and only after the king had his servant search in vain for such twins
throughout the whole of his domain does the elf give a different order. This heading
is actually another version of the story about the walling-up which can be traced as
an independent song, in whose variants the twins of identical names are found
indeed, and also walled up, though no mention is made in them of the mason's wife.
One of the variants continues the plot even after the twins have been walled up:
Mehmed the Pasha is frightened to see that the bridge he had built is banged by a
trunk of fir-tree which the storm has driven there; he tries to save the bridge by
throwing part of his treasure into the water but to no avail; then he drives his axe
into the fir that returns the blow by sprinkling blood; eventually the Pasha learns
that he has been punished for having exacted tolls from those crossing the bridge.
Another story attributes the plan of building to a giaour governor (kaur ban) and
stands the wall by the walling up of a boy who first walks that way. The mother of
the sacrificed boy detects traces of blood on the wall, everything is made clear and
the governor is ordered to be beheaded by the pasha.
Still more striking is the divergence in the song telling about the building of a
dzhami by Dervish Pasha. The mosque is built in seven years, the masons go home,
but at night the storm demolishes it. It is rebuilt seven times and so many times it is
overthrown by the storm. The Pasha then prays to Allah, and in a dream he learns
that his own son is required as sacrifice. He steals the son away from the mother
whose heart breaks. The mosque is built and the woman buried. There is a still
further variation in which the original story is reduced to a lovers' tragedy: a girl is
walled up by her brothers who want to sever her from her beloved one; she entreats
them to leave an opening in the wall through which to see her lover.
But even those variants which follow by and large the thread of the plot of the
prototype show marked differences. In one of the version of the story that has many
variants in Croatia and Slavonia the walled-up wife escapes at last: upon order
from God, elf or a saint lightning comes to bring down the wall, the woman is set
free; she goes home and reproaches her husband because she did not betray the
decision to her; eventually she kills him for his having walled her up. Sometimes her
child walks to the castle where he drinks milk from the stream flowing from the
breast of his mother; he recognizes his mother and God ruins the wall with
lightning. Finally, we may mention a variant in which the builder has the elf torn to
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pieces by armed men, or wolves or falcons and so he prevents the development of
the tragic plot. But apart from the version referred to in the foregoing there are
many other versions which turn the trend of the story in the most diverse directions.
It would seem as if each story had been relating a different case of walling-up and
that the stories are connected only by similarities of certain details.
Also in the Albanian language area parallels of the skeletal tale of the Skadra
castle are encountered (without the introductory part about the twins). Besides,
however, the story has another Albanian variant which is remarkable just on
account of its being closely linked up with the building of the castle of Skadra: the
builder learns that the wall which falls down from time to time cannot be stopped
unless a woman is sacrificed. His younger sister happens to walk there, the masons
seize her and wall her up. It is held that the girl's name, Rosafa, has been transferred
to the hill on which the castle was built.
The story of the walled-up wife of the head mason assumed a new form with
the Greeks. The masons engaged in building the Arta bridge cannot complete their
work because the walls always fall down. The master masons weep until the ghost
under one of the arches tells them to wall up the wife of the head master. That is,
here it is known from the very beginning who is to be sacrificed. In spite of this, the
head mason sends his wife a letter by a bird instructing her not to put on her best
dress and delay her arrival as long as she can. The bird misunderstands the message,
flies off and asks the woman to hurry. She appears in a gorgeous dress. Then follows
the scene built on the ring motif well known also with the Bulgars: the head mason
pretends to have dropped his ring in the vault and asks his wife to bring it out. When
the woman is amidst the stones, they pour lime on her, throw stones on her, and so
they wall her in. She is wailing: they had been three sisters, and all three were to see
the same fate, one supporting the bridge of the Danube, the other that of Avlon, and
now she must hold the bridge of Arta. Next she lays a curse on the bridge so that the
first person that happens to cross it may die. But they bid her to withdraw the curse,
saying that it may affect her brother. Apart from this, there is another variant in
which the ghost insists on the act of sacrifice, without specifying the victim. A long
dialogue follows as to whom the head mason should offer; in the end he thinks that
he may get another wife although he may not get another mother or sister, etc.,
therefore his choice falls on his wife. It is also worthy of mention that the majority of
the variants do not speak about a real bridge but about the so-called Trihas bridge
which souls have to cross on their way to the world beyond, according to the
Moslem belief.
Now, if we single out from the national versions those elements which occur
at least in two different language areas, we find that the Bulgarian variants play a
central role in a certain sense. The order passed by the ruler and influencing the
masons's decision comes up in the Romanian, Bulgarian and Serbian variants. The
prayer " My God, may you raise a storm" , further the formula "They built her up to
the knees but she took it in jest", and the woman's words concerning the child who
will be left orphan: "There come warm rains to bathe him . .. " connect the
Hungarian, Bulgarian and Romanian versions. Monastery or church are to be built
in the Bulgarian and the Romanian variants; building the castle and milk flowing
from the walls, and the implication of the child at the end feature the Hungarian,
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Bulg.arian, Serbian and Albanian variants. Betrayal of the decision and the
manIfold tasks set by the head mason to his wife are common traits in the
Romanian, Bulgar.ian, ~lbanian and Serbian ballads. The woman being told her
fat~ upon her arrival: IS a turn typical of Hungarian, Bulgarian and Serbian
vanants; agreement as to the nature of sacrifice through the head mason's decision
or counsel with the other master masons come up as a common motif in the
Hungarian and B~lgari.an. versions; sending the wife to bring up the ring, three
brothers engaged m bUlldmg the edifice, and the variable numbers of the master
masons are encountered in the Bulgarian, Greek, Albanian and Serbian versions.
Window is opened for the eyes in the Bulgarian and Serbian for the breast in the
Bulgarian,Albanian and Serbian ballads. Sending message to 'the wife Occurs in the
Bulgarian and Greek variants.
As can be seen, the Bulgarian variants are involved in each set of motifs.
It seems, theref?re, that the Bulgars must have some central role in the spread
of the ballad. Even thiS assumed, the question of origin is not yet settled, as a matter
of course, only a ~oint of orientation concerning the trend of spread can be inferred .
As regards questIOns of donors and adaptors, we have more reliable points of
approach. For instance,
1. moments typical of a language area occur in another while the latter's do
not come up in the former;
,
2. misinterpreted or confused motifs devoid of any sense are incorporated
.
mto the story;
3. motifs di~ested of thei.r original character occur in the performance;
4. a plot UnIformly applied by all the nations concerned shows a marked
divergence in one of the language areas.
. . On the basis of the last-mentioned criterion, which is of extraordinary
slg?lficance, .w.e may state that the Serbo-Croat versions cannot be regarded as
P?mts ~f ongm, rather they ought to be considered to be in a stage of final
dissolutIOn. Skeletal .frames of the plot developed in so many diverse directions
co~ld not ?ave proVided grounds for bringing about a uniform story among the
nelghbounng peoples. But on the same basis we may leave out of consideration also
the Romanian version . The characteristic details of the texts from Old Romania
(the Regat), such as the scene of Negru the Voivod, or the punishment of the
masons, n~ver occur in the nei.ghbouring language areas (disregarding such ethnic
~roups whl~h c~me under th~ mfluence of the surrounding Romanian population,
like the Csangos of Moldavla who really have got variants with the mentioned
elements, unknown in the Hungarian versions). This observation is further
supported ?y the existence of Romanian variants in Transylvania. Whether the
TransylvanIan or t~e Old Romanian variants are considered original, there is no
reason that two so different versions should be developed with so marked territorial
diffe~entiatio.n within one and the same language area. At the same time it may be
readily .surmlsed that the ballad had been mediated by the Bulgars to the Old
RomanIan parts and the Hungarians to the Transylvanian Romanians.
The Albanian area can be precluded on much the same grounds: had the
ballad of the master ~ason's ~ife come into existence in that territory, the Rosafa
legend connected With the sister of the prince would certainly not have been
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associated with it. At the same time, the existence of an aetiological legend with the
Albanians may be supposed in relation of the Rosafa hill, on the one hand, and the
Bulgarian transmission of the common Balkan ballad, on the other. Thus, the
Albanian version may be regarded as a combination of the two.
Accordingly, the place where the ballad was handed over, or taken over, has
to be determined somewhere in the Greek, Bulgarian or Hungarian language areas.
The fact of borrowing is well brought out in the case of the Greek version by the
figuring of the message the master mason sends to his wife asking her to b~ late,
whereas it had been made certain at the very beginning that she would be sacnficed;
further there is no question of walling up that wife that happens to arrive first. With
the Bul~ars, on the other hand, it is quite reasonable that the decision t~ this end h~s
been agreed upon between the masons, and indeed there are many vanants of their
ballad to inform us about their stratagem. Another decisive moment is the scene of
the ring. Where the building operation is connected with. a ca~tle, it is
understandable that the woman is sent down to bring forth the nng (as IS the case
with the majority of the Bulgarian variants). But the Greek versions . know
exclusively about the building of a bridge, which render it difficult to surmise the
application of the trick. Therefore the Greek variants (and also some. of the
Bulgarian ones) make the woman swim in the river in order to meet th~ pomt.. The
original meaning is similarly overshadowed in the variant with the. T~has br~dge,
which cannot possibly provide the basis for a story telling about bUlldmg sacnfice.
And it should be noted that the Greek variants go with this motif in the southern
and eastern parts of the language area, only the northern regions adjacent to the
Bulgarian frontiers have developed ballads about the building of a real bri~ge .
In relation to the Hungarian and Bulgarian variants, there are five motifs to
supply points of orientation in respect of the trend ofsprea~: (1) the master m~son's
prayer for obstacles, (2) the woman's farewell to ~er child, ~~) t.he. gr~datlOn ?f
walling-up, accompanied by the woman's astonishment ( IS It m Jest or I~
earnest?"), (4) the spring spurting from the wall, and fina.lly .(5) the master ~ason s
decision or the counsel taken together to the effect of sacnficmg a woman. Smce the
Romanian variants come into consideration in connection with all the five motifs,
and therefore are of significant importance for the process of dissem~nation , .they
deserve to be examined parallel with the Hungarian and the Bulganan versIOns.
In addition to the texts given above as examples, the master mason's prayer
comes up in the following formulations.
( 1) Hungarian :

My God, my God, send a heavy shower,
.
Send a heavy shower so that my wife may not arnve here,
So that the coach may break and she may not arrive here!
Good day ...
- My God, my God, send a heavy shower,
Send a shower so that she may not come here.
The faster the shower was pouring, the more she made haste,
And when she arrived . ...
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Send a round cloud, a big shower,
So that my wife may turn back!
God has granted it, yet she did not turn back ...
My Lord, my God, take her somewhere else!
May my four chesnut horses break their legs,
May the wheels of my coach break to pieces,
May God's lightning strike the road,
And may my horses turn back snorting!
But no ill befell either horse of coach.
. . . .. (after the prayer)
God does not hear the pleas of Kelemen,
But helps his dear wife to approach.
In other variants he asks for wind, or for a wolf to eat the horse's leg, and
immediately after comes the wife's greeting. In the Moldavian Csang6 variants he
asks, in addition to bad weather, for wild wolves, and the summit of reality is
reached at the turn: God sent those, too, but still they did not return.
It appears that the Hungarian variants stick to the stylized description of the
psychological state even when the moment of reality is involved by the phrase: God
gave it, but still they did not turn back. But this again is a stylized formula which
does not raise the sense of reality; further it mainly occurs in Moldavia where the
ballad style has somewhat faded in the common mind. In addition, there are seven
variants in which the master mason warns his wife to turn back by a wave, of course
in vain, and some of the variants do not include the prayer, only "bad weather" and
storm are spoken of which similarly fail to make the woman turn back. These are
obviously paler versions of th.! original motif of psychological desription, although
the story is still kept within the original frame of a stylized character.
(2) Bulgarian:

The motif occurs in seven variants with the Bulgars.
My God, sent dark clouds,
From the dark clouds, thick rain!
So that my love should slip,
Spill the dinner and turn back.
God does not hear the prayer of Manojlo, his love arrives.
This turn with the slip and the spilling of the food degrades the formula from
the height of stylization by inserting a casual detail into the general picture; but
even so, it maintains the character of a wish. In another variant the master mason
asks much in the same way for rain and wind, his wife to spill the dinner and turn
back, which all come true except that the woman does not turn back but arrives at
the castle. In this case the picture becomes more realistic and deviates considerably
from the stylized form. And when the prayer is omitted and only the bad weather
remains, as in certain Hungarian variants, the wife starts three times, but returns
twice to her aunts and arrives only the third time at the place where her husband is
waiting for her. This is a realistic augmentation of the situation, which, however,
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does not mean a gradation of the psychological condition. In one of the variants the
rain soaks the dinner and the woman turns back to consult her aunts, who teU her in
turn why they do not go out with the dinner. In this instance the original fonnula is
utterly corrupted. (FinaUy, in some of the variants the master mason waves his hand
only, or else fragmentary texts are found which fail to infonn us whether the prayer
has or has not been heard.)
(3) Romanian:

In the Romanian texts the " realistic description" of the scene is fuUy replaced
by an unreal, fantastic, representation. Closest affinity with the Hungarian version
can be seen in the text of Alecsandri, in which God raises a stonn, which is depicted,
together with the master mason's psychological state, in thirty-nine lines. In
another variant she is obstacled by a bush, a wolf standing in her way and
threatening her with its bloody tongue, and by a scorpion. On two occasions she
gets frightened and spills the soup, but when the scorpion appears, she makes a
short cut and so she arrives. In another variant, this device is combined with the
motif of the master mason setting tasks to his wife in order to delay her arrival. First
the husband asks for a shower, then for darkness to fall down so that the wife may
spill the food, and for a divine suggestion to set out and search for the lost oxen. All
this happens, the dinner is spilt, but she finds the ox and prepares a fr.esh food from
it with which she arrives. In the rest of the variants the woman meets with a dragon,
a 'wolf, a bear, a serpent, and sometimes she is held up by a thistle or flock of sheep
guarded by wild hounds; triple repetition and turning back being constant features
in every case. Apparently the psychological description's transfonnation into a
realistic picture, which appears only as a moderate tend~ncy in the Bulgarian
variants, assumes such proportions which far exceed the baUad style, approximating the fields of fantastically detailed unrealistic images.
The fonnula " Is it in jest or is it in earnest" has been presented in its most
explicit fonns in the sample baUads given above. With the Bulgars it comes up
almost in the same way as in the Hungarian language area:
As they build the waU up to her knees,
She is laughing, laughing.
As they build her up to the waist,
She is laughing, laughing.
As they raise the wall up to her breast,
She gets frightened and begins to weep.
But this again is not depicting a stylized psychological state of a. woman wh~ is
making desperate effort not to recognize the situation. Th~ woman m the Bulgat;an
ballads simply refuses to take it in earnest. In another van ant we find the foUowlOg
fonnulation:
Then they built the waU up to her knees,
But she was laughing with loud laughter.
Then they built the wall up to her waist,
But she was crying with loud cries.
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They built the waU up to her knees,
Radka did not take it in earnest.
They built the waU up to her breast,
Her white milk spurted out.
This Radka took already in earnest.
They built the wall up to her knees,
She did not drop a tear.
They built up the waU ~o her throat,
Then she was shedding ;tears.
They built the wan up to her waist,
But she was looking to !and fro, laughing.
Then she asked: are yop joking with me?
The masons continued . They placed stone on her breast,
They placed brick on her head.
Pavlica burst into tears.
In the last instance the formula is broadened out into a narrative. A stiU more
detailed variation is the foUowing:
They build her in, but she, oh, Lord, only laughs.
They built half-way up, and she still laughed
When they had built up to her head,
Then she understood that they were going
To leave her !is a human sacrifice in the tower.
They build, one after the other,
The young wife does not realize the truth,
She cans to the masons to let her go home to her child,
And tens them the things she has to do.
They build the waU up to her waist,
Then she realizes the truth and prays for her child.
It is obvious that the fonnula has lost the clear outlines: first it is rather concise
though it is not a description of a soul in utter despair. Later it turns graduaUy into ~
narrative fonn , indulging in details.
The process is being carried still farther with the Romanians, not only
because the motif is expanded to fonn an amply detailed scene but also because
certain portions of the fonnula are omitted in a random way. The content of the
scene contained in the excessively long variant recorded by Teodorescu can be
summed up as fonows: Cap lea was only smiling as she was being built in, and took
fright only when she was hardly able to peep over the wan: If this is ajoke, it is not a
good one! They paid no attention to her, but continued to pour the lime, lay the
bricks, while she was wailing: Manole, if this is a joke, ... the wan is very heavy on
me .. . etc. This repeated several times, as the waU is raised up to her mouth, her
husband answers.
In the variant recorded by Pamfile the master masons pretend to waU her up
for fun 's sake. "This is not a good joke!" says the woman. Manole does not answer,
the waU is rising. It rose from her leg to her knees, from her knees to her breast, from
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her breast to her eyes. The masons were making speed, while she kept on saying:
"Manole, my husband, my dear man, the wall is pressing me . .. ". In another
variant we have the following formulation : "While she was being built in, the
woman was laughing, because she thought they were playing a joke on her. The
building rose to her waist, then up to her breast. And what did she do? She wanted
to break out and she cried in a low voice: Manoles, Manoles!" Then the husband's
accusation follows, then again the woman's wailing complaint that she had come to
the place, upon which the head mason repeats his command: "Make haste, don't
stop building ... from her waist up to her breast, so that one looking at her teats
should think they are made of marble!", and the like.
Let us now examine the woman's prayer we have read in the Hungarian
variants quoted. There are two fragmentary examples which are rather laconic on
this point: "Kind women will give you the nipple, there are kind girls to do the
washing.", and "Sleep, sleep, Kind women will give you the breast, wash your
clothes and dry them in the sun." In a more complete form:
Put him into the cradle and the middle of the yard,
Kind women will come to suckle him,
Gentle breezes will come to rock him.
My God, my God, what will become of my little son?
There are rocking cradles to send him to sleep,
There are kind women to give him the breast.
Put my rocking cradle before me,
Put my child into it.
There will be soft rains to wash him,
There will be gentle breezes to rock him to sleep.
Put my child in the rocking cradle,
Beautiful women will come to suckle him,
Soft rains will come to wash him,
Gentle breezes will blow to send him to sleep.
Who will bathe my son?
There are soft rains to bathe him,
Who will wrap my son?
There are kind women who will wrap him up.
Who will give my son his dinner?
There are kind little birds who will bring him food.
Who will rock my son to sleep?
There are gentle breezes to rock him to sleep.
This formula is a commonplace in Hungarian ballads which occurs in two
other types as well (Types 4 and 5). The mother in the ballad of The Enticed Wife
Forsaking Her Child (Csanad county) addresses her children when placing them
under a tree:
. . . . . When the birds
Flap their wings, just imagine
That your mother is speaking to you.
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When the rain falls, just imagine
That it is I, your mother, that is bathing you.
Similar is the address of Ilona Budai to her child :
Kind women will come to suckle you,
Soft rains will come to bathe you,
Gentle breezes will come to rock you to sleep.
Warm rains will come to bathe you,
Warm winds will come to rock you to sleep.
The formula comes up with the Bulgars, even though not very frequently . At the
wife's question " Have you no pity on your son?", the husband, to console her, says
that the cradle will be brought and that it will be walled in too. "And when the wind
blows, it will rock the child to sleep; when the rain falls, it will bathe him; when the
birds fly thither, they will feed him, too." In another variant the original image is
worn away, although the textual connection with the foregoing is obvious: "Who
will feed my little baby? My sister will feed him. And who will feed my child? The
wild birds will feed him."
It is worth-while to cast a cursory glance at the Bulgarian parallels of
the Hungarian ballad of The Enticed Wife Forsaking her Child, in which the
motif also comes up in a somewhat modified formulation. The woman taken
prisoner by the Turks puts her little son down under a tree or at the foot of the
mountains, placing him under the protection of the Stara Planina. Then comes the
above motif transformed into a realistic scene and modified in a way that young
hinds passing there suckle him. The child grows up, and sometimes he will be the
rescuer of his imprisoned mother. (Cf. No. 5.) Let me quote a portion of the song:
"Then Todorka said: Sleep, my son, Damyanka, when winds blow, they will rock
your cradle, when the hinds go past, they will suckle you, when the soft rain falls, it
will wash you, so that you will grow up and free your mother from the Turks."
(Stoin 1931 No. 181.)
Also the Romanian versions contain some detail which is apt to reinterpret, in
a realistic way, this poetic turn originally contemplated to flash up the motherly
feelings and the fate of the child separated from his mother. The woman keeps on
wailing as the building proceeds, and her child is weeping. In the end she is walled
up to her mouth, and then Manole replies: "God will look after your child, as you
left it in its bed. Fairies will go to it and suckle it; when it snows it will be anointed;
when it rains it will be bathed, and when the wind blows it will be rocked to sleep,
and that is how your child will be brought up. " Besides one or two formula-like
solutions we find such ones as in No. 10, for example: "When you have finished
with me, put a tower on top of the building, and a cradle on top of it, and put Ivanka
in it. He is still very tiny, poor little thing, the wind will rock him, if snow falls it will
anoint him, if rain falls it will bathe him. "
A similar course of development can be documented in relation of the spring
of milk. The motif is rather economically referred to by the Hungarian variants
which just mention that a well of milk or water spurted out from the place where the
woman was walled up. Very often the Bulgars develop this motif to grow into a
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scene of suckling: " They walk to the stone bridge, and the~ awake Manoil~tsa in the
bridge: Manoilitsa, your little child is weeping! Then .a tmy stream of mll~ spu~ts
from the bridge, it flows into the mouth o~ Pavel, the. htt,l,e lad; And the ~hlte mIlk
starts to flow as many times as Pavel, the httle lad, cnes. More generalIs the form
in which an opening is left-sometimes at the woman's req~est-for her breas~. I~
the Albanian a fantastic tube appears that conveys the mIlk dov: n to the ~hlld s
mouth while the Croatian variants have a stream of milk from WhlC? the c?lld can
drink. The motif is utterly deprived of its original meaning ~hen a wm?ow IS I~ft to
m the SerbIan verSIOns.
th e eyes of t he woman', this formula becomes prevalent
. .
. '
'bl ' h
Finally it is turned into a fully corrupted.form:-whlch.lS qUlte mcompatl e WIt
the basic cOI~ception of human sacrifice-m WhICh the wIfe asks t~e masons to le~ve
an opening so that she may breath fresh air. This is the case m two Romaman
versions in Yugoslavia.
. .
.
.~~
These examples clearly indicate that the ongmal form, \Vhl~h corresponds to
the ballad style, has been-preserved by the Hungarian formulatIOn , and that t?e
Bu1gaI;an, Romanian and Serbian versions followed a course of devel.opment qUlte
contrary to the nature of popular ballads. Therefore only the H~nganan can be ~he
original. This is further confirmed by the rest of the !lunganan and B~I~anan
parallelisms in which the differences a~pe~r much l~ th~ saIn:e way. m t?e
Hungarian the application of the motIfs IS always. m Ime WIth the specIal
requirements of the ballad genre, while in the Bulganan these are more or less
ingnored or blurred.
.
.
.
.'
There still remains a possibility for companson, WhICh I dl~ not t?mk ~t
proper to exploit before the relation between Hungarian .and Bulganan va~ants IS
not made clear on, so to say, self-supplied evidence. To WIt, here ~he CaucasIan and
Mordvin versions offer themselves for examination. These agam corroborate t?e
result of comparison of Hungarian with the Balkan ballads, ~nd further ~Iar:fy
the early history of the former. Notably, a lege~d in verse spea~mg about bUlI~mg
sacrifice has been recorded also from the GeorgIans. The story ~s about the ~allm~
in of a child instead of a woman. There survive several vanants, som~tlmes m
verbatim recording, sometimes only abstracts are given. It ca~ ?e ascertamed .t~at
what we have here is a summary in prose of a poetic composItIOn whose declslVe
scene, the dialogue of mother and child, still retains its verse form. I.n the sto~ of the
Suram Castle what is built by day falls down by night. On the advl~e of a pnest t~e
only son of a widow, Zurab is walled up, or victimized by drawmg t~e lots. HIS
mother runs to the wall and calls out her son: How do you feel, my chIld, are you
still alive? He replies from the wall: Alas, mother, the wall has reached up to my
knees (then, in succession, up to the waist, breast and neck), an~ finally he says:
Alas mother I am dying! The wall never dries but always remams wet from t~e
boy'~ tears (~r from those of the mother, which i~ obviously erroneous). ThIS
dialogue is rather uniformly represented by the vanants.
Apparently the Georgian song must have been based on some common
European tradition for a much-quoted German legend in pro~e has preserv~d
similar gradations: In order to make a castle im~regnable, t?e b~tlder~ buy a chIld
and wall it up. The child is given cakes to eat whIle the wa~lls bemg raIsed, and the
child munching on it cries to the mother: Mother, I can stIll see you! Mother I can
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still see you a little. When the last stone was put in place: Mother, I can no longer see
you! Here again we have a rendering in prose of what has been formulated in verse
form in Georgian.
It is undeniable that the Hungarian ballad is close to the Georgian song in two
places: in the gradual walling-up of the victim, together with the pertaining
duologue, and the final scene with the duologue between mother and son. In one
respect the Hungarian is further away: the roles are reversed, with the mother
walled up and the child speaking to her from outside, and the gradation of the
duologue between husband and wife. In the latter case, however, the formulation:
when she was walled up to the knees, when she was walled up to the waist, etc. shows
nearly the same gradation in the two language areas, so much so that a tex tual
correspondence may be established.
One cannot imagine that motifs so closely related as these should develop
independently of each other in so distant places. One is struck already by the fact
that it is only two places in the world where the legends of building sacrifice have
developed into verse compositions in the folklore character, notably in the
contiguous Hungarian and Balkan areas, and in the Caucasus. The more
striking is that the two elaborations are related by strong textual affinities. If the
possibility of a connection is not contradicted by historical considerations, then it is
also obvious that the one had developed from the other.
But such a historical possibility is only granted in the one-time connections of
the Hungarian people with those of the Caucasus. We do not think solely of the
linguistic contacts that have been definitely proved in relation of Hungarians and
the Alans of the Caucasus region; we have in mind also the association of certain
Caucasian ethnic groups with the early Hungarians, for instance a fragmentary
group of the Alans, named Varshans (Varsanyok) joined the Hungarians in the
Conquest Period, later the Yases (Jtiszok. also an Alanic tribe) migrated into
Hungary together with the Cumans, leaving even a linguistic record of their idiom
from the fourteenth century.
But apart from historical evidence, the text themselves argue for an
undeniable relationship. Closest similarity in the scene of gradual walling up,
accompanied with the duologue, is to be found in the Hungarian versions, in which
the original stereotype formulation clearly survives while in the other nations'
tradition it has been gradually beclouded. It is another question, of course, that in
Hungarian the story has been transformed according tothe special requirements of
the genre so as to enhance the vigour of the psychological characterization. It is in
the Hungarian variants that the duologue between the walled-up victim and the
relative-mother and child-is placed at the end of the ballad,- a scene which
always appears in a more or less distorted form with the other nations. It is only in
the Hungarian versions that the spring of water on the wall is just mentioned-or
transformed into a spring of milk, being the walled-up one a young mother-which
scene finds a self-contained formulation in the Balkan areas, in a sharp contrast
to the Caucasian version. It is also interesting to note in this connection that the
Greek version knows very little-and the Trebizond Greek variants practically
nothing-of all this, although these are closest territorially to the Caucasian areas.
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How far the traditional material spread from the Caucasus may be well
realized from the song variants of it among the Mordvins living in the vicinity of the
Volga Bend. Their songs relating to the building of the Kazan Castle or a village
church show several points of agreement with the Hungarian variants: what they
build by day falls down by night; their opening formula: What shall we do, w.hat
shall we think of it? Let us go and build the castle of Kazan! reminds one of the
incipit of the Hungarian ballads: "Twelve masons started out, started out to build
the high castle ofDeva"; and "Twelve stonemasons took counsel together how they
should build the high castle of Deva," etc. With the Mordvins, however, a maid has
to be sacrificed; in one of the variants she is walled up alive while in others her bones
are broken (as sometimes the bones of Kelemen's wife), and she is even quartered up
in one of the variants. In spite of these differences, the duologue between the mother
and the child always follows much in the same way as in the Georgian versions,
which clearly indicates that the murder before the walling-up takes place has been a
secondary development, just as in Hungarian. The mother goes to the wall on three
consecutive days and asks: Are you still alive, my child? The answer is: It is tight
round my breast ... and the like, but on the third occasion the victimized girl is
silent. That is to say, the duologue is still exactly like the Georgian: a mother speaks
to the walled-up child, with the difference that the victim is already a woman, a
grown-up maid. And this is what we have in the Hungarian ballad as well.
After the translation of my manuscript was finished Pal Szalmasi read a
paper at a session of the Hungarian Ethnographical Society about "The Caucasian
antecedents of the ballad of Kelemen Komives" (The Walled-up Wife), exposing
Armenian variants closely related to the Georgian texts.
(1) As the masons were laying the foundations of the old bridge of Astarakh,
the river carried away the stones. All their attempts at restoring the pillars were
frustrated by the river. Old people in the village advised them to put the foundation
at some other place, and that they should wall up an orphan girl alive. The masons
bought an orphan girl from her stepmother and built her in the walls of the bridge.
The girl subjected herself to the builders' will without saying a word of protest.
When the wall reached up to her knees, she spoke up mournfully:
"They walled me up, mother, they walled me up
Right to my knees ... "
( As the wall reached up to her breast:)

"They walled me up, mother, they walled me up
Right to my breast . .. "
( As the wall reached up to her throat:)

"They walled me up, mother, they walled me up
Right to my throat .. . "
No more word of the girl was heard, and the bridge was successfully finished.
(2) The foundations of the bridge at the village of Koter were repeatedly
destroyed by the waves of the Euphrates. The master mason is near to commit
suicide. The spirit of the water imparts to his sixteen-year-old daughter that the
bridge would not be finished until a maid or a lad below eighteen has been
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'
(As she is walled up to her waist, the girl says:)
"T?ey walled me up, aunt, they walled me u
RIght to my waist."
p
(From the other side her aunt says:)
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" Let them wall you up, Soghik, let them wall you up
Right to your breast!"
( The girl says again :)
"They walled me up, aunt, they walled me up
Right to my breast!"
"Let them wall you up, Soghik, let them wall you up
To your throat!"
At this, the girl dies. Therefore the walls of the castle are sheddi?g tea:s to this day.
(6) While they are building the castle of Bitlis the gods rum th~lr wo.rk. They
cannot make it ready. A soothsayer tells them to wall up a beautiful girl. They
follow his advise and succeed in completing the construction. An almond-tree
grows from the girl's tears on the rock, which is a frequented goal of pilgrimage even

today.

(7) In order to prevent the castle of Alashkert under co~struction from
collapsing, the masons wall up a girl. Later, when the castle was a rum, many people
saw the girl's locks hanging down from the stones.
.
(8) The masons are under obligation to finish the constructl~n of th~ cast~e of
Sparkert in a year. But what they build in the day-time falls down m ~he mght-tlme.
A woman says to the master mason: Amira, if you find a boy who IS the. de~r son
(not stepson) of a married couple, and put him in the walls of the castle, It Will not
collapse. They started out to look for one. A woman sold them a twelve-ye~r-old
shepherd boy who was her nephew. As they are walling him up, the b?y begms to
blow his shepherd's pipe. As they walled him up to the knees, he said:

"Wall me up, aunt, wall me up,
The stones have reached my knees already ... "
( As they rose to his heart:)

"Wall me up, aunt, wall me up,
The stones have reached to my heart already . .. "
( As they rose to his head:)

"Wall me up, aunt, wall me up,
The stones have covered my head already ...
You have destroyed me, aunt, you have destroyed me.
You have destroyed the dear son
Whom God had sent to his father and mother!"
As can be seen in this case the figure of the wife who arrives first to bring food
for his man appear~ as a motif. At the same time, we Witness ~ariatio~s of the
legends connected with building sacrifice.influenc~ng ~he t~xts which are m a stage
of development where the most impressive solutIOn IS bemg sought for.
Of all the motifs occurring in the above texts it is only the figure of the mast~r
mason's wife that is common to every national version. None of the rest come up m
the Greek poems, one or two appear now in the Bulgarian, now in the Ro~anian
or Southern Slav ballads, at the same time, all of them can be found m the

Hungarian version. And what is very meaningful: they show the closest affinity to
the Caucasian formulation.
It follows from the foregoing that the legend in verse about the building
sacrifice had been brought either by the Hungarian settlers or by such Caucasian
ethnic groups which have subsequently joined them (Varshans, Yases). In any case,
the original form must have contained elements from which the parable of the
walled-up wife of the master mason could have been developed at a time when the
ballad style became known to the Hungarian population, from which the story
made its way towards the peoples of the Balkans. The trend of transformations
shows the following way: first the Bulgars took it over from the Hungarians. But the
Bulgars may not have been contented with the psychological evidence of the
punishment affiicting the master mason only, but they wanted to reduce his
responsibility by introducing the motif of treason on the part of the other masons,
thus making them more culpable and the master mason almost a victim. At the
same time, holding in view not the method of parables but the psychology of
quotidian mind, they also attributed certain stratagems to the master mason, such
as the various tasks he set to his wife in order to delay her arrival. All this, however,
truthful in reality as it may be, becomes irrealistic in a way: ifthere is a possibility of
treason, then the role of fate coming into play in the decision-making is void of
sense and the ballad is deprived of the catharsis element, that is of its tragic beauty.
Thus transformed, the ballad reached the Trans-Carpathian Romanians who
further developed the story by adding to it the punishment by the Voivod of the
master mason; furthermore, it reached the Albanians and the Serbians as well. The
Greeks, who had also got the ballad through Bulgarian mediation, go even farther
as concerns the transformation of the tragic feature. They start out from the
beginning from the fact that fate had appointed the chief mason's wife;
consequently, his responsibility comes to nothing, or almost to nothing, and the
song loses its intensity; so much of the latter is retained only as is concomitant with
an anticipated fulfilment of the tragic event.
Besides, many other details of the story are transformed. The modification is
largely due to traditional conceptions showing a great diversity in regard oT
building sacrifice. To wit, the belief that the local ghost (genius loci) disturbed by
the building operation should be appeased by human sacrifice has not only
produced numberless legends all over the world, from Mexico to Japan and from
the Estonians to Black Africa, but it can also be demonstrated as a living practice
from earliest records to the most recent excavations, in fact up to the seventeenth or
eighteenth centuries. These legends and recorded cases include all the variation
possibilities which can be discovered in the Balkan form of the ballad, as well as
in its Caucasian and Mordvinian counterparts: the burying of the victim alive,
sometimes a boy and a girl together, or a boy whoJtappens to walk there, a maid or
the master mason's son; the mixing of blood with lime and the sprinkling of blood
on the foundation of the building; not infrequently the victim undertakes to be
sacrificed out of his own will, thinking it to be a glorious feat, as presented in some
of the Southern Slavic texts; even the name of the victims are specified in some
instances, for example in certain Serbian variants; the stipulation that "it should
not be a pa&~nger or a beggar" in the Greek texts refers to more recent practice
23/11
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when only such victims could be taken into consideration; with the Bulgars we
encounter with the walling-up of the shadow of a man or woman, which is
tantamount to the utter degeneration of a one-time lively custom (survival). On the
other hand it is interesting to note that it is just the topic of the ballad under
discussion-the walling-up of the master builder's wife-that is missing in the
legends relating to the practice of building sacrifice (except the Armenian). It is
more likely that the explanation lies in the very nature of the ballad genre indulging
in psychological conflicts in domestic life; it may have been in the wake of such
western domestic ballads that the narrative in verse brought from the East had been
transformed, since it originally contained ballad-like elements in the duologue
depicting the psychic condition of mother and son. The transfer of the son's role
onto the mother may have been made easier by the circumstance that the
Hungarians had got knowledge of walled-up women while staying in the East: the
Mordvinian stories speak about a maid, those of the Abkhazes about a woman, one
Armenian text about a wife and what is more, a report from west of Lake Baikal
describes the remains of a female corpse, buried alive beside an earthen fort in a
twisted position, whose cramped fingers-as if scratching the face-testified to the
terrible custom of burial alive.
Assuming the ballad form , the story first reached then the Bulgars somewhere
in the area of the Banate of Szoreny and in the adjacent Bulgarian banate; from
there it spread towards the Transcarpathian Romanians. It should be remarked
that the area of the one-time Banate ofSzoreny used to be inhabited by considerable
Hungarian populations whose memory still survive in a number of topographical
names, and even in the names of rivers. (Li1kiJ 1935, Kniezsa 1938, p. 388). The map
below, drafted by Li1kiJ, shows settlements of Hungarian settlers that used to be
bordering on Romanian as well as Bulgarian language areas. The Transylvanian
Romanians must have learned the ballad from Hungarians with whom they lived
together; through Bulgarian mediation it reached the Greeks, Albanians and
Serbians. Further, the Croats came in contact with the Hungarians at the juncture
of the rivers Danube and Sava, somewhere on the border of the Hungarian,
Bulgarian and Croatian language areas, in the vicinity of the Banate of Szoreny,
and so the ballad followed its route toward the West, in the Drava-Sava interfluve,
according to the evidence of the modified variants. The most conspicuous
differences are shown just in the final sections of the mentioned routes.
We have still to establish the approximate period when the ballad was
tranferred. Apart from the times of the Great Hungarian Conquest, it was only in
the period of the AO
ngevins (Louis the Great reigning from 1342 to 1382) that
Hungarians maintained close connections with the Bulgars, notably when the King
established the Bulgarian Banate headed first by Stratsimir, then by Hungarian
barons. At that time the towns of Yiddin, Fehervar (Belogradchik) and Laganj were
packed with garrisons under whose protection perhaps also Hungarian settlers were
living in the foreign lands; the Banate of Szoreny was similarly inhabited by
Hungarians, the area of the two banates having been divided by a long frontier. At
latest the transfer of the Hungarian ballad can be dated to those times. As late as
1377 Louis the Great was able to celebrate a victory he had won over the Turks in
Bulgaria, but later on the Turkish troops flooded the Northern territories of the
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Balkans and the possibilities of direct Hungarian and Bulgarian contacts were
gradually reduced. In the next century Janos Hunyadi led campaigns in the Balkans
against the Turks (I 443-48}, but those years were no longer favourable for a direct
transfer of Hungarian folk poetry. Consequently, we have to date the period of
transfer to the middle of the fourteenth century .
In the foregoing, I have summed up the essence of my arguments. Those
interested in details are referred to my former studies on the subject (Vargyas 1956,
1960 and 1967). Still I have to enlarge upon some views with which I had not dealt in
the given reference works. For example, Hortilek (1963 and chiefly 1965) calls in
doubt the Hungarian origin of the ballad because my principal argument concerned
the Caucasian and Mordvinian provenience of the topic, that is areas where
Hungarians had come up in times before the Conquest. He maintains that no such
transfer can be conceived in the case of a nomadic nation. In point of fact, I have
disregarded the Caucasian and Mordvinian variants when embarking upon the
demonstration of the Hungarian origin of the Balkan versions by carefully
comparing the national variants; the Eastern material has been invo~ved only la~er.
Furthermore, the Hungarians of those times cannot be charactenzed as havmg
been so one-sidedly nomadic as would hold many still today. They had been long
exposed to Caucasian, Iranian and Khazar influences, even Alanic and Khorezmian ethnic groups had joined them, let alone those Alanic (Yas) groups which
migrated into Hungary in the twelfth century. Thus there had been plenty of
opportunities for them to get acquainted with the Caucasian saga elements.
His second argument is that the ballad did not spread northward from
Hungary. Certainly not. But this is a truth even in case the Balkan origin would
be accepted, since the ballad's route and dissemination from the Hungarians.cannot
be made dependent on its origin! And it is precisely Hortilek who (1963) admits such
a trend of transfer in connection with The Marvellous Corpse (68), a ballad which he
considers similarly Balkan in origin, mediated by Hungarians to the Northern and
the Ukrainian populations of Europe. The same route may well have been followed
by the ballad of the walled-up wife! But why did the ballad of The Enticed Wife (3)
not enter the Southern Slavs' language area though it has reached the German,
Hungarian, Czech, Moravian and Polish regions? The questions of disseI?ination
are rather intricate, and one cannot account as yet for the occurrence of white spots.
Talo~ (1969) adduces parallels of Romanian legends to illustrate certain
individual formulations of the Romanian ballad: they are seeking a proper place
for the building; only one definite ruin is suitable for the purpose (with which found
the building sacrifice can be spared--even though this speculation does not fit at all
into the concept of the ballad), further, the presence of the Icarus motif at the end of
the story when the masters seek escape by flying. All this, however, reinforces my
statement that I made on the basis of a survey of the building sacrifice tradition all
over the world; variants of sundry legends will be embedded in the vario,us
formulations with various peoples, and this is the reason why diverse partial
variants arise. Since Talo~ fails to bring up parallels for the main motif of the
present ballad, to wit the victimization of the head mas~n's wife, his .data ~an~ot
demonstrate the origin but they document the Romaman formulation differmg
from all other national versions.
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Talo~ refers to a diary of travel from 1654-58 which recorded a method of
building of the monastery of Arge~ quite different from what is usually found in the
ballad. He concludes that the Regat version introducing Negru voda and Manole
had not been extant at that time, and that only the Transylvanian variants may have
existed. Although this is irrelevant for the question of origin, evidencing at most a
later development of the Romanian variant, I do not believe that the fact that a
foreigner had heard a legend somewhere should be interpreted in a way that another
legend or ballad did not exist at the time.
M egas (1971), summing up what he had advanced in 1969- 70, gives a detailed
answer to my study which he promised to do as early as 1960. From the variants he
infers a basic type that should have developed in Epirus and preserved in Greek
areas more to the South. He omits from this all such traits which may testify to the
borrowed nature of the Greek formulation (although he himself acknowledges that
these traits are generally known throughout the entire Greek region). The pristine
text included the following motives in his opinion: a number of masons want to
build a bridge, and what they build by day falls down by night; a ghost voice
appoints the victim in the person of the master mason's wife; the master mason calls
his wife; she is suspicious of her man's intention, rocks her child to sleep and bids
farewell to her home; the actual construction completed is made known by the
woman's lamenting her own and her sisters' fate; finally she lays a curse on the
bridge which she withdraws later. According to Megas, the same area of Epirus
which gave birth to the "primitive form" had developed the additional motifs as
well: message to warn the would-be victim to come late; the woman's questioning
the messenger ifhe had come to bring good news or bad news; the ring scene and the
duologue between man and wife. But he gives no explanation whatever as to why
these contradictory elements were added later; he rests content with stating that
they must have been added at an early date because they range over the whole of the,
Greek areas. This argumentation, however, undermines the authenticity of an
"inferred primitive form " . In all likelihood, his conclusion has been based on
certain motifs which are missing in some of the variants (forgetting that each story
contains such elements which cannot be omitted without annihilating the story
itself). The contradiction is not eliminated by the supposition of a possible primitive
form but is referred to a later Greek form; therefore Megas 's central argument does
not alter the facts. He has only one comment on the utterly senseless message to
delay the woman's arrival: "Das Motiv selbst, nach dem der Frau aufgetragen
wird, ihre Ankunft zu verzogern, ist als Sinnesanderung des Helden, bevor es sich
der schrecklichen Notwendigkeit fiigt, zu verstehen." He certainly fails to explain
why this motif-which is well fitted into the plot with the Bulgars-finds such
unreasonable application with the Greeks. What kind of change of intention can be
surmised after the master mason had accepted the decision to build in his own wife
into the bridge; how can he then reasonably send word to her to come late? Could
she not be built in later? And above all, may we suppose at all that this change of
intention should have been the origin of the motif of betrayal, and of the message,
occurring throughout the Balkans as organic parts of the plot?
He tries to mitigate the senselessness of the ring scene by arguing that the
woman is sent down into the " watery base" though more often than not she has to
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walk into the river. Anyway, he attributes this scene to the influence of another
Greek song in which a demon disguised as a beautiful girl is sending a young man
into a well to bring up the ring that has fallen off from his finger: ~ut the fa~t that
water and ring are involved in this story does not mean at all that lt lS related m any
way with the ring scene in the ballad of The W.alled-up ~ife: With the Bul~ars and
the neighbouring nations, the master mason mduces hlS ~lfe ~o descend l?tO ~he
depth of the wall pretending that he had dropped his w~dd~ng ng .there,.thlS bel~g
the reason of his sadness. In any case I can see no pomt m bnngmg thlS scene m
connection with a bridge and a descent into a river.
Megas does not pay any attention to the contradiction.that present~ itself ~n
the spread of the "drawing oflots" motif. This mainly occurs m Kappadocla and m
some islands of the Dodecanessos (sporadically also elsewhere). In the northern
neighbouring areas this is an organic p~rt of the p~ot. It is i~conceivable that this
motif should have reached the Bulgars wlthout passmg the Mlddle Greek areas, and
conversely, from the Bulgars it could not penetrate the southern and eastern
regions. It follows, therefore, that his motif must have existed in wider are~s, and
that it was ousted to the peripheral stretches by the intruding of another motif, that
of the decision of a superhuman being typical of the Greek tradition, and
consequently more suitable to the Greek.
. .
.
From the fact that the ballad is known throughout the entire Greek-mhablted
area including Minor Asia and the southern archipelagos it would follow that it
originates from Byzantine antecedents, since later the "politica~ unity': ~as broken
by the Frank conquer in 1204, and even before that by the SelJuks gammg foot as
early as 1071 in Asia Minor.
The French and the Venetian rule, however, could hardly prevented the
Greeks in maintaining connections and exchanging their songs between their
various groups, since in feudal Europe the political frontiers were no obstacles to
such contacts. As to the Seljuks, it is not necessary perhaps to go back to so early
times and think of the incessant warfares, rather credit should be given in this
respect to the argument brought up by the mentioned author i~ connection w~th the
further spread of the ballad: " Zu dieser Verbreitung trug dle Tatsache bel, dass
diese Uinder friiher jahrhundertelang unter der gleichen politischen Verwaltung
Roms und Byzanz und spater unter der der Tiirken-Sultane befanden, was auch den
geistigen Austausch der zusammenlebenden Volker be~iinstigte." (p. 52.)
Well if the Turkish rule had had any role to play m the spread of the ballad
through th~ Greek, Bulgar, Romanian and Hungarian territories-Rome may
perhaps neglected in this respect-then there may have been no obstacle to ~ts
transmission between the Greeks themselves. The ballad may well have found ltS
way to the remote Greek ethnic groups even under the Turkish occupation.
Megas attributes the ballad's dissemination in Hungary to G~ee~ settl~rs who
used to play an important part in the cultural affairs of those countnes m whlch they
found refuge. But Greeks came as merchant to Hun~ary, an~ we have no
knowledge of any considerable influence of them on thlS countnes .culture. He
rejects the possibility of a direct connection between the Hunganan and the
Bulgarian ballads-in spite of many word-f?r-word agre~ments of both content
and form-by the following statement: "Sem Versuch, emen engen Zusammen-
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hang zwischen den ungarischen und bulgarischen Versionen zu beweisen, ist meiner
Meinung nach als verfehlt zu bezeichnen." He, however, fails to support this
statement by any reasoning.
He originates the Hungarian ballad from the Romanian version because he
discovers close relationships between the Transylvanian Romanian and Hungarian
texts and because he does not take into consideration the existence of the Nyitra
variant- that is to say, he ignores the Hungarian versions outside the mixed
Romanian and Hungarian areas of Transylvania. Then he refutes the conclusions
of Ta/o~ and Pop saying that the Romanian is not the primary formulation, and that
the hypothesis of a double generation of the same ballad in two different places is
not possible, being the Greek area the starting point. He argues as follows: the
kolindas of Ta/o~ are sung by children in Transylvania and therefore there "handelt
es sich offensichtlich um eine verkiirzte Version, die zu einem Kinderlied .. .
umgestaltet und aus praktischen Griinden abgekiirzt wurde." . (p. 53.) The
Hungarian shows a very close resemblance with this shortened " children song" :
"Die ungarische Fassung zeigt im Gegenteil eine grossere Ahnlichkeit mit der
einfacheren Version des rumanischen Liedes." ( Ibid.) Before this, however, he
declares that the Hungarian is essentially similar in construction to the ancient
Greek variant inferred by him. " Es sei hier auch noch bemerkt, dass auch die
ungarische Ballade von der Eingemauerten Frau, was den Verlauf der Handlung
betrifft, ebenso einfach und hart (?) wie die griechischen ist." (Although he only
presents a skeletal sketch of the ballad!) That is to say, the version abridged in the
practice of Romanian children have been taken over by the Hungarians, and
eventually the plot thus curtailed may provide a proof of the ballad-like
construction of the Greek " prototype".
His summary based on three hundred and thirty Greek variants contains no
one single argument which would provide me ground for altering my opinion
formed on the basis of two hundred and ninety-seven Greek, two hundred and
seven other, and forty-five Hungarian variants. There is only one novel point in it:
the rejection of a Romanian origin. So far the Romanian researchers challenging
me, namely Ta/o~, Pop and Vrabie have readily referred to Megas 's review of 1960,
in which he refuted my statements. Tacitly it was implied that they, Megas and the
mentioned Romanians, took a uniform stand against me. Now it appears that they
ate of the same opinion as long as they are engaged in debate with me, and this is
what they mostly did so far; nevertheless, they refute each others' statements as
soon as it comes to the gist of the question. That is to say, there are not two
standpoints, one against my conception, but there are three different opinions
which mutually preclude each other. One is always at variance with the other two.
Literature: including only the more important references from times before 1967: Grozescu
1864: the Hungarian is a counterfeit of the Romanian; Mailand 1885: Greek > Serbian > Roma~ian>Hungarian ; Sy rku 1890: either the Romanian or the Serbian is original, the Greek being
underdeveloped" ; Schladebach 1894: the Romanian or the Serbian is original: Alexics 1897: the
Hungarian originates from the Romanian: Sarudy 1899: on the basis of Albanian, Serbian, Romanian,
Bul~arian and Greek versions, the Greek or perhaps the Albanian seems to be original, the Hungarian
havmg been borrowed from the Romanians; Sainean 1902: in the wake of Syrku he thinks either the
Serbian or the Romanian to be original, the Hungarian having come from the Romanian; Dietrich 1902:
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the Greek is original; Stoilov 1902: the Greek is original since Greek culture had influenced the whole of
the Balkans; Horger 1902: the Hungarian originates from the Romanian; Szegedy 1910: translated
Serbian versions, the Hungarian shows Serbian and Romanian influences; in his opinion the ballad can
be dated to the age of the Hunyadis; Sebestyen 1911 : the Hungarian originated from the Balkans;
Arnaudov 1920: Greek is original, from which Albanian, Serbian and Aromun variants developed (these
mutually influencing each other), Serbian and Romanian variants developed from the Bulgarian, the
Hungarian from the latter; Solymossy 1923: the Greek is original (he refers to a Greek bridge and to the
name of Manole surviving from 1659; the Hungarian came from the Serbian, the Romanian being a
prose version; Gragger 1926 accepts Solymossy; Skok 1929: the ballad ows its spread to Aromun
masons; Stefanovii: 1931: (and 1937): Karadiii: version is original, it blended the story with the legend of
the sacrificed child; Stefanovii: 1934: the Greek and the Bosnian versions are original, from which the
Karadiii: variant developed in the twelth and the thirteenth centuries; Stefanovii: 1935: the Hungarian
forms a separate group, being related not with the Serbian but the Slavonian and Macedon variants;
Baud-Bovy 1936: the Greek is original; Ortutay 1936: accepts Solymossy; Entwistle 1939: spread from
the Greeks to the Balkans; Kazmer 1942: Balkan origin; Caracostea 1942: the Romanians borrowed
it from the Balkan nations; Ortway 1948: association with the earlier material of the Mordvinian
legend; Entwistle 1949: the Greek being very old, even though not "Akritic", gave rise to the Serbian and
Romanian versions, as well as to "London Bridge is Falling down" , Cocchiara 1950: the Greek is the
ancient version because it is most archaic; Csanadi and Vargyas 1954: accepts Solymossy; Ortutay 1955:
accepts Solymossy; Comi~eI1956 : the Romanians have many versions of the ballad; Chikovani 1955:
Georgian, Hungarian and Serbian parallelisms; Istvanovits 1958: new and more exact Caucasian data;
Erdelyi.l. 1958: New Mordvinian examples; Megas 1960: reviews the works by Cocchiara and Vargyas.
rejecting the latter for ignorance of two hundred and fifty Greek versions in manuscript; Hadiis 1960:
the Greek is original, having been spread by Greek emigrants; Maskaev 1964: (pp 79- 112) discussing
the Mordvinian songs, and Hungarian parallels on the basis of Vargyas 1960; Talo~ 1962: publishes
thirty-one Transylvanian variants and quotes a further twenty-seven; Pop 1963: the Transylvanian
Romanian is original from which the Hungarian and the Regat--<:ompletely different- forms
deveioped, as well as all other national versions; Vargyas is a representative of the old school of
Hungarian folklorists who always sought to demonstrate the superiority of Hungarians. (NB. those
belonging to the "old school" invariably demonstrated a Romanian or Serbian primacy: Mailand.
Alexics. Sarudy. Horger. Szegedy. Sebestyen. Solymossy. Gragger. Ortutay. Kazmer. and even myself in
the volume Csanadi and Vargyas 1954 before surveying the vast material of variants in their national
idioms; as against this, the Romanian researchers- from Grozescu and Saineanu to Pop and Vrabie
mostly derived the ballad from Romanian tradition all over the spread area.) Horalek 1963: the ballad
came from the South to the Hungarians and Romanians but it did not penetrate the Slovak language
area; Amzulescu 1964: enumerates the published variants, leaving out the Transylvanian kolinda
versions; Horalek 1965: contests my conception; Vrabie 1966 (pp. 67-107): no "Hungarian variant"
can be spoken of because only Szekely and Moldavian variants exist, these being mere "reflections" of
the Romanian; Talo~ 1969: Romanian legends connected with the ballad; Megas 1969- 70: the Greek is
original: Megas 1971: repeats his former statement on the basis ofa detailed examination of the Greek
variants; Sulileanu 1971 : analyzes the tune of the Romanian ballad which is non-strophic but an epic
construction of variable tune elements; Talo~ 1973: topically the ballad is a Balkan product. Contesting
the Caucasian origin put forward by Vargyas . he thinks that there is no explanation for the interchange
of the child's role with that of the mother. He ignores the large number of similar transfers' role in the
course of transmitting variants: Type 16. The Girl Danced to Death- Tristes noces: the young man is
poor; in the French the girl is poor. Type 13. The Bride Dying in the Wedding Procession: in the English
ballad the brother stabs the girl; in the Italian, the brother protects her. Type 16. The Mother's Curse:
the Italian mother curses the girl, who wishes to marry, while in Child 25: she curses her son because he
goes to see his sweetheart. Type 3. The French and Polish forms of The Enticed Wife: the girl pushes the
knight in the water-in Polish version inversely; French Type 62. Germin~Child Type 76. the man
gives signs- the girl does it; Type 9. The Two Chapel Flowers (in the Hungarian the child curses his
mother while in the Slovak version the mother curses herself; in the Hungarian a young aristocrat falls in
love with a serfs daughter, in the Spanish version the King's daughter with a poor nobleman); Type 18.
The Knight and the Damsel (the French young man tries to appease the girl while in the East European
versions he makes her sing); Type 20. The Brigand's Wife (in the Transdanubian regions the wife has her
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husb~nd,. wh~ is a robber, executed while in Transylvanian and Romanian ballads it is the brigand that
ha~ hl~ Wife killed; ~ype 65. The Speaking Corpse (in the French the dead girl speaks to her bridegroom
whll~ In the Hunganan the dead young man to his bride); Type 71. The Coward Lover (in the Hungarian

the 81 rl calls the young man who raises objections while in the Spanish the young man asks the woman for
admission ~nd the ~oman raises objections). In this context we should refer to such parallels as are: Type
63. The Wicked Wife and Type 64. The Incredulous Husband, in which the topic is the same but the
characters ch~nge in function . Besides, TaJo~ completely ignores the agreement in the formula of wallingup by gradation and declares the Hunganan version of Nyitra to be a revival.
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3. THE ENTICED WIFE

She unbuttoned her mantle,
She suckled her son,
35. She entreated her kind husband.
Kiiveskdlla (Zala county) . Gyula Sebestyen, 1906. MNGY VIII, 180.

10.
9.
A soldier was luring a young wife
To go away into a foreign land;
He kept on luring
Until he succeeded in luring her away.
5. They were going, they were going in a small wood,
In a small wood, in a small field ;
They arrived at a beautiful tree,
And cool moss under the beautiful tree.
Sit down here, beautiful young woman,
10. Look in my head for a little while.
(While searching in his head, the young woman was
thinking of how she could escape. When the soldier
fall asleep, she drew his sword and cut his head. Then:)
She dressed in his clothes.
She galloped back and reached her home.
Good day, -kind sheriff, my goodman!
Will you let me pass the night under your roof?
15. I cannot take you in, brave soldier,
For I have no wife
To cook you a supper.
I don't need your supper,
I need only your warm room.
(He was shown into a warm room and given a supper, too. Before going to bed, the
guest spoke up once more:)
20. Take off, sheriff, my boots,
Dry my foot-cloth.
Take off, my daughter, his boots,
Dry his foot-cloth!
Father, father, my dear father,
25. It is my mother that has been here!
Shut up, son of a bitch!
Your mother has gone with the soldier.
Father, father, my dear father,
It is my mother that has been here!
30. I knew her by her feet,
And by her slender waist,
By her two rocking arms.
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1. Come with me, Anna Molmir
Into the forest, far, far away,
Into the forest, far, far away.
2. I cannot go, Marton Jajg6,
For I have a wedded spouse
And a little son sitting in my arms.
3. After much luring and cajoling
He took her onto his horse and ran away with her,
He took her onto his horse and ran away with her.
4. They started on the long way
Into the forest, up to the snowy mountains,
Into the forest, up to the snowy mountains.
5. They arrived at a branched tree,
They sat down in its shade,
They sat down in its shade.
6. Anna Molnar, my dearest heart,
Will you look in my head for a little while!
Will you look in my head for a little while!
7. She was looking in his head,
And he fell asleep in her lap.
He fell asleep in her lap.
8. Anna Molnar was looking high and low,
And on the branches of the branched tree
She saw six beautiful girls hanged!
9. Aye, she thought,
I am going to be the seventh today,
I am going to be the seventh today.
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10. The tears were pouring from her eyes,
And they poured down on Marton Jajgo's face,
And they poured down on Marton Jajgo's face .

24. Aye, it does not matter if he is crying,
For I have heard a child crying,
For I have heard a child crying.

11. Why are you crying, why are you crying, Anna Molnar?
I am not crying, Marton Jajgo,
It's only dew from the branch of the tree.

25. Well, then you may come in
And we manage to spend a night somehow,
And we manage to spend a night somehow.
26. I say, my goodman,
Can you have good wine in the village,
Can you have good wine in the village?

12. How could it be dew,
When it is just noon,
When it is just noon!
13. Prepare, prepare, Anna Molnar!
Climb the branched tree,
Climb the branched tree!

27. There is good wine to be had here,
But my son is crying, who shall I leave him to
But my son is crying, who shall I leave him to?

14. I cannot climb, Marton Jajgo,
I am not used to climbing trees,
I am not used to climbing trees.

28. While the goodman has been out fetching the wine
She was tending the child,
She was tending the child.

15. But you must go before me, showing me an example
So that I may learn from you how to climb,
So that I may learn from you how to climb.

29. She unbuttoned her mantle
And suckled her crying son,
And suckled her crying son .

16. He started to climb the branched tree,
His sharp sword fell back,
His sharp sword fell back.
17. Throw it up, throw it up, Anna Molnar!
Just a moment, just a moment, brave soldier,
Just a moment, just a moment, brave soldier.

30. She suckled him, she kissed him,
She rocked him to sleep by the fireplace,
She rocked him to sleep by the fireplace.
31. I say, my goodman,
What if your wife were alive,
What if she came home alive?

18. She threw up his sharp sword
And so she cut his tender neck,
And so she cut his tender neck.

32. Would you then scold her, would you beat her,
Would you reproach her in this life,
Would you reproach her in this life?

19. You have served to it, Marton Jajgo,
For you have cheated me out of my country,
For you have cheated me out of my country.

33. I should not scold her, I should not beat her
Nor should I reproach her in this life,
'
Nor should I reproach her in this life.
34. I am your wife
With whom yon swore to live,
With whom you swore to live.

20. She put on his mantle,
And his gown that reached down to the heels,
And his gown that reached down to the heels.
21. She jumped on his horse
And rode back to her country,
To the gate of her kind husband.
22. I say, my goodman,
Can you put me up for the night?
Can you put me up for the night?
23. I can put you up for the night,
Although my son is crying,
Although my son is crying.
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35. And they flung themselves into each other's arms
And they lived together to death,
'
And they lived together to death.
Kibed ( "MarOSSZl?k ", Maros- Torda county). SeprOdi 1908= ErdtHy i Muzeum,
cylinder XX/1. = Ethn . 1913, 38.
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Come with me, Anna Molmlr,
Come with me to a foreign land .
I will not go , my gallant sire;
For I have a little child,
5. A little child and a kind husband,
With whom I have no rest
Either in the night or in the day.
Come, come, Anna Molnar;
For I have got six palaces
10. And I shall place you in the seventh!
He was cajoling her with many words,
And in the end he cheated her out of her home.
They are going, they are going in a strange land,
And they arrived in the middle of a green wood.
15. Sit down here, Anna Molnar,
Sit down in the shade of the branched tree
So that I my lie in your lap;
Look in my head for a little while!
Anna Molnar, Anna Molmir,
20. Anna Molnar, Anna Molmir,
Do not look up into the branched tree!
I shall not look up, my gallant sire.
My gallant sire went asleep.
And Anna Molmir looked up
25 . And raised her eyes up to the top of the branched tree.
There she beheld six beautiful maidens,
Six beautiful maidens hanged!
She thought
She would be the seventh to be hanged!
30. Her tender heart throbbed,
Her warm tears began to flow ,
And they flew onto the face of the gallant sire,
And my gallant sire woke up.
Why are you crying, why are you crying, Anna Molmir?
35. You have looked up into the oak-tree,
Up to the top of the branched tree!
I did not look up, my gallant sire;
Three orphan children have been passing here,
And I thought of my little child!
40. I thought of my little child, of my kind husband
With whom I have had no rest
Either in the night or in the day .
Climb before me, Anna Molnar,
Climb up to the top of the branched tree!

45. I will not climb, my gallant sire,
For J am not used to go before anyone.
My gallant sire began to climb the tree before her.
She suddenly drew out his bright sword
And cut ofT the gallant sire's head!
50. She clad in his clothes,
She put on his scarlet gown;
Then she jumped on the steed
And started home,
To the gate of her kind husband.
55. Kind goodman, kind goodman,
Can you put me up for the night?
J cannot put you up for the night, my gallant sire,
For J have a little child
With whom I have no rest.
60. J have no rest either in the night or in the day.
Kind goodman, kind goodman,
J am used to such things!
Kind goodman, kind goodman,
Is there good wine to be had in the village?
65. It is to be had with the neighbour's as well.
Go, go, kind goodman,
Go and fetch a cup of it for supper!
Go, go, you kind servant,
Go and fetch some shavings for the night!
70. She unbuttoned her mantle,
Her scarlet gown that reached down to the heels,
And she suckled her little child,
And her little child fell asleep.
The kind goodman has come back:
75. My gallant sire, my gallant sire,
What is the reason
That my little child has fallen asleep;
It is three weeks and three days
That he has not slept!
80. Kind goodman, kind goodman,
What if your wife came home?
Should you beat her, should you scold her?
Or should you reproach her to her last day?
I should not beat her, I should not scold her
85. And I should not reproach her to the last of her day.
She unbuttoned her mantle,
Her scarlet gown reaching down to the heels;
She kissed her little child,
Her little child,-and her kind husband.

"Szekely/old". Samu Szabo. 1872=MNGY 1.141.
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8. I will not climb, Marton Ajgo
For I am not used to climb a tree!
But show me how I could, go ahead of me,
So that I may learn from you how to climb!

12.
Parlando rubato
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1. Come with me, Anna Momir,

Let's go into the forest, far, far away!
I will not go, Marton Ajgo,
For I have a wedded spouse,
. 2. A wedded spouse, a kind husband,
A little child sitting in my arms,
He was luring, he was cheating her,
Finally he raised her on the horse and ran away with her.
3. They started out and kept on going, going
On their long way to the forest.
There they found a branched tree,
And sat down in its shade.
4. Anna Monar, my dearest heart,
Will you look in my head for a little while!
She was looking in his head
And he fell asleep in her lap.
5. Anna Monar, looked over her shoulder,
And she looked up to the branches of the tree.
And lo! there are six beautiful maidens
Hanged one after the other in a line,
Aye, she thought,
I shall be the seventh today!
6. Tears fell from her eyes
Onto the face of Marton Ajgo.
What made you weep, what made you weep, Anna Monar?
I am not weeping, Marton Ajgo,
There is dew on the branches of the tree,
And dew has dropped on your cheeks.
7, How could dew be dropping now
When the day is at noon?
Prepare, prepare, Anna Monar,
Climb the oak-tree!
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9. Marton Ajgo started to climb,
His sharp sword fell back.
Pass it to me, pass it to me, Anna Monar!
Wait a minute, wait a minute, galant soldier!
10. She flung up his sword with such strength
That she cut his tender neck.
You have served to it, Marton Ajgo,
For you have cheated me out of my home!
11. Anna Monar clad in his clothes,
And put on his scarlet gown reaching down to the heels.
Then she jumped on his swift horse
And galloped back to her country,
There she stopped at the gate of her home,
And called into the courtyard:
12. I say, kind goodman,
Will you put me up for the night?
I could put you up for the night, brave soldier,
But I have a child crying at the hearth.
13. My wife has forsaken me,
And there is a child crying at my hearth.
If it's only for that, you may put me up,
For it is not the first time I have heard a child cry.
14. I say, kind goodman,
Is there good wine to be had in the village?
If there is good wine to be had in the village
Go and fetch me a cup of it for supper!
15. Aye, it's a long way to the place where good wine is to be had,
And whom shall I leave my crying child to?
While you are out fetching the wine
I shall take care of your child.
16. No sooner the goodman started out,
The goodman started out,
Than she unbuttened her mantle
And suckled her crying child.
17. She suckled him, she kissed him,
And she rocked him to sleep by the fire-side.
The father of the child returned
And wondered why the child was not crying.
Maybe, the child is silent
Because there is a stranger in the house.
24/11
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18. They set to table to have supper.
The guest spoke up, addressing the goodman:
I say, kind goodman,
There's a question for you to answer!
19. Suppose, your wife were alive,
And came home alive,
Should you scold her, should you beat her,
Or should you reproach her in this life?
I should not scold her, I should not beat her
Nor should I reproach her in this life.
20. I am your wife
With whom you swore to live.
They recognized each other,
And they also embraced each other.
They spent the supper merrily
And lived together to their death.
GyimesJelsolok-Santatelek (Csik county) . a 34-year-old woman. Ka1l6s- M art inPesovar. F. 1962 = AP 5200/a.
Divergences: The variants of Regions I- Ill are more or less abridged and
more incomplete versions of No. 9 published here. Sometimes even the motif of
enticement is missing: the hero and heroine meet in a forest and when the soldier
wants to kiss the wife she draws out his sword and slashes his neck . At the same
time, the scene of suckling the child, and the subsequent reunion, recur in every
variant. One of the texts, however, is interpreted in a way that the wife leaves the
house, because upon the child's words the father's reply reads as follows : "Had I
known that she was your mother, I should not have let her go for sixteen thousand
forints! ". Not infrequently the smallest fragments preserve very important details.
In the variant of Bed the "Old man" is Carrying Fair Ilona (Szep Ilona) through
hills and dales, Through hills and dales, and thorns and bushes. Stop now, stop
now, you Old Man! ... We shall stop when we arrive at the tree which 1 have cut at
the top: There I have nine castles. And I shall close you up in the tenth". B.:>asting of
having castles, being an element of enticement, occurs in some of the texts: Come
with me, Anna Molmir, I have six houses made of stone-sometimes castles-I am
just building the seventh--or I shall give you the seventh. The fragment of
Tamasfalva contains only thus much: "I have six castles of stone, And I am just
building the seventh". The informant adds that the fragment originates from the
story of Anna Monar which had been sung in his village when he was yet a child. (By
courtesy of Sandor Halint.) The castle motif occurs in nine variants. Further
variants of the enticement motif are the following: "Come, let's go, Anna Molnar
On a long way, into the forest. To the place that floods with milk and honey! I will
not go, ... Anna Molnar could not withstand, And she started on the long way, To
the place that floods with milk and honey." (MNGY I. 146, Kriza): "Come with
me, Anna Molnar, For I shall buy you holiday clothes!"; in two Moldavian
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variants the soldier asks the wife to go to walk: "Come with me, Anna Monar!
Come on the long way, let us have a walk"! In several variants: the soldier walking
in the street asks Anna Molnar: "Come with me, Anna Monar!". As to the the rest
of the motifs, there are no considerable divergences; and the differences are rather
due to curtailments of the text by omission.
First mentioned: 1840-41 (Klezse, Rokonfold).
Dissemination: Sine loco (supposedly Transdanubian), Moson county (Cikolasziget 2), Sopron
county (the Csepreg region) , Vas county (Ikervar), Zala county (Keszthely, Koveskalla, Ojudvar),
Veszprem county (the environment of Somlo, Borzavar), Nyitra county (Bed- fragment embedded in
the ballad of the Murderer of the Old Husband, Type 131), Bars county (Ledec 2), Hont county
(Garamsallo), Ung county (sine loco ). Torontal county (Tamasfalva, a fragment of two lines), Csanad
county (Mezokovacshaza), Torda-Aranyos county (Aranyosrakos), Maros-Torda county (Kibed,
Nyaradkoszvenyes, a fragment of two lines, Szabed, Szovata 2, "Marosszek"), Udvarhely county
(At yha, Lengye1falva 2, Rugonfalva , Szombatfalva, Udvarhe1yszek, "Szeke1yfold" = probably
Udvarhely 3), Csik county (Borszek, Csikmadaras, Ditro, Gyergyoszentmiklos, Gyimesfelsolok,
Gyimesfelsolok-Santatelek 2, Gyimeskozeplok-Biikkhavaspataka, Gyimeskozeplok-Haromkut 2,
Gyimeskozeplok-Javordipataka, Gyimesvolgye-Hidegseg, Gyimesvolgye-Recepatak, GyimesvolgyeMagyarsiiges, Szarhegy, Tekeropatak), Haromszek county ("Alsoharomszek", Sepsikorospatak)?
Bukovina (Andrasfalva-Kakasd, Tolna county, Fogadjisten, Istensegits, " Bukovina" prose text added
to the ballad about The Brigand's Wife), Moldava (Bogdanfalva 3, Gerlen, Klezse 4, Kiilso-Rekecsin,
Uszped 6, Magyarfalu 2, Nicolae Balcescu, Pusztina 2, Somoska, Trunk 3). Total 78. I- Ill : 17, IV: 37,
V: 24.
Rejected: the text described as having been recorded at Ipolyfoldemes and Ipolyszakallas, which
shows a word-for-word agreement, apart from three minor deviations, with a variant formerly recorded
in Ung county: furthermore, the piece AP 5173/i, recorded from a fifteen-years-old girl at Belzerind,
Arad county, which is apparently a variant of the Transylvanian text that the informant had learned
from a printed book.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 5, 30; in respect of the " Iooking-in-the-head" motif: 40,
41.

Tunes: 1 = No. 10. 2 = 1'10.12. The numbers of tune variants are given in brackets 7(2),10(3), 13
(2), 14 (4), 15 (2), 17 (3),18 (2), 19 (2), 25 (4), 27 (5).
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:

FRENCH : 1. Simon 1900 Wallonia 8, 82. 2. Canteloube IV, 46. 3. Puymaigre 1865, 98. 4.
Davenson 7.5. Barbeau-Sapir 25.6. Barbeau 1962, 143 (reconstruction). 7- 9. Barbe~u MS. 10. Decombe
26-29. Rossat
I R ev. T ra d . Pop. 1894 , 406 +. 12-25. Millien 1906, 113- 117A-D + .10 vanants.
92 I.
2 33 B . awl 11 237
19i7I1A-D. 30. Guillon. 85.+ 31 . Smith 1881, 149.32. Champl1eury-Weckerlin, 17. . uJe
'.
.
34. Ampere. 256. 35. Simon 1926, 169.36. Tiersot 1903, 142. (Nygard 1958 enumerates 36 MS. vanants
I' 13 7
from Canada.)
ITALIAN: 37---42. Nigra 13A-F. 43. Ferraro 1870, 43. 44. Giannini 1889, 1434.45. Pergo I
.
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46. Ferraro 1877, 142. 47---48. Widter- Wo(f73A-B. 49. Bernoni 1872 Punt. V. 2.
PORTUGUESE: 50-52. Braga 1. 152- 153 (= Hardung 61 and 63),154 .
SPANISH: 53. Wo(f- HoJJmann 11 , 22 119.54- 55. Cossio-Solane 11, 21 - 233 275- 276. 56. 18.f.
Romanische u. Englische Lit. 1861,285.57-58. Armistead-Silverman 1971 /1, 17 and 54, A2 and 815. 59.

Id. 1971 /11 18.
ENGLISH: 60--{)6. Child 4.67-207. Bronson 4. 208. Greig 2. 209-216. Belden 4A- H.
DUTCH: 217: HoJJmann v. F. 10.218. MS. + 219. D. VIr. 41 / lb= Souteriiedekens 2.220. E-8
41k. 221. Lootens-Feys 37. 222. MS + 223-225. Lambrechts 156-158.226. D. Vir. 41 / 10. 227. MS.+
GERMAN: 228---400. D. Vir. 41/12- 231 (including the recently published Parisius 5--6,88,340,
431 /a, 550 and 682).
DANISH: 441---473. DgF 183 (11 MS. and broadside and 22 traditional variants).
SWEDISH : 474---475. Geijer- A/zelius 66--67.476---478. Nygard 1958 A-8, E.
NORWEGIAN: 479---496. Nygard 1958, A- R.
POLISH: 497-548. Kolberg 1857 5a-bbb (a = Czernik. 294, d = ibid., 298, bbb = Karlowicz 4,
407 = Czernik 300). 549-550. Kolberg 1871 -84, 6,112208 and 169 336. 551. ibid. 12,63 131. 552-553.
ibid. 16,289-290473-474. 554. ibid. 19, 148453*. 555- 569. Karlowicz 4 f. 18A, 25, 51, 51A, 53,58A,
66A, 76, 78, 79, 408-409+var. and 9 f. 121 , 124, 667-668,66,9. (129+ I variants are enumerated and
discussed, but only the mentioned ones are published with full texts.) 570-576. Ligr:za- Sbinski + 5A-E,
H,1.
SLOVAK- MORAVIAN: 577. Narodop. Vestn. Cesk. 1906.277. 578. SI. Sp. Ill. 513. 579- 585.
SuSilI79/360-361, 189//405-408 .586-587. Bartos 1901 46 and 104. (D. Vir. quotes the Czech variants
under Erben 3 1864 15---16., see also Burlasova 21.)
ROMANIAN: 588- 590. Papahagi 1925 374, 382 and 395. 591. Tiplea 3. 592. Amzulescu 288/11.
(Rejected: Marienescu 22 and the translation thereof in Ethn 1897, 185, Vulcanu 57, because of
unmistakable signs of their having been transcriptions; further the data "from the collection of A.
Hermann. 8iharcounty", Ethn 1897 and Moldovan 6 and 46 should be handled with utmost reservation,
these being free translations without the originals added and the provenience specified.)
SOUTHERN SLAV: (partially relevant) 593-598. Strekelj 133-138. 599. HNP V/2, 15899.
600. TALV1 11, 172 = ? Kapper 11,3 18. (Translated from the Vuk Collection.)

The Ballad of The Enticed Wife survives in the traditions of fifteen nations,
and is known to all peoples in Western and Middle Europe; therefore the fact of a
common origin cannot be called into doubt, neither its trend of spread from west to
east. Consequently, it was generally held earlier that it reached Hungary through
German mediation. This statement, however, is contradicted by a closer analysis of
the facts. Notably, the story has four fairly different formulations in the Germanspeaking territories. The first has western borders of the mentioned areas as its field
of dissemination, stretching roughly along the Rhine up to the Dutch frontier. This
version does not include the scene under the tree with the hanged women, at most
fragments of it occur in some of the variants; for example, hanged girls are seen by
the riders on their way. The story runs as follows: The knight lifts the girl on the
horse and they ride three days in desolate fields; finally the girl asks the knight for
food and drink. "Wait till we arrive at the lime-tree or the spring", answers the
knight. When they reach the place, the knight owns that he has killed several girls
before at the very place; in one or two variants they see hanged girls indeed, their
sight being the cause of the knight's intimation. He also imparts to the girl that she
has to die. She is offered to have her choice between three deaths: to be hanged on a
pine-tree, to be drowned in water, or slain by the sword. The girl chooses the sword,
but warns the knight to take offhis clothes because maiden blood will spray far. The
knight turns away to undress, and the girl draws out his sword and cuts his head.
Then she jumps on the knight's steed; at this moment the severed head asks her to
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blow his horn hanging from the saddle. The girl, however, escapes the trap and rides
away. Meeting with the knight's mother on the way, she tells her that she has left her
son at the tree where he had slain already seven girls, and that she should have been
the eighth.
The Dutch version amplifies the story by sending the girl first to her father,
then to the mother and her brothers, whom she asks one after the other if she may go
on a ride with the knight; apart from this, however, the story runs much the same as
in the German version . In one of the variants the girl returns home bringing the
seducer's severed head with her, and the father gives a feat to celebrate the glorious
escape of his daughter.
The next German version which has been recorded from the Germanspeaking populations of Southern Germany, Switzerland, Bohemia and pre-wars
Hungary presents the following formulation of the same story. The magic song ofa
knight is heard from outside the palace. The girl wishes to go with him so that he can
teach her his song. She collects her valuables and selects the best of the horses from
the stable, and they gallop off. At the edge of a forest, a turtle-dove warns the girl
not to believe the knight, for he has trapped eleven already and she is to be the
twelfth. She asks what the turtle-dove said, but the knight explains it away. In the
forest he spreads his cloak on the ground and asks the girl to search his head for lice.
For every lock of his hair she goes through she drops a tear. "Why are you
weeping?"-asks the knight. "- Are you perhaps lamenting your proud, youthful
spirit, or your father's wealth, or your honour which you shall never regain? Or is it
perhaps because of the pine-tree? " The girl admits that it is the pine-tree that
makes her weep, because she sees eleven girls hanged on it. "Don't cry, Anneli, for
you will be the twelfth! " Yet the girl asks him to let her cry out three times, and he
grants the request since there is no one to hear her in the forest. But her brother does
hear her, sets off after them and kills the seducer.
More towards the East and North, in the territories of Saxony, Brandenburg,
Mecklenburg, Pomerania and the East-Prussian provinces, the brother arrives too
late to rescue the girl, he can only revenge her death. This is the third type which
shows a manifold contamination with motifs of other ballads. (For instance:
" What blood stained your sword (or clothes) red?", asks the brother. " I have slain a
dove", answers the seducer.) Nevertheless, the three cries form a strong link
between this and the former type. As can be seen, proceeding from the West to the
East, the figure of a determined, self-rescuing girl gradually changes into a passive
victim who has to be saved, or revenged. The fourth version, similarly of the western
areas, occurs alternating with the first. There are no previous victims in it, the
knight kills the girl, and the text seems to justify him doing so, and even permits him
to marry another girl in the end.
Had the ballad been transmitted by the Germans to the Hungarians, it ought
to have been from the areas of the second type discussed, this being characteristic of
the German populations living within and in the neighbourhood of Hungary. As
against this, we have a Hungarian heroine who rescues herself, just as in the
western most type. On the other hand, as regards the scene under the tree, there are
closer similarities with the second type than with the first in which the motif comes
up only in a fragmentary form.
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I. Golden mounting of a sword sheath . Eremitage (Siberia, ca. 300 B.C.--400 A. D.)

2. Mural painting in 14th·century church of
Bantomya (Murakoz). (Water-<:olour
reproductio n.)

6. Mural painting in the church of Szekelyderzs (Haromszek county), from the 15th century

3. Mural painting in the 14th-century church
ofZsegra (Szepes county). (Strongly repainted
in the 17th century. Water-colour
reproduction .)

5. Mural paIntIng in the church of Maksa
(Haromszek county), from the 14th century.
(Water-colour reproduction.)

4. Mural paIntIng in the
church of Vitfalva (Szepes
~ounty), from the turn of
the 14th-15th centuries

7. Vatican Legendary (a series
of pictures of Hungarian
origin from 1357- 70).
Representing a scene of the St:
Ladislas legend

8. The title-page of the ThurOczi Chronicle from 1488

9. Illuminated Chronicle detail (after 1358). St.
Ladislas's fight with the Cumanian warri or

Before drawing conclusions, let us examine the other western versions. The
French, being concise and remarkably uniform of presentation, can be outlined as
follows: The knight carries the girl on a long journey (for many miles) without a
word passing between them. At last the girl asks for food and drink. " Eat your own
flesh and drink your own blood, because you are not going to get any proper food" ,
says the knight. They reach a fish-pond. Here he admits that he has already
drowned thirteen women and that she is to be the fourteenth, and tells her to
undress. She asks him to turn his back because it is not meet that a knight should see
a girl undress. When he does so, she pushes him into the water. He catches hold of a
branch but she cuts it off with his sword. In vain he begs her to save him: whatever
people will say if she returns home without her bridegroom? " I shall tell them- says
the girl-that I did to you what you intended to me." And with this the ballad
ends.
This story spread, practically without alteration, to the Italians (Spanish),
and with changes in detail, but essentially unaltered, to the English. (There the scene
of rescue is placed on the seashore, and the girl arriving at home has a dialogue with
her parrot and asks the bird not to betray her.) Some of its particular elements,
however, penetrated also into the Dutch and West German territories and reached
even the Middle German and Austrian provinces.
At the same time, the scene under the tree shows an opposite trend. This
appears in the four German sub-types in differing forms and with differing
frequency. It is most persistent in the second, South-German type. But even this
type fails to combine all the elements which are present in the Hungarian. For if we
take into parallel consideration all the details of the different German types,
together with those of the Dutch and Danish versions, disregarding the Hungarian
variants for the time being, then the following phases can be brought together in the
scene: the man puts his head into the woman's lap, he has the woman search his
head, and falls asleep; the woman begins to weep (mainly because she has seen the
previous victims hanged on the tree). But it is only the Hungarian variants that have
all these five motifs together, and what is more, they are to be found together in most
of the variants. In no other language areas do we find all five coming up in one and
the same ballad. In the South-German type, which bears nearest resemblance to the
Hungarian, mostly the head-searching and the tears of the girl figure , after she
catches sight of the hanged victims. But the knight does not go asleep, nor does he
put his head in her lap, but invites her to take her place beside him on the outspread
cloak. One group of variants, however, has the motif of the head bent in her lap
without the head-searching: such texts occur in the areas stretching from the
juncture of the Saxon-Silesian and the Czech-German territories northward to
Brandenburg and along the Oder. (Remarkably enough, only one single Moravian
text (5.) has been found, to my knowledge, in this region--of course, not
German-in which the head-searching motif is formulated with the following
words: "jiskaj mi v moju hlave".) The Danish ballads have no hanged victims; the
man is digging a grave and so the girl learns what fate is in store for her, although the
head-searching comes up in ten variants-it is the girl that asks leave to do that,
after she had heard what fate awaits her; in three other variants only traces of it
remain, while in one the knight asks the girl to do the favour . In this case, in turn, he
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puts his head into the lap of the maid and also falls asleep, and what is more, in one
of the texts he is sent to sleep by a magic song, which is also explanation for the girl's
escape. Sometimes the scene is further complicated inasmuch as the man had
informed the girl about her fate before he goes to sleep in her lap, but to make this
seem credible, he takes her promise well in advance that she will not kill him as he
sleeps. (Faded memory of this solution is encountered in northern Scottish variants
of doubtful authenticity.) The Swedes and the Norwegians have either the sleeping
or the head-searching, and sometimes they speak explicitly about witchcraft.
Among the northeastern Germans: in East-Prussian, Pomeranian,
Mecklenburg and Polish German territories, the whole of the scene is missing. It is
also missing among the Poles, whereas they have, in an obscure form though, the
motif of the brother hearing the cry for help, which shows that the third German
type found its way and spread its influence to this area. In the fourth German type
the whole scene is missing, as a rule. (If it is contained in some form or other, it has
been adapted from the first type, which contaminated with it in the western border
region.) The first-western-variant knows only the tree with the girls hanged on it,
but the scene under it is lacking; what is more, the tree motif itself often figures only
in the choice between the three deaths, and in such cases the hanged girls are never
seen. But in the Rhine area the different types have mixed in a mosaic pattern, and
here the motif of head-searching has also penetrated into some of the western-type
texts. Among the Dutch, on the other hand, no traces of the scene a're to be found,
only the hanged girls emerge though not in a forest but in a field where the girls
are hanged on gallows. Half of the variants, however, have no memory of the
scene at all, only the choice between the three deaths is vaguely remembered, one
being death by hanging.
As can be seen from the foregoing, the scene becomes more and more vague
and fragmentary the further west and north we go, which makes the spread of the
tree-scene from the southeast probable.
Admittedly, in Hungary, too, there are areas in which only isolated details
now remain of the coherent scene, for example, in Transdanubian and one or two
northern counties. This seems to permit the conclusion as if we were faced with a
process of erosion that has set in gradually in the tradition, only the process has
reached a more advanced stage with the Germans than the Hungarians. But among
the Hungarian-speaking population of Transdanubia various details of the scene
have been noted from a relatively narrow area, therefore it can be assumed that all
the motifs were once present together in all the texts. Among the Germans,
however, there are large areas in which one or another motif is consistantly missing,
while in other areas other motifs are also consistently missing (or present). And
what is even more surprising, in Germany it is the most backward, eastern regions
where the scene is completely lacking and the more developed peasant populations
of the Rhine region and the south German territories have preserved most of the
details; at the same time, in Hungary the more developed Transdanubian regions
have preserved only fragments of the scene, while in the traditional regions of
Transylvania and Moldavia, much more backward as regards urbanization, the
scene survives in its full integrity. That amounts to say that among the Hungarians
the case is really one of deterioration of the scene in the Transdanubian parts. With
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the Germans, however, the differences are such features which have been existing
from the very beginning. This is well substantiated by those sixteenth-century
broadside variants which show a complete agreement with the actual situation.
In contrast to the scene under the tree which migrated from east to west,
details of the French formulation spread from west to east, and at the points of
juncture they bring about mixed forms . It is a common feature of the French and
Italian versions that the couple travel for miles without a word being spoken, until
the girl asks for food and drink and from the knight's answer learns in advance what
her fate is to be. This motif also occurs in the west-German Type 1, and here and
there even in the south German territories in Type 2, spreading as far as Austria, the
western frontier of Bohemia, and towards the North to the line of Nuremberg and
Cologne. The French scene--drowning in the water-appears in the variants in
which the murder takes place at a spring: "You will eat when we reach the spring",
says the seducer, and later the spring gives forth blood as evil omen. But an opposite
trend is indicated by the formulation: "We shall eat when we reach the linden-tree",
as well as by the vague reminiscence of the scene under the tree. What is more, a
contamination of the two scenes is apparent in one of the earliest recorded forms
already, that of Augsburg, published as broadside around 1560: the hanged women
are seen at the spring. It is more confused in the Nuremberg broadside of 1550-65,
in which they settle at the spring first, the girl searches the head, and she weeps, then
they continue their journey, and it is after all this that the hanged girls come into
display. Another betraying sign is that the victim is a girl also in this version, like in
the whole of the European tradition, yet the knight asks: "Are you perhaps
lamenting your husband?" Only the Hungarian ballad has a woman as its heroine
who forsakes her husband in favour of the knight. Revealing for the trend of
spreading is the motif of the choice between three kinds of deaths in the Dutch and
West German form which practically combines the motif of drowning in the water,
characteristic of the French, and that of the hanging, together with the cutting off of
the head, typical of the Hungarian variants. A similarly revealing contamination is
the one observable in the south German variants which are containing a somewhat
far-fetched formulation of the scene inasmuch as the girl asks the knight to hang her
in her clothes but he insists on her undressing because he thinks the clothes will be
welcome to his young sister. In the French version the knight's wish to undress the
girl before drowning her in the water-naive as it is-is not fully nonsensical. Final
erosion has been manifest in the text originating from the neighbourhood of Bonn
where the seducer first cuts off the girl's head, throws it into the spring and then
announce that he will hang himself on the nearby lime-tree. It is more than evident
from all this that the scene under the tree had spread from the Hungarians to the
Germans, and further to the Danes and the Dutch population, and that it
contaminated with elements of the French formulation in the west. There remain
two questions to be answered: where did the Hungarians got the ballad from, and
where does the scene under the tree originate from?
The first question can be answered from two portions of the ballad, to wit, the
beginning and the ending parts. The motif of return receives particular emphasis in
the Hungarian versions, later development tends to culminate in this scene as shown
by the gradual expansion of the story just at this part. More or less curtailed forms
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of the scene are to be found everywhere in the West. The French v~riant refers to it
by the words of the knight drowning in the water; the Enghsh h~ve furt.her
developed the scene: the girl is received by her parrot at home and the girl proml.ses
to give a golden cage to the bird in case it will n?t let ou.t where she has been dunng
the night. The Dutch heroine returns home glonously With the se~ered hea~, and s~e
(":~upies the first place at the feast arranged in honour of her v.lctor~. (It IS ~n ~hls
basis that the whole ofthe ballad has been brought into correlation With the blbhcal
story of Judith and Holophernes and that the. Dutch va~iant has ~en, made .the
starting point.) In another Dutch variant the glfl meets With the kmght s rela.tlves
and tells them what has happened to her bridegroom. It is only the G~rman vana?ts
that fail to give an explanation of the return in the Hungarian version: they bnng
the girl's brother into the forest and that is the end of the story. Self-rescue and
return of the heroine as denouement link the ballad to the western type. Once t~ese
given, the opening formula will decide to which o~e of the ,,:estern types. As agamst
this, the Hungarian variants stubbornly and consl,stently reiterate o~e and th~,same
beginning formula: "Come with me, Anna Molnar, let .us go to foreign la~?s ,an~
in some of the Csangoand Szekely variants unceremomously s~ak .abou~ a walk
to be taken. Fragmentary variants in other parts of Hunganan-mhablte~ areas
have sometimes the eroded formula: "The soldier kept on calling, kept on lunng the
young wife until she ... ". And this is the beginning formula of the early French
variants: "My sweetheart, let us go to walk along the seashore, sweetheart, let us go,
let us go!" ("Belle, allons nous epromener Tout le long de la mer coulante, Belle,
allons-y, allons-y donc"; or "Veux-tu venir, bell'Jeanneton, Le long de la mer
coulante Nous epromener tout au long"; or "Allons-y, bell' no us promener tout le
long de l~ mer coulante, Allons-y bell' nous promener", and so on). ~t least ?alfthe
variants start with this formula, in the case of those of the C~n~dIan emigrants,
twenty-four out of thirty-six. At the same time, the German begl~mng ~orm~las are
the following: "Wel will met Gert Olbert utriden gon, De mot Sick k.lelden m. Samt
un Seiden"; "Als Odilia ein klein Kind war, ... Sie wuchs dem Relter wol ~n d~n
Schooss"; and the most frequent south German formula bearing cl?sest ternton~l
affinity to the Hungarian reads: "Es ritt guet Reuter durch das Rled, er san~ em
schones Tagelied, Er sang von hell er stymme, das in der Biirg erklinget"; sometimes
.
instead of "in heller" there stands "dreierlei".
It cannot, therefore, be called in doubt that the Hunganans had borrowed
the ballad of "blue beard" from the French. Nevertheless, the bor.ro~ed them~ of
the plot has undergone substantial changes in the Hungarian tern tones, to .Wlt, a
new series of scenes has been incorporated into the ballad, that of the tr~e motif, and
so amplified it re-migrated to become widespread in remote areas. Possl?I~.traces of
the transmission can be detected in the fact that the name Anna-A~neh, Annchen,
etc.--often emerge in the southern and northeastern German ~eglOns, and ~h~t,
remarkably enough, the girl enticed is the daughter of a mIller (= ~olnar m
Hungarian) in one of the Swiss variants, u.nlike th~ rest of the German vanants t?at
invariably select the heroine from the anstocratlc world. Furthe~ore, there IS a
west German text that seems to be a reverberation of the Hunganan, almost ~s a
translation: "Wilst du umklimmen den hohen Baum? .. . " "leh kann mcht
klimmen den hohen Baum ... " .
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There had been French settlers in East Europe who transmitted their ballad
to the Polish as well. With them, namely, other characteristic features of the French
formulation survive; the travelling through miles without a word being spoken, the
seducer pushed into the water trying to catch hold of a branch of tree, his entreating
the girl to save him, and finally the cutting off of the branch with the sword;
although all this turned to the opposite-as in the fourth GermanType-inasmuch
as it is the young man that kills the girl who in turn begs the seducer to save her.
Research has failed so far·to explain these agreements; At the same time, the
clue of the question is to be found in the one-time role of a populous Walloon bloc
that used to live along the Polish frontier in the region called Szepesseg; and one
might justifiedly think of J:he four villages of French settlers in the Polish areas
stretching along the Silesian borders, too; further the intensive wine trade that used
to be going on between Walloons of the Hegyalja region (the traditional country of
Tokay wine) and Cracow. Annual comings and going of caravans of carts, regular
contacts of popular elements, such as drivers, attendents of the shipments
transported, their convivial drinking together, and their common singing may have
offered ample opportunities of transmission of their songs as well. Consequently,
the abridged starting formula of the French ballad comes up in the Polish version:
"He persuaded Kasia to go with him"; and in one or two texts even the duologue
shows a fair agreement: "Set out, Kasiu, set out to wander, let us go together!".
Accordingly, also the east Prussian texts contain such beginning formulas which
deviate from the other German forms: "Ullrich wollt spazieren gehn, Redinchen
wollte mit ihm gehen"; and rarely: "Ach, Anchen, schonstes Anchen, Komm mit
mir in den Walde hiirein". Here only the Polish may be the transmitters for the
formula of this kind has a wide spread in their areas while it occurs only in isolation
among the Germans living along the Polish borders. The presence of this formula in
the Polish area can well be accounted for by the French mediation, but in cannot in
the Prussian territory. By the involvement of the French settlements in Hungary,
therefore, a compass is found with which one can readily orientate oneself in the
medley experienced in connection with the North-European variants of the ballad
under discussion.
Now we arrive at the point where we have to answer the stirring question:
where did the Hungarians get the tree scene from?
As early as 1944, the question was adequately answered by Gyula LaszlO in his
book entitled A honfoglalO magyar nep elete (The life of the Hungarians in the
Conquest Period), pp. 416-421. After a thorough analysis of a Siberian gold relief,
originating from somewhere around the beginning of our era, further of certain
sixteenth-century Persian miniatures and fourteenth- and fifteenth-century
Hungarian representations of St. Laszlo (King Ladislas I of Hungary, 1077-1095
canonized 1192), he declared the scene under the tree to be a motif of the Conquest
Period. Before him, Gha Nagy called attention to the fact that the Hungarian
representations of St. Laszlo's legends contained a scene which agreed with the
Siberian gold relief preserved in the Ermitage. This scene does not come up in the
known version of the text of the legend. Therefore already Gha Nagyannounced
that the Hungarian legend of St. Laszlo absorbed some saga elements originating
from the pagan stage. Tibor Kardos (pp. 100--101) arrived at the same conclusion in
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connection of the Gesta Hungarorum, independently of Nagy . The gold relief
shows a woman sitting under a tree, a warrior sleeping with his head in the lap of the
woman, and beside them another warrior in sitting posture, holding two horses on
reins. The sleeping warrior's quiver and bow are hung on the tree.
In the St. Ulszl6 frescoes and miniatures either this is represented, or the
scene is modified by showing not St. Laszl6 in the picture but the Kuman warrior
that raped the girl, and by transferring the scene of the resting knight with his head
in the girl's lap into a room, in a lordly bed, finally , what is most decisive, the gesture
of the girl's hand clearly shows in every instance that she is searching in his head.
This movement of the hand was interpreted in this sense by Nimdor Fettich in
connection with the Siberian gold relief. And it was this movement that suggested
the idea to Gyula LdszlO that there must be a connection between the series of the St.
Laszl6 legend's representations in pictures and the ballad of Anna Molnar.
According to him, the whole of the story is remnant of a heroic song into which the
legend of Blue Beard was embedded at a later date. Nevertheless, as has been made
clear in the foregoing, it is the western framework of this ballad into which the
Hungarians incorporated elements of their ancient heroic song of eastern origin.
In Fig. 2, the Kuman warrior is seen to rest his head in the lap of the abducted
girl whose hand is searching in his hair; beside him stands his horse; also the tree is .
shown, although the warrior's weapons are not hung on it. NB. In the same series of
frescoes the scene is also represented with St. Laszl6. (By courtesy of Gyula UiszlO.)
Fig. 3 shows St. Laszl6 resting his head in the girl's lap; his helmet and iron gauntlet,
that is parts of his annour, are hung on the tree. In Fig. 4 St. Laszl6 is shown lying
on a bed in a room with his head in the girl's lap; she is searching his head. In Fig. 5
St. Laszl6 (lying in a room?) rests his head in the lap of the girl who is searching his
head. In Fig. 6 St. Uszl6 rests his head in the girl's lap; his sword and shield are seen
beside him. Also here the girl places her hand on the hero's head. In Fig. 7 there is a
stylized tree under which St. Laszl6 is resting with his head in the girl's lap, and the
girl is busy with her fingers in his hair. Here the trees seem to be mere decorations.
Gyula LdszlO directed attention to another scene in the St. Laszl6 frescoes,
which is also paralleled by some Siberian and other eastern pictures: St. Laszl6 and
the Kuman warrior, dismounted, wrestle with each other; behind them there stands
the abducted girl, looking at them or helping the rescuer.
It is obvious from the pictures that the Hungarians modifed the story
acquired from the French by adding a motif originating in an eastern epic song.
There remains now only one more step to be taken to complete the course of
demonstration: we have to produce the text parallels of the representations in
pictures.
To achieve this, the Siberian epic material had to be examined. For it seemed
to us more than natural that the representations of a legend that survive in vast
territories extending from Central Asia through Iran to Hungary from the first
centuries A. D. or even earlier in the fonn of eastern gold reliefs and otherwise,
including the Hungarian ballad scenes, must have had their textual counterparts
also in the Siberian regions which can be traced up even in our days. And we have
not been mistaken in this assumption.

. Let. us quote a characteristic detail from an Abakan epic song. A foreign
warnor kills the .father and the mother of two children and drives off their men and
cattle; he also tnes to ~ill the children, but their magic horses pick them up in their
mouths and there ~gms a chase through regions of heaven and earth. At last they
reach a gold and a silver poplar standing in the middle of a white plain. "0 g Id I fh"
.
,oen
pop ar- at ~r -says t.he ~rl-"O, silver-poplar-mother",-I am fleeing before an
ene~y. A mighty warnor IS chasing me. Help me, golden poplar!" A door opens in
t~e Side oft~e tree. and.the girl enters with her young brother. They behold there "a
different regIOn With different sun and moon" open before them-that is the world
beyond-where she finds food and drink. Then she goes to sleep and when she
awakes she fi.nds her head is .resting in the lap of a damsel who is searching her head.
"There IS another ma.gtc tree mentioned in the same song, "the branchy iron
larch ,to th~ trunk of which the hero tethered his horse. The tree is usually ninebranc~ed; thiS, as well as the .g?lden poplar, is encountered at the turning points of
the epic .song: before the deciSive battle or at the place where the chased one finds
rescue, . m any case, under the tree, a very significant event takes place which
?etennmes the further fate ?f eithe.r the person who flees or the enemy. Not
mfre~uently the~e stands beSide the Iron larch a nine-cornered iron house. In an
Altalc song, for msta~ce, the. mythical hero ties his horse to the iron poplar and
enters the house standmg by It, asking: "Why did you kill my brother?" The two
trees are ~eall~ one a~d the same tree: the mythical world-tree whose golden part is
the earth s aXIs reachmg up to the sky while its iron part reaches down to the nether
world where ~rlik Khan and his people are living in an iron house, lording it over
the nether reglO~s ..The adv~ntures and struggles of the mythical hero~s always take
place her~, that IS m places maccessible to common people. In a Kachints song the
younger sister of the hero has been r~ped. Her brother is looking for her in the upper
as wel~ as the lower world and arnves at the nine-cornered iron house. The hero
enters It and there he finds his adver~ary. "The bold warrior Tongiish Khan sleeping
~n ~,golden bed. Seve~ yellow maidens were holding his head and searching for
bce: A ~erce fight begtn~, and the hero kills his enemy, although he himself nearly
~nsh~s m the fight . He IS. res~ue~ by his magic horse "who" gets to another tree
standmg ~t the foot of a hill With ItS golden leaves and silver bark". Here the magic
ho.rse receives help from the heavenly Kudais and rescues his hero-master. In an
epic son.g of the Shor Tartars (living in the Abakan Basin of the Altai-Sayan
~ountams), the hero goes to meet with his dreadful adversary, Kara Miikii. After
fnghtful adventures he reaches t~~ ~~on. h0\l:se .. "Having passed through forty
rooms, Mergen.Kha~ saw Kara Muku, With hiS nme wives, lying on a golden bed,
asleep ~nd ~nonng. SIX women were busy stroking his soles and seven women were
searchmg hiS .head fo~ lice, lulling him to sleep. The hero strikes his enemy such a
blo~ that Erbk Khan s whole underworld realm rings with it, then he kills him in a
ternble st~ggle. (wrestling!). In on~ of the Abakan songs recorded by Radloff the
hero pursumg hiS enemy finds a ternble monster in the iron house: "A maiden with
seven. ears and ~even ear-ring~ is l~ing there. Three girls are fanning her with a
kerchief, three girls are searchmg hiS head for lice, and three girls are licking her
soles. "
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But, as we saw in the first song referred to above as an exampl~, the headsearching comes up in connection not only with the adversary but also wIth the hero
of the song. Thus, for example, the wife ofYoloi Khan, the Karakirghiz hero, meets
her son whom she has not seen for a long time. "Ak Shaikal embraced him and
pulled him off his horse; she was so weak that she could not greet him, being at a
loss for words. Ak Shaikal was scratching his black head with her nails." What we
have here is head-searching as a sign of affection. And its lulling character comes
out clearly in parallel details of other heroic songs. For instance, in a fragmentary
Soyon song (in Chinese territory) a khan's daughter is looking after the herd of
horses when a young hero meets her. The girl says to him: "Look in my head!", and
when he does, she falls asleep. Then he puts a foal into her belly (a symbol of
mythical, totemic fecundation), thus forcing her to be his wife. In a BuryatMongolian tale adversaries, during a desperate race, try to hinder the hero's express
messenger-who has magic powers-by the following trick: "When h~ h~d re~ched
the appointed place, there was an old woman sitting on the road, who mVlted hIm t~
rest: She began to search in his head, and he fell asleep." And when he awoke, hIS
adversaries were already half-way along the road.
The significance of the magic tree can be made clear from some of the texts
in a similar way. In a Karakirghiz legend the struggle with the demon takes place
under a poplar; on his way from the nether world to the upper world "th~ he~o
reached the middle of the world, and there he found a high poplar with ItS tIP
reaching to the sky." (He is taken up to the human world by a gryphon, as in the
Hungarian folk-tales.) In a heroic song of the Minusinsk region, a girl in search of
the head of her murdered brother goes down into the nether world and finds there
an iron house in which dwell the Irle Khans. "Nine tall larches grow in front of the
door ofthis house out of one stock-these are the posts to which the nine Irle Khans
tether their horses, right down there ... At the time when Kudai created the earth
and the heavens, he shaped this larch, too. None has ever reached this tree alive,
neither man nor beast, except the Irle Khans."
Precisely for this reason the bodies of the great heroes are buried in this tree.
In another song of the Minusinsk Basin the hero says to his son: "When I die, you
must never bury me in the womb of the earth, but tie the tips of the nine larches
together and put the coffin on the top". In the Shor-Tartar song of the Minusi~sk
Basin, too, the hero's bones are put "on the tip of nine larches", "beyond sIxty
layers of heaven." This is why the destruction of the mythical hero takes place near
the magic tree. In an Altaic song, a child stolen out of a woman's body is found
"nailed to the tip of an iron larch with iron nails". Nor is it surprising, then, that the
"end of the world" threatens mankind from the iron mountains. "Where the moon
and the sun sunk to rest, in the far distance flows the sea, and there stands a
mountain reaching nearly up to the sky, and on this iron mountain grow seven tall
larches that lift their peaks right up to the sky."
The place where the death of the mythical hero ~akes place m~y be, ?n ~h~
other hand, also the place where his life begins. Accordmg to an Altalc tale, KlzIl
Tash was born at the foot of the iron larch". In another text "on the slope of a black
hill there stands a thick poplar ... ", and the fugitive parents put their child down
there: ... "at the place of death he became a living being".
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The young heroes often receive their weapons from this miraculous tree. In
one of the Altaic texts, for instance, Radloff found the following data: "Outside
stands, under the iron poplar, a steel-grey steed, tethered with a golden saddle and a
golden bit. He saw the horse champing its bit, wallking round the iron poplar.
Leaning against the black post he saw a splendid black bow." In a Sayan Shor
Tartar song, again, the hero passes the night under a wonderful birch on the
seashore. After a sleep under the tree, by the morning there are saddle and bridle on
the horse and the hero is given also food and drink. Before he goes further, on back
of the horse, a white-bearded old man speaks from the top of the tree and gives the
hero a name. (This name-giving is always of a magical significance for without a
name thus gained the hero cannot be a full-blown warrior.) When the young man
asks the old man who he is, he replies: "I am God the Creator." In another BuryatMongolian story, hazy as it is, the same feature is to be found in a form that the hero
receives a letter from the girl destined to him by Heaven, telling him his weapons are
buried under the golden poplar.
Nevertheless, these mythical scenes come up, even in the Altai-Sayan region,
only in the most ancient traditions, primarily among the peoples of the Minusinsk
Basin, the Abakans and Shor Tartars, further in the songs of the Karakirghizes.
The latter people is thought to have swarmed out from the Abakan region, too. In
turn, the Abakan valley is the region, the artistic taste of which had left its marks on
the clothing and weapons of the Hungarians of the Conquest period. (Fettich
39-40.)
These scenes can be easily brought into connection with the Siberian as well
as H_ungarian representations. By a closer examination one can see that the tree on
the golden plate is a picture of a larch-tree with nine branches: counting the
branches we find them to be exactly nine, and the clusters ofleaves at the ends of the
branches are clear signs of a stylized larch. The quiver and the bow hanging from the
tree may refer either to the scene where the hero receives his weapons (the
moustache has no relevance in this case, since the heroes of heroic songs are often
full-grown men even at three years of age), or-giving credit to a more recent
interpretation by Gyula Laszl6--the armament hung on the tree may indicate that
the hero being with a woman does not want to be disturbed. (Although those things
are usually fixed on the door of the house on such occasions, so in this case the
armament placed on a tree may rather involve the first explanation.) The woman,
whose headgear suggests a princess, is fingering the man's hair also in this scene, as
well as in the mural paintings and miniatures representing St. Laszl6 in a similar
situation. Since in the various representation ofSt. Laszl6 the scene is now under a
tree with the weapons hanging from it, now on bed within a house, and the girl is
either fingering the hair of the Kuman warrior that raped the girl or that of St.
Laszl6, the saviour, it is obvious that the legend presented in several variations, .
but always in such ones whose parallels may be found in the Siberian epic songs as
well, it is indisputable, that this legend of Siberian origin must have lived in many
variants applied to St. Laszl6 in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries; otherwise it
could not have been represented in so different and numerous paintings in so
distant churches, as well as in the miniaturists' shop of the royal palace.
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Our conclusion expounded in the foregoing is further confirmed by another
type of representation analyzed by Gy ula Ldszl6, to wit, the one in which St. Liszl6
and the Kuman warrior are shown engaged in wrestling. (Ltiszl6 1970, 113, 1944.)
This form of struggle between the dismounted heroes is represented with a
remarkable consistency on metal objects of the Eastern Migration Period, in
Iranian miniatures and in the frescoes and miniatures relating to the St. Laszl6
legend in Hungary (and the Vatican). (ef. Figs 8 and 9.)
Let us adduce a text in demonstration of this statement: in the territories of
older traditions mentioned above the fight between the heroes takes place much in
the same way. " They leap off their horses, throw off their armour and wrestle. They
seize each other by the waist, bending this way and that way as they struggle,
neighing like wild colts. They bend forward and backward as they struggle,
bellowing like young bulls. Where their hands grip, they tear out each other's
flesh.-They struggled for seven days and never fell to the ground. They struggled
for nine days and never dropped into the dust. They kicked each other. The side of
the iron mountain that leaned against the sky fell down and made a flat plain. The
winged bird under the tent of the heavens could no longer stay in its nest, the clawed
beast on the black earth could not stay in its cave." Years pass, and the heroes grow
thin. Finally the adversary begins to weaken: "Now he was rarely on feet and often
supported himself on his hands ... (finally the hero) seizes him, lifts him up so that
he cannot hold on to the tabilgi bush, nor lean against the lentil tree, he lifts him
right up to the sky and then dashes him down upon the ground"; usually he stamps
his backbone apart in six places. There is also a wrestling scene in which, while the
three-year-old child called in to help by the celestial Kudais struggles against the
frightful Swan Woman, the whole universe is shaken: the celestial Kudais hold up
the fight for three days while they strengthen the heaven and the earth. The mythical
struggle shaking the whole universe must have been represented in the pictures
showing St. Laszl6 wrestling with the Kuman warrior.
Now let us see how all this is connected with the ballad of Anna Molnar. If the
Hungarians had a miraculous tree closely connected with death-on which the
monsters nailed their victims; on which the dead bodies of the heroes were put;
which usually appeared in the decisive moments in the stories as the scene of the
great danger, the great battles but also of the great escapes-,then, it is clear why, at
the critical point in the story of the girl-murderer, this tree should replace the fish
pond of the western versions, and why the bodies of the previously killed women are
hanging from it. And that such a tree had existed in the tradition of the fourteenthcentury Hungarians is substantiated, besides the artistic representations mentioned
before, also by a more recent folklore data. Stind{)r Szucs recorded from the lips of
an eighty-nine-old shepherd in 1921 the following: the old shepherd had heard from
a crane-hunter that "There is somewhere in the world a miraculous tree with nine
forking branches, each big enough to be a forest. When these begin to stir and wave,
the wind begins to blow. I1 is such a wondrous great tree that not only the moon can
pass between its branches but the sun too. This tree, however, can be found only by
someone who was born "' ith teeth. . . . " It is therefore no wonder that in the
fourteenth century the epic traditions associated with this tree were still alive. (It is
not irrelevant to note here that the burkus tree is explained by collectors, obviously
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relying on what they heard from their informants, a s a shady, branchy, spreading
tree . The variant of the attribute " burkus" being " bukros" in some of the ballads,
the explanation can be readily accepted, since hukros~ hurkus (= hokros ' branchy')
allows of a case of metathesis phonetically.).
Thus the scene under the tree as the most impressive detail of the heroic songs
and their late descendents, the St. Laszl6 legend s, has been passed down to the
ballads; wherever it seemed appropriate, it was incorporated into the plot. How
successful the amalgamation was is shown by the spread of the motif over
exceedingly vast areas.
The Hungarian transformation of the western story, however, contains
another significant element which is not to be found in other language areas: the
return and reunion, that is the motif of reconciliation . Since this can only be
applicable in relation of a wife and a mother, the possibility of adaptation of this
motif was out of question in the western spheres where the female character was
invariably a damsel. The chances of transmission to the German areas were still
more restricted since the Germans- the first adopters- always end the story in a
forest, where the girl had met her brother, the rescuer. Again , to the French the
modification could not find its way back, because it was later inserted into what the
Hungarians had borrowed from them . (Nor can such a transmission of the
Hungarian development be imagined in the case of the English, or Italian ballads
since they are similarly French in origin .) Thus the Hungarian innovation was
destined to remain within the boundaries of the Hungarian-speaking areas .
Although in this instance the story of the ballad has become much more emphatic as
regards its poetic value. Admittedly, the story has been expanded after the point, the
dramatic culmination of the plot was reached, that is from the two sentences of the
French ballad referring to the girl's return. A further sign of adopting is that the
original nucleus of the story has been shortened gradually so as to become
completely eliminated from some of the Transdanubian variants. What we have
here is a typical case of the deterioration of a ballad, which always is indicative of
borrowing. Yet, in this instance, the usual procedure of an adopting nation has
brought about a new value, and what is more, it lent a deeper meaning to the
original story. The wife's return to her husband and the reconciliation of the
married couple involved another centre of gravity in the psychological sense which
happily balances the motif of the murderous adventure. The western ballad relates
the story of a girl escaped or rescued from a dangerous adventure. With the
Hungarians, it is telling about a woman who let herself to be seduced, who got into a
difficult situation, into life danger, and who escaped and regained her sober mind
which induced her to return to her home. Indeed, the ballad is a psychological
representation of the return to the domestic hearth . True to say, the adventure is an
"amorous" one, and the community of the ballad may well have realized something
revealing, some primitive-humane problem of instincts in the figure of the womanmurderer seducer; still it is evident from the various attempts of the various
nations to find the true interpretation of the ballad that here lies the vulnerable
point of the story: notably, the hero of the ballad cannot be a murderer of girls, and
a looser in the game, but the abducted woman, the victim who escapes- to return
home again. The motif of return formulated in different ways places, subsequently,
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into different lights the whole body of the story. The English girl's talk to the parrot
reduces the story to the level of a plain, frivolous adventure. The Dutch tried to
elevate the narrative to the heights of a heroic deed- which again is seriously
contradicted by the preliminaries. The various methods of solution with the
Germans can also be accounted for by the unreassuring denouement. And it is this
weak point of the story that has been made into a new centre of gravity in the
Hungarian transformation, developing the basic story towards the psychic conflicts
of balladry.
For more details, the reader is referred to Ethn 1960,479 (in Hungarian);
Acta Ethn. 1961,241 (in German); Vargyas 1967, 129 (in English).

Literature: Grozescu 1864: the Hungarian is a fake translated from Romanian; Grundtvig 1869
(Note \0 Dgf 183): surveying the Scandinavian, Dutch, English, Italian, Wendish, Serbian, Finnish and
Estonian variants, concludes that the ballad derives from the Danish song on Oldemor, originally a
magic chant: Abaft I 876d: German, Dutch, French, Scottish and Spanish variants compared with the
Hungarian version; Bugge 1879· developed from the story of ludith and Holophernes, the Dutch is the
original; Child 1882: surveying, in addition to the above-mentioned variants, the Hungarian, Czech,
Polish, Southern Slavic and Portuguese versions, rejects the origin from the tale of ludith and
Holophernes (the biblical story may have influenced certain Dutch variants subsequently), and states
that the German and the Hungarian variants show a fair degree of agreement; Nigra 1888: presents a
survey of the Neo-Latin (Romanic) versions chiefly, concluding that the ballad originated from
Scandinavia, from where it proceeded, through Dutch mediation, towards the South; Karlowicz 1890:
presents variants from Poland and describes the English and Northern Slavic variants; E- B 1893:
numerous German variants published, with reference to English and Scandinavian versions, on the basis
of Grundtvig he thinks the ballad is a hazy version of the "Elfenlied"; Karlowicz 1895: further Polish
variants; Viktir 1910: the ballad originates from the time ofSzekely- H ungarian coexistence; Solymossy
1924: distinguishes two separate groups in the German-speaking territories, (I) being based on the motif
of self-rescue, (2) on that of applying for help, which arrives late , this type is the original; the Hungarian
belongs to the former group and the Romanians acquired the ballad from the Hungarians; Gragger
1926: accepts Solymossy, saying that the ballad was brought by western minstrels into Hungary; Ortutay
1936,1948: accepts Solymossy; J . Meier (D. VIr. 41) 1937: on the basis of several thousand variants
surveys the full area of dissemination, the Dutch is original coming down from the years around 1300,
rejects the biblical source and the Elfenlied theory of Grundtvig, as well as the Blue Beard connection; the
Hungarian is related with the German; Dtinos 1938: quotes Solymossy and Gragger; Entwistle 1939: the
Dutch is the original, being a chant with traces of biblical influence, spread from Dutch areas to German,
Hungarian, Scandinavian, Scottish, French, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese territories; Ltiszl6 1944:
the basic tale is of Siberian origin; Seemann 1951: comparing Lithuanian variants with German, Polish
and Nortern Slavic correspondences; Nygard 1952: the demonic element is the original nucleus (441),
which gradually transformed during its spread towards East in the German areas to change the motif of
self-rescue into applying for help; Kemppinen 1954: written by a Dutch minstrel about 1100 and 1200,
originally a mythical song intertwined with Christian counter-spell; Nygard 1958: Dutch origin, spread
to Scandinavia and France; detailed quotation and discussion of the Scandinavian material (English,
Dutch, German and French variants also examined); Wilgus 1959, 308- 10: sums up the result of
researches, reviews Kemppinen and Nygard in particular: " . . . but so different are their methods and
concepts that one is never sure that the two scholars are studying the same material"; Vargyas 1960:
French origin, with an episode borrowed from an epic song; Taylor 1964: rejects connection with tale;
Vargyas 1967= 1960; Seemann, Strombiick and Jonsson 1967: survey the major monographs up to
Vargyas 1967 inclusive.
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4. THE HEARTLESS MOTHER

13.

I10na Budai was leaning out of her window.
She receives news of enemy looting in the neighbourhood.
She thinks at once of her jewel case,
She takes her jewel case under her arm
5. She led her pretty daughter on her righ't hand,
She took her bonny son on her left hand .
She is walking, walking, walking through a thick pine forest,
Along a desolate path in a dark forest.
Aye, she thinks she hears the drumming of horses' hoofs
10. And forthwith she puts down her little daughter.
'
Her pretty daughter spoke up, weeping:
Mother, dear mother, do not leave me back on the way,
Let your heart take pity on me, do not leave me here!
I do leave you here, my daughter,
15. For God gives me daughter instead of a daughter,
But God does not restore my money for nothing!
She is walking, she is walking through the thick pine forest,
Along the desolate path in the dark forest.
Aye, she thinks she hears the drumming of horses' hoofs.
20. And forthwith she puts down her little son.
Her bonny son spoke up, weeping:
Mother, dear mother, do not leave me back on the way,
Let your heart take pity on me, do not leave me here!
I do leave you here, my son,
25. For God gives me son instead of a son
But God does not restore my money f~r nothing!
She is walking, she is walking through the thick pine forest,
On the desolate path in the dark forest,
And she arrives at a beautiful, spacious meadow.
30. Aye, there was a cow-buffalo coming down there,
Carrying her this year's calf between her horns
And mooing to her last year's calf to follow. '
This beholding, Bona Budai
Cast herself down upon the ground and began to weep with bitter tears
Weeping with bitter tears, she blamed herself:
'
A callous beast will not forsake her calf
My God, my God, my dear God,
,
How could I, a soulful creature, forsake my child?!
With this, she turned back on her way in the thick pine forest,
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40 On the desola te path in the da rk forest.
. She soon reached the place and extending her hand
She began to call her bonny son.
Aye, I will not go, for you have not been a true mother to me!,
Had you been a true mother, you would not .have.left me here.
45. She is walking, she is walking through the thick pine forest,
On the desolate path through the dark forest.
She soon reached the place and extending her hand , .
She began to call her pretty daughter with many a kind word.
Aye I will not go for you have not been a true mother to me,
50. Had you been a true mother, you would not have left me here!
When she heard these words, she began to cry:
I am like a tree by the road,
,
Anyone passing may break down my twigs, .
Anyone may break my twigs and tread them Into the mud.

( Szekelyszentmihdly (Udvarhely county), Kriza=MNGY XI 585.)
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1. Speeding along the long, long way,
The broad, old way, goes the poor woman.

2. On her right side she takes her little, weeping daughter,
On her left side she takes her little weeping son.
3. My Lord, my Lord, my beloved Lord ,
Which of the two shall I put down and which shall I lift?
4. Sit down, daughter, in this field of roses,
To pick cornflowers, to make a wreath,
5. Warm rains will come to wash you,
Warm winds will blow to rock you to sleep.
6. Speeding along the long way, the poor woman goes,
And finds an animal , and a beast it was,
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8. My Lord , my Lord , my beloved Lord ,
This is a beast, and an animate beast that I am,
9. How was I able to put down my little crying daughter?
She turned on her way and went back.
10. Aye, the little girl was surrounded by three dreadful wolves.
The biggest dreadful wolf spoke:
11 _ Let us tear her in three, let us tear her in three.
The middle dreadful wolf spoke:
12. Well, I don' t mind if we do, I don ' t mind if we do.
The youngest dreadful wolf spoke:
13. 0 don't do that to the poor soul, don't do that, don't do that to the poor soul,
don' t.
Rather let us take her to our thicket,

14.

~\

7. That has been carrying her two-year-old calf on her right side
And her little calf she was carrying between her horns.

14. And let us raise her in our thicket,
Giving her tender mutton and tender pork to eat.
15. Mother, my dear mother, my dear wolf-mother!
Let me go to take a walk in the woods,
16. To take a walk in the woods and to take a rest in the field .
Don ' t you go, daughter, don't you go, for many hunters are walking about
17. And they will strike otT your head, they will strike otT your head!
Father, my dear father, my dear wolf-father!
18. Let me go to take a walk in the woods,
To take a walk in the woods and to take a rest in the field .
19. Speeding along the long way her dear mother goes,
Speeding along the long way her dear mother goes,
20. Where are you walking, daughter, where are you, where are you walking,
daughter, where are you?
Hold your tongue, mother, hold your tongue, hold your tongue, mother, hold
your tongue!
( To the third and fourth me(odic sections.)
Had you been a mother to me, you would not have left me.

Trunk ( Moldavia ) , 1929. Performed by a woman. Domokos 1941, ll .
Cf. Leader 297- 298.
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Divergences: The starting formula of the Szekely variant- introducing the
mother fleeing before the enemy-comes up in one more variant, to wit in the
Moldavian variant recorded earliest by Rokonfoldi: "The poor woman, Wishing to
escape the bitter imprisonment, The captivity with the Tartars, Took her on her
right arm . . . " . This motif has been worn out of the other Udvarhely variant to be
quoted below in full extent. Obviously, the flight motif was originally part of the
plot, without this the woman's behaviour in the woods would be unmotivated in
respect of her children. The mentioned variant is incomplete, strongly abridged at
the end, and also its rhythm is faulty, still it is interesting and revealing.

The mournful Belle Dame
Took her jewel case in her right hand ,
She took her bonny little son on her left arm.
She started out on the broad, old long way.
My Lord, my Lord, am I to leave my money?
If I leave my money, God will not give me more money,
But if I leave my son, God will give me another son.
Lo, she seated her son under a tree,
She put a golden wand in his right hand,
And in his left hand she put a golden apple:
Kind women will come to suckle you,
Gentle rains will fall to wash you,
Soft breezes will blow to send you to sleep.
So saying, she took her jewel case and went off.
Aye, there was a cow going with a calf in her mouth,
And another calf was mooing behind her.
Alas, my Lord, this is but a callous beast,
Yet she does not forsake her calf!
How could I forsake my little one?
She threw her jewel case into the bush,
And as she reached the place, she saw
Two black ravens fetching the bowels of her son .
She fell back and died a dreadful death .

cow-buffalo to give the mother a lesson . Eight Moldavian variants add to it the wolf
motif of No. 14, too. But this motif occurs already with Rokonfoldi, namely in his
first Moldavian collection made in 1841-42.
Earliest notation: 1841--42 .
Dissemination: Udvarhely county 2 (the Feher-Nyik6 riverine and Rugonfalva); Kiskiikiillo
county (Magyarsaros); Moldavia 14 (Gerlen, Klb.se 3, Uszped 4, Racsila, Somoska 2, Trunk 3); total
17.

Textual interrelationships with other ballad~ : the motif of the child put and left under a tree: 5.
" Warm rains will fall ": 2.,5. The birds are bathing in his blood, and only the bones of the child remain:
5! (This is a remarkable agreement of the Moldavian texts with the isolated Great-Plain text variants;
and obviously, a very old element which two similar Hungarian ballads have in common.) " God will give
me son instead of a son .. . " : 52,69. The contrasted role of the two older wolves and the youngest one:
19.
Tunes: I. = 14. in three notations. Further tunes: 2.---{)., 3. in two variants.

11

Rugonfalva (Udvarhely county), 1902- 3, Vikar.

The formula of consoling the child is also expressed in a fuller form in Klezse
(Moldavia): "Beautiful little birds will come To give you to eat, Warm rains will fall
To wash you, Gentle breezes will blow To rock you to sleep." This beautiful motifis
applied in four variants. A further six contain a somewhat modified version of the
woman's speech: "May the beasts of the woods be your fathers, May the birds of
the air be your mothers!" Upon this, the child answers: "Do not lay curse on
me! ... ". It is mostly these variants that usually end as the next variant of Uszped:
20. When she went back To take up her son, She did not find her son, Her little son
was nowhere to be seen! 21. The beasts ate him, Her little son, Casting from branch
to branch His tender bones. 22. The birds of the air are bathing in his blood . My
God, my God ... " These and the story of Ilona Budai mentioned first have only a
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European parallels: non-existing. What had been earlier mentioned as such by
Gragger and, in his wake, by Ortutay and Danos is not corresponding to this ballad
but to The Unmarried Mother Who Killed Her Child (Type 23.) to be discussed
below.
The motif of fleeing from the enemy should neccessarily be included in the
plot subjected to comparative examination since otherwise the story would make no
sense and also because the earliest Szekely and Moldavian variants have this motif.
In regard of the wolf motif, however, we may not be so positive in our standpoint.
To wit, the variants ending with the motif of birds bathing in the blood of the
child- which naturally precludes the wolf-scene- maintain a close relationship
with Type 5 and are therefore very old. On the other hand, the ending formula of the
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T10na Budai text cannot be derived from these, since in this text the child while still
alive replies to this mother much in the same way as in the variants with the wolf
motif, thereby causing the moral collapse of the mother. Denouements ramifying in
several direction are not contrary to the practice followed in ballad poetry (Cr.
Types 20. and 21.) But if the variant with the destroyed child had been from the very
beginning paralleled by another variant in which the child remained alive to make
his mother ashamed, then it may be surmised that the wolf motif was not a
secondary gradation added, but it was a genuine element of the plot.
In looking for parallelisms, we may certainly exclude the partial agreement
with a fairly modern Greek song which has nothing in common with the
Hungarian, except the beast motif that makes the heartless mother feel ashamed: an
unmarried mother is about to kill her baby, but she is given a lesson by a partridge
and consequently decides to raise the child (Ludecke and Megas 24). East of
Hungary, on the other hand , we find partial agreements in different stories. Potanin
(59) recorded the story of An-Bogdor from the lips of a Buryat shaman: The
daughter of a khan is expecting a child. The khan fears the arrival of the child,
thinking it will try to kill him . He therefore has his daughter thrown into prison so
that he may destroy the child as soon as it is born. The daughter bears twins and
manages to get them out of the prison in secret and have them put into a forest.
There the twins are adopted by seven wolves who tend them and bring them up.
Later on, their grandfather hears of this and sends soldiers to the forest to bring
back the children, but the wolves eat up all the soldiers' horses, and they have to
return without accomplishing their task .
The beginning of the story is readily identifiable with the fable recorded by
Merenyi (pp. 81 - 84) telling the circumstances of the birth of Peter and Paul Vizi. A
king has a dream from which he understands that his daughter will bear sons who
will overthrow his power. Therefore he has an enormous iron house built, on top of
the highest mountain, and shuts his daughter up in it so that she may know no man.
The girl, however, conceives by the spring that rises in the earth on which the iron
house stands, and she bears twins. When they are seven years old they force the
walls of the house apart and go out into the world and try their fortune.
(Undoubtedly, the motif of the iron house and the pulling down thereof originates
from the world of heroic songs.) From this onward, the story changes over into a
well-known tale type, in which, however, this introduction is completely missing.
The voluminous monograph of Ranke (Die zwei Briider, FFC 114, Helsinki 1934)
while listing seven other opening formulas fails to mention anything like the type of
the Hungarian variant. It follows, therefore, that no such motif is known in Europe.
On the other hand, it fully corresponds to the Mongolian song right down to the
involvement of the wolves- what is lacking in it but exist in the Moldavian ballad.
The latter and the Moldavian songs have in common the motif of wolves offering
patronage to the children against the cruel relative. At the same time, the
Mongolian song does not speak about the flight from the enemy, unless we consider
the grandfather and his armed men to be enemies. Nevertheless, this motif occurs in
another Mongolian song just in the same form as in the ballad T10na Budai. An
elderly khan and his wife are threatened by a foreign warrior. They hide their newborn child in the forest before they are taken prisoners together with their people
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and livestock. An aged shepherd and his wife are left behind and they bring up the
child. But wolves come and demand that they hand over the child. The old people
will not do so, but the child, overhearing what is being discussed, goes among the
wolves and kills them all. (Potanin 109, Verbitsky 140, the latter being
fragmentary.) In this instance, we are closer to the other text: the child is hidden
from the enemy, he gets among wolves in the forest which, however, behave as
enemies.
The existence of the fable of Peter and Paul Vizi makes it absolutely certain
that the Hungarians must have known a story like that of An-Bodgor, and this
circumstance well answers for the hazy agreement of the wolf motif. But we may
imagine another contact with the heroic song that may have come about in the
follOWing way: first a ballad developed about a heartless woman who, fleeing from
the enemy, leaves her children in the forest; at this point the similarity between the
two stories offered an opportunity for the wolf motif to be incorporated-and to
receive a psychological significance in the given context. The hazy character of the
agreement is readily explained by the usual course of transformation into a ballad,
and at the same time, the plausibility of an agreement is reinforced by the technique
of transformation typical of the genre.
To wit, instead of a mythical adventure, a parable was held in view. The
mother forsakes her children instead of her jewel case. Even beasts know better than
that. Therefore she is denied by her children. Here is the motivation of the moral
collapse. Such a difference of the poetical content affords only certain useful motifs
to be retained so as to fit into the context and different atmosphere of the new genre.
The Szekely ballad does not even resort to the wolf motif: this is the maturest
formulation of the story in the Hungarian-speaking areas, and we do not know how
many similar specimens have been lost for ever in the Szekely and other regions of
Hungary, where the ballad style has been flourishing for centuries and brought
about similar masterpieces; in any case, this variant is one of those successful
formulations which can be placed among the best representatives of the genre.
On the ground of all these considerations, as well as for its ancient elements
which possibly come down from the Conquest Period, and finally on the basis of its
agreement with portions of 5 of the Szeged region, we list this piece along with the
earliest, fourteenth-century Hungarian ballads .

.

Literature: Vargyas 1959--62/11, 1967.
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35. Let us start, let us start, Beautiful Kata Ban,
Let us start, let us start, for it is growing dark!
As they arrived in the Turk 's home,
As they took a rest in the Turk 's room ,
Black Petor Rac said to the woman:
40. Cook a dish, cook a dish , Beautiful Kata Ban!
Beautiful Kata Ban went into the kitchen ,
And she spat right in the middle of the kitchen:
Now, my dear little spit, when the Turk says:
Cook a dish , cook a dish , Beautiful Kata Ban,
45. You must answer: It will be soon made ready!
Dish up, dish up, Beatutiful Kata Ban!
I shall dish up soon, Black Petor Rac!
Dish up, dish up, Beautiful Kata Ban!
I shall dish up soon, Black Petor Rac!
50. Dish up, dish up, Beautiful Kata Ban!
I shall dish up soon, Black Petor Rac!
Black Petor Rac could not wait any longer,
He went into the kitchen
But he did not find Beautiful Kata Ban there.
55. Beautiful Kata Ban started out on the way.
Anon Black Petor Rac harnessed
His best palfrey.
He galloped after her through many a forest
But he did not find her anywhere.
60. Black Petor Rac, then, galloped home.

5. THE ENTICED WIFE FORSAKING HER CHILD

15.

5.

10.

15.
17.

Come on, come on, Beautiful Kata Ban,
Come to our land, to fair Turkey!
I will not go, I will not go, Black Petor Rac,
For I have a son, a little running son,
A daughter sitting on my arm, and a kind wedded spouse.
Never mind, don't you think of them!
Come on, come on, Beautiful Kata Ban,
Come to our land, to Fair Turkey.
Even dogs bark in a different way in fair Turkey
Than in Hungary.
I will not go, I will not go, Black Petor Rac,
For I have a son, a little running son,
A daughter sitting on my arm, and a kind wedded spouse.
Come on, come on, Beautiful Kata Ban,
Come to our land, to fair Turkey,
For two hundred silver coins, sixty-six thalers
Three hundred gold coins!

(Upon this, she was willing to go with him.)
18. They reached the forest,- she left her son there,
Her little running son, her daughter sitting on her arm.
20. I leave you here by this poplar,
When birds are clapping their wings,
You must think
That your mother is speaking to you.
When it rains, you must think
25. That I am bathing you, I, your dear mother!

(Reaching the place where she had left her little ones, Beautiful Kata Ban did not
find anything, except bones.)

(She put them up in the tree.)
Eagles tore their hearts, ravens picked their eyes,
Cleaving the sad hearts of the poor orphan souls.
They were going ahead, going ahead, then they sat down to rest.
Beautiful Kata Ban was searching the Turk's head.
30. How is that, how is that, Beautiful Kata Ban:
It is not raining, not even a cloud is seen,
Yet my head is soaking with water?
There has been a black cloud rising just above us,
And a few drops of rain have fallen from it.
(She looked up and saw a bird giving her young to eat; therefore she was weeping.)
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61. She took some of the bones home, to her mother's place.
Open, mother, open your locked door!
It is me, your daughter, your daughter Kata!
Go away, fiend , go away, and do not tempt me,
For I have no daughter!
65 . Nine weeks have passed, and it turned into the tenth
That the fishermen are searching for her with their nets,
But they have not found her!
Open, mother, open your locked door!
It is me, your daughter, your daughter Kata!
70. Go away, fiend, go away and do not tempt me,
For I have no daughter!
Nine weeks have passed, and it turned into the tenth
That the fishermen are searching for her with their nets,
But they have not found her!
75 . Open, mother, open your locked door,
For if you do not open it, my heart will break!
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I do not open it, I do not open it, for I have no daughter!
Nine weeks have passed, and it turned into the tenth
80. That the fishermen are searching for her with their nets,
But they do not find her!

r - 3--.:,
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(When her mother opened the door, there was Kata Ban lying face to the ground
beside the bones of the small children.)

Apatfalva (Csanizd county) = Kalmany 1882, 162. Cf. Leader 300.
The story of the ballad is known only from the above variant, although
fragments of texts have come up in two Transdanubian places:
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Come with me, come with me, Beautiful Kata Ban,
Come to my land!
There wheat is harvested twice a year, wine is vintaged three times,
All kinds of flowers blossom thrice.

Jaj

Ka - ta,

nem ko- to k,

nem kii - tok.

Alas, my hands, alas, my feet , alas, I am tired!
Black Peter Rac, make a swing, make a swing!
Alas, I cannot make a swing, I cannot make a swing.

Als6nyek ( Tolna county), from a 7O-year oldfemale informant.
The other prose fragment was found embedded in a legend:
"Eva Ban, a great-grand-mother on the maternal lineage, was driven away by
the Turks. She was roped together with a child, and so they were driven by a
janizary who held the end of the chain. Well, the janizary fell asleep on back of his
horse. The two of them fled. Walking into a pond, they hid under the large leaves of
water-pumpkins. The janizary was searching for them everywhere, although not in
the water. It grew dark, and they started on their way home. In the day time they
found refuge under the vaults of bridges; finally they reached a village where they
were rid of the chains. But this Eva Ban did not dare to come down the loft in the
rest of her life, even her food was brought up, for fear of the Turks who would have
killed her if they had taken her as a refugee. And this I was told not only by one
single man, but by several old people. Also a song is sung about her. One of the old
men related the story of the song to me. The Turk said to her that he would take her
to a country where wheat is harvested twice a year and wine is vintaged three times. So
Eva Ban had been cajoled, because she had been a very beautiful girl, and as she
refused to go on her own will, she had been taken by force ."-Margit Luby. EA N.
XVI. 12/ 1954. Madocsa (Tolna county).
As can be seen, only the motif of enticement to go into a wonderful country
survives in this fragment. Nevertheless, the name and the manner of rendering the
story indicate clearly that the ballad used to flourish in South Transdanubia, too .
While preparing my work for the press, I learned that a prose variant, with
sung details, had been recorded among the Hungarians in Yugoslavia. The words
read as follows: "It occurred in the years over eighteen hundred, at Gombos, in the
big forest situated between Gombos and Doroszl6. A very handsome young man,
called Black Peter Rac enticed the woman called Kata: would she come to the forest
where she would be fairly treated (bathed in milk and butter). The widow gave
credit to his words. She wrapped her children in linen and started out with him.
While they were walking to the forest, the gang spoiled all her fortune at home.
They were going, the woman got tired, and begged him:

Jaj

They continued, and Kata spoke up again, begging him :
Alas, my hands, alas, my feet, alas, I am tired!
Black Peter Rac, make a swing, make a swing!
Thereupon Peter ~ade a swing, put her children in it, and then the woman bade
farewell to her children, saying:
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When wind is blowing, you must think I am rocking you.
When rain is falling, you must think I am lamenting you. .
.
When leaves of trees are falling, you must think I am covenng you with a
blanket.
Setting out again, they went on. Once again she spoke up:
Alas, my hands, alas, my feet, alas, I am tiredl They went o~ and on, and just
when the woman thought of stifling the children, gendarms arnved. So they ran
away. As they returned, the children were devoured by wolves. The woman was
weeping:
Black Peter Rac, what have I done, what have I done? 1
I have lost my two dear little childrenl
Alas, my hands, alas, my feet, alas, where have I gone?
Black Peter Rac, what have I done, what have I done?
This is how the story of yore ended."
Gombos- Bogojevo, 1971, !Iona Garai, 54 years of age. !Iona Kovacs and Lajos
Matijevics: Folk Ballads from Gombos.

Dissolved beyond comprehension, the story still preserves the outlines of the
plot the names of the characters, and two characteristic details, the act of
abd~ction to a land of wonders, and the fate of the forsaken childre~ (:'There ~re
warm showers ... "). Also the melody is vaguely reminiscent of the ongmal, which
had been in all likelihood, composed of four sections. The tune s~ems to be nearest
to that of No. 4, although it may be related in some portions with other tunes as
well.
Earliest notation: 1882.
Dissemination:
,
Csamid county (Apatfalva), Tolna county (Alsonyek, Madocsa), Bacs-Bodrog county

(Gombos).
Textual relationships with other ballads:
.
.
The whole of the story, together with the motif of searchmg the head, the enticement to go to a
wonderful country: Type 3., the placing ofthe children under a tree and the relatmg formula: 4., only the
formula: 2., the chase and the mother's words: 30., searchmg the head: 3., 40, 41.
Tune one fragment.
Versions in non-Hungarian language areas:
MORAVIAN 1-4. Susi/ 144/300--303,5. Bartos 1901 16, 6. Bartos 1953189.
SLOVAK 7. Horak 1958, 177 No. 59.
BULGARIAN 8- /0. A- V 147- 149. // - 16. Stoin 1931 181- 186. 17- 25. Idem 1928 Nos
2885-2886,2889,2892- 2897. 26-28.Idem 1939 Nos liS, 118- 119.29. Ivanov 1949 178. 30-32. Idem 1936
162- 164 33- 34. Tsitselkova 168- 169.
. .
p'artial variants DANISH 35-45. DgF 82 (only MS variants, see further DgF 249 and Ibid.
Jonsson). 46- 55. Ibid. 249.
UKRAINIAN 56- 58. Golovackij Ill/ I, 54 13, I, 72, 116, 117.
RUSSIAN 60. Chernyshev 3. 61 . Sobolevsky 218t·
LITHUANIAN cf. Seemann 1951 , 18878.
POLISH ibid.

The plot of this ballad can be found in two more language areas, viz. the
Moravian and the Bulgarian. In the Moravian song, a brief introductory part is
followed by the story of the miller's widow who is asked to go on a journey by three
young men or a Turk. (Sometimes perhaps an innkeeper's wife is involved because
she is asked about the price of her wine.) The woman refers to her children whom
she cannot leave by themselves; the young men suggest to send one of them to
school, the next to' the prince, while the third to a peasant, and so on, so that they
may learn various trades. There occur such variants as well in which the woman
agrees at once, asking the young men to wait until she rocks her child to sleep and
suckles the smallest baby. In every case she takes the youngest son with her, but on
the way she puts him under a tree, and while binding him to the tree she recites the
well-known formula: My little son, when the wind blows you will think that your
mother is rocking you; my little son, when it is raining you will think that your
mother is washing you; my little son, when the leaves of trees are falling you will
think that your mother is clothing you. My little son, when a star is shining you will
think that your mother is coming; my little son, when the moon is shining you will
think that your father is coming. (In some of the variants, the formula is omitted.)
Later, in such variants which have the story in its full extent, it occurs to her-or it is
the Turk who reminds her-that she had committed a crime, and her heart breaks
with sorrow. This story is known to me in one single Slovak variant.
With the Bulgars the Turk is not a seducer but a kidnapper of the woman and
her child. She puts down him, saying the following words of dedication to Stara
Planina (the Balkan Mountains): "When the wind blows, it will rock you to sleep,
when it is raining, it will wash you, when the does come to pass here, they will suckle
you ... " But in this instance all this is understood in face value, for the continuation
either has it that the child has been really raised to rescue his mother from the
Turkish captivity or else the mother adds: "grow up and release your mother"
(whereupon the Turk sometimes flies into a passion and destroys both of them).
That is to say, the words describing the child's fate in a figurative way will be
transformed to assume a real meaning, which is an unmistakable sign of a
secondary, revaluated adaptation of what was originally meant to be a poetic
symbol.
But the Moravian (Slovak) form is similarly indicative of the transformation,
because the number of children is increased, of whom the mother takes care in
advance-obviously with a view to mitigating the mother's cruel deportment-and
also because a widow is selected to be the hero of the story, which again is contrived
to render the motif of enticement more plausible-;all the same, the mother carries
the smallest child on the journey and leaves him under a tree-a somewhat
exaggerated solution which can by no means be regarded as original. An intention
of mitigating the genuine action of the plot and yet to preserve the most effective
portion of it led here to an intrinsic contradiction; apart from this, also the
expansion of the preliminaries is telling about the fact of adoption, since it well
corresponds to the psychology of adaptation.
It is interesting to note, on the other hand, that neither of the two nations that
had taken over the full plot did preserve the enticer's words about the land of
wonder (the Moravian version speaks about a strange ["cizy"] land). At the same
26/11
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time, this motive has been taken over by the northeastern neighbours, the
Ukrainians. For instance, in 56. the formula is as follows : " Wander, wander with
us, pretty girl, with us who are Kossacks and young! With us the wand of willow
bears pears, with us the girls are clad in gold, with us the hills are gold coloured, with
us the rivers are flooding with honey." The same formula emerges in the Russian
ballads as well: "Let us start, pretty maid, to our place by the Don. With us, on the
banks of the Don, everything is different than with you: they do not spin and weave
there, still they are well clad ." (60.) (Nevertheless, the Russian story is completely
different: three lads are enticing a girl who retails wine in an inn; they take her into a
forest, tie her to a pine-tree and burn her there.) Or in another variant: "They do not
spin and weave, still they wear silk dresses; they do not plough and sow, still they eat
white bread." (61 .) The same formula occurs almost word-for-word in the
Lithuanian texts, and Seemann mentions similar ones in connection with the Polish
material. At the same time he states that these texts cannot be brought into
correlation with the German variants, for enticement in the German ballads come
up in another form: the young man boasts of his seven mills which grind sugar,
clove, nutmeg, and other spices. (The question has been discussed in a different
context in connection with the mills of The Marvellous Corpse (Type 68).
Nevertheless, it seems as if the motif of enticement in the above formulation
should have come from the West. This is brought out by the fact that it has been
preserved in many variants of two types with the Danes. The Danish ballads have a
fairly uniform wording of the formula in the various texts: "Gulldborre,
Guldborre, be my true love! I shall take you into a rich land . So rich is the land I
take you to that no sorrow ever reaches there; no birds, except the owl, sing there,
no grass, except onions, grows there, no water, except wine, flows there . .. " (DgF
82 A.) And what is the weightiest: "there you shall live and never die! "
Characteristically enough, in some of the variants also the promise of gold is
added- substituting for the formula sometimes- not unlike the Hungarian text.
The Danish ballads have a different plot: the one is a story of a girl and her
lover prosecuted by her brothers, while the other speaks about a young man who
puts to test the enticed girl by pretending to be poor. On the other hand, the formula
is tied up with the Danish type of The Enticed Wife in more than one way.
Consequently, the motif may have reached Hungary through the intermediation of
some other ballad, possibly of The Enticed Wife. This is the more likely since in all
indication the Hungarians had relied on the plot of this ballad when shaping the
story of their new ballad. As to the time of its generation, we may suppose that the
ballad discussed is contemporaneous with the earliest Hungarian borrowings from
the French.
Literature: Vargyas I 959---{i2/1II, 1967, 218- 19.

6. THREE ORPHANS
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I. In the graveyard of Somogyszob
There stands a willow, right in the middle.
Three orphans are sitting under the tree,
Lamenting their dear mother.
2. Rise, dear mother,
Because our clothes are torn!
I cannot rise, three orphans,
Because I am dug deep in the earth.
3. You have got a stepmother
That can take care of you.
As she combs your hair,
She stains your faces with blood.
4. She cooks the supper as well,
But the three orphans can look at it from afar.
Let us go to the shed,
Let us embrace each other,
Let us lament our dear mother,
Our kind nurse who raised us.

Somogyszob ( Somogy county). Performed by a male informant in 1898.
Vikar=MNGY VI. 6. =MP 33/c.
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5. If we ask her for a piece of bread,
She puts a piece of stone in our hands.
When she gives us clean underwears to put on,
She causes us to bleed.

I . Where are you going, you three orphans?

We are going to Komarom to look for a job.
Do not go there, three orphans,
Do not go to Komarom to look for a job!

6. When she is combing our head,
There is blood running down onto our heels.
She never stops tormenting us,
Dear mother, do rise up!

2. I give you an iron switch .
Strike the graveyard with it!
Rise up, dear, kind mother,
For my clothes are worm to rags!

Nagyszalonta (Bihar county), performed by a female informant of 67, 1918
Koddly=MNGY XlV. 21.

3. I cannot rise, my son,
For my eyes have sunk in .
I cannot rise, my son,
For my arms have lost flesh .

19.

4. But you have got a stepmother already,
Who gives you white shirts to put on.
When she is combing our hair,
Red blood is flooding down to our heels.

Ziliz ( Borsod county) . Performed by afemale informant of 58,1955. Ldszl6 Vikdr.

2. I give these three switches to you,
Strike the graveyard with them!
Strike the grave of your dear mother,
Strike the grave of your dear mother!
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1. Where are you going, you three orphans?
We are going to Komarom, to find a job.
Do not go there, three orphans,
For you are not going to find a kind master there!
2. I give you a switch of willow,
Strike the graveyard with it . . .
Rise, rise, dear mother,
For our clothes are torn to rags.
3. I cannot rise, my sons,
For my eyes have sunk in,
My feet have withered,
My tears are flooding on my face .
4. You have got a stepmother
To look after you ...
We do have a step mother
But she is not looking after us.
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1. Three orphans started out and went
To the churchyard gate,
To the grave of their dear mother,
There stood the Virgin Mary.
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3. Rise, our dear mother, rise up!
Our mourning clothes are tom to rags.
Comb our head,
Mend our clothes!
4. I cannot rise, my sons,
My bones have fallen apart,
My sinews are snapped,
My eyes are sunk and withering away,
But you have got a step mother
To take care of you!
5. A stepmother is only a stepmother,
She is not like a dear mother:
Iron is her comb, and iron i~ the food she gives,
Iron is the towel she dries us with.
When she combs our hair,
Blood is running down to our heels!
6. Their dear mother rose up,
She rose up and went to the edge of the grave.
She mended their clothes
And combed their hair.
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7. Now, my sons, you must go home,
Your stepmother will ask
Who combed your hair,
Who mended your clothes?

4. J cannot rise up, my son,
For my sinews are snapped,
My legs have rotted ,
My arms are numb.

8. A kind neighbour woman
Combed our hair,
She mended our clothes,
And she washed our clothes!

5. Pray, dear mother,
Give me the key to the lock,
Let me open your coffin,
Let me kiss your face!

(The tale goes on in prose): The stepmother went there and scolded her for having
combed their hair. The second time they went to the graveyard, they said their
godmother had mended their clothes. When they went the third time, their mother
said: My sons, when you go home do not come here again, because the Blessed
Virgin Mary has allowed me to rise three times, but no more. And tell your
stepmother that your real mother combed your hair and mended your clothes. The
stepmother went to the graveyard and scolded the dead woman for having combed
their hair. Finally, however, she disappeared. Alas, there was only one kind
stepmother, and even that was taken away by the devil.

Kovegy ( Csancid county) = Kalmany 1954 51b.

6. Let me kiss your face!
Your two arms that earned clothes to me,
Your feet that walked after me,
Your feet that walked after me.

Gyergy6alfalu (Csik county), 1910. Kodaly.
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I. Three orphans set out
On a long way, in exile.
The beautiful Virgin Mary asked them:
Where are you going, three orphans?
2. We are going in exile,
Walking from door to door.
Do not go, come back,
Do not go, come back!
3. I give you three switsches,
Strike the graveyard with it.
Rise, rise, dear mother,
For our mourning clothes are torn!
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I . Three orphans are walking along
The Virgin Mary asks them:
Where are you going, three orphans,
Where are you going, three orphans?
2. Stop, three orphans,
J will give you a golden switch .
Strike the graveyard with it,
Strike the graveyard with it!
3. Rise up, rise up, dear mother,
Because our mourning clothes are torn!
J cannot rise, my dear son,
Because my sinews have rotted .
4. My sinews have rotted,
So
have my arms and my legs.
/.
Also my blood has streamed from me,
And my soul, too, has left me.
5. Dear mother, give me
The key to your coffin,
So that I may unlock your coffin,
And kiss your hand and feet.
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6. A young wife is walking along,
Both of her cheeks are painted.
She is no,¥ to be your stepmother,
And she will dress you in white clothes.

2. Where are you going, three orphans?
Where are you going, three orphans?
We have started on the long way,
On the long way, seeking service.

7. When she dresses you in white clothes,
Your backs will be blossoming with blood,
When she gives you bread to eat,
Your tears will pour into your bosom.

3. I will cut a golden switch for you,
Strike the graveyard with it!
Rise up, rise up, our dear mother,
For our mourning clothes are torn!

8. My God, don' t wait long
To behold the fate of the orphan,
So that he may not be an outcast,
Begging from door to door.

4. I cannot rise up, my dear son,
Because I am covered with the moss of the earth .
Then take your key to the lock
And open up your coffin!

( To the third and fourth melodic sections:)
If he is pitied at one door,
He is abused at the other.

5. Let us kiss her hands and feet ,
Besides also her two cheeks!
Let us kiss her hands and feet,
Besides also her two cheeks.

Gyergy6tolgyes ( Csik county), 1907. Bart6k=MF J033 /c.

6. My son, my son, my dear son,
Go home now!
You have a stepmother
To take care of you.
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1. There is a poplar [var . birch] in my hay-field,
Three orphans are sitting under it.
1954 Three orphans are sitting under it,
All three are clad in full mourning clothes.
1932 All three are clad in full mourning clothes,
All three are clad in full mourning clothes.

7. We have a father, but he is silly,
We have a mother, but she is a stepmother.
When she is combing our heads,
She tears out all our thin hair.
8. When she gives
Your backs are
When she gives
Your backs are

you white clothes to put on,
foaming with blood .
your white clothes to put on,
foaming with blood.

9. Shall we complain
He is sure to let it
Shall we complain
So that everybody

to a strange one?
out at once.
to the grass and to the tree?
may look into our mourn?

10. Rather let us complain to the broom,
Because it will not let it out to anyone.
It will not let it out to anyone,
Except the dust-pan .

Uszped (Moldavia )-Suirdsz (Baranya county). Performed by a 57-year-old woman.
1932- 1952- 1954= Gr 201/A = Domokos and Rajeczky, No . 51 .
Cf. Leader, 82

Divergences: Instead of the Virgin Mary, once an old man is encountered. In
one of the texts, two orphans are spoken of. Different formulations :
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Tile nut-tree has three branches,
Three orphans are sitting beneath them.
Don't you go, three orphans,
For you will not find a good master anywhere!
The Virgin Mary walked to them,
Asking them: Why do you weep, three orphans?
We have every reason to weep, Virgin Mary,
Because our mother has been wrapt in earth.
Take this switch in your hand
And strike the graveyard with it!
It is regarded as a major deviation that at the beginning of 23 texts, from

Transylvania, and mainly Moldavia, the following motif appears:
The youngest son says loudly:
Ta~ke out my heart,
Take out my liver,
Put them into a copper plate,
Wash them with wormwood wine,
Wrap them in fine linen,
Send them down to Barasso,
Place them in the gate of the ca~tle!
Let everyone take an example of me:
Such is the lot of an orphan!
(Each line is repeated.)
Take out my heart,
Cut it in five or six,
Wash it with wormwood wine.
(Only in one variant.)
Sometimes:
Wrap it in fine linen,
So place it into the coffin.
Or:
Close it up in a green chest.
Sometimes the ballad begins like this:
Let us not go in exile,
Rather take out. .. (etc.)
In Transylvania, the elder son says, although in rare instances: Kill the youngest
one, Take out ... , or: I don't mind ... Take out ....

11. Northern region: Komarom county (Guta), Nyitra county (Berencs) from 1840, Bars county
(Mohi), Hont county (Kisgyarmat), Pest county (Asz6d), N6grad county (Karancsbereny, Kishartyan,
Salg6videk), Heves county (Fiizesgyarmat, Panid 2), Borsod county (Borsodszentivan, Gesztely,
Mezokovesd, Zsiliz), Giimiir county (Balogpadar, Deresk, Perjese), Abauj county (Cekehaza), Ung
county (Csap); total 20.
Ill. Great Hungarian Plain: Bacs-Bodrog county (Nagybaracska), Csongrad county
(HOdmezovasarhe1y 4, Szeged-felsovaros), Bekes county (Bekesszentandras 2, Doboz, EndrOd,
Kiitegyan, Mezogyan), Sine loco from the Szeged region, Torontal county (Szajan), Csanad county
(Kiivegy 3), Arad county (Magyarszentmarton 2, Nagyzen'!nd, Pecska 2, Zsigmondhaza), Bihar county
(Galospetri, Nagyszalontll 7), Szabolcs county (Paszab), Szatmar county (Kersemlyen); total 33.
IV. Transylvania and Bukovina: Kolozs county (Kolozsvar, KiiriisfO, MakOfalva, Mera, Visa 2,
Vista, Zente1ke), Maros-Torda county (Demenyhaza, Jobbagytelke, KibOO 2, Nyaradkiiszvenyes),
Szolnok-Doboka county (Vice), Udvarhely county (Boldogasszonyfalva, Biigiiz, Enlaka, Kadicsfalva,
Kisbacon, Lengye1falva, MadHalva, Martonos, Rugonfalva, SiklOd 2, Szentegyhazasolahfalu,
Szeke1yudvarhely, "Udvarhely"), AlsOfeher county (MiriszI6), Csik county ("Csik", Csikgyimes,
Csikszentsimon, Csikvacsarcsi, Gyergy6alfalu, Gyergy6tekeropatak, Gyimes, Gyimesfelsiilok 4,
Gyimeskiizeplok 2, Kaszonujfalu), Haromszek county (Arkos, Biikszad, Erdovidek, Kovaszna,
Nagykadacsi, Z3gon), Bukovina (Andrasfalva 3 + 3 from Hertelendifalva, Hadikfalva 6, Istensegits 4,
J6zseffalva 2); total 67.
V. Moldavia: (Bogdanfalva 4, Di6szeg, Frumosza, Gajcsana 2, Gerlen 2, Klezse 7, Labnik,
Uszped 13, Mariafalva, Nicolae Balcescu, Racsila 2, Templomfalva, Trunk, Ujfalu); total 38. Hungary
total: 71. Transylvania, Bukovina and Moldavia total: 105. All-Hungarian total: 176 variants.
Textual relationship with other ballads: Take out my heart: 20,25,31,38,57; The corpse speaking
up from the grave: 65.
Tunes: 1 = No. 16,2 = No. 17,3 = No. 18,4 = No. 20, 5 = No. 21 (in four variants), 6 = No. 22
(in two variants). The numbers of tune variants are given in brackets: 9 (2), 13 (2), 14 (2), 16 (5), 20 (2), 26
(2),32 (4), 33 (4), 35 (3), 36 (5),37 (2), 40 (3), 41 (3),44 (2), 46 (2), 48 (2), 51 (2),53 (5), 55 (3), 62 (2), 65
(2), 69 (2), 74 (2).
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Earliest mentioned: 1840.
Dissemination: Hungary, without specification as to locality: 1 (from 1859).
I. Transdanubia: Moson county (Pozsonyligetfalu), Sopron county (Egyhazashetye 3, KemenesMihalyfa, Rabakovacsi), Zala county (Balatonederics, Csapi, Dergecs, Kiskomarom 2, Resznek),
Somogy county (Hetes, Somogyszob), Baranya county (Hirics), Fejer county (Csakvar); total 17.
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
.
h
FRENCH : 1- 13. Walloon variants from Belgium received through courtesy ~fRoger ~mon": 0
had kindly sent me copies of them actually available either in manuscripts or m Journals, mcludmg
Senny- Pinon 33 and Wallonia 1913, 262 No. 16. 14. Puymaigre 1885, 117 = RollandIII 178c ( Walloon ).
15. Rolland III 178. 16-17. Barbeau 1962, 269, 273 . 18. Decombe ~9 . 19. Rolland III 178b. 20-23. Mdilen
50-53A- D. 24- 27. Rossat 1917 III 67A- D. 28-30. Smith Romama 1875, 108- 118. 31 . ~ollandIII 178d.
32. Arbaud 1, 73 = Puymaigre 1885, 118 = Udry 215. 33- 34. Tiersot 1903,96. 35. Seblllot 1892, 232t
(fragment).
_
ITALIAN: 36. Nigra 39. 37. Ferraro 1870, 22.
NETHERLANDISH : 38. Canteloube IV, 15. Flanders, France 39. Lootens and Feys 55 Puymaigre 1885, 114. 40. Coussemaker 58 = Puymaigre 1885, 105 = E- B 202c. 41 . E- B 202d .
GERMAN: 42- 183. D. VIr. 116.
.
'
DANISH- SWEDISH: 184- 210. DgF 89 (= Olrik 11, 7 transcribed). Further variants and
comparisons: DgF Ill, 860.
11 214
SLOVAK: 211. Horak 195844 = Medvecky 1906, 256. 212- 213. Medv~.cky 1906, 257 ~-.
.
Sb. sI. n. p. I, 31. 215-217. Koleeany61-63 . 218. DobSinsky 187414t. 219. Dobsms~y: Prostonarodny I,
89. 220. Sb. sI. n. p. 11, 91 13. 221- 222. Slov. Sp. I. 188 and 226. 223- 225. Bartok 1959, 45a- b, 61b.
MORAVIAN' 226- 230. SusilI59/337- 341.
*
CZECH : 231 .' Holas It. 232. Erben 1864, 467 2t. 233. Erben 1842 I. 234. £rben 1852 I . 235.
Erben manuscript (cf, Horak 1917). 236. Swoboda 9t. 237. Waldau I.
*
. *
POLISH' 238- 244 KolbergI871 - 84/ 1714, 18347*, 19446*, 21181 - 183*, 22293 . 245. Pauil3 .
246. Kozlowski 23. 247-252. Kolberg 1885, 11, 353* , Ill , 563- 565*, IV, 438* .
UKRAINIAN: 253- 254. Golovatsky Ill/ I, 272- 277 4-5. 255- 256. Kolberg 1882-8~ 11. 358- 359.
257. Lintur 1959,83 (Trans-Carpathian Ukraine). Honik 1917 quotes seven further variants.
WHITE RUSSIA: 258-261. Shejn If!, 516-519t. 262. Karsky, 328t·
LITHUANIAN: 263- 264. Seemann 1951 79- 80.
.
SOUTHERN SLA V: 265- 266. Kurelac 306 and 486 (North-western TransdanubIa). 267. tganec
1924109. 268. tganec 1950 333. 269- 275. tganec 1950-5298, 345a, 346ab, ~II, 512a, ~16b . ?76. ~NP I.
28. 277. HNP V. 44. 278. BlafinCic 94t. (279- 286. Streke/j I. 344-351, pomtmg to relationshIps wIth new
German versions). Kumer 507 (+415?).
.
3
BULGARIAN : 28 7-290. Stoin 1928 1641 (= A- V 66), 1642- 1643,3638. 291. Bukoreshilev 23 .
292- 302 Sloin 1931 1620-1630. 303- 304. Tsitselkova 74 and 81. 305. lvanov 1949 72t. 306. Arnaudov
19308. 307- 311. SbNU 42, lvanov 1936 61-{)2, 64-{i5, 72. 312. SbNU 42, Marionov 20. 313. SbNU
16-17, Materialy, 94, 11.
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The Hungarian ballad type shows closest affinity with the French
formulation that has a wide spread in a fairly uniform shape. Let us take a variant
from the Paris area (18.);
I know a plaintive song about three children, whose mother died , and their
father married again . He took a bad wife who beat the children . The youngest asked
for a piece of bread. He was floored by a kick in the stomach. The eldest raised him:
" Get up, dear brother! Come, both of you, and let us go to the graveyard to find our
mother!" On the way they met with our Lord Jesus Christ. "Where are you going
to , three little angels?" "We are going to the graveyard to look for our mother." Do
not weep, three little angels!" " Rise up, poor soul, from Paradise! I will let you live
fifteen years (elsewhere seven ) for bringing up your children." There came the
fifteenth year. She began to weep. The children asked her: "Why are you weeping?"
"I must go back to the graveyard today." "Do not weep, mother, we will go with
you! "
Instead of Jesus, it is often Saint Michael, Peter or John who helps, and even
the dear Virgin Mary among the Flemings and Walloons in northern France. If to
this we add that one southern French variant has: "Go and touch your mother's
grave!", (34.), then there remains little doubt that the connection is very close.
Further similarities are found in the Walloon variants: the mother emerges from the
grave and instructs the children how to behave; and if their stepmother asks them
who tought them, they must say their mother, rotting in the grave, Among the
Flemings in France, they say, after their mother has risen and suckled the youngest: '
"0, mother, we are very hungry! Get up and come begging with us!" "Children,
how 1 get up, my body is locked in the ground, and what you see is my soul." (The
latter explanation seems to be a subsequent addition made in order to raise a
realistic effect.) In German variants from France-Lorraine and Moselle-there is
no meeting with the sainted . The oldest says to the youngest: " Let us three little
children go and find our mother." When they reach the graveyard aod their
mother's grave, they say: "0 mother, dear mother, if only we could be with you!"
"You cannot be with me, children, my bones are so heavily weighed down with
soil." Then an angel descends from Heaven and brings a chair for the mother so that
she can sit on it and teach the children how to take off their caps when they meet
people. And if they are asked who taught them this, they are to say their mother
lying deep in the grave. Thus here, the motif of resurrection is combined with the
other solution, in which the mother does not rise up but speaks up from the grave,
telling about her helplessness.
The French ballad also made its way to the Italians in the Piedmont. In most
of the details there is a close agreement between the Italian and the French versions,
but there is an essential point in wpich they sharply differ from one another: the
Italian variants do not mention the meeting with the sainted characters,-a feature
that contrasts them with the Hungarian variants, too.
In spite of very substantial transformations, the Danish, Swedish and
Norwegian versions can be readily derived from the French. In the northern
countries we have a lengthy introduction: Husband and wife are leading a happy
life, until the woman falls victim to an epidemic. The man marries again. When he
takes home the new wife, the children go out to greet her, but she kicks them. She
27* /11
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has them sleep on straw and starves them. Upon their cries, their mother awakes;
she goes before Jesus Christ and asks him for leave to go down to see her children on
the earth. She is granted a short visit. With her coffin on her back, she appears
before her daughter, who can hardly recognize her. Then she has them sit on a chair
and combs their golden locks. She is weeping, while the youngest child is sitting in
her lap. Then she calls the man and the stepmother to account because of her
children who have to sleep on straw instead of gold and blue cushons she had left to
them. Finally she threatens them with a painful death in case she finds the children
in the same condition when she next comes to see them. Next day the children are
playing with pieces of gold.
The meeting with the heavenly being takes place in Heaven here. The mother
here again is granted a short- that is, definite-term; she is tending her children, as
in the southern variants; but the story is finished with a " happy ending" typical of
the North, inasmuch as the stepmother changes her attitude towards the children, in
consequence of the mother's threating words.
The western set of variants might well have proceeded through the Germanspeaking areas towards Hungary and the East-European countries. There is the
rub, however, inasmuch as no German formulation of the ballad survives from
mediaeval times. Of the German elaborations of this topic, perhaps D. VIr. 116
shows closest affinity with the narrative of the Hungarian ballad, and of the French
ballad at the same time, but the mentioned German variant is a fairly recent
development, bearing traces either of literary influences, or of borrowing from the
Czechs of the nineteenth century. Seemann writes: The German orphan-balladsNos 116-120-are unexceptionally songs of the nineteenth century, showing, as
they do, after-lives of earlier existing ballads. In contrast, the traditional forms ~f
orphan ballads outside Germany are highly varied and also remarkable for their
numerical weight. "Bei den deutschen Waisenballaden Nr 116 Nr 120 handelt es
sich durchweg urn jiingere Lieder des 19. Jahrhunderts, die nur noch einen
Nachklang wohl einst vorhandener alterer Balladen darstellen. Die ausserdeutsche
Uberlieferung der Waisenlieder is dagegen reicher und vielgestaltiger". (D. VIr. V,
291.) He establishes that variants 1 and 2 of No. 116 had developed along the Czech
frontier in the nineteenth century through immediate popular mediation, while the
rest of the variants owe· their existence at a folklore level to the text published in
1857 by Joseph Wenzig who had translated the poem from the Czech original.
"Wenzigs Ubertragung hat im gesamten deutschen Sprachgebiet traditionsbildend
gewirkt. Die in der Uberlieferungsliste genannten deutschsprachigen Aufzeichnungen gehen samtlich auf den von Wenzig geschaffenen Text zuriick, mit Ausnahme
von 1. und 2., deren Entstehung aus direkter Beriihrung mit tschechischen bzw.
polnischen Liedgut in Kontaktzone aufgezeigt wurde."
These recent transmissions and the development of still more recent variants
among the Germans may be attributed to the fact that they did not have a
widespread mediaeval formulation of the topic. Consequently, the German areas
could not be the scenes of mediation of the French ballad to Hungary.
It follows from what has been said so far that-omitting the possibility of a
German or Italian mediation-we must suspect of the French-Walloon settlers as
intermediaries between the Western and the Eastern European areas, separated by
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the German territories from each other. Another proof of this can be found if the
Hungarian version is compared with the versions of the neighbouring nations.
Among th~ Slova.k~ there are hardly two forms that are uniform. The only
common fea~ure IS that!t IS not three orphan boys that appear in them but one girl.
In some vanants the girl asks her mother to make her bridal garland, to let her
marry, and in some there is no stepmother mentioned at all. Elsewhere she says:
" Get up, get up, mother dear", and also the complaint is heard that the stepmother
throws bread to her rough.1y, beats her when she washes her, and that when she
combs the girl's hair, blood flows . Sometimes there is the amplification that the
stepmother treats her own child differently. The motif of striking the grave also
appears, and in one variant three times: the first time, the earth shakes, at the
second, blood flows, and at the third, the mother begins to speak. There is a
recurrence of the motif that the mother refers her daughter to the stepmother (" you
have a new mother"), and what is more, we also have a faint echo of the mother's
words about her helplessness: " Dear daughter, I should be happy if! could rise, but
I am buried deep beneath the earth". There are, however, new elements, too: an
angel takes the girl to Heaven, and a devil carries the stepmother to Hell,
furthermore, her father, mother, elder brother and sister all die, and the stepmother
gives her stone instead of bread.
However, these elements do not figure together, as in the Hungarian, but one
here and one there, or at most two, appear amidst lyrical lines, and sometimes none
is p~esent. For this reason, the text are shorter than the Hungarian average. But they
all mclude the mother's answer to the orphan's complaint. None of them do
mention, however, the meeting with the Virgin Mary.
But the latter motif occurs in the Moravian texts, which bear more closer
resemblances to the Hungarian variants than to those of the Slovak ethnic blocks
living wi~~in the Carpathian Basin, in the old Hungarian Kingdom. The orphan girl
goes to VISit her mother. On the way she meets an old man-sometimes this old man
is the Lord God-, in other cases the girl goes to the gravedigger. The old man asks
where she is going to, shows her her mother's grave and advises her to break off a
switch.and strike the graveyard. At this the mother speaks from the grave; "Who is
knockmg on my grave?" From here onwards, the texts agree with the Slovak texts.
T~ere app~ars the mo.t if of blood flowing after combing, as well as of the washing
With beatmg; sometimes even further details are added, like: "When it is
dinnertime, she sends us to draw water; when it is suppertime, she sends us outside
the .door", and similar things. Here, too, angels carry the child to Heaven, while
devtls take the stepmother to Hell. The Czech variants follow the Moravian ones
with the exce~tion that the encounter with the heavenly being and the beating of the
grave are omitted. By contrast, the ending is amplified: the child goes home from
the grave and dies iItet:e, or the mother rises from the grave and kills the stepmother.
In the Polish texts, too, occur the poetic lines "When she combs our hair, our
blood flows" ,-indeed, the motif even reaches the Lithuanians, and similarly to the
Slovak texts, there is mention of how the stepmother changes the children's shirts
(c~. the Hungarian: "When she puts white clothes on us ... "), and also the meeting
w~th Jesus occurs, with the advice to break a switch and strike the grave with it.
Fmally, two angels come for her and carry her up to Heaven, while the Devil takes
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the stepmother to Hell. The Ukrainian versions run much in the same way, only
they go into greater detail about the punishment, and with them the child does in
fact die. In Polish and Ukrainian areas the carriers of the orphans' ballad were
singing beggars, and consequently their versions end with lengthy moralizations.
The Lithuanian version had been borrowed from the Polish, while among the White
Russians only debris of the common tale is to be found.
In connection with the motif of the meeting with the heavenly beings,
Seemann (1951) quotes Horak who holds that it was of Polish origin, and that
Moravian and Croat pilgrims may have heard it in CZystochowa and carried it
to their lands. This view, however, fully ignores the Hungarian and French
correspondences.
Two very much eroded versions of the European ballad have been recorded
from isolated Croatian settlements in western Hungary. In the one (266.) three
orphans meet Saint Peter who shows them the way to their mother's grave; but
there is no mention whatever of the switch or other details described above. The
mother begs her sons, in order of their age, to raise her head, body and legs;
however, they cannot, for her head has become a white stone, her body black earth,
her legs two tree-trunks. In the other (265.) not even so much of the common
elements are found ; there is only a long complaint of the orphan saying that the
mother's mouth, in the earth, is unable to speak, and that her hair is dissolved in the
black soil, and bewailing the stepmother's wicked ill-treatment. (But nothing is
heard about blood gushing in the wake of the comb or the other motifs
characteristic of the Hungarian variants.) Consequently, we must regard these two
variants, in the knowledge of the entire variant series, as dim reflections of the
common story in the final stage of erosion. In any case, it is striking to see how far
they are separated from the neighbouring Hungarian variants.
On the other hand, the versions recorded from Croatia proper and Slovenia
show closer relationships with the Hungarian ballad; and in each of them we can
find the characteristic traits of the market-singers. The majority of them begins with
market-place appeal for attention: "Poslusajte vi Ijudi (or: kristjani), Kak zene tak i
muzi. Sto se jeste zgodilo U 'noj zemlji Madzarskoj!" (Listen, you people or:
Christians both men and women, to what happened on Hungarian soil!) Instead of
Hungary, they sometimes refer to Croatia or to "our land". The collector of one or
another variant added the note that he obtained the song from some blind beggar or
that it was "blind men's song" . It is beyond doubt that the Croat or Slovene singers
acquired the song from their Hungarian colleagues who in turn must have learned it
from Hungarian folk-ballad singers. The first records referring to singing
performers of the ballad in Croatia and Slovenia were published in 1859, and these
songs are not unlike the Hungarian ballad, as far as their texts are concerned . A
hundred years later one of the market singers reported on by Lajos Takacs as one
who sold out most of the song of "the orphans" performed the piece in a so diffuse
manner that it had already little to do with the ballad construction. As against this,
the Southern Slav song differs from the Hungarian only in so far as the former
assembles the happenings in order, that is not jumbled, beginning with the words of
the orphans and their starting out to wander, as in the Hungarian: a mother has
died and the husband taken another wife, and the stepmother has been ill-treating
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the children, and so on, much in the same way as the French version. And finally the
mother sends her children to the Blessed Virgin (mostly the one in Bistrica). In this
la'st turn something has been preserved of the main features of the Hungarian
ballad, the meeting with the heavenly being. Otherwise, in the southern Slav songs it
is the bell-ringer that shows the children their mother's grave, which deviation
indicates that the memory of the common narrative has already faded in them. In
spite of this, they undoubtedly originate from the more recent Hungarian versions,
while the two Croat texts recorded in the Transdanubian regions are strongly
eroded remains of earlier adopted versions.
There are two Bulgarian texts (290. and 307.) that might perhaps be brought
in correlation with the Hungarian. A girl is weeping at her mother's grave asking
her to rise up. The mother answers that she cannot because the black earth is heavy
on her body. The duologue refers to the stepmother as well. Other Bulgarian
variants strongly deviate from the common topic: a shepherd is playing his pipe
beside the grave from which comes the voice of his master's dead wife, asking
whether her man has married again, and whether the new wife is treating the
children well. When she hears the contrary, she asks the shepherd to besprinkle the
grave and light candles. This done, the grave opens, and the mother takes the
children with her into the grave. If in fact there is a connection, the theme may have
reached them directly from the Hungarians, for I know of no intermediate Serbian
variants to connect them with the Croatians, from which, anyway, they differ
considerably.
Literature: Greguss 1865 and 1886: refers, without specifying the place, to Danish and
Norwegian parallels. Haraszti 1896: quotes a French version. Horak 1917: comparing the Slav area of
dissemination (mentions, besides German, Danish, Piedmontan versions a French ballad from foreign
source and a Hungarian from German translation). He regards the Polish as original. Ortutay 1936:
quotes Greguss and Haraszti. Danos: the Dutch version is of Hungarian origin. Entwistle 1939: the
Scandinavian, Faroese, Provenyal and German versions originate from " northern mythology".
Seemann 1951 : discusses Lithuanian and northern Slav versions comparing them with the Germans.
Csanadi and Vargyas 1954: mention Danish and Norwegian versions. Vargyas 1960 and 1967: French
origin, D. Vir. 116--119 (1967): survey of the European versions; determination of the origin of German
versions.
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The rest of the variants have the following incipit:

7. JESUS SEEKING LODGING

When our Lord Jesus Christ walked on this earth,
He could not find a lodging in Jerusalem.
He went in a house, into an inn,
He went in a house, into an inn.
In the Komarom version the picture of the rising sun and moon is replaced by the
words of Jesus:

23 .
Parlando

fJ r rlrrrlrFrlrrjlrrrlrrjlFrjlrj~IJ
I. Aggy Is . ten j6 cs - tet, dus-gaz-dag ven-deg-IoI!
Ad - na - t' tl sUI-I~st a J6 - zus Krisztus-nak

A J6. zus Krilztusnak az 0

er _de _mi _er':'

I. Good evening, rich innkeeper!
Will you give lodging to Jesus Christ,
To Jesus Christ for all his merits?

3. Go, Peter, go to the outskirts of the town,
You will find a poor widow living there,
You will find a poor widow living there . . .
4. Good evening, Widow Veronika!
Will you give lodging to Jesus Christ,
Will you give lodging to Jesus Christ?

Tunes: seven notations are known, all being variants of the melody given above.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1-2. Wallonia XIII, 24, 56, 1905.3. Canteloube IV, 86. 4. Canteloube 11 , 91. 5.
D'Harcourt 12. 6. Barbeau 1962,241. 7. Barbeau and Sapir , 73 . 8. Beauquier, 175. 9--11. Millien 1906,
17A-C. 12. Rossat 191711, 2. 13. Rossat 1907,433. 14. Blade 1879, 21. 15. ArbaudI, 59. 16. Tiersot 1903,
92. 17. Champjleuryand Weckerlin, 5. 18. JAF 1919/ 123, 19·. 19. Romania, 4671873·.20. La Chanson
Fran~ise 1, 6 1908, 13·. 21 . Guillon, 9·. 22. Trebucq 11, 198·. 23. Weckerlin 1903 I, 38.

5. Why should I not give lodging to Jesus Christ,
To Jesus Christ for all his merits,
To Jesus Christ for all his merits? . _
6. I have a little bower and three beds made up,
He can sleep in whichever He likes,
He can sleep in whichever He likes.
7. Jesus laid himself in one of the beautiful beds,
Saint Peter waited for him to go to sleep,
Saint Peter waited for Him to go to sleep.
8. At His head rose a bright sun,
At His feet rose a sparkling moon,
At His feet rose a sparkling moon.

Cf. Leader, 331.
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Anyway, this is the only variant in which Jesus is not recognized but called a "poor
wayfarer" .
Earliest mentioned: 1906. Berz~ Nagy adds a note to his publication of the ballad, according to
which his informant had learned it from a broadside originating from the I 860s.
Dissemination: Vas county (Als66r) Zala county (Kiskomarom), Somogy county (the Balaton
region, Tapsony) Baranya county (Banfa, Kiskoszeg, Mohacs, Pecs) , Komarom county (Komarom)
Gyor county (Nagybarati), Bacs-Bodrog county (Gombos). Total: 11 . (Omitted as irrelevant are the
data published by Sebestyen and Berze Nagy on the Sainted Family seeking lodging before Jesus was
born.)
Textual relationships with other ballads: the motif of refusal of characters seeking lodging occurs
in Type 17, "The Two Captives" (NB., in the French correspondence, refusal is given with reference to a
conviviality, a wedding feast!) Further: Types 22, 41, and 43: Refusal of a nonrecognized relative or
lover.

2. I cannot give lodging to Jesus Christ,
For I am waiting for rich guests to come today,
And they would make mock of him.

Pecs (Raranya county), 1933. Performed by a 63-years-old woman_
334.

Widow Veronika, for all this you will be given
A sparkling crown in the high heavens,
A sparkling crown and a richly laid table.

= Rerze Nagy J,

Parallels of this Hungarian ballad are only known from the French-speaking
areas. There a rather uniformly shaped song tells about Jesus begging from door to
door in beggar's clothing. "Give me the crumbs left over from the meal!" The
master of the house, a rich man, will not give even the crumbs, for they are needed
for his dogs which catch hares for him, while the poor man is of no use to him. The
master's wife, however, takes pity on the poor beggar, gives him food, then takes
him to her own room to offer him a resting place_She finds the room bathed in light.
Jesus makes Himselfknown, and explains that the light is the light of her good deeds
(in other variants: the effulgence from angels)_Sometimes the sun and the moon are
mentioned: "En entrant dans la chambre se forme un' grand' c1arte. Dites moi
donc, le pauvre, Qu'est-ce qui reluit ici: C'est le jour qui donne Ou bien la lune qui
luit? C'est ni le jour qui donne Ni la lune qui luit: ce sont vos bon's aumones Qui
ouvr'nt le Paradis." Then He fortells that she will die in three days' time and will go
to Heaven, but her husband will incur damnation_
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The French ballad is obviously the original, with the Saviour in disguise
meeting with bad and good treatment, and with punishment and reward being
delivered correspondingly, and not the Hungarian where they know from the start
that they are dealing with Jesus, and yet turn him away, and moreover the moral
teaching of a parable is also omitted. As against this, the Hungarian versions have
given new meaning to the radiance and the sun and moon references, by applying a
highly effective poetic picture: At the head of Jesus the sun rises, at His feet, the
moon. On the basis of certain correspondences demonstrated by Berze Nagy and
my own researches this motif points back to eastern heroic-song traditions. The sun
often appears at the head of the hero, and the moon at his feet, in the Siberian and
Caucasian songs. In one of the songs published by Radloff(l, 31), the sun rises on
one side of the hero, the moon on the other, while the evening star can be seen on his
forehead; in another song recorded by Radloff, the moon rises at the head, the sun
at the feet of the hero, and the star comes up at his heart. A Caucasian tale places the
sun on one of the hero's feet, the moon on the other, and the star on his hand. When
the hero of a Shor Tartar song gets the girl destined to him, "the old Khan Altiin
bended their heads together, and the moon sparkled before them, and the sun shone
behind them". (Dyrenkova 14, p. 171.) In a Mongolian heroic song the hero marries
a girl on whose neck the sun, and on whose nape the moon are shining. (Potanin , p.
117.) A Karakirghiz song contains the following lines: "On my right side the sun
can be seen, on my left, the moon. The evening star can be seen on my forehead, so
he spoke. The father told his elder sons: you must kill the one who is distinguished
by such signs and bring his dead body here." (Radloffll, lines 32- 35.)
This is another proof of the fact that the Hungarians of the mediaeval times
tried to fit, whenever a possibility arose, their ancient traditions in the proper places
of the new poetic composition. In result, however, the ending had to be changed of
necessity; the glorification of the merciful woman was omitted and replaced by that
of Jesus. In spite of this, there are correspondences with the contrasted callous rich
husband and the merciful wife: Jesus in the role of a beggar and the radiance in the
room.
This ballad may be considered as belonging among the earliest borrowings
from the French, that is dating to the early fourteenth century.
Literature: Berze Nagy J . 335-6; Vargyas 1959---62 I, 1967.
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8. THE GIRL TAKEN TO HEA YEN

24.

Fair Damsel Julia went out one day
To pick corn-flowers in the corn-field,
To pick corn-flowers, to make them into a wreath,
To make them into a wreath, to entertain herself.
5. She looked up to the high sky, Aye, a beautiful path was coming down from there,
A crispy, white lamb was lowering on it,
Bringing the sun and the moon between its horns;
It was bringing the bright star on its forehead,
10. Aye, two beautiful golden rings were on its two horns!
Aye, on both its sides there were two beautiful burning candles,
And as many stars were on it as many were its hairs!
The crispy, white lamb told her, speaking:
Do not get fright of me, Fair Damsel Julia!
15. For there is a want in the host of the maidens,
If you were willing to come with me, I would take you up there,
Into the heavenly choir, among the sainted maidens,
So as to fill with you their saintly order.
I would give you the key to Heaven,
20. At the cock's first crow I would come to see you,
At the cock's second crow I would sue for you,
At the cock's third crow I would take you with me.
Fair Damsel Julia turns to her mother,
She tells her, speaking: Mother, dear mother!
25. I went out to pick corn-flowers,
To pick corn-flowers, to make them into a wreath,
To make them into a wreath, to entertain myself.
I looked up to the high sky,
Aye, a beautiful path was coming down from there,
30. A crispy, white lamb was lowering on it,
Bringing the sun and the moon between its horns;
It was bringing the bright star on its forehead,
Aye, two beautiful golden rings were on its two horns!
Aye, on both its sides there were two beautiful burning candles,
35. And as many stars were on it as many were its hairs!
The crispy, white lamb told me, speaking:
Do not get fright of me, Fair Damsel Julia!
For there is a want in the host of the maidens,
If I were willing to go with it, it would take me up there,
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40. Into the heavenly choir, among the sainted maidens,
So as to fill with me their saintly order.
It would give me the key to Heaven,
At the cock's first crow they will come to see me,
At the cock's second crow they will sue for me,
45. At the cock's third crow they will take me with them.Lament, mother, lament, let me hear while I am alive,
How you will lament me when I am dead!
My daughter, my daughter! You, who has been in my flower-garden
The tender honeycomb of my first swarm of bees,
50. The wax of the tender honeycomb turning yellow,
The smoke of the yellow wax spreading over the earth.
Smoke spreading over the earth and flame reaching up to the sky!
The heavenly bell chimed without being tolled,
The heavenly door opened without being opened,
55. Alas! my daughter was led in there!

Korond (Udvarhely county. the riverine o/the Fehh-Nyik6) . Kriza=MNGY XI, 270.

g§

'-'

~ p nr' p g--J ]1 J.
I . Ot . tan

ke· re ·ke-dik

Egy ke· rek .dom . be es· ka .

AI . ra ne· vel· ke . dik Egy

e· des al . ilia . fa .

I. There arises
A roundish hillock,
And a sweet apple-tree
Is growing on it.
2. Its
Its
Its
Its

apples are sweet,
leaves grow in bunches.
apples are sweet,
leaves grow in bunches.

3. Under it there sits
Fair Ilona Marton.
Under it there sits
Fair Bona Marton.
4. She is making her wreath
Of white and crimson.
She is making her wreath
Of white and crimson.
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6. She fills the room
With her flooding tears,
She fill s the room
With her flooding tears.
7. Aye, there is coming
A crispy, white lamb.
Aye, there is coming
A crispy, white lamb.
8. At the peaks of its two horns
There are two beautiful burning candles.
At the peaks of its two horns
There are two beautiful burning candles.
9. At its
There
At its
There

25.
).104

5. And where she is short of flowers
She fills the room.
'
And where she is short of flowers
She fill s the room,
'

4

two ears
are two beautiful golden rings.
two ears
are two beautiful golden rings.

10. It spoke with words, saying:
Don't you be frightened , don't be frightened,
Don't be frightened , don't be frightened ,
Fair Bona Marton!
11. For I am not a devil,
Nor am I a ghost.
I am neither a devil,
Nor am I a ghost.
12. From the host of God,
A messenger, that's what I am.
From the host of God,
A messenger, that's what I am.
13. In the host of God
Someone is missing.
In the host of God
Someone is missing.
14. If you came with me,
You would make up for the loss.
If you came with me,
You would make up for the loss.
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15. The Kingdom of Heaven
Will be complete with you.
The Kingdom of Heaven
Will be complete with you.

25 . Stop. mother, stop,
Don't lament me any longer!
Stop, mother, stop,
Don't lament me any longer!

16. And she started on the way
To the Kingdom of Heaven,
To the Kingdom of Heaven,
To the seventh chamber.

26. For I heard while I was alive
How you lament me when I am dead.
For I heard while I was alive
How you lament me, when I am dead.

17. She was dressed
In pilgrims' clothes.
She was dressed
In pilgrims' clothes.

27. Then she started' on the way
To the blessed Kingdom of Heaven.
Then she started on the way
To the blessed Kingdom of Heaven.

18. She took in her right hand
Her rosary of seven ells.
She took in her right hand
Her rosary of seven ells.

28. When she was approaching
The gate of Heaven,
When she was approaching
The gate of Heaven,

19. She took in her left hand
Her pilgrim's rod.
She took in her left hand
Her pilgrim's rod.

29. The heavenly gates
Sprang open without being opened.
The heavenly gates
Sprang open without being opened.

20. She spoke with words, saying,

30. And the heavenly candles
Burnt without being lit.
And the heavenly candles
Burnt without being lit.
31. The heavenly bells
Chimed without being tolled .
The heavenly bells
Chimed without being tolled.
32. She was asked with words:
What are you looking for, what are you looking for,
What are you looking for, what are you looking for,
Fair Ilona Marton?

Thus spoke Fair I10na Marton,
She spoke with words, saying,
Thus spoke Fair I10na Marton:
21. Lament, mother, lament,
Lament with loud bewails!
Lament, mother, lament,
Lament with loud bewails!
22. Let me hear while I am alive
How you will lament me, when I am dead.
Let me hear while I am alive
How you will lament me, when I am dead.
23. Don't go, child, don't go,
Fair I10na Marton.
Don't go, child, don't go,
Fair I10na Marton,
24. On
On
On
On
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the long, long way,
those untrodden paths.
the long, long way,
those un trodden paths!

33 . In behalf of my father and mother
I am looking for room.
In behalf of my father and mother
I am looking for room.
34. Alas, it is a great thing you ask for,
Yet, it will be granted.
Alas, it is a great thing you ask for,
Yet, it will be granted.
35. My God, my God,
How shall I die!
My God, my God,
How shall I die!
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36. Before the
How shall
Before the
How shall

Great God ,
I answer!
Great God ,
I answer!

37. How
How
How
How

I
I
I
I

shall
shall
shall
shall

" You, who have been white honeycomb of my first bee-swarm
Yellow, strained wax of the white honeycomb,
'
White candle from the yellow, strained wax,
Flame of the white candle reaching up to the sky,
Smoke going to Heaven from the flame reaching up to the sky.
At the cock's first crow, she was sued for
At the cock's second crow, she was given 'away,
At the cock's third crow, she departed from this world.
The heavenly doors opened by themselves,
They gave the heavenly key in her hand,
Of this, Fair Damsel Marta took care! "
Stop, mother, mother, my dearest heart,
For I heard while I was alive, how you lament me, when I am dead.

die,
share the life of the sainted!
die,
share the life of the sainted!

Pusztina ( Moldava ), 1956. Performed by a 22-years-old girl. Ka1l6s= M . Sz. 6743.
Cf. Leader, 56.
The following variant starts with the incipit formula common to several
European ballads (for example, Pernette, 98 and almost all the German texts from
Gottschee), notably with the motif of rising up in the early morning:
Fair Damsel Zsuzsanna got up early in the morning,
And she walked out to the rose-field,
There she lay down at the stem of a rose-tree;
She began to tidy her golden locks,
She began to wash her rosy cheeks.
A path was coming down from Heaven,
A crispy-haired lamb was walking down on it.
"Don't be frightened , don't be frightened, Fair Damsel Zsuzsanna,
I am not a ghost, I am a messenger from Heaven:
Our Lord Jesus Christ has sent me to you
Because there is one single soul missing in the host of maidens,
And if you come with me, the place will be filled with you!"
"I shall go, I shall go, but first let me go home
To take leave of my father and mother."
They go to the girl's place, then at the second crow of the cock :
... .. . The heavenly door opens without being opened,
The heavenly bell chimes without being tolled,
And the key to Heaven is given in her hand.
Take care of this, Fair Damsel Zsuzsanna,
Take care of this, for ever, Amen!"

EA. Sovenyfalva ( Kiskiikiillo county). Mailand legacy, No. 5.
In a variant recorded from Di6szeg, and in two more from Klezse, the girl says
farewell to her mother:
May God reward you,
Mother, dearest heart,
For the nine months's time
When you carried me in your womb,
For the nine months' time
When you carried me in your womb.
As the nine months were over
You brought me into this world ,
As the nine months were over
You brought me into this world,
By the rocking cradle
You sat up so many nights! "
. Details of the miraculous vision survive in Hungarian folk tradition even
outside the sphere of balladry, and what is more, outside the dissemination area of
the ball~d ~nder di~cuss~on. The most conspicuous and most frequently quoted
p~rallehsm ~s con tamed m the Transdanubian regos songs (chant connected with
wmter-solstlce masquarade). The initial picture is the following:
There is a round lawn developing there,
And there is a wonder-doing deer grazing on it ...
MNGY IV, 16.

Karacsonyfalva , MarossZ(!k (Maros-Torda county), Nyr 7, 143 1878.
The mother's words offarewell have been preserved in an almost identical form by
another variant:

There is a long, splendid road rising there
Beside it a fish-pond is taking shape,

Refrain.

" ... She goes into the little bower,
She begins to lower her golden hair.
Mother, dear mother, lament me,
Let me hear while I am alive, how you will lament me, when I am dead!
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It is overgrown with tiny sedge,
The wonder-son-deer gets to graze there ...
MNGY IV, 2.
28/ 11
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Refrain.
There is a branchy oak-tree there,
The ground under it has been overgrown with tiny, beautiful grass;
Our Lady Mary is sitting on a chair,
Our Lord God is lying in the cradle ...
(Each line is followed by a couplet of refrain.)

MNGY IV, 1.
The image of the wonder-son-deer is still closer to that of the crispy, white
lamb in the following variant of the regos song:
I have the bright rising sun on my forehead,
I have the beautiful moon (of Transylvania?) on my side,
I have the heavenly stars on my right kidney,
I have antlers, a thousand of them,
On the peaks of my antlers I have a hundred thousand torches,
They burn without being lit, they burn out without being blown out . ..

Obviously the vision conveyed by the ballad had developed from a
multiplicity of Hungarian traditions which had been blended with memories of the
Agnus Dei representations of churches. Apparently, the ballad thus formed used to
have a dissemination area much larger than it has nowadays.

First mentioned: 1862.
Dissemination: Marostorda (Nyanidkanicsonfalva), Kiskiikiillo county (Sovenyfalva),
Udv~rhely cou~ty (the ri~erine of Feher-Nyiko), Haromszek county (Erdovidek), Moldavia (Dioszeg,
Forrofalva, Klezse 10, Uszped, Pokolpatak, Pusztina, Trunk 3).
Total: 22 variants.
Textual relationships with other ballads:
The beginning of the ballad of The Test of
Faithfulness (43.) and the formula "She was sewing in the window" show similarities to the description
of the girl making a wreath: "She is binding her garland of white and crimson, And where she is short of
flowers, she fills up the want with her pouring tears, And she smoothes it even with her many sighs", and
so on. The motif " At the first ... second ... third crow of the cock.. ." comes up in 79.
Tunes: have all been recorded from Moldavia. 1 = No. 25 published above; the same occurs in
twelve more notations. 2- 3 occur in one variant only, 4 in two. (NB. A further three texts published
without music also have tunes, which, however, are not available to me momentarily.)

MNGY IV, p. 43, No. 2. (Many variants are to be found in the mentioned volume.)
A bridal farewell song, traditionally performed at wedding ceremonies
among the Palots population of County N6gnid, preserves faded fragments of this
initial image and the meeting with the heavenly messenger:
There is a round .. . ...... . tree growing there,
Beside the ..... .. tree, the beautiful carrying girl is sitting.
The beautiful carrying girl, do not wonder at it!
I am n(jt a wonder, but you are the wonder.
Alas, my pal Marta, my loveable flower,
Are you not sorry to part with your dear mother?
With your dear mother, and all your girl friends?
Alas, I am very sorry to part with them, I am near to die.
Orhalom MNT /II/A, Nos 240 and 241.

The counterpart of the path lowering from the sky and the image of the
splendid wide road of the regos songs was demonstrated bv Fettich (1959, 67)
among the "charming prayers", that is spells, published by Peter Bornemisza in the
sixteenth century. The spell reads as follows:
"My Lord, Almighty God! There was a wide regos way, Our Hallowed Lord,
the God was walking on it; He met with seventy-seven kinds of red gout. Our
Hallowed Lord, the God, said: Where are you going on this old, wide regos
way? ... " "My Lord, Almighty God, there was a wide regos way, Our Lord,
the Almighty God was walking on it together with His loving Saints, and with
Saint John the Baptist. They met with seventy-seven kinds of stomach-ache
that make people feeble. Our Lord, the God, said the following words: Where
are you going on this wide regos way? ... "
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: Variants (partly relevant ) in languages other than Hungarian:
•
G~RMAN : 1- 7. E- B 2120--2126. 8. Hermann and Pogatschnigg, 31 ("Regina". Further variants
quoted by Domokos 1959.)
DANISH (SWEDISH): 9-17. DgF 103. 18-27. DgF 104 (t Jonsson ).
Of dubious relevance:
SPANISH 28-29. Menendez Pidal 68~9 .
GERMAN: 30-31. E- B 2127- 2128. 32. Parisius 639 (The Sultan's Daughter. Further variants
are quoted by Domokos 1935). 33. E-B 2129. 34-36. Parisius 640, 662, 774. (The Daughter of the Captain
of Nagyvarad.)

Although the question of origin of this ballad has received much attention in
the literature, it has not yet been settled in a reassuring way. Domokos has brought
forth many parallelisms, but even he failed to find a doubtless correspondence.
What has been brought in correlation mostly referred to the loose outlines of the
theme, but by no means to the whole, not even to details, of the formulation. For
instance, the Type "Regina" (1-8.) presents the story of the girl taken to Heaven in
the following manner (4):
28* / 11
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Regine gieng in Garte, wollt breche Roseli ab,
die feinen und die zarte, wo idem Garte stan.
Regine lueget ume, Sah einen jungen Knab:
Wo bist du ine kume? 's ist Alles wo hi vermacht.
Kei Mur 1st mir zu hoche, Kei Schloss ist mir zu stark:
Ich bin der Herr Jesus selber, Der Alles erschaffe hat.
Bist du der Herr Jesus selber, So gheiss mich mit dir cho,
So will ich mit dir reise In's ebige Himelreich.
Willst du denn mit mir rei se In's ebige Himelreich,
So muesst du dich schneeweise kleide, Dass du bist dent Engle glich.
Wiisst das min Vater und Muetter, Dass ich im Himel bi,
Si wiirded mi nit lang suche, Sie chamed au dohi.
Herr Jesus schrieb es Briefli, Schrieb nu drii einzige Wort:
D'Regine sei im Himel, Sei a me schonen Ort.
As can be seen, a certain degree of similarity can be established between the
two songs: Here the girl is picking flowers in a garden; there she walks out to the
corn-field to take a wreath for herself; here Jesus appears in a miraculous way, there
the heavenly messenger appears in no less wonderful way; in both songs the girl is
taken to Heaven; here the girl's parents are advised by a letter, there, however, the
girl takes leave of her parents (or mother) before she goes to Heaven, telling them all
about the miracle. This comparison, at the same time, is apt to reveal the major
differences as well. The two texts differ from one another to such a great extent that
we have to regard as precluded their having originated from one another. The
earlier the variant (for example, the broadside of 1631, 3.), the more detailed, and at
the same time the more remote the text seems to be. And we are carried even more
farther by the Type "The Sultan's Daughter", in which a pagan girl admires in a
rapture the beauty of flowers and wonders by whom they might have been shaped;
then there appears Jesus, the creator of flowers: at this turn a long discourse is
initiated on certain theological questions; the girl goes with Jesus to the kingdom of
Heaven, where she fails to receive admittance until it is made clear that she is the
bride of Jesus; finally she gets into the kingdom of Heaven. A remote variant of this
story is the one in which a simple pagan girl is the heroine, who does not reach
Heaven but is taken by the Saviour, after a wonderful flight, into a nunnery, where
eventually she joins the sisters.
In this story the motif of "miraculous time" comes up already, inasmuch as
the flight takes place in no time; this motif appears in combination with other
miraculous events in the ballad about the "Daughter of the Captain of
Nagyvarad". The girl taken'to Haven is allowed to gaze at the delight of Paradise
for three days and three hours; then she is told by Jesus to go home; and when she
arrives at home, she finds everything altered, she herselfis not recognized either. We
learn that she had left home a hundred and twenty years before. As soon as she
touches earthly dish, she changes in colour and dies. The theme of visiting the world
beyond come up also in the Exemplum mirabile of the Erdy-codex of Hungary (a
young man is taken up to Heaven by the Lord God), as well as in many mediaeval
legends. In the final analysis, this motif is of eastern, more precisely Indian origin.
How deeply it had got embedded into Hungarian tradition is shown by the fact that
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the latter parable can be traced back , in all probability, to eleventh-century
preliminaries. This is reflected also in the folk tradition: they are known to occur in
several folk-tales (cf. Farag6). It is not mere chance, perhaps, that the German story
about the "Daughter of the Captain of Nagyvarad" brings the legend into
correlation with the Hungarian land. Market-singers must be responsible for its
spread. Puigmaigre (1885, 161- 166) states that among the German-speaking
population of France market-singers used to sing this story, illustrating their
performance by means of pictures. ("Celle qui est intitulee 'La Fiancee hongroise'
est tres connue dans la partie allemande du departement de la Moselle. Jadis les
chanteurs ambulants la redisaient en montrant sur une grande toile grossierement
peinte les diverses scenes qui en font le sujet." "In Ungerland, zu Grosswardein,
Was Neues da geschehen sey . . . ") But this origin is clearly indicated by the text
itself; In Ungarland in Grosswardein Soli neulich was geschehen sein. Das will ich
itzo zeigen an, Merkt es mit Fleiss, ihr Fraun und Mann." (34.) E- B also refers to
broadside variants, and Parisius publishes one of them under No. 774. It is
interesting that the variants registered in the DV A show the following distribution
area: seven variants originate from Lorraine, two from the Rhine province, further
variants from Upper Silesia, Egerland (Bohemia), and from the Germans of
Vertesacsa (Hungary). In addition, there are also broadside variants of sundry
publications. Finally, the Altmark texts published by Parisius from the environment of Berlin may be mentioned. The point of gravity of dissemination is-in spite
of the intermediary role of broadsides-the French- German border region, with
which the Hungarian-speaking areas had maintained the best developed connections, owing to Hungarian pilgrimages, in mediaeval times.
All this means, however, no more than a ramification in popular verse form
of the legend. The Hungarian ballad does not contain two of their most essential
motifs, namely those of the return to the earth, and the time-wonder.
Nor do we get nearer to the Hungarian ballad by examination of the Spanish
variants. The King's daughter is sought in marriage in vain, because she had
dedicated herself to the Virgin Mary. While she is absorbed in prayers, the Blessed
Virgin appears before her: "I have come for you, come with me on a pilgrimage."
But she cannot go without her father's consent. Reluctantly though, he gives his
consent finally . The Holy Virgin leans her to an olive-tree where she has to stay for
seven years without being given anything to eat or to drink, except the odour of a
flower which a pigeon carries there. After seven years, the Virgin Mary appears
again, asking her if she wants to get married or to be a nun. The girl chooses to be a
nun. In fact, this story has already nothing to do with the Hungarian ballad.
Of all the texts, the Danish versions show closest semblance to the
Hungarian. Admittedly, the first version (variant) is not unlike the German
"Regina" type (9-17): Maiden Thorelille walks into the garden to water the flowers
and do other works; God's angel appears before her, asking ifshe wishes to go with
him to Heaven. The girls falls on her knees and prays for the kings, the peasants, the
school-boys, the orphans, sailors, prisoners, and so on. The second variant,
however, contains one or two motifs that allows of comparison with the Hungarian
ballad (18- 27.). God sends down His angel to fetch Him the girl. The heavenly
herald assumes the shape of a bird, and so he lights on a branch of a tree, singing.
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The girl walks out of the palace and goes to the tree, sighing: Would Jesus Christ
grant it that she might possess the bird! She takes it in her hands, whereupon it
addresses the girl in a sweet voice: "In the morning you will be in Heaven." " And
then I shall see my Saviour." answers the girl. She went out of the house in good
health and returned with death in her mouth . She asks her sister to make her bed,
her mother to call a priest, her father to stay by her, and her ancestors to gather
together in Heaven. Upon the fourth or fifth stroke of the bell she was seen to bed,
upon the eighth and ninth, she was dead- and happy. An angel showed her the way
to Heaven.
As can be seen, there is a degree of similarity in the gradation with the strokes
of the bell, as well as in the animal-shaped heavenly messenger, recalling the vision
of Fair Damsel Julia. This, however, is still not sufficient to authorize us to set up a
theory of some common origin. The similarities, again, imply serious dissimilarities,
too, and we think the theme as it is may involve such remote agreements in remote
areas, independently of each other.
Nevertheless, the remote correspondences of certain motifs of the story are
indicative of the fact that they are rooted in common mediaeval legends, and also in
folk-tales and popular versions, sometimes versified variants, of these legends
which had developed in every language area and owe their spread mainly to the
intermediary role of pious broadsheets. But the songs of the Szekely and Csango
populations were formulated in the ballad style, and the scene of the miraculous
vision was developed in them from ancient, heathen poetic traditions. Consequently, in the chant about Fair Damsel Julia, this particularly attractive linguistic
achievement of Hungarian balladry, the rare, mature and exquisite poetic beauty is
due precisely to its ancient origin.
Literature: Sebestyen 1902: points to similar traits connecting the wonder-son-deer of the regos
songs with the crispy, white lamb of the ballad. Katona 1909: compares the ballad with the Exemplum
mirabile. Gragger 1926: rejecting the connection with the regos songs, derives the ballad from the
"Daughter of ~he Sultan" and " The Daughter of the Captain of Nagyvarad" . Dtinos 1938: accepts
Gragger. Ortutay 1936-1948: accepts Gragger: The Hungarian ballad is not preserving some pagan
tradition, but is. a very beautiful tradition of the pious disposition of the Szekely population." Csantidi
and Vargyas 1954: accepts the parallelism with the regos songs, rejecting the German parallelisms.
Domokos 1959, I: surveying the international relationships, maintains that the Hungarian ballad
originated from the German legend. Fettich 1959: explains the ballad from parallelisms given between
the regos songs, spells, mediaeval and even earlier symbols of fine arts. Farago 1968: publishes more
recent ballad texts and folk-tale parallels.
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9. THE TWO CHAPEL FLOWERS

26.

Mother, mother, my dear mother,
Lady Gyulai, my dear mother,
I shall marry Kata Kadar,
The beautiful daughter of our serf.
5. I won't let it, my dear son,
Marton Gyula.
Instead, marry some big lord's
Beautiful daughter!
I don't want any big lord's
10. Beautiful daughter,
I want only Kata Kadar,
The beautiful daughter of our serf!
Then you may go, my dear son
Marton Gyula,
15. I disown you, you are not my son,
Either now or in the future!
Groom, groom, my best groom,
Prepare my coach and harness my horses!
They harnessed the horses and started on the way.
20. Kata Kadar gave him a handkerchief:
When this handkerchief turns red,
Then you wi~1 know that my life has also changed.
Marton GyJla rides over hills and dales
·~til he sees the embroidered handkerchief has changed its colour.
25. Groom, groom, my best groom:
The earth is God's, the horses are the dogs',
Let us turn back for the handkerchief has turned red,
A fatal thing must have befallen Kata Kadar!
At the end of the village he met the swineherd .
30. I say, kind shepherd, what's news in your country?
As for us, everything's all right, though there are bad news for you,
Because Kata Kadar has met her end.
Your mother had her taken away.
And thrown into the fathomless lake.
35. Kind shepherd, show me the way to that lake!
Yours shall be all my gold, my horse and my coach!
They went to the edge of the lake:
, Kata Kadar, dearest heart, say a word, are you here?
From the depth of the lake Kata Kadar called to him.
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40. Marton Gyula plunged into the water.
His mother sent divers to fish him out,
-......They found them dead, embracing each other.
The-one was buried before the altar,
The other was buried behind the altar.
45. Two chapel flowers grew out of the two bodies
~nd they interwined above the altar.
The mother went there and broke them off.
The chapel flower said to her:
Curse on you, curse on you,
50. My mother, Lady Gyulai!
You were wicked to me while I was alive
And even now you have killed me!

6. Kata Kadar
And thrown
Kata Kadar
And thrown

7. As Marton Gyula heard this,
He went to the shore of the lake:
Are you alive, sweetheart, or are you dead,
Or are you thinking of me?
8. I am not alive, nor am; I dead
But I am thinking of you all the time.
He crossed himself
And plunged into the deep lake.
9. From the one there gr~w a gillyflower,
From the other there ~rew a rosemary.
They grew and grew .
Until they intertwined.

Udvarhelyszek . Kriza, 1865=MNGY XI, 11 .
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I. Lady Gyulai, my dear mother,
Grant me a favour, pray:
Let me seek in marriage Kata Kadar,
The beautiful daughter of our serf1
2. I will not let it, my dear son,
That you seek in marriage Kata Kadar.
You can find in this village
A king's daughter, a baron's daughter!
3. I don't want a
I don't want a
Rather I go in
In exile, and a

king's daughter,
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exile,
long way from here_
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has been taken by force
into a bottomless lake.
has been taken by force
into a bottomless lake.
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10_ Hearing of this, Lady Gyulai
Went to the shore of the lake
She went to the shore of the iake
And tore ofT both of them.
11 . You did not let me in peace while I was alive,
And I have no peace now when I am dead.
May the Lord of Heaven punish those
Who forbid love!

Csikjenofalva ( Csik county). Performed by a 50-year-old man Sarosi 1958 = A P
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4. He started on the long way,
On the long way, in exile.
And he was going, he was going,
Until he arrived at a mill.

l. Let me, dear mother,

5. I say, master miller,
What's news in the village?
I have heard of no news, except that
Kata Kadar had been taken by force .

2. I will not let it, my dear son,
My dear son, Marton Gyula.
The big lords have daughters enough,
You can marry one of them as well.
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Dear mother, Lady Gyulai,
Let me marry Kata Kadar,
Mrs. Kadar's beautiful daughter.
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3. I do not want, dear mother,
Any of the daughters of big lords.
I want only Kata Kadar,
Mrs. Kadar's beautiful daughter.

13. They went to the big lake,
To the shore of the bottomless lake.
Are you there, say a word, Kata Kadar!
Mrs. Kadar's beautiful daughter!

4. Where are you, where are you my brave groom?
Saddle my palfrey!
He mounts the grey horse
And starts out on the long way.

14. Here am I, Marton Gyulai,
Here am I, but I am dying.
He jumped into the big lake,
Into the big, bottomless lake.

5. Kata Kadar saw all this,
Kata Kadar opened him her gate.
Don't open your gate, Kata Kadar,
For it is not that that I have come for today.

15. Lady Gyulai heard of this
And sent divers to fish him out.
She had both of them laid out
On the coast of the bottomless lake.

6. It is not that that I have come for today,
I do not want to entertain myself with you;
But I have come today
To bid farewell to you for good.

16. For the one, she had
A coffin of white marble made
For the other, she had
'
A coffin of yellow marble made.

7. Wait, wait, Marton Gyulai,
Let me give you a white cloth!
This white cloth will be blood-stained,
And then you shall know that I am dead.

17. The one, she had buried
Before the altar,
The other, she had buried
Behind the altar.

8. He put it into his bag,
And so he started on the long way.
Once he looked in his bag,
And, 10, the white cloth was blood-stained.

18. On the one, there arose
A leafless rosemary,
On the other, there arose
A stemless pink.
.

9. At once he turned b,ack,
And he met with a vineyard-guard.
Good day to you, vineyard-guard!
God hjls brought ypu, Marton Gyulai!

19. They grew and grew
Until they intertwined.
Lady Gyulai behold this
And broke off both of them.

11 . Kata Kadar has been perished,
That beautiful daughter of Mrs. Kadar;
She has been thrown into the big lake,
Into the bottomless big lake.

20. Her son Marton said with words:
Curse upon you, mother!
You did not leave us in peace while we were alive,
And you do not leave us in peace when we are dead!
21 . May the water flood before you,
May the mud well forth after you,
May you see no bliss of Heaven
May you see no bliss of Heaven!

12. Come with me, vineyard-guard,
To the shore of that bottomless lake!
I give you my grey horse,
My grey horse, my palfrey!

22. May
May
May
May

10. Tell me, vineyard-guard,
What news is there in the village!
I have heard no bad news,
Though there is one rather bad for you.

your bread turn into stone
your wash-water turn into 'blood
your towel burst into flame
'
your cheeks catch fire of it!'

Kadicsfalva ( Udvarhely county) = Bartalus Ill, 7.
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have " The beautiful daughter of my cottar", or of "Mrs. Kadar", the latter
referring to craftsmanship. The mother's words: "Instead of consenting to it, son, I
will perish Kata Kadar" are supplemented in one single instance with the following
lines: "Kata Kadar is a poor girl, She is no match to you". In another instance, the
young man says: "I don't want a daughter of a lord, I want only Kata Kadar." The
young man going in exile is called sometimes "Clerk Marton". In eight cases he
hears the news from a miller, in five texts from a Romanian shepherd, sometimes
from a vineyard-guard, a little shepherd, a Hungarian young man, and in two
instances from Esq. Janos Gal. In exchange for the news he gives all he has: "My
bay palfrey shall be yours, And so shall all my fine clothes". But sometimes only the
horse and the harness are mentioned, or the horse alone. The divers come up in five
instances, twice the mother has the corpse fished out by means of an iron hook;
flowers growing out of the water figure three times; these are immediately destroyed
by the mother, if not later, after the burial is over. Particularly interesting is the
description of the flower when not a plant but something else is involved: "White
stalk of lily" or "Red marble stalk of lily", the latter in three cases; "Leafless
marjoram", "Rootless marjoram", "White marble scion" or "Red marble scion" .
With reference to these Nandor Fettich stated (1959) that the motif of marble flower
can be brought into correlation with the carved, floral ornamentations of churches
built in the Romanesque or Gothic periods, indeed the image of white marble
flower alternating with red can be readily explained from the flower symbols carved
either in red or in white marble in mediaeval churches, since the lovers were buried
either beside the church or the altar. (Of course, the genuine symbol referred to
living flowers growing out of the lovers graves.) The curse laid on the mother
applies three times the motif characteristic of the ballad about "The Sister of the
Man Condemned to Death" (27.): the water for washing turning into blood, bread
into stone, the towel emanating flame, etc. This motif comes up in the earliest
recording from the last century when the mentioned ballad was not yet entered into
the Transylvanian collections. (That is to say, either the ballad had existed in earlier
days escaping the collectors's notice or the curse was a mediaeval commonplace
shared by several ballads in common.)
First mentioned: 1861 . It should be noted, however, that the story found its way, through literary
adaptation, to the romance Telamon published as early as 1578.
Dissemination: Kolozs county (Kolozsvar, Magyargyeromonostor, Vajdakamanis, Visa).
Udvarhelycounty (Eted, Kadicsfalva 2, Nagygalambfalva, "Udvarhelyszek" 2), Torda-Aranyos county
(Kercsed), Csik county (Borszek, Csikjenofalva, Csikmenasag 3, Gyergyoditro 2, Gyergyotekeropatak
4, Gyergyotolgyes, Gyergyoujfalu, Kaszonaltiz), Haromszek county (Karatna), "SzekeIyfOld",
Moldavia (Labnik, Ploszkucen).
Total: 29 variants.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 48., chapel-flower: 10.,18.,37.,38.; " Show me the place
and you shall have my horse .. . " : 19.; the lovers die for each other: 21.; asking a mi11er, a shepherd, a
beggar or an old man to show the way: 10; "Groom, groom, prepare the coach . .. Lash the horse ... ":
2., 10., 11., 13., 16., 21., 27., 39.; " Are you still alive . . . " : 10.
Tunes: I = No. 27 (7 variants), 2 = No 28, 3 (3 variants), 4 = (2 variants).
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
PORTUGUESE: 1- 16. Braga I, 263 (= Geibel and Schack, 339= Wolf, 92), 265, 267, 268, 272
(= Hardung, 220), 273 (= Hardung , 221), 275 (= Hardung, 223), "Conde Nillo"; ibid. 277, 283, 286, 290,
293,297 (= Hardung , 225), 301 (= Hardung , 229), 305 (= Geibel and Schack, 357), "Prinzesa peregrina".
SPANISH: 17-28. Cossio and Solano I 13/35-46.29-31. Mem?ndez and Pidal1885 24-26.32- 33.
Armistead and Silverman 1971 B/2 and C/6.
ITALIAN: 34. Ferraro 1888 lOa.
ENGLISH: 35-42. Child 17A- H. 43-51. Child 75A- 1. (For the chapel flower, see ibid. 7, 64, 73,
74, .'6,86,87,222.) 52. JAF 1954/265,252.53- 56. Sharp and Karpeles 2IA-E. 57-71 . Greig, 10 (15
variants). 72. Belden 50/C. 73--89. Bronson 17 (a further 17 variants). 90-159. ibid. 75.
DANISH : 160-175. DgF 446.
SOUTHERN SLAV: 176- 177. HNP VI 174-175 (175= Hungarian translation by VujiCic , 8).
178- 237. ibid. Dodatak (=addenda), 175. 238. ibid. 61. 239. Raic, 38 3. 240. Tordinac I. 241. Vuk I 341
(Hungarian translation by VujiCic) , 7). 242. ibid. 342. 243. Osvetnik , 49 8. 244. Bugarinovic, 24. 245.
Bilten, 1\3 36. 246-268. Strekelj I. 246. 726-747.
GERMAN: 269-270. Hauffen 59-60. Gottschee, Slovenia (partly relevant E- B 92).
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BULGARIAN: 271- 276. Stoin 1928366--367,481 ,2602- 2604.277- 279. idem 1931 2162- 2164.
280. idem 1939 1425.281. idem 1934652.282. Verkovic 137. 283-284. Miladinovi 288 and 497.285. SbNU
44lvano v 144. 286-287. Tsitselkova 71 and 101. 288-291. A- V 50-53 . 292. Izv. Ethn. Muz. 8,1337.293.
SbNU Burmo v 68. 294. SbNU 42 l vanov 103.
ROMANIAN : 295~297. Alexics, 286--287. 298. Marienescu, 50. 299. Candrea-D. 42 = Tiplea, 19.
300. Tiplea , 31 , 23.301. M oldovan, 64. 302. Bud, 4. 303- 305. Amzulescu 269-271 (= Subtypes I- Ill of
Type 305.; under 305. enumerates 16 variants, excusively from the territories of pre-wars Hungary.)
SLOVAK: 306. Horak 1958 14=SI. Sp. I 216= M edveczky 1923 I. 307. Kolecany 16.
RUSSIAN: 308- 309. Bezsonov I 167. 168.* 310-311 . Chubinsky V, 711 309 and V, 1208 50·
312-313. Balashov, 50-51. (The ballad is known among the Trans-Carpathian Ukrainians as well. By
courtesy of Lintur.)
VOTYAK: 314. Ethn 1904,238= Vasilev, 129.
Partial variants:
BRETON: 315. Villemarqw!, 61.
GERMAN: 316-325. D. Vir. 65, Die Bemauerin.

Of the western relations of the ballad under discussion, two English ballads
should be mentioned first of all. In one of them Lord Lovel (Child 75) bids farewell
to his wife, because he wants to travel in foreigh lands. But later he is assailed by
dark misgivings, and returns home. The bell is just being tolled for a burial. On his
questioning the people he is told that it is his wife they are burying, who incidentally
is called by a name in the French style, Nancy Belle. The lord has the coffin opened,
kisses the corpse and dies. One of them is buried in the apsis, the other in the
chancel. (Elsewhere beside the church, in the chancel, or in the nave and the chancel,
and so on.) Flowers (red rose and white brier) grow out of their bodies, which
reaching the top of the church, intertwine in a true lovers' knot. A typical example
of this motif is found in Child 75/A, which ends like this: "Lady Ouncebell was
buried in the high chancel, Lord Lovill in the choir; Lady Ouncebell's breast sprang
out a sweet rose, Lord Lovill's a bunch of sweet brier. They grew till they grew to the
top of the church, And then they could grow no higher. They grew till they grew to a
true lovers' knot, And then they tyed both together. An old woman coming by that
way, And a blessing she did crave, To cut off a bunch of that true lovers' knot, and
buried them both in one grave." In another ballad (Child 74A) the clerk of the
parish happens to go there and cuts the flowers by misfortune.
The second English parallel (Child 17) contains other details of Kata Kadar,
embedded in the story of a husband arriving to find his wife getting marjed to
another man. The husband had received a ring from his wife when he left; when it
changes colour it signifies that her love has changed, too. Returning home on seeing
the sign, the husband meets with a beggar. (This beggar must be connected in a way
or other with the mill: in variant A and in Bronson 3: "the auld beggar man was
bound for the mill".) " What news, what news? said young Hind Horn. No news,
said the old beggar man. No news, said the beggar, no news at a'. But there is a
wedding in the king's ha'." At this he exchanges his scarlet coat and his horse for the
beggars clothes, and goes in disguise to the wedding where his wife recognizes him
by the ring. Here there is, of course, no grave-flower.)
Let us compare the corresponding scene of the Hungarian ballad Kata
Kadar: the young man meets a miller or a (Romanian) shepherd. " Master miller,
what's news in the village?" " No news at all, but Kata Kadar has been lost ... Take
me to the lake ... I'll give you my palfrey, and all my rich embroidered clothes."
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. . I~ . we want to discover the real connections underlying these striking
slmIlanttes, we must start from the fact that the most characteristic motif of the
Hun~arian ballad, that of the grave-flower, is unknown in German territory.
Admittedly, there is something similar at the end of some of the German ballads:
out of the grave of the heroine in some cases grows a lily bearing the inscription that
she was innocent, or that her soul has gone to Heaven . But the image of the
int~rt~ining flower~ or t.rees growing out of the dust of the dead lovers is lacking.
ThiS circumstance IS pOinted out by the complete German edition in connection
with the text of Gottschee, Slavonia, in which this motif occurs, borrowed from the
Slovene much in the same form as in the Hungarian ballad (D. VIr. I, 83 .). In
English, however, we find it in many variants of nine different ballads, indeed, in
one .o r two of them even the subsequent breaking off appears, though not always
motivated by the revenge of the cruel parent or enemy, as has been seen in the
examples quoted above. The motif is rather typical of the Danish versions as well:
DgF 305, 415/ B, 446, 448, 473 . Even the representation of the scene is similar to the
Hungarian, as in DgF 305 Ff 11th- 15th stanzas: "They laid down (buried)
Fredensborg before the church, and they laid down little Kirstin behind the church
(that is on the northern side). Lilies arose from their mouths, lilies grew out of their
hearts, And lilies arose from their breasts, and they grew and grew throughout the
su~mer and autumn. And lilies arose from their graves, and they grew and grew
unttl they reached the top of the church. And they grew above the ~hurch, so high as
to be able to intertwine on top of the roof." What is more, the Danish
corre.spondence~ may. be extended to cover a similar story, too (DgF 446): A knight
marnes a beauttful girl, then he has to travel far away, into foreign lands. There
comes an epidemic which carries away the woman. She sends word by a dove to her
husband, th~n she dies. The husband rides home with the speed of wind, on the way
he hears the III news from a skylark, to which the knight gives no credit. Finally he
sees ~he corpse. His brother-in-law says to him that it is his wife. He takes the ring
offhls finger and has it buried with her, then stabs himself in the heart. A golden lily
grows from ?ne of .them, and a green lily from the other. Above the top of the
church they intertwine, and they stay there until God allows the church to stand.
(Of the fifteen related variants the motif of the chapel flower occurs in A, 0 and E.)
As can be seen, the Danish ballad is blended from the elements of the two English
Types discussed before.
In the French ballads, however, the motif occurs rather rarely and in a rather
corrupt form : it is more likely to be a case of flowers planted on the graves of the
l~vers, ~hich then twine together. Yet the earliest appearance of the complete
picture IS to be found in the French Tristan legend, created before the development
of the ballad genre. Consequently, what we have in the French ballads must be an
eroded form of the original. But on the other hand, no details concerning the story
of The Two Chapel Flowers can be demonstrated from the French version. We do,
however, meet with them again in the Portuguese and Spanish folk poetry.
.
I.n the Portuguese, Conde Nillo falls in love with the king's daughter, but the
king Will not let them marry; they die, intertwining flowers grow out of their graves,
and the father has them torn down. In another type, the Prinzesa peregrina, the
story becomes more complicated in that a poor knight brought up in the royal court
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flees from the wrath of the king and takes another wife. The princess follows him
and, on learning of her lover's marriage, dies. The young man follows her into the
grave and the grave-flower is destroyed by the jealous wife-in any case a woman,
if not' the mother. The contrast between noble and serf of the Hungarian ballad
takes the form of the contrast beween royal offspring and a minor noble, only the
roles are reversed: it is the girl who is the more exalted figure. The grave-flower
motif corresponds exactly to the Hungarian: here too one is buried behind the altar,
the other at the door of the church. "Out of the one grows a cypress, out of the other
an orange-tree (there are several other variations). "One grew, the other grew, too,
until they intertwined. The king heard of this and had them out down at once. Out
of the one flowed blood, out of the other, royal blood."
Nevertheless, at this point in most of the Portuguese ballads a new element is
joined in, which is not known in English: Out of the cut-down flowers two d?ves
appear, or a dove from the girl and an eagle from the young man. T.hese sometImes
fly onto the shoulder of the king and whisper in his ears that they wIll not part even
in death, or they fly, kissing each other, up to the skies. In other instances the rol.e of
the birds is less distinct, while that of the flower is quite similar to the HungarIan:
the two lovers are buried beside the church, and out of the girl grows a white
jasmine, out of the young man a red one; they leaned towards. each other and
intertwined, growing so high that they reached the sky. All the bIrds of the world
lighted on them to sing and to mate.
These birds are familiar in the Hungarian tradition, too, though they are not
found in the Transylvanian texts of The Two Chapel Flowers (Kata Kadar), but in
those of The Disgraced Girl in Hungary proper (10.) in which the grave-flower is
fairly common. Here the Portuguese motif appears as follows: "One of them was
buried towards the east, the other towards the west. On the grave of one ofthem two
rosemary flowers grew, on the other's grave two pairs of turtle-doves cooed." "<?n
the one there appeared a white dove, and on the other, the young man, a whIte
cockerel." And they cooed and crowed the lesson to be drawn: lovers must n~t be
parted. (Further examples see there.) Here again, therefore, we have the c?mbmed
image of flowers and birds, though not one after the other but brought mto play
simultaneously; and this is without doubt a corruption for the two rosemary
flowers and the two doves are indicative of their arising not from one grave but from
two. These motifs go hand in hand with the chapel flower motif, which in this ballad
shows a close resemblance to the parallel scene in the Transylvanian ballad Kata
Kadar. Of the Kata Kadar story, then, at least the motif of the grave-flowers were
generally known in Hungary, too, while a motif was pr~served b.y the Portugu~se
which was lost in Transylvanian tradition, that of the bIrds figUrIng together WIth
the flowers . And that the same motif may have existed not only in the Iberian
Peninsula but also in France, is well brought out by the ending of a song in the
Breton language: "It was a marvellous sight at night, after the lady had been buri~d
in one grave with her husband; out of their new grave-mounds two oaks grew, m
their branches two doves hopping about so merrily! They sang till dawn, then took
wing up into the sky." Since this motifis lacking in the numerous English stories of
the grave-flowers, it could have reached the Bretons only from the French.
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In the Italian version this motif is so sparsely and so vaguely represented that
we can ignore it. The more variegated are the southern Slav forms, though
embedded in quite different stories. The young man is married off by his mother to a
girl whom he does not love (there is no mention made about rich and poor, or ?igh
and low-born lovers); the young man dies during the wedding ceremony, sometImes
commits suicide, and his sweetheart dies after him. Out of their grave two pinetrees, or a pine and a flower arise, and entwine round one another. Among the
Slovenes instead of the forced marriage, we have the young man going to be a
priest. Then there are stories in which the young man, after the en~agement is
settled, does not go to bed with the girl, therefore the mother forces hIm to ~arry
another; and still other stories occur, in which the separation of the lovers IS told
very briefly. Only the Hungarian- Portuguese version of the story motivated w!th
social differences is missing, together with the parts which these and the EnglIsh
versions have in common (the kerchief with the omen, the sweetheart dying while
the young man is away, his return home and inquiry "what news is there in the
village? ", and the scene related to it, and that he dies after the girl). Indeed, the
graveflower itself is much simpler in the Yugoslav versions than in the Portuguese
and the Hungarian: there are no birds, no breaking down of the flowers, and no
wicked parent's hatred surviving the grave. In several cases the motifis completely
missing from the narrative.
Those researchers who have tried to explain the ballad of Kata Kadar as
coming from Italian short stories through southern Slav mediation ignored all these
facts, because they could not conceive any other route between Italian and
Hungarian communication. But the Italian novelle resemble the story of t?e
Hungarian ballad only in a broad general way, and they also lack the detaIls
common to the Portuguese and English ballads. Moreover, the southern Slav plots
differ so much from the Hungarian that if they had not the ensIing constructed wi.th
the grave-flower, there would be nothing to connect them. And if this motif is left
out, all resemblance ceases.
The plot of the relevant Bulgarian songs is even more remote. They contain at
most two or three lines to say that the lovers could not be united; anyway, the girl
either dies from a snake-bite, or her stepmother poisons her. But in the grave-flower
we have a closer link , showing an unquestionable connection with the Hungarian.
The two lovers are buried in front or behind the church (but often only at the upper
and lower end of the village). Lady Gyulai's cruelty also appears in a changed form
in the Bulgarian songs: the mother pours hot water on the flower growing out of the
girl's remains. In one of the variants, birds fly up from the flower to the heavens, but
sometimes they turn into stars and ascend into the sky.
Similar is the connection with the Slovak ballad. The story of the Slovak
version agrees with Kata Kadar only in that the two lovers cannot be united, and
therefore they die. A mother will not let her daughter marry her sweetheart: the text
says: "she has her walled up". But later on the girl is still living, and the mother will
not let her go to see the body of the young man on the bier when he dies of sorrow.
But at last she manages to do so and dies over his body. Then follows a story of the
grave flowers similar to the Hungarian: one of the lovers is buried on one side of the
church, the other on the other side. A rosemary flower and a golden tulip grow out
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of their remains and intertwine above the church. The girl's mother cuts them down
with a sickle, and blood drips from the stems. The mother regrets her action and
curses herself. Here, too, the connection with the Hungarian is obvious in the scene
relating to the two grave-flowers, in spite of the preliminary story, which is based on
a quite different plot. As to the Russian songs, they bear only a very remote
relationship in their preliminary plot to the Hungarian ballad, although the motif
of the grave-flower connects them to a certain extent.
It appears that the northern and southern Slavs' ballads acquired the graveflower motif from the Hungarian ballads only, while they use as a preliminary story
either simply the bare basic idea, or resort to various plots of their own devices. The
process could not have happened in reverse, for in every case precisely those
elements are missing or appear only in defective, eroded forms, which connect the
Hungarian to the Portuguese and the English versions.
.
Of all the neighbouring peoples it is the Romanian whose correspondmg
songs contain more of the plot of The Two Chapel Flowers. They, too, have t~e
kerchief that changes colour (the gold on it melts), and they also have the girl
drowned in the lake; here, too, the man returns from soldiering when he sees the
sign; he also discovers from a shepherd outside the village that his sweetheart. has
been killed on order of her father; and he also jumps into the lake. It is underhned
that they both are buried beside the monastery, and that the grave-flowers growing
out of their remains intertwine above the monastery. There is, however, a
significant difference: here the couple are husband and wife, and the husband has to
go to war. Sometimes the mother-in-law does away with the young br~de, in which
case the story really begins with the incipit of The Cruel Mother-m-Law. The
father's behaviour is not given any sort of motivation, and it is the emperor that has
the bodies fished out of the lake upon the sepherd's information. There is no social
antagonism in this narrative-for the lovers had been united-----<:onsequently the
story cannot go on to relate how the flowers were cut down and destroyed; f~r the
same reason, there is no mention of the birds either. These are very weighty
characteristic features, which sharply distinguish the Romanian versions from the
western formulations. As against this, the similarities mentioned clearly link them
to the Hungarian ballad; and among the similar elements the drowning in the lake
and the recovery of the bodies occur only in the Hungarian variants of the ballad
(beside the romance of Telamon mentioned before). Accordingly, the Romanian
form must be regarded as derived from the Hungarian, especially as the relating
variants have come up in the Transylvanian regions.
Thus al1 these variants found among the neighbouring peoples can only be
explained by reference to the Hungarian, and do not form a link between the
Hungarian, Portuguese and English bal1ads. There must, therefore, have been a
French bal1ad which passed on to the southern and western regions-and to
Hungary-the various elements of the plot, and in which there were the social
antagonism as the obstacle to the lovers, as in the Hungarian and the Portuguese (in
one Romanian variant-Amzulescu II-this motif also occurs, similarly borrowed
from the Hungarian); the young man's exile, as in the Hungarian, English and-i.n
a different form-the Portuguese; the young man's inquiry on his return and his
giving away (or exchange) of clothes, as in the English and Hungarian; the grave146

flowers with the birds and the vengeful mother (father, wife), which have been
preserved by the Portuguese, English and Breton with varying elements. The
drowning in the lake may well be regarded, as suggested by earlier research, as a
continuation of the motif of the Bernauer legend. German chronicles contain the
story about Prince Albert of Bavaria who married secretly Agnes Bernauer, the
daughter of a bath attendant. While the Prince was away, his father had the
hangman of the place destroy her: he bound her hands and feet together and threw
her into the Danube. The young woman get out of the water somehow, but the
hangman threw her b~ck again:. Since the sixteenth-century Reformed Church's
books of sermons often quoted this story, it may have influenced the bal1ad of The
Two Chapel Flowers in Hungary; but the drowning into the lake occurs in the
Transdanubian variant of The Cruel Mother-in-Law, too, therefore it may be
considered to be a common tradition of Hungarian balladry. (The German
summary edition attaches the fol1owing note to the bal1ad of Agnes Bernauer: "Das
Lied ist in seiner Oberlieferung auf Deutschland beschrankt"; that is it does not
bring the German song into correlation with the Hungarian ballad.)
Another evidence that makes the one-time existence of the French bal1ad
plausible is provided by the English bal1ads referred to, in which the scene
describing the clothes-exchange with the beggar agrees almost word for word with
the Hungarian, and also agrees with a story of literary origin (gest or romance)
which was preserved among both the English and the French in the thirteenthfourteenth-century manuscripts (see Child 17, I, 188- 193). The scene survives in
French, too. Obviously, it is from some such lengthy adventure story in verse that
provided material for a short French ballad whose structure and details have been
preserved by the Hungarian ballad of Kata Kadar, while the original passed out of
mind among the French. Among the English, however, its details have been
preserved till today in bal1ads with related themes, and a reminder of it is the French
name of the heroine: Nancy Bell.
Literature: Abaft 1876/a: the grave-flower. International distribution; Child 1882- 1892: grave
flower, international distribution; Bdszel 1906: reviews the Bernauer legend;Reichard 1910: the
connection between the Bernauer legend, the Telamon romance and the Hungarian ballad; Kirtily 1924:
the Hungarian ballad originated from Italian novella and arrived in Hungary through southern Slav
mediation; Gragger 1926: accepts preceding results in the literature and lists Romanian and Yugoslav
versions; D. Vir. I , 83 and 101- 2 1935: on the German form of the grave-flower and international
connections of the "Heimkehr des Ehemannes"; Ortutay 1936: accepts Kirtily , the Hungarian ballad
belongs to the southeastern European group, the western ones deviate in structure; Soly m(lssy 1937:
international connections of the Hungarian ballad on the basis of previous publications; Dtinos 1938:
accepts the views of earlier publications; Kardos 1941 ; 246: the Hungarian ballad originated from
Telamon; ". - - the Hungarian version is nearest of all the variants to the tale of Tristan and Iseut ";
Ortutay 3 1948 = Ortutay 1936 with additional . literature; Csantidi and Vargyas 1954: various
connections of the Hungarian ballad on the basis of publications hitherto; Vargyas 1960: the Hungarian
ballad originated from the French, the eastern European versions developed from the Hungarian;
Amzulescu 1964: enumerates Romanian published variants, and presents the text of one; Vargyas 1967
= Vargyas 1960; Tru(a 1972 (published after my manuscript was closed): a survey of the entire
Romanian data on the grave-flower.
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8. Mother, mother, mother,
Kati Vandorvari,
I drank river water,
It makes me get thick.

10. THE DISGRACED GIRL
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1. Borbala Angoli
Has a short skirt sewed for herself,
It was getting short at the front,
It was getting long at the back.
2. It was getting short at the front,
It was getting long at the back.
Her beautiful, slender waist
Was getting thicker and thicker.
3. Daughter, daughter, daughter,
Borbala Angoli,
What is, the matter with you;
Your round skirt
4. Is getting short at the front,
It is getting long at the back,
Your beautiful, slender waist
Is getting thicker and thicker!

9. Daughter, daughter, daughter,
Borbala Angoli,
What is the matter with you:
Your round skirt
10. Is getting short at the front,
It is getting long at the back,
Your beautiful, slender waist
Is getting thicker and thicker.
11. In vain should it be denied,
For I have to own up to it in the end:
It is master Gyongyvari
Who has made me get thicker.
12. Pandours, come here
And take her, carry her away from here,
Take her, carry her away from here,
Cast her into the prison!
13. For thirteen days
She shall get nothing to eat, nothing to drink,
She shall get nothing to eat, nothing to drink,
Nor shall she be let sleep!
14. On the thirteenth day
Her mother comes:
Do you eat, do you drink,
Or are you sleeping?

5. The tailor did not cut it properly,
The seamstress did not sew it properly,
This chamber-maid
Did not help me into it properly.

15. I do not eat, I do not drink,
Nor am I sleeping.
Give me only an hour's time
To write my letter,

6. Daughter, daughter, daughter,
Borbala Angoli,
What is the matter with you:
Your round skirt

16. To write my letter
To master Gyongyvari,
To master Gyongyvari,
My dearest sweetheart!

7. Is getting short at the front,
It is getting long at the back,
Your beautiful, slender waist
Is getting thicker and thicker!

17. Good evening, good evening
Unknown mother!
Where can I find, where can I find
My dearest darling?
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18. She has gone into the flower garden
To pick lilies-of-the-valley,
To make a mourning wreath
And to wear it on her head.

2. Ilonka Londonvari,
What is the reason
That your green silken skirt
Is getting long at the back?

19. She is not there, she is not there,
Unknown mother.
Tell me, where she is,
Where is my dearest darling!

3. The tailor did not cut it properly,
The seamstress did not sew it properly,
May the Lord punish her,
She has spoiled it very much.

20. In vain should it be denied,
I have to own it up in the end:
She is in the room
Lying on a black bench.

4. Hangmen, hangmen,
Take my daughter,
Take my daughter
Hang her on the gallows!

21. In the bridegroom goes,
In he goes in a haste,
He takes his big knife
And turns it against his heart.

5. Kind mother, kind mother,
Wait half an hour,
Wait half an hour,
Or a minute at least!

22. Let my blood flow together with yours,
In one and the same stream.
Let my heart lie with your heart
In one and the same grave!

6. Swallow, my little swallow,
Take my letter,
Take my letter
To young Miklos Kiraly!

23. Let my heart lie with yours
In one and the same grave,
Let my soul worship
One God with yours.

7. If you find him at lunch,
You will place this on his table.
If you find him at supper,
You will place this by his plate.

Veszt6 ( Bekes county). Performed by an 18-year-old girl and a 34-year-old woman.
Bartok 1918 = Bartok 1924 34a.
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I . A widow
Had twelve daughters.
The twelfth of them was
Ilonka Londonvari.
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8. Coachman, my coachman,
Harness six horses,
Harness six horses,
The finest ones, the best ones!
9. Let us drive, as swift as wind,
As swift as thought!
Perhaps we shall find
Ilonka Londonvari alive.
10. Kind mother, kind mother,
My unknown mother,
Where is my sweetheart
Ilonka Londonvari?
11 . She has gone down to the brook
To wash her feet,
To wash her feet,
To comfort herself.
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12. She is not there, she is not there,
My unknown mother.
Where is my sweetheart
Honka Londonvari?

I. Daughter, my dear daughter
Katalina Fodor,
What is the matter with you,
That your skirt of fine cloth

13. She has gone to her flower garden
To pick flowers,
To pick flowers
And to make a wreath of them.

( To the 3rd and 4th melodic sections:)
Is getting short at the front ,
And getting long at the back?

14. She is not there, she is not there
My unknown mother.
Where is my sweetheart
Honka Londonvari?

2. Mother, my dear mother,
Mistress Peter Sarfodor:
The tailor did not cut it properly,
The seamstress did not sew it properly.

15. She has gone to the neighbour's
To see her gossip,
To see her gossip,
To her girl friend .

3. Daughter, my dear daughter,
Katalina Fodor,
The tailor has cut it properly,
The seamstress has sewed it properly.

16. She is not there, she is not there,
My unknown mother.
Where is my sweetheart
Honka Londonvari?

4. Mother, dear mother,
Mistress Peter Sarfodor,
I should in vain deny it,
I must own it up,

( To the 3rd and 4th melodic sections:)
That I have been lusty
For six months.

17. There is no more word to waste,
She is in the room,
And she is laid out
On a beautiful, green cushion.

5. My servants, my servants,
My kind s~rvants ,
Seize her, take her,
Throw Katalina Fodor

18. The bridegroom went in,
Mad with sorrow,
Mad with sorrow,
He drove a knife into his heart.

( To the 4th melodic section:)

UjSZl1sZ (Pest county) . Performed by a 12-year-oldgirl. Bartok 1918
161.

Into the deep prison!
6. Daughter, my dear daughter,
Katalina Fodor,
Are you alive or are you dead already
In the deep prison?
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7. Mother, my dear mother,
Mistress Peter Sarfodor,
I am neither alive nor dead,
But I am praying to God.
8. Mother, my dear mother,
Mistress Peter Sarfodor,
Last night I had a dream,
And saw a vision:
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15. I sent her down to the well
To fetch drinking-water.
In the mirror of the water
She is looking at her own face .

(To the third and fourth melodic sections:)
I had my fine scarlet gown
Cast over my shoulders,
I had my yellow shoes
On my feet,
I had a scourge of two tails
In my hand.

16. Mother, my dear mother,
Mistress Peter Sarfodor,
Where is ~our daughter
Katalina Fodor?

9. Daughter, my dear daughter
Katalina Fodor,
Your fine, scarlet gown
Means your red blood.

17. I do not deny it any more,
I have to own it up:
I have passed her
Into the hangman's hands.

10. Your yellow shoes
Mean your yellow complexion,
The scourge of two tails
Means the hangmen to come for you.

18. Let my blood flow with your blood
In one and the same torrent,
Let my body rest with your body
In one and the same grave!

11. My God, my God,
Send down your angel
In the image of a bird,
So that I may write a letter

19. One of them was buried
On the eastern side.
The other was buried
On the western side.

(To the third and fourth melodic sections:)

20. On the grave-mound of one of them
There arose a beautiful walnut-tree.
On the grave-mound of the other
There nested a pair of turtle-doves, hatching the eggs.

To Gyorgy Hedervari,
To Janos Gyorgyvari.
12. My little bird, my little bird,
Take my letter!
If you meet him at lunch,
Put it on his table,

21 . The sad turtle-dove
Is cooing and says:
Cursed be the father,
Still more the mother

(To the third and fourth melodic sections:)

(To the third andfourth melodic sections:)

If you meet him asleep,
Put it on his pillow.

Who bid two lovers
Part with each other!

13. Grooms, my grooms,
My faithful grooms!
Don't mind if dogs will devour
My six palfreys fed on oats,
(To the third and fourth melodic sections:)

Ghymes (Nyitra county). Performed by a 68-years-old woman. L. Vikar 1958
3467/d.
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1. Daughter, my dear daughter,
What is the matter with your dress?
It is getting short at the front,
It is getting long at the back!
2. The tailor did not cut it properly,
The seamstress did not sew it properly,
May God punish her,
Alas, she has marred it for good!
3. Take her, devils,
To the scaffold!
Take my daughter
To the scaffold!
4. Mother, my dear mother,
Wait, pray, for an hour's time only,
Wait, pray, only for an hour's time,
Till I write my letter.
5. Swallow, my little swallow,
Take my letter,
Take my letter
To master Gyongyvari!
6. If you arrive
Put it on his
If you arrive
Put it on his

there at noon,
plate,
there evening,
pillow.

7. I know, he will read it,
He will soak it with his tears.
Because of his flooding tears
He will not be able to see the letters.
8. Coachman, my coachman,
My fastest coachman,
Harness six horses,
The best of the horses!
9. You shall be the thunderbolt,
I shall be its lightning,
We must find
Boriska Hangoli alive!
10. Good day, good day
Unknown mother!
Where can I find, where can I find
Boriska Hangoli?
11 . She has gone down to the Tisza
To wash her handkerchiefs.
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She wants to present them
To master Gyongyvari.
12. I have been looking high, looking low,
Yet I have not found her.
Where can I find, where can I find
Boriska Hangoli?
13. She went into the flower garden
To pick lilies-of-the-valley.
She wants to present them
To master Gyongyvari.
14. I have been looking high, looking low,
Yet I have not found her.
Where can I find, where can I find
Boriska Hangoli?
15. She went into the room
To lay the table,
To lay the table,
To arrange the plates.
16. I have been looking there, too,
Yet I could not find her.
Where can I find, where can I find
Boriska Hangoli?
17. Why should I deny any longer
If I have to own up to it in the end!
She is sleeping in her room,
She is resting in her bed.
18. The bridegroom enters,
Out of the pocket of his mantle
He draws a big knife
And drives it into his heart.
19. If I could not be yours
I shall not be someone else's!
Let my blood blind with yours
In one stream.
20. Let my body rest with yours
In one grave.
Let my soul worship
One God with yours!
21. Bury my body
In the middle of the church,
Bury our little babe
In front of the altar!
Barna (N6grdd county). Performed by a team of girls. Kodaly 1906.
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8. Sister, my dear sister,
Katalina Fodor,
Are -you alive or are you dead?
Sister, my dear sister,
Are you alive or are you dead?
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1. Daughter, my dear daughter!
Katalina Fodor!
What's the matter with your skirt?
It's getting short at the front
It's getting long at the back!
2. Mother, dear mother,
The tailor did not cut it properly,
The tailor did not cut it properly,
The seamstress did not sew it properly,
The seamstress did not sew it properly.
3. Daughter, dear daughter,
The tailor has cut it properly,
The tailor has cut it properly,
The seamstress has sewed it properly,
The seamstress has sewed it properly.
4. Mother, dear mother,
In vain should I deny,
In vain should I deny,
For I must own up to it in the end,
For I must own up to it in the end:
5. lanos Gyongyvari's,
lanos Gyongyvari's
Child it is for eight months back,
lanos Gyongyvari's
Child it is for eight months back.
6. Seize her and take her
To the deepest prison,
To the deepest prison,
For fifteen days
She shall be there in shackles of rough iron!
7. On the fifteenth day
Her elder brother went there.
Her elder brother went there,
Onto the door of the prison,
Onto the door of the prison.
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9. Brother, my dear brother,
I am neither alive nor dead,
I am neither alive nor dead,
But I am wailing here,
I am wailing here!
10. Sister, my dear sister,
Katalina Fodor,
Write a letter
To lanos Gyongyvari,
Who is your sweetheart.
11 . Brother, my dear brother,
I have not even a pen,
I have not even a pen!
Let then be pen for you
The tips of your fingers.
12. Brother, my dear brother,
I have not ink either,
I have not ink either!
Let then be ink for you
Your pouring tears!
13. Brother, dear brother,
But I have no one to carry the letter,
I have no one to carry the letter!
Let your letter be taken
By the twittering swallow!
14. Brother, my dear brother,
I am writing the letter,
I am writing the letter
To lanos Gyongyvari,
Who is my sweetheart.
15. My God, my God,
I am taken to the scaffold,
I am taken to the scaffold,
In the field of Simeon,
In the field of Simeon!
16. Swallow, my dear swallow,
Carry my letter,
Carry my letter
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To Janos Gyongyvari,
Who is my sweetheart!
17. If you get there in the morning,
Light on his bedstead,
Light on his bedstead!
If you get there by noon,
Light on his plate!
18. If you get there in the evening,
If you get there in the evening,
Light on his table,
If you get there in the evening,
Light on his table:
19. It got there by noon,
And lighted on his plate,
It lighted on the plate
And Janos Gyongyvari
Dropped his spoon,
20. Janos Gyongyvari
Mounted his horse at once,
Mounted his horse at once,
And rode to the field of Simeon
Without waisting time.
21. He was waving from afar
A red Viennese kerchief,
He was waving from afar
Thus he saved her sweetheart
From the gallows.
22. Dearest heart, my only love,
Katalina Fodor!
Come, then, nearer now!
Come, then, nearer now!
Let me embrace you on my heart!
23. She went close to him,
He took her in his arms,
He took her in his arms.
But the beautiful loving pair
Still lost their lives.
24. One of them was buried
Before the altar,
Before the altar,
The other was buried
Behind the altar.
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25 . On their grave there arose
Two beautiful stems of rosemary-flower,
Two beautiful stems of rosemary-flower,
Even these leaned together,
Even these leaned together.
26. The mother went there,
The mother went there
To lament her daughter,
The mother went there
To lament her daughter.
27. Of the rosemary flower
She broke off a branch,
She broke off a branch.
A drop of blood
Spurted out from it at once.
28. Daughter, my dear daughter,
Katalina Fodor,
Rise up from your grave,
Rise up, my dear daughter,
Rise up from your grave!
29. Mother, dear mother,
Let my body rest in peace,
Let my body rest in peace!
Even though you did not let me live,
Let my body rest in peace!

Magyaregregy ( Baranya county). Performed by a 69-year-old woman. 1936
Berze Nagy , 165.

Divergences: a) Regions I- Ill in Hungary
In the western and northern parts of the country the following names occur
with highest frequency: Dorka Londonvari, mostly in the form of Idorka
Londonvari (14), since the Christian name "Dorka" is not currently used in the
regions: sometimes Dolka or Dajka Londonvari also come up. Further variants
are: Ilona Londonvari (5), Ibolya, Ilonka of the Londonvaris, Idol Londonvar (14),
Idol Londonvar, Dorka Landorvari (12), Madam Londonvari, Mrs. Landorvarai,
Dorka Lendorvari (3), Idol Londolvar, Ridolba Londonba, Dorka Nandorvari
(Dajka Nandorvari) (5), Idorka Nandorg6 (in the same environment, however,
they speak about twelve daughters of the count Londonvari), Dorka Londovanyi
(2), Idorka Nandorvari or Idorka Gondorvar, (2), Kati Hedervari (3), Kata
Szedervari (2), Katica Szegvari (4).
Names of this type are territorially alternating with the rarer Katalina Fodor
(10).
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In eastern Hungary we encounter more frequently with the name of Borbala
Angoli (or Mistress Angoli) (5) and its variants: Borbala Angoldi (9), Borbala
Angola (2), Mrs. Angolvari, Borbala Angora (2), Borbella Angora (1), Boriska
Angodi (6), Zsuzsanna Angodi (2), Borbala Hangodi (3), Borbala Ungodi (3),
Honka Ungvari, Borbala Amboli (2), Borbala Angyalon, Boriska Hamvadi, Noble
Lady Ho1l6di, Borbala Andorla and Borbala Andale.
The mother is sometimes called "Princess of Ujbecs" (Ujbecs = a mediaeval
Hungarian village near Pest!) (3), and the girl " Young Lady of Vienna". The
bridegroom is usually called Kiraly Kis Mikl6s (Prince Mikl6s the King's son), or
Master Gyongyvari anp Janos Gyongyvari. Still other names come up occasionally, and not infrequently the characters are called by their Christian names.
The ballad is often begun with a borrowed formula: for instance, the head of
the ballad contains a fairly recent folk song about a girl put in the family way:
" Good evening, brown girl, what has happened to you, Perhaps your supper did
not taste good to you? " The continuation mentions the girl hardly being able to
bind the belt at her waist, then a curse is said, sometimes in an extremely rude
language, which is common in the folksong but mostly omitted when portions of
the song are incorporated in the ballad (22 time, details in 7 instances). Another
song beginning with the line: " You can see the white tower of the black town" (8),
and further the initial formula of the song about the "Murdered spinning girl" are
also used as the head of the ballad. In five instances a variant of a lyrical folksong is
involved for the purpose: " I go up the hill and look down into the valley, There I see
a mother clad in black from head to heel." When this is the starting formula, the
bridegroom appears immediately in the continuation. Many a variant has
preserved only this portion of the original ballad, rounding out the ·story with
senseless additional details (49).
The variant entitled " Gyurica Gorogfi" represent, one of the successful
solutions by incorporating alien bodies into the text of the ballad (Ka/l6s 1970 No.
102), which, however, is on the verge of becoming a new type or a self-contained
branch of Hungarian balladry. The two inserted stanzas read as follows:

The overwhelming majority, however, maintained the beginning formula of
the motif of shortening of the skirt at the front. (There is one text which adds that
the girl's face has become spotty.) A further detail of the girl's confession is the
following: "The one who has sued for me seven times during the last Carneval, Has
put me in the family way seven months ago."- " For Prince Mikl6s the King's Son I
laid the green bed, I laid the green bed, And I fell in love with him."-"I have been
walking in my flower-garden , And I fell in love With Janos Gyongyvari, My
sweetheart, Under a rose-tree". (Elsewhere: Under an apple-tree).
Before sending the letter, she asks for leave to say farewell to her flowers and
clothes: " My flowers, my flowers, may you wither away to your roots, My clothes,
my clothes, may you fall down from the peg." , and the like (20). She trusts the letter
to the care of a swallow, sometimes a stork, a turtledove: in some instances she first
precludes the possibility of a crow or a magpie to conclude on a swallow. Often
enough she writes the letter with her tears, and once we have the following
variation:
I have neither ink
Nor pen to write with.
You will have for ink
Your red blood,
For pen to write with
You will have your tiny, white nail."
( Baracska, Fejer county. )
The writing of the letter is sometimes preceded, or even replaced, by the scene in
which the girl recounts her dream to her mother: she had her scarlet gown on her
shoulders, her yellow shoes on her feet, a scourge of two tails in her hand, the red
colour meaning her red blood, the yellow colour the two hangmen. (It should be
noted that in mediaeval times disgraced women were branded with some sort of
symbol of yellow colour.) It is also interesting to observe that the instruction given
to the bird is mostly built up by means of alliteration:

"Mother, mother, mother, dearest, kindest mother,
I see there, far away, a big, swarning camp,
I know the name of their captain:
Gyurica Gorogfi, son of the Turkish emperor.

Ha del ben talalod,
Tedd a tanyerjara,
Ha ebeden ered
Tedd a tanyerjara,
Ha vacsoran ered,
Tedd a vankosara,

Grant me, mother, grant me at least a quarter of an hour,
So that I may go to see Gyurica Gorogfi!
I will not grant, daughter, even the half of the half of that time,
Lest your should die and leave me for ever!
Then the story continues as usual: the bridegroom arrives and is sent hither
and thither on wild goose chases. (The name being Mrs. Almadi.) The insertion
echoes the beginning formula of the ballad about "The Bride Forced to Marry"
(12-13), with the difference that here it is the girl that wants to marry and the
mother that opposes the marriage, while in the mentioned ballad their roles are
reversed. It is not impossible either that in this case we are dealing with the remains
of some old story which had sunk in oblivion as a separate narrative.
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Ha friistokon ered,
Vesd a jindzsajara.
When the lover receives the letter, we read the following stereotyped lines:
He is reading, reading it,
Shedding his tears,
Dropping the silver spoon
Out of his hand.
30· I II
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Coachman, my coachman,
My fastest coachman,
Prepare me
The lightest coach!
Drive, coachman, drive,
Even though each of them will die,
Never mind,
Even if they will be devoured by dogs!
This scene well known from the "Walled-up Wife" appears sometimes in
combination With the scenes of "The Two Chapel Flowers" (in any case, in the text
it comes up together with the grave-flower). For instance:
Harness, coachman,
Harness six black horses
To the black coach!
Load the coach
With three bags
Of silver and gold!
(In prose: When the young gentleman occupied his seat in his coach, he said to the
coachman:)

Drive, coachman, drive!
And I drove, and I drove
Until an old beggar man
Crossed my path.
I asked the old beggar man:
Why are people crowding over there?
It is Kati Szedervari
That is taken to be hanged.
Drive, coachman, drive!
The faster you drive
The surer you will get my coach
And the six black horses.
By the time they got there
Two of the horses had died.
(This formula is repeated twice, after several subsequent stanzas.)
"Coachman, my coachman,
Drive, my dear coachman!
You shall have the two horses
And the coach with the glass-windows."
"Coachman, my coachman,
Drive, my dear coachman!
You shall have my six horses
And the silver-mounted harness!"
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Instead thunderbolt and lightning, some variants use other formulas, to express the
plea to drive fast:
Let us run like the wind-storm,
Or like the thought,
So that we may find alive
My dearest sweetheart!
Occasionally the meeting with the old man is represented in a different way, for
example:
Grand-dad, grand-dad,
Elderly grand-dad,
What are those white creatures
Around the gallows?
Are those white things geese,
Or perhaps sheep grazing?
Those white things are neither geese
Nor sheep grazing,
But they are busy with hanging
Kata Szedervari,
Kata Szedervari,
Who is a dame of fame.
(The old man received a box on the ear; another old man came, saying " Who was a
beautiful girl", and got a hundred pengos.)
Dear sirs, dear sirs,
My dear sirs of Gyongyvar!
May I ask a favour?
May I say a word or two?
Aye, you may say not one and not two
But twelve words, if you please!
(He went to the girl and embraced and kissed her.) Then follows the formula " May
my blood flow with yours ... " In several texts he kisses the hanged girl and then
both of them die. (This scene is misunderstood in No. 33, in which we read: " By this
he rescued her", though the continuation reports on the death of the two lovers.)
Another speech delivered at the gallows field reads as follows:
My sirs and young gentlemen,
Do stay your decree,
Do stay your decree,
Your dire decree!
Let me say
The Lord's prayer three times!
One for my own sake,
Another for my Dorka,
And the third for our little babe!
There is only one variant, recorded from Gyimes region, in which the bridegroom
rescues his sweetheart.
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The final motif of the grave flower that is broken off and ~ade to s~ak
occurs in counties Zala, Somogy, Baranya (once in each), Veszprem (2), NYltra,
Bars, Hont, N6gnid (2), Esztergom (2), Heves and Torontal. (That is, in a tot~l of
fourteen instances we have the mentioned motif.) Beside the grave-flower, the birds
come up in additional variants, like:
On the grave of one of them
There arose two rosemary flowers,
On the grave of the other
There appeared two sad turtledoves.
The sad turtledoves
Kept on cooing:
Cursed be the father,
And seven-times cursed be the mother.
(Ricse. Zemp/en county)

On the grave of one of them there arose
A white dove,
On that of the young man
A white cockerel.
The little white dove
Keeps on cooing:
Cursed be, cursed be
The mother
Who denies her daughter
To marry to her sweetheart!
The white cockerel
Keeps on crowing:
Cursed be the father ...
(Oszentiwin. Torontai county.)

Further examples recorded from Kisber, Hedervar, Gyimes (3). The curse
sometimes ends with the words of the Sister of the Man Condemned .to Deat?
It is interesting to note that the informant in one fragmentary vanant, which
starts with the arrival of the bridegroom, tries to explain his co~fused story. b.y
stating that "The Fair Mariska happened to meet with a richer SUitor, ~nd thiS IS
why the murder had to take place". Another informant insists, on the basIs o~ what
he had heard from his mother, that the event took place at a farmstead In the
vicinity of Tarpa.
b) IV. Transylvania, Bukovina; V. Moldavia
We find a separate group of variants in the Trans71~anian regio~s .. There .th~
following names occur: Zsuzsanna Homl6?i (7), (v~natlOn~: ~omlodl,. O.mlodl,
HomI6di), Zsuzsanna Ho1l6di, Young Maid Zsuzsan~.a, .~Ihaly H~lmodl, ~~s.
Szekvari; rather frequently they have simply Aranyos Bozslkem (Darhng Betty~, I.n
one single example also the Lord of Gyongyvar appears. Another charactenstlc

feature, beside the fairly uniform use of personal names, consists in a similarly
uniform fragmentary state of the variants. The beginning formula here tends to
amalgamate with the song "Good evening, brown girl" in a still higher percentage.
(This occurs in 26 instances, that is in fifty per cent of the variants.) Instead of the
sending of the letter, we mostly have the lengthy farewell speech of the girl, which
she says to her clothes, flowers, girl friends, etc. (33). With this done, the majority of
the variants are ended, that is the denouement proper is missing. (24). As against
these, a smaller portion of the variants start with the bridegroom's arrival (7), which
is equally detrimental to the development of the story. Apart from these, there exist
what might be called real fragments, so that in the final issue there are but two
variants that might be regarded as complete in themselves, and even in these the
motif of the bird bringing the bride's message is wanting. Furthermore, we have
come across a complete variant at Bard6c, which cannot be aligned with the rest of
the variants because it is a mere echo of Bartok's text collected at Ojszasz, indeed,
even the names of IboLya Londorvar and Mikl6s Kiskiraly are sufficient to arouse
our suspicion, since they are unknown in Transylvania. Someone may have learned
this variant in Hungary at a more recent time, or perhaps from a book; by no means
can it be considered an old Transylvanian tradition. (Nor can be considered as such
the text of Job Sebesi which contains all the details known from the first version
described from Hungary, even though in strongly transcribed forms and attached
to "Kiikiillovar".) Still further to the east, in Moldavia, only broken fragments of
the ballad can be discovered, contaminated with the story of "The Emperor of
Hungary" and of "The Miraculous Mill", and even these begin with the arrival of
the bridegroom.
Earliest provenience: 1872, details: 1857.
Dissemination: Without mentioning the place: 3.

I. Sopron country (Bosarkany). Vas county (Csorotnek. Katafa), Zala county (Balatonederics,
Csacsbozsok, Cserespuszta, Hah6t, Kavas, Kerkakutas 2, Muraratka, Nova, Oltarc 2, Orosztony,
Rooics 3, Resznek, Szentgyorgyvolgy, Szombatfa 2, Zalacsany, Zalagalsa), Somogy county (Berzence,
Mosd6s, Nagyatad, 6reglak, Riticspuszta, Szollosgyorok), Veriice county (Haraszti, Lachaza,
Laszl6falva, Szentlaszl6 2), Baranya county (Hegyszentmarton, Kiskoszeg, Kopacs, Magyaregregy,
Mohacs, Pecsaranyos, Piispokszenterzsebet, Szaporca, Teseny), Tolna county (Miszla, Miicseny,
Ozora, Szekszard), Fejer county (Alap, Baracska, Cece, Ercsi, Pakozd, Pusztaforma), Veszprem county
(BakonyszentlaszI6, Csogle, Rooe, Rezi, Rigacs, "SomI6videk", Szentgal, Veszprem,
Veszpremhidegkut [Germans performing in Hungarian]). Komarom county (Aszar, Csaszar, Kisber,
Tata), Gyor county (Hedervar, Szemere, Tamlanypuszta). Total in Region I: 71.
H. Pozsony, county (Martos), Nyitra county (Bodok, Csitar, 2, Ghyrnes 7, Kolon, Mocsonok,
Pograny, Tardoskedd, Vicsapapati, Zsere 2), Trencsen county (Trencsenteplic), Bars county (Ledec),
Hont county (Fiizesgyarmat, Ipolyszog, Kemence, Per6cseny), Esztergom county (Bajna, Libad,
Nagysap, Pilismar6t), N6grad county (Barna, Bernecebarati, Bocsarlapujto 2, Bujak, Dejtar, Hehalom,
Mihalygerge, N6gradmegyer, Szanda, Szandavaralja 2, Szecseny, Tereske 3, Uppony), Heves county
(Besenyotelek, Biikkszenterzsebet, Eger, Erdokovesd, Erdotelke, Fedemes 2, Feldebro, Fiizesabony,
Gyongyos 2, Hevesaranyos, Istenmezeje, Nagyvisny6, Ostoros, Recsk, Tarnalelesz, Visznek), Borsod
county (Edeleny, Mezokovesd, Szentistvan 2), Abauj county (Cekehaza, F6ny, Goncruszka, Keked,
Nagyszalanc), Zemplen county (Bodrogkeresztur, Geszte1y, Ricse 3, Sarospatak 2, Toketerebes), Bereg
county (L6nya 2, Tarpa, "Tiszahat"), Maramaros county (Hosszumezo). Total in Region 11: 85.
Ill. Pest county (Abony, Alpar, Isaszeg, Kiskunfelegyhaza, Kiskunmajsa, Kunszentmikl6s,
Ojszasz 2, VacszentlaszI6), lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Hnoshida, Hsztelek, Karcag, 6kecske,
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Tiszasas), Bacsbodrog county (Bacskertes 2, Pince), Toronta~ county (Csoka, Egyhazasker 2,
6szentivan, Szajan 2, Tiszahegyes), Csongrad county (AIgyo, Asotthalom, Csongrad, "Csongrad
county" , Hodmezovasarhely 3, Horgos, Nagymagocs, Roszke, Szeged), Csanad county (Apaca,
Magyarbanhegyes) Bekes county (Bekesszentandras, BeImegyer 3, Devavanya, Doboz 3, Endrod,
Korosladany , Mezogyan, Oroshaza 2, Pusztafoldvar2, Sarkadkeresztur 3, Ojkigyos 2, Veszto), from the
Lower Tisza Region, s. 1. 4, Arad county (Gyorok), Bihar county (Biharkeresztes, Biharugra, Csokmo,
Ertarcsa, Korosnagyharsany 4, Nagyszalonta 2), Hajdu county (Hajdudorog), Szabolcs county
(Nyirbator 2, Nyirlugos, Nyirmada, Nyirtura, Nyirvaja, Retkozberencs, Tiszakarad), Szatmar county
(Avasujvaros, Gebe, Vallaj). Total in Region Ill: 85.
IV. Kolozs cqunty (Kote1end, Valaszut 2, Visa 5, Vista) Torda-Aranyos county (Bagyon,
Sinfalva, Torda 3), Maros-Torda county (Jobbagyte1ke, KibOO 2, Szabt:d, Szentgerice 3), AIso-Feher
county (Lorincreve, Nagyenyed), Udvarhe1y county (Eted, "the riverine of the Feher-Nyiko",
Homorodujfalu, Kenos , Szombatfalva, Tarcsafalva, Tordatfalva, Zete1aka 2), Csik county (Borszek,
"Csik county", Gyergyoalfalu, GyergyOditro, Gyergyogilyenfalva, Gyergyotekeropatak,
Gyimeskozeplok, Gyimesvolgye-Ugrapataka, Karcafalva) , Haromszek county (Bard6c, Bereck,
Sepsibiikszad), "Szekelyfold" 3, Bukovina (Hadikfalva 4, Jozseffalva), Moldavia (Gerlen, Leszped 2).
Total in Region IV- V: 55. Sum total: 299, sine loco: 3, I- Ill : 241, IV: 55.
Textual relationships with other ballads: Dream foreboding evil: 23; "My flowers, my
flowers" ... : 11- 13.,15.,29.,31.; "Coachman, my dear coachman, harness my coach of six .. . " : 2.,9.,
21.,39.; Questioning an old beggar, miller or shepherd: 9.; Graveflower: 9.,28.,37.,38.,48. (68.); "Let
my blood flow with yours ... ": 11.,19.,21.; sending here and there; 12.,28.
Tunes: 1 = No. 29. in II variants; 2 = No. 30; 3 = No 31 , in II variants; 4 = No. 32, in 22
variants, mostly with the incipit of ss m. s s m; 5 = No 33; 6 (16 variants) 7 (35 variants); 8 (13 variants);
/0 (3 variants); 12 (2 variants); 14 (6 variants); 16 (3 variants); 22 (3 variants); 23 (25 variants); 28 (3
variants); (7. 8. 12 and 14 are branching off from the same melody).
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:

PORTUGUESE: 1- 24. Braga 1,309-417 (356 = Geibel- Schack 83) 11, 222. 25. Hardung , 195.26.
Wolf, 109.
CATALAN: 27 Amades 3263.
Spanish: 28- 31. Wolf and Hofmann 11, 191- 192, 158 ('=-Geibel and Schack 407), 138.32- 35.
Cossio and Solano I, 18/58-{i1. 36. Cossio 14, (Further Iberian variants enumerated by ArmlStead and
Silverman 1971 , 82- 92, Note 7.)
ENGLISH: 37-44. Child 65/A- H. 45-46. Sharp-K I7A- B. 47- 57. Bronson 65/ 1- 11 (12- 13 =
Sharp-K.).
.
.
GERMAN: 58-{)0. D. Vir 67 (58. = The Upper Black Forest, 59. = environs of ZUTlch, 60. =
Volga colony, originally environs of Zweibriicken).
.,
RUSSIAN: Lintur reports that the ballad is known in the Trans-Carpathlan Ukrame.
Partial variants:
(a) Shortening of the skirt:
ENGLISH : 61-{)4. Child 100A, D, 101 , 66A + 269C.
GERMAN: 65- 394. D. VIr. 55. 395-454. D. VIr. 73 (certain variants).
GREEK: cf. D. Vir. Ill , 47-49.
FRENCH : 455. Legrand 25.
(b) " You have died for me ... ", or " Let my blood flow with yours in one stream ... "
FRENCH : 456. Decombe 96 .
SLOVAK- MORAVIAN : 457. Susil 89/181. 458. Srei nevskij VII . 459. Koleedny 13. 460.
M edveczky 1906, 253. 461 . SI. Pohl. 1897, 497. 462. SuSil92/ 193. 463. Bartok 1959 No. 324. (458-463. in
the Cruel Mother-in-Law).
. ,
UKRAINIAN: 464. Golovatski 11, 710 No. 13.
SIBERIAN: 465 Radloffll . No. 2, Iines 57- 9. 466. Ibid. No. 5,Iines 1194-{i. 467. Ibid. No. 6,Ime
434. 468. Ibid. No. 19, lines 1416-9. 469. Ibid. No. 14, around line 2800. 470, Ibid . No. 21, lines 739-40.
471. Dyrenkova, 15 para 3 line 3.

The name of the heroine (Borbala Angoli = Barbara of England, or Dorka
Londonvari = Dolly of London Castle) in itself suggests French or Netherlandish
origin; personal names of this type refer to foreign origin, alway~ indicatin.g that the
hero or heroine belongs to a neighbouring nation: in the H unganan-speakIng areas,
the same practice prevails inasmuch as German or Turkish origin is indicated in
Hungary proper, Moldavian in Transylvania, Polish ~n Moldavia. With the Fr.ench,
on the same principle, Spanish or English names are Involved . (For example, In the
ballad Le mariage anglais the foreign bridegroom is an English man.) Thus the
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names in the Hungarian ballad point to the French or Dutch areas as the origin of
the ballad. Let us see what lessons can be drawn from this circumstance regarding
the dissemination of the ballad.
Among the Germans the plot and the formulas are divided into three
different types. One of them, called the "Konig von Mailand" (The King of Milan),
is a story known in three variants, which has been found only along the French
frontiers between Zweibriicken and Zurich, at three points along the Rhine. The
second known as the " Ritter und Magd" is found throughout Germany, and the
third is the " Schwabentochterlein" . The story of the first ballad is as follows: A king
is entertaining a large crowd of guests; One of them makes love to the King's
daughter and then departs. The girl gives birth to the child and her brother helps to
keep the matter secret. But the mother finds out, and persuades the King to have his
daughter executed. The girl writes a letter to her lover, in one variant with blood
from her finger, and her brother goes to deliver it to the knight, but he finds the
latter has gone out riding. When the knight returns and sees the letter, his eyes fill
with tears so that he can hardly read it. He has his horse saddled, and hurries with
his knights to rescue the girl. Before she is to be hanged, the girl asks them to wait,
for she can hear the hoofbeats of her darling's steed . The hangman takes pity on her,
and the knight arrives in time to save her. He stabs the mother to death and carries
his sweetheart off to his home. The father later visits them and is reconciled with the
young couple.
Although the story shows considerable agreements with the Hungarian, the
differences are still more significant. Instead of the discovery of the girls gravidity,
the narrative starts from the preliminaries and relates the developments in the
chronological order; the child is born but there is no tragic consequence in the end.
At the same time, the typical motif of the girl's skirt getting shorter at the front is
missing.
But the other two German ballads contain the formula of the shortening
skirt, though embedded in a different plot. The "Ritter und Magd" tells about a
knight who has spent a night with a peasant girl and tries to pay her off in the
morning (in some variants he offers her to his servant). The girl rejects the offer and
sadly sets off for home. The mother calls to her from afar: "How have you fared ,
daughter? I see your skirt is long at the back and too short at the front! " The girl
dies in childbirth. The knight has a dream in which the girl appears to him; he rises
and goes to see her. But on his arrival sees only the funeral procession. He plunges
his dagger into his own breast. The "Schwabentochterlein", too, has but the
shortening of the skirt in common with the Hungarian ballad, similarly embedded
in a completely different story.
The heroine ofthe corresponding English ballad is besieged by suitors in vain.
Finally the girl imparts to her brother that she is with child to a knight. Her parents
discover this, and her father examines her condition and determines to have her
executed. "0 where will I get a bonny boy to carry my letter! " cries the girl. A page
undertakes the mission. The knight at once has his horse saddled, and rides to the
rescue. The girl, now at the stake, hears the approaching hoofbeats but in vain does
she asks her brother to put out the flames; and the lover arriving too late wreaks
vengeance on the girl's family.
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In one variant the girl's brother exposes her condition with the following
words: What's come 0 a' your long c1aithing, was aince for you too tite? " What is
more, a vague reflection also seems to be made by the girl concerning the person
who has spoiled her dress: "0 he that made my c1aithing short, I hope he'll make
them side; And he that made my stays narrow, I hope he'll make them wide";
although these words refer to the child to be born, and are rather a confession than
concealment of the matter (with a duplicity of meaning typical of balladry, as well
as of stage plays). But here, too, this motif has been incorporated into other ballad
types, just like with the Germans: the pregnant girl's father, the king, bids the girl
undress so that he can see whether she is still a maid, " her petticoats they were short,
her face it was pale and wan, and her haunches were round" . Or: " Her petticoats
they were so short, she was full nine months gone." (Cf. the partial variants
enumerated above, nearer to the Hungarian version in so tfar at least that one
variant contains, even though in a faded form , the motif of the badly fitting clothes;
on the other hand, there is no actual birth, and the ending is likewise tragic, for here,
too, the lover arrives too late to rescue his sweetheart.)
A still closer relationship can be discovered in the corresponding
Spanish- Portuguese ballad. This is introduced by several differing preliminaries,
relating how the lovers spent the night together, the young man's vow to seduce her,
and the way the secret comes out; in fact, there are such texts, too, in which the girl
conceives from the water of a particular spring, which beginning has nothing to do
with the further development of the story. The introduction, however, is often
omitted, and this shows that the sundry preliminary stories are later developments.
Where the introduction is omitted, the plot begins at once with the scene where the
shortening of the dress is discovered, and in such instances not only the spoilt shape
of the dress appears in the texts but also the girl's excuses about how the tailor has
spoilt it. She was sitting with her father at a table, and her father was looking hard at
her: " Donna Areira, it seems to me that you are with child." "The tailors are at
fault, they cut my skirt badly." He called the tailors to him behind closed doors.
They looked at one another, then said: "There is nothing wrong with the skirt, in
nine months' time it will again reach to the ground." (In other variants the king
begins like this: "How ugly your dress is!", or "after a few months were gone, her
dress began to heave.") The father has his daughter detained and the pile of faggots
prepared. The girl sends a page to her lover with a letter. " Ifhe is asleep, wake him,
if you find him awake, give him the letter", or " If you find him at dinner, make him
leave the table; ifhe is walking about, give him the letter at once.", "If you find him
at the window, hand it over to him", and so on, as in the Hungarian variations. As
he reads the letter, he breaks down and weeps. He has his horses saddled and shod.
Then follows the Iberian deviation: he dresses in friar's clothes and appears at the
place of execution to shrive the girl, and this manages to escape with her; this scene
is given much colourful detail. Thus we have again a happy ending in place of the
tragic one. In some Catalan variants we find the letter, too, written with blood in
place of ink; this motif is commented on in the complete German edition as a
wandering motif not particularly attached to any definite type of ballad, because it
does not at all acknowledge the possibility of a relationship between the enumerated
ballads for reasons of hardly conceivable territorial interconnections.
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.Yet, this ~onnecti?n is ~ubstantiated by the existence of the Hungarian ballad
Borbala AngolI. To wit, thiS contains all the elements which are to be found
scattered here and there, one by one, in the Portuguese- Spanish, the English, and
the three separat~ German. ty~s. Even the motif of the message sent by the bird is
understandable, If we bear m mmd what a commonplace this is in the French lyrical
songs and ballads. It follows, therefore, that there must have been once a French
balla?, now lost, wh.ich contained every element found in the Hungarian ballad, and
even It~ structure might have been identical with the Hungarian, that is it started at
once with the shortening skirt. This supposition is the more plausible because the
French ballads know best of all how to reduce the plot to the essential elements and
how to exploit the .facility ?f beginning the story in medias res. The story p~ssed
from .them.to the nelghbounng peoples, with more or less alterations, omissions and
amplIficatlOns, an.d fr.om the French, too, it came directly to Hungary, where it has
been able to sur~lve m a bro.adly similar form without omissions, till today.
~ Hun~anan formul~hon . of the. ballad under discussion, including all the
essenha~ motifs, cannot be Imagmed without an intervening French version. The
Hun~anans c?uld not have picked the various elements from so many places, to
reumte them mto a new story. Had it been otherwise, then the Hungarian ballad
should have borrowed the framework of the story from the Rhine area or even
from th~ ~ore remote English-s~aking territ~ries; further, it should have'dropped
the .prelImmary tale, so as to begm at once With the shortening skirt, which motif
agam ~ught to have been taken over from another German variant (where it is
fou~d m a ~orm c1o~st to the Hungarian), and then to continue by inserting the
Ibenan m?h~ of the glrl.'s excuses, blaming the tailors for the bad shape of her skirt,
and the Similarly lbenan formula of sending the message (If you find him at
table ... ~; to ~pply a tr~gic ending borrowed from the English and to contrive a
fo~ula m which the bndegroom is sent here and there on wilde-goose chases: all
thiS ~ould seem impossi?le, indeed. On the other hand, all this can be readily
ex~lamed by the a~sumptlOn . that there used to be an intermediary French ballad
which the Hunganans acqUired from French settlers within the boundaries of
Hungary.
. Anyway, the existence of a multiplicity of mosaic-like fragments around a
VOId .space ought to have directed attention to the French area, where eroded
remams of the ballad discuss~d still survive. To mention a few examples, we may
~ef~r, .first of al~, to the mohf of the shortening skirt occurring, now in a quite
md~stmct form, m one of the French songs (455.); the parents have a dress made for
then daughter "which is short at the back and long at the front" . This, of course,
make~ no sense, but shows clearly that the motif used to exist in the Frenchspeak109 areas. This is confirmed by the occurrence of the motif in the Greek
la~g.uage ~rea, too, where it may have arrived together with other stories of French
o~gl~. S!i11 more int~resting f~om this point of view is Verrier's article (1937)
bnn~mg ~nto correlatIOn a Damsh ballad with a mediaeval French text in which a
pOSSible lIterary antec~dent of the ballad of " The Disgraced Girl" can be detected.
The French text speakmg about "B~lIe Aiglentine" had been inserted into the epic
poem of Jean Renart who, acc?rdmg to ~errier, must have found it among the
people as a popular, short, pOSSibly strophiC song. Fair Aiglentine is sitting in the
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bower of her dame (mother?) and is sewing a shirt in her presence, but she does the
work somewhat differently from her usual way, and pricks her finger. The dame
(mother) notices it and asks her to undress so that she may see her " noble body" .
The girl says she is cold and refuses to undress. The dame (mother) continues her
questioning: why is she so pale and why is she getting thicker and thicker? " My dear
mother (dame), I cannot deny it any longer, I fell in love and have lain with Knight
Henry. Ifeveryou have been in love, show mercy to me!" The mother persuades her
to go and see the Knight, whom she succeeds in convincing that their marriage has
to be concluded. Indeed, he marries· the girl. The opening scene is a commonplace
occurring in many Danish ballads: the heroine always appears sewing in her bower,
distraught and pricking her finger; this scene answers exactly to the common
European formula: " She has been sewing in the window .. . " Verrier discovers the
mentioned poem in the beginning scene of some of the Danish variants. The
"clumsy manner" in which they are fitted together betrays in DgF 83 and 265 (and
in some other type) that a borrowed scene has been applied as a preliminary to
certain other stories which are recited without this introduction in other instances.
In my opinion, however, this text could not be their preliminary story, rather we
may think of a popular ballad developed from it because the discovery involves a
tragic ending in the Danish versions as well, and there are still other partial
correspondences with the common European ballad formula which are absent in
the literary text.
The motif of sending the bridegroom to and fro under various pretexts and
the recognition of the irrevocable fatal act is known in many places in Europe. We
shall enter into this question in more detail when we deal with the type "The Bride
Found Dead". (Type 12.)
The strong erosion and the eighteenth-century revival of the French ballads
in a different formulation make it understandable that a French ballad had gone
into oblivion in its own country but survived in Hungary and several other
countries. Thus here is one more ballad which the Hungarians had borrowed from
the French, together with the others whose original are still extant in Frenchspeaking areas.
In practically every variant of this ballad, and occasionally in other ballads
too, there occurs the following closing formula : "May my blood flow in one stream
with yours, my body rest in one grave with yours, my soul worship one God with
yours. " In a recently discovered variant from the Mezoseg, after " my blood with
yours" follows "my bones with yours" . This formula is in our ballad put into the
mouth of the bridegroom who killed himself over the body of his dead bride, and is
unique in Western Europe. The French and German formula used in a similar
situation is different: "Puisqu' elle est morte pour moi, je veux mourir pour elle",
"Hast du gelitten den bittern Tod, so will ich leiden Schmerzen", which is also used
sometimes by the Hungarians before the formula above.
Berze Nagy established long ago (1940 1,219) that passages corresponding to
our formula figure in Abakan heroic songs as a form of ceremony for making the
formation offriendship. 463. "When we die, may our souls be together, if our blood
flows, may it flow together" they said, and so saying they became friends. 464.
"Like two ears is how we wish to be friends, when we die, may our bones be
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together, if our blood flows, may it flow together." 465. " When we die, may our
bones be together, if our blood flows, may it be together, let us all three be friends ".
466. "Come to me, if things go ill with me, and if things go ill with you, I will come to
you. May our bones make one heap, our outpoured blood one stream." 467. " We
wish to be friends always, like the two horns of a cow, we wish to see our dead
bodies, we will follow our destroyed souls." 468. "When we die, may our bones
make one hill, if our blood flows, may it make one river." 469. " When the immortal,
indestructible Kartyga Pergen dies, may my blood and his be together, ifhe walks
alive, may our souls be together. "
The correspondence appears in places to be quite literal; no doubt they would
be even closer if the Turkish text were compared with the Hungarian.
Moreover similar formulas appear among our neighbours, too, corresponding to the Hungarian formulation . Slovak: "Neh tarn leii telo s telom, A dve dusi s
Panom Bogom" (452.) "Nak tu lezi dusa s dusou .. . " (460.) Similarly in 463. "Lezi
tady s telo s telom, ·dve dusicky s Panem Bohem" (457.) "Zostavaj tu telo s telem a
dusicky s Panem Bohem" (462.) 458-463. in The Cruel Mother-in-law. Ukrainian:
"A tak edno telo leglo s drugim telom, Dushi spochivayut s milym panom Bogom".
(464. variant of the Speaking Corpse.)
This ballad belongs to the earliest borrowings in the fourteenth century.

Literature: Gragger 1926: related to the "Ritter und Magd" . Zhirmunsky 1928: " Konig aus Mailand",
and parallel English and Iberian variants; Ortutay 1936: "The ballad has a general spread and is known
practically all over Europe", quotes Child 63 (?), 65 and 101 (partial variants of the shortening skirt),
E- B 97 and 110 (Ritter und Magd), and the German variants published by Zhirmunsky; Verrier 1937:
compares the Danish ballads with a French poem from the thirteenth century; Dtinos 1938: quotes
OrtUlay. Meier 1941 : connects the German variants with Fleur et Blanchefleur and three other ballads;
Ortutay 1948: = 1936; D. Vir. 67, 1954: rejects Zhirmunsky's view that the English and Iberian variants
are connected with the German; Csantidi and Vargyas 1954: ballad-subject known throughout Europe;
mentions Meier's view on the Blanchefleur connection; Vargyas 1960 and 1967: French origin;
Armistead-Silverman 1971 : full survey of the Iberian variants, together with the comparative material.
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11. THE BRIDE DRAGGED TO DEATH

That black troop:
Coming from the east
And going towards west?
7. Daughter, my dear daughter,
Katalina Bodor,
They are coming for you,
The black troop.
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8. Good morning, good morning to you,
My dear mother-in-law!
May God grant us one,
Husband of my dear daughter!
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9. Where can I find , where can I find
My betrothed sweetheart?
She is in the first room
Tidying herself.
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I. In the inn of Rakoc
Wine is to be had for two coppers.
That way, that way
A poor old woman is walking.
2. Come in, come in
You poor old woman!
Drink a pint of wine,
Though you may drink two as well .
3. It is not at your cost,
Nor is it at your son's,
But at your maiden daughter's
Katalina Bodor!
4. Daughter, my dear daughter,
Katalina Bodor,
I have sold you away*
In the inn of Rak6c
To the little lord of Rakoc!

5. Mother, my dear mother,
My dear mother who gave birth to me and nursed me,
Why did you give me away to a murderer,
Which the little lord of Rakoc is,
Sleeping in the day-time
And going about murdering in the night-time?
6. Mother, my dear mother
Who gave birth to me and nursed me,
What troop is coming there,
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10. Good morning, good morning to you,
My betrothed sweetheart!
May God grant us one,
Little lord of Rak6c!
11 . Then he picks her up,
Ties her to the tail of his horse
And so he drags her thJ;ough thistle and briar,
And through bush.
12. Go slowly, go slowly,
Young lord of Rakoc,
For my red boots swim
To the heels with blood!
13. Then he picks her up,
And shortens the stirrup,
And so he drags her through thistle and briar,
And through bush .
14. Go slowly, go slowly,
Young lord of Rak6c,
For my beautiful silken dress swims
To the waist with blood!
15. Then he picks her up,
And shortens the stirrup,
And so he drags her through thistle and briar,
And through bush.
16. Go slowly, go slowly,
My betrothed sweetheart!
For my golden wreath
Is half covered with blood!
31 / 11
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17. Then he picks her up,
Pressing her against his breast:
What would you eat, what would you drink
My betrothed sweetheart?

4. Mother, my dear mother,
Why should I change clothes?
I have cut this with my own hands,
I have sewed this with my own hands.

18. J wish
I only
I wish
I only

5. Daughter, my dear daughter,
Open your gate!
For they are coming for you
With a coach of six.

neither to eat nor to drink,
wish to lie in bed.
neither to eat nor to drink ,
wish to lie in bed.

19. What would you eat, what would you drink,
My betrothed sweetheart?
From my mother's table
J would like to eat nice bird's wing,
From my father's window
I would like to drink good white wine.

6. Mother, my dear mother,
Who is coming for me
With a coach of six?
7. Par Vidrai's son,
Who is to be your dear wedded spouse.
And a spouse of the devil ,
But never mine while] am arive!
8. Par Vidrai's son,
Tie her to the tail of your horse,
Drag her through thistle and bush,
Drag her as long
As she does not call you
Her dear wedded spouse!

20. Open, mother, open
Your green gate,
Make up, mother, make up
A gay death-bed for me!
·The Hungarian phrase eladni (sell away) has a connotation (to give a girl in marriage)
originating from ancient times when girls were sold in marriage for money or other objects of value (fur ,
for instance).

Torokkoppany ( Somogy county) . Performed by a 69-year-old woman. Lajtha 1938
Gr. 21- 22.

9. Drive slower, coachman,
My dear
postilion!
I
For my flapping shirt of fine linen
Is soaked with my tears,
And my two little shoes
Are filled with my blood!
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I . Daughter, my dear daughter,
Go down to the flower garden,
Say farewell to the flowers,
To the buds of flowers!

Vi . fag bim

2. Mother, my dear mother,
Shall I say farewell to them so soon?
J have planted them with my own hands,
I have watered them with my own hands.
3. Daughter, my dear daughter,
Go into the chamber,
Change your clothes
And put on your mourning dress!
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10. Par Vidrai's son
Jumped off the coach,
And he takes Katica Gy6ngyvari
In his arms.
11 . Katica Gy6ngyvari,
My dear wedded spouse,
What would you drink, what would you eat?
What would taste good to you?
0 , tender wing of a jay,
0 , tender wing of a jay.
(By this time they reached the man's place.)
12. Par Vidrai's son
Takes his gun
And goes into the woods
31· III
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To get a jay.
He bagged the jay
And started for home, taking the bird.
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13. Taking the bird
He hears the bell chiming.
Boys, boys,
For whom are they tolling the bell?
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14. For Kati Gyongyvari
Who is your wedded spouse.
I cannot believe it!
I cannot believe it!
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I . In the town of Pest
I had a golden house made.
And it had windows no fewer
And no more than just three hundred.
2. In one of the windows
Fair Ilona Horvat is leaning on her elbow.
In another window
Gyula Szalontai is leaning on his elbow.

16. Men, men,
For whom are you making this?
For Kati Gyongyvari,
Who is your wedded spouse.

3. My Fair Ilona Horvaih,
Will you call me your husband!
Will you call me your husband,
Or your wedded spouse!

17. Par Vidrai's son
Jumps off the coach.
Cursed be the father ,
And so be the mother
Who give away their own child to live
In a far away land!

4. I would rather call you
A shepherd's dog a thousand times,
But not once my husband,
Or my wedded spouse.

18. Men, men,
Dig a grave deep and wide,
So that my body and her body
Can be laid in one grave!

5. Coachman, coachman,
Harness my horse and put it to the cart,
Harness my horse and put it to the cart,
And see that it is the swiftest one!

19. Let my blood with her blood
Flow in one stream,
Let my soul and her soul
Worship one God!

6. Tie Fair Ilona Horvat
To the horse's tail.
And so drag her
Along the longest street!
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15. Women, women,
For whom are you sewing this?
For Kati Gyongyvari,
Who is your wedded spouse.
I cannot believe it!
I cannot believe it!

20. Masters, masters,
Sing a chant
So that on my grave
There should grow a vine,
And on her grave
There should grow a tulip!
Gaborjahdza ( Zala county) . Performed by a woman . Vikar
MF 646. Notation by Bartok .
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7. First she called
When she could not endure it any longer:
Stop, stop, and let it be enough of that,
Gyula Szalontai!

= Ethn

1910, 207.

8. The second time she said
When she could not endure it any longer:
Stop, stop, and let it be enough of that,
Gyula Szalontai!
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9. The third time she said
When she could not endure it any longer:
I have neither hands nor feet,
My dear wedded spouse!
10. He jerked the rein
And picked up Ilona.
He took her into the palace,
And laid her in a studded bed.
11. What would you eat, what would you drink,
Fair Ilona Horvat?
A jackdaw's tongue,
Its flapping wings.
12. They are tearing off the jackdaw's
Tongue and flapping wings;
But Ilona Horvat
Is going to die in a short time.
Gesztely (Zempten county). Performed by a 38-years-old woman. L. Vikar 1955 =
AP 1203/b.
Divergences: The motif of selling away (in marriage) of the girl is overdetailed
in some of the variants (cf. No. 34); sometimes, however, we learn about the fact
from the mother's laconic words: Daughter, my dear daughter, I have sold you
away. In some of the variants the girl does not even let the bridegroom enter her
room, and eventually the door has to be broken up. Such texts also are known in
which the bridegroom complains of the girl's behaviour: "Noble Lady Fodori, She
will not'accept me as her spouse; rather as her murderer! -Tie her to the horse's tail
and drag her until she accepts you as your spouse!" In one instance the girl looks
out of the window and sees first a cart of two oxen then a cart of four oxen
approaching, finally the bridegroom is seen to arrive in a coach of four. An early
recording tells about the girl dropping her fork during supper: leaning down to lift
it she sees the bridegroom's hoofs; that means that he is the devil in person. A prose
variant recorded from Baranya county combines the story with the tale of the infant
sold to the devil while the mother was carrying it in her womb. But still there are
fragmentary portions in verse -telling about the devil who arrives in the guise of the
bridegroom-which clearly reveal the original ballad fonn. It is a subsequent
development that the cruel acts are explained by the devil involved; the other
variants explicitly speak about the reluctance and breaking of the girl sold away in
marriage in a strange country. This is well brought out by the texts here published,
and even more by the following lines of a variant not given among the examples:
"Cursed be the mother, Cursed be the father, Who give away their own child To be
brought into a distant land, Into a distant land, To live with strange people!" In
another variant the mother comes to lament her daughter, but the latter repels her
saying: "Even the soil is cursed In which I laid."-At the end ofa variant from Arad
county the husband asks his wife, already dying, what she is going to bequeath to
him, whereupon the answer is: "The gallows!"
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Earliest provenience: 1887.
Dissemination: point of gravity falling to southern Transdanubia. Vas county (the Orseg) Zala
count~ (Bal~t~nedenc~, Dergecs, Gaborjahaza, Resznek, Rigyac) Somogy county (Somo ' acsa
M?sdoc, Tor~kkoppany), Baranya county (Sasd), Nograd county (Bank), Heves ~unt;
(Bukkszenterzsebet, Hevesaranyos, MikOfalva), Zemplen county (Gesztely) Arad county (Szentpal)
T otal: 19 recordmgs.
' .

Tex~~al rela!ionships with other ballads: There are obvious interconnections between this ballad
andthat of The bnde Found Dead" (Type 12, further Types 13 and 15), these being well brought out by
the mtroductory duologue taking place between the mother and the daughter, further the girl's farewell
~peech to the t1ower~ and dresses, as well as by some other details. The connection is so strong that we
avea text recorded m Baranya county which seems to be an amalgamation of the two ballads. The sto
of thI s vanant mamly remmds of the story of " The Girl Danced to Death" although th be "
ry
t "
h
'f f ' ..
.
,
e gmmng scene
con al~mg t e motl 0 mVltlng the gIrl for a dance, and also the tune to which the variant is sung refer
uneqUIvocally to the type of "The Bride Dragged to Death". The tune is never applied to other ballad
texts. For the sake of comparison, I thmk It appropriate to present here the text in its full extent:
I. Katica Szalai
Was driving the pigs
Into the woods where there was a brothel
Into the woods where there was a brothel:
2, There was revelling
Ferenc Gyo ri Horvat,
Ferenc Gyori Horvat.

3. Come in, come in,
Katica Szalai,
For a dance or two,
For a dance or two!
4. I shall not go in, I shall not go in,
Because I am afraid of you,
Ferenc Gyori Horvath,
Ferenc Gyori Horvat.
5. Come in, come in,
Katica Szalai,
For a dance or two,
For a dance or two!
6, I shall not go in, I shall not go in,

Because I am afraid of you,
Ferenc Gyori Horvat,
Ferenc Gyori Horvat.
7. Go, friend , go and take in
Katica Szalai
For a dance or two
For a dance or two!
8. Play, gipsy, play your violin,
Play it fr.om early dawn (when the swineherd drives out the pigs)
TIll evemng (when the cowboy drives in the cattle)!
9. Let me go, let me go,
Ferenc Gyori Horvat,
For my round skirt
Is covered with blood!
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10. I will not let you go,
For it is not five times,
Not five times nor twice
But twelve times that I have sued for you!
11. Let me go, let me go,
Ferenc Gy6ri Horvat,
For my garland of fine canvas
Is covered with blood!
12. You may go now, you may go now,
Because I don't want you any longer;
You are not wanted either by me or by anyone else,
Not even by your mother!
13. Open, mother, open
Your gate of green posts;
Lay my bed, mother, lay .
My cold bed!
17. My women friends,
My girl friend,
You may learn from my example
That you must not give a kiss (sung to the third section)
To a villain!
"Who sleeps in the day-time": 20; "Coachman . .. harness my horse": 2.,9., 10., 13., 16.,21.,27.,39.;
"Let my blood flow with yours . .. " : 10.
Tunes: I. = No. 34.; performed with two text-variants in Somogy county, ~md with. one in
Baranya county, the latter showing a greater deviation. 2. = 35.; this and 4. a~d 5. are different
ramifications of I. The completest form is represented by I. and two other recordmgs from So~ogy
county, these being probably closest to the mediaeval tune of the ballad. Nearly r~lated to the tune IS the
French melody ofRoi Renaud (cf. NE 1958, 155 = AE 1960, 397). ~or more detail s~ the chapter on the
tunes (p. 237). 3. = 36. in three further variants. (A more remote van ant of the latter IS represented by 6.)
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:

FRENCH: /. Weckerlin 1887, 303 (from 1763); 2. Haupt . 99 (1799); 3. Davenson 2. 4.
Beaurepaire. 167.5. Legrand. 376. 6. Decombe 91. 7. Gagnon. 158 = D'Harco~rt4 . 8. Barb~au 1962, 133
(reconstructed). 9. Mi/lien 1906, 183 (in prose). /0. Arbaud 11,82 (Doncieux 15 lists seven vanants, some of
which are not available for me).
ITALIAN: J/- J4. Nigra 6A- D. /5. Ferraro 1870, No. 9.
DANISH (SWEDISH): /6- /04. DgF 311. (Ibid. Jonsson .)

The fiendish revenge the rejected lover takes on the girl by dragging her to
death is the leading motif of a very famous French ballad entitled Les an~eaux ~e
Marianson in the various collections. The story runs as follows: Mananson s
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admirer has a copy of her ring made in her husband's absence, and used this to make
him jealous. In a rage the husband rides home and when his wife shows him her
new-born babe, he dashes it on the ground. One of the text continues as follows: He
seized her by her hair and tied her to his horse's tail, dragging her from Paris to Saint
Denis. Not a hedge, not a briar along the way but caught the blood of Marianson.
"My handsome Renaud, my sweetheart, let us stay a little!" "And if! stop, it is not
for you but for my horse which is tired out. Say, harlot, where are your three rings?"
At this point the mistake comes to light. "My Marianson, noble lady, what shall I
give you to make you well? Is it bread, is it wine you need, a silken or a linen sheet?"
In another variant: "I will kill a goose, a capon to make my Marianson well again."
(9.) "I want neither bread nor wine, neither silk nor linen sheet. Only a needle and
thread are needed, and a fine linen for shroud." (5.)
The agreement in the text is unmistakable, even though the story itself shows
great divergences. Starting from the point of issue, the Hungarian ballad agrees to
some extent with the French in every motif, (only the construction deviates
somewhat). The tying to the horse's tail, the dragging from bush to briar, then the
plea to stop-in the Hungarian this scene is given an extraordinary tension by the
application of gradation in three steps, making the narrative more ballad-like-the
stop at which it transpires that the torture was unnecessary (in the Hungarian it is
here that the torture of the woman becomes unnecessary because it is here that her
resistance is broken; in any case, it is here that the man begins trying to save her
from death); the question as to what she will eat or drink, even the offer of a tablebird are the same, only the Hungarian representation is more stylized: and finally
the woman's last words referring to her nearing death. It is evident that the part
related is the essence of the ballad, which the Hungarians introduced with the story
of "The Girl Married against Her Will", developed here in many different ways,
justifying that essence with the anger of the rejected suitor, while the French based
the story on the motif of the revenge of the husband who thought he had been
deceived. Both developments of the plot are equally effective from the psychological point of view, and of equal poetic merit at the same time.
Anyway, the question of priority cannot be settled on considerations like
these; more consequential is the fact that the French I1llllad is a self-contained,
homogeneous type, while in the Hungarian the part which agrees is only one
continuation of a story developed in four different ways. The girl given in marriage
to a strange man, against her will, either wishes to die, bids farewell to her home and
dies indeed as soon as the bridegroom comes to fetch her; or she dies on the way, in
the bridal procession, or else she is unable to avoid being taken away (Nos 12- 15.).
These variants are linked up with each other by different threads of the formulation,
as a matter of course. Ifbeside these the fairly divergent fifth variant had developed
on Hungarian soil,-to wit, that she refuses to accept the man as spouse, and
therefore she is dragged to death by him-it would be difficult to imagine why this
one solution had reached France, and why is it that precisely the most general
element of the Hungarian version is missing from the French. On the other hand,
the route in the reverse can be easily understood, as also the transformation of the
story can be readily explained. In all likelihood, the two basic plots of "The Girl
Married against Her Will" (Types 12- 13.) derive from French mediaeval
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antecedents. It will be shown below that there are traces to indicate their French
origin. In the final analysis, in this case the Hungarians have amalgamated two
French ballads into one single, though very effective story.
The French masterpiece is not known anywhere else, expect in Piedmont,
where even the French name was preserved in the form ofMariansun, together with
French place-names, for instance, the rival seeks the husband from Lyon to Paris.
The only deviation is in the more detailed opening and the slightly different
formulation of the punishment. For in the Italian the wife, tied to the horse's tail, is
dragged twice round the castle. "In every stream and on every bush Mariansun's
blood flowed." (NB. the bush remained with less justification!) "The lady groans:
o why do you so torture me? What have your pretty little son done to you, that you
should send me to my death?" And the closing runs: "I can never get well again,
because I shall not see my little son alive again. I want to die with him!" At this the
husband kills himself with the words: "Because of a treachorous tongue the three of
us must die!" This deviation which appears uniformly in the Piedmont variants,
draws a certain boundary between the Italian and the Hungarian variants; pecisely
those details are missing from which the Hungarian version developed, notably the
equivalents to the dragging through bush and briar, the phrases "slow down, my
betrothed sweetheart", "what would you eat, what would you drink?", and the
short ending: "mother, make my gay death-bed!"
Among the Danes the story has gone still farther from the one developed in
Hungary; nevertheless, the characteristic motif of dragging to death clearly betrays
the French origin. Adelbrand asks Lenelil (Kristen or Cecilia) in marriage, but
meets with a flat refusal on the girl's part, who says: I have less trust in Adelbrand's
faithfulness than in one of my father's worn shoes. In other variants he is unable to
get a ring from the girl, therefore he applies force. Rumour is spreading that
Abelbrand has died. The girl rides out in a coach and meets with the young man's
dog. She gets frightened that she might meet him as well. Indeed, the man comes and
draws the girl out of the coach, ties her to his saddle by her hair and so drags her
through stubble-fields and logged-lands. There was not a green spot, but caught her
blood, not a tiny twig but stained with blood spurting from Lenelil's breast. They
arrive at a water they stat a little. The girl imparts her last will: she leaves her sundry
valuables to her father and mother, and a knife to Abelbrand, to be fixed in his
heart. Abelbrand orders two of his maids to comb the girl's hair, another two to put
a garland on her head, still another two place her in her bed. The next day there are
three dead bodies: the girl, the young man and his mother who dies of sorrow for
her son. It is interesting to note that the Danes, too, motivate the terrible revenge by
the anger of the rejected suitor, instead of the motif of jealousy known from the
French versions. As against this, 'however, there are remarkable deviations as
compared with either the French or the Hungarian ballads. It is only the
formulation of the act of dragging to death that connect the three tyPes.
On the evidence of exact partial agreements, the Hungarian ballad can have
reached Hungary only from the French.
The Hungarian ballad belongs to the class of earliest French borrowings,
probably of the fourteenth century.
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Literature: Moor 1925: the initial formula comes from the German Graf Friedrich, the
continuation consists in the Hungarian motif of dragging to death; Gragger 1926: accepts Moor,
minstrels brought the ballad into Hungary; Dtinos 1938: accept Gragger, adding incorrect German,
Danish (DgF 38) and Norwegian parallels; Ortutay 1934 and 1948: accepts Moor , on the basis of
Gragger; Degh 1952: accepts Moor, on the basis of Ortutay; Csantidi and Vargyas: Hungarian origin, the
beginning distantly related to some German versions; Vargyas 1966 and 1967: French origin.
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12. THE BRIDE FOUND DEAD

37.

I. The Miss went out and sat on a golden chair,
She sat on a golden chair and began to sew a golden shirt.
She rested her feet on a small golden stall,
And 10, a pair of golden rings clinked in her lap.
2. Mother, mother, mother, what does it mean
That a pair of golden rings clinked in my lap?
Daughter, my dear daughter, it means
That I have given you into the hands of the young heir.
3. Mother, mother, mother, why did you give me to him?
I wish you had given me to a turkey-herd.
My groom, my groom, who gives food in my hand,
Go up to the hill and climb the high tower.
4. Scan, scan the plains towards Vienna,
And tell me if you can see someone, if you can see someone!
Miss, Miss, I can see nobody,
I can see nobody, I can see nothing.
5. My turkeys, my turkeys, that I have fed with my own hands,
Throw yourselves down upon the ground and lament for me;
My clothes, my clothes, who sheltered my body,
Fall off the pegs and lament for me!
6. My groom, my groom, who gives food in my hand,
Go up the hill and climb the high tower;
~can, scan the plains towards Vienna
And tell me if you can see someone, if you can see something!
7. Miss, Miss, now I can see somebody,
And he has an escort of twelve coaches and forty men.
May the Lord grant me that sooner than they arrive,
Sooner than they arrive here, I should be laid out!
8. Good morning, good morning, my unknown mother!
Where can I find , where can I find Erzsebet, my beautiful betrothed one?
She has gone, she has gone down to the Tisza to wash,
To wash handkerschiefs to present young masters with.
9. I cannot find her there, my unknown mother,
Where can I find, where can I find Erzsebet, my beautiful betrothed one?
She has gone down to the garden to pick flowers,
To make a wreath to present young masters with.
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10. {I cannot find her there,
.
Good morning, she is not there, my unknown mother,
Where can I find, where can I find then
Erzsebet, my beautiful betrothed one?
I should deny it in vaip, for I must own up to it in the end,
She is laid on bier in the big dining-room.
11. Will you have a coffin made for me?
I shall have, sweetheart, a coffin of marble made.
Will you have it wrapped with canvas?
I shall have it, sweetheart, wrapped in black veil.
12. Will you have it studded with nails?
I shall have it studded, sweetheart, with gold and silver.
Will you hire gipsy musicians to see me to the churchyard?
I shall have, sweetheart, princes to see you to the churchyard.
13. Will you have the triple bells tolled?
I shall have, sweetheart, all the sixteen bells tolled.
Will you see me out, sweetheart, at least as far as the gate?
I shall see you, sweetheart, as far as the realm of eternal rest.
SzirenJalva ( Ung county).

=

EA. 4535/ 1905. Vikar B.

=

MNGY 1.180.
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I. Brother, my dear brother, what does it mean*
That two beautiful white doves set on my shoulders?
2. Two beautiful white doves set on my shoulders,
Two beautiful golden rings clinked in my apron?
3. Sister, my dear younger sister, stand up onto the stone bench,
Stand up onto the stone bench, and look to the left.
4. Brother, my dear brother, I see they are coming from Turkey,
They are coming with joy, with loud merry-making.
There are three white coaches, there are three red flags.
5. Sister, my dear younger sister, why should I deny,
Why should I deny, I have to own up to it in the end:
I have sold you away to be brought to Turkey,
6. Into the hands of a heathen, for two helmet-ful of silver,
For two helmet-ful of silver, two helmet-ful of gold.
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7. Brother, my dear brother, why did you sell me
To be brought to Turkey, into the hands of a heathen?
I wish you had given me to the humblest of your servants,
To the humblest of your servants, or to your postilion!
8. She went into her chamber where she swooned anon.
My clothes, my clothes, fall ofT the pegs,
Fall ofT the pegs, down upon the ground,
So that my brother may see how you mourn for me!
9. She went to the flower-garden, where she swooned anon,
My flowers, my flowers, wither away at the root,
Wither away at the root, fall down upon the ground,
So that my brother may see how you mourn for me!
10. She went into the palace, and there she died at anon.
Her eyes are closed, her mouth is closed,
Her two beautiful arms are bent on her breast.
Her two beautiful arms are bent on her breast,
Many a beautiful young girl-friend is lamenting over her.
11. Brother-in-law, brother-in-law, my unsought-for-brother-in-law,
Open your iron gate, hand over my beautiful betrothed one!
My fiancee, my ringed one, Kahira Batori!
12. You have no fiancee, your fiancee has died,
Her eyes are closed, her mouth is clothed,
Her beautiful two arms are bent on her breast,
Many a beautiful young girl-friend is lamenting over her.
13. I don't believe you, I don't believe you, until I see it with my own eyes!
He kicked in the iron gate, and it shattered to pieces.
He went into the palace, where he swooned anon.
14. My coachman, my groom, my dear postilions,
Go and have mourning clothes cut for every man!
The coach belongs to the road, the horses belong to the fire,
But what they carry belongs to me, her husband!
15. My son, my dear son, what does it mean
That you started in red and returned in black?
16. Mother, my dear mother, we have brought a daughter-in-law to you,
To whom you need not to give to drink or to eat any more.
17. Show her in, son, show her in, I'll meet her pleasure,
Take her, son take her into the dining-room,
Whenever you go out, you will kiss her,
Whenever you return, you will mourn her.
18. We shall have a golden coffin made for her,
The lid will be made of diamond, its cross of silver.
We shall toll sixty-six bells for her,
We shall bury her with sixty-six of our clan.
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*The beginning formula in the 1959 recording runs as follows:
"I was sitting at my 'window, working on my white embroidery,
Two beautiful white doves set on my shoulders,
Two beautiful golden rings fell clinking in my lap."

Nyirvaswiri ( Szabolcscounty). Performed by a 67-year-old woman. Vargyas
7346/g (= 1959 Erdesz = Ethn. 1938,373, Ortutay: prose without tune) .
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I. Mother, my dear mother,
What does this mean:
The golden ring
Is turning on my finger,
And two beautiful white doves
Set on my shoulders?
2. Daughter, my dear daughter,
I have sold you
To be brought to Turkey,
For the use of young lords.
3. Mother, my dear mother,
Why did you sell me away?
I wish you had sold me
To someone in our village,
In our own country,
Even though to a turkey-herd!
4. My groom, my groom,
Go up to the tower
And scan, and scan
The plains of Buda!
5. My groom, my groom,
What have you seen, my groom?
Alas, my dear Miss,
I have not seen anything.
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6. My groom, my groom,
It is the second time I tell you
To go up to the tower,
Scan, scan,
Scan, scan
The plains of Buda!
7. My groom, my groom,
What have you seen?
Alas, my dear Miss,
I have not seen anything.

16. Mother, my dear mother,
My unknown mother,
Where can I find, where can I find
My beautiful betrothed Kahira?
17. Why should I deny,
I have to own up to it in the end:
In the dining-hall
You will find her laid on the bier.
18. He went there as well,
And he found her there.
He embraced her, kissed her,
And lamented her with much bewailing.

8. My groom, my groom,
I tell you the third time
To go up to the tower,
Scan, scan,
Scan, scan
The plains of Buda!

19. Will you have a coffin
Made to her?
Alas, I shall have a coffin of marble
Made for her.

9. My groom, my groom,
What have you seen?
Alas, my dear Miss,
Now I have seen three people.

20. Will you nail it
With iron nails?
Alas, I shall nail it
With pure gold nails.

10. One was clad in black clothes,
The other in white,
While the third was clad
In pink silk.

21. Will you have a grave-post
Made for her?
Alas, I shall have a pure brass grave-post
Made for her.

11. Mother, my dear mother,
My unknown mother,
Where can I find, where can I find
My beautiful betrothed Kahira?

22. Will you see her
To the gate?
Alas, I shall see her
To the eternal house.

12. She has gone to the shop
To buy ribbons.
He went after her to the shop,
But he could not find her.
13. Mother, my unknown mother,
Where can I find , where can I find
My beautiful betrothed Kallira?
14. She has gone down to the flower-garden
To pick red roses,
To you, my son,
She will make a beautiful wreath.
15. He went after her to the garden,
But he could not find her.
Once more he went to the house
And once more be asked:
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Magyargyeromonostor ( Kolozs county). 1958. Performed by a 63-year-old woman.
Folklore Institute . Kolozsvar. No . 15619 = Almasi 1963. 109- 10.
40.

Boriska, Boriska, we have come for your beautiful daughter,
Hand your beautiful daughter over to the Turks!
Stand up, daughter, stand up, stand up onto the stone bench,
Look out of the window if you can see anything underneath.
5. I see three coaches of glass and nine flags of gold.
Aye, did you not have a piece of bread,
A piece of bread and a glass of wine,
To save me from the hands of the Turks?
She walks into the garden and throws herself down upon the lawn,
10. And cries, sobbing with tears: My flowers, my flowers,
Wither away at the root, decay down to the ground,
32/11
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So that everybody may see you are mourning lor me.
She walks into the house, and throws herself down upon her bed,
And cries sobbing with tears: My clothes, my clothes,
15. Fall off the pegs and get rotten on the ground, • co
,
So that my stepmother may see you are mourning lor me.
Gyalu ( Kolozs county) . Pal Gyulai 1872. 2 = MNGY 1.148.
41.
Istvan Fogarasi is leaning on his elbow in the .wind.ow,
His younger sister is leaning on her elbow beslde hlm. .
My dear younger sister, have you heard the latest news.
I have pledged you to be taken to Turkey,
5. As a would-be betrothed to the great Turkish e:operor.
I have heard nothing about it, my dear brother.
May God grant me a good and mer~y sup~r,
After the good and merry supper a hght ~lsease,.
,
And departure from this world at a beautiful, cnmson dawn.
10. God gave an ear to her wish
And granted her a good, merry supper,
After the good, merry supper a light disea.se,
.
And departure from this world at a beauti~ul, cnmson dawn.
There arrived, there arrived the great Turklsh emperor

15. And asks: Where can I find my ringed betrothed?
She is setting flowers in her flower-garden .
The great Turkish emperor walks into the garden;
Aye, all the flowers have withered away,
And his sweetheart was not to be found anywhere.
20. The great Turkish emperor comes back
?
And asks: Where can I find my ringed betrothed .. .
.
,
She is putting on her clothes wi th th~ help of her.mal~s In the maldens house.
The great Turkish emperor walks Into the mal dens house,
Aye, all the girls were clad in mour~ing clothes,
25. And his sweetheart is lying on the bler. .
Give me, give me, brother-in-law Fogarasl,
Give me the body of my ringed betrothed!
I will have a coffin of marble made for her
Covered with black cloth down to the ground,
30. And I shall have it studded with golden nails,
And I shall order sixty soldiers to lament her.
.
I will not give, I will not give her body to you, great Turklsh emperor,
For I myself want to have a coffin of marble made for her,
I shall have it covered with black cloth down to the ground,
35. And I shall order sixty soldiers to lament her,
Let her rest here together with her father and her mother,
With her father and her mother, in the land where she was born.
1863 Kriza
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Divergences Most often the ballad starts with the following formula:
"Kalara Batori, My sweetest-kindest daughter, Stand up onto the stone bench and
look out of the window If you can see someone coming . .. " . One of the variants
collected at Szucsag clearly shows that the Turkish suitor is regarded not so much as
an enemy but rather as a stranger: "Aye, did I not have a piece of bread, A piece of
bread and a glass of water or two? Why did you give me in the hands of the Turks,
In the hands of the Turks, inforeign land?" . The self-curse of the girl in one of the
Moldavian variants recalls the ballad of The Bride Dying in the Wedding
Procession: "Mother, my dear mother, May God grant me: When they start out I
shall be lying in my sick-bed, When they are on half-way I shall be lying on the
bier!" (Each line repeated. Cf. the end of Note to Type 14.)
Earliest provenience: 1863.
Dissemination: Heves county (MikOfalva. a fragment of three stanzas); 8ereg county (Oroszi);
Ung county (one " Ung county", the other Szirenfalva); Arad county (Vadasz); Bihar county
(Nagyszalonta 8, Nagyvarad); Szabolcs county (Nyirvasvari); Kolozs county (Gyalu, Kidefragment- Magyargyeromonostor 6, Szucsag 2, Valaszut); Udvarhely co unty (Udvarhely?, Oroszhegy); Moldavia (Gajcsan). Total: Hungary: 15, Transylvania and Moldavia 14, AII-Hungaria nspeaking areas: 29. In this case the point of gravity of dissemination fall s onto the northeastern-eastern
parts of Hungary and the western- non-Szekely- regions of Transylvania.
Tex tual relationships with other ballads:
Plot: 11.,13-15.,20.; farewell to the flowers : 10.,1 1.,13.,15.,29., and 31.; " Hand your daughter
over! ": 14.,31.; " Will you have a coffin made?": 65., " May God grant me a disease and departure from
this world! ": 79.; "She was sewing in the window (I was sewing a golden shirt)" : 14., 21. ~ 31., (43.), 49;
sending here and there: 9., 28.
Tunes: J. = No . 38; fragment of a melody generally known in eastern Hungary. For the sake of
comparison I present here the true form of the tune, as well as a mutilated variant of it, reduced to three
melodic sections.
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2. = No. 39. There is one more recorded variant of the tune. Further tunes (4. and 5. in three each,
and 6. in two recordings).
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Versions in languages olher Ihan Hungarian:
SLOVAK: 1. Slov. Sp. I, 157 (418).
MORAVIAN: 2. and 3. SuIi/128 /269- 270. 4. and 5. Barlos 1901 18a- b. 6. BarlOs 1889 1,135.
var.
CZECH: 7. tesky lid 1905, 149.8. Waldau 89 CXVI.
UKRAINIAN: 9.-11. Golovalsky 37-41 , Nos 1-3. (9. = Pauli 173-177 VII. + 11. belongs to the
type of "The Bride Dying in the Wedding Procession", although for the major rart agrees .wit~ the +other
two variants.) 12.-18. Anlonovich and Dragomanov 65A-8-V--66A-B-V67. 19. LukaseVlc 11.
GERMAN: I. Die Todesbraut 20.-26 . D . Vir. 49, 11 . Erzwungene Ehe. 27- 29. D . Vir. 50/ 1- 3.
SOUTHERN SLAV: 30. Vuk I, 551 . 31 . Kuhac 11 746. 32- 33. Slrekelj 224--225. 34-37. HNP V
178 and four supplements in the form of an excerpt. 38. Kurelac 462 (Milistrof, Transdanubia). 39. Raic
4. (Subotica). 40. Istarske pj . 11,65 LXVIII. Kumer 418 (?).
ROMANIAN: 41 . Amzulescu 247 (+ 14 vars).
BULGARIAN: 42.-43. Arnaudov 1913, 72-73. (72 = A-V 76). 44. Sloin 19282596.45. Idem 1934
618 . 46. Idem 1939 140. 47. SbNU 4, 17. + 48. SbNU 44. Ivanov 303.49- 50. Tsilselkova 1, 234--235 .
GREEK: 51 . Passov418 (Transl. by LUdeke; cf. D . Vir. 49. var. 48). 52. LUbke 256. 53. Firmenrich
6--9. 54. Ludeke 215 (D. Vir. 49 describes 142 variants).
BRETON: 55. Villemarque XXVIII.
Doubtful correlation:
SLOV AK: 56. Koleetiny 32.
LITHUANIAN: 5 7. cf. Seemann 1951, 74.
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The story of MORA VIAN 2. runs as follows:
The doorkeeper at the Turkish frontier has a beautiful daughter. The Turk
sends a letter to the court in which he asks for the hand of the girl, Katsenka. The
father is standing at the window, sighing. The girl, hearing his deep sighs, asks her
father what his trouble is. He confesses that he has given her away to a Turk. (Up to
this point the story agrees in formulation with the next type, The Girl Dying in the
Wedding Procession.) The girl orders a coffin, knowing that by the time the Turk
arrives she will die. The Turk comes and learns of the death of the girl. First he does
not give credit to the statement, but when he sees her dead, he laments over her with
loud bewailing (anyway the lamentation makes up the major part of the ballad). He
orders his men to make a marble grave, coffin of gold and silver, further to toll the
bells so that their sound may be heard as far as Turkey. Then he leaves the place.
"Had you been mine, you would have been entertained among fine young men. " (?)
Several Moravian and Czech variants interpret the death-scene in a way that as
soon as the Turk leaves the house, the girl steps out of the chamber, and calls: "May
God be with you till you arrive in Turkey! " By this turn the story changes into one
in which the outwitting of the enemy plays the leading motif.
In the UKRAINIAN versions (9-10.) Romansko goes to the fair ofSuchava
where a Turk gives him a horse and silver in exchange for his young sister. In some
of the variants, at home, in others at the inn, he leans his head on the table,
pondering whether he should sell the girl. When he arrives home, his sister asks him
where he got the horse from? He tells her that a Turk gave him the horse, and in
addition a great deal of gold. Then he tells the girl to clean the courtyard, the house,
whereupon she expresses her wonder since it is neither Sunday nor Christmas or
Easter. Then the man orders her to tidy up her hair, because he expects guests to
come the next day. The girl looks out of the window: "What smoke is seen there, is it
eagles or shepherds with their flocks?" Then he confesses that Turks, Tartars and
their vassals are coming. The girl asks the cook for a knife which she stabs in her
heart: I sooner die than become a Turk's wife." (Variant 10. ends at this point.)
Arriving the Turks learn from the cook all that had happened. They drag the corpse
out of the house and cut it to pieces in the courtyard. As can be seen, they appear
here as enemies.
The narrative of the GERMAN Type I (Todesbraut 20.) runs as follows: At
dawn, before the sun rises, a beautiful bride goes to fetch water. As she arrives at the
well in the courtyard, a sharp root pierces her foot. The root was poisonous. Her
father was a joiner (rather a quack just engaged in making a chest). "0 father, my
dear, kind father, for whom are you making this chest?-For my youngest
daughter.-O father, dear, kind father, I don't need a chest. I would prefer you
making a coffin painted black!-O mother, my dear, kind mother, for whom are
you stripping the feathers?-Formy youngest daughter.-O mother, my dear, kind
mother, I don't need any feather, rather make up my snow-white bed! Make it up by
the wall, for my life has come to an end."-In the morning, when the sun rose, the
courtyard was full of people. The bridegroom's father was among them. He asked
where his daughter-in-law was.-"She is in the kitchen gathering together her
kerchiefs and skirts."-The brother of the bridegroom was among them, too. He
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asked where her sister-in-law was.-"She is in the kitchen picking up the vessels,
pails and strainers for she is milking the cows."- Also the bridegroom's mother is
among them. She asked where her daughter-in-law was.-" She is in the chamber
assembling her cushions and pillows."-The bridegroom's young sister was also
among them and asked where her sister in law was. -"She is in the chamber
collecting her cross and book."- Also the bridegroom is among them and asks
where his sweetheart is.-"She is about to die."-When the bridegroom hears this,
he kicks in the door of the chamber whith s\1ch force that it sprang out of its hinge.
He lifts the white shroud and looks in the eyes of his sweetheart. .. . They arrived
with joy and returned to their homes in full mourn. (Five variants and a few
contaminated forms . Three from the Sudeten, one from the Lower Danube riverine,
two and the contaminated variants from Gottschee.) Here the cause of the death is a
chance event, nevertheless the indirect answers given in order to delay the
confession of the fact are still recognizable elements of the plot of the Hungarian
ballad.
The story of GERMAN n (Erzwungene Ehe 27.) runs as follows: " Get up,
Anneli, they are come for the bride! "-"I shall not get up and I shall not go to sleep,
I do not want him, I do not want to marry."-Entering the kitchen, Anneli greets
her mother by wishing good day to her: "I wish no more good day to you, for
nobody can force me to marry! "-Entering the room, Anneli greets her father
wishing good day to him: " I wish no more good day to you, for nobody can force
me to marry! "-They lift Anneli catching her by her apron, and they seat her on
back of a tall horse. As they reach the house, her mother-in-law steps out of the
door: "Welcome, welcome, pretty bride, be my dear daughter! "- They seat Anneli
at the head of the table, and give her steak and fish to eat. They open the small
window so that she may take a last glimpse of her father's house.-"As I look at my
father's house, I feel that my happy days are over." "They are by no means over, on
the contrary, they are just beginning, because you have got a kind husband! "Anneli is caught by death pains, her red cheeks turn white as snow. The bridegroom
takes herin his arm , and she is cold in her body, may God have mercy on her. Today
a bride, the next day she died, and on the third day she is up in the Kingdom of
Heaven. The bridegroom runs up and down the path, he casts himself down and
throws away his life.-" We thought we were going to celebrate a wedding, and now
we may partake of a burial feast! We thought we were bringing a bed and a chest
into the house, and 10, we are taking two dead bodies out of it." (Three variants
from Switzerland, Wiirttemberg and Rhine Province, one from each, further some
contaminated variants from Switzerland, Lorrain and Wiirttemberg.) In this case a
reluctant girl dies because she is given in marriage to a man in a strange land; in
other respects, this version is reminiscent of the next type, The Bride Dying in the
Wedding Procession, in which it is similarly the mother-in-law that receives the
bride, who is already dead.
CROA TIAN 34. has the following tale: 1anko Ugrijanin (1anos Hunyadi,
father of Matthias Corvinus) is about to marry. On the first day he asked for the
danak . on the second day he brought his presents, on the third day the girl grew ill,
complained of sickness to her mother, and died bequeathing her embroidered shirt
to her beloved 1anko. Ignorant of all this, 1anko gathers together his men and starts
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?n the wedding procession. He sees omens of evil portent on the way: his flags turn
In the wr~ng way.and"so they float in the wind, his horses step aside. "Perhaps my
pretty maid h~s died? - he asks, but his men reassure him. As he reaches the place,
he finds the WIndows closed and meets his mother-in-law in mourning clothes.in the
courtyard. She imparts the truth to him, but he does not want to believe it before he
is shown to the grave. The bridegroom is mourning over the grave. A letter arrives
with the following message: "Mild dews, do not fall thickly, do not marr my
sweetheart's face. And you, small birds, do not sing too early, Do not wake my
sweetheart Fatima! " The bridegroom orders his men to turn back . His mother
meets him in the courtyard at home and wonders where the bride is. -Here again
the last scene reminds us of The Bride Dying in the Wedding Procession.
No. 38. (from the AUSTRIAN frontier of Transdanubia) contains the
~ollowing plo.t: The German Knight sends an ultimatum to Ivo Karlovic, saying:
You hav~ nIne c~st~es , Ivo, and they are all white, and in those nine castles you
have one glfl who IS like a rose. If you refuse to give me the girl who is like a rose I
shall ruin all your nine castles and rob the girl who is like a rose! "-Ivo returns the
following answer: "Come, then , and take 1ela, my beautiful young sister! " - The
girl was wal~ing in the white castle and says to her brother: "Don't marry me to the
German Knight because I cannot understand his language! "-He tries to appease
her: "Never mind, for I give twelve interpreters with you! " " What use are the
twelve interpreters to me if I cannot speak with him without their aid?" Then she
looks out of the window, and calls her brother to follow her up to the upper hall.
There she asks him what he sees: is it crows or ravens? " It is neither crows nor
ravens b~t a .weddi~g procession." She asks him with much bewail to let her go to
see.her gl~l fnends. Pray to ?od and the Holy Virgin Mary that I should not spend
a night with the German Knight! " She walked then round twice, the third time she
was dead. While dying she ordered the girls to bring her clothes to Celje and offer
them to be preserved in the treasure house of the Holy Virgin.
No. 39. (SUBOTICA). The girl is sleeping on the balcony. Her mother says:
"Sleep, my de~r child, for you have no idea of whom your father gave you to!"
Mara hears thiS: To whom? To Prince Stipan in exchange for treasures horses and
the like (detailed according to the members of the family mentioned). Then she
curses them ~ again one ~fter the other, except her brother. " When you hold glimpse
of the weddIng proceSSIOn, take me out to the courtyard and lay me up as if I were
d~ad! " Her wish is ~ulfilled. The wedding procession arrives. The bridegroom tells
hiS servants to put live coals on her heart; nothing happens in result. Then he tells
the~ to put a snake on her neck, finally he himselflays his hand on the girl's body to
s~e If~e c~n make her laugh. All this is to no avail. They leave bewailing, and the girl
nses SIngIng. Her mother asks her if the test was hard to endure.
In this instance the suitor is not a Turk; the stranger is represented by a
German. An aristocratic girl, the daughter of a feudal lord living in a castle is asked
for in marriage, like in the Hungarian, and she is sold away by her brother; the girl
protests against marrying to a foreigner. The nearer we are here to the Hungarian
area, the more common traits are found; the motif of looking out of the window
occurs (though the persons addressed are interchanged), the appearance of a cloud
on the horizon gives rise to query, and finally in this case, too, the girl dies before the
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arrival of the bridegroom, but in some texts during the wedding procession, as is
usual in the second type.
The Slovenes living still farther away either did not know or did not
understand the cause of the girl's death; therefore they found a different
motivation. Let us examine the following examples.
SLOVENIAN 32. A girl is sewing her bridal shirt singing. The Holy Virgin
comes: "Why are you singing?" "Why not? I am going to marry tomorrow." "You
will die tomorrow." "Why?" "When she was pregnant with you, your mother made
a promise to give you to the nuns." The bestmen come, sit to table and began to eat.
"Is there no bride here?" "She is preparing her clothes." "We have enough to eat
and drink, but where is the bride?" "She is driving out the oxen which she wants to
take with her dowry." "But now we must see, mother, what the bride is doing?" The
mother shows them into the chamber and there they see the bride dead. "0, what
have I committed?"-and once more the statement made by the Holy Virgin is
heard. The bridegroom says: "If you had died for me, let me die for you!" He
presses his hands to his head and casts himself down upon the white bed. "You shall
be buried in a beautiful sunny place, and I shall be buried in a gloomy, cold place. A
beautyful white lily will grow out of your grave, and a beautiful rose will grow out of
mine. Both flowers will rise up to Heaven, to the seat of our Heavenly Father."
ROMANIAN 41 . In the tavern of Chiva young men are drinking wine,
entertaining themselves by singing songs. They ask for the hand of Chiva's
daughter. They ask for her on Thursday and Friday, but by Friday noon the girl
grows sick an dies on Saturday. On Sunday, in the forenoon, they dress her in silken
clothes and seat her at table in the bride's chair. Her mother goes out of the house to
see the bestmen come on iron-shod black horses. Their shoes leave glowing embers
behind them, and sparkles burst out of the horses' bodies. The mother addresses
them: "Please, forgive me asking you not to come in because Fair Chivuca has
fallen asleep after lunch and is resting now on the bride's seat clad in silken clothes."
The bridegroom does not give an ear to her words and enters the house. He takes the
girl in his arms and kisses her lips. Then he says: "Mother, my dear little mother,
please cut two pieces of fine linen from our clothes and bury us as a brother and a
sister under a rosemary bush at the gate of Rusalin, so that the branches it bears
may tie us together from branches; let the world admire how pure love
developed between a young man and a girl!" (Maros Province, 1907, Popovici.) The
Romanian formulation connects the ballad to the Southern Slav and Bulgarian
versions on account of several reasons, like death unmotivated, the events taking
place between Thursday and Sunday, the love of bride and bridegroom, the absence
of the motif of sending the bridegroom here and there. In all probability the story
had been borrowed from one of the neighbouring peoples in the Balkans.
BULGARIAN 46. Radica is confined to bed. She is ill. Her mother, ignorant
of her disease, betrothed her to a young man. The bridegroom collects many people
in the wedding procession. As they stop to rest under a tree, they find an inscription
on its trunk: "Go back, because the bride has died! The mother had her body
carried out of the house, covered it with a red kerchief and distributes presents
among gipsy women and sundry wayfarers." Everybody believes that the girl is
dead, except the bridegroom. He rides on and finds his betrothed dead, and her
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mother distributing presents. The bridegroom gets the bridal garland.-As can be
seen, this story has hardly anything of the original plot, apart from the basic idea of
the bride found dead.
GREEK 51. Over there, in the neighbour's place, there in the street, the
robber Charos has failed so far to pay a visit, although once, at Easter time, he
procured a betrothed girl there, who was dearly loved by her mother. Her mother
stood weeping at the head of her bed: "Get up, Maudia, my child, get up, for the
host of your father-in-law is nearing!" "Let them come, God forbid them, and offer
them bread and dishes of fish for the burial feast. .. etc. "-So much about the
bride's death. Soon the wedding procession arrives with loud music and flags . The
bridegroom is among them. A bird lights on their way and makes them know that
there are many people come together in the bride's home. "Perhaps my father-inlaw has died, or my brothers-in~law have, or maybe one of my brothers-in-law has
left for Byzantium?" "None of them, but your sweetheart has been carried away by
the wild stream. They put an end to music. The house-people are making
preparations for the burial ceremony. The bridegroom has the grave dug wide
enough to receive both of them. Then he pierces his dagger in his heart. A slender
reed and a cyprus-tree grow out of their grave and twine over it. They could not kiss
each other while they were alive but they are united in death. 53. A beautiful girl
slights death, pretending that she has no of it, because she has nine brothers and
Constantine, her bridegroom possesses many houses and four palaces. At this
moment death changes into a bird and appears in the shape of a black swallow to
shoot its arrow into the girl's heart. Her mother mourns her with loud bewails:
"Death, you have brought a great sorrow on me, 0 my only daughter, my only one,
my beautiful daughter!" And 10, there arrives Constantine followed by sixty
musicians and four hundred men. "Stop your merry-making, your sporting and
singing! I see a cross on the door of my brother-in-law. Perhaps one of my brothersin-law has died ... " etc. From this forth the story runs parallel to the preceding one.
It is impossible not to see that there is hardly any motivation for the
occurrence of death in this latter variant, nor can we take the Charos motif as a
substantially motivated tragic event, it can be regarded at best as a chance variation
of the theme marked by unexpected death.
LITHUANIAN (according to No. 74 of Seemann 1951). "Saddle my horse
for I am bound to go to my young sweetheart!" As I was riding through the forest,
birds were singing, as I arrived at home, I went to sleep. I saw a dream: my heart
,-----trembled. Quickly I got up and mounted on my horse. As I reached the courtyard, I
found the whole family in deep mourn. I entered the chamber and there I saw my
dearest one lying on the bier, with her arms hanging down, her eyes closed.
The international relationship of the ballad discussed can be traced in two
distinct channels; one including versions more or less related to the so-called
"Todesbraut" Type 49. in the all-German edition, the other to Type 50. entitled
"Erzwungene Ehe" in the same edition. The mentioned collection lists a vast
number of the first type, proceeding from the Greek to the Lithuanians; the second
type, mainly restricted to a fairly narrow German-speaking area adjacent to the
French frontiers, is brought into correlation-on rather doubtful grounds-with a
few Italian, Rhaeto-Romanic and Slovenian versions. In the present work only
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such variants have been entered which have been considered proper for our
purposes. Indirect references are made to the variants enumerated in D. Vir.
Although the interrelationships of the national versions and the spreading of the
theme has been mapped as a result of evaluation of a very rich series of variants in
the last-mentioned collection, we had to draw other materials into the sphere of our
comparative analysis-mainly the Hungarian versions and the foreign variants of
these, provided their relationship could be clearly established-furthermore we had
to interpret in a different way even the samples found there.
Complications of the elaboration of the material according to the German
concept are due to the fact that the two thematically related ballads, which are
multilaterally intertwined in the international material as well, namely the two
branches of "The Girl Forced to Marry against Her Will", "The Bride Found
Dead" and "The Bride Dying in the Wedding Procession" maintain only a very
blurred correlation with each other in the German variants, because the Germans
invented some peculiar motivation for the bride's death in their formulation of
"The Bride Dying in the Wedding Procession", known under the name of Graf
Friedrich. Consequently, the intertwined variants of the two ballads received a
uniform treatment in the German elaboration-mostly in connection with the
Todesbraut ballad, while no attention was paid to the circumstance that the two
German ballads stem from one and the same root. True to say, there exist
significant differences between them, the reason for which is-in my opinion-that
they may have developed, indeed, from two different trends, the first being a
derivate of a Hungarian-East-European formulation, while the second, of a
French version which is no more or not yet known.
The difference is caused by the fact that in the relationship of the
"Todesbraut", i.e. in the overwhelming majority of The Bride Found Dead type, it
is not made known--especially with the Southern Slavs-why the bride is bound to
die, or if so, various explanations are given in order to fill up the gap. Nevertheless,
something still remains of the other elements of the plot here and there, at least in
certain variants, to indicate the correlation existing between the members of the
variant series: the bride is prepared to receive the approaching wedding procession,
the arrival of the suitor's bestmen, the arrival of the wedding procession, evasive
answers to the questions concerning the whereabouts of the bride and attempts at
concealing the fact of death, what is more, even the sending of the bridegroom to
and fro after the bride, and finally the bridegroom's sadness or his suicide, together
(rarely) with the motif of the intertwining grave-flowers.
The basic plot can be recognized over large areas from the Greek through the
Slav and Hungarian-speaking territories, as far as the Lithuanians. Having dealt
with the theme in two studies, Seemann (D. VIr. 49. and Seeman 1951, No. 74)
derives the ballad from the Greek because among them the bride's death is
motivated by an ancient popular belief: the heroine slights the strength of Charon
stating that he has no power over her. Another argument he adduces in support of
the Greek origin is the enormous number of variants collected from the very
extensive Greek areas: he listed some 142 variants. Anyway he states that this motif
is fully absent from the Balkanian tradition, explaining the phenomenon by the fact
that the mentioned folklore element is unknown in the popular beliefs of other
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nations, therefore they omitted it from the text, thus leaving the bride's death
unmotivated.
In this connection attention should be drawn to the circumstance that the
Charon motif does not enjoy an exclusive preponderance in the Greek tradition
either. Admittedly, the variants including this motif represent the majority, but
these are, for the most part, built up with a faulty logic: their central character isa
wife whose boastful behaviour evokes the wrath of the Lord of the Dead, yet the
bridegroom comes, at the head of the wedding procession, to fetch her, much in the
same way as in the other, minor group. In the latter group, however, Charon is not
involved, and there is no contradiction either: simply a bride is spoken of, for whom
the wedding procession arrives. The sending of the bridegroom on wild-goose
chase, as well as the suicide he commits when he learns the truth, relates this group
with the Hungarian and other East-European versions, while the Charon motif
occurs in many other stories, too, and therefore the variants with this motif show a
number offurther divergences in the contaminated stories. Considering all this, we
think it highly doubtful that the series of variants has its origin in the Charon motif.
Rather would it seem its final distortion.
One thing remains beyond doubt, however. Namely, the motivation of the
occurence of death is left out either fully or to a considerable part from the various
national formulations. On the other hand, it is precisely from the German
"Erzwungene Ehe" that Seemann succeeded in demonstrating the presence of a
sound explanation inasmuch as the death is elicited by the horror of parting with the
native land, of being married to a stranger. "Hier wie dort (i.e. in the Italian
variants) bangt das Madchen vor der Ehe, zu der sie gezwungen wird, weil sie
dariiber Eltern und Heimat verlassen muss, und geht in der Fremde zugrunde ... "
(D. VIr. 11,248.) But even this he inferred from one single variant only, the other
ones showing no trace whatever of this motif. It would seem as if the other nations
were not convinced of the psychological value of this motivation-the Hungarian
ballad does not speak openly of the cause of death but resorts to some sort of
innuendo embedded in the dialogue-and this is the reason why they stand baffled
in the face of the girl's death, leaving it unmotivated as a possible chance
occurrence, if not trying to find some other reasonable solution. Such is the solution
applied by the Slovenes who make the mother denounce her former promise to give
her daughter to the nuns. Already Seemann was aware that the element in this form
cannot be the original motivation of a ballad theme, but must be a secondary
development replacing the genuine one. A similar reasoning may have given risein my opinion-to the Greek versions' Charon motif, that is the variants motivated
with the vengeance ofCharon. But apart from this, unmotivated variants come up
everywhere in the areas from the Greek to the Lithuanians. In such instances the
other part of the ballad tries to make the story interesting for the audience, the
bridegroom's arrival at the scene when the bride is already dead, delaying of the
confession by false accounts, finally the bridegroom's response to the death of his
bride. In this case the last-mentioned motifis the more significant since there is no
explicit indication of the circumstance that the girl did not love the young man,
consequently an opportunity is open for incorporating the obligatory denouement
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of the separated lovers: the young man dies after the girl, and even grave-flowers
may grow out of their dust.
In the vast area of dissemination, it is only the Hungarian ballad in which the
girl protests-unconditionally and exclusively-against her being carried into a
foreign land as soon as the plan is brought to her knowledge; further, she foretells
her death, takes leave of her environment-this being the central portion of the
plot-and it is only after this that the bridegroom arrives who, of course, does not
commit suicide, being the story not about true lovers, at most he laments over the
frustrated family relation. At the same time, the motifs of concealment of the death
case and his sending about in search of the bride are to be found in a highly explicit
form in the Hungarian variants.
It cannot be called in doubt that the other German ballad, the " Erzwungene
Ehe", closely attaches to this Hungarian solution. It is almost beyond comprehension why the relationship of the Hungarian ballad with the Todesbraut has not
attracted attention before. The East-European ballads here quoted and discussed
may well have given rise to such consideration, because in these, particularly in the
Hungarian variants, emphasis is always laid on the motif of protest against the
forced marriage and the girl's being given away to a foreigner, and the plot is always
based on this motif. It is precisely this that Seemann infers as the cause of the girl's
death in his analysis of the ballad about the Forced Marriage. True, the
formulations of the two German ballads are so divergent that it is difficult to reduce
them to a common source, the more so since the Todesbraut version receives
precisely among the Germans a peculiar motivation by involvement of a poisonous
root, a snake or a spit which pierces into the girl's foot. Making departure from the
Hungarian, it becomes obvious that the difference consists in that each of the two
versions retained different elements of the common theme.
Nevertheless, the fact that the two methods of formulation are differentiated
territorially permits further conclusions to be deduced. While the Todesbraut
occurs exclusively, though sporadically, in the eastern and southeastern border
regions ("die in Deutschland nur sparlich und nur im Siiden und Siidosten
iiberlieferte Ballade", Seemann 1951 74), the Erzwungene Ehe comes up similarly
sporadically, but in the western regions stretching along the French frontiers. ("Die
Belege der nur sparlich und dazu mehrfach bloss bruchstiickhaft iiberlieferten
Ballade stammen ausnahmlos aus einem verhaltnissmassig kleinen Bereich der
deutschen Sprachgebieten, der sich von der Schweiz einerseite nach Wiirttemberg,
andererseite iiber Lothringen bis in die Eifel erstreckt. " Seemann D. VIr. 11, 244.)
That is to say, one and the same theme occurring in two different formulations, one
in a narrow western the other in an equally narrow eastern area allows of the
conclusion that the Germans received the ballad from two opposite sides, i. e. from
the French and from the Hungarians. (In the latter case through Slav mediation.) If
the theme is supposed to have existed once among the French, then its wide spread
among the Greek can be readily explained, as well as the absence of the Greek traits
in the Balkan formulations: namely, the Greek may have borrowed it directly from
the French, while the rest of the Balkan peoples acquired it probably from the
Hungarians, as has been the case with many other ballads when the Balkan and
Greek traditions preserved identical western ballad types.
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The quondam existence of the French ballad may be substantiated by a
Breton song-of doubtful authenticity, unfortunately, being published in the
strongly transcribed Villemarque collection. (For more detail see p. 228 in Notes to
the next type.) Like so many of the texts mentioned by Seemann, the Breton song
refers to the girl's death as one that did not take place at her own home but in the
bridegroom's house. At the same time the motif of the forced marriage and the
concomitant despair of the girl being afraid of the foreign environment find
unmistakable expression in it.
The fact of transcription is evident in the extensively detailed presentation, as
well as in the application of magic elements. For example, the girl asks the "heads"
of the family, one after the other, if she is really married to a stranger. Her father
and mother seem to know nothing, send her to her brother who eventually imparts
the full truth to the girl. Obviously, there were several possible solutions in the
original formulations-like in the Hungarian where sometimes the brother,
sometimes the mother come up in the variants-and these have been amalgated by
the Bretons. The embellishment of the story by incorporating dead bodies clad in
white clothes and the like may be attributed to the transcriber's literary
predilections. But in spite of the lengthy representation, the nucleus of the theme
can be clearly discovered, and it proves to be identical with that of the Hungarian
ballad about The Bride Dying in the Wedding Procession. Here again the two
related themes are interlocked, like in the entire area of dissemination, as has been
shown above.
Another argument in support of the French origin is that the Hungarians had
melded the story of The Bride Dragged to Death, which is undisputedly French of
origin, precisely with the story of The Bride Forced to Marry against Her Will. The
adaptor people always makes such amalgamation from two texts of the same donor
nation.
There is every indication therefore that both variants of the Forced Bride
(those of The Bride Found Dead and The Bride Dying in the Wedding Procession)
derived and disseminated from one, or two, French antecedents, no longer extant,
to prevail throughout Greek, German and Hungarian territories, as well as among
the neighbouring peoples both towards the north and the south.
Literature: see the next chapter.
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13. THE BRIDE DYING IN THE WEDDING
PROCESSION

42.

1. I have given you away in marriage,
Fair, pink-faced Orzsebet.
I have married you to a white-faced young man,
Whose face is as white
As a white swan,
And even whiter,
As white as the wool of lambs.
2. Orzsebet walks out and goes
To the chamber in the cemetery.
She is dressed gorgeously,
Wearing her green silken dress.
She has filled her pockets
With numberless coins,
And so she goes round and round
The house of the poor.
3. Poor, poor,
You who are the poor of the Lord God!
Pray to God so
That He should put an end to my life!
When I go to the wedding service
Let me shiver with cold,
When I take my oath,
Let me die of cold shiver.
4. Coachman, my coachman,
My best coachman!
Whip the horses,
Let them run with triple leaps!
Coachman, my coachman,
My best coachman,
Give me a glass of water!
I am dying of thirst!
5. But I don't give you water to drink,
I rather give you red wine to drink!
My Mikula, my Mikula,
Give me a glass of water to drink!
I am dying of thirst.
But I don't give you water to drink,
I rather give you red wine to drink.
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6. My son, my dear son,
My dear German Mikula,
What kind of bride have you brought?
She does not say a word to me.
She does not extend her hand,
Nor does she utter a word,
Nor does she move a leg.
7. Daughter-in-law, my dear daughter-in-law
Fair pink-faced Orzsebet!
Before I knew you
I took a liking of you.
And now you made my many, nice guests
Dress in morning clothes,
And you have thrown both myself and my son
Into bitter sorrow!
Sa/go region (Nogrtid county) = Pap No. 1.
43.

1. May God grant us a good day,
Wife of the mayor of Szeged!
Give me your daughter,
Your beautiful daughter, marriageable daughter,
In exchange for a glass of wine,
And my beautiful greeting words!
2. I have no daughter,
Except the one I am rocking in the cradle!
But you have got a daughter,
A pink-faced, crispy daughter,
In the market of Sz6ged
She was selling red apples.
3. I have bought some from her,
And I have also tasted them.
I have shown a deep love
Towards your daughter Tera!
4. Daughter, my dear daughter,
I have sold you
In exchange for a glass of wine,
And the beautiful words of greetings of a young man!
5. Mother, my dear mother,
To whom did you sell me?
To young Janos T6r6k,
I have married you, my daughter!
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6. Cursed be the father,
A thousand-times more the mother,
Who drinks away their child
In the inn!
7. Girls, my girl friends,
Pray to God ,
When they are coming to fetch me,
Let me shiver with cold;
When they take me half way,
Let me layout dead!

14. Coachman, my coachman,
Take my horse,
The swiftest one,
Go and tell my mother
Not to prepare
For a wedding feast,
But to come as if she were invited
To a burial feast!

8. The daughter looks out,
She looks out of the glass window:
Look, mother, look out of the window!
What is that outdoors?

15. As they arrive at home
She begins to lament over her:
Daughter-in-law, my dear daughter-in-law
Had you been kind .to me,
'
I would have given honey to you.
Had you been wicked to me,
I would have given poison to you!

9. There is a black cloud,
In the middle of it
There is a raven of yellow feet!
The black cloud there,
The black raven there,
Th'e raven with yellow feet :
And the golden coach there;
Perhaps they are coming for you!

16. Her mother went there,
Her own dear mother,
She begins to lament over her:
Son-in-law, my dear son-in-law,
Are you going to have
,
A coffin of walnut wood made for her?
I am going to have, mother,
A coffin of marble made for her!

10. When they reached the place,
She was shivering with cold,
When they took her half way from the place,
She was shivering with deathly cold .

17. Are you going, then, to have
Six bells tolled?
I am going to have, mother,
All the sixteen bells tolled!

11. The bridesmaid
Shouts with loud words:
Slow down, slow down
Young Janos T6r6k,
For our bride
Is near dying!

18, Are you going, then, to have
Her body buried in the ditch of the graveyard?
I am going, mother, to have
Her body buried in the corner of the rose-garden

12. The second time the bridesmaid
Shouts with loud words:
Slow down, slow down,
Young Janos T6r6k,
For our bride
Is near dying!
13. The third time the bridesmaid
Shouts with loud words:
Slow down, slow down,
Young Janos T6r6k,
For our bride
Has died already!
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19. Are you going, then, to lament her
When nobody c~n see you?
I am going to lament her, mother,
Before the eyes of all!
20. Are you going to see her out
To the threshold of the kitchen?
I am going to see her out, mother.
To the mound of her grave!

Szajan (Torontal county) = Kalmany 1882. No. 5.
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44.
1. Daughter, my dear daughter,
My fair daughter Orzsebet!
Perhaps you don't know yet
That I have married you to a man!
2. Mother, my dear mother,
My dearest one, who nursed me!
What sort of man, what sort of man
Is he you have sold me to?
3. Daughter, my dear daughter,
My fair daughter Orzsebet!
He is not unlike
A white dove;
4. He is not unlike
A white swan,
Only he is still whiter,
Like the wool of lambs!
5. Orzsebet walks out and goes
To the chamber in the cemetery.
She is dressed gorgeously
In her green silken dress.
6. Mother, my dear mother,
My dearest, kindest mother!
Give me, give me
A good deal of small coins!
7. Let me throw alms
To the Lord's poor!
So that they may pray
That I shall die!
8. She fills her pockets
With numberless coins.
Then she walks round and round
The house of the poor.
9. Poor, poor,
You, who are the Lord's poor!
Pray to God
So that He may put an end to my life!
10. When they come to fetch me,
May I shiver with cold,
When they seat me in the coach,
May I be shaken with cold shiver,
When we reach the border of his land,
May I be taken by ~old shiver!
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11. When they seat me in the coach,
May I shiver with cold,
When they reach the border of his land,
May I die a terrible death!
12. Mother, my dear mother,
My dearest one, who nursed me,
He is not the sort of man, not the sort of man
You had told me he was!
13. Mother, my dear mother,
My dearest one, who nursed me,
Give me, give me
A good deal of small coins!
14. So that I may throw alms
To the Lord's poor,
So that they may pray
That I shall not die!
15. When they come to fetch me,
Let me not shiver with cold,
When they seat me in the coach,
Let me not be shaken with cold shiver.
For He is not the like
You had told me he was!
16. When they came to fetch her,
She was shivering with cold,
When she was seated in the coach,
She was taken with cold shiver.
17. My groom, my groom,
My dear bridegroom!
Give me, give me a drop of water!
But I don't give you water,
Rather I give you red wine!
18. My coachman, my coachman,
My best coachman,
Whip the horses
So that they should run with triple leaps!
19. My groom, my groom,
M y dear bridegroom,
Is it still a long way
Till we reach the border of Ujbecs?
20. Cast up, cast up,
Your eyes
You can see, you can see
The border of Ujbecs!
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21. She caught a glimpse, she caught a glimpse
Of the border of Ujbecs.
Further, she caught a glimpse
Of the bridegroom's green gate.
As she beheld this,
She died a terrible death.
22. My bestman, my bestman,
My dear bestman,
Take, take
My swift bay horse!
23. Order them, order them to open
The gate of Ujbecs;
Call out, call out
The young priest of Gyor!
24. We have not brought a bride here,
But we brought a dead body.
My son, my dear son,
My dearest, kindest son,
25 . What kind of bride have you brought?
She does not speak a word to me,
She does not extend her arms,
Nor does she utter a word.
26. Mother, my dear mother,
My dearest, kindest mother!
I did not bring a bride,
But I brought a dead body.
27. Daughter-in-law, my dear daughter-in-law,
Fair Orzsebet, my daughter-in-law!
I did not know you,
Yet I loved you.
28. My many fine guests
Have clothed in mourning clothes for you,
My son and myself
Are filled with bitter sorrow for you!
Ncska ( Arad county)

=

Kalmtiny 1877, No. 18.

The chamber in the cemetery (ossarium) and the "house of the poor" beside
it recall mediaeval conditions. In the vicinity of the mediaeval parish there stood ~he
buildings of the school, the hospital, that is the "house of the poor", t~ese bemg
belongings of the church. (By courtesy of. Ltiszl6 ~ezey.) The ~eamng of the
"chamber in the cemetery" having gone mto oblIVIOn, people mterp~ete~ the
expression as the bower or dressing chamber of the daughter of the fam~ly; m all
likelihood, the original formulation must have spoken first about the dressmg of the

girl, and only after that may she have gone to the "chamber in the cemetery" and to
the "house of the poor" to distribute alms (farthings) among the beggars and
invalids staying there.
" White as a swan" contrasted with " Fair pink-faced Orzsebet" is used with a
connotation of strangeness of the person to whom the phrase is applied. In a similar
way the Danish use the attribute " black" when raising the impression of unpleasant
strangeness of a foreigner . (Sorte Torning, Iver, DgF 364-365.)
Ujbecs: a mediaeval village in the vicinity of Pest (no more extant). "I do not
give you water, Rather I give you red wine" seems to be adoption of a tale motif,
according to which the girl remains alive only in case she gets water to drink. (Aa Th
408.)
Divergences in the variants not published here:
Mihalygerge: The bride is married to Mikula Nemet (Nicolas German) who is
living in the castle of Nemet ( German ) Ujbecs. Feldebr6: When it is made clear to
whom the girl is married, she says: " You might have given me the crust of your
bread to eat, You might have given me swill to drink, Rather than to give me to that
bad one!" During the wedding procession, after the words telling about the
misfortune, the following lines can be read: "The bride will not die, Only women are
false.- Nuts are good when broken, women are good when beaten." As the
bridegroom arrives at his mother's place, bringing the bride, the mother says the
following: "Wait and I shall give you your father's little scourge, Just strike at her
only once, and she will look you in the eyes ... " (which is to say that inimical
mother-in-law is involved in this version). The variant ends with the curse
formulated like this: "Cursed be the father . . . Who sells his only daughter for a
glass of wine ... "
Magyarbanhegyes: after the girl has cursed herself three times, the mother
says: " Daughter, my dear daughter, Fair pink-faced Orzsebet, Stand on the bench
of stone, Look onto the yard, What do you see outdoors? " The request is voiced
three times, finally the girl says: " I cannot see anything else But there are coming far
away Three glassed coaches and a silver flag." The mother-in-law addresses the
dead bride: " My God, my God, I wish I had seen only once The leaping of your feet,
The winking of your eyes, The smiling of your mouth! Son, my dear son, Will you
have then A coffin of walnut wood made? . . . " etc. (lengthily, as in the parallel
place of the ballad about The Speaking Corpse). NB., It is surprisingly little what
Kalmany was able to collect of The Speaking Corpse in his field; he succeeded to
pick up no more than two. At the same time, the final dialogue characteristic of The
Speaking Corpse comes up rather frequently and in a fairly detailed form in this
rare ballad.
Puszta!oldvar: At the beginning: " Go my Honka, go out And stand up on the
dust heap (!), Look around from the heap Right to Hungary . . . " (Later on,
towards Turkey.) Janos Torok, the bridegroom says when he arrives: " Erzsebet
Batori, open your iron gate, Hand over your beautiful daughter! Wait, Janos
Torok, She is just putting on Her beautiful silken dress! I tell you the second time:
Open your iron gate, And hand over your beautiful daughter! Wait, Janos Torok!
She is just putting on her golden Embroidered shoes, She is just taking leave Of her
silken dresses. My fine silken dresses, Fall off the pegs, Turn your colour into
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mourning black, Lament for me! This is the third time I tell you: Open your iron
gate, Hand over your beautiful daughter! Wait, Janos Torok, She is just taking
leave Of her beautiful flowers. She has picked three of them: My flowers, my
flowers, Turn into dry stalks, 'Fall onto the ground, Lament for me!" The
continuation proceeds like this: "My Ilona Batori, When can I expect You coming
home? You may expect My coming home, When you see blue violet Grow in your
window!" -etc. in three gradation. During the procession the following is heard:
"Stop, coachman, stop, For the bride is ill! Perhaps she is sleeping."
Oszentiwin: "My flowers, my flowers, Wither away all of you .. . " etc.
Egyhdzasker: Mikola Nemet "buys the girl" while he is drinking in a wine-cellar in
Buda. "I have sold you, daughter, To Mikola Nemet, Who is king of the country!
Mother .. . you have not sold me But you have killed me!" Then follows an inserted
passage borrowed from a lyrical song: "If only I knew Which way they will be
coming, I should wrap it at once With black veils, With black veils, Black velvet."
At the end: "Will you, then, have a coffin of walnut wood made ... " and so on.
Magyarszentmarton: "Young Janos Torok Went into the inn ... " In the ninth
stanza: "Curse upon the mother, Upon the dear mother, Who does not refrain to
drink away Her child in the inn, And sells her to the Turk!" This version ends in
prose: As she was placed in the grave, he fell on his sword, and he was placed beside
her in the grave.
A recording of dubious authenticity informs of the following (contributed by
GOOor Kovacsto J6 Barat, 1867, I07,cf. EA 92, a study byOszkarElek NB. no place
of the collecting is mentioned): Gyulafi sold his daughter to the Turk. Katalin, the
girl, refuses to go away with the hangman. But the Turk forces her to step into the
black coach. They arrive at a black forest, then he binds the girl lying on her back on
top of a hill. Katalin sends message to her mother by way of a swan. "At the first
crow of the cock They arrived there; At the second crow of the cock They released
the girl; At the third crow of the cock They arrived at home; At the fourth crow of
the cock The girl passed away."
Whether or not the ballad belongs here, as suggested by the opening formula,
is an intricate question because the continuation contains divergent, obscure and
unrelated portions. The part related in verse resembles The Girl Brought to Heaven.
It is worthy of attention how long and with what tenacity the original trait of
the ballad survives among the Hungarian population of the Szeged region-a
region that had been exposed to adversities of Turkish occupation lasting for a
hundred and fifty years.
The bridegroom coming from a foreign country is not an enemy: Mikola
Nemet is the king of the country; and when the "Turkish" bridegroom is the suitor,
he falls on his sword; the reference to the "white" colour probably has something to
do with the Germans contrasted with the Hungarians who are described as "redfaced". In addition, we have the solution which lends quite a different turn to the
psychological development of the story, inasmuch as the girl eventually falls in love
with the stranger, whom she abhorred before she had seen him, although she is no
longer able to avert death which she had so eagerly desired before; all this provides
clear evidence of the fact that the basic idea of the ballad does not concern the story
of "the girl kidnapped by the enemy", not even that of "the girl surrendered to the
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enemy", but the ballad is basically one of a girl married without being asked to a
stranger, in other words: one expressing opposition against the idea of forced
marriage. Therefore we think that Putilov (1965) is fully mistaken when stating that
the song of the girl robbed (?) by the Turks or Tartars stems from real grounds in
each Slavic nation (?), to wit, from the memories of fights against the Turks and
Tartar oppressors. Such a supposition had been refuted already by Sirovatka (1968
11), on the basis of the Slovak- Moravian material adducing arguments not unlike
those of mine. In the light of the latter study, the nature of literary transcription in
the variant of Kol/ar (24) comes into still more emphatic relief. (Concerning the
authenticity of his texts, see Horalek 1959, p. 193.)
Earliest provenience: 1865.
Dissemination: Nognid county (Salgo region, Mihalygerge), Heves county (Feldebro), Csamid
county (Magyarbanhegyes), Bekes county (pusztafoldvar), Arad county (Pecska), Torontal county
(Szajan, 6szentivan, Egyhazasker, Magyarszentmarton), Total: 10 variants. Seven of these are due to
the field work of Ktilmtiny. )
Textual relationships with other ballads: the development of the narrative and the plot: 11-12.,
14--15., with reversed parts of the characters: 16. (the girl would like to marry and the mother would like
to detain her); portions of text agree in the same variants: "I have sold you, daughter .. . for a glass of
wine", "When I go to say my wedding oath ... ", " Slow down . .. " , "My flowers, my flowers ... " (also
in 31.), "Tell mother not to come as if she were coming to her wedding feast. . . " . (65): "Are you going to
have . . .. made . . . ?; 2., 9., 10., 16., 21., 27., 39.: "Coachman, my coachman, whip the horses ... "
Tunes: none of the variants has beeIl recorded with tune.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:

ITALIAN: I . Marcoaldi 11. 2-4. Ferraro 1888, pp. 11-14. No. V. Idem . 1870 No. 35. 6. Widter
and Wolf No. 83. 7- // . Nigra 37A- E.
RHAETO-ROMANIC 12. 18th-cent. manuscript,f 13. Fluigi No. 18.t
GERMAN: /4- 22. D. Vir. 48 GrafFriedrich (/- 9. complete publication, furthermore discussion
of the 84 extant German variants which I have perused in the original copies of the DV A, including
Parisius 2., 244., and 597.)
SLOVAK- MORAVIAN: 23. KoIectiny, 28 7. 24- 25. Kolltir 11. 6-7.26-27. Slov. sp. I 418
(= Hortik 29) and 11, 737. 28. BartoSl882 135. 29. Idem 188941 ."30-32. Idem 1901 17, 19 and 20. 33- 38.
SuSil89/ 183-184, 147/310-313. 39. Bartok 1959 186/a. 40. SL'P 11, 66 87. (41. Slov. sp. 11, 395: the
bridegroom stabs to death the reluctant bride; 42. ibidem . III 145. 43. Medveczky 1905, 253). 44. Manga
1956, 246-249 (Burlasova lOa).
UKRAINIAN: 45. Fincicky 294 (=Figyelo 18; p. 33, Hungarian translation with some
deviation). 46. Golovatsky 41 3. 47-49. Chodzko. 89, 93, 94 (French translation).
ROMANIAN: 50. Chodzko, 248 (three variants). See further Nos 54 and 70 on The Girl
Abducted by the Turks.
SOUTHERN SLAV: 51 . VUKIII 78 (=Csuka. 124, Hungarian translation = Cronia 146-147).
52- 53. Zganec 1950364 and Note on page 449. 54. Idem 1950-52 96/b I. 55. Ist.pj. 11, 124 CXXVIII. 56.
BogiSii:, 95=Stojanovii: and Vitezica, 674. 57. Prodanovii: 105=Petranovii: 156. 58. Vuk J, 551 756.
59-64. Streke!j 102-107.
BULGARIAN: 65-66. A- V 75 plus var. 67. Bukoreshliev 407. 68-69. Stoin 19282761 and 3753.
70-72. Idem 1939736-738. 73. Idem 1934340.74- 75. Shapkarev 317 and 325. 76- 77. Verkovic8 and 205.
78. Dozon 187549. 79. Miladinovi 241. 80. Stoilov 333.
BRETON: 81 . Villemarque XXVIII .
ENGLISH: 82- 92. Child 11. 93- 100. Bronson 11.
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Let us survey first the versions ofthe nations neighbouring the Hungarian. It
seems most appropriate to begin with/ the northern versions, because the
Slovak- Moravian texts show the highest number of variants.
The toll-collector or gate-keeper of the town ofPreshporok (Bratislava) has a
very beautiful daughter. She is sitting in the window, sewing and singing in a
fascinating voice. The Turkish pasha hears her singing: What is it? Is it the sound of
bells or the humming of bees? He sends the father a letter: he will either have the girl
in marriage or occupy Preshporok . (39. begins like this: A war is in progress against
Sir Melicher. He offers peace: I shall give you Hungary if you give me your daughter
Barbara. Several other variants begin with relating that the father can be redeemed
from the Turkish captivity at the cost of his daughter given in exchange.) The father
reads the letter-or he is sitting at the table covering his face with his handsbreathing with deep sighs. His daughter asks him if he has a head-ache or a
stomach-ache. He admits that he has promised her to the Turks. (Thus far the
ballad agrees with most of the variants of The Bride Found Dead .) The girl looking
out of the window, asks: What caused that dust cloud float there? Are they driving
a flock of sheep or are they coming for me? (Or: Why do they beat the drum, why do
they play music?) Postilions arrive. The girl is dressed and her hair combed. She gets
in a coach, thanks her mother for having kept her well so far, her father for her being
forced into a bad marriage. (D'akujem vam, mamko, za dobre chovanie, Yam,
tat'ik d'akujem za zle vidavanie." 24- 25., 27., 37., and 39.) When the bridal
procession reaches the Danube, she asks for water. She is offered wine to drink from
a golden cup. "I have not been taught to drink from golden cup, I have only been
taught to drink from the Danube." In some variants she addresses the fish in the
Danube with the following words: "Eat me up, little fish in the Danube, so that my
bridemaids should not be Turks; eat me up together with the crabs so that my bestmen should not be Turks!" Or variants of this. For more details see the ballad of
The Girl Abducted by the Turks. (Type 29). In 35. she first throws her garland into
the water saying: "Swim, swim, my garland, swim to my father and tell him that I
have married the swift-flowing Danube!" ("Plyil, ty muj vinecku, az k memu
taticku a povezty jim tarn, ze serp sa vydala bystremu Dunaju.") This strongly
reminds us of the monologue of "The Brigand's Wife" (Type 20), and will occur in a
still closer formulation in the southern Slav variants. Then she kills herself by
drowning in the Danube. In 38. she asks for a knife to cut an apple in two, but
instead she drives it into her own heart. In 39. the same motif appears after the
address to the fish , as an obvious subsequent insertion. The Turk mourns his bride,
stating that he would have her walk on gold and silver. In 39. the Turk's mother
receives the bridal procession, asking why they are coming so sad; have they been
deceived, have they not got the bride? "We have not been deceived, and the bride
was handed over to us, and we have buried her by the tall tower." The mother-inlaw laments the girl: My dear daughter, why were you afraid of me, of my gold, my
kindness? At home you wore silk and velvet, with me you might have worn gold and
silver all over your body." In 23- 24. the Turk orders fishermen to search for the girl.
On two occasions they haul fish, the third time the girl. The Turk's words agree with
the text of a Transdanubian variant of The Cruel Mother-in-Law (28.): This is not
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the fish I dearly love! ("Ach, nie je to ryba mojmu srdcu I'uba"-"Toto je ta ryba,
mojmu srdcu I'uba.")
As appears from the details adduced, the northern neighbours of Hungary
preserve the various elements of the stories of "The Bride Dying in the Wedding
Procession" and "The Girl Abducted by the Turks" in one single ballad. Sometimes
even portions of "The Brigand's Wife" and the Transdanubian variant of "The
Cruel Mother-in-law" are also mingled in the ballad. (See the girl's thanking for her
mother's kind treatment and father's forcing her into a bad marriage, further the
part beginning with the words: "Swim, my garland ... " , and the Turk's lament
when the bride is fished out of the water.
Similar phenomena are encountered among the other northern neighbours of
Hungary, viz. the Ukrainians. Let us take a cursory look at some of the variants. 45.
The mother sells her daughter to the Turk at a village fair and then she goes home.
"Put on your finest clothes!"-she says to her daughter. "Why, it is not Sunday
today?" "Just go out and see who is coming there!" The girl goes out, then returns
frightened: "Alas, mother, I am afraid the Turks are coming for me!" She asks
them to put her clothes on the servant maid. The Turks set to table and have the
daughter appear before them. They send the girl away, recognizing that she is not
the one they want to have, only her clothes. Finally they take away the real object of
the bargain. During the journey she asks for a knife to cut an apple with. But she
pierces her heart with it. The bridal procession continues to the gate of the motherin-law, who expresses surprise about the haughtiness of the girl: she does not speak
a word to her! "She is not haughty, mother, only she is dead! " 35. The father returns
home after a carousal of three days (or simply he drinks away his daughter). He has
her daughter fetch water to him. The girl asks him what kind of smoke is clouding
there afar, is it the smoke of shepherds' fire or perhaps Tartars are marauding and
kidnapping?-"Neither the one, nor the other, but they are coming for you. It is a
bridal procession, because I have sold you to a man living a hundred miles away
from here." In two days mounted men come and bang the door. "Bring out your
daughter!" They show them the servant maid. "This is only her clothes! "There is
no excuse, you either surrender the daughter or we destroy your house!" The girl
takes leave of all the members of the family, except her father. The next day she
beholds a tree in full blossom by the road and asks for leave to cut a branch of it She
covers herself with the branch and stabs herself to the heart. A cuckoo betrays to the
Turk what has happened. "I wish I had been drowned before I gave her the knife! "
48. A man sells his sister Mary for 7,000 pieces of gold. He announces to his sister
that the first Turk that comes to see them will be her bridegroom. The girl is sewing,
working over her embroidery, and looks out of the window. She asks her brother to
hire one of the kitchen-maids and let herself be walled up by the masons. The Turks
and Tartars arrive and summon the girl to open the gate. The kitchen-maid goes to
meet them, she makes a low bow. " This is not the gait of our Mary." They threaten
her brother with the gallows. He admits that the girl is walled up in the mason's wall
beside the Danube. 49 Beyond the blue sea Anulka is sewing a shirt. As she looks
out of the window, she addresses her brother: "0 brother, will you tell me what
lights are flashing there? It is harvesters working or perhaps oxen feeding on the
grass?" "It is neither the one nor the other, but the Turks coming for you." "Go
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brother, select a kitchen-maid, for I won't go with them, rather I lock myself behind
ten gates, under ten locks." The Turks arrive and demand the girl. "This girl is not
the one we have come for, only the head-dress is hers, but the face, is not hers, the
string of beads is hers but the neck is not hers (and so on}." The kitchen-maid tells
them where the girl is. The Turks break in all ten doors and carry her away. They
place her on a cart, wrap her in tent-cloth, and their sword pierces Anulka's heart so
that her blood flows in streams.
The relationship with the Hungarian ballad, or ballads, is obvious in this
instance as well. The motifs of the girl sewing at the window, the brother's
admission that he had sold her to the Turks, the girl looking out of the window and
asking qllestions about the cloud of dust,- are all well known from Hungarian
balladry. Only the girl dying of sorrow has been replaced by a girl committing
suicide: instead of drowning in the Danube after a speech addressed to the fish , she
stabs a dagger in her heart. (In the last variant this motif has changed into the
vengeance of the Turks.)
Proceeding towards the southeastern neighbours, that is the Romanians, we
find two types related to the Hungarian ballad. In 50. the parts of the characters in
the story known so fat have been reversed: the bridal procession is approaching the
bridegroom's place. The bridegroom goes ahead of the rest and dies, so that the
mother receives the members of the family with the bad tidings. Evidently, this is a
very remote and a wellnigh independent solution whose meagre narrative is hardly
more than an excerpt of the original. The second type (Amzulescu 50, and
ramifications) will be discussed in detail in the chapter about The Girl Abducted by
the Turks, since elements characteristic of this ballad preponderate in it. To wit, it is
not explicitly stated that the girl has been married to a Turk, she only sees a troop
nearing to their home; the girl hides but the Turks insist and finally take her with
them: therefore, what we have here is a plain kidnapping, and the girl abducted
commits suicide at the banks of the Danube.
Among the southern and southwestern neighbours fairly wide deviations are
found between the individual variants. For example, the story survives not only in
the form of a ballad song, but also in one of a heroic-song-like formulation, which
follows from the nature of the theme: the marriage feast of the hero, the detailed
description of the bridal procession are favourite themes of the heroic songs. A
solution according to which the bride dies of some-mainly supernatural-reason
well fits in this sphere of themes. Such one is the Vuk variant (51.) which relates the
story in the manner of the epic singers, that is to say, by embellishing the story with
many colourful details. Standard-bearer Milic cannot find a girl beautiful enough
to match him. People recommend Vid's daughter who is a renowned beauty. He
goes to marry her, followed by a fine bridal procession. He meets a proper
reception, gets the girl, although the mother of the girl is weeping because so far all
her eight daughters witnessed some mischance during the wedding ceremony,
owing to some evil spell. The same fate awaits the ninth girl, too: she is getting ill
during the procession; upon her request the music is stopped and so is the whole
bridal procession. But all this is done in vain, for the bride dies, and is buried. Then
they go home where the mother-in-law sees the guests in. When she learns what had
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happened, she recites a long lament for her daughter-in-law, whom she had never
known.
The ballad-like variants of the story can be met with among the so-called
"women's songs" . 52- 53. Mara is married by her mother to Yovan, a man living in
the Danube riverine. The girl receives information from her girl-friends that the
man has married nine times already, though he could not spend a night with any of
his brides, because they all died before the wedding ceremony had come to an end.
The girl imparts the tidings to her mother, who advises her to kindle the dry willow
on top of a hill as they arrive there. The bridal procession arrives for to fetch the
bride. But she cannot take a step. She shouts to someone to unfasten her green
garland. The bridegroom wants to help her, draws his knife from his belt and cuts
the bride's red face. Her blood is spilling. (Variant 53. contains some further lines:
the bridegroom asks: " Dearest heart, does it hurt you very much?" 0 you have not
struck me, so it does not hurt me." Walking in the mountains, she picked leaves of
trees to stop bleeding the wound, walking through the plain, she picked roots to
stop bleeding the wound.) During the way the girl asks if the young man's place is
still very far? "It is neither very far nor very near. " They reach the place. The
bridegroom sits to table while the girl goes into the chamber. The bridegroom sends
his mother after her to see what she is doing there. " My daughter-in-law is just
washing her white face." He does not believe it, therefore he sends her sister after the
bride. "The bride is combing her yellow hair." He does not believe her either, and
sends his brother to see what she is doing. He returns with news of her death.
Thereupon he breaks his sword in two, and his mother's heart breaks.
Here again certain typical Hungarian motifs can be discovered: the question
of the bride, asking if the bridegroom' place is still very far; the evasive answers
given in order to conceal the death of the bride (well known from The Bride Found
Dead); the motif of sending away, in this case, of the different members of the
family. Also the southern Slavs refer to some curse as the motivation of what is
supported by psychological and social motives in the Hungarian. The bride's
horror of the marriage is not due to the strangeness of her bridegroom, she is rather
afraid of the cruel experiences which are in store for her in the foreign land. Similar
is the narrative and the motivation of the tragic event in 55. The Fair Maid Mara is
stitching with minute stitches. As she is sewing, she looks out of the window. Three
finely clad young men are approaching in the field. " Whichever of you reaches the
branch of the almond-tree shall have my Mara." The first young man reached the
branch of the almond-tree and demanded the bride. "I shall not give her to you, I
give you my three chests of gold instead." "I don't want your gold, give me the bride
you have promised! " "I shall not give her to you, I give my three golden coins
instead." "I don't want your money, give me the bride you have promised to give to
me!" Eventually he had to give him the Fair Maid Mara. The girl said to her
mother: Don't sew a long and wide dress for me, because I shall not tear it! Ivan had
loved nine girls, but he did not spend a night with anyone of them. Nor will he spend
one with me, who am his tenth bride. Good-bye, dear old mother, bind a black
kerchief on my eyes so that I may not see my mother's face when I leave her. As they
arrived at a flat meadow, she beheld three green willows. Two intertwined branches
of the tree obstacled their progress in the way, therefore Ivan pulled them apart.
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One of the branches hit Mara on the head. "My dear lela, does it hurt you?" "Not
only did it hurt me, but it beat me to death. Stop the wound if you want me to arrive
at your mansion alive. For heaven's sake, Ivan, is it a long way to your mansion? "
"There it is where the sun is setting." They reach the white castle, people gather
around them asking where the bride is. The mother-in-law asks the same, too.
"There, you see, she is sitting on the horse; she is tall, slender, black-eyed and whitefaced. Make her bed without delay, because she has travelled a long way, and she is
very young!" Afterwards the members of the family go one after the other to wake
her for the supper, but she does not even open her eyes. Finally they discover that
her ring is swimming with blood. "Swim, my ring, swim across three flooding
waters, and let them toll the bells for me!" The mother of the girl hears this and
says: "I bore my daughter for the sake of Ivan, but her soul has departed."
In this variant again the familiar scenes and motifs of the Hungarian ballad
occur: the girl sewing at the window and beholding her suitor, the question the
dying girl asking if the place is still far away, the sending of the relatives on widegoose chase (of course, with quite a different purport, yet in order to delay the final
development), and towards the end we hear reverberating the characteristic phrases
of complaint uttered by "The Brigand's Wife": "My God, my God, make the river
flood, let it take me to the gate of my father's house . .. ", although the water is
changed into blood in this instance, but still retaining memories of the original
image inasmuch as the ring swimming in blood reaches the mother's place through
the flooding water. The connection with the ballad of "The Brigand's Wife"
presents itself in some further details, too: 54. lelka is sleeping at the Danube. Her
mother calls her because the suitor has arrived with his family filling two carts.
Haughty Pavel, the suitor, is sitting in the third. "Don't give me, mother, to haughty
Pavel who is a wicked thiefl" "Why should I not give you to him? He has brought
valuable presents, silken dresses to me and a hat of marten-skin to your father!" She
is set in the coach. The bridegroom shouts: "Turn pale, moon, as you can, drive,
coachman, drive the horses as swift as you can! Lest lelka should know the way
back to her mother!" They reach the courtyard ofPavel's home; as lelka gets out of
the coach, she turns into a hare. Pavel takes his gun and shoots the hare. At this, the
hare resumes the shape of lelka: "Flow, my blood, flow, flow, till you arrive at my
mother's courtyard; let she know to whom she has given me, for the haughty Pavel
is a wicked thiefl" The man takes the gun to the blacksmith: "Hey, blacksmith, you
have not made a good gun for me. I have killed nine of my sweethearts with it, and
now I have killed lelka in my own courtyard!"
Similarly to 51 ., 56. starts in the courtyard of the bridegroom. Pavel is sent by
his own sister to sue for a girl who lives beyond three pine forests and three hills
covered with maples: people are dancing kolo before the mansion, and among them
he will find the girl's mother. The young man collects the participants of the bridal
procession and sets out to ask the girl in marriage. The mother is leading the dance,
but she is wiping her tears at the same time: she announces to the young man that
her daughter has died. He asks them to show him the place the girl was buried in,
because he wants to dig her up to see her dead ifhe had not seen her alive. "With us
the custom is not to bury a young girl in the earth but to throw her dead body into
the sea." "Show me, where she was thrown, I am a diver and I shall bring up her
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bod~ . Let m~ see h~r dead if I could not see her alive." Now the aunt of the girl
admlts- agamst a rIch reward- that the girl has not died, she only had a quarrel
with her ~other and retired in her bower. The young man goes in, and the girl
entreats hIm to let her alone because she does not want to cross the mountains. All
in vain! Finally she takes leave of her mother, begging her once again not to take
her out of the white courtyard, because she will die a painful death if she is carried
away. While she is being carried accross the hills, she complains anew. Seeing her
growing paler and paler, the bridegroom takes the girl of the palfrey. The girl
reproaches him, repeating that she had told him well in advance not to take her out
of her mother's court. She dies and is buried; a church is built beside her grave.
Further, a rose-tree is planted on the grave and a well dug for wayfarers passing
by.-In this case the girl's death on the way to the bridegroom's place shows a closer
resemblance to the Hungarian version, because of the absence of manipulations
with a knife, curse, beating, and the like; only the girl's grief ofleaving the paternal
house is emphasized; further parallelisms are manifest in the words spoken in order
to delay the denouement, the denial of the girl's death, but the rest of the plot
proceeds in a quite different direction, ever more farther from the Hungarian. The
~irl's di.spair finds motivatio~ by involvement of an aged bridegroom in 57. The girl
IS marrIed to a man whose whIte beard reaches down to his waist. On seeing him first
in the bridal pr~ces~i~n, the girl asks one of the maids for a knife to cut an apple in
two, and she drIves It mto her heart. In 58. the scene is made even more effective by
the presence of a young man in the bridal procession whom the bride would be
willi~g .to accept much more readily than her bridegroom with the long white beard.
In thIS mstance she does not commit suicide during the way but dies in the house of
the bridegroom. Typical Hungarian traits come up again in 59. The girl has a
drea~ : she sees three suns of different colours rise. Her mother explains the
meamng of her dream: she has received skirts of three different colours from her
father. The girl climbs a hill, looks down and asks what things are emerging in the
field below: are they ears of corn, are they pearls and gold or perhaps a strong
army? "They are your suitors." As they reach the white castle, the girl wants to
know which one of them is her bridegroom. Then she is carried away. They arrive at
a spring, at which the girl grows thirsty and asks leave to get off the horse to drink
while doing so a sword wounds her heart. She asks her maids to cut the ribbons off
her hair to make a bandage on her heart. The young man says it would be a pity to
cut her ribbons. "Never mind, it is not you but my father that bought them." On
~heir arrival the mother-in-law asks why her daughter-in-law is so pale. The answer
IS that she has lost much blood during the way. She wants to go to bed. The
bridegroom asks when it is allowed to go to her at night. The answer is: at three after
midnight. Then she casts off her ring, saying: "Go, go my ring, tell my mother how I
fare! Had she not married me to this man, I should not part with the world." When
going to her, the bridegroom finds a dead bride. "You have died because of me and
I die because of you." And he himself dies after his bride. 60. The heroine ge~s up
and goes out into the courtyard, climbs up a ladder and looks around asking her
mother what she sees in the distant field: is it mist rising from the water from the
hills, or is it a storm cloud? None of them, explains the mother, but th~y are the
Turks coming for her. The girl turns pale. She asks her mother not to give her to the
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Turk whose mother has killed nine of her daughters-in-law. She offers wine to drink
and ~read to e.at to her son's bride. The girl's mother advises the girl to pour away
the wme and gIve the cakes to the hounds. The girl tells her to give the Turks wine till
they are drunk and keep her hiding place in secret. She is refused, and carried away
by the Turks. On the way her horse stumbles, its saddle slips aside and a sharp tool
hidden in the saddle pricks the girl. The bridegroom exclaims: "This is the work of
my mother!" The girl complains, saying that the news was true: the Turk's mother
has killed eight brides so far. She puts right the saddle and they proceed. The girl
asks if they are to ride a long way till they reach the castle. It is rather near already,
one can even see its silver gate. The mother-in-law goes out to meet them. She states,
she has heard many words in praise of the girl's beauty, and offers her wine, which
the girl spills, and bread, which she gives to the hounds. Where is she to go to bed,
asks the girl. According to the mother-in-law, it is not customary to view the place in
advance with the Turks. Finally the bride goes to bed, removes the bandage from
the wound and says: "Flow, my blood, for my mother will not see me again, and I
send her my blood to remind her of me! " Then she dies. The bridegroom curses his
mother, then exclaims: I don't want to part with her, I shall sleep by her side." And
this exclamation betokens his own death as well. Death comes as ifby chance again
in 61. Anica walking on the porch looks at the high road. "Father, dear father, what
mist is there in the field? " " It is no mist but the youngest son of the Turkish
emperor, it is the dust his palfrey leaves behind!" "Don't give me to him, father! "
"Don't be afraid, daughter, you will walk in a castle, you will have your choice in
gold and silver." "Let the Turk perish with all the yellow gold of his castle!" The
coach stopped in front of the gate, and the suitor is offered wine. "Hey, father, my
dear father, you have given me your little Anica." The bridegroom bows, his bright
sword slips out of its sheath, the young woman reaches after it and stabs herself to
death. This may serve as an example to fathers and mothers who marry their
daughters to strange men living in distant lands.- The last sentence indicates that
the memory of the real cause of death still lingered in the mind of the community; it
!ollow~, theref?re, that the motivation by an accident is a secondary development,
mconslstent WIth the real explanation. The original idea comes once again in 62.
The Turkish emperor asks in marriage the daughter of a noble man. In case he fails
to get the girl, he will deprive the nobleman of all his property and slaughters all his
men. The girl sits in a coach and prays to God that she may die before leaving the
province of Carinthia and be not taken to the land of the Turks. After a short ride
she has a head-ache and a sore heart; the Turkish emperor asks her what the matter
is with her. The girl soon passes away.
By courtesy of Zmaga Kumer we have at hand exact translations of two
variants which we publish in the following . 63. Over beyond, over beyond there
stretches a flat meadow. On the flat meadow there courses a narrow path. By the
narrow path there stands a white palace. A nobleman lives in the palace, A
no~leman and a noble lady. The lady gets up early in the morning, She washes her
whIte body. Then she looks at the flat meadow. There was something twinkling in
the flat meadow. "Alas, what is it? Is it white soldiers, Or the bridal procession of
2idanko that comes there? Hey, hey, noble lord, Noble lord and noble lady! Give
me your Brajdica in marriage, You promised her to give to us long ago When you
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rocked her in the cradle! " The nobleman calls her daughter: Hey, hey, Brajdica,
Will you marry tidanko? " "Alas, alas, my dear father, My dear father my dear
mother, Don't give me, don't give me to 2idanko! 2idanko has three sweethearts,
And a son by each of them. But if you give me to 2idanko, Fill up the bridal chest
With two layers of white linen sheets, With three layers of sorrow."-They were
going on, they were going on their way, At once 2idanko stabs Brajdica in the flank '
with his sword. They took the linen sheets To bandage Braidica's wound with. They
were going on, they were going on Towards the residence of 2idanko. " Alas, alas,
mother, Where is the light bower, And where is my little, white bed? " "It is not
customary with us to ask where the light bower is, Either the light bower or the
white little bed. With us it is the custom to ask where the smoky kitchen is, and
where the stable of horses is? " At the first crow of the cock 2idanko went to see his
Brajda: "Alas, my little Brajdica, Have you a head-ache? " At the second crow of
the cock 2idanko went to see his Brajda: Her blood was flooding towards the
threshold, It flooded to the ninth country, To the house of her dear old mother. Let
this serve as a lesson to each mother Who gives her daughter in marriage to a
strange man in a distant land.
64. Do you want to be a distinguished young lady, The wife of the Spanish
king?-I don't want anybody, Not even the Spanish king! When did you promise
me to him , When did you agree upon my marriage without my consent?-We
promised you in marriage When we pledged the white palace; But look, daughter,
look at your bridegroom: he is coming for you over there.- Look, mother, I say to
you, I have no mind to marry any man. J shall go into my light bower, And you will
tell him: Alas, the girl is ill! -How can a girl be ill Whose face is red as blood? This is
only an excuse. But listen, mother! When they put my chest on the cart, Cover it
with my finest veil, So that I may take hold of it first. The mother had the chest put
on the cart, And covered it with her finest veil. They started out and proceeded
along the Donava (Danube). As the bride got there, As she got at the river Donava,
Her shoe fell off her feet And sank in the deep water. Listen, my youngest bestman,
Go and bring here my shoe! - Let him bring your shoe Who will sleep with you
tonight! The bestman jumped off his horse, His bright sword swang. And it drove
into the body of the young lady. Blood was flooding from her heart.- Listen, my
youngest bestman! Make speed and fetch me the veil on the chest! I shall bandage
the wound, I shall stop bleeding my red blood.- The bestman went to the painted
c~~st To fetch the veil, And the young lady dressed her wound with it. They are
ndmg on, And they reach the ninth country. The mother addresses the bride:
Everybody wondered at you Who visited your country, Everybody extolled your
beauty, Although I think everybody is blind, Because there is nothing beautiful in
you.- Listen, mother, aye, listen, Where is the light bower, And where is the little
white bed In which I can have a rest?-It is not the bride's duty To care for the bed;
~ee the cutlery be clean And entertain us with a good feast! - The young lady goes
m ~he bower, She goes to bed, Her wound re-opens, Her red blood spills away. The
?ndegroom enters the bower And beholds the white little bed, And the dead bride in
It. The unfortunate man says: May the Lord have mercy on me a hundred times! I
have gone nine times to bring a bride to the house, Yet I have no wife! - And he
collapsed dead.
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As appears from the examples, the southern Slav tradition has preserved, in
part at least, memory of the girl dying of sorrow, although the majority of their
formulations of the story reje~ts this solution; yet the death is not due to suicideexcept for one or two cases- but it occurs owing to a wound received in
consequence of an accident, or through the intrigue of the mother-in-law, if not a
curse. Anyway, the plot forks into two branches in so far as the major part of the
ballads relate the beginning of the story from the bride's point of view, while the
smaller portion treats the events from the angle of the bridegroom, like the
Bulgarian ballad of " The Bride Found Dead" .
With the Bulgarians the ballad under discussion begins with the description
of the bridal procession nearing the bridegroom's place. 89. They proceed through a
forest. A hind appears which the men began to chase. The bridegroom remains with
the girl and wants to kiss her (or to remove the veil from her face which he has not
seen during the three years' time of their engagement). His knife or dagger slips
from his belt and hurts the girl's heart. They dress the bleeding wound, and the
procession goes on. (In 79. the bride questions whether the village is still afar. She is
appeased by the bridegroom's brothers and the bestmen. When they reach the
village, she asks again if the house is far. She is once more calmed.) Arriving at the
house, the mother-in-law asks her why she is so green and yellow like a green apple
and a lemon. The girl cannot make a bow, therefore she asks the mother-in-law to
take out of her bosom the gold apple she has got from the bridegroom. The motherin-law removes the bandage soaked with blood and the bride dies. This formulation
is widest spread among the Bulgarians. Apparently, one of the southern Slav
conception had reached them, which they complemented with the hind motif. Less
frequently also other southern Slav solutions are met with. 73. The girl forced to
marry a Turk asks for a knife while on the way towards the bridegroom's home,
pretending she wants to cut an apple in two, and she drives it into her heart. 77. The
girls asks for water to drink on the way and expires.
At this point I think it necessary to dwell at some length on the manner of
suicide the bride commits under the pretext of cutting apple. Scattered among the
Moravians, Slovaks and Ukrainians in the north, and the southern Slavs and
Bulgarians in the south, we find this motif occurring in separation, owing to the
intervening Hungarian language area, much in the same way as some other
elements known from the Hungarian ballads. At the same time this motif appears in
one of the French ballads that may be brought into correlation with The Girl
Abducted by the Turks. This motif must have existed in the Hungarian areas
connecting the western and the southeastern territories, notably either in the form
of various Hungarian variants (one should not forget that the ballad of The Girl
Abducted by the Turks is known from one extant Hungarian variant only!) or in
that of the French population living in Hungary, in which case it must have
disseminated in both direction from Hungary.
Similarly to the Bulgarian ballad, the German version entitled GrafFriedrich
begins in medias res, that is with the bridal procession. The traditions of the western
and the southern Slav populations supposedly failed to meet the German tastes, or
else from the very beginning they received a mutilated form of the ballad, deprived
of its initial scenes. In any case, in the second belt,-that is beyond the sphere of the
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borrowing nations- the story begins with the introduction of the wedding
procession, and that in both directions. Furthermore, the tragic development is
caused by a chance occurrence resulting in the girl being wounded throughout the
German territories, and without an exception at that.
The German summary edition (D. Vir.) discerns four main groups among the
variants. The first group includes eighteen variants----eleven of which are broadsides
from the years 1552- 1584 up to the end of the seventeenth century, further variants
recorded from modern oral tradition, too. But even in these longest variants we can
find hardly one or two stanzas to relate the actual catastrophe which represents the
gist of the ballad. The Graf is bringing his bride in the middle of the bridal
procession; while descending on a steep slope, his sword slips from the sheath and
hurts the girl. (Out of the thirty-eight stanzas of D. Vir. 48/1. = 14., the first three
stanzas are devoted to the event; the girl is hurt in the heart.) The bridegroom
makes desperate efforts to bandage the girl's wound and to comfort her, then gives
instruction to the people in the wedding procession to drive slowly because the sun
shines hot, and the bride cannot endure it. At home the mother-in-law wonders why
she is so pale; is she perhaps in the family way? Her son ticks her off. Then they sit to
table, but the girl wants to go to bed. The mother-in-law exclaims indignantly that
she has never heard of such a thing. The young man do,es not explain that the girl is
about to die. During the night the girl asks the bridegroom to leave her maiden for
one more night (till daybreak), and this granted she dies. In the morning the
relatives of the bride arrive. The Graf admits to the father that he is to blame for the
girl's death, whereupon the father cuts off the Grafs head and buries it in the
swamp. But there comes an angel from heaven to witness to his having been
innocent (in other variants a lily grows out of his grave bearing an inscription to the
same effect) and finally the young man receives a proper burial. Seemingly, the
performers of the ballad try to make good for the loss arising from the omission of
the original conflict, that is the curtailment of the original plot, by broadening out
the aftermath of the catastrophe by incorporating an additional tragic event into
the story. The second group consisting of sixteen ballads relates the narrative in a
somewhat shorter form, but at the arrival of the relatives the admission of death is
delayed by evasive answers; nevertheless the bridegroom is killed in this group, too.
According to Seemann, the motif of retardation is a borrowing from the
Todesbraut; variants of this kind of both ballads have been collected in the Sudeten.
The third group (including 23 variants) agrees with part of the Slav variants
inasmuch as the bridegroom commits suicide after the girl's death. As against this,
the fourth version presents the story in so brief a form that the theme proper in half
of the variants ignore the girl's getting wounded during the wedding procession,
retaining only the scene at table where the girl does not want to stay, dies, and the
bridegroom follows her into the realm of death.
It is understandable that the German singers tend to depict the girl's agony
and the bridegroom's fate after he has died, for the wound received by a chance
occurrence during the travel cannot provide ground for a real conflict, indeed it is
not quite credible, not even in the stylized world of ballads. It is for this reason that
one of the variants tries to render the plot more reasonable by the mother-in-law
having poisoned the bridegroom's sword in advance so that the blade slipping out
34{1I
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as if by chance should wound the girl's leg, thus causing her death. What the singers
may have felt a deficiency-as can be inferred from the trend offurther variationhas been stated in an explicit form by John Meier, the elaborator of the ballad;
therefore he tries to restore the "original" and more closely motivated solution.
First of all, he considered the sword poisoned by the mother-in-law an original trait,
as well as the circumstance-referred to by some of the variants much in the same
way as in the surveyed southern Slav ballads that the Grafhad in vain betrothed his
former brides because they all had died. The motivation is original in his view,
because "wir haben fiir ihre Urfassung keine Zufiilligkeit der Verwundung
vorauszusetzen, wie sie bei freier dichterischen Gestaltung auch kaum tragbar
war" . Apparently it would have required a long way to go to discover among the
misty paths of origin the one which concerns the girl's despair at her being forced to
marry a stranger in a distant land and the suicide that ensued as the original solution
which came to be substituted subsequently for the chance event of wounding the
girl. Thus he emphasizes the hind motif of the Bulgarian ballads. Similar solutions
occur in the Scandinavian material as well. In the Scandinavian ballads, too, the
participants of the wedding procession abandon the bride when they catch glimpse
of the hind, and the bride left unguarded falls from the bridge and drowns in the
river. Since this ballad is a northern parallel of another German ballad, called the
Rheinbraut, Meier supposes that the same may have existed in the pristine form of
the Graf Friedrich ballad, as well as in the Rheinbraut, from which it is similarly
missing, but the motif may have gone into oblivion in the course of time, surviving
only in two fringe areas, namely among the Scandinavians and the Bulgarians. (D.
VIr. 11, 211.) (And we may add that it has disappeared also in the southern Slav
territories which are otherwise rich in tradition.)
In spite of all his efforts, Meier fails to notice that the motif of the chance
wounding cannot be eliminated by an involvement of the hind scene. What is more,
the mother's intrigue and the hind motif are practically inconsistent with each
other.
And there are still further vulnerable points in his theoretical reconstruction
of the original form. Notably, such a supposition can be hardly maintained in the
case of a ballad that has been collected in a rich variant series from the entire
German-speaking area, and what is more, in addition to oral tradition early written
records from the middle of the sixteenth century show also the uniformly current
form, with the chance wounding and without the slightest traces of the hind motif.
It cannot be postulated, of course, that every ballad in each nation should be
perfectly built up. Only so much holds true that a series of variants passing through
a broad area must have had once and somewhere a complete and coherent, that is
intelligible and sound formulation, no matter how many obscure and senseless
elements it may actually carry. The sound and sensible ballad in this instance is to be
found in the Hungarian version of The Girl Dying in the Wedding Procession, and
in the related versions of the neighbouring peoples. The gradually dissolving parts
of the Hungarian ballad-and even the mosaic-like portions contaminated with
fractions of other Hungarian ballads-appear here and there around the
Hungarian language area, losing gradually their psychological motivations, and
reaching eventually the German areas, too, probably through southern, possibly

Western Slav, mediation. A trend in the reverse is absolutely inconceivable. If the
German were taken for the starting point, then an inadequately motivated, short
beginning ought to have been developed into a more soundly motivated story to
assume the final and most reassuring formulation in the Hungarian territories. In
principle, such la trend is not precluded either, provided the development can be
followed in a series of variants proceeding along a well defined route and in logical
gradation. But as has been shown, the details agreeing with the Hungarian
formulation, or bearing reminiscences of the same, come up in a mosaic-pattern
scattered in every possible direction, in the north as well as south, embedded in a
medley of other solutions. These, however, always abridge and alter the Hungarian
and West-European formulation, and cannot therefore be brought into correlation
with the more extensive western texts. Can it be reasonably supposed that various
solutions, similar in nature but independent of each other should have proceeded
from the most diverse directions, yet yielding to a common law, into a centre where
to become united in the most satisfactory form which at the same time would have
been best in accordance with the western ballad style? Let us think, for example, of
the motif "She was sitting at the window sewing . . . ".
But such an assumption would make no sense whatever. A trend in the
reverse, however, can be well imagined and is substantiated by every experience: a
logically formulated ballad loses its original consistency in a gradual process of
disintegration as it proceeds ever farther from the place of origin, retaining certain
elements yet changing to such an extent that eventually the original story, the
genuine conflict is eroded or replaced, if not left as it is in its incoherent form, by a
new plot. Manifold experience shows at the same time that those parts tend to be
swelled into enormous dimensions which hadfollowedthe original conflict; indeed,
it seems to be a rule that when the original formulation had lost its meaning, its
transpiring clarity, then the community tries to lend significance to the mutilated or
obscured story by adding further details and a different denouement to it.
Owing to the position of German settlers wedged in between various peoples
the "final stage" had got back to such areas in which a more complete form
standing closer to the "original" used to exist in a large number of variants. An
abridged variant of the story of Graf Friedrich has appeared in recent Slovak
collections. (40.) A girl is sitting under a tree. Her lover comes, his broad sword slips
out of its sheath and hurts the heart of the girl. Yet they go to the wedding feast,
although the girl asks for a (funeral) garland instead of a headdress. Receiving this,
she stops breathing.
If now we survey the texts of farther nations, for instance of the Italians, we
find once again complete and well-motivated stories, which however do not include
details typical of the Hungarian formulation. It is made known at the outset in the
manner of a narrator that the girl is forced to marry against her will. She flares up
and tells her father to say " yes" instead of herself. But the father entreats her not to
put him to shame. The girl's brothers promise to escort her to the new country and
bring her back if she did not like it. During the way she looks back at her father's
castle, and wishes to turn back (in some variants she falls on her knees to pray to
God not to let her reach the bridegroom's village alive). Yet she is taken there and is
received by the mother-in-law. The variants make us realize the grief of the bride in
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various ways: she is not glad of the jewels offered to her, saying that she has more of
them at home. Or she complains that she will never see her father's castle again. In
one of the variants the bridegroom asks her on the wedding night why she shows so
little care for him, whereupon the girl answers that he ought to have asked her about
the feeling of her heart before he had applied to her father and mother. At this point
the young man stabs her to death. But it is the general solution that the girl dies of
sorrow, and the brothers return home with news of her death which they tell to their
mother.
The Rhaeto-Romanic people, a small Neo-Latin ethnic group in Switzerland,
also called Ladin, supports the motivation of the girl's despair by speaking about a
former engagement of the girl with a young man. Now she takes a sad leave of her
family, being forced to another man. On the way she meets her true lover whom she
invites to the wedding festival, asking him to bury her when she is dead. The
mother-in-law greets her as her own daughter, which she refuses, saying she would
never be her daughter. At table she does not touch food, and eventually she asks
leave to go to her room. According to her mother-in-law it is not customary to voice
such a wish in the village. But when she is in her room, the plate turns round three
times on the table, from which her brother learns of the nearing disaster. He goes to
the room and hears her last words of farewell, after which the girl expires. The
bridegroom dies after her, and intertwining grave-flowers grow out of their bodies
(which is out of place here, since the case is not one of separated true lovers but on
the contrary, one of a girl forced to marry an unwanted-for man). Apparently, this
small nation wedged between the Italian and the German language areas blended
portions of formulation borrowed from both neighbouring nations.
The Italian formulation is separated from the Hungarian by a zone of Slav
variants. The latter invariably display traces of the Hungarian formulation,
whereas the Italian version has none of them. The Slav versions collected precisely
in regions situated nearest to the Italian language area show the most marked
deviation from the basic idea preserved by the Italians. All this bears to the fact that
both the Italians and the Hungarians have inherited the basic idea from one and the
same source. As a common source, again the French may come into consideration,
which however is again represented by a rather conspicuously transcribed text of
the Bretons. (84.) For comparison's sake we give here the excerpt of its translation.
As I was washing by the river, I heard the death-bird sigh: Little Tina, don't
you know that you have been sold to the Baron Jauioz?-Is it true, mother, that you
have sold me to old Jauioz?-My dear daughter, I know nothing of it, ask your
father! He does not know of it either, sends her to her brother. Dear brother Lanik,
tell me, am I sold away to that lord?-Yes, we have sold you to the Baron, and you
must start at once without any delay, for we have already received the price: fifty
white silver and as many bright gold.-Dear mother, which one of my dresses shall I
put on? The red one, the white one which my sister sewed for me, or the black velvet
one?-Put on what you will, for it is quite the same, daughter, for a black horse is
before the gate waiting for it to open in the night. They had hardly left the
farmstead, the girl heard the sound of bells. She burst into tears: Good-bye St.
Anne, bells of my country, bells of my parish! [As they r<!ached the Lake of
Anguish, she saw a host of corpses, all in white robes, in a bark. She saw the crowd
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of the dead clapping their jaws at the breast of the girl. As they reached the Valley of
Blood, she saw the dead bodies all running after her. Her heart was filled with
sorro~, her eyes were shut, she los~ conscience.}-Take a seat and wait for the feast
to begIn. The lord was standing at the fire-place he was black as raven his beard
and hair white a.s snow, his two eyes like glowin~ ember. - Here is, the~, the girl I
have been yearmng for so long. Come with me and let us count my gold and silver in
the room. -Rather I wish I were with my mother counting the shavings with which
we feed the fire!-Let us go down into the cellar and taste the wine which is sweet as
honey! Rather. than that, I would drink the water of meadows where my father's
horses are feedIng! -Let us go and buy a sunday coat for you! - Rather than that I
would have a pettycoat of canvas which my mother sewed for me! . .. (and so on). I
c~n make out from your words that you do not love me ... Then the girl asks the
bIrd to greet all the member~ of.her family (enumerating them one after the other).
At hom~ all we~e asleep at mldmght when a mild tapping was heard at the door, and
a I?w vOIce sayIng: Father, mother, for heaven's sake, pray for me: your daughter is
beIng taken to the graveyard!
. As ap~ears ~rom the excerpt, we have to deal with a literary transcription in
thIS cas~. It IS partlc.u~arly the parts put in square brackets where the fantasy of the
transcnber was deCIsIvely governed by mythological reminiscences. Nevertheless,
the nucleus of the theme might be the same as has been made clear from the survey
of the who~e Europe~n material; the girl forced to marry against her will dies of
sorrow d~nng the bndal procession on the way to the bridegroom's mansion or
after she IS taken there. Since at the time when Villemarque published his collection
ther~ was ha~dly anything known of the variants of the diverse nations (at best the
versIOn of NIgra may have been available to him), we may surmise that he had
work.ed up an original Breto.n popular ballad in the manner of the literary forgery of
the mneteenth century. If thIs be the case, we may justifiedly suspect that the Breton
text was of French origin; the more so since the same conclusion has been drawn in
many other insta?ces. This supposition is further supported by the circumstance
that also the ~nghsh have such ballads in which the bride finds her death during the
w~y to her bndegroom. But there the girl is not married against her will, only the
sUitor whom she loves dearly has failed to ask her hand from her brother, too, and
therefore the brother stabs her to death with his dagger when she is just about to
leave (82-100: The Cruel Brother). The girl is bleeding during the ride. It is no
sooner that they perceive her trouble. Stanza 19 runs like this:
Ride softly on, say the best young man,
For I think our bonny bride looks pale and wan!
Or in gradation (B/I2-15) :
Ride up, ride up, said the foremost man;
I think our bride comes hooly on.
Ride up, ride up, said the second man,
I think our bride looks pale and wan!
Up then cam the gay bridegroom,
And straught unto the bride he came.
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Variants I and J are similar. The bridegroom asks what the matter is with her. Is it
the saddle pressing her, the horse jerking, or the rain soaking her gloves; and so on.
The girl asks them to take her to a spring, and there imparts to them her last will, in
the manner of ballad heroines. Thus here the scene of dying finds a very similar
formulation, while the motivation is closer to certain variants of the Balkan ballads:
vengeance and dagger are involved. This transformation seems to have been more
acceptable in many places than the solution with the bride's dying of sorrow.
It appears from this survey that there is an Italian, and there is a Breton ballad
built up on the same scheme as the Hungarian but formulated widely differently;
there is an English ballad which is based on a different conflict but the details of
which are formulated much in the same way as those of the Hungarian;
furthermore there is a series of variants among the Germans and the Slavs which
may be derived from the Hungarian version. All this indicates, with a high degree of
probability, that there used to exist a French ballad of which the Breton, Italian and
Hungarian have preserved the basic conflict, while the English moulded a new one
by means of transformation in a way that it retained its most effective scene, that of
the gradation in the agony of the bride riding in the wedding procession.
If the French origin is once accepted, we find explanation also to the question
why the motivation of this ballad (and of the related 12.) has been applied as an
introduction to "The Bride Dragged to Death", replacing the dramatic plot of
jealousy of the "Les anneaux de Marianson" version. In this instance it is the
Hungarians that amalgamated two French ballads, just as the Hungarians'
neighbours have combined two Hungarian ballads, namely the one under
discussion and "The Girl Abducted by the Turks"; the method is the same which
may be observed in the interconnections of many other nations in the field of
balladry (Cf. Notes to 63. and 68.).

Literature: Moor 1925: derived from the German Graf Friedrich; Gragger 1926: accepts Moor ,
German Spielleute brought it to Hungary (partial modification of the system of Moor's classification
into types); Ortutay 1936-49: quotes Moor on the basis of Gragger; Csanlidi and Vargyas 1954: only
German parallels are extant, either an independent Hungarian development or a survival of a lost
German ballad which influenced some of the Hungarian variants; Putilov 1965, 11/2: all-Slavic
development, typological agreements, manifestation of struggle against Turkish-Tartar oppression;
Hungarian and western parallelisms left unmentioned; Sirovtitka 1966-67: the ballads of Turkish
themes spread as far as the frontier between Moravia and Bohemia; Idem: 196v 11 refutes Putilov, the
ballad is a western story of the short-story (novella) type; the Turks have been involved in it as a
secondary development.

14. THE BRIDE GIVEN IN MARRIAGE TO POLAND

45.
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1. Borbara SzeprOdi is weeping and moaning
In her round courtyard, in her bed covered with eiderdown.
Borbara Szeprodi is sewing at the window,
And she is sewing her mourning dress.
2. She is sewing it with black silk yarn,
She is embroidering it with her pouring tears.
Why are you weeping, why are you mourning, Borbara Szeprodi?
Alas, I have good reason to weep, alas, I have good reason to mourn:
3. I have been sold by father to be brought to Poland,
To be brought to Poland, to the great king of Poland;
And not even to him, but to his bastard son,
And not even to him, but to his bastard son ...

4. They are
Escorted
Even the
Even the

coming, they are coming in a coach of six,
by sixty soldiers and a shabby servant.
drums are beat to dance,
horses are all made to prance.

5. They arrived at Janos Szeprodi's
At the barred gate of Janos Szeprodi.
Do you hear me, do you hear me, Sir Janos Szepredi?
Hand over to us your beautiful daughter Borbara Szepredi!
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6. I don't give you Borbara Szepredi,
For I have seen lords bigger than you in my father's house,
And I did not let them lord it over me, nor will I let you lord it over me,
I did not let them lord it over me, nor will I let you lord it over me!
7. Do you hear me, do you hear me, Sir Janos Szepredi?
Hand over to us your beautiful daughter Borbara Szepredi,
For if you don't, give her to us, we shall levy on you,
We shall levy on you the emperor's tax!
8. Finally he had to give her to them, there was no other choice for him,
There was no other choice for Sir Janos Szepredi.
And they carried away, they carried away Borbara Szepredi,
Borbara Szepredi, seated in the coach of six.
9. Seated in the coach of six, escorted by sixty soldiers,
Escorted by sixty soldiers and a shabby servant.
Even the drums were beat to dance,
Even the horses were all made to prance.
Forr6falva ( Moldavia ) , performed by a male informant, 1932= Domokos 1940, No .
24.

The text published here is the only extant variant that has clearly preserved
the basic idea of the ballad about the girl forced to marry under unalterable
conditions to a man in a foreign land.
Divergences: Obviously, the concise formulation of the story was found
unsatisfactory for the singers of the other variants, therefore attempts were made at
rounding it off by incorporating series of events borrowed from different ballads. In
the text to follow the first twelve stanzas contain the story proper, while stanzas
13- 23 are additions in the above sense.
13. They arrived in Poland,

They reached the court of the good Polish King,
Not even his, but that of his bastard son.
My dearest heart, my wife, will you call me your lord!
14. I will never call you so, never in my life,
For I have seen bigger lords at my father's house,
And I did not let them lord it over me, nor will I let you!
My dearest heart, my wife, will you call me your lord!
15. I will never call you so, never in my life,

For I have seen bigger lords at my father's house,
Bigger lords, indeed, and I did not let them lord it over me,
I did not let them lord it over me, nor will I let you!
16. For the third time I say, call me your lord!

I will never call you so, never in my life!
Servant, my dear servant, go to town
And buy a guilt saddle and a guilt bridle,
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17. A guilt bridle and a Tartar scourge.
I know that they will ask you what do you buy those things for.
This shall be your answer: We have bought a palfrey,
That is untamed, and we want to break it in!
18. He started out and returned home
With the guilt saddle and the guilt bridle,
With the guilt bridle, and the Tartar scourge.
Placing them on the table, he said: Will you call me your lord!
19. Dearest heart, my wife, will you call me your lord!

I will never call you my lord, never in my life!
He saddled her, he bridled her,
And began to whip and ~pur her slender waist.
20. Enough of that, enough, enough, my dear lord and master,
Sunshine went in at one of my sides,
Sunshine went out at the other side,
Enough of that, enough, enough, my dear lord and master!
21. Once she heard the voice of her father by the gate:
Are you at home, are you in, my dearest heart, my daughter?
Ah, I am at home, and I am in, my dearest heart, my father!
But when I gave you away to be brought to Poland,
22. These two beautiful cheeks of yours were different,

They were as beautiful as two red roses,
And now they are like two white linen cloths.
What is the matter, what is the matter, my dearest heart, my daughter?
23. There is nothing the matter, nothing the matter, my dearest heart, father,

I have been in the kitchen, I have burnt oak,
I have burnt oak, I have rocked my child in the cradle,
And the smoke of oak has brought out my tears.
As can be seen, the basic idea of the ballad of "The Haughty Wife" (66.) and various
P?rtions ?f its fo~ulation were introduced into the text, though with a quite
?Iffer~nt mterpretatlOn. Maybe, the similar formulas of Stanza 6 had given the
mcentlve for that. The husband's reproaching and punishing his wife show
transformed motifs of "The Wife Kicked to Death" (39.), as the scene known from
"The Brigand's ~ife" (20.) was also applied, in a transformed shape, so as to make
the father .acquamt~d with the girl's sufferings in her married life. Unfortunately,
the result IS not satisfactory: in a plot lacking all convincing force heterogeneous
elements h~ve been t~ro~n together. The two complemented variants came to light
from one v~llage, Klezse, m 1956 and 1963, that is some twenty or thirty years after
first recordmg is the span of time during which the attempt at expansion took place.
It can by no mean~ be assumed that a formerly more extensive story was abridged
by the performer m 1932. On the one hand, the inserted portions of text remain
what they are, to wit, clumsy and incidental attempts at innovation, and on the
other hand the first, independent part seems to have been deeply rooted in earlier
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tradition because elements of its formulas are to be found in the text of "Fair Bona
Langos" (Type 49), as well as in the variants of "Katalina Biro" presented below.
(In these, the plot felt to be meagre is rendered more meaningful by means of
gradation.)
1. Katalina Biro is sitting in the window,

She is sewing her dress with black silk,
2. She is filling the middle of it with her shedding tears,
She is filling the middle of it with her shedding tears.
3. As she looks at the corn-field
Aye, they are coming with loud shooting: the son of the Turkish emperor is
nearing!
4. He is coming in a coach of six and with sixty soldiers.
At once the son of the Turkish emperor asks at the door:
5. Are you at home, are you at home, my would-be mother?
I am at home, I am at home, my would-be son.
6. Is your daughter at home, whom you promised to me?
She is at home, she is at home, confined to bed.
7. Katalina Biro is sitting in the windc w ...
(repetition of the former scene word for word, only the pretext is changing at the
end of the formula: She is laid on the bier; and for the third time: She is buried deep
in the earth. At this, the bridegroom bursts out in threating words: Mother, my dear
mother, If you did not give your daughter into my hands, Give your soul to God
and give your body into my hands!-The mother is scared and changes the tone:
Come, my son-in-law, Take my daughter, Let her be yours till death!-Other
variants say even more at the end: Come, Kati, come, so that they should take you,
So that they should take you To the foreign land! Alas, Katalina Biro must go
away. She kisses her mother, Shedding her tears. Mother, my dear mother, How
could you promise me to the son of the Turkish emperor? In a foreign country! So
that you may have no longer a daughter in your home To take care of you! Or:
Mother, my dear mother, To whom did you promise me in a foreign land? Shall I
have no longer a mother?-I shall be your mother Son of the Turkish emperor.Katalina Biro burst out crying, She got in the big coach. Katalina Biro was taken
. .
away, Katalina Biro was taken to a foreign country.
The improvized, not quite mature text speaks. of a relatively recent ongm,
especially in the closing part of the ballad, in other words precisely in the place
where a "novel" motif comes into play in this ramification of "The Bride Forced to
Marry ' against Her Will", although the solution falls short of expressing in an
adequate manner the lragic moment inherent in the theme.
Dissemination: Moldavia (a) Borbala Seprodi-{Szekledi): Forrofalva, Klezse 2; (b) Katalina Biro: Leszped 3. Total: 6.
Textual relationship with other ballads: the basic plot represents a
ramification of 12. and 13. (viz. 11. and 15.). The tragic fate of the girl forced
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to marry in a foreign land is brought out by the failure of the girl's afTorts to
gainsay, that is by her being carried away inevitably. The formula "She is
sewing in her window . .. " occurs in Types 12,21,31, (43) and 49.
Tunes: (a) Borbala Seprodi has three variants all sung to the tune
published. (b) Katalina Biro: has one melody in two variants.

At this point we have to mention some isolated texts which are
ramifications of the theme of "The Bride Forced to Marry in a Foreign
Country". These texts show that the popular theme has been applied in
various ways, all preserving close realtionships of the individual details. The
texts can be arranged in the following geographical pattern:
1.Resznek (Zala county):

Make speed, daughter, make speed and go to your private bower,
Change your clothes and put on your funeral attire!
For they have come to carry you away in a coach of six,
In a coach of six, and the horses are harnessed in gold!
Thank you, thank you, mother, my dear mother
For all the care you showed in raising me, and for all your instructions!
Although I do not thank you for your marrying me,
For you did not marry me to the one I have loved long,
But you gave me to one whom I have hated long.
I have fallen apart from whom I have loved long,
And I have fallen in bed with him whom I have hated long.
(Recorded without melody.)
2. Vdlaszut (Kolozs county):

Mother, mother, mother, my dear mother,
There over I see a big camp, a crowded camp.
I know, I know who is their captain,
It is Gyurica Gorogfi, son of the Turkish emperor.
Let me, mother, let me go for a quarter of an hour at least!
I will not let you, daughter, not even for a moment!
Because sooner than I would let you go you should die,
Because sooner than I would let you go you should die!
Good morning, good morning, Mistress Almadi!
Where can I find, where can I find my bride?
And so on: changes into the story of "The Disgraced Girl", characterized by the
motif of sending the bridegroom on wide-goose chase. (The continuation see there.)
= Ka1l6s 1970 No. 102.
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5. Gajcstina (Molda via):

My I1ona, my IIona, my tender, fair violet,
Go to the gate, stand up on the gate
And see, see who comes to visit you!
My dear lady mother, twelve young men are coming,
All from Szentmikl6s, coming with twelve flags .
Mother, my dear mother, maybe, you have sold me?
In vain should I deny, I have sold you, to be sure!
Mother, my dear mother, grant me a favour:
Let me go down into my flower garden to take a look at my flowers!
My flowers, my flowers, have you, too, got bore of me?
May you wither away, all of you, when J am being taken away,
May you turn into dry stalks, may you dry down to dust,
Let my mother see that you have taken pity on me!
Mother, my dear mother, grant me a favour:
Let me go to my room to take a look at my clothes.
My clothes, my clothes, have you got bore of me?
May you fall ofT your pegs, may you cast yourself down upon the ground,
Let my mother see that you too have taken pity on me!
Mother, my dear mother, grant me a favour:
Let me go to my room to write a letter there!
I am writing my short letter, carry it my little swallow!
If you find him asleep, put it on his eiderdown,
If he is walking in his room , put it in his window!

Make ready, daughter, make ready, for I have sold you!
To whom, mother, to whom have you sold me? To the Turkish army.
May God grant me, mother, my dear mother:
When they start out, may J lie in my sick-bed,
When they are half-way, may J lie on the bier,
When they reach here, may I be laid in deep earth!
Tune:
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5. Gajcstina (Moldavia ):
Prepare, daughter, prepare, for I have sold you!
To whom, mother, to whom have you sold me?
To a big mountain brigand.
When they start out, may J be in my sick-bed,
When they are half-way, may I be on the bier,
When they reach here, may I lie in the deep earth!
Finally they arrived. He sent in, he sent in his youngest servant.
Good morning, good morning, my dear old mother!
Can we have, can we have the girl you promised to give to us?
You can see her, you can see her, she is in her sick-bed.
He went in a very glad man and came out a very sad man.
He sent in, he sent in his second servant

Apparently this variant, too, changes into the turns of " The Disgraced Girl" in the
continuation. (= MNGY VII, 9.)

(etc. the answer is: "She lies on the bier", and for the third time: "She lies deep in the
earth.")

4. Istensegits (Bukovina ):
They are coming with such a loud shooting through the field.
Prepare, daughter, prepare, for J have promised to give ~~'ou
To the Turkish emperor.
And not even to him, but to his son.
Daughter, my daughter, flower of my garden,
Will you ever come back here?
I shall come back, mother, when a grain of wheat,
When a grain of wheat yields a hundred stooks!
(Rep.) You see, I shall never come back here again.
Further examples: .
Or:

l(rEFur IEr

er.»

He crossed himself and died a painful death.
(=Domokos No. 13.)
Tune:

This text shows a word-for-word agreement with a more recent variant recorded at
Zagon (Haromszek county). It seems very likely that the informant had learnt the
ballad from Domokos's book.

When a pennyless market will be held in front of your gate.
When broad-cloth sells at nine farthings by the ell.
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15. THE BRIDE AND THE ROOSTER

46.
I. Prepare, make haste
Fair maid Anna!
Your father promised you to us
While you were in your mother's womb!
2. I make haste, I make haste
My dear suitors!
Wait a little,
Wait till I warm my washing water!
3. She runs out, she runs out,
And runs to the roost:
My roosters, my roosters,
My black roosters!
4. My dear black roosters,
Crow, do crow
Because they are going to carry me away from here,
God knows, where!
5. The white one answers:
Let the black one reply!
The black one answers:
We have time enough yet!
6. Make haste, make haste
Fair maid Anna!
Your father promised you to us
While you were in your mother's womb!
7. Wait, wait
My dear suitors!
Wait till I put on
My red skirt!
8. My skirts, my skirts,
My beautiful, red skirts!
Fall off your pegs,
Wrap yourself in mourn!
9. Then she ran out again
And she ran to the roost;
My roosters, my roosters,
My black roosters!
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10. My dear little rooster,
Crow,
Because they are going to carry me away from here,
God knows, where!
11. The white one answers:
Let the black one reply!
The black one answers:
We have time enough yet!
12. Make haste, make haste
Fair maid Anna!
Your father promised you to us
While you were in your mother's womb!
13. Wait, wait
My dear suitors!
Let me take leave
Of my flowers!
14. My flowers, my flowers,
My beautiful, red flowers,
Turn into dry stalks,
Wrap yourself in mourn!
15. She ran out again
And she ran to the roost:
My roosters, my roosters,
My beautiful, white roosters!
16. My beautiful white roosters,
Crow!
Because they are going to carry me away from here,
God knows, where!
17. We will not crow,
Because you did not give us to eat!
You gave to the others
And chased us away!
(The white roosters were orphan children.)
SziJreg (Torontal county) = Kalmany 1891, 1.

This ballad was recorded in one single variant, without a tune added, in 1891.
The collector Kalmany attached the following note: "An extremely precious data
from which we may realize how close connection is between parts of the ballad and
folk tales.-Anna has been sold while in her mother's womb to the devil, although
the fact is not expressly stated, in any case either the devil or a similar being is
involved, as can be inferred from the traits of the poem: notably, Anna wants to
expel the suitors by the cocks' crowing, which is a common feature of Hungarian
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folk tales connected with the devil.- The father usually sells to the devil the thing of
whose existence at his home he has no knowledge; and the thing, as can be seen in
this ballad as well, is usually the child yet in the womb ofthe mother.-Another trait
the ballad in word has in common with Hungarian folk tales is that the animals
refuse to assist Anna, who has been maltreating them, and therefore the girl falls
victim to the evil creatures." Kalmany may be right in his statement, for there is
another type of "The Bride Forced to Marry against Her Will", in which the cruelty
of the bridegroom can be explained from the story of the child sold to the devil while
it was still in the mother's womb. In both cases the motif got into the ballad as a
secondary development at a time when similar acts of mediaeval cruelty were
already unimaginable. At the same time, however, the sale of the unborn child may
well be a reminiscence of aristocratic marriages of the mediaeval times, in which
case the transformation of the story has been due to its relationship with the folktale motif. But neither interpretation can explain the fact that the cocks were
"orphan children", as the informant would have it. The story is obscure and
fragmentary in many ways, complemented with fabulous motifs. But the diction
addressed to clothes and flowers, further the rejection of the suitors and the attempt
at delaying the denouement brings the ballad in correlation with Types 12., 13., (11,
29. and 31.). The phrase "God knows, where" also bears evidence to the fact that
originally the story spoke about the bride forced to marry in a foreign land. It is
doubtless, therefore, that we are dealing with a special ramification of the two main
solutions.

16. THE MOTHER'S CURSE

47.
Tempo giusto
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I. The table in K<i1l6 is surrounded with chairs.
In the middle of it there is a letter sealed with black seal, sealed with black seal.
2. Mother, my dear mother, it's time for me to marry!
Don't, don't marry, daughter, don 't leave me alone, don't leave me alone!
3. Her daughter paid no heed to her words, and she married.
The mother cursed her with eternal imprisonment, eternal imprisonment.
4. When you go to the wedding, let cold shiver catch you,
When you sit at table in the evening, let your soul part with you, let your soul
part with you!
5. When she went to the wedding, the bride grew sad,
The mournful garland fell from her head, the mournful garland.
6. First the youngest bestman spoke up:
Woman, cook, the bride is growing paler and paler, the bride is growing paler
and paler!
7. For the second time the second bestman spoke up:
Woman, cook, the bride is withering away, the bride is withering away!
8. For the third time the oldest bestman spoke up:
Woman, cook, the bride is growing paler and paler, the bride is growing paler
and paler!
9. Coachmen, coachmen, put the horses to the coach,
Go and fetch her mother from the town of David, from the town of David!
10. Tell her to come to the ball,
To come to the ball, for her daughter is dying, her daughter is dying!
11 . She came to the ball to see her daughter dying.

Daughter, my dear daughter, what is the matter with you, the matter with
you?
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12. Daughter, my dear daughter, what is the matter with you, my dear?
Perhaps the supper did not taste you good, that did not taste you good?
good?
13. The supper did taste me good ,
It is my mother's curse that fulfilled on me, that fulfilled on me!
14. Fall off, you leaves of trees, hide me from the eyes of the world,
Because I have pushed my only daughter into her grave, I pushed her into her
grave!
Fornos (Bereg county). Performed by a girl, 1912. Bart6k=MF 1638/e
48.
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1. This little brown girl wants to marry
But her mother will not let her to do so.
2. She pays no heed to her mother's words, she marries.
But, aye, the mother's curse is heavy on her.
3. When you go to bed, may you be taken with cold shiver,
When you eat your supper, may you die of cold shiver!
4. First the younger bestman spoke up:
My dear aunt, the bride is swooning!
5. Never mind, let her swoon, let her faint!
She has been carried here from a distant land, therefore she is fainting!
6. Then spoke up the older bestman:
My dear aunt, the bride is swooning!
7. Never mind, let her swoon, let her faint!
She has been carried here from a distant land, therefore she is fainting!
8. For the third time the bridegroom- himself spoke up:
My dear mother, the bride has died!
9. Coachman, my coachman, put the horse to the coach,
Invite her mother to her daughter's wedding feast!
10. But you must not tell her to come to her wedding feast,
Nay, you must tell her to come to her burial feast!
11 . Where I am walking, even the trees are weeping,
Leaves are falling from their tender twigs.
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12. Fall, leaves, hide me,
For the curse has been fulfilled on my only child!
13. Dawn's fire is kindled at the door of each bride
But to my own daughter the bells are tolled three times.

Lelesz ( Zemplen county) , performed by a group of girls. Koddly= Ethn.1907, 111.
( Factory girls of Lelesz acquired the ballad in the vicinity of Szolnok.)
Dawn's fire = When the guests are coming back to eat up the remains of the
wedding feast, they kindle a bunch of straw in front of the wedded couple's door.
Although the ballad's contours are vague, the gist of the story is clearly set:
the widow does not want to give away her daughter in marriage, mostly because she
is too young to marry and sometimes because the mother does not want to stay by
herself; yet the girl marries, the mother lays curse on her and the girl dies during the
wedding procession.
Divergences: The beginning formula of Text No. 48 gives the essence of the
content in two lines, which enjoy a general validity. Characteristically enough, no
personal names are mentioned, only the phrase "a little girl", or equivalents
thereof, refers to the heroine. In the initial dialogue the mother contradicts her
daughter because she does not want to remain alone; in six cases, however, she
thinks the girl is too young to marry. " Don't marry, daughter, don't marry, because
you are not yet prepared for that!". Or: "You cannot cook a dish." In some
instances, she says simply: "You have time enough yet .. . " In the gradated scene of
dying, mainly the bestmen's or women's cries are heard to announce that the bride is
growing pale, and the answer "She is not ill., only tired" is generally omitted. Apart
from this, the representation of the story is fairly sketchy, which is made good for by
details borrowed from other ballads or lyrical songs. Thus, for instance, the scene of
the bride's dying is replaced by the motif of the bridegroom's sending on wildegoose chase, what is more, even the formula "May my blood flow in one stream
with yours" is taken over sometimes from the ballad of "The Disgraced Girl", or
the lines "My flowers, my flowers, fall down upon the ground!" from the ballad of
"The Bride Found Dead" . Stanzas 12 and 13 originate from a brief lyrical song
about a girl who became pregnant, while Stanza 14 from a generally known lyrical
song. The manyfold attempt at complementing the story shows that the singing
community did not feel satisfactory the content of the ballad. At the same time, the
common nucleus of the ballad is presented in a rather sketchy, one should say,
excerpt form by most of the variants.
In its present form the text seems to be a recent development; nevertheless it is
not precluded that we deal with a revival of fragments of an ancient, mediaeval
ballad.
Earliest provenience: between 1891 and 1919, in the legacy of Kalmany; possibly 1903.
Dissemination: I. Zala county (Bucsuszenthlszl6, Kiskomarom, Letenye, Magyarszerdahely,
Mikl6sfa, P6rszombat, Redics, Zajk), Somogy county (Bonnya, Koroshegy), Baranya county
(Hegyszentmarton), Feher county (Seregelyes), Veszprem county (Pusztamiske, Rigacs), Gyor county
(Nagybarathegy); total: 15. H. Nyitra county (Zsere 2), Hont county (Lukanenye, Nagyrooe),
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Esztergom county (Nagysap), Nograd county (Ecseg, Rim6c), Heves county (Belapat,~al.~a , Biikksze~ ~
Biikkszenterzsebet, Eger, Fedemes 2, Fiizesabony, Ostoros), Borsod county (Mezokovesd), AbauJ
county (Cekehaza 2, Csenyete, Keked 3, Panyok), Zemplen coun,ty (Gesztely, Karcs~, Lelesz, Rlcse 4,
Sarospatak, Tarcal, Tiszakarad), Bereg county (Izsnyete, L?nya, Fornos)" ~a,rama~os county
(Hosszumezo, Tecso); total: 38. Ill. Pest county (lsaszeg), HaJdu c?unty (HaJdunanas), Bacs-Bodrog
county (Batya) Torontal county (Szajan), Csongrad county (Nagymagocs, Szeged regIOn), Arad county
(Gyorok), Bekl:s county (Bekes, Gyula, Mezogyan, Veszto), Bihar county (Nagyszalonta 4), Szabolcs
county (Gegeny, Nyiregyhaza, Nyirtura, Tiszaagtelek, VaJa); total: 2? IV. Hunyad co~nty
(Vajdahunyad), Maros-Torda county (Jobbagytelke); total: 2. Total recordmgs from all-hungananspeaking areas: 75. Seemingly the point of gravIty of dlssemmatlOn falls onto the northeastern corner of
the language area.
.
.
.
.h
.
Textual relationships with other ballads: Most conspicuo~s relatlOnshl~, eXIsts WIt .c ertam
portions of the ballad about "The Girl Dying during the Weddmg ProcessIOn , t~ese forml~g the
common nucleus of the two ballads. Further agreements: 65.,83. Occasional adaptatIOns found m 26.,
and 12.; " my coachman, my coachman .. . " 2.
. .
.
Tunes ' I = 47,2 = 48. More or less iambic variants of the two tunes and denvatlve forms occur m
19 cases. As ~oncerns the further variants, No. 3 has 6, No. 5 and 4, while Nos 7 and II have 2 vanants.
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Variants in languages other than Hungarian:
ITALIAN: 1~. Nigra 23/A- F . 7. Ferraro 1870,27. 8-9. Idem 1877, 599 and 88 4. 10. Idem 1888
7. 11 . Bernoni 1877 Punt. IX/4. 12. Bolza 55. 13. Pergoli, 6 3. 14. Marcoaldi, 17015. 15. Widter 94. 16.
Barbi, 25 and 26.
Partial variants:

FRENCH: 17. Arbaud 11, 166.
BULGARIAN: 18. Stoin 1928 1023. 19-23. Idem 1931 1159- 1163.
DUTCH: 24. D. Vir. 52 = Blyau- Tasseel* 13 .
ENGLISH : 25. Child 216, and the variants quoted in connection with Type 13.
Literature: Nigra, Ferraro 1870 and Barbi refer to the Proven~1 piece of Arbaud which is
incomplete but contains the nucleus of the story, and therefore they consider it French in origin. D . Vir.
11/2, 273- 278 (Note to No. 52) gives a lengthy discussion of the Italian ballad in connection with the
Verhiingnissvolle Heirat, more precisely with the only extant Dutch variant. He does not decide the
question of origin.

The Italian ballad is built in a fairly uniform pattern and disregarding certain
minor divergences of details shows a rather even construction. A knight comes to
see a widow (sometimes three knights or the son of the French king himself, or three
sailors, asking the woman where they could put up for the night). They ask the girl
in marriage, but the woman refuses them, saying the girl is too young. The girl's
brother, however, would marry his sister to the suitor. The girl finally goes away
with the suitor, whereupon the mother lays curse on them (in other instances
forecasts) that they would drown in the sea. When they reach the shore the girl
begins to tremble, because she remembers her mother's words. The horse casts off
the girl who swims holding the bridle till she gets exhausted and drowns; or they
take a boat that sinks with them. The bridegroom tries to save the bride, but all in
vain, because she recalls her mother's words which come true in the end.
The beginning of the Dutch text quoted by the German summary edition
bears some resemblance to the story of the ballad under discussion. A captain drops
in the lodgings of a married couple. During supper it comes to light that he wants to
marry their daughter. He is refused with the excuse that she is too young: he may
sue for more successfully after seven years have lapsed. Here the ballad follows the
development of a different ballad: that of the seven-year-old daughter of a
Markgraf. The girl of the count is ridden from the pains of birth by heavenly
powers. Anyway, nothing is common with the denouement of the other ballad,
except that the girl dies in both.
The essential feature of the plot is missing in the southern French text quoted
by the Italians, but there is an agreement with the French and the Italian versions in
the last stanzas where the husband wants to have his wife's body fished out by
fishermen. This agreement gave rise to thought that the Italian song used to be
known to the Proven~als and even to the northern French population. Whether the
Bulgarian texts belong here is highly doubtful. 20. The girl announces that she will
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be betrothed by the time her flowers begin to bud and married when they ~re in full
blossoming. Whereupon the mother curses her daughter that she m~y get sick wh~n
the flowers bud and lie on the bier when they are blossoming. All this comes true m
the third, and final stanza of the ballad: the girl is laid out on a white sheet, with cold
forehead. In 23. the mother beats her daughter because she has pledged herself to a
man. The girl is rocking her little brother in the cradle, while so doing she curses
him: let he die of small-pox. But the mother hears her saying the curse, and lays her
own curse on the girl: "No sooner shall you behold your dear baby than you hear
fish singing stones playing music and the white Danube speaking!" The girl makes
her garland' and goes to the bank of the Danube where in vain does she w.ait for the
curious conditions to realize, fish do not sing, stones do not play musIc and the
white Danube does not speak a word. She sends words to her bridegroom and to her
father and finds her death in the river. In some more remote texts the mother curses
her daughter for different reasons.
.
'
The Hungarian version contains certain elements which are obvl.ously
identical with some elements of the Italian ballad. First of all should be mentIOned
the principal motif: the widow does not want to hear about her daughter's marriage
because she is too young. The reluctant girl marries and evokes her mother's curse.
The girl dies while on the way to her lover's home, remember~ng her mo~her's cur~e.
At the same time there are considerable differences, too. With the Itahans the girl
finds her death by drowning in the sea, and there is no trace .whatever of the us~al
gradation in dying. With the Hungarians precisely this gra?atlOn off~rs the essenttal
feature of the ballad, and the formulation of the scene IS not unhke the parallel
scenes of "The Bride Dying during the Wedding Procession". Another circumstance that may give food for thought is that the ballad as a whole seems to be rather
sketchy marked by many details of a narrative character, its ending becomes va~ue
and blurred so that the whole of the story raises the impression of an abstract, with
the exception of one or two stanzas describing the br~de dy~ng during the. we~ding
procession. One cannot but suppose that this ballad IS a fairly recent denvattve of
"The Bride Dying during the Wedding Procession"; in a way, perhaps, as the
neighbouring peoples have found some other cause for the bride's ~eath, for
instance the curse-though not the mother's. This innovation resulted, mstead of
partially different variants-in the development of an entirely new and uniform
type of ballad. Consequently, solely on the ground of the H ungarian m.ateri~l, the
ballad of "The Mother's Curse" may be interpreted as a modern ramificatIOn of
"The Bride Dying during the Wedding Procession" .
Yet, the question why the plot of the Hungarian ballad sh~w~ so mar~ed
agreement with that of the Italian remains unanswered . The. descnptto~ of dymg
through gradation, which is missing in the Italian, appears m the Enghsh ballad
about the "Cruel Brother" (Child 216), and only there in the whole of the western
popular balladry. The point of origin of the English ballad-that .is the brother's
vengeance for his having been ignored in the process of the marna~e con~ract
might perhaps be brought into correlation with the .story that s~rvlved With the
Italians: one of the family members is for, another agamst the marnage, the brother
being involved in both cases, only in an opposite sense. With a cast in the opp.o~ite
the theme occurs in 25., in which the mother frustrated in her attempts at detammg
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her son from visiting his sweetheart curses him to the effect that he should drown in
the river. The maternal curse comes true, and the girl learning her lover's fatal
accident, dies of sorrow for him. This kind of parts turned into the reverse comes up
rather frequently in borrowings. The balladry of the two nations mentioned shows
further similarity in that the betrothed couple-or the whole of the bridal
procession- make the journey on horse-back, while in the Hungarian ballads the
bride is carried by a coach. (It is interesting to note that the German version of "The
Bride Dying during the Wedding Procession" offers examples of both solutions.)
But one may also imagine that the motif of the girl drowning in consequence of a
curse and that of the girl who dies because she has been forced to marry against her
will had run parallel with each other even in the western regions from the earliest
times, and that the two have combined only in the Hungarian language areas where
the notion of sea is less familiar with the populace. And there is still another
possibility: the ancient motif of maternal curse, more appropriately the ballad
based on it, had gone into oblivion, tradition preserved only blurred remains, from
which the ballad revived in an innovated form-like many other ballads-and it is
in this procedure that the narrative of the revived ballad incorporated in its middle
section the scene of the other ballad that was currently known and thought to be
well-fitting in the body of the new construction.
The fact seems to be substantiated by the spread of the two ballads mutually
complementing each other: the same portions of text have merged into the
" mother's curse" in a major area, but remain at the same time in their original
formulation at two opposite "fringes" of the same area: i.e. with the western Palots
and the population of the Szeged region.
But whether directly, or through the other type, indirectly, the Hungarian
ballad is connected with close ties to the ballads of the western nations.
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17. THE TWO CAPTIVES
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6. Let us go to l}jfalu in Barasso,
Let us go to Ujfalu in Barasso!
She got hold of the key to the prison,
She got hold of the key to the prison.
7. She let out her young brother,
She let out her young brother.
They set off for their home,
They set off for their home.
8. They went to Ojfalu in Barasso,
They went to Ojfalu in Barasso.
When they reached there:
Sister, sister, Lady Erzsok,
9. Go into the house and ask for lodging!
Mother, mother, my dear mother,
Give lodging for the night,
Give lodging for the night,
10. To your handsome son and beautiful girl,
To your handsome son and beautiful girl,
Your released bird,
Your released bird!
11. Go away, go away, you fancy dame,
Do not distress my soul!
Go away, go away, you fancy dame,
Do not distress my soul!

1. The two children of Janos Gyorgy
Were taken away by the Tartars.
The two children of Janos Gyorgy
Were taken away by the Tartars.

12. I have just buried my little one,
And you have reminded me of it!
I have just buried my little one,
And you have reminded me of it!

2. A handsome son of his, and a
A handsome son of his, and a
Alas, they are carried away as
Alas, they are carried away as

13. Mother, mother, my dear mother,
At least in the shed of the sheep!
See them out, you little servant,
Give them lodging in the shed of the sheep!

beautiful daughter of his,
beautiful daughter of his,
prisoners,
prisoners.

3. Alas, they locked up her young brother,
Alas, they locked up her young brother.
Her young brother begged her,
Her young brother begged her:
4. Sister, sister, Lady Erzsok,
Get hold of the key to the prison,
And let me out,
5. Get hold of the key of the prison,
And let me out.
And let us set off for our home,
Let us set off for our home!
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14. But see that they lie by the door,
But see that they lie by the door.
Sister, sister, Lady Erzsok,
Sister, sister, Lady Erzsok,
15. Go out and see
If the morning star has risen ...
Daughter, daughter, my dear daughter,
Why did you not tell me in the evening,
16. Daughter, daughter, my dear daughter,
Why did you not tell me in the evening?
I should have made you a soup with cumin,
I should have made you a soup with cumin,
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6. God helped him,
a. And only one man was left to bring home tidings.
God helped him,
And only one man was left to bring home tidings.

17. I should have put soft linen shirt on him,
I should have put soft linen shirt on him.
18. Let
Let
Let
Let

dogs lick
dogs lick
fire burn
fire burn

up your soup,
up your soup,
your soft linen shirt,
your soft linen shirt!

Gyergy6ujfalu (Csik county), Antal Molnor
50.
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I. Two fine captives were taken:
a. One fine captive was Jozsef Biro,
The other fine captive was Kata Biro,
The other fine caplive was Kata Biro ...

7. Come up, little sister, out of the gully,
a. Let us go home!
Come up, little sister, out of the gully,
Let us ho home!
8. When they reached the gate of their father's house,
b. He said: Go in, dear little sister!
9. Go in, little sister, go into our father's house
b. Ask for lodging for the two of us, if only for the night!
10. Lady, lady, my noble lady,
b. Give lodging for the two of us, if only for the night!
If only for the night, if only by the door!
I J. We have just come from Turkey,
c. I am here with my only brother,
I am here with my kind brother
Who has been badly wounded with the sword.
12. Go away, beggar, go away, for I cannot bear,
b. I cannot bear the stench of a beggar!
13. So the poor girl ran out,
b. She found her father in the yard.
14. My goodman, my goodman, my noble goodman,
b. Give lodging for the two of us, if only for the night!
If only for the night, even if only in the stable!

2. Look back, dear sister,
a. Are not the Turks coming?
Are not the Turks coming,
The Turks and the Tartars?

15. We have just come from Turkey,
c. I am here with my only brother,
I am here with my kind brother
Who has been badly wounded with the sword!

3. Are not the Turks coming,
a. Are not the Tatars coming?
They will cut me to pieces here,
They will carry you away!

16. May be, may be, poor prisoner girl,
b. May be, may be, poor prisoner girl ...

4. Get down, little sister, into the gully,
a. Pray to God there,
Pray to God there
That He may give victory to my two arms!

18_ At the first cock-crow I shall fall ill,
b_ At the second cock-crow my inwards will be shaken,

5. Victory to my two arms,
a; And strength to my shield.
Victory to my two arms,
And strength to my shield. _.

20. Brother, my dear brother, my dearest-kindest brother!
b. Is it not to be regretted that we have been taken all over Turkey,
Yet returned to out father's house.

17. Sister, my dear little sister, listen to me:
b. At the first cock-crow I shall fall ill;

19. At the second cock-crow my inwards will be shaken,
b_ At the third cock-crow I shall part with this world:
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21. Yet we returned to our father's house,
b. But when we asked our dear mother for lodging,
22. She replied: Go away, beggar, go away,
b. For I cannot bear the stench of a beggar!
23. The first serving-lad overhears this by the door.
b. He says to his mistress: My noble lady,
I have heard lamenting enough in my life, though it is the first time I hear
24. A beggar lamenting so bitterly over the dead body of another beggar,
b. A beggar lamenting so bitterly over the dead body of another beggar!
25. Brother, my dear brother, my dearest-kindest brother!
b. Is it not to be regretted that we have been taken all over Turkey,
Yet returned to our father's house.
26. Yet we returned to our father's house,
b. But when we asked our dear mother for lodging
27. She replied: Go away, beggar, go away,
b. For I cannot bear the stench of a beggar!
28. Then the noble lady got up and ran swiftly
b. To open the door, saying:
29. Had I known that you were my own son and daughter
b. I would not only have given you a better lodging than the one by the door,
30. I would not only have given you a better lodging than the one by the door,
b. But I would have clasped you both to my breast!
With that she embraced her, and died a sudden death.

Csikmadaras (Csik county), Bodon-Bart6k

= Ethn 1908, 43

51.
Good day to you, good day, mayor's wife of Szeged!
My dear brother has sent me to ask you
If you were so kind as to give him a slice of bread.
Go, servant maid, cut a slice of the dogs' bread
5. The servant maid took pity on her and gave her a slice of the servants' bread.
The mayor's wife of Szeged said to her:
Get out of my house, temptress of my servant,
Whore of my soldier!
The little girl goes home crying loudly:
10. Imagine, the mayor's wife of Szeged said to me:
Get out of my house, temptress of my servant, whore of my soldier!
Go, dear sister, go and ask her
To give me a piece of linen, only a piece of linen,
15. Perhaps she will give me one, because I need a shroud.
But be careful and do not betray yourself by your words!
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Good day to you, good day, mayor's wife of Szeged!
My dear brother has sent me to ask you
If you were so kind as to give him a piece of linen.
20. Go, servant maid, cut a piece of the horse-rug!
The servant maid took pity on her and cut a piece of linen.
For the second time the mayor's wife of Szeged says to her:
Get out of my house, temptress of my servant,
Temptress of my servant, whore of my soldier!
25. The little girl goes home crying loudly:
Imagine, the mayor's wife of Szeged said to me:
Get out of my house, temptress of my servant,
Temptress of my servant, whore of my soldier!
Go, dear sister, ask her at least
30. For a piece of deal, for a piece of deal,
Perhaps she will give me one, if only for a coffin!
But be careful and do not betray you by your words!
Good day to you, good day, mayor's wife of Szeged!
My dear brother has sent me to ask you
35. If you were so kind as to give him a piece of deal
A piece of deal, if only for a coffin!
Go, servant maid, give her a piece of rotten stable-floor!
The servant maid took pity on hear and gave her a good deal.
For the third time the mayor's wife of Szeged says to her:
40. Get out of my house, temptress of my servant,
Temptress of my servant, whore of my soldier!
The little girl goes home crying loudly:
Imagine, our dear mother said to me:
Get out of my house, temptress of my servant,
45. Temptress of my servant, whore of my soldier!
Go, dear sister, go and tell my dear mother:
It is her own dear son that asks her
To come at last, if only for my burial.
Good day to you, good day, my brother asks you,
50. My dear brother who is your own offspring,
And who has been a soldier, your dear son:
To come and see him, because his end is nearing,
Come then for his burial!
When the mother reached the place,
55. His soul was just about to leave.
She took him into her arms and so took him home,
She laid him in bed and covered him with a quilt.
But when she laid him in bed, his life was ended.

Szajan (Torontal county)

=

Kalmany 1882, No. 2.

Divergences: Apart from the reference texts, there exist recorded variants of
the ballad from the Moldavian population, which show very considerable
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differences as compared not only with the above-quoted variants but also with the
entire Hungarian balladry, as well as with the general European style of ballads. As
regards their length, they far exceed the longest Hungarian specimens of the genre.
This fact is due to a tendency to indulging in details and repetitions- and these
repetitions have nothing to do with the stylistic devices coming under this heading
but rather to a practice of recapitulation (for instance, the servant reiterates
lengthily what he has heard from the brothers (sisters}-and also in verbose manner
of performance that enables the singer to include unimportant, trivial elements at
will, to expatiate on certain details or to contract others with such liberty which, as a
matter of course, spoils the poetic value of the text. In fact, this kind of presentation
mars the style of the genre. We know several recordings in which the informant
performed the same ballad on several occasions diluting the story each time in
different degrees. Thus, for instance, No. 88 of Ka1l6s 1970 contains 47 stanzas, at
another time the same singer expanded the ballad to 59 stanzas; another woman
performer, also of Leszped, produced first 61 and on the second occasion 68
stanzas. But the singer of Kallos 1970, No. 89 excels all the other preformers by
incorporating so many details in the ballad, cramming it with so many Improvised
events as to raise the impression of an unsurpassable achievement in this line. First
she sang 67 stanzas, then she performed the same ballad in another variant of 78
stanzas. It will be instructive to quote parts of her performance here.
I. Janos Biro, Biro, Katalina Biro
Both were taken by Turkish marauders.
2. They were carried to a foreign place and forced to work hard.
They were forced to work in a mine, in a dark mine.
3. There they were made to work, and they worked amidst great pains.
Katalin stayed at home, waiting for Janos to come home.
4. She was sitting in the window sewing with black silk,
She made her embroidery with ......... silk.
5. She was stitching, stitching, dropping her tears,
Mourning for her brother, lamenting her place of birth .
6. And she kept mourning: My God , my God,
Put an end to all this, put an end to our life!
7. It would be better for us to die than to draw our life
Amidst so many pains, so many tormenting pains
8. I am sorry for my country, my father and mother,
My father and mother and my place of birth.
9. For I cannot see them any longer, I can only see
The pains of my suffering brother, my suffering brother.
10. He is not given time even to sleep, he is always kept at work.
He is robbed of his soul, so hard has he to work .
11. Her brother comes home and sees his sister's tears.
Why are you weeping, sister, do not cry so long as I am with you!
The narrative proceeds like this till in Stanza 20 the two captives decide to set out for
home. This part is entirely missing from the printed variant, which in turn relates in
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much detail how they prepare to escape, how the girl is baking cakes, how she wakes
her brother at dawn, and so on . Let us see now how the ballad ends after the
brother has died:
'
54. She was very much .frightened and she dropped the dish,
Then she ran to her master: Master, kind master
55. One of the beggars has died and the other is mourning him,
And she keeps mourning: Janos Biro, Biro,
56. Janos Biro, Biro, Katalina Biro,
Who have been taken by the marauder Turks.
57. When they arrived in their country they were not admitted,
They were not admitted in their rooms but in the cold stable.
58. Their mother heard this and fell down upon the ground.
Their father jumped up like a mad dog.
59. Like a mad dog he ran to the stable;
But Kati is lamenting her brother leaning over his body.
60. My Kati, my dear daughter, Why did not you tell me
Why did you not tell me that you were my children?
61. He looked at his son, and his heart was broken.
His heart was broken, and he died on the spot.
62. There comes the mother, but Kati is still lamenting
When she heard her voice, she clasped her round the waist,
63. She clasped her round the waist and pressed her against her own body.
She was kissing her dress though she could not speak a word.
64. She could not speak a word. They both fell down upon the ground,
They both fell down upon the ground, and they both died.
65. The little servant goes and sees a great wonder in the stable:
The father clasped his son, the mother her daughter.
66. All four have died. And what did he make of it?
My God, my God, give me to die as well!
67. What can I do now, after my master has gone
How can I bear this great heart-ache!
68. He took them into the clean room.
He placed the father beside the mother, daughter beside the son.
69. My God, my God, I am going to the church,
I am going to the church, because I have to toll the bells.
70. He tolled the four bells.
People began to run about, they began to run to and and fro.
71. All were asking what the matter was?
For it was not customary to toll all four bells for no reason!
72. They all asked him what the matter was?
And little servant Janos explained them heartily:
72/a. They are dead, my master and my mistress.
Their children have returned, and 10, they have . ..
(At this point the tape had to be changed. The informant continued in a
different strain)
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73. The little servant said, he said to all the world:
A great thing happened, indeed, my master and the whole of his family have
died!
74. They have returned to their country, so did their children.
And they all died, so that I have four dead bodies
75. Then all the world came to see the great wonder.
They saw the great wonder and they all took pity on them.
76. Little servant Janos buried them.
Little servant Janos stayed in the house.
77. He stayed in the house, and he was the master.
But he was not glad of it at all, for his heart ached.
78. His heart ached, for their cruel death.
He was always thinking of the death they had died.
Here we have, then, something, from the likeness of which attempts had been
made earlier to deduce the ballad style, marked-as they thought-by stamps of
improvisation. But it is quite obvious for us that the ballad style is not ?n.e of
extemporization of casual texts, on the contrary, it is featured by a very dlstmct,
finalized and selective formulation of details. On the other hand, it has to be
admitted that the predilection to narrate of the Csang6 performers is a
phenomenon not to be found elsewhere. One is simply caught by the feeling, that
the informant does not want to stop singing, and that she is looking for more and
more details to extend the happy moments of singing. At the same time it should be
added that the informant is an outstanding representative of the "old style"
performance, that is the melismatic style. One cannot but wonder how.an insti~ctive
artist, as she is, has no sense for the textual part of the performance. Smce. she IS not
an exception with her diluted manner of performance-for the populatIOn of the
most backward Moldavian villages (Leszped, Racsila and Pusztina) practise the
same narrative style-we have to think this mannerism an ancient Moldavian
peculiarity which betokens that the oldest layers of the Moldavian populations
have not assimilated the true ballad style, have not undergone the "revolution" of
the genre as a whole, and that they prefer to recite all their stories of more or less
versified or rather sung form, interwoven with trivial moments of their life, as if they
were imparting some interesting news to each other, or relating an event that has
just taken place in actual reality.
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Cf. Leader 307.
Version in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1-7. Millien 164--169 A, A var., B, C, C var.
SLOVAK: 8. SI. Sp. I. 149 399 = Horak 28. 9. Koleeany 6. 10. SL'P 11 476 (fragment). 11. Kollar
57. 12. Medveczky 1905 3.· 13. Valaitan 86.· 14. EA 3659, 2 (Hungarian translation) Lipto county.
15-16. Bartok 195933 and 153. (Burlasova Ila.)
MORA VIAN-POLISH and UKRAINIAN: 17. Su.sil2339 plus var. 19. Kolberg Piesni 33. 19.
Golovacky 11, 701 3, Carpathian Ukraine.

Earliest provenience: 1882, "Szeged" variant.
Dissemination: Torontal county (Szajan), Csik county (Csikmadaras, Gyergyoalfalu), Moldavia
(Leszped 8, one of which is a prose tale, three times by the same informant, two different recordings,
Pusztina, Racsila). Total: 13.
Textual relationships with other ballads: (only the three published, crystallized texts being
considered). The "beggar" motif together with the asking for lodging and rejection included: Type 7.
(Other complications arising from the fact that the person's identity is not recognized: Types 22, 41, 42,
43). The report of the servant about the conversation that took place in the stable, the scene of
recognition and also the curse: Type 22. Escape by means of the key to the prison which the girl acquires,
fight with the persecutors while the girl stays in a hiding place: Type 33. (The brother and sister are
attacked on their way home: the brother is wounded while defending his sister, and dies: Type 18.)

The Hungarian ballad is a rare type, proceeding towards final extinction. The
variants of the similarly rare French ballad are, with one single exception, identical
in content. A young man and his sister return from the wars, or sometimes from the
garrison. The girl sings a song about Napoleon. In one variant, however, a young
man has his sister dressed as a page, and is on his way home with her from the
barracks, after the war. These incongruous, incomprehensible elements, the
barracks, the page, and the girl reveal that we are dealing with a recent
modernization of an old story. "Sister, dear sister,-says the young man-Lower
your voice and your beautiful song: your voice will be heard from ten miles around!
Here in the midst of the forest there are many robbers. If they hear you, sister, they
will carry you off." Hardly has he said these words before they enter the wood and
see the robbers. There are thirty of them sitting on the greensward. Their chief
demands the pretty girl for the night. The young man will not allow it and gets a
dagger in his side. "Sister, dear sister, give me your kerchief, bind up my side. My
love for you costs me my life." When they reach the valley, they stop at their father's
house and ask for lodging like two poor strangers. Their mother replies: "0, no,
children, we cannot give anyone lodging, for the whole house is full. Go on down
into the village, you will get lodging there. The elder sister says: "Mother, give these
poor people lodging, someone of yours is wandering about the fields, and you
cannot know who will give them lodging!" "If you were not my daughter going to
be married today, I would hit you in the face to stop you speaking. You have
reminded me of my sorrow and anguish!" Six variants finish at this point, indeed.
The seventh variant, half sung, half spoken, carries the thread of events further
after slightly different preliminaries: "The mother finally agrees to give the~
lodging in the stable", writes the collector of the version. The boy dies at once, the
sister laments: "Where shall I get a shroud, shall I wrap him in my apron? 0, if only
I were in my home, there are many fine linen sheets in my chest, and I would cover
my dear brother Andin."-The mother overhears this and recognizes her children.
The agreement is complete in the end where the girl returns home with her
wounded brother. At the same time, only hazy details of the French correspond to
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the beginning of the Hungarian ballad. Yet there, too, it appears that there must
have been some escape spoken of in connection with warfare and soldiers in the
original formulation , something we have in the Hungarian ballad. (The mentioning
of the page clearly refers to mediaeval or sixteenth-century conditions at latest.) As
to the meeting with the robbers and the loud singing of the girl, these motifs are to
be found in another Hungarian ballad which will be dealt with in the next chapter
Type 18.
Among the Slovaks and the Moravians the beginning of the story has been
amplified. The brother and sister are kidnapped on Whit Saturday. The girl is
carried off in a carriage while the boy is tied behind the coach. She is treated well,
but he is thrown into prison. He asks his sister not to forget him, but for seven years
she does not think of him, then she remembers him and goes to release him. The
Moravian version amplifies the episode: twice she fails to find him, but suceeds at
the third attempt. His legs are buried in the earth up to the knee, and mice make
their home in his hair. They set off for home. In this version, however, the battle and
the wounding are missing. Here, too, the mother gives them no lodging, not even in
the barn, nor yet bread or water. In one text the boy dies at the first cock-crow. The
girl laments him, why did he not die on Turkish soil instead of in his mother's place.
This is heard by the woman's little son (in the Slovak text) or by the neighbour's wife
(in the Moravian). The ballad ends with the mother's lament in the
Slovak- Moravian version as well.
Remarkably enough, both in the Slovak and the Moravian ballads the motifs
of battle and wounding are missing; they trie to account for the boy's death,
unmotivated otherwise, by recounting the girl's happy fate and the young man's
long sufferings in the prison. (After all, the girl survives.) In this connection, the
Hungarian version may well have served as an example, because in it the brother is
set free by the sister. But it is highly characteristic, on the other hand, that the
Slovaks and the Moravians go into more and more detail of the preliminary story,
so much so that eventually they ignore the principal story: the Slovak version (11.)
consisting of thirty alexandrines and the Ukrainian version (19.) finish with the girl
calling a priest to her brother dying in the prison. Transformations of this kind are
rather frequent in borrowings, and the presence of one in the Slav versions would be
sufficient to prove, even without the French parallel, that they were taken over from
the Hungarians. The assumption is confirmed by the tune of the Moravian variant:
in it, reduced to three melodic sections, a widespread old-style Hungarian tune can
be recognized (B. 165; cf. Vargyas 1959).
We obtain further proofs of the fact of borrowing by analyzing the next type
which took its origin similarly from the French ballad discussed in the foregoing.
Literature: Vargyas 1960, 1967. Putilov 1965, 182- 184, on the Slav versions (not quoting the
Hungarian and the French versions). On this and other ballads dealing with the fate of captives he writes
as follows: " The figure of captives in ballads are representing one of the most significant creations of
Slav poetry. The captive as a poetic character belongs certainly to the whole of the Slav folklore as a
common property, and therefore it is not too easy to demonstrate the creative contribution in the case of
an individual nation."
As to the latter statement, the question would have been simpler if the folk poetry of non-Slavonic
and western European nations had been taken into consideration as well.
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18. THE KNIGHT AND THE LADY
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1. The Knight set out,
The Knight with the Lady,
On an old, long-trodden way,
In a vast forest,
In a vast forest.
2. The Knight says, the Knight says
To the Lady:
Aye, my Lady, aye, my Lady,
Sing a song to me,
Sing a song to me!
3. I will not sing, I will not sing,
I have a loud singing voice,
It will be heard, it will be heard
By the ten robbers,
By the ten robbers.
4. They will
They will
And they
And they
And they

carry me away,
carry me-away,
will kill you,
will kill you,
will kill you.

5. The knight turned
And slapped her face at once.
The Lady began to sing
Her plaintive song,
Her plaintive song.
6. Her singing was heard, her singing was heard
By the ten thieves.
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Says the youngest:
Fellows, fellows,
Faithful fellows!
7. I know not what I heard,
Was it a voice singing,
A trumpet blown,
Or a fiddle played
Or a fiddle played?
8. Come on, let us bar the way,
Come on, let us bar the way!
They barred the way at once,
They carried away the Lady
And killed the Knight.
9. Then spoke up, then spoke up
The youngest thief:
I say, Lady, I say, Lady,
Are you sorry, are you sad
For the Knight who is dead?
10. I am neither sorry nor sad,
Yet I feel like mourning for him!
His loose-sleeved linen shirt
Is stained with blood,
Is stained with blood.
11. Then spoke up, then spoke up

The youngest thief:
I say, Lady, I say, Lady,
When you were still a maid
Whose girl were you?
12. In a county, you know,

I was the King's daughter.
And if you were his daughter,
I was his son,
I was his son.
13. From the pocket of my father
I stole out a hundred gold coins.
My father gave me a thrashing,
Therefore I joined the thieves,
Therefore I joined the thieves.
14. But even though you arrive at home,

Do not tell my father,
Do not tell my father
That you met with me,
That you met with me!
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15. Because he will pass letters

All over the towns,
All over the villages;But all in vain,
But all in vain.
Magyardecse (Szolnok-Doboka county). Performed by female singers of 52 and 77
years of age, respectively. Kerenyi 1943 = Eneklo ljjusag (Singing Youth), March
1944.

The collector remarked that the text was longer originally but people can
faintly recall the end of the song. (It may be of some interest to learn that the
Hungarian word for Lady is "kegyes" in this text, meaning mistress (sweetheart) in
mediaeval Hungarian records.)
Dissemination: in the wake of Kereny ts publication, the collaborators of the Kolozsvar Folklore
Institute took five more recordings of the ballad, one of which was published by Farag6 (1965).
Nevertheless, no substantial difference can be discovered between the two publications. But there are a
few data at hand to show that the ballad used to be widespread in former times. For one thing, the
peculiar quality of the "singing voice" comes up, though in a different context, in a fragment about "The
Fair Anna of Arad" or Fair Anna Anador which has been collected among Szekely people who first
emigrated to Bukovina, then partly repatriated to Hertelendyfalva (Torontal county, Yugoslavia),
partly to Lengyel (Transdanubia), and which survives in meaningless fragments or is included in other
ballad types:
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I. Stanza: Prisoner's song.
The first stanza is followed by:
Fair Anna of Arad, sing a song
About the poor prisoners, poor Hungarians.
I will not sing, I will not sing, my noble Lady,
For my singing voice is very loud and my song is very sorrowful.
You see, even now it was heard as far as the banks of the Danube,
As far as the banks of the Danube, the coast of the Red Sea.
(From the continuation it appears that the girl was sold to the Turkish emperor, although essentially the
story runs parallel with the ballad of " The Brigand's Wife" .)
Other details appear in the following medley of ballad motifs and lyrical stanzas (AP 60 17la)
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Sing your beautiful song, Fair Anna Anador!
Sing about the poor prisoners, poor Hungarians!
I will not sing, I will not sing, dear my Lords and noble Ladies,
For my song will reach over the sea!
(Followed by several lyrical stanzas.)
The brother and sister are attacked while on the way; the sister is wounded in defence of her
brother: Type 17.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1-7. See under The Two Captives (Type 17.).
ROMANIAN: 8. Marienescu, 12.9. Alexics 79 (bilingual publication). 10. Tocilescu 1/2 1247. 11.
Teodorescu, 633. 12. Alecsandri, 97. 13. Amzulescu 286.
BULGARIAN: 14. Stoin 1931 373. 15. Dozon 187534. 16. Miladinovi, 167. 17. Stoilov 1916-1 8
461. 18. Idem 462. 19. Shapkarev 111336. 20. Idem , IV 1259.21. Idem 853. 22. Stoin 1939324.23. Idem
193478.24. SbNU 14,80 No. 11 . 25. ChekhlarovSbNU 2699. 26. SbNU 41 . 406. 27. VatevSbNU 43. 84
No. 31. 28. Ibidem 306140.29. Ivanov SbNU 44. 153 No. 150. 30. Tsitselkova SbNU 46/1. 119. No. 204.
31. Izv. Ethn. Muz. IV/89 No. 2. 32-33. Ivanov SbNU 42 Nos 53- 55.
SERBO-CROAT: 35. Prodanovii: 170. 36. tganec 1950 No. 375. 37- 38. Idem 375. Note (Plus
reference to Variant 4 from the territory of Croatia). 39. Poljanin 1/69. XXV. 40. VujiCii: 29 = Vuk .
Partial variants:
CARPATHIAN-UKRAINIAN: 41-42. Golovatsky 11/599, No. 35 and 700 No. 2. 43. Untur
1959,20.44. Idem 1963. 14-15; Idem 1968. 70 and Note 19 (listing the Russian variants).
RUSSIAN : 45-47. Balashov, 124 1- 3. 48-49. Chernyshev 31-32.

The text quoted apparently also includes other portions, distorted in a
different manner or obscured, of the French parallel of "The Two Captives" (Type
17). (The French parallelism is discussed there.) One of the essential modifications
is that the story speaks about two lovers instead of a brother and a sister. The sister
and brother relation has been transposed-secondarily-into the relation of the
robber and the girl, and consequently the story was given a different trend of
development. As against this, it is beyond doubt that the motif of singing in a loud
voice and the relevant notice are identical, although a further modification enters at
this point inasmuch as it is not the young man who warns the girl. It is the girl who
warns the Knight and because he feels slighted by the fact, the Knight treats the girl
in such an exceptionally rude manner; further similarity is in the motif of meeting
with the robbers in consequence of the girl's singing; but the ending is different
because the Knight is not only wounded but he also dies.
Among the neighbouring peoples the story exists with the same modifications, though not in a fragmentary form but in uniform and complete tales, related
with epic details. In the versions found among all three nations mentioned as
neighbours the story begins with the husband wanting to visit his parent-in-law, for
the first time after their marriage (although there occur such variants, too, with each
of the neighbouring peoples in which the young couple are having a walk together).
It is during this that the request is made for a song, and the woman is reluctant, not
merely because of the robbers, but mainly because of their leader, her former
sweetheart, who had asked in vain for her hand in marriage. (It should be noticed
that in the French ballad, too, the robber knew the refugees and calls the young man
by his name.) "Sing, Vida, do not fear, Shakoed Captain is my name, and you
shall see the might of my weapon! "-says the hero of one of the Romanian
variants. The song here, which is extraordinary anyway, assumes fantastic
dimensions: "IfI start to sing The great forests will echo, The slender trees will bow,
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Streams will be troubled and meadows dry up." Among the southern Slavs the
woman sings with "two voices from one mouth". The robbers prick up their ears as
in the Hungarian, saying: "Fellows, is that the drum beating? Or is it the music of a
violin?" . .. " Is it not the beating of a drum, nor yet the sound of music; it is Vida's
sweet voice." Here comes the scene of fight with the robbers, in which several versions
have developed. The two antagonists find themselves evenly matched, and the .
woman's help decides the outcome. She helps either the robber, who has persuaded
her by his promises to intervene, or the husband. If the case be the former, but the
husband succeeds in escaping in the end, he punishes the faithless wife, in many
instance by burning her as in the Hungarian version of The Unfaithful Wife Burnt to
Death.
The Balkan peoples have preserved the story in the form of a lengthy epic
poem with considerable details. In comparison, the Hungarian ballad, with its
threadbare story and word-for-word agreement here and there seems at first sight to
be a borrowing. Nevertheless, the French ballad puts the matter into a different
light. There can be no question of an independent development among the French
and the eastern European peoples of such a peculiar motif as the conceptually
unreal and stylized singing in the forest, and the anxiety and finally the actual
meeting with the robbers. With the French, the singing voice of the Lady is heard
within ten miles around in the forest, the Hungarian ballads mention only " loud"
singing, of which the robbers are not quite sure whether it is the music of a violin or
the sound of a trumpet. With the Romanians the whole nature is upset by the song.
One of the characters is afraid in each of the variants of the robbers who may hear
the loud singing and bewrong them. The occurrence of such peculiar features with
various nations cannot be the matter of chance agreement; therefore we must think
of borrowings. The only question is simply in what order should we picture the
borrowing. Did the ballad come to Hungary with French mediaeval settlers and
then split into two, the larger part remaining in The Two Captives while the smaller,
altered yet characteristic elements entered into the Knight and the Lady; and did
these two separate ballads then go on further, one to the north, the other southwards? Or did the reverse happen: was there one tale in the Balkans and another
among the Slovaks and Moravians? Did the Hungarians take over these two distant
plots, and did the French settlers acquire them from the Hungarians to unite them
into one tale and return it to their former country, France? The latter picture does
not seem likely at all: there is no example to show that something should have been
restored to French from Eastern Europe. This is precluded by the consideration
that the French used to be the people that dictated manners and they were the
donors of fashionable songs as can be inferred from the examination of the history
of borrowings throughout the whole Europe. At the same time, the adoption by
the Slovaks and Moravians of the Hungarian version is clearly evidenced by the
route of spread and the way of transformation of the ballad. Consequently,
the French- Hungarian- Balkan agreement can be imagined only if a
French- Hungarian- Balkan trend of dissemination is accepted: but the more
archaic tradition of the southern neighbours of the Hungarians has preserved the
original elements for a longer period than had the donor nations (that is the French
as primary and the Hungarian as secondary donors).
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The ending of the Hungarian ballad, fragmentary as it is, maintains
relationship with another ballad, represented by the Ukrainian variants given
above, The sons of a woman become robbers in a forest. Her only daughter marries
in a distant land. When the young wife and her husband go to see the mother, they
are attacked by robbers who kill the husband and rape the woman. The youngest
robber asks the young woman toward midnight who her father and mother were,
and so it comes to their knowledge that they have lied with their own sister, and
killed their own brother-in-law. This ballad in known only in the Ukrainian and
Russian language areas, disregarding the mentioned Hungarian fragment. The
incorporation may have been due to the obvious similarity in the couple's travelling
through the forest and the intervention of the robbers. The place where the
Hungarian ballad was found is populated by Hungarians and Romanians, among
whom the Russian- Ukrainian ballad is completely unknown. Its unexpected
provenience in the region remains unexplained for the time being.
The Hungarian ballad under discussion belongs among the fourteenthcentury borrowings of French origin.

19. THE GIRL WHO SET OUT WITH THE SOLDIERS

53.
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1. Three heyducks are drinking wine, drinking wine
Literature: Vargyas 1960 and 1967.

.

In front of mistress Zsigmond Biro's gate.
2. Fair Anna Biro walked out to see them:
Where is your home country, three heyducks?
It is in Mezodebrecen and in Barasso.
3. Do you not know Benedok Hajdu,
Benedok Hajdu, my sweentheart?
4. Well, we know him as one of our dearest pals.
Will you not mind if I went along with you?
We would like it and hold it a great honour for us.
5. Fair Anna Biro walked in without wasting time:
Mother, my dear mother, dearest-kindest mother,
6. Three heyducks are drinking wine, drinking wine
In front of mistress Zsigmond Biro's gate.
7. I have asked them, I have asked them where their home country was.
It is in Mezodebrecen and in Barasso.
8. Do you not know Benedok Hajdu,
Benedok Hajdu, my sweetheart?
9. Well, they know him as one of their dearest pals.
Would you mind if I went with you?
They would like it and hold it a great honour for them.

10. Do not go away with them, my beautiful flower:
If he loves you, he will certainly come to see you!
11 . Fair Anna Biro gave the following reply:
Mother, my dear mother, I will go with them!
And Fair Anna Biro set out with them.
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12. They were going, they were going along the old broad road,
Along the old broad road , through the vast mountain covered with snow.

29. The second heyduck spoke up:
One of our sisters has died, and she left all this to us.

13. Then the eldest heyduck spoke up:
Let us kill Fair Anna Biro!
14. The second heyduck spoke up:
I have nothing against it, for we should gain by it.

30. Then the youngest heyduck spoke up:
No sister of ours has died ,
And we did not take her money,
Aye, we killed Fair Anna Biro, the three of us!

15. But the youngest heyduck spoke up:
Let's not kill her, the poor soul, let her come with us!
If you refuse to kill her, we shall kill you!

31. Come with me, come, youngest heyduck,
Show me, aye, show me Fair Anna Biro
Aye, Fair Anna Biro, my sweetheart! '

16. Then Fair Anna Biro spoke up:
In my right pocket you will find three hundred florins
Which I give you if you do not kill me.

32. For I will give you my grey palfrey,
My grey palfrey and all my valuables!

17. Then the second heyduck spoke up:
We have your money, and we have you as well!
18. Then Fair Anna Biro spoke up:
In my left-hand pocket you will find four hundred florins,
All this I give you if you do not kill me.
19. The second heyduck spoke up:
Let us kill, let us kill Fair Anna Biro!
20. They were going, they were going along the old broad road ,
Along the old broad road, through the vast mountains covered with snow.
21. When they reached the Brook of Lemon,
Alas, they killed Fair Anna Biro, the three of them.
22. They forgot to take away her many precious pearls,
Her many precious pearles, and her rich shirt of fine linen.
23. Go back, go, youngest heyduck!
Go and fetch me, fetch me her precious pearls,
Her precious pearls and her rich shirt of fine linen!
24. When he reached the Brook of Lemon
Alas, Fair Anna Biro was still alive.
25. Don't you be afraid of me, don't you be afraid, Fair Anna Biro!
What words shall you send by me to Bened6k Hajdu?
26. Tell Bened6k Hajdu, and these are the words I send him,
He must not perish for a vile girl that I am,
For I have perished for Bened6k Hajdu!
27. Then Bened6k Hajdu goes to see them:
Where did you get all this, three heyducks,
Where did you get, three heyducks, all this rich clothes?
28 . The eldest heyduck spoke up:
We have bought it to make profit of it, we have bought it to make profit of it.
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33. They are going, they are going along the old broad way,
Along the old broad way, through the vast mountains covered with snow.
34. When they reached the Brook of Lemon
He took his sharp dagger and leant on i;:
You have died for me, I die for you!
Lengyelfalva ( Udvarhely county) ,female performer, Vikdr, 1902

=

SzNd. 66.

54.

They stop, they stop, the three heyducks
At the gate of mistress Janos Biro.
They sat there, and who comes there to see them
But Fair Anna Biro, and she spoke up:
5. Where is your home country, three heyducks?
The eldest heyduck spoke up:
Aye, we are come from Mezodebrecen!
Well, then do you know Bened6k Hajdu,
My sweetheart?
10. The eldest heyduck spoke up:
We know him, we know him, he is one of our best pals.
Fair Anna Biro spoke up:
Wait a little, let me go you
To my sweetheart Bened6k Hajdu!
15. With that Fair Anna Biro walked in damask
And she fastened her skirt round her neck
She bound up her silk apron before that, ,
She tied her black veil on her head
And she put on two, fine red boot;.
20. She put three hundred gold coins in her right-hand pocket,
And she put three hundred thalers in her left pocket,
She put on ten gold rings on her fingers,
And her mother spoke up:
Do not go away, do not go away, my dear beautiful daughter,
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25. For the three heyducks will kill you!
0, I will go to see my dear sweetheart,
Bened6k Hajdu, my dear sweetheart!
And Fair Anna Bir6 set out with them .
They are going, they are going, the three heyducks
30. On forlorn paths, on forlorn paths.
As they were passing through a beautiful meadow,
Although there was no wind blowing and nothing to hold it up,
Her silk apron split in two.
My God, my God, my beloved God!
35. My mother's words will come true today,
For the three heyducks will certainly kill me!
Aye, Fair Anna Bir6 spoke up:
Let us sit down, let us sit down, three heyducks!
The eldest heyduck spoke up:
40. Let's not sit down, let's not sit down, Fair Anna Bir6,
Not far from here there is a briar,
Let us have a rest in its shade!
They sat down there, they sat down there.
The eldest heyduck spoke up:
45. Let's kill, let's kill Fair Anna Bir6!
They youngest heyduck spoke up:
Let her come with us to see her sweetheart,
Bened6k Hajdu!
The eldest heyduck spoke up:
50. If we don't kill her, we shall kill you!
Do not kill me and do not kill her either!
The eldest heyduck spoke up:
We certainly will kill her, we certainly will kill her,
We kill Fair Anna Bir6, Fair Anna Bir6!
55. Fair Anna Bir6 spoke up:
I have my black veil on my head,
I have my shoed red long boots on my feet,
I have ten golden rings on my then fingers,
I have three hundred golden coins in my right-hand pocket,
60. I have three hundred thalers in my left-hand pocket,
All this I give to you, if only you don't kill me!
The eldest heyduck spoke up:
We have enough rings and we have enough money,
But we shall kill you, we shall kill you!
65. Fair Anna Bir6 spoke up:
Do not foul me, do not stain me,
Let me die a sudden death by one blow!
The eldest heyduck hit her on the head,
And Fair Anna Bir6 died a sudden death.
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70. They robbed her of her many beautiful clothes,
They covered her body with handfuls of herbage and under a bush.
They are going, they are going, the three heyducks
Till they arrived at an inn;
They went into it, they went into it.
75. The eldest heyduck spoke up:
Don't spare wine, don't spare win, pretty wife of innkeeper;
If you want clothes, we have some to give you, and if you want money, we
have some to give you!
The pretty wife of the innkeeper spoke up:
Where did you get those beautiful clothes?
80. The eldest heyduck spoke up:
I had a beautiful young sister who died, and these were her clothes.
Then spoke up the youngest heyduck:
Alas, they killed, they killed Fair Anna Bir6,
These are her clothes, these are her clothes.
85. At once Bened6k Hajdu sprang forth:
Where did you kill, where did you kill
My sweetheart, aye, Fair Anna Bir6?
He took hold of two heyducks:
Come with me, come and show the place
90. Where you killed my sweetheart,
Aye, Fair Anna Bir6, my sweetheart?!
They set out and they went on the way
Until they reached the place not very far away.
Bened6k Hajdu spoke up:
95. You have died for me, and now I die for you!
With this he leant on his sharp sword,
And at once he died a sudden death.

Szekeiy/oid, Kriza

=

MNGY Ill, 22.

Cf. 284-6.

Divergences: several interesting traits survive in a fragment that has been
dissolved into prose:
She tied her silk kerchief round her head,
She put on her silk gown, too.
Mother, my dear mother, draw my ten golden rings,
My ten golden rings on my fingers,
5. Put your ten silver pengos in my pocket!
There was no wind blowing, no branch to seize it,
Yet her silk apron was cleft in two.
Mother, my dear mother, what shall I make of it?
There was no wind blowing, no branch seizing it,
10. Yet my apron was cleft in two .
My daughter, my daughter, don't you go away, don't you go away,
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Don't you go away from home with the heyducks!
For these are evil omens to show that they will kill you,
In the large forest, in the thickest of the vast woods.
15. The heyduck spoke up: I am going to kill you,
Take off your rings, all your ten rings!
I give you all my ten rings,
If only you spare my life, brave heyduck!
Nontheless I will kill you.
20. I give you my ten silver pengos,
I give them to you as well, if you spare my life!
Nontheless I will kill you.
(Continued in prose): "He buried her and went home to meet his comrades. One of
the lads recognized the rings, as having belonged to his sweetheart. He asked the
heyduck to take him to the place where the girl was buried. When they reached
there, he asked the murderer to kill himself, too."
May my blood flow in one stream with yours,
May my bones rest in one grave with yours,
25. May my soul lead a blessed life with yours in the kingdom of Heaven!
Vajdakamaras (Kolozs county). Kallos 1970. No. 65.
In one of the variants, the lover says after the discovery: "Come to the
judge ... ", and they are sentenced. The "Brook of Lemon" occurring in several
variants is a love symbol (cf. Look at the Lemon-tree (cypress-tree) with its many
leaves and branches, "Sweetheart, must we part with each other?"), just like the
briar, or wild-rose. It betokens what can anyway be guessed from the words of the
heyducks: "Your money is ours as you yourself are ours, too!" It should be noted,
further, that one of the variants places the scene under a poplar which reminds.us of
the tree foreboding love and life-danger in the ballad of Anna Molnar. (Cf. Chapter
3: poplar as a symbol of world-tree is rather general in Siberian songs.)
One of the variants begins with the formula: "She is sitting and sewing in the
window ...

Earliest provenience: 1863.
Dissemination: Kolozs

county (Vajdakamaras), Maros-Torda county (lobbagytelke,
Karacsonfalva), Udvarhely county (Lengyelfalva, Kadicsfalva, and a further three sine loco). Total: 8.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 53. "Show me the place!", etc. and the promise of giving
him the horse and the clothes; Type: 9. suicide over the sweetheart's body with the usual formula: Types
10., (11.?), 21., 38. She is sewing at the window: 12., 14., 21.
Tunes: apart from the published 53., a fragment was recorded by Bartok .
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian :

FRENCH: 1. Wallonia 1895,47.2. RollandIlI 184. 3-7. Millien 1906,248 53A- E. 8-10. Rossat
1917 5A-C. 11. Smith Romania 10,205. 12. D'Harcourt 23.13. Barbeau 1962,371. 14. Arbaud 1,120.
ITALIAN: 15-21. Nigra 12A-G. 22. Ferraro 1870 13.
DANISH (SWEDISH): 23-55. DgF 338 (Jonsson 338 and further references to Norwegian,
Swedish, Icelandic and Faroe variants).

The French variants relate the story almost uniformly. There are three young
man coming from Spain where they were engaged in warfare (sometimes they are
officers or robbers). They catch glimpse of a pretty brunette not far away walking at
her pleasure. "Where are you going to spend the night, pretty brunette? You should
not go by yourself through this forest!" "Young man, do not lay a hand on my body
and I shall give you my golden ring." "We want both your golden ring and your
false heart; you will perish in this forest." The youngest of the three says: "Let's not
do that, for we shall be punished severely, her blood cries for vengeance to Heaven,
and we suffer every pain for it!" To this there is no answer, and the continuation
speaks about a debate between the murderers about thl! question where to bury the
girl's body. "Well, let's bury it among the fragrant violets!" Another debate follows
where to go to lunch, and they go to an inn which has the murdered girl's father as
the owner. "1 say, innkeeper, will you give lodgings for three decent young man?"
"My Dear, why should I deny you the lodging if I give it to all?" When it comes to
settling the bill, the girl's golden ring rolls out of the youngest man's purse. The
innkeeper does not hesitate to pick it up. Recognizing it, at once he asks where they
got the ring. According to the eldest man, they found it in front of the church. The
father demands that they give back his daughter, dead or alive, to him. The
youngest man says: "Your daughter is lying not far away, covered nicely with
leaves in the green wood." Then they are thrown into prison and executed amidst
the choicest torments.
There is a seemingly slight difference at the beginning of the Hungarian
ballad, in which the girl does not happen to meet with the murderers by chance but
she asks them to escort her to her sweetheart whom she wants to see. But this
circumstance deepens the psychological motivation of the ballad, i. e. the
catastrophe. Accordingly, also the ending had to be changed: it is not the girl's
father, but her lover that recognizes the girl's belongings, and he dies by the dead
body of his sweetheart, in compliance with the requirements of the ballad genre.
Apart from these deviations, there is a perfect agreement in the details: three
soldiers here, and three heyducks there; the girl offers her valuables to the
murderers before she is killed, whereupon identical replies are given in both
versions. The youngest murderer takes pity on the girl, although to no avail. The
dead body of the girl is covered with plants which are symbols oflove in both cases,
or sometimes she is buried under a bush or a tree of similar significance (briar, rosetree, violets, poplar, etc. are mentioned). She is nicely covered with leaves of trees,
which indicates that the case of murder is not a plain one, as can be inferred anyway
from the words of the French young men. The girl's belongings-in one of the
Hungarian variants a golden ring, just as in the French ballad-are recognized and
identified in both cases in an inn. And finally, in both versions the elder young man
denies while the youngest one owns up to everything and also shows the place
where the murder was done.
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The last-mentioned motif is apt to be used as a means to show the exact place
of the Hungarian text between the French and the Italian formulations of the
ballad. Namely, the merciful behaviour of the youngest man is emphatically
stressed both in the French and the Hungarian versions. As against this, in half of
the Italian texts it is the youngest fellow that commits the murder, while the rest of
the variants seem to know nothing about the differing opinion. In every other
respect the Italian variants are true reflections of the French ones. But on the basis
of the mentioned significant motif, the Hungarian ballad can be brought into
correlation not with the Italian, which is a secondary development, but with the
original French.
Therefore the relationship is obvious between the French and the Hungarian
texts: the donor party is undoubtedly the French nation, in this case, too. All their
variants show a perfect agreement in connection with the ring motif applied as a
means of recognition, while the Hungarians have it in one single case. Another
uniform feature in the French variants is that the act of murder is detected by the
innkeeper. In the Hungarian ballad only one variant speaks about the scene in the
inn where the wife of the innkeeper and the girl's lover act together as discoverers of
the murder. In other instances the three murderers meet with the girl's sweetheart
on the way, and the corpus delicti is recognized without the involvement of the
innkeeper. It is not likely at all that the uniform and clearcut French formulation
should have come into existence by amalgamation of two rare and threadbare
motifs. At the same time we often find the process in the reverse: the borrowing
party modifies the ready-made material without being able to completely detach
from it, and in result the element borrowed with the original and left unexploited in
the borrowing area lingers as a senseless and eroded survival in the reshaped plot.
The Danish version is very instructive also from the Hungarian point of view.
Three girls fail to attend the mass, then they put on their best clothes embroidered
with gold and silver, adorn their hands with golden rings and set out for a walk.
They meet with three robbers. "You will either make love with us or you will die! "
They kill the girls, take off their rich clothes and valuables, and proceed on their
way-to ask for lodging in the house of the girl's father for the night. The husband
goes to sleep while the robbers approach his wife. She is shown the clothes-in
variant D, the jewels-and the woman recognizes the things. She wakes up her
husband, the robbers are taken and put to death. (In some of the variants it comes to
light in the end that the three robbers are the three sons of the married couple who
had got away from home while they were yet schoolboys. The father makes
attempts at saving them from death, but they want to pay with blood for blood; in
point of fact, they raped their own sisters and killed their own sisters. This solution
relates the ballad with another type known from Child 14 under the name Babylon.)
Surprisingly enough, the role of the youngest robber is distinguished in various
ways: he either seeks refuge in the forest or receives special mention in the course of
execution; sometimes he is buried in "Christian field" while the other two are not.
In contrast, the preliminary part of the story contains no hint whatever to the effect
that he should have wanted to act differently from his comrades. Thus the
distinction is unmotivated in this case; it can be accounted for only as a surviving
motif of the original that had lost its function in the transformed text. Another
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interesting observation is that the texts in which the robbers' being brothers is
markedly emphasized, the role of the third (youngest) robber is not distinguished in
any way; this motif had been blurred in them by the very fact of the fraternal
relationship.
The inconsistent methods of transformation come into play in the Danish
ballad-even though in different elements-just like in the Hungarian ballad. At
the same time, the adoption by the Italians, Danes and Hungarians indicates the
main trends of dissemination of the French ballads.
The Hungarian version belongs among the earliest fourteenth-century
borrowings of French origin.

Literature: Ortutay 1936, without comparative analysis. Solymossy 1937 lists the ballad along
with the eighteenth-century brigand-stories: " ... it can be seen ... that the bloody action has been
deliberately embellished in an attempt at increasing the sensational effect, which betokens the tastes of a
more recent, already decadent epoch in the oral traditions of the singing genre." Dtinos 1938: "We have
no knowledge of foreign parallels. It must have developed in Hungary during the seventeenth century."
Csantidi and Vargyas 1954, without comparative analysis. Vargyas 195~2; idem 1964/1- 11; idem 1967:
French origin.
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200 THE BRIGAND'S WIFE

55.
Let every mother consider it thoroughly
To whom she is going to sell her beautiful maiden daughter!
For I have been sold by my mother
To a highwayman, a murderer of people,
5. Who every night slips away from my side
To waylay, to murder people;
Every midnight he brings to me,
He brings to me the blood-stained clothes:
Spouse, my dear spouse, take these clothes
10. Down to the dark cave, to the running brook,
But mind, you must go down
With them so that no-one may see it,
So that not even the bird may let it out!
You must wash them, you must wash them so that the noise of your beater
may not be heard,
The noise of your beater may not be heard, and the drops of water may not be
seen!
15. Spouse, my dear spouse, have you been crying?
I have not been crying, I have not been crying, my husband, my husband.
The smoke of oak-tree has hurt my sloe-blue eyes,
Its flame has slapped to my red cheeks.
Spouse, my dear spouse, why did you cry, why did you cry?
20. I have got word from father that I should go to wedding,
My young brother is getting married, my young sister is getting married.
Spouse, my dear spouse, what gift will you bring to them?
Husband, my dear husband, I bring a pair of wax-candles.
It is a custom with us: should a girl marry,
25. Should a young man marry, they are given wax-candles.
Spouse, my dear spouse, how is it, how is it;
The birds do not sing in your father's woods?
Husband, my dear husband, it is a custom with us:
When a girl marries, the birds do not sing.
30. Spouse, my dear spouse, how is it, how is it;
People are not ploughing in your father's field?
Husband, my dear husband, it is a custom with us:
When a girl marries, they do neither sow nor plough.
Spouse, my dear spouse, how is it, how is it:
35. The bells are not tolled in your father's town.
Husband, my dear husband, it is a custom with us:
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When a girl marries, the bells are not tolled.
Spouse, my dear spouse, how is it, how is it:
I see a great deal of people in your father's court.
40. Husband, my dear husband, it is a custom with us:
When a girl marries, many people gather together.
Spouse, my dear spouse, how is it, how is it:
I hear sounds of loud bewailing in your father's court.
Husband, my dear husband, it is a custom with us:
45. When a girl marries, people lament her with loud bewailing.
Seize him and throw him into the deepest prison:
He killed my father, he killed my mother!
Seize him and throw him into the deepest prison,
He killed my young brother, he killed my young sister!
Kanya (Tolna county) = MNGY VIII, 184.
56.
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1. I thank for my mother's having raised me with tender care,
Although I cannot thank her for her having given me in marriage.
2. For she has given me to a highwayman,
To a highwayman, to a brigand in the forest.
3. For he is sleeping throughQut the day and goes out killing at night,
For he is sleeping throughout the day and goes out killing at night.
Manfa (Baranya county) 1949. Performed by a man of 77. Lajos Kiss.
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1. My Juli, my dear Juli,

My dear wife,
Do you know, my Juli,
This blood-stainted piece of robe?
2. Sorry, I do not know it,
For I have never seen it before.
Sorry, I do not know it,
For I have never seen it before.
3. Husband, my dear husband,
My dear wedded spouse,
My father has sent me a letter
To go to the ball.
4. What
What
What
What

shall
shall
shall
shall

we
we
we
we

take
take
take
take

to
to
to
to

the
the
the
the

ball,
ball,
ball,
ball?

5. Nothing is wanted there
But a pair of vax candles.
Nothing is wanted there
But a pair of vax candles.
6. Juli, my dear Juli,
My dear wife,
What is the reason,
What is the reason,
7. That in this woods
Not even a bird sings?
That in this woods
Not even a bird sings?
8. But they are singing,
But they are singing:
Settled on the top of trees
They are twittering.
9. My Juli, my dear Juli,
My dear wife!
In your father's field
Not even a plough is seen at work!
10. Surely they are ploughing,
Surely they are ploughing!
Only the many farm-hands
Are away to give the horses to drink.
11. My Juli, my dear Juli,
My dear wife,
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In your father's village
Bells are tolled loudly!
12. 0 they are not tolling the bells,
Rather they are playing music.
o they are not tolling the bells,
Rather they are playing music.
13. My Juli, my dear Juli,
My dear wife,
In your father's kitchen
I see smoke arising!
14. Many guests are coming,
They are frying and cooking dishes.
Many guests are coming,
They are frying and cooking dishes.
15. My Juli, my dear Juli.
My dear wife,
In your father's yard
They are busy at drilling and carving wood.
16. Many guets are coming,
They are making many tables.
Many guests are coming,
They are making many tables.
17. My heyducks, my heyducks,
All the twelve of you,
All the twelve of you
Shall line in front of me!
18. Take him, take him,
Throw him into the deepest dungeon!
Take him, take him,
Throw him into the deepest dungeon!
19. My Juli, my dear Juli,
My dear wife,
Redeem me from death,
From the hangman's hand!
20. And I shall not redeem you,

Not even for a farthing!
And I shall not redeem you,
Not even for a farthing!
21. My Juli, my dear Juli,
My dear wife.
Had I known
Had I known,
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22. Had I known
How false in your heart you were,
In that big forest
I should have killed you.

4. The renowned thief overhears through the door
How his wife is lamenting herself.
Open up the door, open up the door, you tender Servian wife!
Why did you weep, why did you weep, you tender Servian wife?

23. In your beautiful red blood
I should have bathed.
In your beautiful red blood
I should have bathed.

5. I am not weeping, I am not weeping, my dear kind husband!
I have been busy in the kitchen, burning the wood of oak,
Burning the wood of oak, rocking my child,
And the smoke of oak has brought out my tears.

Berzence (Somogycounty), performedbyan informantof69. Seemayer 1932 = MF
3232/a.
The following explanation was added by the informant: " A landlord had two
beautiful daughters. The bandit forced the father to marry one of them to him. He
loved the younger one, yet he got the older. He breathes revenge: as the younger
sister was engaged, he enticed her to go to the forest. He stabbed her to death in her
bride's clothes. Then he showed the bloody veil and wreath to his wife, determined
to kill her as well in case she would recognize the things. The wife noticed his
intention, but pretended to be unaware of her sister's fate. Also breathing revenge,
she had the bandit to leave the forest for her father's place, where he was caught by
the heyducks (armed servants).

6_ Prepare, Servian wife to go to the meadow of blood!
Place your child in the middle of the yard!
There wind will blow to rock it,
There a neighbour's wife will lift it up_

Csikvacsarcsi (Csik county) Bartok 1907 = MF 1016/a II. = Ethn. 1908, 106.
59_
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1. My God, my God, make the water flood,
Let it take me to my father's gate_
From my father's gate to my mother's table (or: door), .
.
So that she may learn at last to whom she has given me m marnage.
2. For he is a pompous soldier, a renowned thief,
Just now he is on waylaying,
He is on waylaying, killing the orthodox priest,
Shedding red blood for a coin or two.
3. I am not used to, I am not used to get up at dawn,
Before crimson dawn breaks, to go down to the creek.
To go down to the creek, washing bloody ~lothes,
.
Soaking them with my shedding tears, beat10g them amidst loud words of
wail.
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1. Mother, my dear mother, Why did you give me away

Up to the high, cold snow-covered mountain, to be wife to a renowned thief'?
2. To a renowned thief, a highwayman,
A highwayman, a robber of people,
3. Who goes out at every dawn to kill people,
For one coin or two to shed blood mercilessly,
4. For an onion to perish a soul,
For an onion to perish a soul,
5. I am not used to, I am not used to wash bloody kerchiefs!
Which I have been washing with my tears dropping, beating amidst words of
bewail.
6. At that her murderous husband reached the house:
Why are you weeping, wife, why are you weeping? I shall take your life at
once!
7. I am not weeping, I am not weeping, I am burning oak,
I am burning oak, I am rocking the child.
8. The smoke of oak has brought out my tears,
The smoke of oak has brought out my tears.
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9. He took her down into the cellar and cut her throat.
Father, my dear father, where is my dear mother?

10. Wait a little, wait a little, my kind-hearted husband!
Let me fasten my veil reaching to the ground to my hair,

10. Hold your tongue, son, hold you tongue, your mother will come soone\ or
later,
Your mother will come by lunch time!
11. Father, my dear father, it is lunch time now,
It is lunch time now, yet mother has not come!

Csikszenttamas (Csik county) Bartok 1907. Female performer. Bartok
1024b.
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12. Upon her second word he kicked the door in,
Upon her second word he kicked the door in.
13. Why are you weeping, why are you weeping, you renowned whore?
Why are you weeping, t hy are you weeping, you renowned whore?

12. He took him down into the cellar and cut his throat
He cut his throat: Here is your dear mother!

Hulaudo

11 . Let me put on my shoed red long boots!
Let me put on my shoed red long boots!

A· pam , ka· pu . ja . ba!

14. I am not weeping, I am:not weeping, my kind-hearted husband.
I am not weeping, I am not weeping, my kind-hearted husband!
15. I have been burning oak, I have been rocking the child,
It is the smoke of oak that brought out my tears.
16. Prepare, wife, prepare to go to the corn-field,
To the corn-field, to the scaffold where your head will be taken!
17. My little Janos, my little Janos, my long-haired servant,
Draw out the coach and harness my six horses!
18. Take me to the cornfield,
To the scaffold where my head will be taken.
19. Where my head will be taken wash my heart and my liver
In wormwood wine, wrap them in soft linen,

1. My God, my God, make the water flood,
Let it carry me to my father's gate!

20. Place them on a plate of brass and take them to Barasso,
Take them to Barasso so that they may fasten them to the town-gate!

2. From my father's gate to my mother's door,
Let them know at last to whom they have given me in marriage!

21 . Let every father and mother take an example by me
How they should give away their daughter in marriage in the cold mountain
covered with snow.

3. He is a husband having eight oxen, he is pompous soldier (or: a renowned
mountain thief)
I wish I had been married to a swineherd!

22. To a husband having eight oxen, to a pompous soldier,
Rather should they marry their daughter to a swineherd.

4. For I am tired of getting up early in the morning,
To get up early in the morning, to walk down to the brook.

23. Hush, baby, hush pretty Peter Raduj,

5. To wash bloody clothes, to beat amidst loud bewail,
To beat amidst loud bewail, to soak with my tears.

24. Bringing you the teats, bringing me cakes.
Bringing you the teats, bringing me cakes.

6. For just now he is on waylaying at the cross-road,
Waylaying at the cross-road, killing the Armenian priest.

25. This was overheard by the renowned mountain thief,
His heart broke, his child remained.

7. For one coin or two he is ready to shed blood,
For one coin or two he is ready to shed blood.
8. Her bewail was overheard by the renowned mountain thief,
He kicked at the door, he kicked at the door.
9. Let me in, let me in, you renowned whore!
Let me in, let me in, you renowned whore!
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Your mummy is coming soon, bringing you the teats,

Uszped (Moldavia). Performed by a woman of 56.

er.

= Farag6--Jagamas 12a.

Leader, 273-78.

Divergences:
Gonczi 1948 publishes a fragmentary variant of 55-57. (pp. 263--64):
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1. My dearest, my wife, what is this matter?
That there are no ploughs to plow the field of Lemon?
Never mind, my husband, they are celebrating a feast,
They are attending the mass.
2. My dearest, my wife, what is this matter?
Carpenters are carving and drilling in your father's yard.
Never mind, my husband, they hired carpenters,
They are making abodes.
3. Never mind, my husband, we shall go to my father,
We too shall take a look at the carpenters.
Bar, servant, bar the gates of my father,
Kill and slay my murderer!
4. My dearest, my wife, had I known of it
I would have killed you in the wild forest,
I would have hung your fine, white flesh on a branch,
I would have given your fine, red blood to the earth,
Black ravens would have picked your two black eyes.
(Radamos, Zala county)
Lajos Schneider collected another variant in 1953.
I\rlando
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1. Spouse, my dear spouse, what is the reason,
In your father's country the bells are tolled so loud?
2. Spouse, my dear spouse, it is a custom with us:
When a girl is married, they toll the bells loud.
3. Spouse, my dear spouse, if I only knew that,
I certainly should have killed you in the green forest!
4. May my blood flow in one stream with yours,
May my body rest in one grave with yours!
" She heard it as a girl on the Zdravica estate." (Ver6ce county, Slavonia.)
MohQcs (Baranya county). Performed by a woman of 72.
The beginning formula "My God, my God, make the water flood" enjoys
widest spread, since eighteen texts have it as incipit. Next the formula "Come,
Danube, come with shower and rain" comes up in nine variants, the aim being again
to have the flood carry the daughter to their parents. In some of the Moldavian
variants the motive suffers alteration: "Little bird, little bird, do not stir up the
water, Let me drink of it, and let me write a letter to my mother ... " (six variants).
The other formula that frequently opens the ballad is one of reproach: "Mother, my
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dear mother, why did you give me away in marriage? " (and variants thereof),
occurring in fourteen cases; " I have begged father and mother not to give me
away .. . (or: I have told them in advance, I have told them ... ), in six variants.
Sometimes the sentence is voiced at the beginning: "May God deal heavily with the
father and mother . . . " , or: "Cursed be the father, and cursed be the mother .. . " in
five instances. The intense complaint is sometimes borrowed from texts of lyrical
songs, as can be observed in several Moldavian variants: "Mother, my dear mother,
when you were bathing me . .. " (or: " When you gave birth to me", and the like),
also in six variants. The second part of the complaint serves as an incipit formula,
too: "I am not used to, I am not used to", or: "I have got tired of getting up at dawn").
The scene of the husband who stands at the door listening, or shouting to his
wife, occasionally kicking the door in, and the ensuing evasive replies of the wife
comes up in its appropriate place in this ballad as well. In twenty-two cases the wife
tries to delay opening the door on pretext oftidying her dress; in thirteen instances
this Scene is not given in detail, though the formulas: "Open the door, open the
door, my wedded wife" and " The renowned thief was listening at the door" , and so
on, indicate the situation' unmistakably. This is followed by the man's calling to
answer his wife: Why did you weep, why did you weep .. . ?; in seventeen instances,
however, only this question remains in the utterly abridged texts in which only the
most important details have been retained.
Two Transylvanian and twelve Moldavian texts preserve only the wife's
plaintive words, without presenting the continuation of the story.
The formula in 60. (and in three other texts): "Wash my heart and liver in
wormwood wine" is replaced in most of the variants by references to the head:
"Take up my head, Put it in your bag, Put it in your bag And take it to Moldavia,
Place it on the table of Marton MOduai! Let me stay on his table Both at dinner and
supper. Early in the morning Place me in the gate! Let every father and mother Take
an example of me, So that they should not give away their child In marriage up in
the snow-covered, cold mountains! " In twenty-eight cases the passage is strongly
curtailed. In two instances the severed head is thrown in the Danube to be carried
off to the table of the wife's parents.
Instead of " They should not give her daughter in marriage up to snowcovered cold mountains . . . " we have sometimes the explicit demand: " Curse on
him . . . who gives his daughter in marriage in a distant land" or "foreign country".
The following lyrical plaintive song (known as an independent construction
in Transylvania (as well as in Moldavia) occurs as a beginning formula in certain
Moldavian texts:
Mother, my dear mother, who nursed me kindly!
When you were bathing me in lukewarm water,
When you were bathing me in lookwarm water.
I wish you had been bathing me in boiling hot water!
When you were wrapping me in soft linen cloth,
I wish you had been wrapping me in live coal!
When you were rocking me in my little cradle,
I wish you had rocked me down to the deep earth!
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Then you would not have given me away up to snow-covered, cold
mountains,
To the snow-covered, cold mountains, to be the wife of a renowned thief!

4~

8.

4! WJ I J J

The usual complaints are complemented in the Moldavian texts with the
following motif:

contrasted with pictures of by-gone days:
For I was not used, while in my father's home,
To go down to the river to wash bloody clothes,
Mingling water with my tears, make my beater heavy with my bewails.
But I was used to go to bed in the evening,
Go to bed in the p.vening, get up early in the morning,
Go to do a work and sing to my liking.
Earliest provenienee: 1843. (Inee Petrtis. K1ezse.)
Dissemination: Zala county (Radamos), Somogy county (Derzence), Tolna county (Kanya),
Baranya county (Manfa, Mobacs = Zdravica, VerOce county, Slavonia); Kolozs county
(Vajdakamaras), Maros-Torda county (Marosvasarhely, Marosmagyaro), Udvarhely county
(AIsorakos, " Udvarhelyszek", "Udvarhely county, Zajzon), Kadicsfalva, Lengyelfalva, Olahfalu,
Rugonfalva), Csik county (Borszek, Szarhegy, Tekeropatak, Gyergy6csomafalva, Ditro 2, Gyergyoalfalu 2, Csikvacsarcsi 2, Csikmadaras, CsikjenOfalva, Csikszenttamas, Kaszonimper, Gyimesfelsolok),
Haromszek county (" Haromszek", "Erdovidek", Zagon 2), " SzekelyfOld" , " A szekely havasokon",
Bukovina (Hertelendyfalva- Andrasfalva, Andrasfalva 5, Hadikfalva, Istensegits, Fogadjisten, " Bukovina" 2), Moldavia (Bogdanfalva 3, Dioszen, Gerlen 3, Kickofalva, Klezse 6, Ubnik 2, Uszped 11 ,
Luizikalagor4, Pusztina 3, Racsila 2, Trunk). Total: 87. Transdanubia (plus Slavonia): 5 (of which 3 are
fragments). Transylvania: 32, Bukovina: 1,1 , Moldavia: 39.
Tex tual relationships with other ballads: Thematic correlations: Types 11- 14. Blocs of text:
"Open up the door ... " Types I, 21,78; " Prepare, wife, prepare for to go to the scaffold .. . " Type 21;
" Take out my heart . . . " : Types 6, 25,31, 57; "Dear father, where is my dear mother . . . ?": Type 2; " ...
Bring forth the coach . . . " : Type 2, 39; "Cursed be the father, a thousand times the mother ... ": Type 26Portions adopted from other ballads and applied in certain variants: "If you find him asleep ... ": Type
10; " Which one will you choese of the three deaths . .. ?": Types I, 28 (together with the motif of
combustion); " May my blood flow in one stream with yours ... ": chiefly Type 10; "There will come
winds . .. " = "There will be warm rains . . . ": Types 2, 4, 5.
Tunes: I . = No. 56.2 = No. 57. also from Moldavia with cadences 5 (4) b -flat, 3 = No. 58 (3
variants), 4 = Nos 59 and 60 (Plus 7), 6. (Plus I), 14.: NB. Transposed a second lower by Bartalus. 16.
(plus I), 17. (plus 9), 18. (plus 2), 22. (plus 1), 29. (plus I), 30. (plus I).
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
MORAVIAN: 1-3. SuIiI 288-289 (288 complemented with additional variants). 4-5.
Bartos-Janacek 1901 70-71,6. Bartos-Janacek 1953 186.
SLOVAK: 7-8. Bartok 1959 332b, 337. 9-12. Slov. sp. I 255 and 285, 11 555, III 253.13-15. SL'P
11 374, III 829 and 927. 16-17. Koleetiny49-50.18. Medveczky 1906252. 19. Kollar 51 (= Szeberenyi425 ,
in Hungarian translation). (Burlasova 16abc.)
CARPATHIAN·UKRAINIAN: 20. Golovatsky Ill/I 7. Nagylucska (in the vicinity of
Munkacs). 21. Lintur, 109.
RUSSIAN: 22-24. Balasov. 128-131, Nos 1-3.25-26. Chernyshev 101-102.
ROMANIAN: 27. Amzulescu 294 (plus 4 variants, all from the territory of prewars Hungary).
POLISH: 28. Kolberg 1857 37a. 29-30. Czernik 251 and 256.
CROAT·SLOVENIAN: 31. HNPV,151.32-49.Dodatak(= complements to) HNPV, 530151.
5(}"55. Strekelj I 99-100, 209-213. 56. Kurelac 453 (Csemba, north·western Transdanubia). 57.
Prodanovic 263. 58. Griin 24. Kumer 419.
BULGARIAN: 60. A-V 48. 61-70. Stoin 1928478,1058,1218, 1219, 1747 (1748), 2538, 2539,
(2540),2541. 71-74. Idem 1931 345-348. 75-78. Idem 1939394-397. 79-81. Idem 1934 102-104. 82.
SbNU 27 Jankov 175.83. Stoilov 26. 84. Miladinovi 229.85. SbNU 8,135. 86-90. SbNU 43, Vatev 127,
379-382.91. SbNU 44, Ivanov 187. 92. SbNU 26178.93-94. SbNU 46/1, Tsitselkova 33-34.
Partial variants:
GERMAN: 95-100. Hauffen 124 = D. Vir. 107, GOlIschee.
DANISH (SWEDISH): 101-109. DgF 47 (Jonsson 47).
FRENCH: 11(}"189. Doncieux 7 (enumerates 59 variants, while Barbeau 90; as for myself, I
succeeded in listing 80).
(For the motif "Take out my heart ... " etc. see Note to Type 57.)

As regards the closing part, this ballad shows a differentiation in two distinct
territorial branches. In the Transdanubian region there exists two single variant and
three fragments to preserve the old tradition and the wife's vengeance. In
Transylvania and Moldavia numerous variants survive of the other version in
which the woman falls victim to the cruel man. Both start with the wife's complaint,
from which we learn that the man pursues a criminal trade. In both versions the
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man overhears the wife's complaint and calls her to answer. The Transylvanian
branch is cut short at this point and receives a sudden tragic ending: the suspicious
husband does not give credit to the evasive replies and kills the wife. An orphan
child is left back. According to the Transdanubian version, she succeeds in
deceiving him; in this case the situation is made more intense by the circumstance
that the \\~.e knows her relatives had been killed by her husband. Although this
particular is disclosed at the end of the ballad, the ballad is not lacking in dramatic
force, on the contrary, by this fact the effect of bad omens and the woman's revenge
is powerfully enhanced.
The same duality, and sometimes the contamination of the two different
solutions appear also in the ballads of the neighbouring nations. Let us begin the
survey in the northwestern Moravian parts and proceed from them around the
borderlines of the Hungarian language area.
5. (Each line twice.) I know a castle beyond the Morava; seven lords,
seven brothers with one sister in it. She has been married to the robber
Yanichka. Yanichek is a real robber, he knows all the paths in the hills and all the
ways to town. He goes out at night and returns during the night, never going to bed
at home. He has brought home a bundle of white clothes all stained with blood. He
told me to wash them with soap, though he forbade me to unwrap them. I washed
and unwrapped the bundle, and a white hand rolled out of it. Wait a minute, my
husband, this is my brother's hand. The hand of my youngest brother who is
handsomest of all.-Katerinka, my wife, for heaven's sake, do not betray me!-O,
what sort of wife should they call me ifI betrayed my husband! 0, what sort of sister
should they call me, if I remained silent in my brother's case! Without any delay
Katerinka imparted the fact to the judge: "Judge, lords, according to the law, he is
my husband and also a murderer. He has killed my brother and gravely bereaved
me." "Waste no time, Kachenko, go home to entertain him!" Without delay
Katerinka ran home and prepared the breakfast. She kept him at home. Pandours
came and arrested Yanichka. "Where are you taking me? Wife, Katerinka, this is
not what you promised me!" He was taken and bound and put on a cart. "Come,
Kachenka, get in the coach and take leave of one another!" "Go, Yanichka, go on
your way, for I remain a good sister, without a husband I can live as a widow!"
By and large 6. has a similar construction, with the difference that the
husband tries to find excuses: "It was dark, and I could not see clear enough, wind
was blowing, I could not hear well enough." There is a different introduction to 1;
Under the green maple-tree, the girl is ploughing with a black ox. She has hardly
ploughed a furrow when her mother called out: Come home, daughter, for I have
you given away in marriage, I don't know to whom; I gave you to Yanichka, the
biggest robber in the world.-Yanichka, you are a real robber, you know all the
ways in the hills ... and so on. 2-4. contain fragments of these formulations.
Slovak 7. (Every line repeated.) The mother is rocking her child, singing:
Hush, hush, my baby (it is interesting to note that the lulleby begins with the words
Csicsi, beli, borrowed Hungarian words; cf. 8., 17., embedded in the text in 19.), do
not be like your father. For your father is a great robber, he knows all the ways in
the hills. And not only the ways but also the paths on which young women (or
merchants) walk down to town. (19. If you were like your father, I should cut you to
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pieces and give you to the ravens.) He goes out at night and comes home during the
night, bringing bloody clothes with him. I have to wash them, though I am not
allowed to unfold them. Once I unfolded them and became very sad. I found a sleeve
of a coat in it, and a white hand in the sleeve. (14. ends with this.) There was a golden
ring on the white hand and a gem in the ring: it was my brother's hand. (8. ends with
this.) Yanik, Yanik, why did you kill my brother!-There was a fog and I could not
see well, wind was blowing and I could not hear well. (10., 16., and 18. end with -this.) Tell me, my Terka, what you were singing while rocking the child! My dear
husband, I was not singing, I was just rocking my child. -Pick up, Terka, your
belongings, for we are going on hunting to that green grove, under the broad-leaved
cherry-tree. Kneel down, Terka, let me cut off your head!--Give me my pretty son,
let me kiss his face! She kissed one of his cheeks and bit the other: T~is is to
remember you that your father killed your mother!
Other variants begin like this: The girl is ploughing with the ox, her mother
calls out: Come home, daughter, I married you, but I don't know to whom! -You
have married me to Yanichko, the famous robber! (15.) This formula agrees with
that of the Moravian ballad. In other instances, however, the two parts of the
statement are not separated according to persons but the continuation reads as if it
were spoken also by the mother; I gave you to Yanik, the great robber. Yanik,
Yanik, he is a real robber, he knows all the ways in the hills ... , and so on. (Cf. 16.)
This opening formula comes up in six variants. (9., 12., 13., 15.. 16. and 18. In 15.,
the rocking of the child follows the opening lines.)
It cannot be disputed that the solution in which the preliminaries are made
known by the complaining song of the woman suits better the requirements of the
genre than the other one presenting the fact in the form of an introductory scene.
The secondary nature of the latter solution can be clearly made out from the
circumstances that the words of complaint are not put in the mouth of the proper
character, or it is not made clear who says them.
A third method of starting the story is when the wife begins to complain,
addressing her words to her husband: Yanko, Yanko, you are a robber who knows
every road in the hills ... This is immediately followed by the man's excuses, by
which the ballad comes to a sudden end. That is to say, the Slovaks, considering the
question and answer a real duologue, represented the development of the story as
an accident which they felt satisfactory for motivating the ballad. (10.) In another
instance (19.) other motifs follow in an irregular sequence, and the ballad ends with
the woman's words of excuse.
There are three main types of resolving the conflict: (A) the ballad ends with
the man's words of excuse (10., 16., 18.), (B) the husband is punished in three cases:
he is taken in 9. but the text begins to falter and change over into a lyrical song; 12.
"What sort of wife were you if you betrayed me?-asks the man. "What sort of
sister should I be, if I kept silent in my brother's case!" Here the song is ended, with
a hint to a final solution not unlike that of the Moravian variant. 13. The husband
accounts for the blood dropping from his sword in a way that he has killed a turtledove that was flitting in an oak, cooing day and night, not letting him sleep. After
this he looks out of the window and beholds the gallows. (C) In four cases the
solution is the same we have seen in the quoted text above: the man calls to answer
38/11
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the wife for her ciomplaint, then after an awkward excuse on the woman's part, kills
her. (7., 11., 15., 17.) I would like to note finally that 12. names the husband "a
mountain robber" (horovemu zbojniku) , just like some of the Hungarian variants.
The Ukrainian texts also apply the picture of the girl ploughing with the oxen
as a beginning formula. The mother calls her home because she has given her in
marriage to a robber-here the mother describes unambiguously the character of
the man as one who goes out at night and comes back in the night, and so on. After
this introduction the woman warns her child not to follow in his father's wake; she
would rather than that, cut him to pieces and cast his body to the ravens to feed on.
Immediately the man's voice is heard: What have you been singing? then comes the
denial, followed by the command: Kneel down! The mother says: Remember, son,
your father killed your mother! -The same beginning formula assumes a realistic
appearance in 21 .: The girl called home by her mother bows low in front of the
robber who asks her to sit on his knees and questions if she loves him. "Did I not
love you, I should not have bowed before you." Then he takes home the wife and
starts to beat her. It is only this scene that is followed by the complaint about the
robber bringing home bloody clothes, uttered by the woman rocking her child,
again with the lullaby words beli-beli. She warns the baby not to follow in the
footstep of his father. Indeed, all the motifs known from the Slav versions
mentioned so far are included in the Ukrainian, only in more detail than in 20.
With the Russians the beginning scene is somewhat different, and closer to
the Hungarian: The girl is washing in a brook or in the Danube, reciting her words
of complaint about the many suitors whom she had missed and the robber to whom
she has been forced to marry. Although there exists such a Kossack version in which
she asks her parent not to give her to the prince or the bojar, but to the brave young
mountain robber. When she realizes that he had killed her brother, mother, father,
and so on, the robber apologizes by referring to the night having been dark and the
wind blowing loud. In some variants he also refers to the rule that a robber must ki' l
the one with whom he first meets. (According to collectors, this form of excuse is
typical and traditional of robbers.) What is more, the robber gave sign by the hand
to his brother-in-law, which he failed to understand and got first in his way, so that
the robber had no other choice but to kill him, too. With the Russians the majority
of the variants end with the motif of excuse.
Among the Polish all details appear which occur in the various Slovak
variants, only they are arranged in a different mosaic pattern. Even the unique
excuse of having killed a "turtle-dove" is involved, with the difference that the oak
is replaced by a pine, rustling incessantly under his window and not letting him sleep
for a moment-rendering, of course, the presence of the blood stain unbelievable.
(Anyway, this motif has infiltrated the Polish areas from the East-German
territories, from the ballad of the Madchenmorder.) After this she recognizes the
ringed hand, then she speaks to her mother, sings a lullaby to her child assuring him
that she would sooner throw him to the ravens than to know him follow in the wake
of his father. The ballad ends with the man inviting his wife to take a walk and
killing her in the usual way. The identical motifs, on the other hand, show a wordfor-word agreement with the Slovak variants. It have no doubt that the point of

origin must have been in Slovakia or Moravia in this case, the Polish, Ukrainian
and the Russian variants having disseminated from that point.
The Romanian ballad, too, begins with the words of the woman. "May the
devil take you, cursed mother, why did you marry your girl to a forest robber who
cannot do anything but go on waylaying. I have not been taught to sit behind closed
doors, wash bloody clothes, shirts tom off others' bodies, whet knives and rusty
broad-sword." The husband overhears her and says: "Wife, last night you cursed
your mother and shed tears of your eyes." "I did not curse her, I was kindling the
fire, the wood was smoking, therefore my eyes shed tears." "Wife, my wedded wife,
if you are longing for your mother, don't weep but let me know about it, and we
shall go and see her." No sooner did he pronounce these words than they set out to
see his mother-in-law. They had hardly gone half-way, he cut his wife's head and
thrust it into his bag. "Open the door, mother-in-law! " "Let your wife open it, she
knows it well how to do that!" "My wife is in the valley of evil and her head in my
bag."-Thereupon the mother-in-law begins to bewail that her daughter had been
sued for by many in the village, yet she has given her to a man in aforeign land. As
can be seen, the motif of identification of the murdered relatives is missing, as well
as the recognition of the hand with the ring; only the complaint formulated in the
Transylvanian manner remains, together with the robber's revenge.
The Croatian texts similarly speak about the robber who "walks in the hills,
starting out at midnight and returning at midnight, bringing home a bloody sword
and head of man." (45.) "He is sleeping in the day-time and goes on marauding in
the night-time" (43., 47., 56.), and in addition the girl was married to a mountain
robber (za gorskog hajduka) , (58., 59.). In the Croatian version all this is narrated
sometimes in the third person singular first, then repeated by the woman's mouth;
nevertheless, there are such variants too in which start is made with the complaint of
the wife. But there is a considerable difference for all that: having recognized the
severed head of her brother and the cut hair of her sister, the woman curses her
mother because she forced her to marry such a brigand, while a messenger comes
from home to invite her to the wedding feast of her brother and sister (who had been
murdered!). She sets out with him. On the way home she sees bad omens, as in the
Transdanubian ballad of the Hungarians: they are not ploughing, not hoeing, roses
are not blossoming (56.), drums are not beaten, flutes are not blown, only
carpenters' broad axes are heard clapping. (33., 38., 44.) Why are the birds not
singing? (56.,57.), why are the bells tolled in the castle? (51.) It seems as if they were
tolling the bells for a brother! (56.) Appeasing words are not lacking, as they are not
lacking in the Hungarian variants, but in the Croatian texts they are deprived of
authenticity, because the woman knew in advance that her brother and sister had
been killed. Therefore the solution that she dies a sudden death at the sight of her
dead kins is an obvious corruption.
This contradiction is resolved by those variants in which the motif of the wife
married to a robber is omitted, together with the connected motifs of the murder of
the relatives and the discovery of the fact, and the whole plot is reduced in a way that
the woman married to a stranger in foreign land is called on by a messenger who
asks her to go home to her brothers' (sisters') wedding; she sees the foreboding
omens, hears the evasive replies, learns finally, when already at home, of the death
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case and dies, in many instances, after her relatives. Another definitive solution of
the story can be found among the Slovenes: The mother visits her married
daughters, one after the other; two of them she finds in happy conditions but the
third complains about her husband who goes out at nights, leading the life of a
highwayman. Obviously this cannot be regarded as a point of departure.
We cannot avoid dropping a few remarks on the abridged variant, in which
there is no speaking about robbing, the whole story being restricted to the motif of
calling home the wife. Starting out from the similarly abridged Gottschee text
variant, Seemann considers this the origin of the whole theme (D. Vir. 107).
According to him, it is only this variant in which the evasive replies given in order to
divert the wife's thoughts from the bad omens make some sense. At the same time,
he seems to be aware of the fact that the other variant is superior to this-which he
regards as a contamination with the ballad of "The Brigand's Wife". " Die
kontaminierte Form der Ballade ist geschlossener und ereignistdichtiger, als die
einfache. Wahrend bei letzterer der Tod der Geschwister ein unbegriindeter
Verhangniss darstellt, ist er in der kontaminierten Form die Folge eines
Mordanschlags des Schwagers, so dass, ... gewisse Fassungen am Schluss auf die
Geschehnisse zu Beginn der Handlung zuriickblenden k6nnen. Hingegen verliert
bei der Kontaminationsform das Motiv der Besch6nigungen an Glaubwiirdigkeit. .. " (D. Vir. V/2, 203.)
Admittedly so, but only in the southern Slav variants!-in which the bycharacters try to conceal the facts that had been made known to the woman in
advance. At the same time, the motif of "Besch6nigung" does not lose of force but
rather gains impetus in the Hungarian version, in which it is the wife that invites the
husband to the wedding (who perhaps is unaware of whom he had murdered), and it
is the man whom the wife baffies.
The Bulgarians, too, begin the ballad with the complaints of the wife. She has
been given in marriage to a robber living beyond nine villages, nine mountains and
nine rivers. He keeps his door closed in the day-time, unlocks it at night-time and
goes on marauding, and so on. On an occasion he returns with the right arm of a
dead body, and the ring has the name of her brother. Most of the variants end here.
One or two texts contain attempts at diverse exceptional ending: "Why did you kill
my brother?-Hold your tongue for I cut your head!" (60.) A merchant overhears
the woman's words stating that her husband kills and robs merchants. He asks her if
her complaint contained the truth. (79-80 .) After the complaint, the woman is
turned into a dove by God, flies home to her mother (59. , 82., 85., 88., and 91.).
Beholding the severed arm, she goes home, finds her brother without his right arm
dying, and she also dies a sudden death (86.).
In the knowledge of the variants of the neighbouring nations, we are in a
position to provide a better explanation of the Hungarian ballad. First of all, it is
made clear that today the Hungarian tradition is incomplete in one respect: the
recognition of the ring on the severed hand of the wife's brother is missing in it. The
motif survives with congruent text parts in the formulations of both the northern
and the southern neighbours, a correspondence like this can only be imagined if the
motif had existed once in the intermediary territory as well, that is, among the
Hungarians. The ballad in word is unknown to the Austrian populations; as to the
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Romanians, they accepted the eastern Hungarian solution without the motif
discussed. The connecting bridge between northern and southern regions must have
been Transdanubia in respect of this variant of the ballad; indeed, the
Transdanubian variant is so constructed that it may readily incorporate the missing
motif, being composed of formulas not unlike the southern Slav texts. There is
nothing to be wondered at a once .existing motif having been lost from the only
complete Hungarian text: when a traditional form reaches its final stage of
development, such phenomena are not exceptional at all. And what is more, in the
case of the Hungarian ballad the omission makes sense, too, because the ominous
signs and the clumsy replies prepare the final denouement with an appealing intensity
if the listeners discover only at the end what had happened and what the woman had
been out for. In this instance, therefore, even the corruption took place in the spirit
of the genre. Besides, the motif also survived, in an obscured form, in Stanzas 1- 2.
of the Hungarian No. 57.
As against this, the Transylvanian- Moldavian formulation may be regarded
as having preserved the original form the quondam east-Hungarian tradition
without omission. With the neighbouring peoples we come across such variants,
even though not very frequently, in which the woman's complaint refers to the trade
of the murderer, to the bloody clothes, severed heads, but does not mention
relatives who had been killed (and consequently the husband overhears a complaint
without this motif). The uniformity of the numerous east-Hungarian variants also
bear to the fact that this form must have been prevailing at a time when the tradition
was fully flourishing. Two kinds of solutions for one and the same conflict rather
frequently offers themselves for ending the ballad. By way of illustration it is
enough to recall the two-fold solution of " The Wife Taken by Her Word"
(Type 21.) in the case of which the performers side now with the husband now with
the wife and lover, lending either a tragic atmosphere or giving a milder ;urn to the
catharsis. Such duality occurs in the ballads of other European nations as well. The
second typ~ of solution, that is the eastern type, may have been known not only in
Transylvama but also in other Hungarian-inhabited areas, for otherwise the
Slovaks would not have been able to incorporate it in their version that goes back to
the Transdanubian solution (to wit, the Slovaks had never have direct connections
with the Transylvanian populations). On the other hand, the eastern Hungarians
must have been acquainted only with the second-type solution; the tradition of the
fringe-areas has preserved this in many variants, while the quondam universal
Hungarian formulation has been restricted to two " complete" and three
fr;tgmentary texts.
..
The route the ballad followed in the course of its spread can be clearly drawn
on the basis of the survey of the variants that surround, in the form of an unbroken
semicircle, the Hungarian language area, from the northern to the southern
~
Austrian frontiers.
Such a high degree of similarity in details of formulation precludes the
possibil~ty.of texts existing independently of one another. Considering the internal
contradictions of the southern Slav solution, we should regard it as a borrowing of
the Transdanubian-possibly all-Hungarian-formulation. Proceeding from them
towards the East, the story underwent a process of gradual abridgement till it
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reached the Bulgarians. As to the northern Slavs, there is not a single variant that
would not mitigate in one way or another the original conflict, sometimes to the
point of its final elimination. Most conspicuous is the innovation when the husband
excuses by making mention of darkness of the night and blowing of the wind. Once
he feels guilty and tries to apologize, the relentless revenge, the execution of his wife,
is devoid of all psychological credit. That is, perhaps, why the singers feeling the
weak point of the narrative, chose to end the ballad with the motif of apologizing in
certain variants. These are not simple fragments, since the Ukrainians and the
Russians mainly apply this solution. Another difficulty that gives food for thought
is the innovation applied at the beginning of the ballad, where the mother calls her
daughter to come home, letting it out at once that she had married her to a robber,
or in other instances leaves us at a loss where the mother's words end, and where the
girl's complaint begins. Some of the variants unmistakably put the words of
complaint into the mother's mouth, though she is to know the husband's vicious
occupation only at a later point of time. Another characteristic feature is that with
them the woman's revenge, that would best pass with the motif of the discovery of
relatives killed by the husband, can be met with in vague and strongly modified
forms only. The Moravians have preserved the motifin a relatively close form : the
woman hurries to the judge and the man is executed. There is only one Slovak text
to point at this solution, another two contains only obscure hints to the punishment
in store for the brigand. Obviously, the other solution gained the upper hand, in
which the man takes his revenge on the wife whose complaints are openly telling
about her sentiments in regard to him. Since the contamination did not prove a
successful one the singers began to look for plots. In result, there developed three
main variants. Nevertheless, the dramatic conflict is missing in six variants, i. e. half
of the total material, which fact cannot be accounted for by their fragmentary
nature. In the wake of the Slovak ballads, the Polish, Ukrainian and Russian
borrowers had either to accept or modify these contradictions in their national
versions.
Only two of the thirteen Slovak variants are free from contradiction in the
beginning as well as the ending parts of the ballad. Strikingly enough, it is just these
variants that show closest resemblance to the Hungarian wording.
11. (The second line of the stanza is always repeated.): Sleep, my little son,
don't be like your father. Your father is a famous robber, who knows all the ways in
the mountains. He goes out in the night-time and comes home in the day-time,
bringing nothing to me, except a blood-stained sword and a torn shirt.-Maris,
Maris, white Maris, what were you singing when you were rocking your child?-I
was not singing anything, I only scolded the nurse because she forgot to wash the
baby's napkin.-Maris, Maris, white Maris, put on white clothes and let's take a
walk! We have been living together for three years, yet we have never taken a
walk.-And we may spend three more years together, still we shall not take a
walk.-Maris, Maris, white Maris, kiss your son! She kissed him on one of his
cheeks and bit on the other: this shall remember you, son, that your father killed
your mother. (Lipt6 county.)
17. There was a young lady, she was rocking her babe: Csicsi, beli (huSh,
sleep), my little son, don't be like your father! Your father is a big robber, he knows
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every road, every road and every path in the mountains on which the merchants
walk to town. He always returns with bloody clothes which I, unfortunate as I am,
have to wash. One day I was washing, and burst out in crying. I found a sleeve
among the clothes, a white hand in the sleeve, and a golden ring on the white hand
which was worth five hundred pieces of gold. There was an ornament on the golden
ring, by which I knew the ring belonged to my young brother, my youngest brother
who was a rich merchant.-Her husband was standing in the yard and overheard
the woman's singing complaint.-Tell me, my Terka, what you were singing! - I
was rocking the little child.- Tell me, honest maid, what the lady was singing
about! -I have not heard anything . .. -Put, coachman, the four horses to the cart,
let's go, let's go and have a walk under the tall cherry tree! Go, Terka, go to the table
(scaffold) and sing me your song! -But I was not singing, I was rocking my child.Lean, my Terka, onto the table so that I may cut off your head!-Give me my son, I
want to kiss his face! - She kissed one of her cheeks and bit the other: Let this
remember you, my son, that your father killed your mother! (Fis. )
The Romanian formulation seems to know nothing of identification by the
ringed hand or the woman taking her revenge. It is in full agreement with the east
Hungarian- Transylvanian---.:variant. There is only one motif to remind us of the
Slovak- Ukrainian version: the man invites the woman to pay a visit and kills her on
the way. This, however, is connected with one particular Hungarian motif both in
the Slovak- Ukrainian and the Romanian versions: the robber has his coachman to
take his wife to the place of execution as is the case in many a Hungarian ballad.
Slovak 17. preserves clear traces of the motif of inviting the wife for a walk, and the
visit paid to the mother-in-law in the Romanian ballad can be derived from the
same motif.
By arranging the corresponding motifs in the geographical order, we are able
to shed more light on the question of transmissions. The Moravians living
northwest of Hungary must have been acquainted with the Transdanubian variant;
indeed, they clearly stick to the Transdanubian solution. (Although they borrowed
other forms of solution from the Slovaks, too.) The Slovaks' language areas being
adjacent to the Hungarian borders from west to east may well have combined the
western and eastern Hungarian solutions; and it is the contaminated form that they
spread further to the north and northeast. The Romanians are in contact with the
eastern Hungarians, therefore their tradition has preserved the eastern Hungarian
solution. The Croats and the Slovenes being neighbours to the Transdanubian
Hungarians have adopted the Transdanubian form, which they forwarded to the
southern regions. It cannot be contested that the ballad had developed in the
centrally situated Hungarian territory, and that it disseminated from there towards
the surrounding language areas in every direction, except Austria.
With the western nations the story is not known in its entirety as a theme. Yet
there is one thread that leads us to the west; the scrupulous questions and the
evasive answers seem to have been based on western ideas. Even their formulations
bear evidence of this. A classical sPecimen of the French ballads, that of Roi
Renaud (l18.) is a mere explication of this single motif. The husband arrives at
home wounded to death, but his death is concealed from the wife who is about to
give birth to a child. The woman's suspicion is roused by various visible and audible
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signs: why are they hammering outdoors, what sobbing is heard, why is she to put
on black clothes, and so on. Evasive replies are duly delivered to all her questions.
For instance: It is customary to clothe in black after the woman gave birth to a
child .. . Finally she learns the real fact and dies of heartbreak. The motif found,
apparently, a similar application in East Europe, and strongly transformed, it
appears in the Danish territory as well. (DgF 47.) In the Danish ballad the bride
going to her own wedding approaches the house of her bridegroom, who is dead.
As they went as far as the outskirts of the town,
Every new bell was ringing.
'
The bride observed this at once,
And her heart filled with sorrow.
Why have they to toll every bell?
I can see nobody lying dead!
It is the custom of this country
To ring the bells when a flower is approaching.
It is the custom on this island
To ring the bells when a bride is approaching ...

Erich Seemann wrote a study about the dissemination of this motif (without
knowing about the existence of the Hungarian version), in which he attributed its
dissemination to professional ballad writers. Accordingly, we should be faced with
a wandering motif. But I think it is never the motifs but always the ballads that
wander. The borrowing nations may take over certain parts of the wandering
ballad, while the whole of it sinks into oblivion. The same happened in connection
with the ballad under discussion: the Hungarian ballad had adopted an idea of
western origin, most probably a French ballad-motif that preceded the extant Roi
Renaud, and placed it in a different context.
What we mean by "different context" is actually unfolding of a similarly
extant basic idea. The reluctant girl's horror of being married to a stranger in a
foreign land may have given the idea that her would-be spouse should be described
so as to provide an astonishing parable on the consequences of marriages of
convenience of this kind: the husband practicing the meanest possible mode of
money-making destroys ifnot the whole of his wife's family, his wife in any case. It
is not by chance either that the Transdanubian ballad of "The Bride Forced to
Marry against Her Will" ("The Bride Dragged to Death") echoes many times the
complaint: "Why did you give me to him, to the murderer?!" At the same time this
congruence is indicative of the fact that the ballad of the "Brigand's Wife" used to
be widespread in the Hungarian language area. The correlation is clearly expressed
by the complaints of the Hungarian heroine. (Similarly in the Bulgarian, southern
Slav, and Romanian texts.) Consequently, the Hungarian ballad is correlated by
two links with the ballad tradition of the West, although in its present form it is an
independent and original composition.
In all likelihood, the ballad is contemporaneous with the earliest French
borrowings, that is to say, it originates from the fourteenth century.
It was after I closed the manuscript that the fragment treated below has
turned up in the bequest ofKodaly which he had fixed on his own cylinder and in his
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own notation and which has not been incorporated in the MNT (Collection of
Hungarian Folk Music).
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1. Mother, my dear mother, Mistress Janos B6dizsar,
Let me go to the banks of the Danube!
Should I let you go, my dear, beautiful daughter,
The fiery thieves would stand in your way.
2. I kneel down and turn to God,
I kneel on the ground
I lay all my hope in God.
Oh, my dear God, why have you dealt so heavily with me?!
For what sin of mine have you punished me?

Andrasfalva (Bukovina). Female performer of 61, Koddly 1914
6008/b.

F 231

AP

This is continued by the following text-fragment: "My daughter, my sweet,
beautiful daughter, I should let you to the middle of the sea", then by two lines
crossed by Kodaly's hand: "The flooding foams of the swift sea Will wash away, I
see, my gay looks." But there is no reference made as to whether the lines are
continuation or variants of Lines 3-4 of Stanza 1.
We know nothing about the further content of this fragment. The first stanza
I
can be brought into correlation with three ballads. The girl's asking leave for an
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obviously long journey and the mother's reply, which perhaps imply warning of
danger, are reminiscent of the beginning of "The Girl Setting Out with the
Heyducks" (19.). The mentioning of "fiery thieves" recall the character of "The
Brigand's Wife" and also the "Knight and the Lady" (18.), in which the girl's way is
blocked-only not by "fiery thieves" but by "ten thieves". All this, however,
represents a kindred trait; the plot of the ballad must have been different from that
of any of the three ballads mentioned, as can be made clear from the fragment,
which may have been some transitional form as tend to come up in ever larger
numbers in more recent collections (cf. 14., 31., 41., 49-50., 61-62., and 67.)

21. THE WIFE TAKEN AT HER WORD

61.
"arlalllln
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I. Gentle wife Judit was sitting at the table,
She was rocking with her foot her little son running about.
2. Hush, my son, hush, my son running about,
For your father is not the man called Boldizsar Batori
3. But your father is the captain of Erdely,
Who gave you this golden rocking cradle,

4. This golden rocking cradle, your high fur-cap of Pozsony,
Your high fur-cap of Pozsony and your waving linen shirt.
5. Standing at the door, Boldizsar Batori overheard this:
Don't deny, wife, the words you have just said!
6. I don't deny, my husband: I have been scolding the maids,
They have picked my finest budding flowers,
7. They made wreath of them and presented young men with them.
Prepare, wife, prepare your coach of six,
8. Your coach of six, and your handsomest young servant,
For to go to the town of Pozsony, to a big wedding feast!
9. Prepare, wife, prepare, tomorrow at noon!
They started out and arrived there.
10. The captain of Erdely began to dance.
The captain of Erdely had the gentle wife Judit
11. Turn round twice, and kissed her twice.
Boldizsar Batori kept an eye on them.
12. Prepare, wife, prepare, tomorrow at noon,
Tomorrow at noon, to go to place of execution.
13. Since you put up your head for play, your head will be taken!
Thereupon the captain of Erdely drew his sword out of the sheath,
14. He drew his sword out of the sheath and fell on it:
You have died for me, and I shall die for you!
Rugonfalva (Udvarhely county). Female informant of 55, B. Vi/air. 1902= Sz. Nd. 84.
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62.

Gentle wife Judit was sitting at the table,
Rocking the beautiful golden cradle with her foot:
Hush, my son, hush, my nice son running about!
For your father is not the one called Boldizsar Batori,
5. You see, your father is the captain of Erdely.
Who gave you this beautiful golden cradle,
With four golden pretzels in its four horns,
He also gave you the long fur-cap of Pozsony to cover your head with ...
Aye, standing by the door, Boldizsar Batori overheard all this.
10. Don't deny, wife, the words you have just said!
Why should I deny them, my dearest-kindest husband:
I have been scolding the maids, those naughty maids:
Who have picked my finest budding flowers,
They made wreath of them and presented young men with them.
15. You have denied your words, wife!
Open the door, open the door, my wedded wife!
I shall open it anon, my dearest-kindest husband!
Just let me put on my crimson long boots,
Just let me put on my skirt inwrought with gold.
20. He could not wait so long, he kicked the door in:
Prepare, wife, prepare, for tomorrow right at noon
You must go to the rose-market, to the place of execution!
Come, my dear servant, my best postilion!
Prepare my coach and harness my six horses!
25. They prepared and set out,
They set out and arrived at the place.
Wait a little, wait a little, you black hangman!
For they toll the bell three times for the dead,
But they do not ring a bell for my poor head!
30. At this moment the captain of Erdely arrived.
He turned her once, kissing her twice,
He turned her twice, kissing her a hundred times:
You are mine, nobody else's, dearest lady!
"Udvarhelyszek", Kriza=MNGY XI, 3.
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I. Hush, hush, hush, hush, Pali Palotai!
Your father is not the one walking in the palace.
Your father is not the one walking in the palace,
Nay, your father is he who ride8 on back of the bay.
2. Mariska, Mariska, my dear wife:
Sing me the song you have been lulling just before!
I will not sing it, I cannot sing it, for I forget it!
I was scolding the servant maid, because she did not wash the child's napkin!
3. Mariska, Mariska, my dear wife:
Which one will you choose: going on a long way,
Going on a long way, climbing a tall tree,
Or keeping burning candle at the golden table,
Or perhaps listening to the crack of a gun?
4. Good morning, good morning, you murderer of my aunt-in-law!
Welcome, welcome, you whoremonger of my wife!
May my blood flow in one stream with yours\
May my body rest in one grave with yours! '
May your bastard son be devoured by the pigs!
Szirenfalva (=Ptruska, Ung County). Male performer of63. Tibor Ag and Lajos
Kiss, 1958=AP 2346.
Cf. Leader 240.
The epithet "running about" applied to the child occurs in several Transylvanian
and Moldavian ballads with reference not to the child's actual state-it is being
rocked in the cradle-but denotes a standing feature of the baby who can already
walk and run without grownups' assistance.

63.
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Divergences: Diverse denouements are to be found in the different versions of
the ballad. In the one, the woman is saved by her lover, in the other the same words
which indicate a flight turn into detecting symbols, and the story ends with a double
death, which is more usual in the variants. Apart from this divergence, their
formulation is very similar. The interpretation of the case of adultery may vary,
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taking sides now with this, now with that party, although the rathe~ eroded te~ts ~re
laconically telling about condemnation or sympathy. The two van ants ment1on~ng
the chief justice of Derzs clearly speak for a ca.se of love, the woman. unde~takmg
even death for what she feels her inalienable nght. An unparalleled mtenslty and
impartiality characterizes the variant collected in U~g county (63.) in wh~ch the
final formula (May my blood flow in one stream with yours ... ), expressmg the
sacrifice of the loving couple, is followed by the curse of the cheated husband. Here
we present one of its fragmentary texts:
Mistress Janos Monusi was sitting at the window of her bower,
Working on her embroidery sewn with black silk;
Where she was short of silk, she made good for it with her tears.
Hush, my son, hush, Samuka Monusi!
If the Lord God send you to reach the grown-up age:
Never believe Janos Monusi to be your father,
But believe the chief justice of Derzs to be your father!
At this, good Janos Monusi called in:
I leave your life, my treasure, my wife,
If you do not mention the chief justice of Derzs again.
But I will mention him; and I shall never forget him! .. .
May my head fall into one pit with yours,
May my soul stand before God with yours!

are the dogs', The road is the Lord's, And the coach is mine!" After this, the
performer adds in prose: "And then the woman was taken away, and they did not
know by whom." A song of twenty-nine stanzas from Hertelendyfalva (Torontal
county), recorded from Szekely settlers from Bukovina, combines the motifs of
"The Bride Married against Her Will to a Foreigner" with those of "The Brigand's
Wife" and the ballad under discussion, with the difference that the woman sends a
letter to her "brother", who then commits suicide on her grave. (NB. "brother"
may mean lover in old usage.) In addition, other ballads' motifs also come up in the
variant, exemplifying a clear endeavour to jam sundry elements, hoarded from
sundry places together, in one story.
Earliest provenience: 1862.
Dissemination: Ung county (Szirenfalva), Udvarhe1y county (Lengyelfalva, Rugonfalva, further most
likely those marked "SzekelyfOld"), Csik county (Gyimesfelsolok, Gorbepatak---Gyimesvolgye),
Bukovina (Andrasfalva-Hertelendyfalva, the latter in Torontal county), Moldavia (Uszped). Total:
10 variants.
Textual relationship with other ballads:
20. Choice between different ways of execution: 1. "Coachman, harness the horses . . . The horsees are
the dogs"': 2., 9,10., 13., 16. (21, 27), J9 "Sitting at the window, she was sewing . .. ": 12, 14, 31, (43) 49.
Attempt at delaying the opening of the door: 1., 20., 78. "You have died for me ... " (falling on his sword):
10, 19, 38 (40).; "May my blood flow in one stream with yours": 10.
Tunes: In addition to the published 61. and 63. see Examples 3--6. (5: 2 variants).

MNGY /,233. Samu SzabO. "Szekely/old".
Similar is the text published by Kriza (MNGY Ill, 17) in which the woman working
over her embroidery is rocking "her little child running about" with her foot, and
the chief justice is also "of Derzs". At the end of this ballad, we read a
complementary part that does not seem authentical:
and Janos M6nusi grew into a passion,
At once he sent word to the chief justice of Derzs to come,
And when the chief justice of Derzs arrived,
He made them both fall, on their knees,
And had the heads of both cut off,
And had both heads put in the same pit.
The elaborate rhymes and the detailed representation of the plot which is only
hinted at by the other variants, further the use of "filling words" to com~lete the
rhythmic pattern-all this point to the interference on the part oft~e ,contnbutor of
the text. In a notation of Lengyelfalva (Udvarhely county) by Vlkar, the woman
tries to delay the opening of the door with the ~ame words as are known from the
ballad of "The Unfaithful Wife Burnt to Death". (1.) This circumstance can be
explained by the similar situation. At the same time she writes a lette~ to he.r lover,
who is a chancery officer. At the execution the woman here agam recites the
commonplace formula: "Wait a little, wait a little, My dear, kind husband! For
they toll the bells three times for the dead, But they do not ring a bell for me! " The
lover urges his coachman to ride swifter, just as in the ballad of "The Walled-up
Wife": Drive, coachman, drive, coachman, Drive as swift as possible! The horses
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The tune of the variant collected in Ung county (63.) is a twelve-syllable
melody widespread both in the Great Plain and East Hungary, generally sung to the
texts beginning with the lines: "Kiszaradt a t6bul mind a sar mind a viz" (Mud and
water are all dried up in the pond) and "Amerre enjarok, meg a fak is sirnak" (Even
trees are weeping where I walk).
The story of the ballad under discussion is not known to us from any other
country. In spite of this fact, it is connected with the western types on account of its
theme, construction as well as the commonplace formulas occurring in it.
Remarkably enough, the formula "You have died for me" is either replaced by
"May my blood flow in one stream with yours", or the two are used one after the
other, while in this ballad only the formula of western origin occurs. Therefore the
ballad can be determined as original Hungarian, developed in the wake of western
examples contemporaneously with the earliest Hungarian borrowings from the
French.
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The woman clad in beggar's rags,
And so she walked to the gate of her daughter.

22. THE RICH WOMAN'S MOTHER

6. Then she began to sing, and her voice was full of sorrow:
Give me a piece of bread! Give me a glass of water!
The servant heard it, and in he went to his mistress.
Mistress, mistress, my noble mistress,

64.
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1. A woman had three beautiful daughters,
All three she gave in marriage in three countries.
She gave the youngest one to a man in Turkey,
She heard news of her: she is very rich and takes no pity on the poor.
2. My husband, my dear husband, I would like to ask you
To let me go to Turkey,
\
Where I should like to visit my youngest daughter,
Where I should like to visit my youngest daughter!
3. Go, coachman, go and put horses to the coa~h,
And take your goodwife to Turkey,
Where she wants to visit her youngest daughter! . . .
Where she wants to visit her youngest daughter! .. .
4. They set out on the way to Turkey,
To visit her youngest daughter.
At the outskirts of the town the woman got out of the coach:
Well, coachman, go back, go back to your country!
5. After three months are over, come and take me back,
After three months are over, come and take me back!
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7. Upon my life, upon my death,
There is a poor beggar woman outside, singing:
Give me a piece of bread, give me a glass of water!
Give me a piece of bread, give me a glass of water!
Get out of here, because I have much to do!
Get out of here because I have much to do!
8. But the poor beggar woman kept on singing:
The servant heard it, and in he went to his mistress.
Mistress; mistress, my noble mistress,
Upon my life, upon my death.
9. There is a beggar woman out, singing:
Give me a piece of bread, give me a glass of water!
My servant, my servant maids, my hound and my dogs,
Go and throw her into the dark prison!
10. The poor beggar woml;ln kept on singing in the prison.
Bring up, mother, bring up your daughter,
Let your red blood spill out of your body,
Let your sweet milk be sucked out of your body:
So as to deserve to be thrown into a prison,
So as to deserve to be thrown into a prison!
11. The servant heard this, and in he went to his mistress.
Mistress, mistress, my noble mistress,
Upon my life, upon my death,
The poor beggar wom~n keeps on singing:
12. Bring up, mother, bring up your daughter,
Let you red blood spill out of your body,
Let your sweet milk be sucked out of your body,
So as to deserve to be thrown into, a prison!
13. Get out of here, because I have much to do,
She cannot be my dear mother, because she does not come to see me!
The poor beggar woman kept on singing,
The servant heard it, and in he went to his mistress.
14. Mistress, mistress, my noble mistress,
Upon my life, upon my death,
The poor beggar woman keeps on singing the same strain,
The poor beggar woman keeps on singing the same strain!
39/11
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15. Show me the way, servant, let me follow you,
Let me see what sort of a beggar woman she is!
He opened the door, she beheld her mother,
And casting herself on her breast, she said bewailing:
16. Mother, my dear mother, why did you not let me know,
So that I should not have done this to you!
Come now, dear mother, to my bower,
And take a glass of my best wine!
17. May the wind of Hell overthrow your bower!
May the wind of Hell spill your glass of your best wine!
For I am not come to be treated by you:
I have come to see what sort of a woman you are!
Ditra (Csik county). Female performam of65. Kodtily 19JO=SzNd. 28.
65.
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1. Husband, my dear husband. my husband Peter Nagy Bihal,

Let me go to Turkey,
To Turkey, to Constantinople,
Where I would like to see my youngest daughter!
2. For I have heard that she does not give alms to the poor,
She does not give alms to the poor, she does not take pity on the poor.
She clad in a beggar's rags
And set out on the road to Turkey.
3. When she was passing by her gate,
She saw the youngest table-servant standing in the gate.
Little servant, Little servant, little servant, kind lad,
Will you go in and ask your mistress to give me a glass of water!
Will you go in and ask your mistress to give me a glass of water!
And ask her for a piece of bread to eat before drinking a glass of water!
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4. I would sooner pour that glass of water onto the ground,
I would sooner cast that piece of bread to my dog.
Go, little servant, little servant, my young lad,
Go and take that beggar woman and throw her into the prison!
Take that beggar woman and throw her into the prison,
Throw her into the prison, into the deepest hole of it!
5. My God, my beloved God!
Seven years and three days have passed
Since I last saw the sun shine,
Not even a beam of moonlight have I seen since!
Standing by the door, the youngest table-servant overheard this,
At once he ran in and said to his mistress:
6. Mistress, mistress, my noble mistress!
Bewails I have heard enough, but never the like of it,
Bewails I have heard enough, but never the like of it;
For the poor beggar woman laments herself like this:
7. My God, my God, my beloved God!
Seven years and three days have passed
Since I last saw the sun shine!
Not even a beam of moonlight have I seen since!
8. Little servant, little servant, my young lad,
Take that beggar woman out of the prison,
Take her out of the prison, out of the deepest hole!
Let me ask her where is she come from?
9. Poor beggar woman, where are you come from?
Where is your country, poor beggar woman?
If my memory does not fail me, I used to be wife to Peter Nagy Bihal,
I used to be the dear wedded spouse of Peter Nagy Bihal.
10. Well, then you have been my mother, who kindly nursed me.
Well, then you have been my mother, who kindly nursed me.
Come in, come in, dearest heart, kind mother!
For I cook fine broths for you!
Don't cook you fine broths for me, noble mistress,
Don't cook you for me, may the devil tear you to pieces!
11. Come in, come in, dearest heart, kind mother,
For I shall heal your limbs gnawed at by frogs,
For I shall heal your limbs gnawed at by frogs,
Gnawed at by frogs and bit by snakes!
You shall not heal me, you noble mistress,
You shall not heal me, may the devil tear you to pieces!
12. Come in, come in, my dearest heart, kind mother!
For I shall give you my glassy coach,
My glassy coach and my six bay palfreys,
39·/11
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My glassy coach and my six bay palfreys.
May your six bay palfreys be killed by pest,
May your glassy coach be eaten away by rust!
Csikmadaras ( Csik county), Bartok (after the notation of Pal Bodon) = Ethn. 1908,
51.
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1. I shall go, I shall go
To Turkey,
My youngest daughter
For to see there.
2. I have heard news of her
Telling that she has no pity on the poor.
I wish to walk to her gate,
And sit on the beam of the bridge there.
3. There advanced, there advanced
Her youngest table-servant.
Go, table-servant,
And tell your mistress
4. To give me a glass of water,
A piece of bread,
To a glass of water
A bit of bread!
5. Mistress, mistress,
My noble mistress,
A poor beggar woman
Keeps on saying:
6. Give me a glass of water,
A piece of bread,
To a glass of water
A bit of bread!
7. Go, table servant,
Carry in that beggar woman
And throw her into the cellar,
Into the deep hole of the cellar!
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8. So that snakes and frogs
Should gnaw and bite at her,
So that snakes and frogs
Should gnaw and bite at her!
9. My glass of water
Shall be poured onto the ground,
My bit of bread
Shall be cast to the dogs!
10. I have come, I have come
To Turkey,
My youngest daughter
For to see there.
11. I have heard news of her
Telling that she has no pity on the poor.
I have heard news of her
Telling that she has no pity on the poor.
12. That her glass of water
Is sooner poured onto the ground,
That her bit of bread
Is sooner cast to the dogs.
13. My noble mistress,
The poor beggar woman,
The poor beggar woman
Keeps on singing:
14. I have come, I have come
To Turkey
My youngest daughter
For to see there.
15. I have heard news of her
Telling that she has no pity on the poor,
I wish to go to her gate,
And sit on the beam of the bridge there.
16. Her glass of water
Is poured onto the ground,
Her bit of bread
Is ,cast to the dogs.
17. Go, table servant,
Take in that woman,
Let's ask her
Where she is come form?
18. Where are you come from,
Poor beggar woman?
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I am come from the village called Biboros,
My noble mistress.
19. I am Peter Biboros's
Wedded wife.
And where are you come from ,
Noble mistress?
20. I am come from the village of Biboros,
Poor beggar wife,
I am Peter Biboros's
Youngest daughter.
21 . Mother, dear mother,
I give you now
My six bay palfreys,
On top of my six bay palfreys
My coach made of sheet iron.
22. May the heaves kill
Your six bay palfreys,
May the rust eat
Your coach of iron sheet!
23. If I had not been good enough
To deserve your glass of water,
If I had not been good enough
To deserve your bit of bread!
Gyimesviilgye-Ronapataka (Csik county) . Performed by a girl offourteen = Kal/os
1970, No. 106.
Divergences:

There is a variant in which the story starts in medias res:
"The poor prisoner woman is lamenting herself:
It is three years and full three days to-day

That I fell into captivity, into this terrible, long captivity.
Where I reached my flesh, I ate it,
Where I could not reach it, snakes and frogs ate it.
Where I reached my veins, I drank my blood,
Many a time from my arms and from my legs I was sucking my blood.
He who would give me the crust of his bread,
Would see the glory of the Kingdom of Heaven.
He who would give me a glass of water,
Would taste the bliss of the Kingdom of Heaven . . . "
(Kriza , slightly transcribed, although parts of the ballad occur in other variants as
well.)
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Another variant in the Kriza collection has the following ending:
" Let dogs eat your soup of cumin,
Let your shirt of fine linen be flown away by stormy winds,
Let your painted palace be burnt by fire,
Let your polished coach be eaten by rust,
Let your fine six bay palfreys be killed by pest!
There is nothing you can give me, not even you are dear to me,
Stay by yourself, beautiful noble mistress! "
In a text from Eted the mother having said her curse:
"Turned round and cast herself down upon the ground,
She cast herself down upon the ground and died a sudden death."
In a variant of Kibed, it is the girl whose heart breaks, just as that of the little
son of the wife walled up in the ballad of the Mason Kelemen:
"Her heart broke, as the earth under her feet,
And the woman's youngest daughter fell into the crevice."
One of the texts accounts for the heartlessness of the daughter in the following way:
"There was a poor woman who had a daughter
Whom she had carried on her two arms, nursed with her two arms,
Fed her with the saliva of frogs and vapour of snakes."
(The images got into the opening part of the ballad obviously from the scenes of
sufTerings in the prison. Compare a variant from Gyimesfelsolok: "For three years,
and for round three days, I have been kept in my youngest daughter's prison. The
backs of snakes and frogs are my table, The eyes of snakes and frogs are my
light."-as in the prisoners' songs of later times.)
Earliest provenience: 1864.
Dissemination: Maros-Torda county (KibOO), Udvarhely county (EtCd, Szekelyudvarhely,

Szombatfa, " Udvarhely" 2), Csik county (Csikmadaras, Ditr6, Gyimesfelsolok-R6napataka 3,
Gyimesfelsolok-Santatelek). Total: 12.
Textual relationships with other ballads: content elements (non-recognition, testing): 17 (7., 41.),
42., (43., 69, 75.); portions of text: 33 (bewailing in the prison), 17.,42., (recognizing by the woman's
song), 46. (curse) 118. (gnawed at by snakes and frogs); occasional borrowing: 2. ("Her heart cleft and
also the earth under her feet opened" ).
Tunes: No. 66 of the published melodies occur in three variants. Further:

NB. Parts of 65 are inversed: 3-4, 1-2.
Failure to recognize provides the nucleus of many ballads' plot in Hungarian
as well as other language areas; putting to test and heartless attitude in respect of
the non-recognized relative plays a similar role in balladry. The basic idea, however,
of the mother clad in beggars' rags and so testing her rich daughter is not known
elsewhere. Stylistic features and construction list this specimen among the best
representatives of mediaeval ballads.
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23. THE UNMARRIED MOTHER WHO KILLED HER
CHILD

8. Poor Erzsi Szab6
Had a dream one night,
And she saw in her dream,
She saw in her dream:
9. Two black ravens
Floating above her head
With two ells of silken string
Hanging from their claws.

67.

10. There came, there came
Her dear mother.
Mother, my dear mother,
Ransom me from here!
Mind

et · vesz .

le

ma

•
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1. Poor Erzsi Szab6
Ruined herself miserably,
She ruined herself miserably
In the rick-field.
2. Her new-born babe
She chopped up to small pieces,
She chopped it up to small pieces
And hid it among the nettles.
3. She hid it among the nettles,
And threw it to the pigs.
She hid it in the nettles
And threw it to the pigs.
4. The son of Lord Lieutenant
Saw with his two eyes
And heard with his two ears
How she tormented his babe.
5. The son of the Lord Lieutenant
Also sat in the court,
He also sat in the court
And said the following sentence:
6. Soul is demanded for a soul,
Death is demanded for death.
Soul is demanded for soul,
Death is demanded for death.
7. Poor Erzsi Szab6
Was put into fetters up to the knees,
She was put to fetters up to the knees,
And so she was thrown into the prison.
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11 . Child, Erzsi Szab6,
I should ransom you
If only you could be ransomed,
If only you could be ransomed.
12. Mother, my dear mother,
Last night I had a dream,
And I saw in my dream,
I saw in my dream
13. Two black ravens
Floating above my head
With two ells of silken string
Hanging from their claws.
14. Child, Erzsi Szab6,
Those two black ravens
Will be your hangmen,
Will be your hangmen.
15. The two ells of silken string
Will be your hanging rope,
The two ells of silken string
Will be your hanging rope.
Uszped (Moldavia). Female performant of33, Julia Szego, 1950-1953 = Farago and
Jagamas 16A.
Divergences:

In the Bukovinian variants the infanticide takes place not before the eyes of
the son of the Chief Lieutenant or Prince, and sometimes it is not his child that is
killed:
"Cursed IstvanSzOcs
Was listening at the edge of the garden,
He sent word, he sent word
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To the village magistrate,
To the village magistrate,
And to the gail-keeper."
Other variants of destroying the child:
" She chopped up her little babe
Into small pieces,
She put it into a walnut-tree.
She chopped it up into small pieces
And put it into a walnut-tree,
But later she took it out
And threw it into the Tisza river."
"She chopped up her little baby
Into small pieces (bis.)
And threw it into the nettle-bed.
She did not leave it there
But threw it to the hounds. "
(In two variants.)
A fuller form of the dream can be found in another variant from Bukovina:
"Mother, my dear mother,
What did I see in my dream?
Three black ravens
Were floating above my head,
And small beads of red perl
Falling into my lap.
Small beads of red perl
Falling into my lap.
Mother, my dear mother,
What does this mean? .. .
Daughter, my daughter,
This is not a good dream!
Three black ravens:
Are your hangmen.
Small red beads of perl:
Are your red blood ... "
The theme finds applicatio~ combined with several other ballads in Bukovina: for
instance, with the motif of the shortening skirt borrowed from the ballad of "The
Disgraced Girl" (one var.), or the diction of "The Girl Found Dead": My roses, my
roses, Blossom beautifully, And when they take me out, All of you wither away!",
and variants thereof; a local variant of the bride forced to marry against her will is
also merged with the ballad (Fair Anna Aradon); not infrequently with the
Brigand's Wife in the Moldavian and Bukovinian variants, in which case the whole
of the story is performed embedded in the ballad, and many variants give to the
mother's lips the farewell speech known from several lyrical songs: " ... My sweet,
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beautiful daughter, Will you ever return to me? I shall return, mother, I shall return,
When one grain of grape When one grain of grape will yield A hundred barrels of
wine. And you know, mother, that such a thing will never occur! . . . When one
single grain of wheat Will yield A hundred stocks . .. When the wild-geese will all
talk Greek ... So you must not wait for me to return! "
The motif of redeeming the girl-that is bribing the judges-(:omes up only in
a few Moldavian"variants. An interesting variant reads as follows:"
"My Erzsi, my dear Erzsi,
Don't grieve all the time!
I shall go to the King
And tell him
To let you free
And put me in your stead!
Don't you go, father,
Don't you take a step, dear father!
I killed my baby,
I had no more sense;
But death is due for death,
Father, my dear father! "
In several variants father, mother, sister and brother visit the girl one after the
other, all proposing the same act of kindness; the formulation is also the same in
each instance. Among the Moldavians, the ballad is usually amplified by describing
the events so minuteously as is unknown elsewhere. One and the same singer may
perform the ballad in a shorter form as well as extending it to as many as thirty or
forty stanzas. In order to give an inkling of the style of swelling up the text, I quote a
few passages from one of the longest variants consisting of eighty-six stanzas:
I. Erzsi, Erzsi Szab6
Was a young girl,
She was a young girl,
And she was deceived.
2. Her father and mother
Knew nothing about it,
And she had a sweetheart,
And it was a great secret.
3. Her lover said to her:
Don't be sorry, Erzsi,
God will grant it,
And the child will come forth!
4. I shall go to the soldiers
And spend three years with them,
But what is three years?
They will soon be over.
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5. Her father and mother
Set out and went away,
They went away
To the other village,

84. Because you did not take pity on it,
Because you chopped it up!
You girls, you girls,
You must never do that!

6. To the other village,
To see their friends.
Erzsi stayed at home,
At home, all by herself.

85. Don't do that what my daughter
Chose to do!
You girls, you girls,
You beautiful girls!

7. Erzsi, Erzsi
Gave birth to a baby.
Erzsi, Erzsi Szab6
0, she held a bad counsel with herselfl

86. How I wish
I had a daughter!
Alas, she had a lover
In secret!"

8. Her little baby
She would cut to pieces,
She would chop up her baby
To small pieces.
9. She would throw it into the nettle-bed,
Cast it to the swines.
Young master King Istvan
Stood at the window and saw everything .. .
After this long introduction, the text of the ballad proper begins. And now let us see
a few stanzas of the closing part:
79. Her dear mother
Was weeping bitterly,
Because her own daughter
Was carried away on the bier.

Earliest provenience: 1914 (partially: between 1891 and 1919).
Dissemination: The Szeged region (fragment of the ill-omened dream occurs among the lines,
similarly fragmentary, of the ballad about "The Disgraced Girl" in the legacy of Kolmany), Bukovina

(Fogadjisten 3, Hadikfalva 2, Istensegits 4, lozseffalva 2), Moldavia (Uszped 8). Total: 20.
Textual relationships with other ballads: (disregarding the amalgamations with other ballads) 24.,
51., 59. (the scene of dream).
Tunes: I. the melody of the published No. 67. occurs in three variants. 2. has eight, 3. has two
variants. 3. and 6. were performed by one and the same woman to the same text, although at different
dates.; 7. also occurs in two variants.
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80. Daughter, my daughter,

81. You girls, you girls,
Let it be an example to you
And mind that you never have
A lover in secret!
82. My daughter, my daughter,
Poor Erzsi Szab6,
You have brought a great sorrow
To our bereived heart, indeed!
83. You were unfortunate
When you came to life,
And still more unfortunate was
Your little baby,
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For a comparative analysis of the ballad see the study of the next Type.
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24. THE UNMARRIED MOTHER WHO KILLED HER
THREE CHILDREN

69.
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1. Vilma Szab6 went into the forest,
And lay under an walnut-tree.
I went to her, calling:
Get up, Vilma, or someone will see you!
2. But Vilma was not a girl to be trifled with,
She dashed otT to the next inn,
And ordered the innkeeper's daughter
To place ten pints of wine on the table.
3. She had not yet drunk her wine
When the corporal of gendarmes opened the door.
The corporal of gendarmes shouted:
Boys, let us arrest Vilma!
4. Vilma Szab6 is escorted by six gendarmes.
Her lover is watching her from behind the window.
Don't watch, my sweetheart, how my life is spoiled!
It is for you that I sutTer all this.
5. Six gendarmes are grilling Vilma Szab6,
Her lover is listening outside the door.
Confess, Vilma, all your crimes:
What have you done with your three children?
6. One I buried under the walnut-tree,
One I threw into the river.
And I myself became the murderer of the third,
For which I sutTer eternal imprisonment.

Csikmenasag (Csik county), performed by a man of 41. = Imets 1970,105.

1. Vilma Szab6 went into the flower garden (or: vineyard)
And lay under the walnut-tree.
2. I called to her once or twice:
Get up, Vilma, or someone will see you!
3. But Vilma was not a girl to be trifled with,
She dashed otT to the inn of Becsard.
4. She ordered the innkeeper's daughter
To place ten pints of wine on the table.
5. As Vilma was drinking the wine,
Nine gendarmes opened the door.
6. Well, Vilma, you must confess your crime:
What have you done with your three children?
7. One I buried under the walnut-tree,
The other I threw into the deep water of the Saj6.
8. And I myself am the murderer of the third.
Alas, my God, I am a great sinner, indeed!
(Some of the informants ended the ballad at this point.)
9. As Vilma was escorted by the gendarmes,
Her lover was watching her from behind the window.

IQ. Don't be watching, sweetheart, my mournful life,
For I sutTer all this on your account!
11. The red ribbon of Vilma Szab6!
She will never tie it in her locks.
12. Put it away, Vilma, in a drawer of the chest,
It will do for your daughter's hair.

Aj (Abaujcounty) . Middle-aged men and women. Vargyas 1940-41= Vargyas 1960.
19.
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Divergences:
Names: Vilma Szab6 (175), Vilma Csaki (17), Vilma Csati (1), Vilma Sagi (3),
Vilma Kovacs (1), Julcsa Szab6 (1), Orzse Szab6 (1), Nani Bereg (31), Nani Belez
(I), Nani Berec (2), Nani Torok (2), Mari Gorog (in Bukovina: 8), Mari U~ra (in
Transylvania, more recent: 9), Mari Hornyak (6). Other than VIlma Szabo: ~3 .

Earliest of all the names is Vilma Szab6 (also early Transylvaman
recordings).
The ballad usually begins with the following formula: She went out to the
woods (125), or to the small (flower) garden (74), or the vineyard (23) and lies under
the walnut-tree (83), cedar (cypress)-tree (32), oak (35), linden, poplar (19- 19), rosetree (11), briar (I), on bed of rose-leaves (3), other places determi~ed in five different
ways (1 - 3). This formula may be preceded by another one. (whIch, h~wever, may
find its place elsewhere as well): Over down there the sky IS red (?r: It. thunders):
Vilma Szab6 is like a tomato. The tomato does not taste good, whIch VIlma Szabo
has chosen for herself. (18). Another beginning formula: "Vilma Szab6 was not
born by her mother, But she was grown on top of a cedar-tree", or: "There is a rose(fig, walnut,) tree in the woods" (10). Instead of the phrase "I shouted to her once or
twice" we have sometimes "I was walking there" or "her mother shouted" (3), "Her
former sweetheart was walking there", "Three gendarmes happened to pass by" , or
the warning is not tied up with one definite person, that is, it is voiced impersonally.
A peculiar variation is found in a few texts: she lies no~ under.a tree but o~ the
rails (before a steam-engine, train or fast-train) and the engme whIstles three .tlmes
to warn her to get up (in which case the idea of suicide is involved, although 10 the
original conception she gives birth to her child whom she kills). ~he reference to
"shouting" is sometimes disregarded completely, and the development takes a
sudden turn towards the denouement: "Nani Bereg noticed at once That she was
.
'
.
surrounded by three gendarmes."
The generally used formula "Vilma Szab6 was not a gIrl to be tnfled WIth, She
dashed off and into the inn" is sometimes modified-obviously under the impact of
the so-called "highwayman" ballads-in a way that she rides on back of a hors~ to
the inn: "She did not take it as a jest, But mounted her grey mare And galloped nght
to the inn." (9 variants of the formula are known.) Similarl~ wid~spread i~ ~he
formula of ordering wine 10 to 100 litres, sometimes with the mtentlOn of bnbmg
the gendarmes: "Nine gendarmes followed in her wake . .. Le~ t.he poor gendarmes
drink a little wine"-recalling the highwaymen's style of bnbmg the gendarmes.
Another general motif is the following: "The corporal of gendarmes shouts: Well,
.
,, '
, .
boys, seize (or: we have cornered~ Vilma.~ '. .
The sequence of the followmg motIfs IS hIghly vanable: VIlma Szabo IS
escorted by six gendarmes, Her lover (mother) is wa~ch!?g ,~r~m behind , t~e
window" .. . "Don't be watching at my wretched hfe! ; Vtlma Szabo IS
interrogated by six gendarmes, Her sweetheart (mother) is lis~enin~ ~t the door" ;
"Confess, Vilma your crime .. . "; the triple or quadruple mfantlclde: one she
buried under the walnut-tree, the other she threw into the deep river Tisza (Danube,
Raba) and " she just became the murderer of another one" which she sometimes
kills b~ stabbing so that "its blood spurted out like a partridge's"-a f~rmu~a
borrowed from local ballads; the quadruple infanticide results from the vanant 10
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which she throws two children into the Tisza, without mention made to the third
case; sometimes the murder under the walnut-tree is added as fourth . The motif:
"Come, Vilma, does not it break your heart That you killed your three children?
Alas, it does, and I shall die of a broken heart! I shall rattle my fetters till I die"also come up in certain variants of the ballad. Even the motif of the red ribbon
which would find its proper place towards the end of the story tend to intervene at
the beginning of the song. The skirt's catching by the door of the prison is a motif
that mainly occurs in the ending stanza where it fits best, indeed.
Thus the sequence of the motifs show a rather variable picture. In addition,
portions oflyrical songs are added and certain motifs omitted at random. It follows
that the closing formula is also interchangeable: the ballad is sometimes ended with
the lines: "Alas, it does, and perhaps I die of heartbreak, Or I shall rattle my fetters
to the day of my death! " , or-after the confession of the triple infanticide has been
made--even with the painful reproach: "It is for you that I suffer all this! "
Particular elements are the following: "The physician of the county
recognized her as the girl who murdered her three children" (in 17 cases); "Nani
Bereg walked to the market-place (village fair), She squeezed three rolls (three
pretzels) in her hands, She broke the three rolls to nine pieces: Here you have,
gendarme, this has been bought by Nani Bereg!" The scene being a display of
corporeal strength has similarly been borrowed from highwayman balladry, as well
as the other one in which " Vilma Szab6 sends word to her mother: Send me,
mother, a pillow to lay my head on!" But her mother returns the message: Let her
use her knot of hair as a pillow!
Earliest provenience: 1872.
Dissemination:
I. Sopron county (BOsarkany) Vas county (Csepreg, CsOrotnek 2, "Orseg" , Szatta), Zala county

(Bucsuszentlaszlo, Dergecs, "G6csej" 2, Hegyesd, Kapolcs, Korpavar, Mihalyfa, Nemessandorhaza 2,
Rooics, Zalakoppany), Somogy county (Alsok, Beleg, Csoma, Darany, Igal, Nemesdoo 3, Sagvar,
Somogyszentmiklos, Szenna, Toponar), Ver6ce county (Haraszti), Baranya county (Csoboka,
Hegyszentmarton, Kopacs, Magyaregregy, Mohacs 3, Piisp6kbogad), Tolna county (Decs, Erteny,
Upafc5, Ozora, Regoly, Sioagard), Fejer county (Csakbereny), Veszprem county (Badacsonytomaj,
BakonyszentIaszlo, Hanta, Rooe, Veszpremfajsz-German people in Hungarian-, Zirc), Komarom
county (Acs, Csaszar, Csilizradvany 2, Kamocsa, Kocs 2, Naszvad), Gyor county (Gyor, Rabakapi),
" DunantUl". I.: 64.
11. Pozsony county (Sarfenyosziget, Taksonyfalva), Nyitra county (Ghymes, Zsere), Hont
county (lpolybalog 2, Ipolyszog, Per6cseny 2) "Hont? Nograd", Nograd county (Becske, Bereel 2,
Dejtar, Kisbarkany, Mindszent, Nogradmegyer, Szanda, Szandavaralja), Heves county
(Andomaktallya, Biikkszenterzsebet, Eger 2, "Egervideke", Fedemes, Felsotarkany, Fiizesabony,
MezOtarkany, Parad, Tamalelesz, Tiszanana, Verpelet), Borsod county (Borsodnadasd,
Keresztespiisp6ki, Kisgyor, Sajokaza, Sajolad, Saly, "Sata-videk", Szilvasvarad), Gomor county
(Egyhazasbast, Sziliee), Abauj county (Abaujvar, Aj, Beret, Cekehaza, Nagyszalanc, Pusztafalu),
Zemplen county (Malyinka, Ricse 3, Sarospatak 4, Szerencs), "Ugocsa m.", Maramaros county
(HossrumezO). 11. : 59.
Ill. Pest county (Agasegyhaza, Cegloo 2, Izsak, Kecel, Kecskemet, Kiskunhalas 4,
Kiskunfelegyhaza 2, Letkes, VarosfOldpuszta), Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Janoshida, JaszJadany,
Nagykorii, TiszafOldvar, Turkeve 2), Bacs-Bodrog county (Rem, Zenta), Torontal county (Csoka,
Egyha.zasker, Hertelendyfalva 2, Szajan), DelalfOld=Southem Great Plain s.l. 1, Csongrad county
(Csongrad 2, HOdmezovasarhely 3, Oroshaza, Tape), Bekes county (Bekes 3, Doboz 4, Geszt), Arad
county (pecska), Bihar county (Biharugra 2, Hosszilhat, Korosnagyharsany 2, Nagyszalonta 6), Hajdu
county (Egyek Poroszlo), Szabolcs county (Biri, Erpatak 3, Rakamaz, Retkozberencs, Tiszakarad,
40/11
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Tiszapolgar, NyirMtor, Nyirlugos 2, Nyirtura, "Szabolcs m.", Vaja), Szatmar county (Csenger 3,
Gyortelek, Kersemlyen, Nagyecsed, Sarosmagyarberkesz, Tyukod), Szilagy county (Diosad). Ill. : 80.
IV. Hunyad county (Deva), Kolozs county (BantTyhunyad, Magyarpalatka, Mera 2,
Vajdakamaras 2, Valaszut 3, Visa, Zentelke), Szolnok-Doboka county (Arpasto), Maros-Torda county
(Kibed, "Marosszek", Marosvasarhely, 8ellye, Szekelycs<'>ka), Torda-Aranyoscounty (Torda, Sinfalva,
Varfalva), Als<'>-Feher county (LOrincreve 2), Nagykiikiillo county (Alsorakos 2), Udvarhely county
(8enced, Korond, Lengyelfalva, Medeser, Nagykede, Rugonfalva, Szentgerince, Szeke1ykeresztur,
Szekelyzsombor, Vargyas), Brass<'> county (Piirkerec 2), Csik county (Csikmenasag, Gyergyoalfalu,
Gyergy<'>csomafalva, GyergyOditro, Gyergyoujfalu, Gyimesfelsolok 2, Gyimeskozeplok,
Gyimesvolgye), Haromszek county (Bardoc, NyUjtOd, Sepsikorospatak, Sepsiszentgyorgy, Uzon),
Bukovina (Andrasfalva, "Bukovina" 2, lozsetTalva 4, Hadikfalva 2), Moldavia (Frumosza, Klezse).
IV. : 62. I-Ill total: 203, IV total 62, s./.I; sum total: 266.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 23; contaminated with the highwayman-motif: 108.
Tunes: 1 = No. 68 (44 variants), 2= No 69, 4 (12 variants), 5 (2), 6 (3), 7 (3), 13 (4),14 (3), 16 (2), 20
(2), 21 (2), 27 (3).
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:

if.me~1·~j,6r I~j, ~r' IF r ~

FRENCH: 1-2. Puymaigre 186567-68. 3- 5. Millien 1906,257-62,1- 3. 6-8. Rossatl917 3A-C.
9- IJ. Romania 10, 202- 3.12. Smith Romania 4. 112. 13. Bujeaudll, 240.14. Rollandl65. 15. Blade 1879
30.
BRETON: 16. Villemarque 38.
ITALIAN: 17- 19. Nigra IOA-C. 20. Widter 87. 21. Marcoaldi 173. 22. Ferraro 1877, 111 /25.
(Nigra also quotes a variant from the environment of Venice.)
ENGLISH: 23-35. Child 20A-M . 36. Greig 11. 37- 92. Bronson 20. (partial variant: Child 21.)
DANISH: 93- 98. DgF 529.
SLOVAK: 99. Horak 1958, 58. 100. Idem 57=Sb. Mat. SI. 11, 35b-=Medveczky 1923, 16.- /01 .
KoleCOnY 9. 102. {;ernik 190.
MORA VIAN: 103- 112. SuiilI58/331-6 plus 4 variants, 158/331 = Bartos 1953 180. 113-116.
Barto§ 1901,40-42. (Erben 1852- 1856, 34 quoted by Horak 1958.)
POLISH: 117- 144. Kolberg 1857, 12a-c (a, i, s=Czernik 149-155). 145. Kolberg 1871 - 1884,
12,223/429.
UKRAINIAN: 146. Lintur 1959, 88.
Partial variants:
GERMAN: 147- 152. E-B 213. 153- 154. Parisius 30 and 102. 155. Hauffen 79. 156. Ethn 1892/35
Orczyfalva, the Banate. (Only a few readily available variants are referred to from the field of the rather
widespread German ballad.)
WEND: 157.Haupt- Schmaler 202.
SLOVENE: 158- 169. ~trekelj 17l- 181. Kumer 421,424-425.
CROAT: 169-171. 2ganec 1950-1952349,483,728. 172. Kurelac 451.
MORAVIAN-CZECH: 173. Suiil20/55 . 174. Holas- 11,1.
POLISH: 175. Kolberg 1871-18844/22=Czernik 213 . 176-178. Ibid. 6/387, 12/612, 17/ 17.179.
Ibid. 18/346=Czernik 21. 180-184. Kolberg 1885 11 352-355 and IV 434 .
UKRAINIAN: 185- 189. Golovatsky 11, 727, 13, Ill/ I, 225 95, I, 5413, III/l, 2615 and Ill/ I, 245
122.
LITHUANIAN: Cf. summary, Seemann 1951 , 71.
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As has been shown, the Trans-Carpathian ballad of infanticide Erzsi Szab6
does not stand alone: it is paralleled by a fairly widespread Hungarian ballad
speaking about the triple infanticide in a new tone. The two ballads bear
comparison not only on account of their thematic correlation, but also because the
family name of the heroine is most generally Szab6 in booth. It appears from the
foreign versions as well that the pieces in word are correlated variants of one and the
same ballad-theme. Therefore we chose to compare the two taken together with
their international relations. It will be profitable to go through the individual motifs
of the two ballads, and then to survey, in the sequence of the motifs, the French texts
bearing closest relationship with the Hungarian ones.
1. Erzsi Szab6 goes to herflower-garden (in Moldavia, to rig-field) where she
"chops up" her baby, while Vilma SzabO goes into the small(flower)-garden or the
forest, lies under a walnut-tree, an oak or a cedar.
2. Erzsi Szab6 throws the chopped-up body into the nettle-bed (that is among
bush and leaves); in some variants still more details are added: "she chopped it up
and put it in the walnut-tree"; " threw it into the Tisza"; and sometimes she threw it
to the hounds or pigs; Vilma Szab6 confesses the triple murder of children: one she
buried under the walnut-tree, the other (or two more) she threw into the Tisza or
some other river.
3. A man figures as eye-witness to the act (sometimes it is the father of the
baby, or the neighbour in \rare instances); in more recent variants of the song there
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have developed analogical scenes: " I shouted once or twice to her" and variants
thereof (nine gendarmes happened to walk there; her former lover passed by; ·her
mother called to her, etc.).
3a. There are such variants of the ballad ofVilma Szab6 in which a physician
is involved to state that the girl had given birth to three children.
4. Then the Moldavian texts continue with arresting the girl. The Bukovinian
variants have a foreboding dream instead. Here Vilma Szab6 dashes off to the inn
to be caught there.
.
5. In the Moldavian story the girl's mother or father goes to the kmg, or to the
daughter, and a dialogue follows; in the new ballad the scene of interrogation
follows overheard by the mother or the girl's sweetheart standing by the door; at
this point it is made clear that murder has been committed. It is only in the
Moldavian versions that attempts are made by the girl's mother (father) at
ransoming the prisoner, sometimes right upon the girl's request. The attempt,
however, remains unsuccesful.
6. The girl repents her sin: in one of the texts Erzsi Szab6 herself declares that
she deserves to be executed for what she had done. Instead of this, the new ballad
speaks about the red ribbon ofVilma Szab6, which would be left to ~er daughter.
Let us now survey the individual elements of the French verSlOn.
l. A girl goes into the woods to pick violets (sometimes the youngest of three
sisters), sits down on the lawn and gives birth to a child. A variant says that she had
been made pregnant by three young men. She buries the baby by the road. (13.)
2. In certain variants she shrieks, her mother hears her shrieking and advises
her what to do next with the child. Misunderstanding her mother's words, she kills
the baby, mainly by throwing it into a river (once into a precipice), more often she
buries it under a vinestock or covers the corpse with leaves in the corner of the
vineyard.
3. While so doing she is seen by someone; either three gendarmes, or three
workmen happen to pass by, or three sailors accost her; rarely "members of the
court" approach. She is imprisoned.
4. After this, her sweetheart, or three young men come and ask what has
happened. They want to see her. The answer is that they can see her the next day
when she will be taken to the scaffold by a priest and the hangman.
5. The mother arrives, too. The daughter asks: "Doesn't it hurt your heart
that the one you have brought up is to be executed? " In some variants the mother
asks the daughter whether it did not hurt her heart that she had brought such
sorrow on her mother.
6. Then the mother tries to bribe the judges to secure her daughter's release.
But the daughter rejects the attempt, saying that one committing such a crazy
thing deserves to be punished.
7. She advises her mother to hang her clothes in front of their house to serve
an example to all girls; she bids her not to let her younger sister go to balls
overdecorated. It is in this context that the ribbon and the lace is mentioned as signs
of vanity. ("Quand elle aura de beaux rubans, De belles coiffures, Demandez-Iui
d'ou elles sont venues." (14.)
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In another type of text we find the following motifs:
1. The girl gives birth to a child without anyone knowing about it. In one case
she kills two babies, that is twins. In one instance, here too, she throws them into the
river; elsewhere it becomes clear only later that she had killed them.
2. Only the neighbour knows about the crime and it is he that reports her to
the magistrate.
3. Her mother tries to bribe the magistrate. She meets with a flat refusal, her
daughter is given over to the hangman the next day.
4. The girl's words pointing to the moral of the story close the action. Here,
too, sometimes the words are heard: " Cursed be the ribbon and the lace! " (4.)
Beside these, there is a third type of text in which the buried corpse of the baby
is dragged out by dogs. All the girls are called before the doctor for examination: the
guilty person is discovered and executed. This seems to be a new transformation of
the story, but preserves elements which show obvious agreement with the
Hungarian ballad (cf. " she threw it to the hounds).
The motifs listed side by side show fairly close agreement even without special
examination. The small (i.e.j1ower) garden obviously came into the Hungarian as
the counterpart of the violet-picking, and is used similarly as a love symbol. But in
the majority of the Hungarian variants the heroine goes into the forest, and also the
motif of concealment in the vineyard is rather tenaciously preserved in the
Hungarian areas. The part about calling once or twice, too, may have originated in
the French mother's shouting to he~ daughter, although the sailors and the rest also
call to the girl something like " well done, girl, well done, little girl, we have seen
you", or "well, you will pay for it". ("Tout beau! tout beau! la jeune fille, Nous
vous regardons, ma petite!" (3). "Paix, paix! ma belle fille, tu t'en repentiras . . . "
(4).)
.
The part played by the lover or the mother as they hear the questioning of the
gIrl through the door does not require further explanation. The admission that she
has committed three murders deviates from the French-although the Moldavians
speak about one murder only-but on the other hand the methods of carrying out
the infanticide (throwing into the water or burying under a tree or vinestock) agree
~~th the ways which appear separately in the French variants, and in the Hungarian
It IS always these two ways which appear. (Of the third as much is heard that "I have
just become its murderer".) In the French variants sometimes the birth of twins
occurs, which may well have played a part in the spread of the Hungarian
corresponding motif, while the triple infanticide may be attributed to a Hungarian
predilection to build up in three parts, although even this last motif may have some
antecedent in the French ballad in which three lovers, or pregnancy by three young
men are often mentioned.
There is a word-for-word agreement as regards the phrase: " Doesn't it break
your heart?" More vaguely, but undoubtedly, there is connection with the French
in the mention of the ribbon, which has, even in the obscured Hungarian, some
moral echo. Finally, there is a complete agreement in respect of the scene where
attempt is made at bribing. What is more, even the daughter's part rejecting the
attempt is the same in both the French and the Hungarian ballad. This motif,
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however, is altogether missing in the ballad ofVilma Szabo. The hounds and swines
coming up in the Moldavian variants may well stand comparison with the French
scene in which the corpse of the murdered child is dragged out by the dogs. This
occurs in two French variants. Furthermore, the medical examination also occurs
in both language areas' ballads. This may be regarded as one of the agreements, too,
for it would be difficult to imagine so similar developments in a similar story
independently one of the other.
On the basis of these correspondences it is justified that there existed an oldstyle Hungarian ballad which contained details of the French story. Fragmentary,
though still old-sty le remains of the old Hungarian ballad have been preserved in the
Trans-Carpathian Hungarian settlements; but in Hungary proper, under the
influence of the highwayman ballads, a new form evolved; it spread in this recast
form in recent times throughout the country, while among the separated
Hungarians in Romania it was unable to displace the old one.
Now let us cast a cursory glance at the other relationships of the French and
Hungarian ballad, in order to clarify the position of the Hungarian ballad in
Europe.
On the basis of experiences gathered hitherto we find it only natural that the
ballad should appear among the Italians, too. Nevertheless, differences are to be
found there, too, which help to distinguish it from the Hungarian. One of these is
that in some of the variants the story we have been dealing with is merged with
another French child-murder ballad, in which the girl gives birth while haymaking,
throws the baby into the river, and the baby calls back to her, reproaching her with
her crime, and also announcing that angels taught it these words. The mother
frightened and repentant tries to save the child, but it is too late. Obviously it is the
throwing into the river that facilitated the merging of the two stories. There are
variants, in which the child visits the mother seven years later in the prison, and
reproaches her for her actions. But even where the story broadly agrees with the
course of the French ballad, there are still marked differences, for example that the
girl's mother refuses to ransom her, for which the girl reproaches her, saying: "How
cruel a mother your are, letting your only daughter die!" At the same time elements
are missing, without which one could not imagine the corresponding Hungarian
elements. For instance, the question: "Doesn't it break your heart?", the hiding of
the baby in the vineyard or under a tree, or the words referring to the ribbon. Thus
again in the northern Italian area we encounter with a more or less accurate French
tradition, but the emanation of the French original this time again proves to be so
incomplete as not to permit us to originate the Hungarian version from the Italian
one.
The connection with the English ballad is different. This ballad has hitherto
been associated by Hungarian researchers with the ballad of "The Heartless
Mother" (4.), although it obviously speaks not about a mother leaving behind her
children in her desperate flight, but about an unmarried mother killing her baby.
The heroine goes out into the woods, leaning her back against an oak or against a
briar, and gives birth to twins. She ties them up with her ribbon and stabs them to
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death, and then buries them under a stone beneath the tree; having done all this, she
believes she can return maintaining the appearance of a maid. But either when she
returns, or years later, she sees two children whom she addresses, saying: " If you
were mine, I would dress you in velvet", whereat they throw in her face that they are
her murdered children, and promise punishment for her in Hell. The story is
faithfully followed by the Danish version, in which the heroine also goes to the
woods, accompanied by her two maids, but apart from this the development
proceeds in the same way. She lays down her hooked gown upon the ground and
gives birth to twins. She conceals them under the turf of a stone and then follows the
way home. In another variant she lies on a blue cushion, gives birth to her twins,
takes them to the graveyard and buries them. The children ask God after eight years
have passed to let them go down to the Earth, where they wish to see their mother.
At night they knock at her door: " I have not agreed upon an appointment with
anyone", says the woman, using the common formula . Then the mother swears that
she had never given birth to twins, whereupon the children repeat the story word for
word. She promises to give them gold if they stay with her, and in other variants she
takes them in her lap soaking their faces with her tears. " It is better for us to be in
Heaven while you stay in Hell", say the children, who have to leave at the first crow
of the cock.
The beginning of these ballads undoubtedly comes from the French ballad,
but the rest of the story may be regarded as a peculiar autonomous development.
Even further removed is the German story of the child murder. A shepherd
guarding his herd beside a wood hears a child's crying, the voice comes from the
hollow of a tree. It appears that his mother had already drowned one of her children
in the river, buried the next one under a tree, and is just celebrating her wedding
with a wreath of myrtle on her forehead. The child drops in and detects his mother's
crime. The bride denies all: "Let the Devil take me away if this is true! " And the
Devil appears, indeed, and carries her to Hell. The skeletal frame of the two tales is
entirely different, there is only one point of agreement between the two, notably
that of the triple murder, further the methods of killing the children (drowning in
the river and burying under a tree). Characteristically enough, the third manner of
execution of the child is also here described with uncertain contours. Maybe, the
market-singers are responsible for introducing the motif into this song from a story
different in construction but related in theme.
A close connection can be seen between the German formulation imd a
similar ballad from a part of the Slav language area ..In the Croat-Slovene version
clear traces of the German transmission are visible. Details of the same version,
often mixed up with the story of the girl who did not go to Mass and was therefore
taken to Hell turn up in the Czech, Moravian, Polish and Lithuanian texts. flere we
often find again that the story itself is quite different, only the triple infanticide is
mentioned with a few words, this being the only similarity with the original ballad.
Formulations entirely separate from these, however found among the
Slovaks, the Moravians and the Carpathian Ukrainians living near the Hungarian
frontiers, are closer again to the Hungarian version. Katusa stands on the bank of
the Danube (or some other stretch of water), and throws in her new-born baby,
saying: " Swim, swim, my baby, and I shall be a maid again!" This is overheard by
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an old woman or three women, who report her to the magistrate. In the prison she is
told to look out of the window, for her father, mother (or brother) is coming. "Let
the hangman come, not them!" she cries, and in 99. she adds: "I have killed three
children, not one! Therefore I deserve to die." With the common elements there are,
in the Slovak variants, new ones as well: the hangman wants the girl to be her lover,
but she rejects him, with the same words as before. This motif appears among the
Slovenes, too (Kumer 424-425). With the Moravians the three girls who witness the
deed, or who happen to pass that way, rescue the child, and the action is further
complicated. This takes us farther away from the common French-Hungarian
formulation, although the connection with it remains still clear. The connection
can, however, be imagined only with the former, prerenovation form, for the
highwayman details and elements of the new version are completely lacking in it.
The Slovak-Moravian version also indicates that there was, distributed
throughout Hungary, some old text similar to the ballad of Erzsi Szab6, containing
more of the French ballad's action than the present Bukovinian-Moldavian
fragments. On the other hand, the Moravian-Slovak variants have, in spite of
their old-fashioned form, preserved fewer common elements from the French
ballad than the remodelled and heavily transformed Hungarian one. That is to say,
they developed from the (early) Hungarian formulation.
To sum up, the Moldavian-Bukovinian ballad of Erzsi Szab6 was
borrowed from the French in the fourteenth century; on the other hand, the ballad
of the triple infanticide (Vilma Szab6), developed from the old French borrowing
and assumed its actual form during the nineteenth century.

Literature: Child 20, 1882, speaking about the connections of the English, Danish, German and
Wendish ballads;- Danos 1938: Type 24., derived from the German ballad in the nineteenth century;
Solymossy 1937: discusses Type 24. without comparative notes; Seemann 1951: correlations between the
Engiish-German-Danish versions, on the one hand, and the east-European versions related with the
German, on the other; Csantidi and Vargyas 1954: Type 24. originates from the German, Type 23.
discussed without comparative analysis; Vargyas 1960: French origin, the triple child-murder in the
German refers to Hungarian origin; Siuts 1962: detailed examination of five related German Types,
rejects Vargyas 1960 on account of plot-construction; Vargyas 1967= 1960, defending his standpoint
against Siuts by referring to the practice of borrowing motifs within related thematic spheres.

/
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2S.THE GIRL WHO MADE LOVE WITH THE SERVANT

10.
Mihaly Sarosi and Janos Betlen
Were sitting at table,
Eating and drinking together,
Having talk together.
5. Mihaly Sarosi spoke up, saying:
Listen to me, dear friend,
Won't you discipline your young sister
So that she should not go
To the stable at nights!
10. She is making love with my coachman,
Not letting my faithful palfrey to have a quiet sleep!
Listen to me, dear friend,
My young sister is an honest girl!
Mihaly Sarosi spoke up, saying:
15. And I shall show you how honest she is,
I shall show it by the strength of my two arms,
By the edge of my bright sword!
He hears the gate creak,
He hears the high heels of shoed boots patter,
20. And he hears the silken skirt rustle.
At once he goes to the stable,
To the door of the stable.
He spoke up and said to the coachman:
Open, coachman, open the door!
25. I cannot open it, my dear master,
Because my faithful palfrey is untethered
And if I open the door, it will run away,
And I know I shall never take it.
He kicked the door in with such force
30. That it fall apart immediately,Aye, there he found Anna Betlen!
He struck at her with his sword:
The silken skirt was tom,
Her red blood spurted out.35. Anna Betlen went home
And went to bed.
In the morning her aunt came to see her:
What is the matter, what is the matter, Anna Betlen?
0, there is nothing the matter, dear aunt!
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40. I was stepping over the stone wall of my flower garden:
And I was caught by a rose-bush,
My silken skirt was tom,
And my blood spurted out at once.
And now I am lying in clotted blood,
45. And I am near to die .. .
Listen to me, Anna Betien,
Go and stand out in the courtyard,
Pray to the Lord God and ask Him
To forgive you your sins!
50. Aunt, my aunt, my dear auntWash me with wormwood wine,
Wrap me in fine linen,
Have my body sent to Kolozsvar:
Let everybody see in my example
55. How an orphan girl fares in this world! .. .

26. THE GIRL DANCED TO DEATH
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Cl Leader 223.
Divergences: There are two variants recorded in Maros-Torda county in
which the scene of the girl praying upon her knees in the courtyard is described; the
neighbour who had detected her appears and cuts her head. The request, then,
heard from the severed head, is aimed at wrapping the head in fine linen, and so on.
Anyway, the variants show a high degree of similarity, which is natural, since they
have been collected in a relatively narrow area.
Earliest provenience: 1882.
Dissemination: Udvarhely county 2 (one of the variants originates from Kadicsfalva), Maros-

Torda county (SzabOO, Cs6kfalva). Total: 4.
Textual relationship with other ballads: The coachman's words uttered in an attempt to hold up
the following event and the kicking in of the door occur in I., 20., and 21. The girl's plaintive words
towards the end of the ballad, asking people to wrap her heart in fine linen, etc. come up in 6., 20. and 31.
(38) 57. (and are, in the final analysis, of French origin).
Tune: missing.

The beginning formula with the men drinking wine and having a discourse at
the table is reminiscent of some English and Danish ballads with similar starting
scenes (Child 246, to a lesser degree 268-, DgF 224), in which one of the men
swears that he is able to entice any woman while the other refers to his bride, or
some other maid or wife, who would resist all temptations. Apart from this, the
western stories proceed in completely different ways. As to the French origin of the
motif: "Let me wash in wormwood wine ... ", etc. see Notes to Type 57.
Disregarding the two mentioned motifs, the rest of the plot is unknown outside the
Hungarian language area. In all likelihood, we are dealing with an autonomous
Hungarian development that had come about under the influence of western
examples. It is as old as the early French borrowings in Hungarian balladry.

I. Good day, good day

To Mistress Sari the magistrate's wife,
To Mistress Sari the magistrate's wife,
And to her daughter Kati!
2. Come in, daughter Kati,
Young men have come to invite you
To the town Sari
Where a wedding will be held.
3. I will not go, mother, I will not go,
For I know it will not turn out well;
Janos Arvadi is going now
To feast his wedding day.
4. Put on, daughter Kati,
Your fine silk skirt,
Put on and wear on your feet,
Put on your crimson boots!
5. Take your ten pairs of golden rings
And put them all on your fingers;
Let them break the heart
Of your sweetheart!
6. Good evening, good evening
To Janos Arvadi!
I have arrived, among others,
To the wedding feast.
7. Come and dance with me,
Come and entertain yourself for a short while!
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I will not go with you,
Because your sleeves are greesy!
8. Come and dance with me,
Come and entertain yourself for a short while!
And I will now go with you,
Because your sleeves are no longer greasy!
9. Play, gipsy, till noon,
From noon till evening,
From evening to dawn,
Till bright daybreak is shining!
10. Let me got to rest,
For I am near to die!
My fine silk skirt
Has stuck to my body
11. I don't mind if you die,
Nor if you depart from this world;
If you did not become mine,
You shall not become anyone else's!
12. Play, gipsy, till noon,
From noon till evening,
From evening to dawn,
Till bright daybreak is shining!
13. Let me go to rest,
For I am near to die,
The ten pairs of golden rings
Are tight on my fingers!
14. I don't mind if you die,
Nor if you depart from this world;
If you did not become mine,
You shall not become anyone else's.
15. Let me go to rest,
For I am near to die,
The shanks of my boots
Are full of clotted blood!
16. I don't mind if you die,
Nor if you depart from this world;
If you did not become mine,
You shall not become anyone else's.
17. Play, gipsy, till noon,
From noon till evening,
From evening to dawn,
Till she is laid out on the bier!
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18. Take me, coachman, take me,
Let's go home quickly!
Open, mother, open
Your painted gate,
19. Make, mother, make
Your quilted bed,
Let me give a rest
To my wearied limbs!
20. Good day, good day
To Mistress Sari the magistrate's wife,
To Mistress Sari the magistrate's wife,
And to her daughter Kati!
21. Well, dear mother,
How does Kati fare now?
Well, dear mother,
How does Kati fare now?
22. Kati fares well enough already,
And there is nothing the matter with her,
She is laid out
In the middle of the house.
23. Are you going to order
A coffin of walnut-wood to be made for her?
I am going, mother, to order
A coffin of marble to be made for her.
24. Are you going to order
The triple bells to be tolled?
I am going, mother to order
All the sixteen to be tolled.
25. Are you going to order
Her body to be taken out to some pit?
I am going, mother, to order
Her body to be taken to the mournful graveyard.
26. Are you going to order
A beggar to carry her out?
I am going, mother, to order
Sixteen gendarmes to carry her out.
27. Cursed be the father,
Seven times cursed the mother,
Who let their only daughter
Go to the ball.
28. She let her go in the evening,
She did not look for her in the morning,
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Let me pour the blood
Out of my cordovan boots!

And finally, on the third day,
She saw her brought home dead!

9 . You cannot, you cannot,
It's no time for you to go out,
For the musician
Is hired to play till morning!

Tapioszele ( Pest county), performed by a group ofgirls. Bartok 1906 = Bartok 176a.
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1. Good evening, good evening
Mistress Csati the magistrate's wife!
No doubt, my dear sweetheart
Is already asleep?
2. Wake up, wake her up,
And send her to the ball,
Let her put on
A silk skirt blue as the blue sky!
3. Let her tie a silk kerchief
Red as the red flame round her neck!
Let her put ten pairs of golden rings
On her fingers!
4. Let her put ten pairs of golden rings
On her fingers,
Let her put on
Her boots of cordovan leather!
5. Let her put on
Her boots of cordovan leather,
And so send her to me,
To pass the time in the ball till morning!
6. Good evening, good evening!
Why did you send for me?
Come and sit beside me, have a drink!
And you will soon learn all about it.
7. Play, gipsies,
From evening till morning,
Till [the magistrate's wife] Mistress Csati's,
Daughter goes asleep!
8. Let me go out, let me go out,
Let me go to rest,
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10. Cursed, cursed
The dear mother,
Who lets her daughter
To go to the ball in the evening.
11 . She lets her go in the evening,
She does not see her till morning,
And at eight in the morning
She sees her brought home dead.
12. Good morning, good morning,
Mistress Csati magistrate's wife!
No doubt, my dear sweetheart
Has already died?
13. She has died, she has died,
And she has been buried, too.
Although her name
Is not forgotten.
14. Although her name
Is not forgotten .
You shall suffer, you scoundrel, for her,
To the end of your life in prison!
Szilvasvarad ( Heves county ) , performed by a man of 59. Sarosi, 1953.
Divergences: Number 71. is a rarer variant with details more elaborated,
while No. 72. represents the more usual formulation, although the latter also
contains less frequent formulas, for instance the motif of the sixth stanza, in which
the girl is invited to a drink. This detail occurs only in some four or five texts.
As regards the names, Mistress Sagi, the magistrate's wife comes up most
frequently-practically in the whole of the Transdanubia and half the northern
territory; beside Csati and Sari, also Csaki is frequent. In Transylvania, Mistress
Tollasi and Mistress Szollosi are mentioned. Names oflower ratio offrequency are
Katica Szegvari or Szekvari, Kata Sallari, and in the oldest texts sometimes Rozsika
Szalai or Katica Szalai are found to alternate, or the variants of these. The name of
the young man is not usually given; but ifit is still mentioned, then Kelemen Darvas
Kis, Tamas Csomortanyi or their corrupt variants will come up, or some other less
conventional names.
Instead of the formula of greeting, sometimes the meeting of the lovers is
described in the introductory stanzas; in other instances, the young man sends
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words to the girl from the tavern ("They are dancing, they are dancing in the tavern
of Sari"). Sometimes the girl refuses to go to dance while at home, in which case the
request is repeated twice. There are examples in which the young man is scorned by
the girl in the girl's home, and in certain texts she talks in an abusive language:
"Your mantle is ragged, your trousers are full of lice!". When so, the young man
goes home to put on his sunday clothes: "Mother, my dear mother, . .. bring me my
black trousers, My black trousers, My little red waistcoat; Fill its pockets With
Gold and silver, With gold and silver, With white silver coins!" It is after such
antecedent that the young man announces while dancing with the girl: "You have
been scornful to me, and now it is my turn to scorn you!" But we have something
different as a solution for the fonnula: "If you have not become mine .. . " : "And I
will not let you rest! I have asked you to marry me seven times, If you have not been
given to me, you shall not be given to anyone else! " In certain variants the young
man is blaming the girl at an earlier stage: "I have been suing for you, Rozsika
Szalai, And it was not on one, not on two but on twelve occasions." What is more,
he blames the girl as well: "It is you and no one else that promised me with a great
oath Not to love anyone else beside me. But you have been false to me, you have
cheated me, You have turned towards someone else for a few false kisses." The fact
of unfaithfulness is sometimes only marked by calling the girl a "famous bride" in
the course of invitation to the ball. Elsewhere the question is put like this: "Where is
your daughter who is actually a bride? " Anyway, wedding is rarely mentioned in
the texts, in their overwhelming majority only a ball is spoken of. Therefore it
sounds rather gueer when the girl is asked for in marriage: "Good day, good day,
My rich aunt, the magistrate s mistress! Will you give your daughter in marriage to
Janos Foldvari?" Whereupon the mother answers: "I won't give you my daughter
in marriage, Though you may have a dance with her." Then she encourages her
daughter: Go, my child, go out, The young men are waiting for you outdoors!" I
will not go, mother, I will not go out, Because nothing good will turn out of it! They
are just having the wedding feast of Janos Foldvari.-Put on your shoes of silk and
velvet, Let they make the heart of Janos Foldvari ache!" (Ka/many. 1878.)
Another motivation of the girl's being danced to death is that she loves two
young men. Therefore many a variant speaks about two suitors-especially in the
Transylvanian variants-: "Then the two young men tip the gipsy a wink", and in
the end the lesson is often drawn: "Girls, girls, Let this be warning you Not to make
love with two young men at a time!" The same moral is also fonnulated in prose:
"This girl was courted by two young men and the girl was not able to make her
choice . . . The young men made up their minds to invite her to the ball and break her
there so that she may not marry either of the two ... "
There are such variants-merely a few-in which the Devil is made
responsible for dancing the girl to death. But such explanations are mainly given in
prose by the perfonners complementing the sung variants which are fragmentary; if
not so, there is an obvious discrepancy between the parts in verse and the parts in
prose. For example, in one and the same village a collector made the following field
note: "One infonnant states that the young man was in love with the girl, and since
the girl's parents opposed their marriage ... he danced her until. .. The other
opinion holds that the young man dancing Ilona was the Devil who assumed the
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shape of Ilona's lover. The Devil kept apart Ilona's true lover during the
entertainment. This they seek to support by noticing that no man of flesh and blood
would be able to dance a girl to death . .. (in the end) it is not the Devil but the real
lover that is speaking. The Devil has disappeared . Ilona's lover goes now ~o the ball
to find the girl; failing to meet her there, he walks to her home where h~ IS t~ learn
the dreary news, and at the same time he has to hear the ~ords accustn~ hIm for
what has happened. This is obviously nonsensical. Similar IS another vanant: The
daughter of magistrate Csaki announced that there was no-one to surpass her at
dancing; but the Devil appeared in the likeness of her sweetheart and danced .her to
death. When she was dead, her true sweetheart came and asked the maglstr~te
Csaki's wife to let her go to the ball,-and from this turn onwards, the so~g begms
anew and proceeds through the whole story ofdancing to death! (There are SIX texts to
mention the Devil in one fonn or another.)
The vengeance of the lover is emphasized by such ending fonnulas in which
the young man dies after her sweetheart. After the inquiry and the news of death o~e
of the texts adds: "Then Kelemen Darvas Kis fall down upon the corpse of FaIr
Kata Sallai and so he died." A similar conception is underlying the fonnulamisfitting otherwise in the context-"May my blood flow in ?~e ~trea~ with
yours . . . ". On the other hand, there is a text ~f seemin~ly old o~gtn tn whl~? the
young man's search for vengeance finds expressIon even tn the clostng stanza: You
will lay your quilted bed in vain, For I shall no longer kn~ck at y?ur lea~en wtndowpane!" (NB., leaden window-panes were in general use tn medIaeval ttmes.) When
the text did not refer to the young man's having been refused, the fatal dance found
explanation by involvement of robbers: "According t~ the info~~nt, robber
danced the girl to death, as can be made out from the last hne but one: She lets her
go in the evening, she does not see her till morning, She leaves her at t~e mercy of
twelve brigands." Of course, the attribute "brigand" (betyar) tn a sense
approaching that of "outlaw" used to be a milder attribute, and probably referred
to two young men in the beginning; the circumstance may well have been
.
responsible for the misunderstanding of the situation.
A similar misinterpretation of the motif of dancing to death can be met WIth
in variants from Vas county in which the young man stabs the girl in the heart and
so she dies at the ball.
Apart from the fonnula "May my blood flow in one stream with yours ... "
also the motif of sending the young man on wild-goose chase is borrowed from
Type 10. into the text of the ballad when the young man is ~aking i~quiry after the
girl. Even the motif of "The Speaking Corpse" (65.) is fitted tn ~omettmes (as can be
seen in the stanzas beginning with the question: "Are you gOtng to have . . . made
for her?"). In a like way occasional details are borrowed from "~he Mo~he~'s
Curse" (16.) and "The Murdered Spinning Girl" (129.). (Cf. the mottf of dytng tn
scenes of gradation, further that of "Then the sky turned gloomy above her".) A
variant contaminates the story with that of "The Bride Dragged to Death", as has
been pointed out in connection with that ball~d. There is ~ re~?te reminiscence ~f
the tavern scene in "The Girl who Set Out WIth the SoldIers tn the young man s
addressing the musicians like this: "If you want gold, I pay with g?ld, I.f you want
. silver, I pay with silver." The two texts given by way of exemphficatton do not
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include such final motifs like this: " To other beautiful girls They play music at
dawn, But to the daughter of magistrate Sagi They make a coffin."
Earliest provenience: 1846.
Dissemination:
I. Moson county (Mosonmagyarovar), Sopron county (Bosarkany, Felsopulya, Kismarton,
Kozepbiik, Kozeppulya, " Rabakoz" 2, Vitnyoo, Zsira), Vas county (Bejcegyertyanos, Belbaltavar, Bo,
Csepreg 3, Csonge, Katafa, Kemenessomjen 2, Kisunyom 2, Olaszfa, Oszlo 2, "Orseg", Pankasz, Pecol
2, Szatta 2, Varkeszo, Velem, Viszak 2), Zala county (AIsonemesapati, Andrashida, Bezered, Bokahliza,
Bucsuszentlaszlo 2, Csup, Galambok, Kapo1cs, Kekkut, Kiskomarom 2, Kustanszeg, Latrany,
Monostorapati, Murakeresztur, Nagykanizsa, Nagylengyel, Nemesapati, Nemeshetes,
Nemessandorhliza, Oltarc, Orosztony, Oreglak, Palfiszeg, Poloske, Rooics 2, Zalagalsa, " Zala c." 2),
Somogy county (AIsok, Adand, Balatonlelle, Balatonszemes 2, Beleg, Bolhlis, Bonnya, Biissii, Csoma,
Csokoly 3, Kaposfiired, Karad, Kereki, Kethely, Koroshegy, Lengyeltoti, Mosdos, Nagybereny,
Sagvar, Somogyszob, Somogyszentmik1os, Szenna, Szollosgyorok, Zsibot), Ver6ce county (Szentlaszlo
3); Szerem county (Korogy 2), Pozsega county (Daruvar), Baranya county (Abaliget, Banos,
Hegyszentmarton, Helesfa, Karacodfa 2, Kistotfalu, Kopacs 2, Magyariirog, Mohlics,
PiispOkszenterzsebet, Szilagy), Tolna county (Bata, Felsoireg 3, Koppanyszanto 2, Kisszekely,
Madocsa, Ozora, Ocseny 3, Piispokbogad, "Tolna c. "), Fejer county (Csosz, Ercsi, Erd, Pakozd, Vereb),
Veszprem county (Bakonyszentlaszlo, Csesznek, Csogle, Deg 3, Kaptalantoti, Kup, Nemesvamos,
Nyarad, Osi, Papa, Rooe, Rigacs, Szilasbalhlis, Somloszollos, Zalavar), Esztergom county (Tokod),
Komarom county (Csaszar, Csilizradvany, Gutai quarters, Martos, Orosz!any, Tata 2), Gyor county
(Kony, Sag). 1.= 157.
11. Pozsony county (Felsoszeli, Nadszeg, Pered, Zsigard), Nyitra county ("Nyitra c.", Pograny 2,
Vagfarkasd, Zsere 2), Hont county (Garamsallo, Ipolybalog, Kemence), Nograd county (Barna,
Becske, Bercel 2, Diosjeno, Gacs, Hugyag, " Karancsalja", Markhaza, Mihlilygerge 2, Nagybatony,
Nagyl6c, "Salgovidek" , Szanda, Szandavaralja 4), Heves county (Atany, Belapatfalva, Biikkszek,
Biikkszenterzsebet, Eger 3, Erdokovesd, Erdotelek, Fedemes 2, Felsotarkany 2, Fiizesabony,
Gyongyospata, Nagyvisnyo, Parad, Paszto, Recsk, Szilvasvarad, Tarnamera, Tarnaors, Tiszaigar 2),
Borsod county (Bogacs, "Borsod c.", Csincse, Domahliza, Felsonyarad, Kisgyor, Mezokovesd 2,
Szentistvan, Tardona), Gomor county (Hanva, Kiskovacsvagasa, Lucska 2, Szilice), Abauj county (Aj,
Cekehaza, Faj, Keked 2, Nagyszalanc), Zemplen county (Cigand, Ricse 2, Sarospatak 3, Szerencs,
Vajdacska), Bereg county (Dercen, Fornos, Lonya), Ung county (Nagydobrony, Nagygej5c, Ungvar),
11. = 91.
Ill. Pest coupty (Galambospuszta, Kecskemet, Kiskunfelegyhliza, Kiskunhalas 4, Perkata,
Tapiosag, Tapioszele 2, Tura 2, Ojszasz 2), Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Csokol, lanoshida,
laszfenyszaru, lasztelek, Nagykorii, Turkeve, Vezseny), Bacs-Bodrog county (Davod, Gombos,
Homokmegy, Kunbaja, Rem, Szekkutas, Zenta), Torontal county (Egyhlizasker, Nagyszentmiklos,
Pade, Raoo, Szajan, Szoreg), Csongrad county (AIgyo, Asotthalom, Csongrad 2, Domaszek,
HOdmezovasarhely 5, Homokpuszta, Sandorfalva, Szeged 2, Szegvar, Tape 4), Csanad county (Apaca,
Magyarbanhegyes), DelalfOld s.l., Bekes county (Doboz 4, EndrOd, Geszt, Gyoparosi-Kerekto, Gyula,
Korosladany, Mezogyan, Oroshliza 2, Ojkigyos, Veszto 3), Arad county (Nagyzerind), Bihar county
(Bagamer, Biharugra 3, Korostarkany, Nagyszalonta 9), Szilagy county (Szilagysamson), Hajdu county
("Hortobagy"), Szabolcs county (Gegeny, Lovopetri, Nyirlugos, Nyirtelek 2, Nyirtura 2,
Retkozberencs, Vaja 2), Szatmar county (Avasujvaros, Kersemjen 3, Ura 2, Vallaj). Ill . = 107.
IV. Kolozs county (Valaszut, Visa, Zentelke 2), Szolnok-Doboka county (BUza, Magyardecse,
Szek), Maros-Torda county (lobbagytelke, KibOO, Marosvasarhely 2, Mikhliza, " Nyarad riverine" ,
Nyaradremete, Szovata), Torda-Aranyos county (Torda 2), Udvarhely county (Eted 3, Enlaka 2,
HomorOdszentpal, Korond 3, Medeser, SiklOd, " Udvarhely c." Zetelaka 2), Brasso county (piirkerec),
Csik county (Csatoszeg, CsikjenOfalva, Csikmenasag 2, Csikrakos 2, Csikszentsimon, Gyergy6csomafalva 2, GyergyOditro, Gyergyotekeropatak, Gyimeskozeplok, Gyimesfelsolok 2, Magyarcsiiges,
Szepviz-Kostelek), Haromszek county (Bard6c, Nagyajta, Sepsikorospatak, Sepsiszentgyorgy,
Szekelytamasfalva), " Szekelyfold'; 2, Bukovina (Andrasfalva 3, Fogadjisten 2, Istensegits, 10zseffalva
4), Moldava (Esztufuj, Klezse, Uszped 5, "Moldava", Racsila, Trunk). IV. = 75. I- Ill. 355. Sum total:
430.
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Textual relationship with other ballads:
10., 16., 65. (19. and rarely 12., 13., 14., 29., 49. " My flowers, my flowers .. . ").
Tunes:
I. = No . 71 . This melodic construction featured by (4) as a main cadence is unique. The principal
forms are the following:
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Var. 1. is disseminated throughout the whole of Area I., in the western part ?f Area ~I : and
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magistrate's wife coupled in general with sound although sketchy texts of more recent ongln. 2. = No.
n. From the eas;ern part of Area 11, from the middle of Area Ill, and sporadically also from elsewhere,
some 81 variants have been collected. Most of the complete texts and most of the ancient elements are
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Var. 1-3. are various solutions of the same melodic idea. 4-22. 4. (10 variants), 5. (3 variants), 6.
(7 variants), 7- 9. (variants of the same tune; Roza or Rozsika Szalai is the girl's name, associated with
archaic text elements. 10. (21 variants), Simonffy's popular composition. Often only the half-tune is
sung. 12. (4 variants), IS. (2 variants).
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Versions is languages other than Hungarian:
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FRENCH : 1. MS Liege, 2. Libiez Ill, 33 plus Note on page 92,3. Ampere 250, 4. Beaurepaire
144= Weckerlin , 1887,4. = Haupt 1, 5. Davenson 19 (second-hand publication, of which the original I
have been unable to trace up), 6. Choleau 223,· 7. Smith, Romania 7, 82, 8. Beauquier, 81 , 9. Buchon 31,
10. D'Harcourt 99.11 . Melusine 1878, 189,· 12- 17. Millien, 1906 I 37A- E plus variants, 18- 20. Rossat,
1917 6A~ , 21 . Udry, 63, 22. Canteloube Ill, 168,23. Canteloube I, 52, 24. ArbaudII, 139,25. Tiersot,
1931 , 263,· 26. Tiersot 1903, 113. (Doncieux 29 = inferred prototype: quotes 20 variants, many of which
were not available to me.)
ITALIAN: 27-29. Nigra 20A~, 30. Ferraro, 1870, 8 (fragment).
ENGLISH: 3D-38. Child 73. 39-69. Sharp-K 19,70-81. Belden 37 (enumerates some one hundred
variants that came to light after Child, Sharp included), 82-196. Bronson 73 (disregarding 31 variants
published by Sharp-K and one by Belden , he presents 147 variants).
GERMAN: Hau//en 71- 72, and 79. Gottschee (Irrelevant are D . Vir 68 =? E- B, Child 64 and the
corresponding Scandinavian variants.)

The French parallel of this ballad is a fairly uniform and widespread song
known under the title " Les tristes noces". The story of the French ballad is the
following.
The couple have been secret lovers for seven years when the young man is
forced by his father to marry another girl. (This introduction to the plot is often
missing in the texts.) The young man comes to tell his sweetheart that he is to marry
someone else at his father's wish. "Is she more beautiful than I?", asks the girl. " No,
only richer." Then the young man asks her to come to the wedding. "I will not come
to the wedding, but only to the dance." He asks her to dress in fine clothes; in many
cases he lists what she is to wear, for example: "In any case, when you come put on
your finest clothes; put on the grey satin dress and your nice bonnet of rose colour!"
(10.) Sometimes he himself buys her the clothes: "I shall buy you three dresses of
different colours: one will be green, the other orange and the third fine velvet, which
is most beautiful of all." (23.) Often, however, the listing comes when the girl is
dressing or has the three kinds of dresses made. One or two variants add: she dresses
like this in order to show her noble origin. On her arrival everyone thinks she is the
bride. "Here is the new wife!-But I am not the wife, I am the forsaken one." The
young man offers her to eat and to drink, but she says:" I did not come for that, but
I came to dance with my sweetheart." In some rare instances the young man sees the
girl approach and calls her to drink from afar. The answer is the same: "Young
man, I did not come to eat and to drink, but I came to have a dance!" (22.) Then the
fresh husband takes her by her soft, white hand: "Come, sweetheart, let's have a
dance!" (12.) In some of the variants lje calls to the musicians "Brave French
musician, you know how to play a dance tune, 0, do play one for us, so that my
sweetheart shpuld fully comprehend it!" (5.) "Play, fiddlers, play, play, play the
dance tune!" (23-24.) A large number of variants include the motif of the girl
changing her dress after each dance. ("Tout en dansant un premier tour, elle change
de robe. Tout en dansant au second tour, en met encore une autre, Tout en dansant
au troisieme tour, la belle tomba mort.") (9. cf. 8 .• 12.• 13. and 20.) In case the motif
. . of changing dresses has been eroded, the girl dies after the first dance, and the young
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man dies after her either immediately, or after the third (or fourth) dance. In some
variants they both die at a time: one of them falls to the right, the other to the left.
Sometimes he stabs himself in the heart over the girl's dead body with the words
familiar in the Hungarian ballads as well: "You have died for me, and I will die for
you." " Si mourez pour m'amour, moi, je meurs pour le votre" (5.) " Puisqu'elle est
morte pour moi, je veux mourir pour elle." (7.) The bells tolled for the dead also
appear in rare cases: "Marguillier, beau marguillier, Toi qui sonn' bien les cloches,
Sonn' les pitieusement!" (12. cf. 8.) Finally the invited guests mourn for the lovers
and blame the father who, they say, has committed a great sin by preventing their
union in marriage. " Le pere a eu grand tort de n'pas l'avoir donnee." Sometimes
even the young man is blamed for not having eloped with the girl! : "L' gal ant eut
plus grand tort de n' pas l'avoir enl' vee!" (23.) "0 , what a pity that these two lovers
had to die because of their love! " (25.) And the guests who assembled there said one
to the other: "This is the common fate oflovers who marry someone else!" (9.) And
they began to bewail: "My God, my God, What a mournful wedding! To see two
lovers who have died for each other!" (12.) Finally, in a few variants we have the
grave-flower-s that grow out of their dust to meet in a true lovers' knot. (4- 5.)
As can be seen, there is hardly a motif in the French which is not represented
in the Hungarian, even though in a different order sometimes. In the Hungarian
there is no mention made of the seven-year secret love-perhaps the announcement
"Seven times I have asked for your hand" answers this motif-, missing is further
the young man's words telling the girl that he is to marry someone else. In an
indirect way, however, this is expressed in No. 71. , in which the daughter is reluctant
to accept the invitation because it is Janos Arvai- the girl's lover- that is going to
marry. But these motifs are missing sometimes from the French versions as well.
Their complete absence accounts for the vagueness of the motivation of "dancing to
death" in the Hungarian ballad. Less consequential is the absence of the other two
motifs mentioned above, namely that the girl is held to be the bride because of her
fine clothes and of the grave-flowers ending the story.
Looked at from the Hungarian side, every main motif is connected with the
French counterparts in a way or other. The motif of invitation to the ball has
apparently developed from the French girl's recurrent statement that she does not
go to the wedding but to the dance. Devoid of meaning though, but still
recognizable relic of this motif is to be found in one of the Hungarian variants, in
which the mother says: "I do not give my girl to you in marriage, But I let her go to
dance." On the other hand. the girl is invited to a wedding in several other variants
as well-so in 71-and in the majority of cases it is the girl's sweetheart that conveys
the invitation. Both nations agree consistently in that the young man prescribes
what the girl is to wear at the dance, or in some way describes her gorgeous attire.
Identical, though rare, are among both peoples the motif of offering food and drink
to the girl and that of the rejection on her part. Calling the musicians to play is
inevitable in the Hungarian, and is not infrequent in the French either. The girl's
thrice-uttered request for a pause to rest, because her dress is sticking to her body,
must be an idea originllting from the French ballad in which the girl changes her
clothes three times during the dance. But in the French the object is to show the
pride of the poor girl, while in the Hungarian it is to bring out gradually her agony.
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To wit, it is at this point that the Hungarians seized the tragic plot, developing a
mowing drama out of the touching story of the parted lovers who died for each
other. The words "Cursed be the father" etc. are identical in function with the
general closing moralization of.the French ballad. Finally, the anouncement of the
death case by tolling the bells ~re also identical in the French and the Hungarian
version. True to say, the grave-flowers are left out from this Hungarian story, but
the double death is present in traces in some of the Hungarian variants.
Although the Hungarian is practically more powerful and effective,
particularly as regards the "dancing-to-death-scene" and in several other details of
the text, its structure is undeniably looser and its plot is not uniform. As against this,
the French is a logical story from the beginning to the end. And so is it in each
variant. Therefore it must be copsidered the original. Nevertheless, there is a sort of
necessity seen at work in the Hupgarian ballad's starting point from which the motif
of the young man forced to le~ve the girl is regularly omitted: had it not been so,
there would be no motivation for the young man dancing the girl to death. And
precisely for this reason the contrast of the rich and poor had to be turned the other
way round: in several variants the young man has his revenge on the rich girl who
scorns him for his poverty. For this, too, the French may have given inspiration
with its detailed description of the girl's rich dresses.
Some variants of the French ballad appeared in the Piedmont region, too,
where we also find, so to say, word for word copies, disregarding a few omissions
and alterations. It is particularly significant in these that the girl says what dress she
will be wearing so that her sweetheart may recognize her-which is obviously
secondary, depriving the plot of its original point. There are other motifs missing in
the Piedmontese version: the offering of wine, and the reply " I did not come .. . "
etc., the change of clothing, the remarks by the guests drawing conclusions from the
story, as well as the calling of the bell-ringer. All these motifs have been applied by
the Hungarians. It is evident, therefore, that the Hungarian ballad did not originate
in the Italian, but in the French.
The English story takes us even more further. It is still connected to the
French by recognizable threads, although its relationship to the Hungarian is
already unrecognizable without the knowledge of the French ballad. Here, too, the
young man invites his sweetheart to his wedding with another girl, and in one or two
cases he asks her to put on fine clothes, but mostly it is the girl that does this on her
own accord. There is strong emphasis on her beauty and its effect, of which the
bride is jealous, there is an exchange of words between the two women, and the
bride stabs the other, at which the bridegroom stabs her dead, and then himself.
In Gottschee, a German-speaking area in Slovenia, we find details of the
Hungarian formulation in an almost word-for-word borrowing. Since I have no
knowledge of an existing Slovene variant, I have to assume that the German
speabrs of Gottschee have borrowed the ballad directly from the Hungarians. In
former times harvest workers and other seasonal workers used to go from what was
then part of Austria over to Transdanubia. This circumstance may well be
responsible for the adoption.
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Literature: The Hungarian ballad is not listed in foreign publications, although Child quotes it in
connection with No. 64., wrongly. Gragger 1926, 191 quotes Gottschee variants, and in his wake also
Ortutay 3 . Dtinos quotes Child erroneously. Solymossy connects it with a recent local happening.
Domotor 1954: derives it from an event that took place at Sag or Biik in Vas county. Csantidi and
Vargyas 1954: the Gottschee German version originates from the Hungarian. Vargyas 1960: French
origin, thorough comparative analysis. I1dik6 Kriza 1967: detailed analysis based on the Hungarian
variants solely, leaving the comparative results out of consideration. Vargyas 1967 = 1960; Leader 1967:
quotes Vargyas 1960, referring to Danish ballads in connection with the boots filled with clotted blood.

27. THE SISTER OF THE MAN CONDEMNED TO
DEATH

73.
Parlando
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I. Laszl6 Feher stole a horse
At the foot of the Black-hill.
His whip cracked so loud
That its sound was heard by all in the town of Gone.
2. He was taken to merry Eger,
He was thrown into the jail of merry Eger.
Anna Feher got news
About her brother having been taken prisoner.
3. At once Anna Feher went
To the rail of the jaiL
Brother, my brother, Laszl6 Feher,
Are you alive or are you dead?
I am neither alive nor dead,
I am always thinking of you.
4. Brother, my brother, Laszl6 Feher,
Who is the judge here?
Mikl6s Torok is the judge here,
And he is a man worthy of the gallows!
5. Then she went to the judge,
Right to the desk of the judge.
Judge, judge, honourable judge,
Pray, set free my brother.
I shall measure gold by the bowl,
And silver coins by the busheL
6. I do not want your bowl of gold,
Nor your bushel of silver coins.
Spend a night in bed with me
And I shall let him free in a month.
7. Anna Feher did not listen to him any longer,
She ran down to the door of the cell.
Brother, my brother, Laszl6 Feher,
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1. Laszl6 Feber stole horses
At the foot of the Black-hill.
He caught six of them in one raid,
And it was a great wonder in the town of Gorc.

The judge said:
If I spend a night in bed with him,
You will be let free in a month.
8. Laszl6 Feher replied:
Don't you spend a night with him in bed!
He will take your maidenhood,
Yet he will have your brother killed.

2. Go at him, go at him, town of Gorc,
Laszl6 Feber has been taken.
Let us throw him into fetters, the son of a dog,
Shackle his right hand and left foot!

9. Anna Feher did not listen to him any longer,
She spent a night with him in bed.
At a time around midnight
She heard loud noice of something rattling in the courtyard.

3. Surrender, you dog of a brigand,
And tell us what your name is!
Surrender, you dog of a brigand,
Or tell us what your name is!

10. Judge, judge, honourable judge,
What's that rattling in the courtyard?
They are taking my horse to drink at the well,
The bit is rattling in its mouth.

4. You know my horse with the white stocking,
And you know my sister, Anna Feber.
We are not asking you about your horse,
Nor about your haughty sister.

11. Anna Feher did not listen to him any longer,
She ran down to the door of the cell.
Brother, my brother, Lasz16 Feber,
Are you alive or are you dead?

5. You
And
You
And

12. The jailer spoke up and said:
Don't look for your brother in this place,
Sooner you'll find him at the edge of the wood, in the plain meadow,
On top of the gallows-tree.

6. You know my horse with the white stocking,
And you know my sister, Anna Feber.
Let us throw him into fetters, the son of a dog,
Shackle his right hand and his left foot!

13. Judge, judge, you false and faithless judge,
May the righteous Lord be heavy on you!
You have robbed me of my maidenhood,
Yet you had my brother killed!
14. May
May
May
May

7. And
And
And
And

your washing water turn into blood,
your towel burst into flames.
the Lord deny you His grace,
the Lord deny you His grace!

KiskovQcsVligasa (Gomor county). Two female performers of84 and 68, respectively.
Vargyas 1940.

74.
Parlando
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dog of a brigand, surrender,
tell us what your name is!
dog of a brigand, surrender,
tell us what your name is!

Hej

he
he
he
he

was
was
was
was

taken far away,
thrown into a deep and dark dungeon.
taken far away,
thrown into a deep and dark dungeon.

8. Anna Feher heard news
That his brother had been taken prisoner.
She ordered her coachman:
My coachman, harness my six horses!
9. My coachman, harness six horses,
Put a bushel of gold on the coach,
Put a bushel of gold on the coach,
With which I shall redeem my brother.

10. Anna Feher had no rest
Until she reached at the iron gate:
Brother, my brother, Laszl6 Feher,
Are you asleep, are you resting?
11. I am not asleep and I am not resting,
Sister, I am always thinking of you.
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I am not asleep, and I am not resting,
Sister, I am always thinking of you.
12. Anna Feher had no rest
Until she reached at the iron gate:
Brother, my brother, Laszl6 Feher,
What is the judge's name here?
13. This judge is called the judge Horvat,

And he is ripe for the gallows.
This judge is called the judge Horvat,
And he is ripe for the gallows.
14. At once Anna Feher started
And walked to the window of the judge Horvat.
Judge, judge, judge Horvat,
Will you set free my brother?
15. Will you set free my brother?

I shall give you a bushel of gold.
I don't want your bushel of gold,
But I want you to spend a night in bed with me.
16. Anna Feher had no rest
Until she reached at the iron gate:
Brother, my brother, Laszl6 Feher,
This is what the judge said to me:
17. Your brother will be let free today
If you spend a night in bed with me.
Your brother will be set free today,
If you spend a night in bed with me.
18. Sister, my sister, Anna Feher,
Don't you spend a night in bed with him!
He will rob you of your maidenhood,
And yet he will have your brother beheaded.
19. Anna Feher had no rest,
Until she arrived at the judge's house.
0 , she spent a night in bed with him,
In his golden couch.
20. At a time about midnight
There was some rattling heard from the courtyard.
Judge, judge, judge Horvat,
What rattling is that in your courtyard?
21. My coachman is giving his horse to drink,
And its bit is rattling.
My coachman is giving his horse to drink,
And its bit is rattling.

22. Anna Feher had no rest
Till she arrived at the iron gate:
Brother, my brother, Laszl6 Feher,
Are you asleep, are you resting?
23 . Pretty girl, Anna Feher,
Don't look for your brother in this place!
You will find him in the green woods, in the green meadow,
On top of the gallows-tree.
24. Then Anna Feher started at once
And she walked to the judge's window:
Judge, judge, judge Horvat,
May your horse's feet slip,
25. May your horse's feet slip,
And may you be thrown down upon the ground!
May your horse's feet slip,
And may you be thrown upon the ground!
26. Thirteen cart-loads of straw
May rot in your bed,
For thirteen years
May you be glued to the deal of your bed!
27. May thirteen doctors' hands
Get tired of healing your wounds,
May thirteen chemists' shops
Be cleared of all the drugs for you.
28. Well, judge, that's what I wish you:
May your water for washing turn into blood,
May your towel burst into flames,
May the Lord deny you His grace!
Veszto (Bekes county). Performed by a girl of 18. Bartok 1918= Bartok No . 29.
75.
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1. Laszl6 Feber stole horses
At the foot of the Black-hill.
His whip cracked so loud
.
That it was heard by the county magtstrates.
2. Take that brigand
Who is ripe for the gallows!
Take that brigand
Who is ripe for the gallows!
3. Anna Feber heard tidings

That her brother had been taken prisoner.
Harness, coachman, my six horses,
Servants, put a bowl of gold in the coach,
A bowl of gold, a bowl of diamond,
With which I shall redeem my brother!
4. Laszl6 Feber, my dear br?ther,
?
Are you alive, are you dy1Og, or are you dead.
I am neither alive, nor am I dying,
But I am always thinking of you.
I am neither alive, nor am 1 dying,
But I am always thinking of you.
5. Judge, judge, judge Horvat,
I shall give you a bowl of gold,
I shall give you a bowl of diamond
If you set free my brother.

10. Judge, judge, judge Horvat!
What rattling is heard in your courtyard?
My horse is being taken to the well,
And its bit is rattling.
My horse is being taken to the well,
And its bit is rattling.
11. Anna Feher paid no heed to his words,
But she ran to the door of the jail;
Laszl6 Feber, my dear brother,
Are you alive, are you dying, or are you dead?
12. The other prisoners spoke up, saying:
Anna, Anna, Anna Feber,
This is not the place to find your brother in.
You shall sooner find him in the green woods, in the plain meadow,
On top of the gallows-tree.
You shall sooner find him in the green woods, in the plain meadow,
On top of the gallows-tree.
13. Judge, judge, judge Horvat,
May your water for washing turn into blood,
May your ploughland never yield a crop,
May it never be reaped what you sow!
May your ploughland never yield a crop,
(a) May it never be reaped what you sow!
(b) May the good Lord be heavy on you!

6. Anna, Anna, Anna Feher:
I don't want your bowl of gold,
Your bowl of gold, your bowl of diamond,
I only want you to spend a night in bed with me!

Nyirvasvari (Szabolcs county). Performed by a woman of 72. Vargyas
1968=AP 7347// (a) and (b) refer to tune variants.
Divergences: This ballad shows a remarkably uniform spread even the
names in it being exceptionally stable. (For instance, it is a unique occurrence
that the name of the town Gonc is mistaken in No. 74., and Gorc is said
instead.) Deviations may be found in the formulation of minor details, some
of the variants may be more fragmentary than the others, one or another
motif may be omitted. In most of the variants a "bowlful of silver" is placed
on the coach, in addition to a bowlful of gold. Sometimes the following
formulas of greeting are exchanged between Anna Feber and the judge:
"Good morning, Sir lieutenant! May God grant one, my perl of a bird! " The
girl's coming to and fro is indicated by formulas as follows: "Anna Feber
does not answer a word, She walks to the corridor, She walks from corridor to
corridor (or: from room to room) ... And so she arrives at the gate of the
jail." In some variants the following discourse takes place at night: "The
clock has struck twelve. Are you asleep, Anna Feher?" "No, I am not asleep,
I cannot rest ... " Whereupon the judge tries to appease th girl: "0, sleep in
rest, It's my horse they are taking to the well ... " In other instances, the judge
speaks the plain truth: "Your brother has been finished with", and his words

7. Laszl6 Feher, my dear brother,
He does not want my bowl of gold,
My bowl of gold, my bowl of di~mond, .
He only wants to spend a night m bed With me.
8. Anna, Anna, Anna Feber,
Don't you spend a night in bed with him!
He will rob you of your maidenhood,
And yet he will have me hanged on the gallows.
9. Anna Feber did not pay heed to his words,
But she spent a night in bed with the judge.
It's three past midnight,
Yet Anna Feber has not fallen asleep.
It's three past midnight,
Yet Anna Feher has not fallen asleep.
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are immediately followed by the curse of the girl. Sometimes the judge applies
attributes of art-poetic origin to the girl: "Sleep, Anna FeMr, My dearest
treasure, my beautiful Diana!" Typical turns of the curse, apart from those
contained in the sample texts are: "May the mire spurt up in front of you,
May the water flood in front of you!" or: "May your bread turn into stone",
"May your own knife turn against your heart!"
Earliest provenience: 1846 (It should be noted, however, that the story came up in a letter in Latin
from 1547 and in the collection of sermons of Peter Bornemisza in 1578.)
S.l .: 1881 (Limbay) and 1914 (a Budapest publication) 2.
I. " Sopron and Vas counties" , Sopron county (Rabakoz), Vas county (Als60r-Austria, Katafa,
Mikosszeplak, Olaszfa), Zala county (Becsvolgye, Bezered, BocfOlde, Boncodfold, Csomooer, Csup,
Galambok, Hah6t, Janosmajor, Kerkakutas, KisgorbO, Kiskomarom 2, Komaromvaros, Nemesnep,
PoloskefO, Redics), Somogy county (Balatonbereny, Berzence, Csoknya, Hetes 3, Kaposfiired,
Kaposmero, Karad 3, Kethely, Kiliti, Nagyatad, Nemesded, 6reglak, Sandorpuszta, Somogyasz6,
Somogyegres, Somogyszob, Szenna, Torokkoppany 4), Szerem county (K6rogy 3), Ver6ce county
(Szentlaszl6 2), Baranya county (Csanyoszr6, Dravafok, Katadfa, Manfa, Mohacs,
Piisp6kszenterzsebet 2, RanOdfa-puszta 2, Vasarosdomb6 3), Tolna county (Bata 3, Bedeg, Gerjen 4,
6cseny 6, Bogyiszl6 2), Fejer county (Dunapente1e), Veszprem county (BakonyszentlaszI6, Borzavar,
Papa, Rede, Tihany), Gyor county (Remsziget), Komarom county (Komarom, Naszvad). I.: 90.
11. Pozsony county (?"CsaIl6koz", Di6szeg), Nyitra county (Ghymes 3, Vagkiralyfa, Zsere 6),
Bars county (Tild), Hont county (Inam, Dolinka, Ipolybalog 2, Ipolyszog, PerOcseny, Tesa), Esztergom
county (Bajna), N6grad county (Bercel, Bernecebarati, BUjak, Dejtar 2, Ersekvadkert, Markhaza,
N6gradmarcal, Romhany, " Salg6videk", Szanda 2, Szatok, Vanyarc), Heves county (Andornaktallya,
Atkar, Bekolce 2, Belapatfalva 2, Besenyotelek 2, Bodony, Biikkszenterzsebet, Biikkszentmarton,
Erdokovesd, Erdote1ke 3, Fedemes 6, Felnemet 2, Felsotarkany 3, Fiizesabony, Gyongyospata 2,
Gyongyosvisonta, " Heves county", Littke, Markaz, Mik6falva, Nagyrede, Ostoros, Parad,
Petervasara, Poroszl6 2, Sirok, Tarnale1esz, Tarnamera, Tarnaors, Tarnaszentmaria, Visznek), Borsod
county (Bogacs, Center, Cserepvaralja, Csincse, Diszn6shorvat, Domahaza, Emoo, Felsoabrany, Kecs,
Malyinka 2, Mezokeresztes, Mezokovesd 3, Saly 2, Szentistvan 2, Szentistvanbaksa, Tard), Gomor
county (Almagy 2, A1s6falu, Egyhazasbast, Gesztete 2, Kiskovacsvagasa 2, Nagybalog, Paskahaza,
Peterfala 2, Szilice), Abauj county (Cekehaza, Goncruszka, Keked, Mogyor6ska, Tornyosnemeti),
Zemplen county (Bodrogmezo, Cigand, Karcsa 4, Olaszliszka, Ricse 4, Sarospatak, Szerencs), Bereg
county (Dercen 2, Rafajnaujfalu 2, Tarpa, Tiszaszalka 2), Ung county (Nagydobrony 2, Szirenfalva 2),
Maramaros county (HosszUmezo). 11.: 144.
Pest county (Akaszt6 3, Bugac 2, Bugacmonostor, Cegled, Hetenyhaza, Izsak 2, Kartal,
Kecskemet, Kiskunhalas, Kiskunmajsa, Lajosmizse, Lakitelek, Perkata, Tura 2, Zsambok), JaszNagykun-Szolnok county (Csepa, Jaszszentandras, Jasztelek, Karcag 3, Karcag-Berekfiirdo,
Kungyalu, Kunmadaras 2, Poroszl6, Pusztamizse, Tiszapiisp6ki 2, Tiszaszentimre 2, Zagyvarekas 2),
Bacs-Bodrog county (Baja, Okanizsa, Rem, Szeremle), Torontarcounty (Hertelendyfalva-Vojlovica 4,
T orokbecse), Csongrad county (Csongrad, HOdmezovasarhely 2, Sandorfalva 2, Szegvar), Bekes county
(Bekescsaba 2, Devavanya, Doboz 6, PusztafOldvar, Sarkadkeresztur, SzecsO, Szeghalom, Veszto 3),
Arad county (Nagyzerind, P6cska, Vadasz 3), DelalfOld s.l. 3, Bihar county (Balyok, Cserekert,
Csokmo, K6nyar, Korostarkany, Nagyszalonta 5, Sarand 3), Hajdu county (Balmazujvaros,
Hajduboszorm~ny,
Hajdusamson, "Hortobagy", Nadudvar, Nagyleta-Cserekert, Pocsaj,
Piisp6kladany, Samson, Tiszacsege 2), Szabolcs county (Erpatak, Kall6semjen, Mezoladany,
Nagykall6, Nyiradony, Nyirbator 2, Nyirlugos 4, Nyirtelek-D6zsaszollo 2, Nyirvasvari 2, Peneszlek,
Petnehaza, Piricse, Rohod, Ujszentmargita, Vaja 3), Szatmar county (Kersemiyen 5, Kisar, Kocsord,
Nagydobos, Nagyecsed, Szamosszeg, Tyukod, Ura). Ill.: 136.
IV. Kolozs county (Bogartelke, Kide 4, Mera, Sztana, Tiire 2, Valaszilt 2, Zente1ke 2, Zsobok),
Szolnok-Doboka county (Buza, Feketelak 2, Magyardecse, Szek, Szepkenyeriiszentmarton 2,
Vajdakamaras), Beszterce-NaszOd county (Tacs), Torda-Aranyos county (Torda 2), Als6-Feher county
(Lorincreve, Marosujvar), Kiskiikiillo county (Kiikiillooomb6), Nagykiikiillo county (Mihalyfalva),
Maros-Torda county (Kibed), Udvarhely county (" Erdovidek", Kapolnasfalu 2, Kenos, Rugonfalva,
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"Udvarhely c."), Csik county (Csikmenasag 3, Csikrakos, Csihacsarcsi, Gyergy6alfalu, Gyergy6csomafalva, Gyergy6remete, Gyergy6Ujfalu, GyimesfelsOlok, Gyimeskozeplok 3, GyimesvolgyeGaborpataka, Kaszonaltiz, Kaszonjakabfalva, Szepviz-Kostelek, Tekeropatak), Haromszek county
(Dalnok, Kezdivasarhely, Kisborosny6, Magyarhermany. Sepsiszentgyorgy), Bukovina (Andrasfalva
5, Fogadjisten, Hadikfalva 2, Istensegits 3), Moldavia (Bergyila, Leszped 2). IV.: 73.
I- Ill.: 372, IV.: 73. Sum total: 445.
Textual relationships with other ballads: " Are you alive ... " 9., 10., "Harness, coachman, the
horses ... " 2., 9., 10., 13., 16., 21., 27. and 39.
Tunes: I. = No. 73 (43 variants), 2. = No. 74(10 vars), 3. = No. 75 (= var. of No. 74), 6. (6 vars),
7. (69), 8. (37), 10. (14), 12. (2), 13. (34), 16. (6), 19. (2), 20. (13), 22. (5), 24. (2), 27. (2), 31. (occasional
adaptation), 33. (2), 35. (8), 36. (2), 37. (4), 39. (2), 43. (4), 44. (4), 53. (2), 54. (2), 58. (2), 60. (3), 65. (3), 66.
(2), 67. (2), 71. (4).
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Variants in languages other than Hungarian:
"
ITALIAN: 1- 7. Nigra 3A-E plus 2 variants (enumerates a further 9 vanants), 8. Pergoll18, No.
11 9. Bernoni 1872 Punt. V. 7, 10. Bolza 50, 11. Ferraro, 1870, 21, 12. Idem, 1877, 108, No. 22, 13.
Gi'annini 1889, 166 13, 14. Gianandrea, 264 3, 15. Widter 85. (Pasolini 2., Vettori 205--207 .)
CATALAN: 16. Wolf 157,21.
DANISH: 17-22. DgF 247.
Partial variants:
FRENCH: 23-24. Paris, 1882,97 and 103,25. Idem, 1883, 115,26. Decombe LXXXIX.

The story of beguiled Anna Feber bel?ngs among the ~idest-spread classi~l
ballads of the Hungarian language area which at the same tlm~ ~reserves.s~lendld
marks of the old ballad style. Its unique popularity and hvmg tradition are
responsible for the ballad's having an exceptionally uniform plot all over the
language area: the variants may be shorter or longer, complete or fragmentary, but
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the basic story is fully identical everywhere. Indeed, it is so strongly constructed that
it would be difficult to introduce any change into its context.
The core of the story was first mentioned in a letter which J6zsef Macarius
sent from Vienna to Sarvar (Western Hungary) in 1547 to Gyorgy Pernezith. He
relates that "a new story began to spread in the city: A citizen of Milan killed
someone in a brawl and was therefore imprisoned. His wife begged the chief judge
to spare his life, but the judge wanted to have the woman in exchange. She was
reluctant to make the sacrifice, but the relatives urged her to yield. Finally the judge
had his pleasure with the woman. However, the next day her husband was
beheaded. The fresh widow applied to Duke Gonzaga with her complaint; the
Duke ordered the judge to marry the woman and deposit at the same time 3,000
florins on her account, and then had the false judge beheaded."
The same story can be read in one of the Postillae of Peter Bornemisza, dated
from 1578. "Gonzaga was a man of supreme authority in Mediolanum. His officer
who had arrested a noble man was asked by the latter's wife to give back her
husband; the officer promised her to comply with her wish, provided she would
yield to him; the woman yielded in order to save her husband. But the officer had
her husband executed and surrendered only the dead body of the man to the wife.
The woman reported the thing to Gonzaga who in turn made the officer marry the
woman. When the wedding was over and the oaths sworn, Gonzaga had the officer
executed and surrendered all his wealth to the woman."
The literary adaptations of the theme have been thoroughly surveyed in the
Hungarian topical literature. In one of the tales of Giambattista Geraldi Cinthio's
Hecatomithi Ovvero Cento Novelle (1565) there figures a "sister" who pleas for
mercy in behalf of her brother who has been condemned to death. The story found
its way into various collections of tales in Latin, French and English. Shakespeare
worked up the theme in his Measure for Measure. It is worthy of mention that both
he and one of his sources place the plot into the Hungary of King Matthias
Corvinus (the scene being in the city of Julio that may correspond, perhaps, to
the name of Gyu/a).
The adaptations must have been developed after the popular ballad had
become widespread: in all likelihood it was the ballad form that played the
mediating role. To wit, the above-mentioned letter in Latin speaks of the story as of
a widely-known one in 1547, that is eighteen years before the novella ofCinthio was
published. It also weighs in the scale that both the literary adaptations and the
"news" spreading the rumour assign the story to those two particular areas in which
the ballad was really extant, namely to Italy and Hungary. Apart from Hungary,
the story enjoys a general and traditional currency only in the Italian-speaking
territories. "La povera Cecilia" is mourning for her husband who had been
imprisoned and condemned to death. "Be quiet, Cecilia, there is still one way of
rescuing him: whichever of us, two captains, you happen to choose as a mate for a
night, he will release your husband." "Let me go into the jail so that I may tell about
it to my husband and ask for his consent; I shall return in the evening." "My
husband, it is my wish to sleep with the captain in order to save your life!" "Go
away, Cecilia, go away, for this is no business of mine. Whatever honour you may
receive in the captains room will be your share for the whole of your life." In the
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evening she walks to the captain's home. At midnight she begins to sigh. " What ails
you, Cecilia, why does dream shun your eyes? My heart aches and the pain foretells
my death. Sleep, sleep, Cecilia, for you have no reason to sigh so bitterly." As the
woman wakes up in the morning and steps out of the captains room, she beholds her
husband's severed head on the peak of a pole. She turns back from the balcony,
saying: " 0 , you vile captain, you have deprived me both of my honour and of my
husband!" " But there is one more possibility for you to escape: whichever you may
choose of the two of us he will marry you."- "I don't want either of you. Let me
lead a lonely life from hence, keep on telling my beads, so the boatmen may sing a
song about my story to the generations to come."
The story appears without any significant difference, one should say almost
uniformly in all the variants. What may be taken as a considerable deviation in
them is that the woman dies in some cases and flowers grow out of their graves. At
the same time, there is a close agreement with the Hungarian ballad, inc~uding the
tiniest details. The woman walks down to the jail also in the Italian version to ask
her husband, she begins to sigh at midnight, the judge appeases her, and finally s~e
utters nearly the same curse as the Hungarian girl; there can no doubt as to their
common origin. Of course, there are also differences: the Italian version has a wife
instead of the prisoner's sister, the husband's consent instead of the brother's
protest, the nocturnal discourse is not elicited by the rattling noise of ~hains, and the
curse of the Hungarian heroine is replaced by a proposition ofmarnage. All these,
however, cannot blur the view of a high-degree of agreement.
How can we explain the interrelationship? The literature so far has not
attempted to solve the riddle; it rested content by stating the fact of agreement. As
long as the Italian version had been known exclusively-the ballad being
widespread throughout the entire northern Italy-one might reasonably suspect
that Hungarian soldiers laying in Milan and other Italian towns could have brought
it into Hungary. On this ground it may well have been of a more recenteighteenth-century-origin, in which case both its unfading popularity and the
involvement of the highwayman motif might be soundly explained.
But the rub is that in the eighteenth century a new type of highwayman
balladry sprung up that had nothing to do with such a specimen carrying all the
typical features of a classical mediaeval ballad. Another possibility would be ~hat
the story received a wider currency in the wake of the sermons held by Borneffilsza
and subsequent preachers. This supposition, however, would fail to account for the
common traits in the Hungarian and the Italian versions, which anyway are not
parts of Bornemisza's postilla.
Considering the correlations opened up in connection with the ballads
discussed so far, to wit, French ballads have been found to be penetrating English,
Italian, Danish and German territories, and in the case of a no longer extant French
version the French origin has been demonstrated precisely by this trend of
dissemination, now one might suppose that in the present instance the other links of
chain have been lost, and solely the Italian survives-that is to say, the French
origi.n will account in this case too for the similarities in the two nat~ons' ?all~ds.
This supposition received further support in the course of InvestigatIOn.
Earlier research mentioned a Catalonian version as well, quoted in the form of
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abstract in the Hungarian literature. As I got acquainted with this text (16.) I was
surprised to find details of formulation typical of the Hungarian version.
"Everyone had fled from the great city of Reus, except a noble lady whose husband
had been thrown into prison there. She went up to Madrid to see the
Commander.-Good morning, Commander, won't you release my husband?Aye, noble lady, are you shedding tears for your husband and for his love?-Yes,
indeed, Commander, I am shedding my tears for my husband and my love. -Don't
worry, my noble lady, tomorrow the man will certainly appear to you." (Here
something must have been omitted, as can be inferred from the following lines.)
Standing by the window, she beholds her husband as he is escorted to the gallows
tree. "Hold your tongue, Commander, for you will rue for what you have done! You
have robbed me of my honour, and you have hanged my husbandf-I have three sons
in my army, choose whichever you like or else I myself shall be your husband." This
announcement is followed by eight lines: coming from the service, the woman meets
the Commander who pleas for mercy (?) but the woman reminds him that he had
not shown mercy when hanging her husband, and shoots him dead with a revolver.
A solution like this betrays a subsequent modification, a secondary development.
Various other elements appear in the story of a Portuguese ballad ( Wolf 89,
No. 3, Der gefangene Graf): A count rapes a girl while on a journey. He is taken; the
girl is shown up to the King's court. Sentence is proclaimed: first the girl is married
to the count, then the count is beheaded.
The French origin became doubtless in my eyes when I got acquainted with
the Danish ballads which also include some of the important details of the plot.
Notably, in principle, the story might have made its way from the Italians to the
Catalonians-although for the most part their ballads are French in origin-but a
route from Italy to Denmark cannot be imagined as feasible; the more cases are
known of direct borrowing by the Danes from the French. Let us see, therefore, the
Danish version.
247/ A. The introductory part mentions three brothers of a girl, but later her
fiancee is involved, still later her husband, whom the King has thrown into prison.
The girl or wife goes up to the King's court, and asks him to release her man.
"Tovelil, are you going to love me and spend the night in bed with me?" "I have a
man so brave and noble that I must speak to him first. " She walks into the jail and
asks him ifhe allows her to spend the night with the King in order to save him. The
man flies into a passion: One single night, but no more! And when you go to the
King, do not put on your golden jewels! " The woman puts on her finest attire, in
spite of the warning, and so she lies with the King. Next morning she receives the
"morning present" due to her for the night-a commonplace in Danish balladsincluding various estates and her husband's freedom in the bargain. In the second
variant, she impresses the King not with her beauty but with her entreaties, and
acquires her bridegroom's freedom without sacrificing her honour. Solutions
camouflaging the real conflict, as in the present case, are rather common in Danish
ballads which have been preserved not by folk tradition but in manuscripts of song
collections. Nevertheless, even the distorted formulation betrays the ballad having
been derived from the common European theme.
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As the Danish version, in a like way also the French fragments of the ballad
under discussion had been unknown to Hungarian researchers. The latter preserve
only few elements of the story, yet they reveal very interesting partial reminiscences
bearing on theJormulation of the Hungarian version. Also the French begins with
mentioning the horses (for instance in No. 26.). The noble lady of Bois-de-Vaux, the
one who has so beautiful horses! When they march along the pavement the whole of
the town is trembling. It is not for the weight of their bodies, but for the gold and
silver they are carrying. They carry them to her first-born son who is imprisoned in
Rennes. But they did not carry enough of gold and silver. Therefore the son has
been detained. (C'est la dame du Bois-De Vaux. C'est laqu'elle a de beaux chevaux.
Quand ils marchaient sur le pave, Toute la ville elle en tremblait. C'est point la
pesanteur qu'ils ont; C'est l'or et l'argent qu'ils avont, Qu'ils portaient a leur fils
aine, Qui est a Rennes emprisonne. Ils n'en ont point porte assez; Le fils aine est
demeure.") At this point the story changes into that of Roi Renaud. However, those
three or four variants which start like this are completely different from the usual
beginning of the Roi Renaud ballad; and what is more, the initial scene described
above does not always match with the continuation of the story. (Namely, the
husband is kept in jail, and rumours of his burial are heard by his wife who stays at
home.) Apparently the beginning formula got from some other ballad into the most
popular French ballad text. But the source, the "other ballad" remains unknown, at
least to me, and it is only the incorporated portions that maintain memories of its
one-time existence.
Another fragment (23.) runs like this: Jean Renaud, the King's cousin, 0 my
Lord, how beautiful his horses are! He has been seen to got to Bordeaux with them,
taking gold and silver to his imprisoned brother. Cheer up, brother, for you are no
longer a prisoner! How can you ask me to cheer up when I see death in front of my
couch! ("Le cousin du Roi, Jean Renaud, Mon Dieu! Qu'il a de beaux chevaux! Le
cousin du Roi, Jean Renaud, On l'a vu passer a Bordeaux. De l'or, de l'argent a
porte A son frere Louis emprisonne. Rejouis-toi, mon frere aine, Car tu n'es plus
emprisonne! Comment veux-tu que je m'rejouis'? Je vois la mort au pied d'mon
lit . . . ").
The next fragmentary text has been welded into 24. They say that Madame du
Clos has got beautiful horses. As they march along the pavement, the whole of the
town is trembling. It is not because of the shoe-nails, but because of the gold and
silver they are carrying in order to release her son who is prisoner in Paris. My son,
what is the matter with you, who keeps you here as a prisoner? Alas, it is on account
of the objects of state I have robbed from the Cathedral. Cheer up, my son, for your
wife gave birth to a son yesterday ... ("Chez Madame du Cl os Lourmeau On dit
qu'il y a de beaux chevaux; Quand ils marchaient sur ces paves, Toute la ville elle en
tremblait. Ne sont pas les clous qui font lYa, C'est l'or et l'argent que li a, Pour
delivrer son fils Leouis Qu'estdans les prisons de Paris. Mon fils Leouis, que s'y a ti?
Qui vous tient renJerme-z ici? Helas, ce sont les ornements Que j'ai derobes au saint
sacrement. Mon fils, Leouis, rejouis-toi; Ta femme a eu un fils hier au soi."}-but
the rest belongs to the story of Roi Renaud, in which the husband just returning
home is received with these words.
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Similar is the opening formula of 25. The lady ofVaux is arriving with her big
horses. When they enter the city of Rennes, the pavement is trembling. Also the
houses ~re shaking as they are galloping, and it is because of the gold and silver they
carry WIth them to ransom the lady's eldest son who is prisoner in Rennes. But they
did not take enough gold and silver, and the son was condemned to death. ("C'est la
dame du bois des Vaux, Qui vient avec ses grands chevaux. Dans Rennes quand ils
sont entres, Tous les paves en ont trembles. Les maisons tremblent quand ils
trottent Du poids de tout l'argent qu'ils portent Pour delivrer le fils aine. Qui est a
Rennes emprisonne. N'en ont point core assez porte, Le fils a ete condamne ... ")
The correlation of the Hungarian ballad with these beginning formulas can
be clearly discovered: the mentioning of horses and robbery gave rise to the idea of
horse raiding, the great noise made by horses has been transformed into sounds of
crackings with the whip that is heard throughout the town; completely identical is
th~ motif of conveying gold and silver by cart for the purpose of redeeming the
pnsoner, further the addressing of the prisoner-in some instances it is her
broth~r-, ~nd also the question appears: who keeps him in jail? (in the Hungarian:
Who IS the Judge here?). It seems as if the beginning part of the no longer extant
French counterpart of the Hungarian ballad survived in these incorporated
portions of texts: and obviously, we are dealing with the beginning lines of the
French ballad, the one-time existence of which is well indicated by the occurrence of
fairly uniform versious (Italian, Catalonian, Danish, and Hungarian) surrounding
the French-speaking area. The original French may have had now a wife now a
sister as heroine, a duality of cast known also from the ballad about The'Test of
Faithfulness (43.). This is the reason why one people retained the one, the other
people another solution. The details of the original formulation have been
preserved, it seems, in the most intact forms by the Hungarian version in this
instance. Admittedly, substantial transformations had been made in the course of
~daptation. It appears, indeed, as if the individual words had been suggesting novel
Ideas for the development of a transformed story.
The ballad, which is mediaeval in origin may have been extant in the central
parts of the Hungarian-.speaking area as late as the end of the eighteenth century.
Subsequently, when hIghwayman balladry developed in the decades of the
"highw~yman world" , the story about the prisoner left at the mercy of cruel judges,
who lev~ed blackmail on his sister immediately took the imaginative force of the
populatIOn: and on~ more the ballad was felt to be timely. Maybe, the motif of
horse steah~g got mto the Hungarian version at that time, although it is not
precluded eIther that the change had been made much earlier in mediaeval times
since the Hungarian audience must have preferred the motif of horse raiding~
considered to be less condemnable and also more accustomed to--to that of the
crime mentioned in one of the quoted French fragments. If so, the story was the
~ore adaptable .to the p~pu~ar idiosynchrasies in: the eighteenth and early
mnetee~th centunes. One thmg IS beyond doubt: the flourishing dissemination and
populanty of the ballad had gone hand in hand with those of the so-called
highw~yman songs and shepherds' songs. Even their tunes are mostly the same.
S?metlmes one and the same singer performs, without interruption, various
hIghwayman ballads, highwayman songs, shepherds' songs, together with the song
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of Laszl6 Feher to one and the same tune. Evidently, the ballad has penetrated
Transylvania in recent times; it is performed there mainly with tunes originating
from Hungary proper. All this unequivocally betrays a revival of the transformed
mediaeval ballad, which became a vogue-song, owing to its highwayman affinities.
At the same time, its international connections speak uniformly of a western and
mediaeval origin.
The ballad belongs to the oldest class of Hungarian borrowings from the
French, originating in the fourteenth century.

Literature: Ortutay 1936-48 cites studies of Bela Zolnai (Irodalomtortenet 1917, 405 and 560):
Italian origin, from there taken over in novellas Latin, English, as well as French; Solymossy 1937:
Italian origin, based on real event; Csanadi and Vargyas: the theme is of Italian origin supplemented
with outlaw-motifs in the 18th century.

28. THE CRUEL MOTHER-IN-LAW

76.

Once upon a time there was a very beautiful girl. She was also a very poor girl.
She was pasturing geese at the end of the village. Since she was realy very
beautiful, she was named Fair Damsel Katica. One a day the King's son
passed there, and cast his eyes on her. He fell in love with her, and made up his
mind to marry the girl. And so he told the girl. And the little girl went away
with him. He took her into his palace. As he entered his palace, he went to his
mother and spoke up, saying:
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Good morning, good morning, dearest, kindest mother!
I have brought here Fair Damsel Katica to be my wife.
Well, his mother was not pleased with the girl, because she was poor. She did
not like her, although she did not dare to show signs of her dislike, for fear of
her son. Well, time was passing on. The son had to go to the war. It's time for
me, thqught his mother, to make good of the opportunity. While her son was
staying away, she planned to perish the Fair Damsel Katica. And she ordered
her servants to grasp Fair Damsel Katica and throw her into the water. The
order was fulfilled. They took the girl and threw her into the water. She was
drowned. Well, the Prince returned from the war and asked immediately
where his wife was. He begged his mother to tell him what had happened to
his wife, and why she was not waiting and receiving him. His mother replied
like this:
I have sent her, I have sent her into the long cellar,
To fetch you red wine, to fetch you red wine.
He went down into the cellar. He looked for her and called her name, but
could not find her. As he was looking for her, a hoop came off a barrel. He
heard the cracking noise and thought someone was there, and he exclaimed:
Why do you hide from me, Fair Damsel Katica?
Why do you hide from me, Fair Damsel Katica?
Alas, he did not find Fair Damsel Katica there. Therefore he went to his
mother once again, asking her to bring forth his wife. What was then to be
done? The mother had to tell him the truth. And she said:
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I sent her, I sent her to the river, a long way away,
They ducked her, they ducked her, until they drowned her.
The Prince was very sad to hear the news. He set up and went to the
fishermen :
Good morning, good morning, my fishermen friends
Spread, spread your silver nets!
Catch, catch all sorts of fish!
And also catch out the fish that is dearest to my heart!
The fishermen cast their nets, but all in vain, for Fair Damsel Katica was not in the
haul. So he went to the next group of fishermen:
Good morning, good morning, my fishermen friends
Spread, spread your golden nets!
Catch me, catch me all sorts of fish!
And also catch out the fish that is dearest to my heart!
The fishermen cast their nets, but alas, they could not haul up Fair Damsel Katica.
He went on until he met the third group of fishermen:
Good morning, good morning, my fishermen friends!
Spread, spread your diamond nets!
Catch me, catch me all sorts of fish,
And also catch out the fish that is dearest to my heart!

4. Master Antal Nagy went down to the garden,
But he could not find Fair Damsel Durica there.
Mother, mother, mother, my dear lady mother!
I cannot find Fair Damsel Durica!
5. I sent her, I sent her down to the little flowing well,
And I went after her, and pushed her in and so I killed her.
Then master Antal Nagy went down
And he went to the little flowing well.
6. May my blood flow in one stream with yours,
May my soul worship one God with yours,
May my body be buried in one grave with yours,
May two rosemaries grow out of our grave,
So that they may show how we loved each other!

Mihalygerge (Nograd county) . Baro A . Nyari
78.
Parlando ruhato

Tbey cast their nets, and 10, they fished out Fair Damsel T(atica. Then he said:
You have caught, you have caught all sorts of fish,
And you have also caught the fish that is dearest to my heart!
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I. Durica, Durica, Fair Damsel Durica,
Who bought you that skirt?
Your son bought it, your son, your lordly son master Antal Nagy!
Do not mention my son, for you must die for him!
2. Master Antal Nagy went over seven lands,
And he went to the national fair.
When he came home from the fair
He could not find Durica anywhere.
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3. Mother, mother, mother, my dear lady mother!
Where did you hide, where did you hide Fair Damsel Durica?
I sent her, I sent her down into the flower garden,
To weed the flower beds.
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With this, his heart broke. Then they were buried in one grave. Then two stalks of
lilies grew out of their grave. But the Prince's mother came and broke off the lilies,
so angry she was with them.

Btita (Tolna county). Performed by a woman of41. Ronai 1964

Ethn 1910, 340.
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1. Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian,
There are a hundred soldiers here,
Which one of them do you love?
2. Is it the Moon or the Sun,
Or is it the bright star?
I love the Moon,
And I love the Sun as well.
3. But it is the bright star
That I love most of all.
Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian:
4. The light of this sun
Is the old voivod Raduj,
The light of the Moon
Is the wife of old voivod Raduj.
5. The sparkling bright star
Is young Peter Raduj.
The sparkling bright star
Is young Peter Raduj .
6. Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian,
I have to go to fight
Like the others in the wars.
7. I have to fight in the wars,
To return with happy news,
To return with happy news,
To lift high the white flag.
8. Mother, my dear mother,
Will you look after her well,
Will you look after her well,
Look after my Merika!
9. Will you look after her well,
Look after my Merika!
Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian:
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10. Will you allow me
To use you where I chop wood,
To use you where I chop wood
As my chopping block?
11. That I cannot allow you, 3
My dearest heart, mother,
And I cannot be your chopping block.
Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian:
12. Will you allow me
To spit you,
To spit you,
And to roast you by the flame of fire?
13. That I cannot allow you,
My dearest heart, mother.
Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian:
14. Will you allow me
To wrap you all over
In waxed linen,
In waxed linen?
15. That I may allow you,
My dearest heart, mother.
Where shall I begin wrapping?
Shall it be at your feet or at your head?4
16. Begin at my head
And continue to my feet.
Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian:
17. Shall I kindle it at your feet?
Kindle it at my head,
Kindle it at my head,
And bum it down to my sole!
18. Mother, my dear mother,
Is it dawning already?
It is not dawning yet, it is not dawning yet,
It is just midnight.
19. Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian.
Mother, my dear mother,
Is it dawning already?
20. It is not dawning yet, it is not dawning yet,
It is just two o'clock.
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Then her heart
Broke.
21. She burnt hers
Like a singed stem.
Then she took her up and carried her out
Into the flower garden.
22. Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian:
Open your gates,
Open your gates!
23 . His mother speeded out
And opened the gates.
Mother, you need not have come
To open the gates!
24. Mother, my dear mother,
Where is my Merika?
She has gone, and she has gone
To the rose garden.
25. She has gone to the rose garden
To pick roses.
He also went
To the rose garden.
26. He was looking for her but did not find her,
So he returned.
Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian:
27. Open your gates!
Open your gates!
His mother speeded out,
His mother speeded out.
28. Mother, you need not have come
To open the gates.
Where is my Merika,
Where is my Merika?
29. She has gone and she has gone out
To the corn field,
To the corn field,
To reap corn (wheat).
30. He was looking for her, but did not find her,
She did not answer his calls.
He returned,
He returned,
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31. Merika in Romanian,
Margitka in Hungarian:
Open my gates,
Open my gates!
32. His mother speeded out.
Mother, you need not have come,
Mother, you need not have come,
To open the gates!
33. She is gone
And she is in the rose garden.
White rosebush
Is bearing red blossoms.
34. Red rosebush
Is bearing white blossoms.
He went at once
To the flower garden.
35. At once he went
To the flower garden.
He found her Merika there, 6
And she was like a singed stem.
36. Mother, my dear mother,
Do fetch me
My knife with the golden handle'
My knife with the g9lden handle.
37. Mother, my dear mother,
Let me be buried
Before the altar,
Before the altar!
38. Mother, my dear mother,
Let my Merika be buried 8
Beside the altar,
Beside the altar!
39. And they grew up there,
As beautiful flowers.
And they grew up there,
As beautiful flowers.
40. They knitted together,
They knitted together.
But their cursed ill-wisher
Went to their grave.
41. She plucked them off,9
And she withered them in her hands,
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Both these two little flowers,
Both these two little flowers.
Somoska (Moldavia). Performed by a woman ofseventy. Veress, 1930
163 = MF 2458/b.

= NE 1941,

Cf. Leader 313.
Divergences: The ballad of Merika-Margitka is a fairly uniformly developed
type in Moldavia, showing no signs of extemporization and the concomitant
expansion and modification of the text (a feature not uncommon anyway in
Moldavian ballads). The power and cruelty of the mother-in-law, who was in a
position to kill her daughter-in-law unpunished seems to be so strange to presentday singers that they insert various motivations in certain variants. One refers to the
pride of the young woman by words known from the formulation of the ballad on
the Haughty Wife: "Come, daughter-in-law, come, For I have brought you a silken
veil! I don't want it, mother, I don't want it, For I have got one." (Each line
repeated.) In the same manner, the mother-in-law offers a silk shirt, and a silk skirt,
all in vain. After such preliminaries the daughter-in-law has to make her choice
between the various kinds of deaths. Elsewhere social differences are involved, the
motif being borrowed from The Two Chapel Flowers: "Pieter Raduly junior, My
son, you shall marry! You shall marry, son, one of the lords' daughters! Mother,
my dear mother, instead of marrying one of them, I shall sooner marry my serfs
daughter, Marinka in Romanian, Margitka in Hungarian." A solution indicating
quite recent origin is when the young man goes to work instead of going to wars:
"He left her to his mother; He left her to his mother, And went to work; And when
he returned home in the evening ... " In such case, justice is also done according to
the taste of modem times: "He took his mother by the neck, He took his mother by
the neck, And he took her the place where Marinka was laid, And he burnt her
mother, too ... " In mediaeval texts the son never punishes his mother, rather he
kills himself for sorrow. There are several variants of deaths between which the
young wife can make her choice: "Shall I shoot you in the head, shall I knock you at
the head, Or will you serve as a candlestick throughout the night? I shall serve, I
shall serve as a candlestick" "Shall you give light to my table guests?" The young
man's return is also motivated in some of the variants: first he asks three soldiers
about his sweetheart, "But his magic steed begins to speak: "Master, my dear
master, don't you beat me, don't you spoil me! Your Marinka is at home, and you
will find her in the rose garden, Under the rosebush . .. " Memory of this motif may
return in another text: "Turn back turn back, my steed, So that we may go Right to
the rose field ... " Before the young man commits suicide in a Moldavian variant, he
utters the formula known throughout Europe: "If you have died so terrible a death
for my sake, Let me die an even more terrible death for you sake!" A variant of the
grave flower motif is also interesting to note here: "They were growing, growing,
until they rose above the altar. They knitted together their heads. Whenever their
father and mother went into the church, Both of them lowered their heads. When
their father and mother left the church, They rose their heads at once. You did not
take pity on us while we were alive, Don't pity us now that we are dead. Forget us
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for ever! May God give such father, Such father and such mother Who do not hate
their child, But let him marry the one he loves!" (By the way, the presence of the
grave flower motif can be traced up in the Palots variant as well.)

Earliest provenience: 1841-42. Petrtis. Klezse.
Dissemination: Tolna county (Bata), N6grlid county (Mihalygerge), Moldavia (Bogdanfalva 2,
Gajcsana, Klezse 9, Nagypatak, Somoska 2, Trunk, Ojfalu). Total: 19.
Textual relationships with other ballads: Choice between the kinds of death: 1.; grave flower: 9.,
10., (37.), 38.,48. (68.); the lover commits suicide: 10.; occasional insertions: 9.,66.; addressing the
fishermen: 29. sending away the husband: 10., 12.
Tunes: I. = No. 76, 2. = No. 78, seven variants; of the examples given below, 4. occurs in four, 5.
in two variants.
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Variants in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1. Davenson 4. 2. Legrand. Romania 10, 369. 3-4. Barbeau 1962, 119 and 123. 5-12.
Millien 1906 I 95A-F + 2 variants. 13. Smith. Romania I, 355.14. BujeaudII, 215.15. Smith. Romania
10,584. 16. Smith . Romania 7, 64 (contaminated). 17. Arbaud 1,91. 18. Tiersot 1903, 100--102. 19.
Melusine 1896, 69. 20. Rev. Trad, Pop. 1897,294. 20/a Puymaigre. 47.
BRETON: 21 . Villemarque 19.
FLEMISH: 22. Lootens-Feys 38 = D. VIr. 76/ 1. 23. D. VIr. 76/2.
DANISH: 24-41. DgF 342. 42. DgF 343.
CATALAN: 43. Wolf 14.
SPANISH: 44-47. Cossia-Solano 104-107. 48. Cossio 18. According to Armisted. it is known in
Castile, Catalonia as well as among the Spanish Jews of Morocco and Yugoslavia.
ITALIAN: 49- 53. Nigra 55A-C + 2 variants. 54. Ferraro 187037.
GREEK: 55. Liibke 229, D. VIr. 76, enumerating 136 variants. See further, Baud-Bovy 1936
236-9.
'
ALBANIAN: 56. Deutsches Jahrb. f. Vkde 1958, 564 = Stockmann-Fiedler-Stockmann 25.
ROMANIAN: 57. Marinescu 17.58. Fplea 15.59. Papahagi 1925, 389. 60-61. Alexics 289 and
362. 62. Pompiliu 50. 63. Teodorescu. 623. 64. Sevastos. 248. 65. ~zatoarea 1893,7.66. Tocilescu 1/11
1067. 67. Vasiliu 33. 68. Amzulescu 306 (enumerating twenty-two variants, including those mentioned
before).
GERMAN: 69. D. VIr. 77/ 1 (Transylvanian Saxon variant).
BULGARIAN: 70. Arnaudov 1913, 112.
SERBO-CROAT: 71. Kuhaclll, 243, Notes to 1053. 72-76. Zganec 1950--1952 197b, 198a-<. 77.
Zganec 1950352. 78. KaCie-Miosic, 118t. 79. Nikolic. 86t. 80. Strekelj 151.
. SLOVAK- MORAVIAN: 81 . SI. Sp. Ill, 592 = Hortik 1958 13 (enumerating a further four
vanants). 82. Sreznevski 7. 83. Kolectiny 13. 84. Medveczky 1906, 253 = Medveczky 1923 14 •. 85. SI.
Pohl. 1897,497.86--87. Slov. Sp. 11. 476 and Ill. 310. 88. Susi/92/ 193. 89-90. Bartos- Janticek 1901
39a-b. (Burlasova 9abcd)
POLISH: 91 . Kolberg 1857, lIe. 92. Kolberg 1871-84 101. 93. Kolberg 1885, I 170.
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RUSSIAN: 94. Hilferding I 299. 95- 96. Rev. Et. Slaves 1932, 215. 97. Sov. Folkl. 1936, 142- 151.
98- 103. Astakhova 131 , 11. 190, 195, 197, 204, 219. 104. Chernyshev 244. 105. Ko/berg 1882- 188911. 117.
106- 107. G% vatsky I 30-31. 108. Sok%v 263. 109- I10 . Ba/ashov, 54 and 57. Ill . Untur 1959, 63 (D.
VIr. enumerating seventy-one variants).
LITHUANIAN: see the five variants listed by D. Vir.

It can be readily recognized that the ballad under discussion is closely related
to one of the most beautiful and oldest French ballads, that of Porcheronne. The
story of Variant 11. runs as follows. Monsieur de Beauvoire married young. His
bride was so young that she could not even dress by herself. He had been tending her
only for three days when he received a letter to say that he must go to the wars. "0,
accursed letter, accursed writer! My mother is too cruel, she will send my young
wife to guard the animals grazing on the pasture.-Mother, here is my wife, look
after her well, see that she does nothing but eat, drink and go to Mass properly."
Sieur Beauvoire had hardly gone to the wars before his wife was made to herd
swines. She fed the swines for seven years but never laughed or sang. At the end of
the seventh year she began to sing. "Stop, my page, stop for Heaven's sake, I hear a
voice singing like the voice of my sweetheart!" "Go along this road and you will
find her." He goes, and does in fact find the poor girl who does not recognize him,
and from a long talk between the two it transpires that she has not slept in a bed for
seven years, she has not eaten anything else but oatsbread, she has not washed, and
in some of the variants her mother-in-law even offers her to the distinguished
stranger for the night. And it is not until she, calling for her absent husband to help
her, ready to throw herself from the window, that the knight reveals his identity and
upbraids his mother.
The Italian variant (49.) closely follows the French: The handsome young
man marries and soon he leaves for the wars. "Mother, I entrust my wife to your
care", says he, asking her at the same time not to send her wife to work but to let her
sit embroidering in her room. No sooner does he leave the home than his mother
make the young wife herd swines and forces her to cut wood. She performs her
duties for seven years, without laughing or singing; when first she begins to sing, her
husband appears, asking whom the herd of pigs belongs to. "To my mother-in-law,
and I wish God may call her away!" He invites her to dine with him, but she does
not dare to, because she has not cut enough wood. The man goes to his I11other, who
fails to recognize him; he asks her for her daughter-in-law and she offers him her
own daughter. In the end, the man makes his mother servant-maid to his wife.
The story of the Danish variant (DgF 342) may be summed up as follows. The
man marries a girl whom his mother hates to death: "Even though I am to live till
summer or autumn, I shall see that you have a changed voice." The man goes to the
wars and entrusts his wife to his mother's care. The woman grows ill. But in vain
does she ask her mother-in-law for water to drink or for a cup of wine. She sends a
page home, who finds her mother, who comes and ask about her daughter. "She has
died and is buried." The mother-in-law pretends not to know where the young
woman's grave is. The girl's mother goes to the graveyard and hears her daughter's
voice arising from the earth. She has her warriors dig up the dead body, takes it
home and has her girl's mother-in-law burnt. The only variant of 343.1introduces
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some slight change into the story inasmuch as it states that the girl is not yet married
to her would-be spouse, and when her bridegroom is about to join the army, he
admonishes her not to go to his mother; the girl forgets about it and goes to visit her
mother-in-law, thus giving rise to her tragedy. (Anyway the story is the same, even
the beginning formula is identical with the words of the girl's would-be mother-inlaw who promises to spoil the girl's voice even at the cost of her life.) This is a casual
ramification of the main plot, in which the story receives---(:uriously enough though
in a manner not alien to Danish balladry-a happy ending: the girl dug up from her
grave becomes wife to the Prince.
The beginning of the French and Italian ballad is undoubtedly identical with
the Transdanubian and Moldavian ballad (and the Palots variant can also be
recognized as one mediated from the French or Italians). The difference lies in the
intensification of the mother-in-Iaw's cruelty in the Hungarian ballad to the point
where she actually kills the wife. In Moldavia, the corresponding scene had been
borrowed from the ballad of the Unfaithful Wife (l.}-the motif of burning alive-which once applied, the rest of the story could not further follow the line of the
French pattern; this is the reason why some suitable formulas had to be resorted to
in order to supply the ballad with a proper ending (in the given instance, with that of
The Disgraced Girl type 10.) The East-European versions deriving from the
Hungarian have long been collated with the French Porcheronne (D. VIr. 77.)
which is another indication of the fact that two kinds of solutions are recognizably
connected with each other.
The East-European versions--except for two Southern Slav variant-apply
by and large the same modifications in the text as the Hungarian. Such familiar
motifs are to be found in them as are the murder of the young wife, sending the
husband on wide-goose chase, and what is even more revealing, several northern
and southern Slav variants include the element typical of Hungarian balladry: the
young wife is with child who dies with her, and the husband accuses his mother with
triple murder before committing suicide. This motif is known from numerous
variants of the Disgraced GirL It seems therefore that the neighbouring nations'
texts have combined two different Hungarian ballads.
On the other hand, the Greeks preserved the original French form: the
mother-in-law makes the young wife to guard thd livestock, and the returning
husband finds her alive. The story is, of course, afuplified by several details, for
instance, she is told to stay with the herd till it reaches a certain size, and when this
happens by a marvel, and she drives the herd home, she encounters her husband;
another amplification is that the denouement takes place at a great feast. The
Greeks must have acquired the story during the period in the forteenth and fifteenth
centuries when Cyprus was ruled by French kings; at that time several French texts
and melodies spread among the Greeks, as demonstrated by Baud-Bovy (1956) .
Consequently, the Greek form has to be distinguished from the other eastern
European forms.
The Albanians have abridged the Greek ballad to become quite a brief story.
The husband goes to the wars. No sooner does he step out of the door than the
mother-in-law cuts off the young wife's braid and sends her to mind the flock of
sheep. The young man returns and asks his mother about his wife. "She has died"379

answers the mother, and when the man wants to see the grave, she pretends that it
had been washed away by flood. At this moment the young wife appears in the door
and relates her story.
In the Slovak and Moravian-speaking areas the heroine is a maid-servant
instead of a wife, whom the young prince leaves pregnant when he goes to the wars,
and afterwards his mother, the princess, has her killed. Apart from this motif, there
are also other traits to connect the ballad to the Hungarian version; for instance, the
prince receives warning from his horse about the trouble at home (81.}--which
occurs here and there also with the Russians (104.); the returning young man learns
that his wife had died when the gate is opened; the sending of the husband on fool's
errands follows, and finally the closing formula of the ballad of the Disgraced Girl
also appears with the usual desire: "May my body rest together with yours!"
The Hungarian ballad spread, via the Ukrainians, toward the north-east,
reached the eastern Poles, Russians and Lithuanians, and proceeded as far as
Archangel, everywhere in the Hungarian form, with the wife tortured to death, and
other amplifications or omissions. One of the omissions is that the husband does
not go to the wars but simply "rides off' (something similar is found in the Palots
fragment); among the amplifications we find the justification of the mother-inlaw's cruelty by reference to the fact that her son married the girl without her
previous consent; in certain variants this plot is mixed up with the stories of other
ballads (cf. D. VIr. 4, 156-8). The Lithuanian version has developed from the
Russian.
The Romanian is also connected with the Hungarian version. The complete
German edition (D. VIr.) quotes only No. 59. with reference to the French form,
because in it the husband finds the imprisoned and starving wife still alive in the end.
A survey of the variants, however, convinces us that it is not the French plot that is
here involved, for there the husband returning from the war first meets his wife,
unrecognized, in the fields, and goes back with her to his mother, who also fails to
recognize him, and therefore does not deny her to him. As against this, the
Romanian text has, just as the Hungarian, that the returning husband goes first to
his mother, because his wife is nowhere to be found; after several evasive answers,
the mother sends the young man hither and thither, but he eventually finds her.
Variations on the basic theme are the following: the mother says the young wife is
dead and refuses to give information about the place where she had been buried,
and eventually he finds her dead (57.); the mother says the young wife is dead
(without being asked about the grave) and sends her son to various places where the
woman had allegedly died, they both die and grave-flowers grow out of their dead
bodies (64.); there is no mention of either death or grave, but the man seeks and
finds her at once in the prison, and the ballad is ended with the terse statement that
they both died (58.); she says her daughter-in-law is dead, but she is not willing to
show him the grave and there is no meeting at the end (60--61.); she says her
daughter-in-law is dead, refusing to show her grave, yet the husband finds her alive
(59.,62. , and 63.); finally, there is no mention of death, the husband goes straight to
the prison to find his wife alive (66. and 67.). This vacillation in the death motif and
the concomitant variability of the denouement is a much safer sign of a Hungarian
origin than it would be if all the Romanian variants followed the Hungarian plot
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terminating with death. (After all, such a solution may occur to anyone in any
nation.) But such a circular motion round a motif-nucleus, with minor or major
divergences, can show only one thing: a start from, and increasing variations of the
motifs have to be assumed, in which the various developments were able-or
unable- to free themselves from the model. The trend of variations is shown also by
the fact that the overwhelming majority of the Romanian variants have come up
from areas that used to belong to Hungary. (Eighteen of the 22 variants published
by Amzulescu originate from there, and the nineteenth from the Tatros valley
situated between lands inhabited by Csang6s and Szekelys.)
Among the southern Slavs, it is also the Hungarian form that appears, with
differing embellishments and omissions. Sometimes the mother-in-law does away
with the young wife with poison made from a snake's head, a motif borrowed from
the " Schwester Giftmischerin" type of ballads (cf. D. Vir. IV, 156). 72. is so much
eroded that even the farewell scene is omitted, in which the husband leaves his wife
to the care of his mother. The heroine's name: Kata, Katica betrays anyway the fact
of borrowing, these forms of pet names for Catherine being used only in Hungarian.
Since my first study was published, the H ungarian-Transdanubian variant has been
successfully hunted up, and indeed, the heroine in it is also called Fair Damsel
Katica.

There are, however, three Croat variants which preserve the French, more
precisely the Greek form : the young wife is sent to look after the flock , and that is
how she meets her husband again. Of two of them (78- 79.) D. Vir. states that they
preserve a relationship with the Cypriot or the general Greek form through the
miraculous growth of the flock and the closing feast scene. To these we may add 71.
Considering all, we have to think of the Greek tradition infiltrating the Croat area
via emigrant Greeks, or else we have to suppose a literary transmission, since the
text of 78. is a counterfeat of the "collector", as I have been advised through the
courtesy of Stojan VujiCic.
The eastern European variants-except the Greek and Albanian onesoriginate from the Hungarian, which fact is indicated by several signs. But apart
from this consideration, the mutually independent western and eastern groups can
be linked only through the mediating role of French settlers in Hungary in this
instance as well as in so many other. It is only the Italian version that raises some
difficulty in this respect. To wit, the Italians have got the French form, too, while
the Hungarian material is so eroded that the extant fragmentary texts with their
scanty French elements cannot be distinctly separated from the Italian formulation.
Furthermore, since the ballad occurs outside the Piedmontese Region, too, it is not
fully precluded that the Hungarians had acquired the ballad through Italian
transmission. (Italians also settled in Hungary in mediaeval times.)
For this time, therefore, we would be faced with the question of an isolated
case of a Hungarian ballad having been borrowed from the Italians. Nevertheless,
there is not a single sign indicating an Italian origin of the ballad type as a whole. On
the contrary, we have a strong argument against such a supposition: there is no
trace of the Italian formulation to be found among the southern Slavs; they had
borrowed the theme from the Hungarians (sporadically from the Greeks).
Therefore it can be assumed with a higher degree of certainty that this ballad had
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passed, together with numerous other ballads, from the French to the Hungarians,
only in this instance we are not able to demonstrate the French priority against the
Italian in so clearcut a form as in the other cases.

Literature: Zhdanov 1889; surveys the Russian variants; Baud-Bovy 1936, 236-239; the Greek
variant probably originates from the Italian- French and Iberian parallels; Seemann 1951 : lists the
northern Slav and Lithuanian variants; Csamidi and Vargyas 1954: discuss the Hungarian without
entering into comparative analysis; Hordlek and Hordlkova 1958: treats the subject together with the
themes of the returning soldier; Vargyas 1960: French origin; Stein 1960: Transy1vanian Saxon
originates from the Romanian; Ronai 1965a, b: publishes a Transdanubian variant; Mitruly 1965: the
Romanian originates from the French, the Hungarian from the Romanian; Vargyas 1965b: refutes
Mitruly; Vargyas 1967: French origin. Stein, H . 1979: rejects my results without yielding acceptable
ones instead.

29. THE GIRL ABDUCTED BY THE TURKS

79.

The water of the Tisza and the Duna is flowing downwards,
On it floats, on it floats a beautiful golden galley,
In the galley, in the galley is a hideous Turkish voivod.
That way, that way walks the fair maid of Komarom,
5. With two pitchers on her arms, she walks down to the Danube.
Give me some water, give me some water, fair maid of Komarom!
How can I give you water, you hideous Turkish voivod?
You are in the middle of the Danube, and I am at the bank of the Danube!
She extends her pitcher: he takes her by her white arm
10. And drags her onto the galley, on board of the galley.
Come and embrace me, fair girl of Komarom!
May the Fiend from Hell embrace you!
Come and kiss me, fair maid of Komarom!
May a wild lion from the desert kiss you!
15. Come and lie beside me, fair maid of Komarom!
May the Hungarians' weapon lie beside you!
He hit her in the face with his iron gauntlet so that crimson blood flowed from her
nose and mouth.
The bed of the Danube is the bottom of my coffin,
The two banks of the Danube are the two sides of my coffin,
The waves of the Danube are my winding-sheet,
20. The fish of the Danube are my coffin-nails,
The tiny fish of the Danube are my mourners,
The birds of the sky are my choir.
Fishermen, fishermen, fishermen of the Danube:
By Thursday noon you shall fish me out,
25. You shall fish me out and you shall bury me as well!
My clothes, my clothes, my finest clothes,
You shall fall off the peg, you shall shoulder each other,
So may my mother learn that you are lamenting for me!
She plunged into the middle of the Danube,
30. Fishermen caught her corpse by Thursday noon.
Her finest clothes fell off the peg,
They fell off the peg, and they shouldered each other.
So her mother learned that her daughter had died.
Magyarszentmihtily (Torontal county). Kalmany = Ethn. 1914, 36.
Cf. Leader 266.
Known from one single extant variant.
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Textual relationships with other ballads: A similar beginning formula is to be found in Type 30.
The words addressed to the clothes are a commonplace occurring also in Type 12. (The Bride Found
Dead), further in the variants of Types 11., 13., 15. and 31.; and the words addressed to the fishermen can
be met with in the Transdanubian variants of Type 28. (This correspondence between the mentioned
Types must be of rather old origin, because both groups of variants maintained relics of long extinct
ballads isolated from each other, and in their extant forms no interaction can be imagined between
them.) The self-lament of the girl recurs in Types 52. and 118.
Tune: Quite exceptionally, Kalmany had sent the melody of this ballad to the editorial office of
Ethnographia where it wast lost somehow.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1.Smith Romania 7, 68 (contaminated). 2. Decombe 104.
Partial variant: 3. Doncieux 42 (enumerating 28 variants). 4. Champfleury-Weckerlin 214
(contaminated). 5-12. Rossat8a-h. 13. Fleury 247.14. Puymaigre 1865, 106. 15. Blade 36. 16-17. Mil/ien
143-145 (mutilated). 18-23. Canteloube I, 157,11,381, Ill, 197, IV, 62, 115,326 (without mentioning the
suicide), 306 (contaminated with French lOO). 24. Weckerlin 1887 41 = Beaurepaire 151-152. 25.
Beauquier 124. 26. Gagnon 38, 27-29. Rolland 11, 4p-s. 30. Legrand XII, 31- 34. Smith VII, 68- 70. 35.
Benoist III,36. Decombe I (contaminated). 37. Simon 186. 38. Barbeau 193751. 39-40. Idem 1962391 and
384.
ITALIAN: 41-45. Nigra 14.
BRETON: 46-47. Rolland III 186ab. 48-49. Canteloube IV, 391 and 384.
ROMANIAN: 50. Alexics. 279. 51- 53. Papahagi 1925 362, 367 and 408. 54-56. Bibicescu 261,
267,271. 57. Teodorescu. 635. 58-59. Vulcanu.8 = Marinescu. 45 and 28. 60-61 . Tocilescu 1/ 1,35,1/2,
1248. 62. Sevastos. 311 . 63. Vasiliu 26.64. Ba1ade 88. 65a. Briiiloiu 98. 65b. Moldovan . 48. 66. Amzulescu
70 (partial variant). Amzulescu lists 54 variants under No. 54, and publishes No. 57.
Partial variants:
BULGARIAN: 67. A-V 143.68-70. Arnaudov 1913 84-86. 71 . SbNU 11,36, No. 6.72. Stoin
19282740. 73-74. Idem 1934 174 and 340.
SERBO-CROAT: 75- 76. Vuk I 721- 722. 77. HNP 7 No. 358.· 78. Rajkovic 221.·
SLOV AK: 79--81. SI. Sp. 1418 (= Horak 195829),11 797, III 513. 82. SL' P' 11 602. 83. Koleeany
7. 84. Medveczky 1906,253. 85-86. Ko1hir 11 6--7. 87. Nemcova 13, 59.· 88. Vac/avik. 304.·
89. Medveczky 1923. 4.· 90. Bartok 1959, 186a.
MORA VIAN: 91-95. SuiilI47/310-313 + variants. 96-98. BartoSl90117, 19,20,99. Idem 1889
41.·
DANISH: 100-114. DgF 241.
GREEK: cf. Baud-Bovy 1936,258-262 ("La fille voyageuse") and Bojatzides.·

In western European material the theme is not to be met with, apart from a
Breton song relating a tale in the Breton epic style, that is in a marvel-fantasy form
of much detail. The story runs as follows: the Anglo-Saxons raid the harbour of
Dourduff and carry off a girl. They take her aboard their ship, while she sobs and
sobs. To calm her, the captain says that her life is not endangered, only her honour,
whereupon the girl prays to the Holy Virgin, for she would die a hundred times than
sin once, and throws herself into the sea. One variant says that she is swallowed by a
white fish, and taken to the shore, to her parents; in another variant two fish with a
white cross on their backs, carry her ashore on their backs, but there are also texts in
which she simply drowns in the sea, and the whole village laments her as she is
buried.
In general, the texts of ballad character in the Breton tradition are of French
origin. It seems to be granted that this song,too, -originates from a shorter and more
ballad-like French text, which is no longer extant. To wit, the French have eight
different variants of the ballad type dealing with the fate of the girl abducted by
soldiers. (Cf. French 10., 11 .,25.,42., 50.,53. and 129.) In seven of these variants the
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girl makes desperate efforts to escape disgrace, mostly by death, in one case by
sham-death, and in another case by a magical change into a bird. In No. 2. it is not
the soldiers but the lord of the manor that abducts her on horseback: fleeing from
him, she throws herself into the river, but first she similarly prays to the Holy Virgin.
But among the eight types there is one even closer to the Breton: the sailors' song
beguiles the girl into going aboard the ship, and she is taken out to sea; when she is
asked to undress, she takes the knife of one of the sailors with the pretext that she
wants to cut her apron string, and stabs herself with it. It is this very wide-spread
song (3-45.) that may represent a recent and transformed shape of a no longer
existing French ballad, the story of which survives only among the Bretons
nowadays. One of the variants has preserved, indeed, details of the original, though
in a corrupted and contaminated form (1.): instead of the suicide with the knife, the
young man throws the wailing girl into the sea, to the accompaniment of the
following words: "Chantez, chantez, grenouilles, vous avez de quoi chanter, Vous
avez de l'eau it boire et ma mie it manger". Here we have part of the ballad worn
down till it is meaningless, referring to frogs in the sea! This is obviously a secondary
development, which has none the less preserved the memory of the river water,
together with the fragment of the girl's words-put into the man's mouth. Further
evidence is offered by the Greek and the Danish versions. The Greeks know the
story of the girl beguiled into going aboard the ship, and they mainly relate it with
the suicide committed with the knife in the end; but parallel with this, they also have
the scene of the Breton ballad: the girl throws herself into the water, her body is cast
ashore by the waves and buried amidst much wailing. The Danish ballad runs
almost like this, only the ending is different: A woman goes to the sea shore and sees
a ship nearing. She sells her wine to the sailor, who makes her drunk, so he rapes her,
and then sails off in stealth. The woman wakes up and cries for her sons and
daughters whom she had closed up in her home. The sailor assures her that she may
not return home before she has a son big enough to row and a daughter big enough
to sew. Upon this, the woman lowers her hair and jumps into the sea. She is
swimming night and day until she reaches the shore and her father's house. Since the
Greeks and the Danes borrowed their ballads from the French in a direct way, we
have every reason to suppose that the lost French song must have been similar to the
Breton story.
On the basis of all this, the outlines of a French ballad can be discerned, in
which the girl carried away and taken onto the ship is threatened by rape, and, after
praying to the Holy Virgin, and appealing to the fish and frogs,jumps into the river.
That the Bretons should have taken the swallowing by fish literally and
transformed it into a miraculous escape is quite in keeping with the nature of d'ieir
poetry of marvels and fantasy. Notwithstanding this, they have kept the plot of the
original ballad; the two French variants have preserved a fragment of its wording
each, and the Hungarian ballad has preserved it all.
The Hungarian re-modelled version spread out in every direction to the
neighbouring countries, although for the most part the most striking motif had
been retained by the borrowers: the girl's appeal to the fish and her jumping into the
water.
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The Romanian variants are nearest to the Hungarian. The main motif of the
latter can be discerned in the former. Sandru's daughter Ilincuta goes to fetch water.
She is to marry the son of the Turkish sultan. When now she reaches the wellsometimes the Danube or the sea- she sees the Turks. In some variants she beholds
them from the window of her home, or as she sweeps the yard. She runs into the
house and asks her mother to hide her. The mother says her daughter is dead, and
even shows her grave to the Turks. But a cunning old Turk discovers her hidi~g
place. She is carried away. (So far the plot is reminding us of the story of the gul
married against her will.) When they reach the water's edge, .she asks them to }et her
drink or wash her face which granted she throws herself 1Oto the water wIth the
word~: I would be food for fish and crayfish (or frogs) rather than the Turk's wife! "
(There are variants in which these words recur in a form deprived of any meaning:
"I would rather be a reaper than belong to you-I would scythe more than has ever
been seen before ... I would be a servant and go to serve gentlemen .. . ", and the
like. (53.» There is even one (65.), which continues in a strain that resembles the
Breton song: "There happened to be a pike there which swallowed the girl. So what
did the Turk do? He sent for fishermen. They bought a net and caught many fish.
Sure enough, they caught the pike, cut it open and took Honka out. She was dead,
yet she was taken to the Pasha. And she was so be~ut~ful that they alw~ys k:~t her
on their hands while carrying her". In folk poetry sImIlar to the Breton m Sptrtt the
ballad thus goes through a similar change! Links to the H.ungarian are the fo~ula
of appeal to the fish, the Turk as kidnapper, and the meet10g at the water-draw1Og;
elements that separate it are the episode ofthe attempt to hide her and the demands
for the girl, and finally the fact that the girl escapes not fr?m a s~ip but .from a
coach. (The latter being elements of the ballad of The Bnde ~y1Og ~unng the
Wedding Procession.) At the same time, it differs from the Breton m precIsely these
points.
.
In the countries to the north of Hungary-wIth the Slovaks and the
Ukrainians, who are neighbours to the Romanian as well-the words of the ~irl
jumping into the water has been similarly incorporated into the story of "The Bnde
Dying during the Wedding Procession". With them it is not.for sorrow th~t the
bride dies but when reaching the Danube she asks for someth1Og to eat and Jumps
into the ~ater, saying: " Swallow me, tiny fish, so that I may not be a friend to the
Turks" much in the same way as in the Romanian variant. According to the variant
collected by Ko/Lar (85.) "It is more pleasant to be in the Danube than to live in the
Turkish harem. Christian death is more beautiful than pagan life." Ballads never
speak about harems, and in them the Turks always have wives. Apparently,
deliberate literary intervention is responsible for the introduction of these concepts
alien to the world of ballads. (Cf. Hora/ek 1959.)
Still more remote and obscure are the textual relationships between the
Hungarian and the southern neighbours' ballads. For among them the lea~ into the
water is inserted into a number of different plots. One of the Bulganan tales
speaking of White Jana (Queen Isabella of Hungary) incorporated the motif in a
way that after the capture of Buda she is carried off as a slave by the Turks. On
reaching the Danube, she asks them to untie her hands so that she may wash her
face. There is no mention of fish or crayfish: she only appeals to the Danube to take
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her rather than let the Turks have her. (67. and 71 .) In 69. and 70. she meets her lover
at the spring, but finally the Turk still carries her off to be his wife; on the way she
throws herself into the Danube, and the Turk shouts after her that the fish and
crayfish will eat her, to which she replies she would rather they than the Turk ate
her. In the same story she sometimes kills herself with a dagger. (68.) In Vuk's
Serbian text the girl flees from her elder brother and an incestuous marriage into the
watery grave; here the characteristic appeal is addressed to the fish of the sea.
Neither here not in the Croatian texts, and the Serbian texts from the Bacska does
she escape from the ship. (77- 78.) But in the latter, fleeing from the Turk, she wishes
to become food for the fish .
The nations neighbouring the Hungarian to the north, east and south all put
into the girl's mouth the formula: "I had rather belong to the fish than to the
Turk!" This sentence must have been included in the text of the Hungarian ballad as
well. Otherwise it could not have passed from one people to another by jumping
over Hungarian territories (even if it were not of Hungarian origin). Anyway, the
formula comes up in one of the variants of Type 31.: "Instead of becoming soldiers'
prisoner, I shall rather become supper for frogs, supper for frogs, dinner for fish ."
The only extant Hungarian variant, notwithstanding all its poetic beauty, seems to
be fairly eroded, and we cannot be certain that it has preserved every detail of the
general concept. In any case, it did preserve the main traits of the western ballad,
which cannot be stated with reference to the neighbouring peoples' balladry. In
spite of this, the latter are unmistakably connected with the Hungarian, and show at
the same time divergences between themselves as regards the frame of the plot and
certain details. From all this it can be concluded that the Hungarian ballad is an
adaptation of a French (possibly Breton) ballad, whose details had proceeded from
Hungary as a focal point towards the neighbouring peoples. Since it is rare with
both the French and the Hungarians, it may well belong to the earliest group of
borrowings, probably originating from the early fourteenth century.

Literature: Kolmany 1914, 37: compares with Romanian 65. (in company of other, erroneous
agreements); Csanodi and Vargyas 1954: accepts Romanian parallelism stated by Kolmany; Manga
1956: Slovak and Hungarian variants came into existence owing to similar historical conditions;
Vargyas 1960: French origin; Mitruly 1962: demonstrating Romanian influence in texts which are, in
my opinion, irrelevant to the point; Putilov 1965: since it is widerspread in Slav territo~es, the
French- Hungarian origin is not likely; Vargyas 1967 = 1960; Sirovotka 1966--67 and 196811: In Czech
and Moravian territories its spread is mainly restricted to Moravia, showing the highest degree of
frequency in the neighbourhood of the Hungarian frontiers; the Turkish character is a secondary
development.
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30. THE GIRL ESCAPED FROM THE TURKS

80.
The water of the bonny Danube is softly flowing, flowing,
Fair Pink Orzsebet washes in it.
She is washing her two white beautiful arms,
Her two white beautiful legs, her fair crimson cheeks.
5. At once the chief Turkish pasha caught her.
\
They are going, they are going towards Turkey,
As they are going, the chief Turkish pasha asks:
Fair Pink Orzsebet, do you love me?
Did not love you, you could not have taken me!
10. They are going, they are going towards Turkey,
The chief Turkish pasha asks her once more:
Fair Pink Orzsebet, do you love me?
Did I not love you, you could not have taken me;
They are going, they are going towards Turkey,
15. The chief Turkish pasha asks her once more:
Fair Pink Orzsebet, do you love me?
Did I not love you, you could not have taken me!
There is a great feast with the chief Turks,
We are going to drink dream-wine as wel1, Fair Pink Orzsebet.
20. But you must not drink of it, if you love me,
For if you drink of it, you will go to sleep for good!
The others drank of it, but she did not.
She returned, she returned and went home.
25. She went home, and she went to her mother's home.
Open, mother, open your railed gates,
Open, mother, open your painted door,
For those fiends will soon reach me here.

The beginning scene, in which the girl is caught by the Turks, agrees with that of the previous
ballad. The scene of seduction and the subsequent motifs of escape and persecution, as well as that of the
Turks returning without having achieved their goal, show a fair agreement with the parallel scenes and
motifs of5. But the motif of the girl assuring the Turk of her love, and of the subsequent escape relates the
ballad, to a certain extent, with the ballad of The Enticed Wife (3.). (The words about the "dream-wine"
may refer, perhaps, to indulging in a hashish-like drug.) "Go away, fiend . .. " said by the mother to the
Turk, is adressed to the daughter in 5. These ballads from the Szeged region have been preserved in the
tradition of Hungarians that lived isolated in the period of Turkish occupation and point back to
mediaeval times as their origin. There is a strong interconnection between them, and in spite of their
fragmentary appearance, they have maintained a common traditional pattern-sometimes the
fragmentary portions are completed with elements borrowed from folk tales (cf. the motif of persecution
in the present ballad and that of the saliva speaking in human voice in 5.).

We are dealing here with an eroded variant of a mediaeval ballad that must
have originated in times before the Turkish occupation.

As soon as the mother let her daughter in, the Turks arrived.
Go away, you fiend, go away, and do not tempt me!
30. For I have no daughter: I am fishing for her in the Danube!
Nine weeks have passed since I began to search her!
I have sent twelve divers to search for her in the Danube.
She hid her daughter, the Turks could not find her and final1y went away.
Pdde (Torontal county) = Kalmany 1891,4.

Neither text variants nor tune are known.
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8. Myoid dear mother,
Surrender your daughter,
Surrender your daughter,
For we shall take you away!

31. THE GIRL KIDNAPPED BY SOLDIERS

9. We shall take you away
And we shall cut your head off,
And then we shall cut off
Her head as welL

81.
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I. Blow away, good wind, blow away

My grief and my sorrows!
Blow away, good wind, blow away
My grief and my sorrows!
2. Mother, my dear mother,
Hide me!
Turks are coming
To take me away.
3. The flag has been set up
On my gatepost,
The drum has been beaten
To grieve my heart.
4. Child, my dear daughter,
Where could I hide you,
Where could I hide you
So that I may save you?
5. Go into the pantry,
Hide there in the big chest!
At that moment they dashed in,
And they dashed into the house.
6. They streamed into the house,
Seventy-seven soldiers,
Seventy-seven soldiers,
The whole company.
7. Myoid dear mother,
Where is your daughter?
I don't know, I don't know,
Where she has gone.
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10. Go into the pantry,
There you will find her in a chest.
Go into the pantry,
There you will find her in a chest.
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11. They take out from the chest,
The poor soul, her daughter.
She began to bewail,
Lamenting with loud words of bewail:
12. My clothes, my clothes,
My beautiful, finely woven clothes!
When I am being beheaded,
Fall down upon the ground!
13. Fall down upon the ground
And mourn for me!
Fall down upon the ground
And mourn for me!
14. Mother, my dear mother,
Stay in peace,
Extend your right hand
So that I may kiss it once more!
IS. So that I may kiss it once more,
Once and last this time it will be,
Once and last this time it will be,
And this is our last farewelL
16. At once and at the place where she was standing
She fell down upon the ground,
She fell down upon the ground,
Down fell her dear mother.
17. She said lamenting,
She said with loud words of bewail:
My God, my God,
My beloved God!
18. Why did you create me
To be a mother on the earth,
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Why did you not create me
To be a tree in the forest!

Is sewing her shirt
With black silk.

19. Once more she asked her mother,
Her dear mother:
Mother, my dear mother,
I ask you a favour:

2. She is stiching with her needle
Threaded with pure gay silken thread,
She is knitting the holes, .
Filling them with her pouring tears.

20. After they had taken my head,
Put it into a copper plate,
Put in into a copper plate,
My poor head!

3. She looked down the slope,
Onto the corn-field:
Aye, there are coming
Seventy-seven soldiers.

21. Send it to Kolozsvar,
Let it be fixed on the gate of the castle,
So that everybody may see
How a kidnapped girl fares.

4. Seventy-seven soldiers,
The whole company.
They all streamed to the door
And called in.

22. Well, my dear mother,
Stay in peace,
This is the last time
We say farewell to each other.

5. Mother, my dear mother,
Hide me!
Soldiers are coming
To take me away.

23. And they made her poor daughter,
Her grievous daughter start on the way.
Loudly crying,
The poor mother stayed back.

6. Child, my dear child,
Where could I hide you?
Go into the pantry
And hide in the chest!

24. From above downwards,
A brook is flowing .
With lamenting words, he is looking for me,
Lamenting, my dear sweetheart.

7. But they streamed into the house,
Seventy-seven soldier,
Seventy-seven soldiers,
The whole company.

25. You are looking for me in vain, my sweetheart,
For I have been hidden,
Under the dry leaves of oak
I have been buried.

Uszped (Moldavia). Thirty-year-oldfemale performer. Kallos 1956 = MSZ 6277.
82.
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8. Where is your daughter?
Give her in my hand!
Then her dear mother
Began to lament her:
9. Go into the pantry,
She is hiding in a chest.
Go into the pantry,
She is hiding in a chest.
10. Wait a moment,
'Seventy-seven soldiers,
Let me speak a word or three
And take leave of her!
11. For every dead body
The bells are tolled three times.
The first two chimes are broken,
But the third is tolled to the end.
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12. But for my daughter
Not a single bell is tolled.
She is not yet dead,
Yet I must lament her.
13. The flag has been set up
On my gatepole,
The drum has been beaten
To grieve my heart.
14. I am going to serve the emperor,
But I am not proud of it.
It is only my bereaved heart
That makes me say this.
15. Soldiers' horses!
Do not carry me,
Do not carry me
As a bride!
16. Do not carry me
As a bride is carried,
But carry me
As a dead body is carried!
Leszped (Moldavia). Sixty-seven-year-oldfemale performer. KalMs 1959 = KalMs
1970 No . 95.

And fish's dinner,
Frogs' supper,
And fish's dinner.
Another variant changes, by means of the formula " Tisza did not take him in" into
the ballad of The Speaking Corpse only to continue, after some two stanzas with
motif known from The Test of Faithfulness. In some variants the girl curses her
mother for having betrayed her, while in two texts the mother hides her son before
he is taken to the soldiers, or to prison. In some cases the girl bids farewell to her
mother with the following words:
Mother, my dear mother, stay with peace!
May God reward you for all your kindness!
You have brought me up to this day and saved me from all troubles,
From danger of fire, water and all troubles.
And then she curses the soldiers.

Earliest provenience: 1954.
Dissemination: Moldavia (Gerh~n 3, Leszped 8, Pusztina, Racsila 2). Total: 14.
Textual relationships with other ballads: "Place my head (Take out My Heart),': 6.,20.,25.; "My

flowers , my flowers .. . " : 10., 11., 12., 13., 15.,29., 31.; " She is sitting in her window .. . " : 12., 14., 21.,
31.,43.,49. (Occasional mergers in certain variants are left out of consideration.)
Tunes: I. = 81 (four variants), 2. = No. 82. No. 7. occurs in two variants.

Divergences: Sometimes the mother pretends her daughter is dead:
My daughter is not here,
She has died, and I have buried her,
She has died and I have buried her
Under the double window,
She is buried deep, she is buried deep.
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There are two variants in which elements of The Girl Abducted by the Turks are
incorporated: the girl, reaching the edge of the river Tisza, jumps into the water,
saying:
Instead of becoming
Soldiers' prisoner,
Instead of becoming
Soldiers' prisoner,
I shall become
Frogs' supper,
I shall become
Frogs' supper,
I shall become
Frogs' supper,
Frogs' supper,
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No direct correspondence of this ballad can be found in European balladry.
The French have six different stories to relate the fate of the girl abducted by
soldiers, and such stories are to be found in the Iberian Peninsula as well (for the
former see the list of French variants in the chapter on The Girl Abducted by the
Turks, Type 29.; while for the Iberian ballad, see Armistead and Silverman 1971 ,
266). But the Hungarian text cannot be brought into any correlation with these. At
the same time, a certain degree of similarity can be discovered in the Romanian
counterpart of The Girl Abducted by the Turks, in which the Turks are looking for
I1inkuta in the house, and the mother tries to make them believe that her daughter is
dead; further, the scene of suicide and the speech addressed to the fish, occurring in
two Hungarian variants, can also be met with in the Romanian version. The Csang6
ballads often show a vaguely defined formulation, relating only the mere narrative
of the story, mainly in such instances when (1) they are not bound to a strictly
formulated Hungarian ballad-pattern; (2) a no longer extant ballad-story is
involved, of which only some blurred vistas of certain motifs linger now in the
memory; (3) fresh adaptations are remodelled and the texts have not yet been
adequately assimilated to local folklore tradition. Considering all this, the ballad
under discussion may well be a recent adaptation of the Romanian ballad of
I1inkuta-that is to say, it may be a re-adaptation of a ballad of Hungarian originbut it may equally be a Hungarian ballad that has reached the verge of final
extinction, the fragmentary portions of which are rounded off by attempts at
inclusion of various alien texts. Finally, it may be regarded to be a fragmentary relic
of the Hungarian ballad of The Girl Abducted by the Turks. If the latter case be
true, then the address to frogs and fish does not indicate a borrowing from the
Romanians but a survival of an old Hungarian ballad. The question will perhaps be
settled at a later date when further, so far latent, variants are discovered.

32. THE MOUNTAIN SHEPHERD MURDERED BY
ROBBERS
83.
Parlando ruOOto
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1. The handsome, white-skinned shepherd has a thousand lambs,
A thousand lambs and numberless sheep.
There arrive, there arrive three swineherds:
Good morning, good morning, handsome, white-skinned shepherd!
2. Welcome to you, three swineherds,
And I know, I know that you take my head.
When you have taken my head, bury me,
Bury me by the gate of my sheep-pen.
3. Put my longer pipe beside my head,
When wind comes and blows it, blows is softly,
People listening to it will say:
The handsome, white-skinned shepherd is lamenting himself.
4. Put my shorter pipe beside my feet.
When wind comes and blows it, blows it softly,
People listening to it will say:
The handsome, white-skinned shepherd is lamenting himself.
5. When you first reach a small, smoky house,
You will find myoId mother in it.
She is washing a large woolen cloth, mourning for me,
I know it well, I know it well, she will ask you about me.
6. When you first reach a flower garden,
You will find my two maiden sisters in it.
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They are setting flowers, mourning for me,
I know it well, I know it well, they will ask you about me.

Tunes: I. the published plus one variant, 2-8.: all from Moldavia.
Cf. Leader 341.

7. They will ask you if I had married.
Tell them that I had married
The offspring of Earth, the sister of Sun,
The offspring of Earth, the sister of Sun.

Versions in languages other than Hungarian:

Somoska (Moldavia). Seventy-year-oldfemale performer. S. Veress 1930
2458/a and M.H. 2457.

=

M .H.

Divergences: Instead of three swineherds sometimes we have "fiery thieves",
sometimes "renowned thieves" and rarely "three wicked Tartars".

Earliest provenience: 1843 (recorded by In ce Petras).
Dissemination: "Transylvania", Haromszek county

(Polyan), Moldavia (Klezse 5,
Kiilsorekecsin, Somoska 2, Trunk 3); 2 Transylvanian variants, 12 Moldavian. Total: 14.
Textual relationships with other ballads: certain phrases can be demonstrated from other ballads:
"fiery thieves": 20. "For the dead three chimes are tolled ... ", which may come up in any ballad.
I'll
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ROMANIAN: Amzulescu 196 (listing published variants), Fochi (publishes texts of825 variants
and a tune), Armistead kindly drew my attention to a Spanish manuscript ballad: "La Muerte del
pastor", the text of which shows a surprising agreement with this ballad (preserved in the Menendez
Pidal Archive).

This story is an adaptation of the most wide-spread Romanian ballad;
Miorita ("Little Lamb"). Three or sometimes nine shepherds are descending from
the mountain, driving their sheep down to the valley. They plan to kill one of their
fellows whom they envy because of his rich stock of sheep, and also because of his
handsome face. (Variants: the murder is committed by servants.) A miraculous
lamb warns the shepherd of the impending danger. The shepherd imparts to it his
/ last wish; he should be buried in the corner of the sheepfold, his flute should be put
by his head or into his hand (sometimes a trumpet or a mountain horn is
mentioned), so that their sound raised by the wind may remind the sheep of their
master. In certain Moldavian and Muntanian variants the ballad continues in the
strain of another song (23.), in which the shepherd asks people not to tell his mother
and his sweetheart that he is dead but tell them, that he had stayed at a place from
which there is no returning, that is he had united, figuratively, with nature. In the
Transylvanian variants, which are rather in the nature of shepherds' colindas
(Romanian Christmas carol), the plan of the murder is usually prepared by cousins
of the shepherd who send the "strange man" to fetch water, or to turn back the flock
of sheep. The divination of the miraculous sheep is often missing from the
Transylvanian variants. The variant published by Alexandri contains the following
lines: "When my mother asks you where I am, tell her that I have married a
princess, but you must not tell her that a star fell down while I was feasting myself at
my wedding, that my bestmen were the fir-trees, my wedding priests were the high
mountains, my musicians were the birds, a thousand of birds, and stars served as
torches."
The ballad is mainly known among the Csang6s of Moldavia, although it has
spread sporadically in the Hungarian population of Transylvania, too: it has been
recorded among the eastern Szekely settlements. Its dissemination among the
Hungarians may have been due to its poetic beauty, to the touching words with
which the state of mind of the shepherd is depicted, and also to the fact that the
attitude of the bequeathing shepherd shows a certain degree of similarity to some
Hungarian motifs of ballads. The Hungarians adopted the Transylvanian variant
in which the motif of the lamb's warning is omitted. At the same time, they
borrowed from the Moldavian and Muntanian variants the motif of sending word
to the mother and the sweetheart, telling them that he had married representatives
of natural forces (Sun, Earth), that is, a motif of figurative description of
annihilation.
Literature: Farago 1961; Fochi 1964; Vrabie 1966; Kriza 1969.
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33. THE YOUNG LORDS ESCAPED FROM THE
EMPEROR'S PRISON

84.

Comrade, my comrade, my best comrade!
It is seven years that we had been taken prisoners,
Cast into the jail of the emperor, for two grapes of vine;
Since that time we have not seen the go of the Sun
5. Nor the changing turn of the Moon and stars!
This was overheard by the beautiful daughter of the emperor standing outside
the door.
Do you hear what I say, two Hungarian young lords,
Young masters escaped from my father's prison?
10. Will you give me your words that if I get you out of here
You will take me to Hungary?
Brave Mikl6s Szihigyi answers her words:
We give our words, to be sure, beautiful daughter of the emperor!
At once the beautiful daughter of the emperor
15. Started out and went to his father's house.
She took in her hand the key to the prison,
She put into her pocket her few golden coins,
And she made speed to open up their door.
And they started, and left the place speedily.
20. As they were going on their way,
The beautiful daughter of the emperor looked back several times.
Listen to my words, two Hungarian young lords!
Young masters escaped from my father's prison:
Look there, and see my father's troup nearing;
25. Alas! As soon as they reach us, they will cut you into pieces,
And they will take me home.
Don't be afraid, don't be afraid, beautiful daughter of the emperor!
If this sword of mine does not break, they will not cut us to pieces,
Nor will they take you home, if God help us!
30. Comrade, my comrade, mind the young lady,
And I shall take care of the rest!
He reached the troup and entered into struggle with them.
On his way forward he cut a footpath,
And on his way back he cut a cart-track;
35. Of the whole big troup he left only one man alive
To go and bring tidings to those at home.
With this done, they continued their way.
Laszl6 Hagymasi spoke up, saying:
Comrade, my comrade, let's test each other
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40. And see which of us shall have the beautiful daughter of the emperor!
Listen to my words, two Hungarian young lords,
Young masters escaped from my father's prison!
You must not cut each other on my account:
Rather I fall on my knees so that you may take my head.
45. Thereupon brave Mikl6s Szihigyi spoke up, saying:
Comrade, my comrade, my best comrade,
I am ready to leave the beautiful daughter of the emperor to you,
For I have a betrothed bride at home;
Whom I promised to marry as my wedded wife!
50. After these words, the beautiful daughter of the emperor
Remained to stay with Laszl6 Hagymasi.
Brave Mikl6s Szilagyi started for home.
Laszl6 Hagymasi married the young lady.
"Szekeiyjoid", Samu SzabO = MNGY 1,160.
85.

5.

10.

15.

20.

25.
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As the two Hungarian young lords had been kept prisoners
In the emperor's prison, for two grapes of vine,
And they had been there, forgotten, for seven years,
In the emperor's prison, these two Hungarian young lords,
Grew very sad, and began to sing,
And they sang a song about their captivity:
My God, my beloved God!
Don't let us be kept in this dark prison any longer.
For it is seven years now that we have been here!
Since that time we have not know anything about the world outside,
We cannot see the go of the Sun,
We cannot see the changing turns of the stars.
The emperor's beautiful daughter overheard this standing by the door.
She addressed the two Hungarian young lords, saying:
Listen to my words, two Hungarian young lords,
Young masters who have been living in my father's prison for a long time!
Will you give me your word that if I get you out of this place,
You will take me to Hungary?
To her words the two Hungarian young lords answered:
Emperor's beautiful daughter, we give our words to you, to be sure.
The emperor's beautiful daughter started out
And went quickly to her bower,
She took what little change she had,
And she put her three hundred golden coins into her pocket.
Then she went up to her father's house.
She took in her hand the key to the prison;
She speeded then to the horses' stable;
And singling out her father's best palfreys,
She led out three saddled horses.
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were released by the emperor's beautiful daughter, supplying them with gold,
change and horses and oats for the way to Hungary where she also wished to flee.
His informant continued relating how the emperor sent soldiers after them,
emphasizing that brave Mikl6s Szilagyi did the great feat during the fight: "On his
way forward he cut a footpath, On his way back he cut a cart-track"; how the two
Hungarian young lords, reaching the borders of their country in the end, wanted to
fight with sword for the emperor's girl, to whose entreaties Mikl6s Szilagyi left his
sword unsheathed, remarking that she had had a betrothed bride at home. Gyulai
adds to these in his note to the ballad saying: "Travelling about my birthplace,
Transylvania, in 1845, as a student, I also heard a few fragmentary lines of the
ballad sung by an old slightly drunk Szekely in Olahfalu. I made a notation of it on
the spot, which I lost on the way (MNGY 1,557). As appears from these data, the
ballad was more widespread at that time. What is more, also a Slovak variant is
known from the sixteenth century.

30. On each of the three she placed a sharp sword.
She went to the gate of the prison,
And open its cracking lock quickly.
She called in loud words: Two Hungarian young lords!
35. Come out and see the light of the world,
The bright go of the beautiful shining sun,
And the changing turn of the stars!
The three of them set on a palfrey each,
And they started out on a broad, old way.
As they were going on their way, by the first blush of dawn,
40. The emperor's beautiful daughter looked back.
She beholds from afar a big host,
She beholds her father's cruel troup nearing.
With loud words she says to the two Hungarian young lords:
Lo, my father's cruel troup is nearing,
45 . They will cut you to pieces and take me back,
They will stain the earth with your crimson blood at this place.
Upon her words, the two Hungarian young lords answer:
They will not take you back, if God help us,
Nor will they cut us in pieces, if the sword does not break.
50. Anon the strong troup of the emperor arrived,
And they addressed the two Hungarian young lords:
Good morning, good morning, two Hungarian young lords!
Upon these words, the two Hungarian young lords answered:
55. Welcome to you, strong troup of the emperor!
Next the emperor's soldier spoke up, saying:
We have come to have a fight with you.
Upon these words, brave Mikl6s Szihigyi answered:
I don't mind, I don't mind if we want a fight.
60. On his way forward he cut a footpath,
And on his way back, he cut a cart-track.
Of all the big troup he left only one man
To bring tidings to the emperor.

"Csikszek". Collected by Kciroly SzabO. Source: a rural manuscript
158.

Textual relationships with other ballads: The fonnula used to characterize the hero's power to
fight: "On his way forward he cut a footpath, And on his way back he cut a cart-track" occurs in the
ballad of "The Hero Who Fell in Defence of His Household" (34.). Reference to the song of the
prisoners: 118.,22.; fight with the persecutors during which the girl hides: 17.; "It is seven years and
three days today": 39., 43.
Tune was not recorded.
Historical and international versions of the story: The story itself is much older than its first
recording from folk tradition. There are two extant variants of the sixteenth-century manuscript poem
written by the anonymous poet ofSzendro who worked up the same theme. He dates one of his narrative in
verse to 1561, the other to 1571. For comparison's sake, I publish here the variant from 1561 (omitting
stanzas 9-25; these, being absent in the other version, are probably secondary developments).

1. I would like to remember a beautiful old story, if you listened to me,
And I am sure you have never heard a story like this
About the emperor's beautiful daughter, which is worth-while to be wondered at.
2. In fonner time two young warriors of noble origin fell in captivity,
And they were carried away and given over to the Turkish emperor in Istanbul,
And the emperor had them cast into prison.

MNGY I.

Cf. Leader 257.
The ballad is known to be extant in the two variants published here.
The two texts published are not the first recordings of the ballad. A long time
before these, preceding indeed all Hungarian ballad publications, it had been
heralded by an abstract whose authenticity thus cannot be doubted. Speaking
about the Hungarian settlements in Moldavia Elek Gego (1838, p. 80) mentions a
narrative by an old man, called Csaki, of the village Komanfalva (Komineshte),
who related how two good comrades-brave Mikl6s Szilagyi and brave Laszl6
Hagymasi-had been taken prisoners by the Turks for two grapes of vine; how they
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3. Not far away from the emperor's residence, 10, there stood the prison,
In which the the two young, noble warriors were thrown,
One of them was called Mihlily Szihigyi, the other Laszl6 Hagymasi.
4. At a time as they reached at the day of Whitsun,
Mihlily Szilagyi happened to be looking out of the prison's rails,
Holding his lute in his hands, he sounded it to the tune of a plaintive song.
5. Filled with grief and sorrow, he began to sing a song:
Today last year I entertained a merry company at my home
With my father, my aged mother and young sister.
6. The emperor's daughter was sitting in the window of her bower,
Listening to the young man's wistful song,
And she took a great liking in the stature of Szilagyi.
7. Soon after, on a day the emperor's daughter went to see them in stealth,
And to comfort Mihaly's sad heart,
The emperor's daughter said the following words in her sweet voice:

45*/11
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8. Noble young warrior! Had you promised me upon your true faith
To take me to your home-land in Hungary,
And to marry me, I should answer your kindness.

41. This wild forest shall be my burying place,
Beasts, birds and wolves shall be my mourners,
And now I offer my soul to your grace, my dear God!

26. In a day or two I should release you from the prison of my father,
In a way or other I should release you from the pains of prison,
But first you must swear to me upon your true faith .

42. Mihaly Szihigyi run to her with great speed,
And the girl was very glad to see her darling alive.
He took the girl by the hand and took her out of the island.

27. As Mihaly Szihigyi heard this, he answered:
Release us, and I swear upon my true faith,
Emperor's daughter, that I shall marry you and take you to my home-land.

43. They started out and hurried towards Hungary,
Am as they crossed the border, Hagymasi spoke up, saying:
Let's fight the two of us for the possession of this girl!

28. Then the girl agreed with the keeper of the jail,
And she had the young warriors taken out at midnight;
And took them to the stable of her father's horses.

44. Mihaly Szilagyi answered to Laszl6 Hagymasi:
My beloved comrade, upon the name of the great Lord I ask you:
Leave her to me, for you have one, as is known to all.

29. The girl gave two gilt sables to the noble young men,
.
With which they took the heads of both the chief stableman and hiS grooms,
And they saddled three-year-old horses without any delay.

45. The emperor's daughter entreats the warriors, saying:
I am not worth of being fought for by such warriors,
Put me to the sword instead of running such a risk!

30. They dressed in fine, dear clothes,
Set the emperor's daughter on back of one of the palfreys,
And cut the necks of all the rest of the horses.

46. Laszl6 Hagymasi would not agree to renouncing the girl,
So they drew swords and began to fight, and while fighting
Mihaly Szilagyi chopped off Hagymasi's hand at the wrist.

31 . Next morning the servants reported to the emperor
That the young noblemen had run away from the prison
.
And that they had taken the heads of the chiefs stableman and hiS grooms.

47. Brave Hagymasi then spoke up and said to Mihaly Szilagyi:
My beloved companion, I beg you on the name of the great Lord,
Forgive me, for this is how a sinner is punished.

32. They asked the customs officers at ferries as to what way the refugees followed:
They tried their fortune on the wolves' paths towards Nagyszombat,
And if God granted luck to them, they will reach that place.

48. I have two beautiful little sons and a kind spouse,
The great Lord has punished me for my great sin,
Be in good health and forgive me, my beloved companion.

33. Therefore the emperor ordered his brave warriors,
And his chief voivods to gather together, and bade them
.
.
To follow in their wake without any delay, and to lead the wamors before him.

49. Then the two noble youngmen parted with each other with many a kind word,
And as Mihaly Szilagyi and the emperor's daughter arrived,
Brave Szilagyi married the emperor's daughter.

34. At the customs houses and ferry places the voivods gave orders:
If people of such description happened to come this way, you must arrest them at once,
And you must take them at once to the Turkish emperor in Istanbul.

50. In fifteen hundred and sixty-one
A young man wrote this to while away time in the castle of Szendr6,
He put the story into verse after a poet, to banish his sad mood.

35. As the young warriors reached the customs houses,
The customs officers attacked them, according to orders,
There followed a big fight, but the young warriors succeeded in passing over.
36. The customs officers reported the event to the emperors man,
The voivods reached them at a beautiful island, and they began to fight face to face,
And God so willed it that all the voivods should be killed at the fight.
37. Before the fight, however, they sent the emperor's daughter over the island,
For fear she would be hurt and lost in the fight;
So they sent her away and carried the fight to an end.
38. As they were looking for the emperor's daughter, . .
.
Szihigyi, the brave warrior, heard the tender lamentm~ VOIce: ~f t~e gtrl: ·
The emperor's daughter was lamenting the brave wamor SzIlagyl.
39. The emperor's daughter said in her tender lamentin~ voice:
Gracious God! I have escaped with the young wamors,
Alas, where shall I go with all my sorrows in this wild forest?
40. I am sorry for my own sake, but much more sorry I am for the young noble warriors,
For they had been cut down cruelly by the swords of the voivods, the poor souls,
Therefore I must die a horrible death anon.
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The folk ballad presents the story in a much shorter form and in a different
style. Janos Horvath (1957) stated that the ballad cannot be derived from the
sixteenth-century poem. This statement, however, holds true only for the
formulation of the story, which is otherwise identical to the minutest detail. And
what is most conspicuous: even the names are identical. Only Szilagyi's Christian
name had changed from Mihaly into Mikl6s in the popular ballad and their role in
the duel had been reversed. To wit, it is really Mihaly Szilagyi involved, uncle of
King Matthias Corvinus of Hungary, who was one of the defenders of Belgrade
(Nandorfehervar in those days). He is one of the main heroes of southern Slav epic
poetry. He is said to have been imprisoned by the Turks on two occasions, first he
was redeemed, but the second time the Sultan had him beheaded. Laszl6 Hagymasi
was a feudal lord having estates in Szilagyi's neighbourhood. Janos Thury has
brought to light a data, according to which a member of the Sultan's family fled to
Hungary during the reign of King Matthias; the daughter of this refugee was
baptized and received the name Katalin Csaszar (Catherine Emperor). She married
one of the partisans of the Hunyadis. This would be the "historical background" of
the ballad.
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Janos Honti (1930), however, refutes this explanation, because " it does not
agree with the historical facts". "Katalin Csaszar came to Hungary in 1430 or so,
and Szilagyi was first made prisoner in 1448." (Nevertheless we have to remark that
these dates originate from oral transmission rather than from historical sources.) In
Honti's opinion, therefore, Mihaly Szilagyi could not marry the Sultan's female
relative. But must we suppose that the writers of epic songs had been so much
insisting on accurate historical data and that what little is given had not been
sufficient to provide a "historical background" for an epic verse to link these
characters with a well-proved epic tradition, replacing the former names with new
ones? Indeed, the Anonymous author of Szendro remarked that he had written his
verse after the composition of an earlier poet who, according to literary opinion,
had written it in Latin. Thus the adaptation may well have taken place in the years
of King Matthias. And even though we cannot accept the view shared also by Janos
Horvath, according to which it was King Matthias that had a poem written in praise
of his uncle in order to support his political aspiration: his claim to the throne
against the Sultan, yet we do not think it precluded that we are dealing with a chance
survival of Hungarian epic poetry from the times of the Hunyadis in this case.
Berta/an Korompay is certainly right in this respect.
Is it, then, this poem that had given rise to a ballad among the rural
population? A direct adaptation does not seem to be likely. Unfortuna.tely, it
cannot be now established to what extent the earlier sixteenth-century epic song
may have been closer to folk tradition than the other song originating from the late
sixteenth century; but one thing is certain: the popular text variants have preserved
such turns of style which can be reduced to much earlier practice. It cannot be
ascertained for certain, either, whether or not the King's court-singers had availed
temselves of these turns (if the question were to be answered in the affirmative, then
the anonymous writer of Szendro is to blame for the om mission of these fro~ the
composition of his predecessor). For the sake of closer approach of the question, I
recall the formula with which the hero's exceptional power is characterized in both
text variants of the ballad under discussion (and also in 34. about Izsak Kerekes, the
hero who fell in defence of his household): "On his way forward he cut a footpath,
And on his way back he cut a cart-track. Of all the big troup, he left only one man
alive." Commonplaces like these are only found in the Turkic and Mongolian epic
songs oflnner Asia and in Russian bilinas. "On their way forward they killed sixty
men, on their way back they killed seventy men, they killed the whole bloody army,
leaving only three warriors alive." (Rad/off 11, No. 9, lines 836-841, from the
Abakhan region.) In the sketchy abstracts of Potanin (No. 182, p. 621), we find a yet
more closer formulation: "Against this army the father stood up with his son. The
two of them, on their way forward, cut seventy men, they made a street for them; on
their way back, they cut sixty men. In six days' time they cut down the whole army."
Sometimes the formula occurs in connection with hunting scenes (No. 183): "On
his way forward he killed seven (beasts), On his way back he killed six." In his
utterly abridged sketchy notations, Verbitsky thinks it important to include the
formula, too-another proof of the tenacity with which the lines in question
attracted the collectors' attention who rendered it verbatim: "Tas-Altyn led his
army against Er Kulataj; the latter offered a bold resistance. He cut forward with
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his sword, and the heads of sixty men fell down, turning back, he cut again and the
heads of fifty men rolled down. Thus he killed the whole army."
The following variants can be found in the Russi;ln bilinas. "Where they
passed, they left streets behind, Where they turned, lanes. " (Speranskij I, 288'
Vasi/ij pp. 305-6.) "He goes on the one side, and he makes a street he turns on othe~
side, and he makes a lane." (Ibid. 43 .; Dobrynya and Vasilij Kazimirovich, line
310.) "Where he gives a flick , streets open, where he flicks backward, lanes." (Ibid.
184; Ilya i razboyniki, line 55.) "As he flicks forward, a street opens, and as he flicks
b~ckwar~, a lane." (Ibid. 214; Michail Danilovich, lines 195-6.) "Suhmantyushka
gives a flick: a street opens; he flicks backward, a pass. He stretches his hand
forward again, and a lane opens." (Ibid. 192; Suhman lines 99- 101.) "As they flick
forward, it is as if they were walking in a street, as they flick backward, in lane."
(Ibid. 399; The Battle of Kama, line 311.) " Where he strikes, a street opens; where
he hits, a pass." (Kaman line 292; Vasilij Buslaevich p. 248. Quoted on the basis of
~ybni.kov, 2nd ed. Moscow 1910, 11, line 169.) "Where he flicks, a street opens, And
Ifhe flicks backward, lanes open." (Ibid. Ilya i razboyniki, pp. 153-4. Quoted on the
. .,
basis of Hilferding Ill, No. 257.)
The bi/ina texts are closer to the Hungarian in so far as they mention narrow
and wide streets. At the same time, they are farther, since the parallelism of moving
forward and backward is missing or blurred in them, replaced by formulas more or
less distinct reference to proceeding forward or sideways. Furthermore, the
concluding part, common in Hungarian and Central Asian poems: " He cut down
the whole army, leaving but one man to bring tidings" is absent in the bi/inas. The
Hungarian formulation seems to be most reasonable: proceeding forward, the hero
cuts a narrow path, returning, he makes it broader. Anyway, the texts from Central
Asia agree with the Russian inasmuch as they suggest lower numbers as the hero
turns back (narrow street).
This formula could certainly not have appeared in the bi/inas before the Kiev
cycle arose in the thirteenth century. But no territorial connection with the
Hungarians can ~ ~~monstrated from that time. With the Central Asiatic regions,
how~ver, the pOSSibility of a genetic connection is given. At the same time, it may be
rea~Ily sUrmIs~d that the Russians got acquainted with the formula in question
while engaged In warfares with the Tartars. It is a well-known fact that warfare does
not mean complete separation between the enemies. Pretenders to the throne of
~us~ia had often t~ied to meet their aims through the aid of Tartar military forces.
SlmIl~rly, Hung~nan ~ribes and even singers often appeared as employees of
Turkish pashas In the time of Hungarian- Turkish wars, as well as their Turkish
counterparts in the courts of Hungarian lords; not to mention those who had fallen
into captivity of the one or the other party. Thus, the adoption of stylistic devices
can be explained.
It seems as if the Hungarian ballads had preserved some earlier formulation
of these Central Asiatic epic comrnonplaces. Maybe, they have attained a more
explicit and mature form of the expression in Hungarian practice. Be it as it may, I
hav~ not found an~thing lik~ this in European balladry (apart from the Hungarian).
But In the Hunganan matenal, the formula shows a vigorous tenacity: it occurs in
more recent folk poetry as well. Domokos (1931, 104) publishes a legendary
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recollection of a Hungarian hussar's feat who in one of the battles of the War of
Independence of 1848-49 "cut a path with his sword both on his way forward and
on his way back" . In a more eroded form , Sandor R6zsa, the famous Hungarian
highwayman of the last century, escaped from the ring of his enemies in a way that
he stroke at them with his whip (horseherd's long whip) where their lines were not so
thick. "And at once a lane was open, so that he was able to escape through it."
(Domotor, 1930, lOO.-My attention has been drawn to the last-mentioned two
data through the courtesy of Imre Katona.)
The song of the young captives is another feature worthy of mention in this
ballad type. "It is seven years since we had been made prisoners ... . From that time
forth we saw neither the go of the Sun, Nor the changing turns of the Moon and the
stars." The same complaint is put into the mouths of the imprisoned heroes in the
French, Portuguese and Italian ballads: "Sept ans y a bien reste sans voir soleil ni
lune" (Smith : Romania 7, 66; for further variants, see Canteloube 11, 17, 102,158
and 271 , Millien 257A). Portuguese: "Manda-a metter n'uma torre, Que nem lua
via ... Ao cabo de sete annos Viu a torre . .. " (Braga I, 449; for further variants, see
ibidem 1,183,456,460,482, 494, 498, 508,511,526 and 541). Italian: "E l'e stata la
set' ani Senza veder sol ne luna". (Bernoni 1874, No. 2; for further variants, see
Nigra 50A-G). It is interesting to note that the Hungarian 'bella istoria' does not
apply either of the formulas that point to international connections.
There can be no doubt raised as to the close correlation of these partial
agreements of formulations. So closely related agreements of texts can.n ot .come
about independently of one another, in so remote areas. Another thmg IS the
question of major interconnections viewed from the side of the content, in which
immediate connection cannot be demonstrated, in spite of all the efforts of literary
historians and folklorists who have tried to establish relationships between the
Hungarian song and various literary and folklore compositions of other nations. So
far all the parallelisms referred to partial agreements but never to the whole of the
story of the Szihigyi and Hagymasi theme. This is the reason why we have not
presented a list of versions in other language areas in connection with this
Hungarian ballad type. We had to content ourselves by referring to comparative
studies in this instance. In the following we propose to expatiate on these for some
while.
Honti traces back the story to the German mediaeval song in Latin entitled
Waltharius manu fortis (The Strong-armed Waiter). In that song, however, it is not
the daughter of the lord, who keeps the prisoners in captivity, that sets free a
warrior, but the hostage WaIter escapes, together with a German girl, also a
hostage, from the court of Attila, the king of the Huns. The duel does not take place
between two friends not do they fight the army of prosecutors, but with the host of
the German prince coming to meet the refugee in his homeland, and with a friend
who had fled home at an earlier time. In addition, the fight is not for the girl, but
because Waiter had killed one of his friend 's relatives in the course of some warfare.
Therefore Honti's comparative procedure is not accurate: he gathers together a
common skeletal story from various songs and prose narratives (e. g. Gypsy tales),
which does not agree with the Hungarian plot, nor can it be found in its entirety in
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any of the exploited songs and tales, one or another important element being always
missing in them.
In any case, with the motif of escaping which enjoys widest popularity: a
prisoner released by the daughter of a monarch-Turkish, Arab or other fabulous
countries being mentioned usually- a ready-made pattern of numerous ballads or
epic songs are given. (In fact, we know two French songs in which the jail-keeper's
daughter releases the prisoner (38 ., and 108.). But the plots of all these stories
continue in a different way. For comparison's sake, I adduce some of the examples.
In a popular English ballad (Child 53B) the daughter of the king of the Moors falls
in love with Beicham who is a ph soner in her father's jail. She releases him against
his promise to marry her, now in three, now in seven years. The young man forgets
of his promise and is just celebrating his wedding with another bride, when his
earlier sweetheart arrives. After a scene of recognition, the actual bride is sent away
and the redeemer maried instead.
In the Slovenian songs about King Matthias (cf. Horalek 1964 11 and
Korompay) we see also a prisoner escaping from captivity. Korompay publishes a
typical specimen of this cycle. King Matthias is taken prisoner by the Turks, the
Sultan's daughter sets him free and asks him to marry her. Matthias says honestly
that he cannot marry her because he has a wife at home. But he promises to marry
her to one of his three sons. After such preliminaries the scene of escape follows,
then that of the persecution, both embellished with fabulous details. The king's wife
is not glad to receive a rival in her household, but the plot is solved by marrying the
girl to a son called Matthias (in some variants replaced by the king's younger
brother or brother-in-law).
A type of the cycle about Prince Marko resolves the plot in a still different
manner. (This time I quote No. 24 on p. 69 of Vatev .) In the Bulgarian version,
Marko is released by an Arab girl from her father's prison against the prisoner's
promise to marry her. Arriving in his country, Marko notices that the girl's face is
black. Therefore he cuts her head. Similar solution is found in Child 9, in which the
young man, arriving at home, dismisses his redeemer, saying that he had had
already a wife and that he only needed the girl's assistance while he was a prisoner.
Apart from the different continuation, a considerable divergence is that in
these songs we find only one hero, that is, there is no possibility for the friends to
quarrel over the girl. On the other hand, the latter motif can be met with
disconnected with the motif of escape. Horalek (1964 11) mentions the southern
Slav type of songs in which two brothers ask for the hand of one and the same girl.
The girl suggests a contest to settle the debate, and the two brothers collapse dead
before the goal, whereupon the girl also does away with herself.
Szegedy (1915) quotes another type: Two brothers have a rest before they
continue hunting, and a fairy appears. One of the brothers wants to marry her, but
the other one, who is married already, also claims her, and kills his unmarried
brother. Szegedy states that the southern Slav ballads contain all essential motifs of
the Hungarian legend of Szilagyi and Hagymasi-which are widespread on the
international plane-but nowhere can be found the correlation of the various
motifs as they are linked up in the Hungarian ballad and 'bella istoria'. In this
achievement he also sees Hungarian tradition at work.
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These related themes may be survivals of forms that used to be predecessors
of the epic songs of the age of the Hunyadis, and they may be their remote relatives
as well, which are swarming around the central theme without having been reunited
with it. In any case, the motif of escape with the help of the girl in whose father's
prison the warrior was kept may have existed before the Hungarian story had
developed. At the same time, the international relationship is not so strong in this
instance as in the other cases, and no such relationship can be made responsible for
the coming into existence of the Hungarian ballad under dicussion. Consequently,
in this example the Hungarian popular formulation cannot enjoy priority over the
literary composition; in all probability it had originally been a composition of a
court singer, from whose practice it was mediated to the rural population through
the agency of some class of singers that used to preserve traditional Central Asiatic
forms of performance. In this manner we can explain the development of the
Szekely ballad that represents the heroic song of the vocational singers of yore in an
almost perfectly crystallized ballad style. To sum up, we are faced here with a rare
case in the sphere of Hungarian balladry (such one is the song about Izsak Kerekes
mentioned before), a case when literary antecedents can be directly demonstrated
from written tradition of quondam epic singers-"poets"-whose compositions
turned into traditional popular ballads in the course of time.

Literature: EMU I, 67.69, 1887: publishes a Transylvanian Saxon song, together with Romanian
and Gipsy variants and other parallels; Thurr 1893: historical data on the 'bella istoria'; Szegedy 1911
and 1915: southern Slav parallels, the 'bella istoria' originates from the southern Slavs; Gragger 1926:
the folk ballad developed from two variants of 'bella istoria', with a reconciling denouement which is
well in accord with the spirit of folk poetry (?); Honti 1930: originates from the Waltharius manu/ortis
song, the southern Slav versions mentioned by Szegedy do not belong here; Ortutay 1936-1948: accepts
Honti 's theory as well as those authors who used to derive the ballad from international folklore
parallels; Koromp.ay 1953: quotes Slovenian parallels, rejects Honti. and proclaims the theory of an
international folklore theme (Child 9, 53, etc.), the 'bella istoria' formulation of the story is survival of an
epic song from the time of King Matthias; Horvath 1957, 227- 231 : the Srekely popular ballads cannot
be directly derived from the 'bella istoria', although the latter shows a sort of transition into the ballad
style' Horalek 1964 1-11: mentions the Hungarian ballad in connection with southern Slav parallels;
CsW:da 1961 : examines the relationship between Hungarian and Slovak variants of the 'bella istoria', the
Slovak variant is a translation from Hungarian.
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34. THE HERO WHO FELL IN DEFENCE OF HIS
HOUSEHOLD

86.

Have you heard the fame of famous Szeben,
Of famous Szeben and famous Moha,
Of Peter Kerekes, living at Moha,
And of Izsak Kerekes, his grown-up son?
5. He once went drunk into the stable,
And lay down there in the horses' manger.
Then his father went out to the porch
And from there scanned the region.
Aye, a big black host is approaching.
10. It seems in the far distance like a dark cloud,
They know not what it may be, the Prince's or the Emperor's troup,
Although they think: they are Serbians from Szeben.
Then Izsak's father went down
To the horses' manger, and spoke up, saying:
15. Get up, my son, get up, bold Izsak Kerekes,
For it seems a big black host is approaching,
It looks in the far distance like a dark cloud,
We know not what they are, Prince's or Emperor's troup,
Although we think: they are Serbians from Szeben.
20. Then he turned in his first sleep,
Yet he did not rise from the horses' manger.
The second time his mother went out,
And she was eager to wake him up, saying:
Get up, my son, get up, brave Izsak Kerekes!
25. Aye, a big black host is approaching,
It seems in the far distance like a dark cloud,
We know not what they are, Prince's or Emperor's troup,
Although we think: they are Serbians from Szeben.
Then he turned in his second sleep,
30. Yet he did not rise from the horses' manger.
The third time his beautiful betrothed went out,
She went to the porch and looked down at the field.
Aye, the enemy is quickly approaching!
She ran down to the horses' manger
35. And began to speak to his dear man:
Get up, sweetheart, get up, for the enemy is here!
We know not what they are, the Prince's or Emperor's troup,
Although We think: they are Serbians from Szeben.
And then up jumped bold Izsak Kerekes.
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40. They brought out his horse very swiftly,
He girded his sword at once,
And neatly mounted his good bay,
And looked back, and spoke up, saying:
I shall spill my blood for my father and mother,
45. I shall get killed for my beautiful betrothed bride,
I shall die for my Hungarian nation before the day is over!
After these words, he spurred his horse,
Driving it boldly towards the enemy.
Aye, the Serbians are coming and he standing in front of them.
50. Brandishing his blade, he rushes at them with terrible wrath.
Surrender, surrender, bold Izsak Kerekes!
The Serbians shout to him from afar.
We see that you are a brave warrior, but you are by yourself,
And there is no hope whatever left for you,
For no matter how skilful you are, you are in our hands!
55. What if I am by myself, it is no business of yours!
Sword does not pierce me, cut me as you may!
Thus spoke Izsak Kerekes, striking to the right and to the left,
And the Serbians fell before his sword one after the other.
On his way forward he cut a footpath,
60. On his way back he cut a cart-track,
But then his horse's foot stumbled,
And he fell ofT his horse down upon the ground.
This is how bold Izsak Kerekes fared with his horse,
And the Serbians dashed at him with sword and pike,
65. Cutting and killing him, and he fighting
To the last kick, to the last breath.
This is how they perished bold Izsak Kerekes,
Who cut down many Serbians with his sword.
Szekelyfold, Kriza=MNGY Ill, 4.
87.

Have you heard the fame of Kis Cserepes,
Of Kis Cserepes and St. Margita,
Of Pal Veres, the shepherd who lives at St. Margita,
And of his son 10ska Veres?
5. The one who drank at the Skull Inn till dawn for seven nights,
Danced for seven days and ate seven lambs,
And then went to hide and sleep [= in trance] for a full week.
While asleep, he had gathered strength enough for seven.
When sleeping, he had strength of seven,
10. But when he woke up from his trance, he had strength of seventy-seven,
He had all the courage of seven hearts!
Living 10ska Veres was sleeping as though he were dead.
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His father woke him: Get up, son, 1oska,
There is a wind blowing from the Inta, and a big black cloud,
15. A flood of wolves circling the flock of sheep,
Some sort of enemy, Tartars or their like.
10ska woke up for a moment at these words,
Then went to sleep again, and his sleep was even more heavy,
He hid even more deeper, in a trance deeper than before.
20. And his father could not wake him whatever he said.
Then his mother, his own dear mother went to him
To tell about the coming evil.
She woke him, saying: Get up, son, 1oska,
But he only half woke up, then fell back asleep.
25. Then his betrothed sweetheart went to him:
There is a wind blowing from the Inta, and a big black cloud,
It must be some enemy, Tartars or their like,
A flood of wolves are circling the flock of sheep.
At the words of his sweetheart, at the news of disaster,
30. 10ska jumped on his horse at once.
And raising his sword and praying aloud
Be charged the huge heathen army.
Aye, God in Heaven, look down on my end!
I shall die for my country, for my beloved sweetheart,
35. For my Hungarian nation, my father and mother,
My good name and my 1esus Christ!
With these words he cut a path on his way forward,
And he cut a cart-track on his way back.
But then his horse fell under him,
40. A javelin pierced his heart, and a Tartar's arrow went into his head.
He died, as he had said, for his country,
For his father, mother and for our Hungarian nation,
His wedded spouse, our 1esus Christ,
And he is buried here in the Red Hill.
Nagyivan (Heves county). Performed by 93-year-old J6zsef Kiss, Laszl6 K. Kovacs,
1951. = Ethn . 1960,511-512.

No more variants are known to be extant.
Earliest provenience: 1864.
Dissemination: " Szekelyf5Id" (probably Udvarhely county) and Hajdu county.
Textual relationships with other ballads: The formula depicting the fight: "On his way forward he
cut a footpath . .. " can be found in an identical wording in both variants of the ballad of "The Young
Lords Escaped from the Emperor's Prison" (33.) Tune has not been recorded with any of the variants.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
KARAKIRGHIZ: 1. Radlo//V, No. 11 .
VOGUL: 2-9. VNGY 11/1, 38-40, 227, 245--6, 306, 308, IV, 141--42, 152-155.
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The drunkenness mentioned seemingly without sufficient motivation at the
beginning of the song about Izsak Kerekes is apparently a survival of some
significant motiffor otherwise it would not have been included in the text at all, or
would have been fully omitted from it. The second song, speaking about loska
Veres of the Trans-Tisza Region, is more complete and suggests that a sort of magic
drunkenness, magic sleeping is involved, consequently the hero possesses
supernatural abilitites. The motif-and other elements of the two Hungarian
songs-can be found in one of the lengthiest Siberian epic songs, in that of 1010i
Khan. The Karakirghiz hero is outstanding in his capacity for eating and drinking:
with this his superhuman strength is indicated. But precisely because of this
superhuman power he gets drunk at every entertainment or feast, and in the heroic
poem about him all the great dangers arise from this habit of his. The Karakirghiz
song begins with the following scene: 1010i Khan lies drunk in his tent while the
enemy attacks and kills his people. For three days, his wife tries in vain to wake him.
Finally, on the forth day, she plunges his sword into his heart, whereupon, as
though at an insect's bite, he jumps up and onto his horse, and crushes the enemy.
Then, after many adventures, he falls into the hands of the enemy, and is kept, half
dead, in a pit. The poem contains many long adventures, among others his escape
from the dungeon: a wild-goose with an injured wing falls down to him; he heals it,
writes a letter on its wing in blood from his finger, and lets it flyaway: the message is
received and he gets free. Other parts of the epic song tell of the adventures of the
Khan and his son, that is, the story of two generations. The Uzbek Alpamysh epic
poem relates the same story.
This type of song must represent some old tradition that used to be
widespread over a wide area, for its characteristic motifs also appear in the Vogul
epic poems. In Munkacsi's collection (VNGY IV, 155a, lines 191 and tT.) we may
read the following description: "When he reached home he lay down. He says to his
wife: You are not strong enough to wake me if you hear some little noise, so stick a
knife in my hip. He sleeps for a time, long or short, and suddenly an enemy force
approaches. His wife is unable to wake him, and weeps. Suddenly he feels he is lying
in water, and waking up he finds that his wife is weeping and that he is lying in her
tears. What are you doing?-An enemy force is approaching. He gets up and turns
against the approaching enemy, and scatters them as one scatterns a thick cloud of
mosquitoes. Then he says: I am going to die, and after ten winters and ten summers
I shall rise again. He dies and is buried ... "
The same Vogul poem contains also other portions of the epic song about
1010i Khan: while fighting the enemy, he falls into a seven-fathom-deep pit. A chip
of wood falls into the pit, and he makes a tambura out of it. He enchants a widegoose with the sound of his tambura, so that it lights down in the pit. He writes on
the fowl's wing a message to his magic horse, and he is rescued. Then his son gets
drunk at a feast. His adventures are not unlike his father's: he is cast into a pit and
locked up, together with his horse, in a threefold iron cage. He also makes a
tambura out of a shaving, sends message written on the goose-feather and escapes
as his father did.
But the motif of the long waking is still more characteristic of the Vogul epic
songs. In VNGY 11/1, from line 300 on, we have the following: "Having sat for a
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long time or for a short time, the woman took a knife from his side and stuck it into
the armpit of her sleeping man. He wakes and says: After the gue~ts arrived, could
you not have wakened me earlier? . .. " (The same can be read on page 306 of
Chapter 17, on page 308 of Chapter 19, pages 38-40 of Chapter 1, Volume 11, and
pages 245-6 of Volume 1.) The epic songs about the chieftains of the Konda
lowlands (11, 227) show an even more obvious similarity to the ballad-song of the
Szekelys: "The young chieftain-hero's wife came out, went back, and said: It looks
as though some army w.ere coming towards us, some sort of visitors coming towards
us, and they advance hke one end of a lopped forest. The younger chieftain-hero
dresse~ and put on his armour and sword, and went out, and lo! the armies were
L,,~nning to arrive." In an Oborsk Samoyed song (IV, 141-142), the wife tries to
wake her husba~d twice, becau~ his younger brother is coming with an army.
Thes: detaIls probably got mto the Vogul folk poetry from the epic tradition
of the Turklc peoples, and other motifs of the "Altai-type" heroic songs also appear
among the Voguls. One of the motifs relates to the method of communicating
through the "smoke-hole" between the various regions of earth and heaven:
"Through this opening from the lower part of the black earth they rose above the
face of the earth, and thus came to their relatives, seven men living in the nether
world '.' . " (Page 230, Volume 11). In the "Song about the Upbringing of the Man
Guardmg the World" (ibid. 112-13), the infant hero receives his armour. See also
th.e motif of head-searching before the wrestling, discussed above, in connection
With the ballad on Anna Molnar. We cannot decide on the basis of our present-day
knowledge whether the Voguls had re~ived these elements from the neighbouring
Tartars or from some other people With whom they had come into contact at a
much earlier date. In any case, we have to suppose survivals of some archaic Turkic
tradition which can sti\l be demonstrated in the more or less eroded Hungarian and
Vog~1 texts. In the Hungarian songs, we find motifs, like the repeated attempts at
wakmg the drunken hero, while the enemy is nearing, the failure of the first two
attempts and the wife's success on the third occasion, then the struggle and the
death-even per?~ps the final words-of the hero foreseeing his end; indeed, all
these show a stnkmg resemblance to the adventures of 1010i Khan and to their
counterparts in the Vogul epic songs, even though the comparable ~Iot nuclei are
rather scanty. But they are not scantier than what usually remains in the form of
survivals of lengthy epic songs in ballad materials in similar cases.
. Of course,. the mentioning of the Szeben Serbians, which has formerly been
considered as bemg relevant to the origin of the ballad (at the period of the Rak6czi
War ofIndependence), has no greater significance than that the Serbs were the most
re~?t enemy to whom the old story was related. That is, it was not a record of the
ongm or genesis but of the most recent association with current events. It may well
have been the cas~ that the association originally took place outside the sphere of
folk poetry. To Wit, both songs bear imprints of obvious art-poetic interferencesperhaps those of cantors. Such are, for instance, the enjambments used in lines 7-8
13:-1.4,31-32 and 6~6, ~hich are not typical offolk poetry. Further evidence of
thiS IS the use of certam epic formulas, e.g. the question: "Have you heard the fame
of ... ?", .or the formula known from later historical lays: "I shall spi\l my blood ...
I shall die today for my Hungarian nation." But the most obvious sign is the
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detailing style of delivery, which is completely alien to the ballad style, for i.nstance
in lines 46-66. And the song about Joska Veres shows the same style at Its utter
corruption, indeed, it is a semi-popular, cantorial represen.tation of.the story. To
sum up, this song may have really preserved elements of epic poems m the form of
traditional epic songs, possibly to the most recent times and at a level of art songs of
the Istvan Kadar's lay type, from which it has descended lately to th~ p~pular
layers, where it continued to maintain its earlier traits at a stage of vergmg mto a
true popular ballad.
The song must have developed between the fourteenth and eighteenth
centuries.

Literature: Vargyas 1962, 1967.

35. THE PRINCE'S SOLDIER
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1. They killed Pista Basa,
The Prince's soldier.
He was found dead on the wayside,
On the border of Poland.
2. On the border of Poland,
During the time of Rakoczi's exile.
Pista Basa was taken there,
And there his life was extinguished.
3. His gilt, embroidered pelisse
Was tainted with his spilt blood.
Alas, my God, alas, Holy Virgin,
That I have come into exile!
4. I
I
I
I

sacrificed my life,
defended my generals;
stood the ground on the frontier of my country,
entered into a fight against the murderers.

5. Julis Feber is waiting for him to come home
Every night, for supper.
Don't wait for him, Julis, don't wait for him, Julis

Diosad (Szilagy county) . Female performer, 1914, Lajtha=SzNd No. 50.
A fragment, known from one single variant. No textual interrelationship with other
ballads can be demonstrated.
Bota makes attempts at deducing the entire song from what memory has
preserved in connection with a certain Istvan Basa. Earlier opinion maintained that
the story of the ballad referred to the disastrous military expedition of Gyorgy
Rak6czi H in Poland in 1657 (not to be mistaken for Francis Rak6czi H, the great
Prince of the War of Independence in the early eighteenth century). Bota, however,
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proved that the only person known by the name of Istvan Basa was hanged by the
Transylvanian Prince Gabor Bethlen near Kemend, on one of his campaigns to the
Highlands (Northern Hungary, now Slovakia), because Basa proved to be guilty of
sacking the soil-bound peasantry, "Mantles of poor people having been found with
him", as Janos Kemeny put it in his autobiography. Therefore Pista Basa cannot be
regarded as the Great Prince Ferenc Rak6czi's warrior. Neither does the line "I
have defended my generals" pass to him, because he had contrived a conspiracy
against Gabor Bathori, for which he was condemned to death in contumatiam by
the National Assembly of Beszterce, and later on he was also involved in similar
conspiracies against Gabor Bethlen. The latter Prince forgave him for what Basa
committed against him, though he had him executed for his having plundered the
poor.
Bota bases his theory attributing the whole story to this sinner Istvan Basa on
two statements of the song. From the line "He was found dead on the wayside" it
follows that he had been executed instead of being killed in a battle, as the words
" .. . taken there, And there his life was extinguished" may apply to a hanged man
sooner than to a brave soldier. At the same time, he cannot explain how the lines
"On the border of Poland, During the time of Rak6czi's exile" ... "His guilt,
embroidered pelisse Was tainted with his spilt blood ... " and the stanza "I
sacrificed my life, I defended my generals, I stood the ground on the frontier of my
country, I entered into a fight against the murderers" got into the ballad. From
these, as well as other similar places of the ballad we can infer references to an act of
heroic resistance and death in warfare. Insisting upon the identity of the historical
name with the name of the ballad's hero, that is the connection between the ballad
and the historical facts, Bota presumes that Istvan Basa may have participated in
the campaign of Gyorgy Rak6czi I, a general of Gabor Bethlen, against
Homonnai's troups invading Hungary from the Polish side. Had it been so, the
story would have been subjected to certain modifications all the same, as a matter of
course.
Contradiction only prevails if we stick to the conception that name and
historical person are always in full agreement in folk poetry. In this instance, it is
just Bota's data that bear evidence of the fact that the name of a ballad's hero may
be distinctly detached from the story in which it comes up. One thing is important:
the name must have been in wide currency, known from some renowned family'S
history. The family Basa used to be landowners near the place where the ballad was
collected, in the vicinity of Des, Transylvania. That much is enough for the people
to include their name into a narrative. But had it been so as Bota has concluded, to
wit, that the executed brigand's song had amalgamated with some other song about
a historical event, we should still have the same result: people forget the real names
of historical persons as well as the factual background of historical events, and
transforming the tradition they maintain only as much of it as is necessary to meet
the points of poetic fantasy, a poetic representation.
In any case, the point of origin of this ballad may have been provided by a
seventeenth-century historical song; nevertheless, the method ofline-repetition and
the technique of presenting the story in singular first person and reflecting to the
significance of the hero's moral courage are typical of ballad-like thinking; still

more so is the closing stanza, fragmentary as it is, in which the spouse left on her
own appears, elevating the death in action to the rank of a ballad theme
preoccupied with the contingencies of human fate, and of human psychic
conditions.
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Literature: Lajtha 1928: the ballad is connected with the Polish campaign of Gyorgy Rlik6czi 11;
Ortutay 1936-48: accepts Lajtha; Csantidi and Vargyas 1954: accepts Lajtha; D6ta 1972: demonstrates
historical facts connected with Istvlin Basa's execution; the story contaminated with motifs of other
ballads.
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36. THE BANQUET OF THE PASHA OF VARAD
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1. When the Bishop's town

I walked in,
There were not too many of us,
We were a hundred altogether.
2. The Pasha of Varad
Called me to a banquet;
And I was not late a moment,
I went to see him without delay.
3. As I entered
The gate of the town,
As I entered
The gate of the town,
4. The Pasha stood on my side,
Holding my right arm,
And on the other side the pagan folks
Were binding my body.
5. What does this mean, warriors,
That you are binding me?
What does this mean, warriors,
That you are binding me?
6. Perhaps you still think of me
As of one who is not a prisoner.
Alas, if only you knew
That I am kept in schackles up to the knees.
7. Drums were beaten
In the middle of the market-place,
Pipes were blown
On top of the tower.
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8. Pride of lordly people,
Samuel Rak6czy!
Your former lordly dignity
Has now been reduced to servitude.
9. Pride of lordly people,
Samuel Rak6czy!
Your body that used to be cared for tenderly
Is lying now in shackles up to the knees.
10. Were the water of the sea
To turn into pure ink.
Were every blade of grass
To turn into a pen each,
11. Still they could not write down
The plenty of his pains,
With which they are perishing
The poor soul, His Highness.
PHA No. 250, before 1813.

Laszlo Rak6czi, cousin of the Transylvanian Prince Gyorgy Rak6czi I, and a
friend of the poet and general Miklos Zrinyi fell in action against the Turks at the
gate of the castle ofVarad in 1662 or 1664, according to the testimony of chronicles.
Accompanied by an insignificant number of Heyduck warriors, the named Laszlo
Rakoczi penetrated the town in order to recapture it by a stratagem. He plotted to
execute the plan at a time when market was held in the city, and he went in probably
in disguise. Unfortunately, his Heyducks began to sack the market people, set fire
on the tents, and therefore the Turks noticed their presence. The assailants were
killed and their leader was taken prisoner. The story had been known from several
sources even before Adtim Ptil6czi Horvtith published his text variant which shows a
considerable influence of the ballad style while the tune associated with it is a clearly
discernible variant of the old-style epic folksongs. It seems that the story had been
disseminating also in oral tradition to some extent, subjected, of course, to
modifications. For comparison's sake, I publish here one of the recorded texts
which may be closest to the original as an undoubtedly art-poetic composition.
I. As I entered the Bishop's town,
I had the trumpets blown to my splendid army.
I called the Pasha of Varad to a banquet,
Which I had to rue later with bitter tears.
2. Calling the Pasha of Varad to a banquet,
And wishing to overcome him with three hundred men,
I was about to cross the gate of the castle,
When they began to put to sword my men.

,
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3. To think of it, my God, that my men are being killed,
That I shall never see my wife again,
That I shall never see my beautiful children once more;
On the one side the Pasha is holding my arm,
On the other side the Turks are binding my body.
4. What does this mean, warriors, that you are binding me?
I have never in my life committed a sin against you!
Although you always ruin the army of my Emperor;
And I have never sinned against my Hungarian nation.

conduct of the heyducks in the original. Thaly takes it verbatim that the prisoner wrote the poem while a
captive, whereas it was obviously composed by his court poet who attributed the verse to the hero
himself, just as the poet of the lay oflstvan Kadar put the words of his verse into the hero's mouth, while
he stayed under the cloak of anonymity.

The art-poetic variant was written apparently in 1662, that is immediately
after the event took place; by the time Addm Pdl6czi put the song to paper it must
have acquired its colouring of a popular ballad.

5. It is my own army that acted as traitors to me.
And you, pagan Turks, why are you my traitors?
Will hearts and souls not take pity on my fate?
Consider, I have fallen into your hands through the treason of my own army!
6. Alas, they proclaim that I walk free!
Alas, can I walk about free? 0, I am a prisoner!
My tenderly cherished face has withered,
My body attended upon so tenderly has become feeble.
7. My lordly status has changed into servitude,
My former pleasures have forsaken me for good,
My former gaiety has departed for good,
And also my heart is clouded with sorrow.
8. Youngest offspring of the clan Rak6czi:
Handsom Ferenc Rak6czi, and all my sons:
Farewell to you, my beautiful little ones!
My dear children, you will never see me again.
9. My fame filled the whole of Hungary,
My name was Handsom Laszl6 Rak6czi.
But my own flock had betrayed me!
0 , how J was betrayed by my best general!

10. In sixteen hundred and sixty-seven,
In the third week of the month of our Blessed Virgin,
I composed these verses in my bitter sorrow,
In the depth of the dungeon of the Pasha of Varad.
Mik16s lankovich: Nemzeti Dalok Gyiijtemenye (Collection of National Songs).
Ki. OSZK. Quart. Hung. 173. Vol. VIII, p. lOa = Thaly: Vitezi Enekek (Warriors'
Songs), Vol. I, 171. (Published after Thaly.) The dating in the poem is probably
erroneous, owing to the copyst's mistake: seven is written instead of two.

It appears from this late eighteenth-century notation that the story was associated with the Great
Prince Ferenc Rak6czi; this is the reason why the phrase " I was betrayed by my best general" got into the
verse. This statement may have been released from subsequent copyists by the already incorporated
phrase " It is my own army that betrayed me"; although it must have referred to the undisciplined
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37. THE KING'S SON AND A KING'S DAUGHTER
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I. I say, you king's son
Will you come to keep me company in the spinning house?
I will not go because it is dark,
Sure, it is very dark,

2. And I shall fall into the sea,
Right in the middle of the sea;
I shall fall into the sea,
Just at the place where it is deepest.
3. I shall kindle my candle of gold,
And you may come by its light;
I shall kindle my candle of gold,
And you may come by its light.
4. The king's son started out
To the spinning house late at night;
He fell into the sea,
Right in the middle of the sea.
S. He fell into the sea,
Right in the middle of the sea,
Just at the place where it is deepest.
Just at the place where it is deepest.
6. The king's daughter is weeping, weeping,
She is near to pine away;
The king's daughter is weeping, weeping,
She is near to pine away.
7. Her mother spoke up, saying:
Why are you weeping, why are you weeping, my dear daughter?
Alas, mother, I cannot but weep
For I lost my pearly head-dress;
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8. It fell into the sea,
Right in the middle of the sea,
It fell into the sea,
Just at the place where it is deepest.
9. Don't you weep, don't you weep, my dear daughter,
For I shall give you my own one!
But I don't want the one you have,
I only want my own one!
10. They hired a diver
'
And set out in search of it.
And they did not fish out the pearly head-dress,
But they fished out the ,son of a king.
11 . The queen spoke up, s~ing:
Draw him onto the shore;
Take him into the palace,
And place him into the laid bed!
12. Let us have a stone coffin made,
Let us have the bells tolled;
See him out to the crypt,
Drop three drops of tear on him!
HomorOd (Udvarhely county)

= Bartalus 11,

No. 5.

91.
I say, you son of a king,
Will you come to the spinning house in the evening?
I cannot go, you daughter of the king,
How could I get across the Danube?
5. It will grow dark late in the evening,
And I shall fall into the Danube.
0, I have a torch
And I shall place it on my porch,
And I shall kindle it as soon as needed,
10. By its light you may come across.
The son of a king,
The prince started out
To the spinning house late in the evening;
And he fell into the Danube,
Right in the middle of the Danube.
15. The daughter of the king is weeping, weeping,
The daughter of the king, little Julia.
Her mother spoke up, saying:
Why are you weeping, child, little Julia?
Alas, mother, I cannot but weep
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20. For I lost my pearly head-dress, _
It fell into the Danube,
Right in the middle of the Danube.
But I have a pearly head-dress
And I give it to you at once.
25. I don't want anyone's head-dress,
I only want my own one!
But I say, mother,
Let us send for Jank6 Bir6,
Jank6 Bir6, the diver!
30. Tell him to fish out my pearly head-dress.
I say, you Jank6 Bir6,
Fish out my pearly head-dress!
But I do not find a head-dress,
What I found is the son of a king.
31. That's what I want, that's what I want, Jank6 Bir6,
Jank6 Bir6, the diver,
Bring him up into my palace,
Place him here in my bed!
The king's daughter is weeping, weeping,
40. The king's daughter, little Julia.
Her heart broke with sorrow,
And she died a terrible death.
For the one they had
A coffin of white marble made,
45. For the other they had
A coffin of red marble made.
They buried them in the flower garden,
They placed them side by side,
They planted
50. A white streaky tulip on the one,
And they planted
A pure red tUlip on the other.
The souls of the lovers
Turned into living tulips,
55. And they grew, and they grew,
Until they embraced each other.
"Udvarhelyszek", Sandor Ga/fi, I830=MNGY 1,183.
Only two published variants are known. (The third one published in MNGY Ill,
p. 61 suffered so much alteration that it cannot be regarded as an authentic variant.)

Earliest provenience_- 1830.
Dissemination: Udvarhely county, "Udvarhelyszek".
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Textual relationships with other ballads.- The hiring of divers: 9.; the fishing out of the lovers
drowned in the water occurs in 28. "Let us have a stone coffin made .. . " etc. is related with the
corresponding motif of 65. The grave-flower comes up in 9., 10.,28., and 38. The closing lines clarifying
the meaning of this motif ("The souls of the lovers Turned into living tulips") is obviously the collector's
insertion, since no such "explanation" can be found in other ballads.
Parallels in languages other than Hungarian:

FRENCH: 1-3. Rolland 187B-C, E. 4. D'Harcourt 5. 5. Millien 113.6. Beauquier, 312. 7-8.
Rossat 2A-D. ll . Delzangles 26 (Doncieux 22: inferred text. Idem: 17 variants quoted), see also
Davenson 17.
ITALIAN: 12. Nigra 7.
SPANISH: 13-14. Armistead-Silverman 1971 , 44 and 70, B3 and C2 (recorded exclusively from
Iberian Jews settled in the Balkans). Idem 1978/IV.
CATALAN: 15. Wolf 137.
DUTCH-FLEMISH : 16. Willems 142. 17. Lootens-Feys 82· (translated by Rolland). 18. JbfVf
Ill, 198. 19. Lombrechts 160.
GERMAN: 20--337. D. Vir 20 (316 variants, resp. notes, and 2 divergent variants from
Gottschee; I have made direct use of several of the variants).
DANISH: 338-340. Berggreen 75a-{;. 341. Dal 53 (English translation).
SWEDISH : 342. Arwidson IIIf198· (translated by Rolland}.
FINNISH: 343. Haavio 167 (a few fragments and a variant that can be regarded as complete).
WENDISH: 344. Haupt-Schmaler 11/ 13.
MORAVIAN: 345-346. SuSil395-396.
UKRAINIAN: 347. Cubinsky 609, 643 (French translation).
SLOVENIAN: 348. Strekelj 291.
Partial variants: 349-365. Kolberg 9a-5. (Child 216 being irrelevant.)

The prototype of European adaptations is to be looked for in the ancient
legend of Hero and Leander known from the fourth-century elaboration by
Musaeus. One of the priestesses of Aphrodite is closed up in a tower so that she may
not be raped by men. She falls in love with a young man whom she happens to meet
at a festival; soon they agree that the young man will swim across the sea and meets
the maid. However, the torch she sets to show the direction is extinguished by the
wind, and the young man drowns in the sea. As the girl catches glimpse of her
darling, she jumps from the cliff to meet him in the water.
The theme has been remodelled in several European languages. In France it
first appears in a Proven~al poem of the eleventh century, in the Netherlands it was
first worked up by Dirck Potter in the fifteenth century, and in Germany by Hans
Sachs in the sixteenth century. As to the Hungarian versions, Istvan Volcsei T6th
wrote a 'bella istoria' of the story, which was lost, although we know about its onetime existence from a reference of Gyongyosi's work Janos Kemeny (1693).
In the French ballad, the girl is locked up in a tower by her father who wishes
to keep her aloof from her sweetheart. They agree that the girl will set a torch
whenever the young man visits her. As he reaches the foot of the tower, he falls into
the sea. In other variants he is carried away by stormy waves. According to a
Canadian version, he falls into the depth of the sea ("au fond de la mer"). Next
morning the girl is looking high and looking low, finally she beholds her darling's
dead body floating in the sea. She is lamenting him: Had I got scissors, I should cut
my veins and revive my sweetheart with my own blood. (In certain variants the last
sentence has that she is lamenting her sweetheart but not her parents.)
The German ballad which shows a wider spread and spans over a longer
period of time has a closer affinity with the early literary tradition. The lovers are
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separated by a broad sea, or by two waters (or by two mountains with water
between them) so that they cannot meet. The girl asks her sweetheart (sometimes by
way of a letter) to swim over to her, promising him to place a burning candle to
show the proper direction. However, the candle is blown out by a wicked woman (a
nun), who had overheard their talk. The young man drowns. Next morning the girl
entreats her mother to let her go on a walk, pretending headache (or saying that she
would go to the mass). The mother refuses to let her out by herself, and orders the
girl's younger brother or sister to guard her. The girl raises excuses: the brother will
shoot the birds, and the girl will pick all the flowers in the way. Eventually she
reaches the shore by herself, meets a fisherman whom she asks to fish out the prince
(king's son). He succeeds in hauling the young man's body at first attempt (or he
catches him by his angle). The girl kisses him, rewards the fisherman with her crown
or her ring, and leaps into the sea to meet her death there.
As can be seen, both formulations deviate in substiantial details from the
Hungarian. The latter's common feature with the French is that there is no mention
of the sea to be crossed by swimming, but the young man falls into the water; but the
deviation is that the girl beholds the corpse of her sweetheart floating in the water,
looking down from the tower in which she is kept prisoner, this sort of captivity
being similarly absent in the Hungarian. Further, the reference to the scissors is also
unknown in the Hungarian version. But the mentioning of the two princely
offspring-zwei Konigskinder- relates the Hungarian with the German, as well as
the fishing out of the drowned sweetheart, which is effectuated by the aid of
fishermen in the German, and of divers in the Hungarian. At the same time, the
Hungarian dispenses with the following motifs, which are to be found in the
German: the blowing out of the candle, the girl's lengthy duologue with the mother
about the walk outdoors, the suicide in the sea, the rewarding of the fisherman ,
furthermore the girl is not separated by force from the young man, but she simply
calls him to to come and see her at night, and the young man is afraid offalling into
the water.
The differences are conspicuous, and at the same time there are no such
particular similarities of formulation which should indicate a common origin. It
seems, therefore, that in all three distinct language areas the ballad had developed
independently of each other from such literary antecedents which mayor may not
survive among the nations involved. In any case, the ancient formulation of the
story must have undergone considerable simplifications in the course of literary
mediation.
The German formulation is followed almost word for word, although with
the usual omissions, by the Dutch, as well as the Danish versions, amplified, of
course, with the aristocratic features typical of these nations' balladry. Apparently,
they have borrowed the theme from the German. The same refers to the strongly
transformed Wendish version. On the other hand, the Moravian and Slovenian
versions have nothing in common with the German: in the Moravians there is no
mention made of water separating the lovers, instead we see them standing on the
banks of the Danube, the girl washing her feet and the young man giving his horse
to drink, while a conversation is going on between the two. The girl invites the
young man, promising him to burn a candle to show the way. But it is not put out by
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anyone; the young man drowns in the river. True to say, the girl has him hauled by
fishermen , but they are told to catch fish for her; first fish are caught, and the girl
says: "It is not the sort of fish I would like to have" , with the second hauling the
young man's dead body is caught out, at whose sight the girl says: "This is the sort
of fish that's my heart loves dearly". That is to say, the whole of the scene shows a
word-for-word agreement with the Hungarian ballad entitled " Fair Damsel
Katica" (Nos 28/76). Further textual relationships with the Hungarian version are
that the young man is afraid of the dark night, for fear of falling into the water; the
ballad ends with a double death: the girl has two knives, with the one she digs a
grave for her sweetheart, with the other she stabs herself in the heart. In another
variant, however, she asks her mother to let her go on a walk outdoors, since she has
lost her ring which she would like to recover. The mother wants to hold her back,
but the girl escapes-and at this point the ballad bears resemblance to the German.
Can it be surmised that the ballad reached the Moravian population from two
opposite directions? Seemann (1951, No. 66) states that although the German motif
of blowing out of the candle is absent in the Slav material, still there are certain
motifs to relate them with the German.
The Slovenian version, too, contains only the motifs of drowning and
lightening of the candle, while the elements characteristic of the German are
missing. Consequently, the peoples neighbouring have retained as much of the plot
as has the Hungarian ballad.
We may accept the theory, according to which the Slav versions have been
mediated from two source areas. And this circumstance is another proof of the
Hungarian ballad having developed independently of the German. Otherwise the
Slavs would have received their ballads from the Germans exclusively, and the
Hungarians should have borrowed them from the Slavs.
The Italian ballad is similar to the French: the girl is locked up in a tower. But
the Italians have preserved the original name of the hero: Leandro. A new trait is
included, however, inasmuch as the Italian young man happens to fall asleep at the
foot of the tower, and by the time he wakes up, the tower has been set aflame. In a
dispair, he commits suicide, and the girl does away with herself. Undoubtedly, the
ballad could not have spread from the Italians towards the Eastern European
regions (I know only one variant from Piedmont). As to the Polish version, it is an
abridged variant of the German (if it belongs at all to the Type under discussion),
beginning immediately with the scene in which the girl is looking for her sweetheart;
also the motif of asking leave of her mother occurs, but as a whole the plot proper is
missing.
The Hungarian ballad is undisputedly old, although the point of time of its
origin can be dated to anywhere between the fourteenth and the seventeenth
centuries.

Literature: Gulyas 1940: about a lost bella istoria; Ortutay 1936-48: international relations;
Seemann 1951: German, Lithuanian and Slav connections; Haa vio 1955: detailed documentation of
ancient antecedents, the French originates from these, the Finnish follows the Swedish. In regard of the
Hungarian, he cannot decide on the basis of the scanty available material if accidental similarities are
involved or the Hungarian represents a formulation of the theme older than the German.
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38. THE PAGAN KING'S DAUGHTER

40. And sent them to Julia's bower.
As Fair Julia saw
That the young man was killed,
She lowered her head down to the ground
And surrendered herself to death.
45. As the old king saw
Her Julia dying:
0 , my Julia, my beautiful daughter,
My tulip that sprang in my garden,
Had I foreseen this,
50. Surely I should not have killed him,
I should have owned him my son instead,
And my kingdom, and my land
I should have all endowed to him . . .

92.

Fair Julia, my beautiful daughter,
My tulip that sprang in my flower garden,
Don't you love your serfl
I don't love the serf,
5. I only love the young man,
The handsome young man, my dearest one!
0 , the old king went out
And had the young man caught,
He had him locked up in the tower,
10. On the top of the tower.
0, Fair Julia went out,
And the young man caught sight of her:
0 , my Julia, my Fair Julia,
My beautiful violet that sprang in the garden,
15. Go to your father,
Fall on your knees before him,
Entreat him with words like these:
Father, my father, old king,
Have the young man removed
20. From the top of the tower;
Don't let him beat by the rain,
Don't let him blown at by the wind,
Don't let him burnt by the sun!
0 , Fair Julia went in
25. And falling on her knees before him,
She said, entreating him with words like these:
Father, my father, old king,
Have the young man removed
From the top of the tower,
30. Don't let him beat by the rain,
Don't let him blown at by the wind,
Don't let him burnt by the sun!
0, the old king went out
And had the young man removed
35. From the top of the tower,
Had him taken out into the field,
Right into the middle of the field.
There he had him killed at once,
And had his heart and liver taken out,
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1. The daughter of the pagan king
Is walking in the street with much grace,
A handsome young man is keeping her company,
A handsome young man is keeping her company.
2. As the pagan king beheld them walking,
He had the young man caught
And had him taken up to the bulwark of his fortress .
There he had him blown at by the cold wind,
There he had him beat by the rain.
3. There went little Lilia,
Fairly grown fair violet:
What are you doing there, handsome young man?
0 , I am like an orphan
Separated from his mate.
4. Little Lilia went home,
Fairly grown fair violet:
Father, my king, I would say a word
If you did not deny it to me:
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Wishing to tear them off.
His daughter spoke up, saying:
Father, my father, my dear father,
You did not let us have peace while we were alive,
Do let us in peace now that we are dead!

5. The handsome young man begs you, and I am his tounge,
Do let him remove from the bulwark of the fortress,
Don't let him blow at by the cold wind,
Don't let him beat by the rain.
6. The pagan king turned round,
And he kicked her daughter
So that her red skirt was cleft,
Her red blood spurted out,
And she died a terrible death on the spot.

Laszl6 Vikar recorded two stanzas of the ballad in 1963 together with a
variant of the tune published here, but since the informant was an antitrinitarian
priest, there is every reason to think of a possibility of a secondary revival from
printed matter.

7. The bells began to be tolled,
And the handsome young man heard the chime:
0, how beautifully the bells are chiming,
Is it perhaps because of my Fair Lilia?
8. 0, if she has died for my sake,
I shall die for her sake!
He turned down from the bulwark of the fortress
And died a terrible death on the spot.
Tordtitfalva (Udvarhely county) . Female performer, B. Vikdr, 1902=SzNd No.
70=Ethn. 1915,309.
Divergences: The other variant published by Kriza agrees with the variant
from Tordatfalva, with the difference that in it the young man is first cast into a
deep dungeon, in which he is "torn by frogs and sucked by snakes". The girl asks her
father to have him taken out of the dungeon, where "0, how his lean flesh is torn, 0,
how his red blood is sucked!" It is only then that the king has him placed on the
bulwark of the fortress. The continuation agrees with the published variant. At the
end, however, the motif of the grave-flower appears:

The pagan king had him taken out of the dungeon,
And he had them placed side by side.
F or the one he ordered to make
A coffin of white marble,
For the other he ordered to make
A coffin of red marble.
The one he ordered to be buried
In front of the altar,
The other he ordered to be buried
Behind the altar.
Out of the one's body there sprang
A white lily of marble,
Out of the other's body there sprang
A red lily of marble.
They grew and grew
Until they combined in a knot.
The pagan king walked to them,
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Dissemination: Udvarhely county (the texts of Kriza published sine loco are also originating from
that county, in all probability). Total: 4 variants.
Textual relationships with other ballads: The deep dungeon inhabited with snakes and frogs is a
commonplace known from the the so-called outlaw ballads, too (118.); "The red skirt was cleft ..... etc.:
25.; the grave flower: 9.,10.,28.,37.; the motif of cutting out of the liver and heart occurs in 6., 20., 25.,
and 57.
Parallels in languages other than Hungarian:

ENGLISH: 1-5. Child 269. 6--7. Greig 90.
DANISH (SWEDISH): 8~3. DgF. 305 (ibid. Jonsson)
GERMAN-DUTCH: 64-74. D. Vir. 16 (9 are old recordings from the mid-sixteenth century
onwards, I being from Gottschee).
ITALIAN: 75. Pergoli 12. No. 6. 76. Widter 93. 77. Bernoni 1875 39 (in prose).
Partial variants:

DANISH: 78-79. DgF 94.
Dubious: ROMANIAN: 80. Amzulescu No. 217 (plus 6 variants enumerated).

Only one of the ballads belonging to the type discussed has preserved the
central motif of the internationally known theme: the heart of the executed lover is
placed on a tray and so furnished to the girl, who dies either because of the sight of
it, or because she ate of it. Apparently, at a more advanced stage of development
people thought too cruel the original idea to be credible and contented themselves
with referring to the tragic fate of the lovers who died in consequence of the social
differences separating them. In this form the theme was meaningful enough to
express the original idea oflove breaking through social barriers. The spread of the
ballad is restricted to western Europe and to Hungary. The German summary
edition (D. VIr 16.) states that the motif of the lover's heart offered as a dish to the
surviving sweetheart first presented itself as a theme in France, from where it spread
to Italy, England, the German areas and Scandinavian territories. In its older form,
the theme appears as a tragedy of married spouses (cf. Boccaccio, Novella 9 of the
fourth day); a more recent application is the one attached to a father and his
daughter (cf. Boccaccio, Novella I of the same day). According to German
scholars, the latter form is only known in the English (Scottish)-speaking territories
(D. VIr. fails to mention the Hungarian version). At the same time, the other form is
allotted by the D. VIr. exclusively to the French and the Germans. It states further
that the Scandinavian ballads contain both forms. An adaptation of the theme is
known from the oeuvre of Konrad von Wiirzburg; on the turn of the thirteenthfourteenth centuries, it was connected with the name of Brennberger, possibly the
Minnesiinger. After such preliminaries, let us see what the national versions have to
say to us.
47/11
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The English ballad also speaks about love breaking through social barriers.
The father of the girl-or a wandering ghost-discovers his daughter's pregnancy
(cf. Var. C: Her petticoat grew short before), and asks her if the child is by a lord or a
nobleman at least. Learning that it is by a kitchen boy, he has the young man
executed, cuts out his heart and sends it in a golden cup to her daughter. The girl
Washes it with her tears and dies with the following words: "Since he's died for me,
I'll die for him". The King curses his men for not having prevented him from
committing the bloody deed.
The Danish version shows in part a closer, in part a more distant relationship
with the Hungarian. The king's daughter is picking flower in the garden. His father
is looking at her from the windows, and calls her to him: Whom do you pick those
flowers to?-To Prince Frydenborg.-Have you not yet cast him out of your mind?
He has him brought up from the prison, and orders him to be tied to a tree. Then he
has him cut down as peasants cut the cattle, has him roasted on spit as peasants have
the fish, has his heart take out and serve up to his daughter. "What a terrible dish
this is!" "This is the heart of Prince Frydenborg." "Then this is my last supper.
Bring wine in a silver jug!" In three variants she drinks poison and dies. The king
receiving tidings, says: "Had I known they loved each other so much, I should not
have done that! " They are buried side by side, and white and blue lilies grow out of
their bodies. In this instance there is no social obstacle involved, but the lover is first
cast into the dungeon, the king sees his daughter pick flowers-in the Hungarian
ballad he sees her walking with the young man-and in the end the king repents his
deed, which is in agreement with the Hungarian, and so are the flowers in one of the
Hungarian variants. DgF 94 goes even further: the characters are husband and
wife, and in the end the wife has her lover revived by the aid of the water of life, the
young man takes vengeance on the husband by cutting off his head, after which
there is no obstacle to the lovers' union. Of course, this version has nothing to do
with the Hungarian ballad. The Dutch fonnulation also carries us away from the
Hungarian: the wife of a man makes a wreath for a knight. She is betrayed to the
husband, who has the knight thrown into prison. He spends seven miserable years
in the prison, and his hair and beard become white; the woman rides over to him
and assures him of her love and faithfulness. The scene is repeated when the knight
is being taken to the gallows. His heart is cut out and is served, peppered, to the
woman. "What dish has it been? It did taste me good!" Learning the truth, she asks
for wine and dies. Thus neither the Dutch ballad's plot is based on social difference.
In the Gennan version we do not know by whom the young man was imprisoned
after he had.spent a night with his sweetheart. Kept for three years in prison, he is
finally placed on a table and cut up as a fish; they take out his heart-sometimes cut
it to pieces-and serve it to the woman. As she learns what she has eaten, she asks
for wine and her heart breaks with the first drop of wine.
Also the Italian version speaks about a king who keeps his daughter under
strict surveillance. She is seen to the school by twelve servants, with one of whom
she falls in love. His fellows tell about it to the king. He is cast into prison and kept
there without anything to eat or drink. On the third day he is killed, his heart taken
out and served to his sweetheart. "Frontida, will you accept this act of kindness!
This is the heart of Giasmond." A fierce debate ensues between the father and the
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daughter. She poisons herself and dies. The names are not unlike those in the
Boccaccian story.
.
General opinion holds that the ballad can be reduced to the Boccacclan
novella. (This is seemingly corroborated by the identical names in the Italian
ballad.) In connection with the Hungarian ballad literary historians spread the
opinion that it did not originate directly from Boccaccio but indirectly, thr?ugh the
mediation of Gyorgy Enyedi's 'bella istoria', entitled Guiscardus and <?u~s~o~da
(1577). This opinion is supported by the fact that Enyedi was an antltnmtan~n
bishop of Transylvania from 1592 onward, and the ballad was also recorded ID
Transylvania. But an international survey of the ballad. type. r~veals some
difficulties of these suppositions. First of all, both the Itahan onglDal and the
Hungarian adaptation of the story consist of very long te~ts in pros~ or verse,
focussed around an academic debate about the condemnatIOn of SOCial antagonisms and the assertion of the principle of equal rights to love. The Hungarian verse
was first published in 1574, when it comprised 242 lines, the second tim~ it was
published in 310 lines in 1582. As against this, the ballads are charactenzed by
briefness of fonnulation, this story presented in verse, having no textual
relationships with either the short story or the romance. (Also t~eir rhy.thmic
patterns are different: the 'bella istoria' is written in e1~v~n-syllable hn~s while the
ballad constructs in lines of eight syllables.) Therefore It IS out of question that the
ballad should be a variant abridged by omissions of the romance; it is a completely
new fonnulation of the theme. Can it reasonably be imagined that the various
peoples should have made excerpts of literary composition~ in so uni~onn ~ way?
On the basis of names, such a thing might be thought of ID connectIOn With the
Italian ballad, but a supposed spread of the same cannot solve the question either.
The nearest neighbouring people, the Gennan, does not even mention the name of
the character responsible for the execution of the young man, the Dutch ballad
knows about a husband and a wife, and there is no common trait in the fonnulation
of the texts of the two nations. In the same way, different is the English version, tqo,
having the theme of pregnancy in the centre of the epic plot. And the Hungari~n
shows further deviation with the young man pining away in the tower and the girl
pleading for mercy on his behalf. Anyway, it is the Hungarian version that proceeds
farthest from the Boccaccian story. At the same time, the same Hungarian ballad
shows a certain degree of affinity with the Danish ballad, at least the figure of the
repenting king and the motif of the grave-flowers seem to suggest so, while the
fonnula "You have died for me, And I shall die for you" links the ballad to the
similar commonplace of the English version. Archer Tay/or (1964) refers to
"mediaeval short stories", which also Child mentioned with reference to Boccaccio,
as ones that might serve as starting points for the English ballad. And we cannot
reject the idea, according to which the theme had found its origin. in the Fre~ch
antecedents of Boccaccio, perhaps in times before or parallel With the Itahan
elaboration of the story. The motif of cutting out of the lover's heart and serving it
as a dish to the woman is so old as to be traceable back to a twelfth-century
adaptation of the theme of Tristan, in which Isolde sings a chanson about a
husband who treats his wife's lover much in the same way. Even later French
elaborations follow in the wake of this prototype, as stated by D. Vir. In the notes of
47*/11
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the same place in D. VIr. (I, 169) mention is made of the Hungarian version as of one
that may have been shaped after the Provenrral model.
Even though we do not know about the existence of a ballad framed out of the
story in the French areas, the area of dissemination does not fail this time either to
support such a consideration, the more so since the Hungarian ballad this while
again seems to have closest connections with the English and the Danish versions,
and least of all with the German. Also, the "Pagan" king comes up in the character
of a "Heathen King" or a "Heathen Prince" in English and Danish ballads (Child
104). ans what is more, DgF 71 speaks about the hero marrying just the daughter of
the heathen king-hedens konge datter-another commonplace of western
balladry that connects the Hungarian version with the West and separates it from
the Boccaccian novella. But apart from all this, the Boccaccio story is abounding in
detailed descriptions-think of the meetings of the two lovers, the incidental
discovery of the father, the wife's lengthy tirade about the lover's descent and the
rights of carnal love-that is to say, it is so elaborately presented that it precludes
almost every possibility of its having served as a model to a ballad, a genre that is
typically based on "one single theme", in sharp contrast to the over-minuteously
detailed literary composition. Neither does the Italian ballad show any closer
resemblance to the Boccaccian story-and the names they have in common can be
well explained by a process of secondary adaptation through the agency of
broadside literature.
But whether or not the ballads of the various peoples had been originating
from Boccaccio, or from a French romance contemporaneous with or earlier than
the Boccaccian novella, in the last analysis it is beyond doubt that there must have
existed a common ballad "ancestor" which had fully revaluated the theme in the
true spirit of the new genre, making use of its internationally recognized cliches. In
either case, the Hungarian ballad is linked with the European formulation of the
theme, and it can by no means be derived from the 'bella istoria' composed by
Enyedi at a relatively late period, for if we were to accept the latter contingency, we
could not account for the similarities existing between the Hungarian ballad and its
western counterparts.
The motif of the heart cut out and served as a meal is missing from the
Romanian ballad as well as from the Hungarian variants, and without this we
cannot establish a connection between the Romanian and the western (European
and Hungarian) ballad themes. The sire imprisons his daughter's lover or wife
because he has eloped his daughter, or because he falls victim to court intrigues of
jealous rivals, who accuse him of cherishing usurping ambitions. The girl curses her
father, or commits suicide at the sight of her lover's dead body. Trees grow out of
their graves to unite in a lovers' knot.

Literature: Gragger 1923: refers to Enyedi and Brennberger; D . VIr. 16 1953 (J. Meier) ; Ortway
1936--48: refers to Boccaccio and Child; Tay10r 1964.
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39. THE WIFE KICKED TO DEATH

94.
It is seven years and three full days

That we have been together, that we have been together,
Yet we have not eaten a bit of bread together,
Yet we have not drunk a glass of water together.
5. My God, my God, what is the reason of it,
What is the reason of it, brave Janos Egri?
You know it quite well, you know it quite well, Zs6fika Kalnoki,
The reason is that I have never loved you,
Nor will I ever love you.
10. Then he kicked her, than he kicked her,
And he kicked her right from the table to the door,
He kicked her right from the table to the door.
Then Zs6fika Kalnoki spoke up, saying:
Stop it, stop it at last, brave Janos Egri!
15. On my left side the sun has shone in,
On my right side my blood has spilled out.
Then brave Janos Egri spoke up, saying:
Hey, my foot-page, my dear foot-page, my first foot-page,
Lift her up and put her into her bed!
20 My foot-page, my dear foot-page, my first foot-page, .
Let us go out shooting hare, shooting hare, and huntmg.
Then Zs6fika Kalnoki spoke up, saying:
My foot-page, my dear foot-page, my little foot-page,
Bring out, bring out my mournful coach!
25. Harness, harness my fastest horses to it!
The coach for the fire, the horses for the dogs,
Drive drive on as fast as you can,
To m~ dear mother's place, to Mistress Pal Kalnoki!
Good morning, good morning, my dearest heart, mother!
30. Welcome, child, my dearest heart, my daughter!
.
I have not come to have a good time, but I have come to die.
Hey, my foot-page, my dear foot-page, my first foot-page:
Climb this tree and see if you can see a light!
I cannot see any light, except the one at the noble Lady's house.
35. Then come along, come along to my mother-in-law's house! .
Good evening, good evening, dear mother-in-law!
Welcome, my son, my dear son-in-law!
How did you, how did you leave my daughter?
I left her, I left her in good health.
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40. Upon this, she went in her little bower,
Into her private chamber,
And cut a slice of bread from her table,
And poured out a glass of water from her jug:
Eat that, my son, my dear son-in-law
As if it were my daughter's flesh,
Drink that, my son, my dear son-in-law
As if it were my daughter's blood!

Szabed (Maros- Torda county) . Ferenc Kanyar6

= Ortutay

1955. No. 16.

Cf. Leader 181.
Neither variants nor tune of the ballad are known to be extant. The picture
that shows the curious huge wound on the woman's waist has come up in other
ballads from Moldavia as a secondary development in them; in any case, the
occurrence of the motif there indicates that the ballad had been widespread in
former times. A text recorded at Klezse is a mixture of three ballads, beginning with
the story of The Bride Given in Marriage to Poland (14.), then turning into the
narrative of The Haughty Wife (66.), finally it changes over to the formulation of
The Brigand's Wife (20.). From the point of view of the present discussion, it is
interesting that the description of the wife-beating scene of this ballad from Klezse
includes the lines referring to the wound on the woman's waist:
Then he took his Tartar's scourge
And started to lash her across her slender waist.
Enough of that, enough, enough, my dear husband!
The sun has shone into one of my sides,
The moonlight has shone out of the other!
Another variant of the same Moldavian text describes the scene in the following
manner:
Your cheeks were like two beautiful peonies,
Now they are like two pale cloths .. .
Out of my right side the sunlight has shone out,
Into my left side the moonlight has shone in.
Textual relationships with other ballads:
The formula " seven years and three days" occurs in Types 33 and 43; the urging of the coachman
in 2, 10, 13 and 21.
Parallels in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1. Blade n, 51. 2. Delzangles 71.
Partial variants:
PORTUGUESE: 3- 5. Braga 42, 209- 211 (209 = Geibel- Schack No. 18).
CROAT: 6. Kuhac 649 (?).
SPANISH: 7-8. Catalan 111, 110; 111/21 , Nos 26 and 27. (Goyriand Memindez-Pidtillll, Note 26,
p. 110, refers to a Bosnian Sefardi variant.)
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The peculiar picture exaggerating the size of the wounds on the broken waist
of the woman offers points of approach for comparison (the sunlight and the
moonlight shining in and out, respectively). In a Portuguese ballad of a different
p~ot the size of the wounds is indicated in a similar manner, although with a
different connotation, when describing the corpse of the hero that fell in an action:
"In one of his wounds the sun was seen, in the other the moon, and in the third one a
beautiful dice." (3.) " Through one of them the sun went in, through the other the
moon, while through the smallest one an eagle flew in." (4.) " Through one of them
the sun went in, through the other the moon, while through the smallest one a royal
eagle flew in with spread wings, without getting blood on him." (5.) Thus, instead of
the stylized picture of the opening between the ribs we have the excessive
exaggeration of the size of the wound. Between the Portuguese formulas and the
Hungarian texts a link is provided by a French fragment with a plot faintly
reminiscent of the Hungarian ballad, and the formula too can be found in it in hazy
outlines. In a text from Gascony three cavaliers make remarks about favours they
claim to have received from a married wife. The husband of the woman overhears
them and beats her so severely that " On one side the rib was broken, and on the
other her daughter's head." (That is to say, she was pregnant.) Before she dies, she
makes her will: her husband shall be hanged, her mother burnt to death and the
ashes of her body scattered from the beautiful bridge in Lyons. As the mother's role
cannot be discerned from the obscure text, obviously the full story has not been
preserved in it. In a text from Auvergne we find it even vaguer (2.): At the first blow
he gave her, three of her ribs broke, at the second, she fell ill. And here we have more
about the hostile mother-in-law, yet not enough for us to be able to make out her
real function in the story. Although it is enigmatic, and therefore fragmentary, the
collector describes it as a popular song of drovers and workmen. In northern
France, its true home, the full form of the ballad must have existed once, and it must
have been closer to the Hungarian. Thus what we actually have at hand is the last
fragment of a song that used to be widespread in its original, complete form. The
surviving formula' being the most impressing portion of the text may well have
sta.r ted. a separate life of its own, and so it had been adapted by the Csang6s in a
qUIte ~Ifferent context; the same happened to it among the Portuguese. The process
of fadlOg had been a matter of course with the French; the picture has assumed a
semi-realistic meaning also in the Hungarian ballad: "On one of my sides the sun
shone in, and on my right side my blood has run out." The transformation of the
original image has been fully carried out with the French, under the pressure of an
ever more prevailing rationalistic trend.
In the Croat song, Asagana is walking with his wife who is pregnant, and
beholds the lovely daughter of Demir. He wants to go over to her, which brings
about a quarrel between the husband and his wife; he kicks her so brutally at the
heart that her blood starts to flow, and she gives birth to a still-born son. Her
mother tends her, and before the wife dies she says what she will leave to her mother
sister, brother, husband and rival. Four years after her death the husband marrie~
the beautiful girl.
Here again we have , perhaps, the common nucleus in the framework of a
different story, in which even the characteristic description of the wounds have
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completely disappeared. At the same time, there is an agreement with the
Hungarian ballad in that the wife is kicked to death, while the scene of the dying
woman telling her last will reminds us of the French. The woman's mother also in
this text takes sides with her daughter, in a sharp contrast with the hostile motherin-law figuring in the French fragment.
The songs of the two nations living side by side in the territory of prewar
Hungary have preserved various elements of the old French-Portuguese ballads;
the Hungarian versions have maintained a larger number of survivals which are
more characteristic at the same time than the elements preserved by the scanty
Croatian material. As the Croat version belongs to the type here discussed, we have
to suppose that it came about under the influence of the Hungarian version,
incorporating further elements into the story. (In the French, the woman's alleged
perfidy gave rise to the tragedy, in the Hungarian the woman's complaint about her
husband's unkindness, while in the Croat version the husband casts his eyes on
another woman.) Both the French and the Hungarian had exposed the traditional
story at a stage of final erosion, before it was utterly extinct. It belongs to the oldest
French borrowings in Hungarian balladry.
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40. THE BROTHER PURSUING HIS SISTER'S
BETROTHED

95.

My husband, my husband, my dear goodman,
I have served you for a year,
For a year and a half. .
Will you give me what you had promised to give;
5. Your beautiful daughter Kata Biro!
Let's go away, my dear betrothed,
For your father has promised you to me.
They arrive in a big forest.
Sit down, sit down, my dear betrothed,
10. Look in my head for a little while!
She was sitting, she was sitting, and she looked his head,
He went asleep in her lap.
Kata Bito looked in the direction where her home stood.
Aye, her brave brother is coming.
IS. Her brave brother Mozes Biro.
Get up, get up, my dear betrothed,
For my brother is coming there.
But he did not wake up, he did not wake up.
Her brave brother arrived there,
20. Her brave brother Mozes Biro.
He drew out his bright sword
And cut the lover's white neck.
Let's go, my dear sister.
Wait a minute, wait a minute, my dear brother!
25. Let me pick up his white shirt,
Let me wipe up his red blood!
Maybe, you are sorry for him, my dear sister!?
No, no, I am not sorry for him, my brave brother,
No, no, but I am sorry for his white shirt,
30. Which is foaming with blood so red.
She picked his shirt and wiped up his blood.
They are going, they are going towards their home.
I am very thirsty, my brave brother!
Well, come on, my dear sister,
35. I know a river water flowing nearby.
I don't want to go to the river,
For I know a well of stone nearby.
She went over to the well of stone.
There she found a beautiful green twig.
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40. She hanged her head-dress on it:
If he died for me, it is not pity for me either!
And she sank into the well.
Her brave brother was waiting for her to return,
Waiting for her, but she did not come back.
45. He went over to the well of stone,
And there he saw her head-dress hanging.
My God, my God,
I have perished two souls,
And the third will be mine.
50. He drew out his bright sword
And lent on it.

Farag6 1957

= Farag6

It is likely that either the extant version or some lost variants thereof had
supplied an example for the Romanian ballad mentioned among the parallels. A
girl escapes with her lover and is very much frightened by the thought that her
brothers might set out to chase them. The brothers, indeed, reach them and pass
sentence on the girl. Nevertheless, the youngest brother tries to appease his elder
brothers: the girls lot is similar to that of the apples, which are hanging on the
branch while they are little but fall down as soon as they grow big. With this the
story ends. Thus the conflict in the plot has been eliminated.

1965. 174.

The tune of the ballad was not noted down. No variant of the ballad is known to be
extant.

Textual relationships with other ballads: "Searching in the head" occurs in the ballad of The
Enticed Wife (3.), The Enticed Wife Forsaking her Child (5.) and The Wife Longing to Go Home (41.).
The closing motif agrees with the solutions of The Disgraced Girl (10.), The Cruel Mother-in-Law (28.).
Serving for the hand of the master's daughter also comes up in SS.
Parallels in languages other than Hungarian:
ENGLISH: J~. Child 7. 7-47. Bronson 7.
DANISH (SWEDISH): 48-74. DgF 82. (ibid. Jonsson) .
GERMAN: 75. D . VIr. 44.
ROMANIAN: 76. Amzulescu 320. (13 variants enumerated).

The nucleus of the theme, namely that the brother is chasing the girl and her
sweetheart-in some cases as many as seven brothers are involved-is remarkably
common in the West, supplying the basis for such much discussed ballads as are the
English "Earl Brand" and the Danish "Ribold og Guldborg". The story, however,
is different inasmuch as in the western ballads the lover kills all the girl's brothers,
while he himself is wounded to death. The girl dies too. The German version
maintains a closer relationship with the Hungarian in some other respect: the
bridegroom kills the three brothers who are out to take them, whereupon the girl
announces that she does not love him so much after what has happened. Then the
bridegroom stabs her to death and he himself drives his sword into his body. The
Hungarian version resembles only in its outlines the western ballads, and seems to
be an amalgamation of several common places, having a different ending than those
known from the foreign parallels. In any case, it is built up from western elements,
although we cannot establish a direct connection between the Hungarian and the
western forms on the basis of this single survival whose text fails to provide any fix
point of orientation.
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41. THE WIFE LONGING TO GO HOME

96.
TemP9 giU8tO

~~;f~
1.

J =85
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E· hen gyiin, e· hen gyiin
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J ] I;) J In p J In t I

Is. te . nem, te· rem·tom, Gy6gyits meg en • ge . met!

1. There are coming, there are coming
Two sad young men.
My Lord, my Creator,
Heal me!
2. So that I may erect
A splendid church,
So that I may engage
Spiritual teachers in it.
3. In one (of the windows)
Fair Ilona Horvat is weeping,
In the other, on his elbow,
The pagan Turkish emperor is leaning.
4. Fair Ilona Horvat,
Why are you weeping?
Don't you love me,
Don't you love me?
5. I am not weeping
Because I don't love you,
But I have just thought of
My dear mother who gave me birth, (to the 3rd section)
And my dear Hungarian country.
6. My coachman, my coachman,
Put the horses to the coach,
Turn the shaft-bar
Of my gilt coach.
7. Take her
To little Hungary,
To her father's court,
To her mother's home!
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8. Good evening, good evening,
My dear mother who gave me birth!
If only for this one night
You could afford to give me lodging!
9. That I cannot afford to give,
That I cannot afford to give,
Bl. 'a use I am waiting for guests to come,
Because I am waiting for guests to come.
10. And who is going to be
Your welcome guest?
Fair Ilona Horvat
And the pagan Turkish emperor.
11 . But see, then, I am
Your welcome guest!
But see, then, I am
Your welcome guest!
12. And I will not believe it,
Before I see him in front of me,
Before I see him in front of me,
The pagan Turkish emperor!
13. Upon this word
The pagan Turkish emperor sprang forth.
Fair Ilona Horvat
Died a terrible death at once.
14. Her silver and her gold
She left to her father,
Her diamond and her ruby
She left to her mother.
15. Her six horses fed on oats
She left to her coachman,
Her wedded spouse
She left to the devil.
The informant learned the ballad while a small girl, from her father. The
pagan Turkish emperor was, in point of fact, the devil himself. Therefore he was
able to appear all of a sudden. Once he asked Ilona "to look in his head". Then
Ilona saw that he had horns, that is to say, that he was the devil, therefore she began
to weep. (Cf. Stanza 3.)
Bajna (Esztergom county), 87-year-oldfemale informant. 1955, Schnoller.
The story is so obscure and fragmentary that it cannot be put to use for
comparative purposes. The testament in the end of the ballad is a commonplace
known all over Europe. (Cf. Janos Who Was Poisoned, 60. and the related
ballads.) The motif of the daughter whom the mother fails to recognize comes up
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rather frequently in ballads. The motif of "searching in the head" is known from the
Type of " The Enticed Young Wife" . The "devil" occurs in several ballads in which
obscure elements cannot meet a plausible explanation. (Cf. The Girl Danced to
Death, The Bride Dragged to Death.) Stanzas 3 and 4 = Stanzas 2 and 3 of No.
11/36, even the name is identical! In the case of Type 11, however, the figuring of the
wife would seem to be inconsistent, because all the other texts speak about a suitorbridegroom rejected by the bride. It is not impossible that the motif got into Type 11
from this ballad.
In any case, the ballad seems to be a survival of some mediaeval European
ballad theme. In its actual form it is threadbare and confused beyond recognition.

42. THE MOTHER KIDNAPPED BY THE SON

97.

. Once, when there was a war, people were torn apart from one another, and
the httle baby was left in the cradle. The Turks took pity on the pretty creature and
took it away with them. The mother also got there and was made to work as a
charwoman. When the young man married, he did not know that he had his own
~other in his house. She was nursing her grandson, lulling the following song to
him:
Rubato, parlando
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1. Rock-a-bye, hush-hush,
Rock-a-bye, baby in the cradle,
I used to have
Such a baby in the cradle.
2. But he had been taken by the Turks
When they were lording it over Vienna.
Even now I could recognize him
If I saw him.
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3. Two black warts
Were on his two white arms.
I should recognize him
If I saw him.
This song was overheard by her son. He turned up his sleeves, and 10, there
were the two warts on his arms.

rrr!lrrrr
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With the rest of the prisoners, a small child got into the household of a great
Turkish lord. As he grew up, he rose high in the ranks of the world and became a
pasha.
As a child was born to him, a nurse was needed. A fatigued old woman
happened to walk there. Well, he took her to the household as a nurse. But the pasha
told her that he would break her body in a mortar is she failed to tend the child
carefully, protecting it even from the blowing wind.
The poor woman nursed the child as if it had been her own son.
On one day, the little child grew sick, and indeed there must have been
something the matter with it, for it was always crying.
What can ail this little innocent creature?-The old woman thought to herself
musingly. If the pasha happens to hear it crying, what comes on me? Don't you cry,
baby .. . Alas, what am I to do with you? . . . Thus the old woman burst out. Then
she began to sing, overcome with sorrow:
Rock-a-bye, hush-hush,
You beautiful Turkish child!
I also used to have
A beautiful little child.

4. I say, old woman ,
What song are you humming there?
I am not humming a song,
But I am lulling-rocking a child.

But he was taken by the Turks
When they ransacked the castle
At a beautiful crimson dawn,
At day-break.

5. Rock-a-bye, hush-hush,
Rock-a-bye, baby in the cradle,
I also used to have
Such a baby in the cradle.
6. But he had been taken by the Turks
When they were lording it over Vienna.
Even now I could recognize him
If I saw him.
7. Two black warts
Were on his two white arms.
I should recognize him
If I saw him.
Then the son went over to her, turned up both sleeves of his shirt. Then they
recognized each other, and from that time on she was not kept as a nurse in the
house. They were crying with joy.
Cered ( N ogrdd county) , 70-year-old female informant Mistress Andor SzabO. 1956
= AP 1522jb.

98.
Long-long ago, when the Turks were ruling the major part of Hungary, the
following story took place.
As they ransacked the towns and the castles, they carried away all people they
could lay hold on, men, women and children alike, far-far away, to the shore of the
sea.
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But even now I should recognize him,
Should he stand in front of me.
I should tell him by the white skin of his arms,
By the white warts on his arms.
The noise of her crying-weeping was heard by the wife of the pasha. She
entered her husbaQd's room, saying: Do you hear, my husband, do you hear, what
that captive woman is saying?
Then she told him what the old woman was lulling over the small child to rock
him to sleep.
Well, to cut short the story, the pasha showed his left arm to the nurse to see if
she can notice anything on it.
It appeared that the pasha was the son of the poor old woman. This was how
the captive woman found her son whom she had lost many years before.
Kiskundorozsma (Csongrdd county)

=

Nyr VIII. 1879, 180-82.

99.
There was once a woman who had a son and a daughter. Her daughter was
called Ilona, her son was called Albert. She branded them both. Then the Turks
carried away Albert as well as Ilona. They were raised in a foreign country. They did
48/11
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not know that they were sister and brother, and they were married to each other.
Later on, Albert invaded Great Hungary in order to rape people. And he raped an
old woman who was his own mother. But he did not know that she was his own
mother, nor did the old woman know that he was her son. As he took her mother,
tied her to his horse and so he tormented her. The old woman asked him not to tie
her to the horse but let her walk free; she begged the Turk not to torment her so
cruelly, but the Turk replied:

100.

The son of a woman was robbed by the Turks. He was carried to Turkey. The
mother went after him, she wandered from village to village in search of her son. At
last she got to Turkey. There she served as a nurse in the house of a rich Turk. When
she was rocking the Turk's son to sleep, she always sang the same song:
Rock-a-bye, hush-hush, you little Turkish child,
I also used to have such a beautiful Hungarian little child.
But when the Turks occupied the town,
They carried away my little Hungarian son together with his cradle.
Even now I should recognize him, if he stood in front of me,
Even now I should recognize him, if he stood in front of me:
On his right shoulder and on his right thigh
There are moles of the size of a plum-stone,
On his left shoulder and on his left thigh
There are moles of the form of an apricot-stone.

I. Swim in the same blood in which my horse swims,
Eat the same hay which my horse eats,
Drink the same water which my horse drinks!
As they arrived at home, the Turk's wife asked whom he had brought? He
answered that he could not find anybody except an old woman.-Spare her life, she
may well do as a nurse to our child! She was ordered to nurse the child. So they lived
until the old woman happened to see the Turk and his wife undressed: she saw the
marks she had branded on them ... The old woman grew very sad; she knew that
they both were her children; and she was very sad to learn that she had been
tormented by her own son. Then the old woman began to sing:
2. Rock-a-bye, hush-hush, you beautiful Turkish child,
My own son's handsome son, my own daughter's offspring,
My own daughter's offspring, my own grandson!
3. It is nine years since they were robbed by the Turks,
After nine years, I myself was robbed,
After nine years I myself was robbed.
4. The Turks carried away my son Albert,
My son Albert and my daughter Ilona,
Then I was carried away, tied to a horse!
5. Swim the same blood which my horse swims,
Eat the same hay which my horse eats,
Drink the same water which my horse drinks!
A maid-servant overheard her and called the Turk. Then also the Turk overheard
her song ... The Turk thus learned that the woman was his own mother! But he still
made a try, saying: Shall I believe that the child is your grandson? Then the old
woman told him:
Take off your shirt and look at the warts!
They took a look at the warts on the wife and on the husband alike, and 10,
they were quite the same! Then the Turk embraced his mother, took her into his
room and treated her as her own, dear mother afterwards ...

One day as she was singing, the Turk overheard her song. He entered the
door, the same Turk, asking her: Recite your song once more, mother! Then she
..
.. .
began to sing, crying:
Rock-a-bye, hush-hush, you little Turkish chIld ... As she fimshed smgmg,
the Turk said to her: Should you recognize it, mother, if you were allowed to see
it? ... The young man undressed, saying: I am the Hungarian child that used to be
taken prisoner! Then they embraced each other, and he gave order to the whole of
the family to honour the old woman not as a nurse but as his own dear mother ...
By the time the old woman found her son he had become a great lord . . . God led the
mother to the place because she loved her son so dearly that she went after him,
wandering from village to village, from town to town ...
Tornya (Torontal county) = Kalmany 1954, 143.
101.

Well, it so happened that once upon a day the dog-headed Tartars came over
the Tisza. But sooner than they had got out of the river they started to shout: Kata,
Panna, Roza! The dog-headed Tartars have gone away. Then they caught all they
were able to reach, and they took away those they were able to catch. They shouted
in through the windows as well: Come out, Kata, Panna! The dog-headed T~rtars
have gone away! A brother and a sister tried to hide, digging themselves m the
dunghill. Yet they were discovered and carried away by the dog-headed Tarta~s.
They were living as captives, but they did not recognize each other. After a whIle
they got married to each other. Then they returned home to t~eir mother's pl~ce,
but by that time they had had their small baby. The newly marned co.upl.e went mto
the kitchen to cook a dish of dumplings, while their mother was smgtng:
Daughter of my daughter, son of my son:
Son of my son, daughter of my daughter,
My own grandson.

Deszk (Toronuil county) = Kalmany 1881-1891 Ill, 198.
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The young ones came in and asked: Mother, why did you sing that song?- Well, I
am afraid to tell you, for fear of you parting with each other, perhaps. Yet she told
them in the end: This has been brought on you by the dog-headed Tartars. You are
my son and my daughter.- Hearing this, they looked at each other, frightened to
death.-Well, you must put up with what had taken place, since you were in so great
danger that you could not know you were brother and sister. And you have been
away for such a long time.- Therefore the mother did not want to tell them why she
was singing her song.
Tape (Csongrtid county). 57-year-oldfemale performer. Imre Katona, 1943.
Divergences: A fragment of six lines (Kalmany 1891 , 197) has preserved the
song about the " two little orphan boys" only. Another fragment recorded after
1891 gives more information about the mother's only child who had a white wart on
his arm. "Finally it appeared that he was the son of the captive woman." (Unknown
provenience, Kalmany 1954 3Aj2) . According to a data recorded by Kalmany
after 1891 at Bekessamson, the woman was carried aWay together with other
prisoners and made later a nurse. She recalls memories of her own little one,
singing: On his left hand and foot there were moles of the form of an apricot-stone.
The Turk asks her why she is weeping. "I am crying for my son who had been
thrown into the ditch." The Turk sends people to find the child and restores him to
the mother. The latest-recorded variant is completely eroded. (Katona and
Tripolyszky, Zenta.) The son had a warp on his breast. The mother is looking for
him but cannot find him. On a day Turks are marching by, and a Turkish officer
asks the woman for a cup of water. While drinking, he opens his shirt and his
mother recognizes him by the black wart. The son does not believe her and goes
away. Later on, when he is dying, it occurs to him that the woman might have been
his mother indeed.

Earliest provenience: 1879.
Dissemination: Counties Csongrad, Csanad, Torontal and Bekes, that is the area that used to
receive populations emigrating from Szeged, and there is an additional data from the environment of
Balassagyarmat (Nograd county). Total: 9.
Textual relationships with other ballads: Relatives failing to recognize each other learn the factual
reality from a song: 17. and 22.
Tune: Only the variant from Cered has been recorded with a tune.
Parallels in languages other than Hungarian:
SPANISH: 1. Wolf and Hofmann No. 130. 2- 3. Menendez and Pida/1885, 122- 24, Nos 19 and
20.
PORTUGUESE: 4-7. Braga 11, 128, 131 , 136 and 144. 8. Geibel and Schack, 334.
CATALAN: 9-10. Amades 2324 and 3028. 11. Wolf75 (partial variant).
MORAVIAN: 12- 17. Sirovtitka 1963. 18- 25. Rychnovti I-{) and BI- 2.
UKRAINIAN: 26-30. Golovatsky I, 42, Nos 4 and 44, No. 5, Ill/I, 15, No. 2, and 22, No. 10, 23,
No. 11. 31 . Kolberg 1882-188911, 225, No. 416.
RUSSIAN: 32-44. Putilov and Dobrovolsky 24-38 .
POLISH: 45. Czernik 71.
SOUTHERN SLAV: 46. HNP VI, No. 30. 47. Vuk 1966, No. 144.
MACEDONIAN: 48. Vasiljevic 11, No. 326.
BULGARIAN: 49. Stoilov 30. 50-51 . A- V 148 and 161. 52- 53. Arnaudov 1913 59A-B. 54. Stoin
1939, No. 126. 55. Verkovic 141. 56. Miladinovi 110. 57- 58. Shapkarev 301 and 319. 59. SbNU X, 70,
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No. I. 60-6 1. Ivanov 1936, No. 84. 62. Idem 1949, No. 128. 63. SbNU 26, No. 35. 64. Izv. Etn Mus. Ill,
49 .65. Burmov 109. 66. SbNU 42, Kepov 22 1- 22. 67. Stoin 1931 , No. 161 (partial variant).
Indirectly related variants:
ENGLISH : 68- 70. Child 62. 78--84. Bronson 62 .
DANISH : 85- 163. DgF 258.
GERMAN- DUTCH: 164- 168. D . VIr. 74.

Of the nine Hungarian texts, two speak about a case of incest; one fragment
mentions two brothers without telling anything about their story; six fragments
refer to one son only, and one of them refers to a baby thrown into the ditch at the
capture of the town which was subsequently carried away by the Turk who, however,
was not son to the mother; this latter fragment is indoubtedly an eroded variant.
With this left out of consideration, we have five sound stories in which son and
mother are the main characters, two stories with a marriage plot, and a fragment
about two brothers. As a matter of course, points of quantity in themselves cannot
decide the question of origin: rare motifs preserved in a few texts may be older and
closer to the original; at the same time, the numerical excess may be indicative of a
general form , in relation of which a rarer trait is resulting from subsequent
insertion. What is more important: incestuous marriage between sister and brother
seems to be meaningless to the singers: in the first published text, which is the
completest, it has no implication whatever for the psychological denouement of the
plot; the point of the story concerns the reunion of mother and child. The performer
of the variant recorded from Tape seems to be conscious of the " vicious" nature of
the story- and this is some rational, modem colouring in the narrative of a woman
who has already broken with the original naive approach to the tradition, and who
tries to carry to the end the train of thought that used to be irrelevant to singers of
former times spelled only by the plot-but since she does not see the fact
consequential for the solution of the plot, she chooses to leave it as it is, saying:
"Well, you have to put up with it." Further, it is conspicuous that the sister-wife has
no role at all in the run ofthe story: it is the son that speaks to his mother about the
fact of recognition in this tale, as well as in the other legends or'this kind. All this
points to the circumstance that the motif of incest is a secondary development, an
inorganic insertion in the body of this ballad.
It is worth-while to examine the texts of the neighbouring language areas
from this point of view. Among the Moravians only one ballad survives which is
performed throughout as a singing piece (12.), the rest of their stories are prose
narratives with inserts of verse, similar to the Hungarian version; in some instances
only the inserted song survives in the form ofa lullaby (13- 17.). As to their content,
they are rather uniform. The Turks kidnap a young cattle-herd, the only son of a
widow. The woman looks in vain for her child. In some years, also the widow is
carried away by the Turks (12.). She is mostly taken prisoner by her own son (l8.,
19. and 21.) or in other cases she follows the Turkish army on her own accord (20 .,
24- 25.), and offers her services as a nurse to the Turk, that is her son. She is singing a
lullaby, in which she calls the little child her grandson, and relates the story of her
imprisonment. Upon the query of the Turk, she tells that she had recognized him by
a wart (mole) on his arm (shoulder or side). The janissary gladly embraces his
mother.
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No marriage'of a sister and a brother occurs in the Moravian stories, and the
partial agreements supply sufficient evidence of the two versions, that is the
Moravian and the Hungarian, being closely related with each other. (Even the name
of the son Albert is identical in 24. and 25.) On the basis of the agreements between
the ballads of the two neighbour nations it can be surmised that the conflict between
mother and son is the original nucleus of the story.
A similar story is current among the Russians, Ukrainians and the Polish,
also without the motif of incest involved. Both the Cis- and Trans-Carpatian
Ukrainians' texts show a number of interesting features, some of which remind us of
the Hungarian version. People are taken by the Tartars. The latter start to share the
prey.
A girl gets in the possession of a young man , while the mother-in-law in that
of her son-in-law. He dragged the wife tied to his horse. The horse ran through
thorn and briar, the woman's feet were bleeding, a black raven flew there to drink
up the blood. The Tartar carries her home to serve as a prisoner to his wife. He
orders her to do three kinds of work: to guard the herd with her eyes, to spin with
her hands and to rock the cradle with her feet. She is singing a cradle-song: Hushhush, little Tartar, son of my daughter . . . etc. A servant overhears her song, reports
about it to his lady who speeds to her, asking: By what can you tell me your
daughter? I can tell you my daughter by your cut finger! The daughter embraces her
and dresses her in fine clothes. "Do you wish to stay here as a lady or would you
prefer to go home?" The woman wants to go home, and the daughter sends her
home by a coach. (26.) Another short song (27.) has a different incipit: Why are the
hens so silent, and why don't we hear people stirring? The Turks have raided the
village, carried away all the people, including two sisters. They were driven on the
way, stones hurt their feet, and their black blood was drunk up by a black raven.
One of the sisters says to the other: Sister, ask your Turkish husband to cut off my
blond hair and send it to my mother so that she may not prepare a wreath for me,
because I have los-t my maidenhood under the green maple, lying there with a young
Turk.
The next story (28.) is not quite clear. The Turk goes to the market, buys a
Russian girl and takes her home. They are playing at cards. The girl relates, in
answer to the Turk's queries, that she had four brothers: one of them turned Turk,
the other vent to Moscow, the third is roaming in the wide world, and the fourth
brother left home without taking leave of his mother and father, and nobody knows
what befell to him, and 10, she had to live to see the day when her brother failed to
recognize his sister. (The text of the song keeps silent on how the girl discovered her
brother in the Turk.) Even more confused is the narrative in the next two songs (29.
and 30.) A widow gives birth to two children whom she puts on the water of the
Danube to be drifted away by the waves. Later on they meet again. The mother
marries one of her children, and her daughter (born in the meanwhile?) marries the
other son. Thus it came about that brother and sister did not recognize each other.
The story has no more to say about the relation of the mother and her son,
consequently it should be regarded as a secondary development in this case. But the
Hungarian ballad's motifrecurs in 31. At the first raid, the Turk carried away the
son. At the second raid, he carried away a woman to serve as a nurse to his son. The
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Turk dragged the woman, tied to the tail of his horse, through thorn and briar; her
blood was drunk up by a black raven. " I have brought a woman to serve here as a
prisoner to the end of her life. After lengthy details, here again she is ordered to
perform three kinds of jobs. Then follows the lullaby: Hush-hush, little Tartar, son
of my daughter!" The maid-servants report on the turn to their lady. " What are you
singing, prisoner woman? " She repeats her song. " By what have you recognized
me? " " When I was bathing you, a spark got into your right eye-ball. " They make
cheer, the daughter gives honey and wine to her mother, but the woman wants to go
home. " Bring her a horse and let her go home! "
When all is said and considered, details of the Hungarian legend from the
Szeged region can be identified in the northern Slav version (cf. the Turk dragging
her mother tied to his horse and saying: "Swim the same blood . . . etc." ). Also the
motif of the imprisoned of two sisters occurs, and it can be made out, though not
quite distinctly, that one of them had already married the Turk. The reference to
mother's and daughter'S falling into captivity together is similarly indistinct; what
we have in a fairly explicit form is the mother's being taken a prisoner and a slave to
her own daughter. This latter solution passed over to the Russians and the Poles.
The motif they all have in common is that the Tartars are dividing the prey between
themselves, and one of them receives the elder woman. She is taken to the Tartar's
house where the usual triple work is allotted to her. Finally the relationship is
discovered , and mother and daughter are glad to be reunited. The scene of
recognition is, of course, preceded by the mother singing her berceuse, calling the
little Tartar her own grandson. In some of the details, the following deviations can
be ascertained: the beginning of the song makes it clear that the mother-in-law gets
into the possession of her own son-in-law (32- 35., 37., 38., 43. and 44.); the Tartars
carry away the girl, and later also the mother of the girl is taken into captivity; the
girl gets into the possession of her brother while the mother into that of her son-inlaw (39. -no intermarriage between brother and sister is mentioned in the
continuation of the song); mother and daughter fall into captivity together, but
later on the mother is surrendered as a slave to her daughter, much in the same way
as in the rest of the variants (40 .). A beautiful girl goes to fetch water, falls into the
hands of Tartars and made wife to one of them; an old woman is taken prisoner
subsequently (42., 43.) an eagle is telling a story to a falcon about how war was
fought against the Tartars, how they carried away the prisoners, how a brother let
his sister go home to Sainted Russia, and how the son-in-law made his mother-inlaw a prisoner; then the usual narrative follows; although discernible traces of some
other connection can also be discovered, the lullaby contains the sign by which the
mother recognizes her daughter: a mole or wart is seen on her right cheek, or under
her right teat, or one of the fingers of her left foot is missing of the young woman
who had been carried away seven years before, or as a girl of seven; also the closing
parts contain minor divergences: the mother wants to go home unconditionally
(32. , 33. and 44.), or on the contrary, it is the daughter that would have her go home
although the mother is willing to stay with her (34- 37.); the daughter sends her
mother home while she remains with her child since it has been so willed by God
(39.); in other variants they mount their horses and ride home to make cheer with
the relatives (38.); the rest of the texts end with the motif of recognition and
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rejoicing; in general, Tartars are spoken of, and only one of the variants mentions
Turks (44.); the Ukrainian songs mostly mention Turks, and only in a few
instances do they speak about Tartars and even in these they appear in
combination with the Turks; as the bilinas speak consistently of Tartars, looking
back to times of Russian- Tartar wars, the replacement of Turks by Tartars can be
well explained; in the Hungarian and Moravian areas, however, only the Turks can
be logically involved; should the Hungarian ballad have Tartars originally, then the
substitution of Turks would be completely un understandable, precisely on account
of what has been said in connection with the bilinas and the historical background.
The only Polish text known to me (45.) starts with the formula of the
Ukrainian 27. , asking why the hens are silent and the noise of people is not heard?
The village is raided by the Turks. A widow is carried away. Three kinds of jobs are
appointed to her, and while rocking the child she is singing her cradle-song. How
can you recognize me, asks her daughter. The mother says she has recognized her by
the sign on her arm. Then the mother is clothed in precious dresses, and there is an
end to the story.
The nations neighbouring Hungary in the North do not build their story on
the motif of intermarriage between sister and brother, although reminiscences of a
brother and a sister taken prisoners together haunt in certain obscure parts or
fragments of their songs. Different is the picture with the southern neighbours: the
Bulgarians have the incestuous marriage of brother and sister as their basic theme
for the song. The two Southern Slav stories are certainly divergent: in 40. the Turks
find " a Turkish youth" when they ransack the region ofSzeremseg (Syrmia). They
carry away thirty girls, and Andelia is one of them. "What the Turk said when
drunk did when sober", says the hazy text. Then we have the beginning of the story
word for word. When it comes to meting out the prisoners, Andelia gets into the
possession of Smailu, who asks the girl if she has living relatives. It appears then
that she is his own sister. Upon his question by what she could recognize her brother
the girl mentions his wound which he had received falling down from the stairs as a
small child. Hearing this, the young man gives the girl in marriage to another Turk.
The other story (41.) speaks about the simultaneous captivity of two sisters.
There are many variants of the song among the Bulgarians. These can be
divided into two groups. In the one group, the voivode Mihaly invading Bulgaria
carries away a woman together with her daughter; his mother and sister. He marries
the girl who gives birth to a child. Nursing the child, the grandmother sings the
cradle-song as usual, mentioning the phrase " son of my son and my daughter"
known from the Hungarian version. But it fails to tell us how the mother had
learned the secret, and when, and why she has refrained from letting it o~t earlier,
perhaps at the time when they were taken prisoners. What is even more
conspicuous, no allusion is made to the fact that the voivode Mihaly had been
kidnapped (since he figures as the prince of his country in the song). With these left
out of consideration, the song continues: the voivode overhears the singing woman
and wants her to repeat the cradle-song. For fear of being killed, the woman asks
him to make a solemn oath: may his arm wither ifhe did any harm to the woman.
Then the song is heard again. The voivode draws his sword to kill the woman, but
his arm withers, or in any case falls down, before he can carry out his will. Thus he
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understands that the woman is really his own mother and he entreats her to forgive
him (52., 53. , 59~1. , 63. and 65.).
The other type has lanka and lankula (a sister and a brother whose names
may vary) as the hero and heroine of the story. (50. , 51 ., 54- 58., 62., 64. and 66.) The
Turk kidnaps a mother and two children whom he separates from one another
later; not knowing each other, the brother marries his sister who gives birth to a
son. (One of the variants-64.-emphasizes the motif of incest by stating that the
child is unlike other normal babies, because he is like a snake.) The woman sends
her husband to go to the bazar and buy a nurse to tend her son. He buys his own
mother. In this case, too , the old woman sings a lullaby from which they learn that
she is nursing her own grandson, born of her own children. I have come across one
single text to inform about a mole on the body of her son and daughter, respectively,
by which she has recognizeq them. All other variants tell only about the
circumstances of their imprisonment. Under the impact of the incest motif, the
story meets various endings: they decide to kill their child, possibly themselves as
well, or they retire in a monastery or convent. A Macedonian text reiterates the
story in an identical formulation (48.).
The Bulgarian songs are unanimously based on the incest motif. At the same
time, they show an indisputable correlation with the Hungarian and the Moravian
songs, especially in the middle portion, in which the cradle-song over the grandchild
forms a close connection between the various solutions. In all the variants this scene
represents the summit and the key to the interpretation . At the same time, none of
the Bulgarian variants can be regarded as the prototype of the set of variants: the
songs about the voivode Mihaly are uniform i ~smuch as they always present the
motif of recognition without any motivation adaed, that is in an incomplete form ;
another fault with this version of the story is that it also fails to give an account of
the acts of kidnapping at different times (if the voivode had not been taken prisoner
as a child, the whole of the plot remains senseless). The other type gives a logically
built narrative in which only one essential and characteristic element is missing, to
wit, that of recognition by a sign on the body, which anyway prevails throughout
the entire area of examination, and what is more, constitutes a connecting link with
still farther territories, as will be shown later. But the fact that here and there this
motif comes up also in the Bulgarian tradition indicates that it did reach the
Bulgarians in some form , only the singers failed to attach importance to it. One
cannot think of erosion or sinking into oblivion of the motif, because it is precisely
the Bulgarian area from which the highest number of sound variants have been
recorded . From this circumstances it follows that, unlike the Hungarians, the
Bulgarians have preserved a living tradition. But apart from this, recognition by a
mole is a widespread motif in European balladry which will be given further
consideration below in connection with the examination of the remaining members
of the type.
On the basis of what has been stated so far it seems as if the Bulgarians had
borrowed the ballad from their northern neighbours, that is from the Hungarians.
Only the motif of incest comes into conflict with this supposition. Although it can
well be imagined that this motif made its way into the southern Hungarian variants
through the mediation of Southern Slavs, possibly of Bulgarians. The view of the
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mixed population of the southern part ofprewars Hungary does not preclude such a
possibility. But it is seriously contradicted by the fact that the ballad is hardly
demonstrable from the Southern Slav traditions, and if it occurs sporadically in
their areas, it is always in a very fragmentary form and without the motif of incest
included, furthermore, it was only most recently that isolated Bulgarian ethnic
groups appeared in the region of Bansag (Banate). Finally, the greatest obstacle is
to be found in the composition of the Hungarian ballad which bears no resemblance
to the plot of the Bulgarian lanka and a lankula type or to that of the voivode
Mihaly. In spite of its fragmentary nature, the Hungarian type has preserved the
common nucleus of the plot in a fuller and more consistent form.
Obviously, it is the motif of incest that primarily influenced the researchers in
stating the point of origin. Horalek derives the story from the Southern Slavs
(having no nowledge of the Hungarian version). But even in the knowledge of the
Hungarian texts, Putilov maintains that the theme of this, as well as other
Hungarian ballads referring to the Turkish period (such as The Girl Abducted by
the Turks, The Two Captives, The Bride Dying in the Bridal Procession), had been
originally a common inheritance of the Slavs, the motif of incest having been an
ancient folklore theme with them, from which the Hungarian version tended to
become increasingly detached. He goes yet farther by stating that all the songs
about Turkish imprisonment used to be the exclusive property not of one single
Slav nation, but of all the Slavs taken together, and that these songs had been
moulded in a sometimes surprisingly identical form by identical historical
conditions.
Of course, "identical" historical conditions prevailed in Hungary as well,
where the theme survives, and in Romania, too, where the theme is absent. To
continue the examples, such historical conditions prevailed with the Moravians to a
rather negligible extent and at a relatively late time: according to Rychnova,
Turkish raids reached Moravia from Hungarian territories between 1605 and 1701
(the second date being somewhat dubious since after the liberation of Buda in 1686
the Turks were soon swept out of the Hungarian areas, and very little chance were
left for them to invade Moravia once more). As against this, the Hungarians had
been engaged in a life-struggle with the Turks since the early fifteenth century, and
the northern boundary of the Turkish-ruled areas stretched through the body of
Hungary from 1541 to 1690. Such conditions, of course, involved incessant warfare
even in relatively "peaceful" periods as well. Consequently, if the theme of the
mother kidnapped by her son is an expression of a given historical situation in the
folklore of all nations concerned, then the Hungarians can hardly be overlooked in
the panorama. Nor can they be left out of consideration even if a Slavonic origin is
accepted: . even with such a possibility granted, the theme should have wandered
through Hungarian-inhabited areas from north to south or conversely, from south
to north! Neither the Austrians nor the Romanians have acquired the theme of the
ballad under discussion, although these two nations with the Hungarians in
between occupy a wide stretch ofland that separates the Northern and the Southern
Slavs. The theme could have formed a common property of the Slavs only in case it
had developed in times before the Great Hungarian Conquest took place, that is
prior to 896, from which time on considerable numbers of Hungarian population
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had wedged in between the Northern and Southern Slavs. But from that date it
took a long time indeed till those "common historical conditions" or the "pathos of
the struggle against the Turkish or Tartar yoke" or the "relatively identical level of
popular conscience", that is to say, the social-historical forces whose typological
implications Putilov chose to demonstrate throughout his book (1966) could
emerge and take shape at all.
Anyway, the very concept of typological agreement is fully unadaptable to
this ballad type. Admittedly, identical conditions may bring about such themes as
are "captivity", "liberation from imprisonment", "reunion of detached relatives"
and the like, but they cannot provide explanation for such series of plot-elements as
are repeated kidnapping from one and the same family, the singing of a lullaby at
the cradle of the son of a formerly kidnapped relative, recognition by signs on some
part of the body, and agreeing names of the characters. All this viewed as a whole
must have taken its origin at a certain definite place, and must have wandered from
one place to another. It cannot be contested that the motif of incest should have
been a common Slavonic motif in times before balladry developed; yet, why has this
same motif been disregarded in the ballads of the Moravians, Ukrainians and
Russians who are Slavs indeed! Let alone the fact that the incest problem, mainly
love between sister and brother, is just as much the theme of the Germanic peoples
than of the Slavs. (In the survey of the ballads: DgF 437-439, and 458; Child 14-16,
and 51; and as a possibility D . VIr. 72 are enough to exemplify the fact.) And as to
the focus of dissemination, the quantitative factor has to be handled with utmost
caution in the case of areas with traditions of different strength.
But is the intermarriage of sister and borther a really important and original
constituent of this ballad theme? A survey of the ballads outside the Eastern
European areas seems to convince us of the contrary. Let us examine first the
Spanish, Portuguese and Catalonian texts which include all the characteristic
elements of the Hungarian story, only the persons involved being somewhat
differing.
The common essence of the Iberian variants can be summed up as follows .
The Queen of the Moors wants to have a white female slave so that she may talk to
someone, says one of the variants; in another one, she would like to converse with
somebody coming from her own country. In general, however, only the command is
expressed: "Bring me a female slave! " The flotilla or a troop of soldiers start out to
find one. They meet a count returning from his pilgrimage. The count is killed and
his wife taken prisoner and made housekeeper to the Queen. The two women give
birth to children at a time, and the nurses, out of fun, exchange the babies. The
slave-mother is singing over the cradle of the exchanged, that is the Queen's, child:
Ifwe were in my home, I should baptize you after the name of my sister Blanca Flor
whom the Moors had robbed long ago. Hearing this, the Queen asks her what song
she was singing and ifshe could recognize her sister. The woman then tells her about
the distinctive marks by which she would know her sister: a black mole under her
breast (in three variants), a crescent-shaped mole on her back or right shoulder (in
two variants), a red cross between her two teats or a red spot on her breast (in two
variants); there are two variants in which she simply tells the name of her family or
that of her sister, or she describes the scene and the circumstances of the robbery.
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The Queen shows her the same signs of her body, and they recognize each other.
This is where 5. and 9. end. In 1., 4. and 10. they both escape and go home (collecting
first all the valuables, as is usual in tales); in 2. and 3. , 6. and 7. the Queen or the
King himself gives permission to the sister to go home alone, and in 6. the King
allows also his wife to leave for home. Nevertheless, in 3. the Queen sends her sister
home saying that she herself would fain go, only she cannot because she is a
renegade,-a motif which is apparently a later development. One of the Portuguese
songs (6.) relates, by way of introduction, how a girl had been robbed by th~ M.o0rs;
the young girl here takes leave of " the French soil"; later on the Moors wlshmg to
acquire more female slaves, send out a troop of soldiers to France for the purpose.
All the Iberian variants contain the motif of the exchange of babies born at
the same time. Yet, this motif does not belong to the plot organically, because it is
inconsequential for the further development of the story (except that the slave
woman will sing the cradle song not over her own child but over that of the woman
who had been kidnapped earlier). It seems as if the role of the housekeeper had
replaced here the original function of the nurse. In order to save the central scene, in
which the second woman slave sings her lullaby at the cradle of the first-robbed
one's child recourse had to be made to this episode superfluous and inconsistent
otherwise. Namely, in this case the role of the nurse is more solidly embedded in the
story than in the Hungarian version. In the Iberian narrative it is explicitly
expressed that the new white woman slave was kidnapped upon the request of the
queen. As against this, the motif comes up in the Hungarian version in a form that
the husband starts out the second time to find someone, and the female he happens
to acquire nurses the child; on the other hand, in the Bulgarian songs the husband
starts out-not to rob but to the bazar-to buy a nurse for the wife's baby. In spite
of the differences, the agreement of this motif in the folklore of peoples living so
wide apart suggests the idea that originally the wife that gave birth to a child wanted
to have a woman slave to nurse her child; and while this woman slave turns out to be
the sister of the wife in the Iberian version, according to the Hungarian and the
named Eastern European versions she is the mother of the son, or son and daughter,
that had been kidnapped earlier. Otherwise the agreement is clear and convincing i?
all other details: there are repeated kidnappings, the second-robbed woman IS
singing over the cradle, and it appears from her song that they are relatives, and the
fact receives verification through discovery of corporal signs, and finally the
relatives are glad to be reunited. And the last-mentioned mo~ent is t?e essenti~1
point: the denouement always emphasizes the happy recogmtlOn. T~ls feature IS
brought out in the Iberian songs when the "kind enemy" lets the relative go home.
Happiness of reunited relatives constitutes the main point also in the Hungari~n,
Moravian as well as in most of the Russian texts, in which the Moorish or Turkish
character ~fthe robber is washed away towards the end of the songs, although this
character of the kidnapper is emphasized by Putilov as the carrier of his theory.
Thus a knowledge of the Iberian variants enables us to lend a different
meaning to the basic elements of the skeletal story. ~he se~es of motifs ~hich are
undoubtedly correlated may be used in connection With children and their mother,
and may be referred to sister and sister (or brother) as well. At this point ~ h~ve ~o
recall the story of the two sisters, or the threadbare traces thereof, eXlstmg m

isolation among the Ukrainians and Southern Slavs, further the motif of sisterbrother-mother incestuous relationship iri the Hungarian and Bulgarian legends:
are not these survivals of the ancient story of the two sisters that used to arrive in the
eastern regions from the West? As the plot is unknown with the Moravians, the
transformation should have taken place in Hungarian territories: the borrowers
wishing to enhance the tragical effect replaced the relation of the slave-keeping
sister and the slave sister by another relation, that of mother and child.
Nevertheless, in certain instances they were unable to get rid of the original
solution, therefore we find that they retained the motif of the kidnapped sisters,
adding to it the motif of the kidnapped mother (and son), from which the
intermarriage of close relatives developed without the characters being aware of the
incestuous relation, or else the numerous variety of sister plus sister (brother) arose;
accordingly, two basic patterns can be distinguished in Eastern European folklore:
(I) the mother kidnapped by her son, and (2) the mother-in-law robbed by her sonin-law; one or the other variant of these had come to prevail in the areas concerned
although the traces of the original plot with the sister plus sister solution could not
be altogether eliminated. It is not impossible that first the modification involved
daughter plus mother relation, and later on the role of the daughter was replaced by
that of the son, obviously because thus the parable was made stronger by the cruel
scenes in which the mother was kidnapped and tormented by her own son. In this
way we can reasonably explain the Hungarian version, and the Ukrainian songs
developed from the former, including such scenes.
The originality of the sister plus sister motif is corroborated by evidence of a
set of remotely related western ballads. The English, Scandinavian, German and
Dutch ballads (78- 168.) are based on the following common plot: A girl is
kidnapped by robbers (with the Danes, sold to a lord), and the girl becomes
concubine to a noble man and gives birth to seven of his children. Then the
nobleman announces that he will marry a girl of a foreign country. The essential
point in this ballad is the description of the psychic condition of the concubine
mother who tries to receive her rival with utmost kindness. (In the Danish version,
the nobleman makes her enumerate all the presents she is going to give to the bride.)
The scene of reception and the bridal is minuteously detailed in both the Danish and
the English ballads; following this, the bride asks the concubine about her descent
and learns that they are sisters. And what is even more important, in variants E, F, I
and J of Child the concubine staying in the next room when the bride is led to bed
begins to sing a song, from which the young wife learns her origin and sorrowful
fate . Thus the motif of recognition by singing occurs also in the northern sphere!
After this the bride returns home with her maidenhood left intact, and the
nobleman marries his former mistress.
According to another German ballad (D. Vir. 72 = DgF 378) a knight
putting up in an inn beholds a beautiful girl, and asks the hostess to let him have the
girl for the night. (In some of the variants he recognizes his sister by a ring, in others
the knight has a long inquisitive talk with the hostess about the girl's origin.) The
girl goes weeping up to the knight's quarter and prays to God to save her chastity.
The knight questions her why she is so sad and who her parents were. Upon this the
girl relates how she had been kidnapped by a merchant who had brought her in a
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basket to the inn where the hostess bought her. This is how the knight discovers that
the girl is his own sister (in a few variants, however, he recognizes her by the mole on
the girl's neck). The next morning the knight punishes the hostess and goes home
with his long-sought-for sister whom the whole family is glad to see again . And this
ballad theme has a very wide relationship in both the Northern and the Southern
Slav areas!
As can be seen, there is no enemy involved either in the German or in the
English- Scandinavian versions. In comparison with the Iberian versions, the only
difference is that the roles of the woman slave and wife are exchanged: in the
northern ballads the first-kidnapped girl will be kept as a woman slave and the
second girl will be the prospected wife, who returns to her country, and who is not
robbed but simply brought from the foreign country, that is kidnapping does not
occur on two occasions. At the same time, the fact is that the same man receives
woman on two occasions, and that the two females are sisters, one of whom returns
to her country. The identification, however, mostly takes place not in consequence
of a song or the discovery of some corporal sign, but through the narration of the
girl's descent, rarely by a ring. In any case we are dealing with ramifications of one
common ancient theme from which both the Iberian and the Eastern European
songs took their origin .
The common ancestor has to be looked for in French territories. This can be
seen in the Portuguese song, and the English- Scandinavian type has already been
brought in connection with the French Lai de la Freisne. What degree of
relationship can be established between this lai and the ballad stories examined
above?
A noble lady gives birth to twin-daughters. She places one of them in front of
a nunnery, wrapped in a valuable cloth and with a precious ring (bracelet) on her
arm. The girl is brought up in the nunnery. A knight falls in love with her and she
elopes with him. (We have elopement here instead of kidnapping.) The knight lives
with her as a paramour, until he is persuaded, for the sake of a lawful heir, to marry
a young lady matching him in rank. The knight asks for the other twin-girl's hand in
marriage. Her sister tries her best to show all kindness to her rival and spreads the
cloth she had received in heritage over the bride's bed to make it look cosier. The
mother of the twins comes and sees the cloth, and upon her inquiry also the bracelet
is shown. Thus light is cast on the preliminaries. The knight marries his paramour
while the bride returns home as a maid.
We have to suppose that there existed a French ballad that transformed the
theme of the Lai de la Freisne in a way that the girl kidnapped became the wife of the
robber, then her sister is taken into captivity to the same robber's place, and the
second sister having been identifed is returned home. Recognition took place by
some bodily sign (the motif is widely popular with folklore stories), and the fact
received expression in the form of a berceuse which the slaver overheard. Without
the supposition of a one-time ballad of this kind we cannot create connection
between the Spanish- Portuguese and the Hungarian- East-European texts. On the
other hand, with such a link of chain the close agreement can be readily
substantiated between the stocks of ballads. It is this French ballad, long extinct
already, that the southern neighbours in the Iberian peninsula had adopted,
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transforming i~ by addition of the motifs of double birth and the exchange of the
new-born babIes. And the same ballad had been imported by French-Walloon
settlers into Hungary where it was transformed differently: the role of the sisters
was replaced by that of mother and son, or mother and daughter; in certain cases
the two motifs merged in a way that the sister and brother were taken prisoners
together and subsequently married so that the mother might find the children side
by side. Each of these solutions are represented in the form of survivals in
Hungarian balladry, and each of them had been passed over to one or another of the
neighbouring nations: the son- mother solution reached the Moravians the
daughter plus mother had wandered over to the Polish Ukrainians and Rus~ians
while the theme of marriage between sister and brother'migrated to the Bulgarian~
to become there a puzzling source of further contradictions.
The ballad belongs among the earliest pieces of mediaeval origin.
Literature: Child 1885: besides the English ballads, refers to Scandinavian (German) and
parallels, as well as to the French Lai de la Freisne; Rychnova 1953: publishes legendvanants from Moravia together with their Ukrainian, Russian and Bulgarian parallels; Csanadi and
Vargyas 1954: recapitulation of Hungarian variants without comparative material added; Puti/ovand
Dobrovo/sky 1960: Russian variants interpreted as relics of Russian- Tartar wars in the thirteenth to
fifteenth centuries, together with Slav parallels; Hora/ek 1963: comparative analysis of the Slav material,
the Northern Slav variants are of Southern Slav origin; Sirovatka 1963: extant Moravian version and
Po~tuguese

Slav- Hungarian parallels; the Moravian shows a closer affinity to the Hungarian than to the Russian;
Ba/ashov 1963, 133: " Brother marries his sister" motif proceeded from the Ukrainians towards the
Russians; Puti/ov 1964: the Hungarian legend used to be a folk ballad and a connecting link between the
vari~us SI~v types, it separated gradually from the incest theme; Puti/ov 1965: Slav and Hungarian
versions diSCUSsed together with other themes of "Turkish imprisonment"; the incest motif was the
oldest, the Turkish imprisonment is a common theme of the Slav peoples, reference to historicaltypological analogies; the story is secondary with the Hungarians, since it is much more deeply rooted in
the Slav tradition.
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8. And while I am alive
I shall find my God,
And when I die,
I shall stand before God.

43. THE TEST OF FAITHFULNESS

Tordatfalva (Udvarhely county). Female singer. Vikar 1900
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1. As it was growing and growing,
That golden apple-tree there,
There grew by its root
A tender edelweiss flower.
2. And sitting under it,
A poor orphan girl
Is twining a garland for her hair,
And she is bemoaning her fate.
3. I have neither father nor mother,
Nor anyone else to take care of me.
From the gate, she was overheard
By a proud soldier.
4. Why are you weeping, why are you weeping (why are you weeping),
You poor orphan girl?
I shall be your father, your mother,
And I shall take care of you.
5. I do not want you to be that,
You proud soldier,
For I have already
My betrothed one, my betrothed one.
6. And I shall be waiting for him
For seven years,
And I shall be waiting for him
For three full days.
7. And I shall be waiting for him
For seven years,
And if he does not come by that time,
I myself shall go.

Behold, there has grown
A golden apple-tree,
And by its root there has grown
A tender edelweiss flower.
5. And under it there sits
A poor orphan girl,
Twining a garland for her hair,
And bemoaning her fate:
I have neither father nor mother,
10. Nor anyone else to take care of me.
From the gate, she was overheard
By a proud soldier:
Don't weep, don't be sad,
You poor orphan girl,
15. I shall be your father and mother,
And I shall take care of you.
I don't want you to be that,
You proud soldier,
For I have already
20. My betrothed one who is pledged to me.
For whom I have been waiting
F or seven years,
For seven years
And three days at that.
25. But I shall be waiting for him
For another seven years,
For another seven years,
And for three days.
And if he is not come by that time,
30. I shall go
To the nuns,
To the l¥id of the nuns,
And as long as I am living there
I shall serve God,
35. And when I die,
I shall stand before God.
"Szekely/old". Kriza
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1. Behold, there has grown a sweet apple-tree,
And a yellow edelweiss flower has grown under it.
A poor orphan girl is sitting under it,
Twining a garland for her hair.
2. And
And
And
And

where she is short of edelweiss flower, she puts in white pearls,
she puts in white pearls, and embroiders it with gold thread.
she is singing songs she had learned,
she is drying her bitter tears.

3. My God, my God, my beloved God!
Without father and mother how can I live?
Without kinfolks, and without a wedded spouse
What am I to do alone in my life?
4. At the door a stranger spoke up, saying:
Don't weep, don't be sad,-thus he spoke.
For I shall be father and mother and kin to you,
And instead of a wedded spouse I shall be a wedded spouse to you.
5. Do not beguile me, you proud stranger,
For I have a betrothd sweetheart,
A betrothed one, pledged with a ring to be my handsome bridegroom,
. He is to be my father and mother while I am alive.
6. He who is away at the wars to fight the enemy,
To fight the enemy, to bear the standard-.But maybe, tomorrow morning he will bring good news,
At dawn I shall go to meet him.
KMzse. (Moidavia). I. Petras. 1841-42 = Erdeiyi I. No. 421.

in the window" (12., 14., 21., and 49.) "Instead of your spouse I shall be your spouse": 44. "For seven
years and three days" : 33., and 39.
Tune: only the published one is recorded.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1. Millien 1906 11, 178A + var.t 2. Ibid. 168t (Piguet enumerates a further 5
variants.)
PORTUGUESE: 3-17. Braga I, 33 (= Geibel and Schack 371), 36, 39, 42, 45-48, 50, 52, 57, 59,
62,64,67.
SPANISH : 18. Wolfand Hoffmann 156. (= Geibel and Schack 375.) 19- 20. Ibid. 11. 155 and 217.
21-30. Cossio and Solano 108-117. 31-32. Mem!ndez-Pidid 1885, No. 35. 33. Romero. 68-73 together with
the full bibliography of the Spanish-American material on pages 72- 73. 34-35. Armistead and
Silverman. 46 and 75 8 /6 and Cl7.
CATALAN: 36. Mild 202t = Wo1f67 . 37. Ibid. var. 38. Amades. 417, No. 2307.
ITALIAN: 39-42. Nigra 54A-O. 43. Ferraro 1888, No. 35. 44. Idem 187041. 45. Gianandrea.
270, No. 7. 46. Widter and Wo1f91, 47. Babudri. 176, No. 12.t 48. Giannini 1889, 154, No. 8. 49.
Marcoaldi. 151. 50. Bolza 53 . 51. Pergoli 23. 52-53. Bernoni 1872 Punt. V, No. 6 and IX, No. 1. 54-55.
Ferraro 1877, 14, No. 2 and 105, No. 18 (Nigra and OVA refer to further variants from the regions of
Florence, Faenza, Lombardy and Trentino.)
DUTCH: 56. Horae. b. No. 26. 57. Lootens and Feys 48 58-59. Souterliedekens 7- 8.
ENGLISH: 60. Child 263.61 . JAF 1909, 379.t 62. Mackenzie I, 63A.t
GERMAN: Of the numerous German variants, we mention the following ones by way of
exemplification: 63~8. E- 8 67a-f. 69-70. Hauffen 55, 55a. 71 . Mittler. 56. 72. Meinert. 243.
WENOISH: 73. Haupt and Schmaler 43. 74. Kuhac 974. (OVA mentions a further 7 variants.)
SOUTHERN SLAV: 75-79. Kuhac 104-5, Nos 238, 973 and variants. 80-/02. Strekelj 773- 194.
(Kumer 400-402.)
CZECH-MORA VIAN: /03-104 . Susil 114/245-246. /05-110 . Bartos 1901, 103a-f. (OVA
mentions 12 more variants.)
SLOVAK: Ill. Hordk 1958, 22 = SI. Sp. 11 63. 112. SI. Sp. III 308.113- 114. SL'P 158 and 365.
115. Cernik 219. 116. Kolldr 11,382. 117- 119. Bartok 1959 349a-c.
DANISH (SWEDISH): 120-261 . OgF 254 (71 variants), 252 (32 variants), 253 (10 variants), and
250 (29 variants). The Swedish variants are listed by Jonsson beside OgF 252.)
GREEK: 262. LUbke 227 (Cf. Baud-Bovy 1936,228-232 and O. Vir. IV, 145, Note to No. 76.)
Partial variants:
POLISH: 263-269. Kolberg 1857, 24a-g.

Earliest provenience: 1841-42, Petrw. K1ezse.
Dissemination: Udvarhely county (Tordatfalva and the designation "SzekelyfOld" probably refer
to this county), further K1ezse and Trunk, Moldavia.
TextuoJ relationships with other ballads: The lover returning home is not recognized: related to
the motif of relatives who are not recognized, 17.,22., and 41. tests take place in 22. and 69., and also the
test of faithfulness occurs in 75. The image of the girl binding her wreath is reminiscent of the starting
lines of "The Girl Taken to Heaven" (8.), and is related at the same time with the formula "She is sewing

The ballad is known all over the West-European ballad area. It is most widespread with the Germans, the nearest western neighbours of the Hungarians. The
opening motif is that of the branchy linden-tree that stands in a valley, under which
a young man is taking leave of her sweetheart: he is either starting on travels for
seven years or he is going to war, promising to return by summer. Sometimes he gives
a ring to his sweetheart as a pledge. When the appointed time comes, he does not
return. The girl goes to meet him in the forest. (There are such variants in which a
garden is mentioned at this point, yet later she goes to walk in the woods.) While
walking, she meets a knight, who asks her what she is doing there, has she perhaps a
secret lover? The girl answers that she is waiting for the return of her sweetheart. "I
saw him in the next town", says the knight, "and he is just getting married to
another girl." His sweetheart still gives him her blessing, at which the knight-the
returning lover-makes himself known, and draws the moral: "Had you cursed me,
I would have left you for ever." The story, by and large in the same form, with the
opening scene under the linden-tree, is found in a broadside dated 1592. Some
variants also originating from the reading matter of the same century, leave out the
farewel1 scene, giving only the scene where they meet again, yet the essentials of the
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Cf. Leader 332.
In one of the texts of the ballad "The Brigand's Wife" (Farago and Jagamas
12/c) a few lines of "The Test of Faithfulness" come up:" . .. Why did you give me
away To be wife to a famous thief. .. Who is away .. . At the wars to fight the
enemy.", and then in Stanza 5: "At the doorway there spoke up A proud soldier: Let
me in ... ". On evidence of all other variants it can be stated that these lines do not
belong organically to the text of "The Brigand's Wife" but are borrowings from the
ballad discussed here.
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ballad's motifs are the same from the beginning onward. Thus here the returning
lover does not try to entice the girl, but puts her love to the test with the story of his
own unfaithfulness.
Among the Dutch, we find a very similar text, with more or less deviations.
Here the lover tries to entice his sweetheart after giving news of his own
unfaithfulness, and here too, there is neither the beginning scene of leave-taking,
nor the ending scene with the moral drawn. In other things, the Dutch version
resembles the German, above all in having the girl bless her lover in spite of her
infidelity, and the knight makes an attempt at enticing. This form represents a
transition between the German ballad and the southern texts to be dealt with in the
following.
By and large, the Italian formulations are uniform. The ballad begins with an
impersonal address: " Sing, little girl, sing, until you get married!" " I have no wish
to sing or to laugh, my heart aches, because my sweetheart went to the wars seven
years ago and has not yet returned." (Remember: in the Hungarian she sang the
songs she had learned!) After this she goes into the woods and meets the young
man. She asks him if she had seen her sweetheart. The young man, in turn, asks her,
how he was dressed, and replies that he has seen him being buried. At this the
sorrowful girl sinks down upon the ground, and her lover makes himself known,
although in some variants she believes him only when he shows the ring she gave
him. This ballad is widespread throughout the whole of Northern Italy.
The Spanish- Portuguese versions have a married woman in place of a girl.
She, however, is sitting in her garden, as in the Hungarian, and ~hat is more, in an
orchard, as appears from the continuation, when a stranger, in this case a captain
just come frome the sea, steps to her, giving an opportunity to the woman to ask
about her husband. Here again she has to describe him, and the sailor replies that he
saw him fall in battle. (Here follows the motif, familiar in other ballads, of the three
great wounds, which we discussed earlier in another context.) The woman bewails
her fate, and the sailor asks her what she would give him if he could restore her
husband to her. The woman runs through the list of her treasures in increasing
order of value, promising first her orange-trees, then her gold and finally her three
daughters (cf. "The Song of the Ferrymen"). The man announces that he wants the
woman herself. Angered, the woman calls her servants; then the husband discloses
his identity, by showing the incredulous woman the ring she had given him. His
demand has been only a test of faithfulness.
Further details come up in the Catalan versions. The husband has gone to
France, and the wife is waiting for him in the harbour. He returns, and his wife, not
recognizing him, makes inquiry after her husband. The stranger pretends that he
had met him, and that he has brought his command to her to marry someone else, as
he himself has married the French king's daughter. The wife then calls for a blessing
on him, and curses only the father-in-law. After this, she continues: "I have been
waiting for him as a happy bride for seven years, and I shall be waiting for him for
another seven years as a forsaken widow; ifhe does not return by that time, I shall
be a nun." The scene of recognition ends this version.
There is another Catalan text, less distinct and more eroded, whose
beginning, however, is closer to the Hungarian-German-Portuguese form . For it
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begins with the beautiful woman sleeping under a fir-tree, when a knight appears.
He does not want to wake her, and puts a garland of violets on her breast. (Cf. the
Hungarian motif: She is twining her garland for her hair.) On waking up, the
woman asks what news there is in the land he has come from . The reply is that a
pilgrim has died, and describes his appearance. The woman recognizes that he is her
husband. She wants to see him once more, starts out to go there, in spite of the
stranger's warning of the great distance and the life-dangers. Finally, he makes
himself known.
On the whole, the Spanish version is similar to the Portuguese, apart from
some elements borrowed from other ballads (e.g. the three big wounds, the
woman's promises of what she would give to get back her husband). There are other
divergences on the other hand, which seem to be subsequent insertions: the
husband does not divulge his identity that same day, only the following day, when
he finds his wife dressed in mourning for her husband's death. But we do find that
element of the Hungarian, according to which the wife hearing of her husband's
death intends to become a nun.
The Danish ballads speak in four variants about the test of the wife's fidelity.
The first-mentioned one (DgF 254) seems to bear closest resemblance to the
German formulation, although direct connection can be demonstrated only in the
motif of the lovers' meeting in a rose-garden. The other three versions explicate the
basic theme in a new and independent plot, with the unidentified husband or lover
trying to entice the sweetheart.
The Greeks also sing about a wife and a returning husband. The content of
their ballad can be summed up, after Baud-Bovy, in the following manner: The
scene more often than not begins at a spring in which the woman is washing her
underwears or from which she is drawing water. A knight appears and asks for
water to drink. The woman begins to weep at his sight, because he is like her
husband. The stranger pretends that her husband is dead, and that he himself has
buried him. Upon his proposal to substitute for her husband, the woman shrinks
back in a horror. Thus reassured of her fidelity, the husband makes himself known
to the woman. In Liibke 's variant we have a nunnery, too: she has already been
waiting for twelve years for her husband to return, and she is going to wait three
years more, after which she will retire to the nunnery. D. VIr. quotes similar details
from the coasts of the Black Sea. These show signs of various contaminations.
Baud-Bovy derives the Greek variants from the southern isles where they spread
during the reign of the "Franks". The theory of mediation by Neo-Latin nations
seems to be corroborated by the fact that whenever the ballad appears in
combination with an,o ther theme, the latter is always the French song "Les
metamorphoses", of which we gave account at another place.
For the time being, we propose to leave out of consideration the other EastEuropean versions, since they appear to be variants of either the Hungarian or the
German ballad. The survey convinces us that the German version contains most
such details which do not come up in other nations' balladry. For instance, the
farewell scene right at the beginning; the Portuguese, Catalan, Spanish, Italian,
Greek and Hungarian versions start the story with the scene of return, and the
preliminaries are made clear in them subsequently from the duologues. This, being
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more in harmony with the ballad style, can be considered to be more original a trait.
The encounter in the Iberian and the Hungarian texts takes place in a way that a
stranger enters the garden in which the woman is sitting. The Italian and the
German girls go off to meet the sweetheart. Reference to such a solution can be
found also in the Hungarian when the girl says that she would go the next day to
meet him. This probably had been the original form, and the Germans and the
Italians had transformed the allusion into a real encounter. The meeting in the
garden can be explained only in this way; and that this might have been the original
scene of encounter is brought out by the circumstance that garden is mentioned in
such ballads in which the actual encounter takes place in a wood or a valley. (There
occur fourteen such variants in the DV A material with the Germans.) Another
proof of this is that even in such instances the meeting is thought to take place under
a tree. (Cr. the German and Catalan versions.) The Hungarian girl is singing in the
garden, the Italian is addressed impersonally and so asked to sing- this latter
obviously being a result of erosion.
The next scene is the one in which the woman (girl) makes inquiry after her
sweetheart, whom she has to describe; following this, she hears about his having
died, and is plunged into sorrow and despair. Essentially, this scene is identical in
both the Italian and the Iberian versions, and may therefore be regarded as having
been the original form . At the same time, it is fully absent in the Hungarian and has
assumed quite a unique shape in the German: in the latter it is not the girl that asks
questions about her sweetheart, but the stranger who then imparts to her not tidings
of his death but of his marrying to another woman (this is what comes up in the
Catalan version, too), and also the denouement deviates from the other ballads
accordingly: the husband puts to test not the wife's fidelity but her kindheartedness.
The Italian contents itself with the news of death told, while the Spanish,
Portuguese, Greek and Hungarian ballads incorporate attempts at enticing the
woman. Most likely, the tidings of death and the subsequent proposal on the part of
the stranger used to form part of the original story. Similarly, the sentence about the
girl's entering the nunnery is original as it comes up in the Spanish, Portuguese,
Greek and Hungarian versions.
The sequence of events is broken in the Hungarian at the point where the
tempter is refused; this scene must have been followed by one of recognition,
according to the evidence of other nations' versions. The involvement of the ring at
the recognition may have also been an original trait, at least this can be inferred
from the German, Spanish, Portuguese and Italian ballads.
To sum up the conclusions we may state the following. Several essential
details are absent in the Hungarian ballad from the middle of the plot to the end,
which can be explained by its being a fragment; at the same time, all details which
are included can be demonstrated from other versions, that is to say, they are
original motifs. The German formulation, containing most elements unknown in
other countries, deviates most from the general form, including the Hungarian. At
the same time, most of the Hungarian elements are common with the
Spanish- Portuguese-Catalan texts, in spite of all the marked differences between
them. Less common features are seen in the Italian, and least in the German. The
Italian and the Iberian versions include the greatest number of common elements,
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yet their secondary nature is more than obvious. A clear indication of this fact is the
inserted short ballad "What would you give if. .. " , a question, the answers to
which are really misfitted in between the tidings of death of the husband and the
love proposal of the stranger; similar is the case with the detail about the three deep
wounds, which is also a secondary development. As regards the Spanish ballad, the
double encounter before recognition takes place is undramatic and against the
nature of the genre. With the Italians it is the blurred outlines of the incipit that goes
against the ballad style. Obviously~ the scene in which the girl is singing songs
bemoaning her forsakenness is more in the nature of the ballad genre, because it is
naturally followed by the appearance of the stranger or enticer, than is the
impersonal address, asking the woman to sing, after which she gives a realistic
answer, and goes to meet her sweetheart. The Hungarian version has preserved only
portions of the original, but fragmentary as it is, what it contains is original and well
in line with ballad traditions. And while it markedly differs from the ballad of the
nearest neighbour nation (the German) it shows striking analogies (sometimes
world-for-world agreements) with the ballads of the remote Iberian and Greek
nations, in which again sharp differences and secondary features come into
prominence. All this leads inevitably to the supposition of the one-time existence of
a French ballad that had been adopted by all neighbouring peoples, as well as by the
Greeks and the Hungarians, and that the agreements between the Iberian and
Hungarian versions undoubtedly point to a common source of origin.
Transformed survivals of this French original can be detected in the
pastourelles. After she had been waiting for two years in vain, the girl-with her
child on her arm-starts out to be a shepherdess. As such, she is met by a soldier,
who brings news of her lover's death, as in the ballad. When the girl filled with
despair runs to drown herself in the water, he discovers his identity by producing the
ring in which the girl's name is engraved (1.). In another song the soldier returns
after six years had elapsed, and wants to seduce the girl; meeting a flat refusal, he
makes himself known (2.). All this is said and told in the tone of eighteenth-century
pastourelles. Texts of similar intonation and of decidedly broadside prehistory can
be found in English and American territories. Even though these have undergone a
process of modernization, the traits of the old song can be discovered in them. The
lover goes to the army for two or six years (the motif of joining the soldiers, only the
customary seven years have been replaced by six, acc<:>rding to modern concepts). It
is a new idea,however, that the girl as a shepherdess meets the stranger. This scene
may be a survival of the Porcheronne-The Cruel Mother-in-Law, given new life by
the vogue of pastoral poetry. It should be noted in this connection that Piquet
quotes a variant of Germine, the later version of the Porcheronne, in which the
woman is found by the ~eturning and unrecognized husband in a garden where she is
picking flowers. It is obvious that the returning soldier husband and the returning
soldier sweetheart often cross one another's paths in the stories. (In Germine, too,
the husband tries to seduce his wife, and the faithful wife also asks for a sign, which
the husband gives in the form of a ring.) For this reason Piquet always quotes the
two models of the story side by side, when giving the contents of the variants: He
puts to test the shepherd girl's fidelity, who is his wife (bride), pretending that her
husband (bridegroom) is dead. This intertwining is also seen in the versions of the
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peoples neighbouring the French language area: in the Italian, German
(Hungarian), the heroine is a girl, and in the Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan and
Greek, a wife.
This dualism also appears in the methods used in the test. The news of death
and the attempt to seduce are side by side in the French, while the neighbouring
nations apply sometimes the one or the other and it is only the Iberian version in
which the two co-exist. There may have been a similar duality in the old French
texts too. The other motifs are completely identical with those we have met so far,
and ~nly in their modern formulation do they differ-the meeting, the girl's
question about her sweetheart, the despair at.the news of.his death,.foll?wed by the
recognition by the ring. Only the nunnery IS not mentIOned, whIch IS not to .be
wondered at, considering the spirit of pastourelles. And the new song agrees WIth
the old-unlike the German version-in that the story begins with the scene of
encounter, that is to say, the plot is built on one single scene.
The German construction deviating from the generally accepted form by the
different application of the farewell and encounter scenes has found wide outlet in
the Czech-Moravian and Slovak territories. Among the Yugoslavs, however,
another arrangement prevails, also uniformly: the girl is planting flower in the
garden when a young soldier approaches and asks for a garland. "For nine years I
have given a garland to no one, since my sweetheart went to the wars." "Your
sweetheart is dead, take me instead." " I don't want anybody else, I love my first
love." And in one variant (94.) she adds: "I will wait another seven years, and ifmy
sweetheart is not back by that time, I shall go to a nunnery." After what has been
said of the Hungarian version, it is unnecessary to give proofs that this variant is an
adaptation of the Hungarian formulation.
To these has to be added the Greek ballad, which like the Hungarian, took its
origin directly from the French. Thus the East-European nations adopted .the story
from three different sources: the French, the Germans and the Hunganans.
The ballad is of mediaeval origin, probably from the fourteenth century.
Literature: Abaft 1876c: Hungarian~erman comparison: Piguet +1927.: on the French
variants; Bau~Bovy 1936: the Greek variants originate from the Neo-~atin ; L?tinos 1938: Catalan,
Dutch, German and (erroneous) Scottish correspondences to Hunganan vanants; Ortutay 1948:
accepts Danos; Csantidi and Vargyas 1954: accept Danos; D. VIr. IV, 145, 1957: Black-Sea Greek
variants listed with reference to The Cruel Mother-in-Law; Vargyas 1960 and 1967: the above survey
and conclusions, without reference to the Danish version.

44. THE TURTLE-DOVE THAT LOST HER MATE

105.
A sad turtle-dove cooing sadly
Has lost her dear mate.
She flew into the green woods,
Yet she did not light on a green bough,
5. But she lighted on a dry bough;
Rapping on the dry bough,
She is lamenting her dear mate:
My mate, my mate, my dear mate!
I shall never have a dear mate
10. Like you, my dear mate!
The sad turtle-dove cooing sadly
Flew off to a distant land,
To a distant land and into a green corn-field.
Yet she did not light in the green corn-field,
15. But she lighted on a dry corn-cockle;
Rapping on the dry corn-cockle,
She is lamenting her dear mate:
My mate, my mate, my dear mate,
I shall never have a dear mate
20. Like you, my dear mate!
The sad turtle-dove cooing sadly
Flew off to a distant land,
To a distant land and to a river,
But she does not drink pure water,
25. Even if she drank a drop, she stirs up the water first,
And so is she lamenting her dear mate:
My mate, my mate, my dear mate!
I shall never have a dear mate
Like you, my dear mate!
Kolozsvar, 1872. Pal Gyulai
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1. On the bank of the brook a little turtle-dove
Is flapping her tiny wings,

Textual relationship with other ballads: " I shall be a mate in place of your mate"; 43. (Attempt at
seducing: 43.; the bird as symbol of a lover: 45.)
Tunes: I. Tune published, plus a variant thereof;

2. Yet she does not get back her little mate,
Yet she does not get back her little mate.
3. The big bird lights by her side:
Why are you weeping, why are you weeping, little turtle-dove?
4. I cannot but weep, I cannot but cry,
Because I am robbed of my dear mate,
5. Also my nest has been ruined.
Don't weep, don't cry, little turtle-dove,

3 (I. ~

6. For I shall be a mate in place of your mate.
But I don't want anyone else's mate,
7. Anyone else's mate, anyone else's curse,
I only want my own true mate,
I only want my own true mate.
8. She took on her wings and flew off,
And she flew into the green woods.
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9. Yet even there she did not light on a green bough,
But even there she lighted on a dry bough.
10. She took on her wings again and flew off,
And she flew into the green corn-field.
11 . Yet even there she did not light in the green corn-field,
But even there she lighted on a corn-cockle.
12. She took on her wings again and flew off,
And she flew to the green meadow.
13. But even there she did not light on the nice green grass,
But even there she lighted on the dry grass.
Gaiceana-Unguri (Moldavia). Young girls and women. 1934 = Domokos, No. 1.
Divergences: The first example (105.) had been follo~ed ~y an anal?~us
recording, similarly from Transylvania; our second exam~le: 10 w.hlch the entlCI.ng
bird appears, is parelleled by other songs, all from Moldavla, 10 which the other bud
tries to approach the turtle-dove that has lost her mate. Remarkably.enough, there
are three variants speaking about a "big bird", the seducer, expelhng the turtledove's mate. Instead of a "big bird" some texts mention a nightingale.
Earliest provenience: 1841-42 (lnce Petflis) .
Dissemination: Transylvania, without closer . speci~cat!ort of the ?rovenien~; ~olozs ~unty
(Kolozsvar), Csik county (Tekeropatak); Moldavta (DlOszen 2, Forrofalva, GaJcsana, Klezse 3,
Luizikalagor, Magyarfalu). Total 12.
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
SPANISH : I-{) . Asensio. 234-235 Nos 1-4., 259, 260. 7. Geibel-Schack 414.
ROMANIAN: 8. Alexandri 264, No. XXXIII (Hungarian translation in Ethn. 1897, 187); 9-10.
Teodorescu. 347- 348 (in Hungarian, see Moldovan 86).
Partial variants:
GERMAN: II- I4 . E-B 67a-b, 681, 702.
DANISH (SWEDISH): 15. DgF 475 (Stanza 132, cf. Jonsson) .
GREEK : 16. Firmenrich. 49.
FRENCH: 17. Gerold. 40 No. XXIX = Paris. 69 No. LXXI (from a MS of 1597).
Dubious analogies:
RUSSIAN: 18. Lintur 1968, 74-75.

It is after Physiologus's mediaeval Natural History that the belief according
to which the turtle-dove that lost her first mate will never choose another and will
never light on a green bough but mourns throughout her life, had spread all over
Europe. True, originally a crow was mentioned in his work, but it was replaced by a
turtle-dove in subsequent adaptations. As concerns Hungary, the theme can be
traced from the publication of the sermons of Pelbiut Temesvari (Aureum
Rosqrium, 1504): "cum fuerit viduata de cetero non copulatur', siccis ramis arborum
insidet semper tristis sicut et palumba". As a commonplace, it occurs in the poems
of Balassi as well: "I am living as a widowed turtle-dove", and also in the verses of
Rimay: "also the bird sees sorrows after its mate is died and lost; it has no more
joys, and flying to and fro it looks for dry boughs in the green trees on which to light
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down . .. " (sixteenth century). In the seventeenth-century Vastirhelyi Song-Book
the sorrowful turtle-dove comes up several times, although without reference to dry
bough. But again in a gest of Poncianus (1653) we have the following: "I shall .be
like the turtle-dove which having lost its mate will never seek another one to hve
with, and will never light on a green bough, but always on a dry bough, because of
its great sorrow."
The image of dry bough had been seconded by that of stirred-up water as late
as the eighteenth century. A collection of songs entitled Sziveket ujit6 bokreta (A
bunch of flowers to enliven the hearts) contains the following lines: "Like a
mournful turtle-dove whose heart is full of sorrow will wander from place to place
to hide, having no hope whatever, the poor soul. It will not drink pure water, And it
will always light on a dry bough, never on a green bough. So it wanders and. lame~ts
to death filled with pain." The same collection includes two more songs In which
the motif of turtle-dove lighting on dry boughs occurs. Accordingly, this motif may
be taken for the most typical trait of this literary commonplace-being at the same
time the only mentioned characteristic feature of the earliest sources. The motif of
stirred-up water is a secondary development. The only motif that I have failed to
trace up in Hungarian literature is that of the nightingale assuming ~he role of the
seducer, that is the love scene depicted by the aid of bird-symbols, which does occur
in the Moldavian folklore texts.
It seems to be a promising venture to search the spread of the motif of the
sorrowful turtle-dove in the field of European folklore anyway. The German texts
use it as a simile to characterize the state of the bereaved lover. Stanzas 3--4 of "Die
Trauernde" (E- B 702) read as follows: "Drum will ich mir kaufen ein aschergraues
Kleid, Darunter will ich tragen gross Herzeleid, Gross Herzeleid und getreuen
Muth Wie es das Turteltaubchen auch tut. Das Turteltaubelein so hubsch und so
fein, ruht nie auf einem grunen Zweigelein, Es trinkt auch niemanden das Wasser
rein, Es schlagt erst mit beiden Flugelein drein." Similarly, in the v~riants of The
Test of Faithfulness the heroine, upon advise by a stranger telling about her
sweetheart's getting married to another girl, wants to mourn like a turtle-d~ve: "Es
setzt sich auf ein durren Ast, Das irret weder Laub noch Gras, Und meldet das
Brumlein Und trinket das Wasser trube" (E- B 67a, Stanza 13, much like E-B 67b,
Stanza 12). It should be noted, however, that with the Germans a manuscript and a
broadside variant of a folk song survive from the mid-sixteenth century: "Nu will
jch senckenn meinenn moet, gleich wie die torteltaube thuet, wann sie jrenn gaden
verlieret und nummer kheinen andern widder erkieset. Sie ensinget och nummer so
sueBen sanck, sie endrincket auch nummer so lauteren dranck, sie floemet jnnen mit
den foeBen . .. " (lbfVf III = Liederhandschr. Minderscheidt, Stanzas 6 and 7.)
This is fairly well paralleled by the stanzas of "The Test ofFaithfulnes~" , in ~hich
we have the following lines: "Ich fUhre jetzt ein betruben muth glelch wle das
Turteltaublenthut das seinen Bulen verloren hat so sitzt es auf ein durren Ast. Sie
trinckt das Wasser trube das geschicht auB lauter lieb vnd gute sie betrubts mitjren
fUssen . .. " (Mid-sixteenth-century broadside E- B 67, Stanzas 10 and 11.) .
The picture of the disturbed water here brings ~s nearer to the J:Iungan~n,
although the love scene of the two birds does not occu~ In these stanz~s either. With
the Danes the theme comes up in the form of a quotatIOn embedded In the text of a
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different ballad type. DgF 475, Stanza 132: Throughout my life I shall sorrow like a
turtle-dove. It never lights on a green but on a barren bough, and its legs are never
tired: it never drinks clear water, but stirs it up with its legs.- As can be seen, the
image of the stirred water comes up everywhere in folk poetry, whereas it does not
occur in Hungarian literary texts before the eighteenth century.
Finally, the motif occurs included in an independent symbolic bird-story in
the Spanish language area much in the same form as in the Csang6 song of
Moldavia: "Fresh fountain, nice and clear, every bird of the woods go there to
appease its heart, except the turtle~dove that leads the life of a mournful widow. The
traitor nightingale flies to her, and his speech is full of cheat and deception: Madam,
will you please take me as your sweetheart!-Go away, your hateful beguiler, for I
shall never rest on a green bough, nor in a flowery meadow. Where I find pure
water, first I stir it up, and only then do I drink of it. I don't want to have anyone for
a husband, nor do I want to have a child any longer. I don't want to be comforted in
my mourn; I shall never have a lover, let alone a husband!" (7.)
According to Asensio (p. 235), the nightingale playing the role of a beguiler is
a widespread motif in France, although it is not known in Spain. By emphasizing
this circumstance he suggests that the song is of French origin. And indeed, traces of
it can be found in the French folk poetry; two variants of the song about "The Two
Princely Children" contain the concluding picture of the girl lamenting like this: "le
m'en irois parmi le bois, faire comme la tourterelle: Quand el a perdu son ami, Sur la
branche s'en va mourir." (Doncieux 22). "le m'en irai dedans le bois Fairecomme la
tourterelle, Lorsqu' elle a perdu son ami, Sur la plus haut' branch' du bois S'en
mourir." (Rolland 187/c.)
Of course, also Asensio derives the motif of the sad turtle-dove from
Physiologus as ultimate source.
This derivation should be certainly interpreted in a way that the motif had
been commonly known by the learned circles as well as the populace, owing to
mediaeval literary preliminaries. In addition, Stindor Eckhardt supposes that the
popular song represents "a descended cultural element", that is to say, it is a
reflection of some poetic composition. His idea, however, does not seem to be
satisfactorily supported by literary texts. For one thing, and this is the main point,
the figures of the tw,? lovers symbolized by birds are fully absent in them; another
thing is that the motif is consistently referred to as a commonplace taken for
granted, and the situation is never explicated in full. Consequently, such allusions
could never have given rise to a ballad in a direct way. Of course, it can be imagined
that a popular song should have come into being from such allusions incidentally,
that is in a circuitous way; but in this case also the Hungarian song ought to have
been a chance work, with the nightingale as the central figure, like in the Spanish
song. Such a coincidence, however, is hard to surmise. But what can be much more
safely supposed is that the song-in the genre of a short symbolic story-had
developed, perhaps from literary antecedents, among the French, from whom it had
set out on its wanderings from people to people,just as the "scholarly tradition" did
its wanderings among the learned circles of the various European nations. It is at
this place that while working on the translation lmre Gombos called my attention to
the following: "Chaucer's poem entitled The Assembly of Fowls includes a brief
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characterization of the turtle-dove as the symbol offaithfullove, faithful to his lost
mate to death, and of the owl as the representative of less lofty love, together with
other birds, waterfowls, goose etc. D. Laing Purves refers to the Frenchfabliaus as
sources of the Chaucerian poem. These fabliaus most probably have their
antecedents in Proven~al courtly farces introducing characters masked as birds who
represented the love affairs of the court." Accordingly, both may have got their own
fonnulations. From the available data it may be inferred that it is the popular fonn
that gave rise to the image of the turtle-dove sorrowing on the dry bough, by adding
the motif of stirring up the water before drinking, either with her wings or her legs;
this supposition seems the more plausible since the motif survives among peoples
living far away from one another- Hungarian, Spanish, Gennan and Danish- and
since the motif is known from a mid-sixteenth-century folksong, whereas no literary
data are known from before the late eighteenth century- not at least in H ungaryand even then it is suggestive of a folklore quotation. (The same can be well
supposed in connection with the earlier literary sources, such as the stanzas quoted
from Balassi or Rimay.) As against this, literature mainly passes down the " natural
history" description of Physiologus, without unfolding the theme into a scene.
The song occurs in the Romanian language area in nearly the same fonn as in
the Hungarian. I think it instructive to refer here to the version of Alexandri: " The
sad turtle-dove cooing so sadly Alas, woe to her, poor soul! She has been left
orphan, with no one to live with, Poor soul, alas, woe to her! She flies sadly to the
wilderness, Alas, poor soul, woe to her! She is half dead, the poor creature, Having
no rest, not a single happy moment, She does not want to take another one's lover as
her mate. If she flies into the green woods, she does not care how green it may be, In
a swoon she flies on and on, But she never lights on a green bough. If she stops flying
sometimes, she lights on a dry bough, Or she sits on a rock, Hungry and thirsty as
she is! If she comes by a cool fountain , She stirs up its stream, And if she meets with
a hunter, She makes herself a prey to him." (It should be noted that the touch of
Alexandri's literary taste is to be felt on the transcription.)
Also this song lacks the scene of temptation, this outstanding feature of the
Hungarian version that links it up with the Spanish. Its fonn has some connection
solely with the Hungarian version reforded by Gy ulay (105.), which was first known
to literature. Considering the geographical situation, the Romanians could hardly
obtained the ballad from sources other than Hungarian.
A more remote parallel is offered by the Russian song described by Lintur. A
couple of doves are sitting in an oak-tree, cuddling and kissing each other. A hunter
or an eagle comes and kills the male. The couple are tom apart from one another. In
vain does the hunter (eagle) try to comfort her, in vain does he offer her corn to eat
and clear water to drink, for the dove does not eat and drink; she is lamenting all the
time. And in vain does the hunter bring her other doves by the hundred, asking her
to have her choice among them, she refuses all of them, and dies of sorrow in the
end.
To sum up, the Hungarians have preserved a mediaeval, probably French
theme, also in this song, supposedly in a fonn that bears much resemblance to the
original. This is well brought out by the fact that the Gennan-Danish version
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survi~es in the fonn of quotation embedded in other stories, while the distant
Spamsh song confonns in every respect to the Hungarian fonnulation . And traces
o~ the motif can be detected in mediaeval French songs: 17.. and the other listed
pIeces.

Literature: Eckhardt. s.: KOZlipkori termeszetszemlti[et a magyar k o[teszetben (Mediaeval
app~oach to .~ature in . Hungarian poet~y) . EPhK 1929, 81 - 99. Ortutay 1936-48 quotes Eckhardt:
m~d.laeval origin; shOWing Influence of hterary flower-songs; Csanadi and Vargyas 1954: mediaeval
Origin, a popular belief was turned into ballad .
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45. THE LITTLE OWL-WOMAN

8. I left in
I left in
My son
My son

107.

9. I left by his side,
I left by his side
My tinned chest,
My tinned chest.

,1.= 62-76
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1. In a desolate mill,

In a desolate mill,
There is a beam of oak,
There is a beam of oak.
2. There is sitting on it,
There is sitting on it,
An owl-woman,
An owl-woman.
3. Why do you weep, why do you grieve,
Why do you weep, why do you grieve,
You owl-woman,
You owl-woman?
4. Alas, I have reason to weep,
Alas, I have reason to weep,
I have reason to grieve,
I have reason to grieve.
5. For I left at home,
For I left at home
My painted bed,
My painted bed.
6. I left in it,
I left in it
My husband Janos,
My husband Janos.
7. I left by his side,
I left by his side
My rocking cradle,
My rocking cradle.

10. I left in it,
I left in it
My chignon,
My chignon.

ma - lom - ba

ge - ren

it,
it
Imre,
Imre.

11. Had I it about me,
Had I it about me,
I should leap
As a steed.
12. Had I it about me,
Had I it about me,
I should turn
Like a wheel.
Ghymes (Nyitra county). Three young girls (17 to 19 years old). Kodaly 1916.
108.

In a desolate mill
There is a beam of oak,
There is walking on it
A little owl-woman.
5. After her is walking
A white turtle-dove.
Why are you weeping, why are you weeping,
Little owl-woman?
I have reason to weep,
1O. You white turtle-dove:
I have left at home
M y rocking cradle,
I have left in it
My crying baby!
15. Alas, alas, my baby,
My crying baby.
Why are you weeping, why are you weeping,
You white turtle-dove?
I have reason to weep,
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20. You little owl-woman,
For I left at home
My locked chest,
I left in it
My pearled head-dress.
25. Alas, my pearled head-dress,
My beautiful head-dress!
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Analogies are not known from other language areas. On the basis of the style
and obscure symbolism of the text, the Type may well belong to the class of old
(mediaeval) Hungarian ballads.
Here again holds Imre Gombos 's previous reference (p. 477- 8) namely that
"the owl in this ballad may well have borrowed its character from the French
fabliaus, perhaps from the Provenyal courtly farces, as the symbol of enticer. Hence
the character of the owl in this ballad and in certain lyrical songs (e.g. It can be easily
told who is a whore, She goes to the well late in the evening; She can be recognized
by her carriage, refr. As the owl by her call; " L. Kiss, H6dmezovasarhely).

Udvarhelyszek , 1853. Kriza = MNGY XI. No. 267.
(When singing this song, the young will stand in a circle, in who~e middle a you~g
man, standing with a cushion in his hands, is looking around until he chooses a gIrl
from the circle; he puts the cushion before her and kneels on it; the girl, too, has to
kneel on the same cushion and accept the young man's kiss. Then she will stand in
the middle of the circle occupying the place of the young man, and the play
continues by her looking round in the above-described manner, to choose one of the
young men.)
The meaning of the text is obscure. The forsaken cradle, husband, head-dress
or bride's wreath may suggest some amorous, perhaps adulterous story, which
often found expression by animal symbols in mediaeval times. In this respect the
verse stands near the song of The Sad Turtle-Dove That Lost Her Mate (No. 44.).
Divergences:
Stork-woman may replace the owl-woman; in one of the texts, owl-woman
and Hungarian woman come up alternately, who are addressed by "a proud soldier
walking there". The woman amswers: "Alas, I have reason to weep, Yo~ proud
soldier .. . " (These variants have all been recorded from the Zobor RegIOn .) In
Veszprem county the "little owl-woman" is interrogated by a "gnat-woman". In
three Transylvanian variants we have two birds asking questions: the nightingale
and the tomtit put questions to the white turtle-dove.
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Earliest provenience: 1853.
.
Dissemination: Veszprem county (Cseteny), Nyitra county (Gerencser, Ghymes 3, Zsere), Bars

county (Udec), Maros-Torda county (Marosvasarhely = Nagykallo, recorded in Szabolcs county, the
informant having learned the song from his grandfather), Beszterce-Naszod county (Tacs 2), Udvarhely
. '
county (" Udvarhelyszek"). Total 11.
Textual relationships with other ballads: For the symbolic representatIOn of two birds see Type 44.
(Perhaps the birds represent lovers.)
Tunes: 1. = 107. +3 .
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46. THE RICH OLD HUSBAND

47. THE LOVER RETURNING AT HIS
SWEETHEART'S WEDDING

109.

110.

Why do you weep, why do you moun, my dear wife?
I have got riches, a great deal of wealth,
A great deal of wealth, beautiful arables,
Beautiful arables, well-yielding vineyards,
5. Well-yielding vineyards, three herds of cattle,
Three herds of cattle, four nice horses to put to the coach,
Four nice horses to put to the coach, a castle built of stone,
A castle built of stone, and a beautiful daughter of the marrying age ...
May God lay curse upon your great deal of wealth,
10. May the flood wash away your beautiful arables,
May the hail destroy your well-yielding vineyards,
May the lightning kill your four nice horses to put to the coach,
May plague destroy your three herds of cattle,
May your castle built of stone fall on you,
15. May I myself not see the sun tomorrow,
If you have no more of youthful strength.
Nagydem (Veszprem county). Kdldy 1906 = MNGY VIII, 182.

The ballad is known to exist in three variants. The second variant ends with a
lyrical folksong, which is also telling about the complaint of a woman whose
marriage has gone wrong. The third variant has been reduced to seven lines, but
even so it contains the entire problem and all the essential features of the other
variants.

Earliest provenience: 1872.
Dissemination: Veszprem county (Nagydem, Tes), Tolna county (lreg), Total 3.
Textual relationships with other ballads: for the content, cf. Type 131; for the motif of curse, and

practically the formulation of the entire duologue, Type 22; displaying richness: Type 83.
No tune has been recorded.

Regarding its theme, the manner of presentation in the form of duologue, and
the style, the piece well fits into the stock of old balIads. A similar theme occurs
among the French balIads (cf. 31.) and the Spanish balIadry (cf. Jona, Note 4 to
64--65). Since however the composition lacks a plot, no analogies can be
determined. For the time being, we must consider it to be a mediaeval balIad of
Hungarian origin.
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I. Down by the garden, under a pear-tree,
There is little Ilona, and she is weeping, together with little Gyorgy.
His eyes full of tears, Gyorgy says to Ilona:
His eyes full of tears, Gyorgy says to Ilona:

2. I must tell you, little Ilona, that tomorrow I leave here,
I leave here to join the army, to be a soldier.
But it will not be a long time, only three years,
But it will not be a long time, only three years.
3. Do you hear, little Ilona, what I tell you?
I tell you to wait for me for three years!
Swear by your little heart
That you will be waiting for me for three years!
4. After all, three years are not so long a time,
And a true sweatheart can wait until that in peace.
But if you do not wait for me, little Ilona,
May God grant me when I return home
5. That I can see your round courtyard tidy and clean,
That I can see your body in the coffin in your courtyard!
Let your father and your brothers lament over you,
And let the banquet-table be laid before your gate!
6. Do you know what I have about that, my Gyorgy?
Three years are a long time to wait.
But hurry, my Gyorgy, hurry, and don't curse me!
Hurry, my Gyorgy, hurry, for I shall be yours.
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7. Young Gyorgy has gone to join the soldiers
Little Ilona, alas, she has stayed back to marry another man.
But not long after that Gyorgy returned home,
And asked his mother where little Ilona was.
8. They are gone, they are gone, and they are in the church,
She is standing in front of the altar, and the priest is taking her oath.
Poor Gyorgy started, and a sad man he was.
To see Ilona once more in the church.
9. When little Ilona saw Gyorgy,
Her heart broke with grief, and she died on the spot.
Gyorgy hurries to her, he hurries to see Ilona,
His heart broke, and also he died.

day of his sweetheart's wedding, he appears at the feast and takes a seat at the table.
During the feast he makes himself known to his bride. She asks her mother what to
do but the young man , sooner than the answer could reach him, mounts his horse
and gallops back to the army. (It is not impossible that two French ballads of the
"returning" type have been combined in this plot, to wit, No. 113 and No. 115.)
After I had first published this ballad in 1960, J6zsej Farag6 informed me in a
letter that the theme has been worked up in a Romanian poem, and that in all
likelihood the Csang6 texts have derived from it. So far, however, I have been
unable to acquire the Romanian text. Nevertheless, considering the international
dissemination of the song, further the fairly uniform and rich tradition of the
Csang6 ballad, we may suppose with a high degree of certainty that it is the old
Hungarian borrowing of the French ballad that survives among the Csang6s of
Moldavia to this date.

10. But it was no sooner than he had died that he spoke up, saying:
May the Lord deal heavily and may He not grant peace
To those who separate two loving hearts from one another!
To those who separate two loving hearts from one another!

Uszped (Moldavia). 19-year-old girl, 1955. Ka1l6s

=

MSz 6280.

Apart from the detailed formulation of the Moldavian recordings, the motifs
are identical and there is hardly any difference between the variants.
Ear/iest provenience: 1934 (fragment).
Dissemination: Moldavia (Bogdanfalva, Leszped 6, Racsila, Trunk 4). Total 13.
Tex tual relationships with other ballads: For the farewell scene in the garden cf. 43., the deathcurse, 59.
Tunes: cf. the melody of No. 110, which is associated with 11 variants of this ballad. See further:

~g J r IEr U le r Fr IF J I J r pg)) IEtU I J J I1
The recorded tune of one of the variants has not yet been published.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1- 10. Mi/lien 173- 176A-B plus 8 variants; 11. Puymaigre 1865, 27.
ITALIAN: 12. N igra 28A.
GERMAN: 13- 34. D . VIr. 102.
SPANISH-PORTUGUESE: Catalan IV, 15-19·, Goyri and Menendez-Pidal IV, 15- 19
(3 Spanish and I Portuguese variants).

The French ballad has the following plot: A girl encounters with a young man
(sometimes with three), who (or one of them) accosts her: eventually he engages
her. As the girl is too young to marry, the young man goes to the soldiers-or
returns to the soldiers in case he had served with the army earlier. Later on, the
father forces his daughter to marry an old man. Upon the wedding, the young man
returns, and the girl dies in his arms. Then also the young man dies of sorrow. While
dying, he sends word to his own father, telling that he had died with the soldiers (cf.
the French Type 113). The Italian version has much the same story as the French.
With the Germans the only difference is that when the young man returns on the
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48. LAzAR, THE SON OF THE HUNGARIAN
EMPEROR
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I. The Hungarian emperor

Had a son called Lazar,
Master Mano
Also had a daughter,
2. But their fathers did not let them
Love each other,
They did not even let them
Have a talk together.
3. But they could not live without each other
And whenever they met,
Whenever they met,
They had a talk.
4. The Hungarian emperor
Had a son called Lazar,
Who went to see
Master Mano's place.
5. Good day to you, good day to you,
My unknown mother!
Welcome, welcome
My unknown son.
6. 0 , where can I find, where can I find
My beautiful bride Erzsebet?
She has gone, she has gone
To the rose-field.
7. She has gone to the rose-field
To gather roses,
To gather roses,
And to make a wreath from them.
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va - la.

8. And he went
To the rose-field,
But he could not find
His bride Erzsebet there.
9. And he went back
To Master Mano's place.
Good day to you, good day to you,
My unknown mother!
10. Welcome, welcome,
My unknown son!
The second time I ask you,
0 , where can I find her, where can I find her?
11 . Where can I find, where can I find
My beautiful bride Erzsebet?
She has gone, she has gone
To the inn.
12. She has gone, she has gone,
To the inn,
To the inn,
Where she is washing dish.
13. And he went
To the inn.
But even there he could not find
His bride Erzsebet.
14. From there he went back
To Master Mano's place.
Good day to you, good day to you,
My unknown mother!
15. Welcome, welcome,
My unknown son!
The third time I ask you,
Where can I find, 0, where can I find her?
16. 0, where can I find, where can I find
My beautiful bride Erzsebet?
Why should I deny,
I have to own up to it in the end:
17. In the inner chamber,
She is lying in her bed.
And he entered
The inner chamber.
18. And he entered
The inner chamber.
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And there he found
His bride Erzsebet.

4. But
For
For
For

19. May your body lie with my body
In one common grave,
May your blood flow with my blood
In one common ditch.

5. For one of them they made
A coffin of marble,
For the other they also made
A coffin of marble.

20. May it flow in one common ditch,
May it work a mill,
And may that mill have
Three stones.

6. They buried one of them
By on side of the road,
Ana they buried the other
By the other side of the road.

21. May the first stone
Drop small coins,
May the second stone
Grind love.

7. From one of them there grew
A red rose-bush,
From the other also grew
A white rose-bush.

22. May the third stone
Grind only sorrow!
And they stayed there
Until they died.
Klhse ( Moldavia ). Female performer of 33 years of age. 1966, Ka//os = Ka//os
1970, No. 5.
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1. The Hungarian Emperor
Had a son called Lazar,
Master Mano
Had a daughter called Erzsebet.
2. Their fathers did not let them
Love each other,
They did not even let them
Have a talk together.
3. But they could not live without each other,
And whenever they met,
Whenever they met
They had a talk.
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they had to die
each other's sake,
each other's sake,
their secret love.

va . la

8. They were growing
For three years,
For three years
They were in blossom.
9. The red rose-bush
Brought beautiful white flowers,
The white rose-bush
Brought red flowers .
10. And they took delight in each other,
And they were very glad,
Because they bent together
And began to talk.
11. But when their fathers and mothers
Went to the place,
They were so much bereaved
That they withered down to their roots.
12. By the end of the third year
They were cut out from the root,
They were cut out from the root,
And they were thrown on the fire-place.
13. Even their ashes
Were blown away by the wind,
And not even the memory survives
Of their love.
Klhse ( Moldavia ) . A 16-year-old girl, 1955. Ka//os

=;0

MSz 6284.
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Earliest provenience: 1955.
Dissemination: Moldavia (Klezse 6, Uszped). Total 7.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 9., " Let my blood flow with yours . .. " 10., "The
Miraculous Mill" 68.
Tunes: No. I11 occurs in two variants, No. 112, in three. (NB. The performer of II1 sang the text
to both tune variants on different occasions.)
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49. FAIR ILONA LANGOS

113.

I.

Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
ROMANIAN: Amzulescu No. 246. The story runs as follows : A lad and a young girl have been in
love with each other from their early childhood. Their parents did not allow them to marry each other.
Therefore they committed suicide by drowning themselves in water. The parents have the fishermen haul
them, and bury the young man in the middle, the girl by the side of the field . Out of the young man's body
there grew a tall pine, and out of the girl's body, a vinestock. The bypassers curse the parents who
separated the lovers. (In some of the variants the flowers embrace each other.)

This ballad is a variant, one might even say, the extract of "The Two Chapel
Flowers" (9). In a similar way, the Romanian song is an abridged variety of the
theme of "The Two Chapel Flowers" which exists in a fuller form also in the
Romanian language area. We have to consider two possible course of derivation in
connection with this ballad . First, the two "abstracts" have developed one from the
other, in which case the Romanian should be taken for the original since the ballad
is known only by the Moldavian Csangos of the Hungarian language area. The
second, both nations constructed a new version from a more detailed ballad story
which they possessed on their own. This latter supposition seems to be
corroborated by the fact that this time the Moldavian Csangos do not perform the
story in their usual extemporized, lengthy and rather blurred formulation, but they
follow the method of strict, strophic construction, selecting the portions of the song
from various motifs of three Hungarian, that is Transylvanian ballads. The close
agreements with the three Hungarian ballads suggest at the same time a very strong
relationship between the Csango "Abstract" and the Hungarian tradition . The only
element that points to a Romanian origin is the name Master Mano (Mestere Mano),
which corresponds to the name of the hero known from the Romanian version of
"The Walled-up Wife". But a single name used in isolation from other borrowed
elements may well be regarded as an occasional adoption, which is the less
significant since it does not come up in the parallel Romanian story. That is to say,
the Csango performers should have taken it from somewhere else in any case. (In
this context we have to note that eight variants of those enumerated by Amzulescu
have been recorded from territories inside the Carpathian Basin, and only two from
outside-and none of them from Moldavia.) As a result of more recent
investigations, this ballad increases the number of the so-called "transitional
types".
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1. My Ilona, my Ilona,

My Fair Ilona Langos
My Ilona, my Ilona,
My Fair Ilona Langos.
2. She was sewing by the window
With nice blue silk,
She was sewing by the window
With nice blue silk.
3. She adorned it
With pure gold thread,
She adorned it
With pure gold thread.
4. Once she looked out of
Her large window-pane,
Once she looked out of
Her large window-pane.
5. My brother, my dear brother,
My brother, my dear brother,
There they are coming, brother,
There they are coming, brother!
6. You are mistaken, sister,
You are mistaken, sister.
My brother, my dear brother,
My brother, my dear brother.
7. There they are coming, brother,
There they are coming, brother,
With five coaches
And sixty soldiers.
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4. I have been my mother's
Denied child,
Who has lived in this world
Without seeing a lucky day.

8. My sister, my dear sister,
My sister, my dear sister,
Go into the chamber,
Go into the chamber.

5. I have seen
Only sadness and sorrow,
Only sadness and sorrow,
And this black mourn.

9. Hide in the painted chest,
Hide in the painted chest.
And they arrived,
And they arrived.

6. Wrapped full in black mourn
Is this very year,
In which my heart
Finds no reason to rejoice.

10. With six horses and coaches,
And sixty soldiers.
With six horses and coaches,
And sixty soldiers.
11. With sixty soldiers,
And with a big, shabby man.
With sixty soldiers,
And with a big, shabby man.
12. And
Was
And
Was

,1
I

I

8. And we shall look for
The happiness of your heart,
And we shall look for
The happiness of your heart.

that big, shabby man,
her would-be mate,
that big shabby man
her would-be mate.

Bogdanfalva (Moldavia). 59-year-oldfemale performer, 1965. Ka1l6s

114.
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I . 0, she was sewing; 0, she was sewing,
Fair Ilona Langos,
she was sewing, 0, she was sewing,
Sitting by her window.

°

2. She embroidered it, she embroidered it
With rich silk thread,
And she filled the holes in it
With her flooding tears.
3. Why are you weeping, why are you moaning,
Fair Ilona Langos?
Alas, I have reason to weep,
I have reason to moan!
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7. Don't weep, don't moan,
Fair Ilona Langos!
For we shall look for
The key to the green chest.

= AP 6283/a.

9. My brother, my brother,
I am very much afraid of
The roaring green woods,
The cracking guns.
10. Don't be afraid, sister, don't be afraid,
For I can do something to stop
The roaring of the woods,
The cracking of guns.
11 . As they took pains in coming here,
In the same way they will return broken down,
As they took pains in coming here
In the same way they will return broken down.
"I don't know what she was afraid of."
KIezse (Moldavia). 61-year-oldfemale performer. 1956. Ka1l6s
94.

= Ka1l6s 1970, No.

The story is continued in other variants like this. The girl hides in a chest but is
found and she takes leave of her mother: "Mother, my dear mother, This is the time
for you to lament me!" The plot is not clear. Perhaps, it bears relationship with that
of the ballad about "The Girl Forced to Marry against Her Will"-in which case
the arrival of the "fine" procession would be understandable (cf. Types 11-15). But
in this version, then, the role of the brother would have been altered, because it is
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50. THE TWO CAPTIVE LASSES

not he that forces the girl to marry but on the contrary, he helps her hide. At the
same time it is not precluded either that the ballad speaks about "The Girl
Kidnapped by Soldiers" (cf. No. 31), since in that story, as in the present one, the
girl hides, or is hidden by her mother, in vain in the chest, because the visitors detect
her hiding place.

115.
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Earliest provenience: 1955.
Dissemination: Moldavia (Bogdlinfalva 3, Kiezse, Kiilsorekecsin (fragment), Uszped (fragment» . Total 6.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 11.-16., 31., for the opening formula, ef. 11.-14., 21., 31.,
(43.) and 49.; for the procession coming for the girl, cf. 14.
Tunes: all the rest are essentially variants of the two melodies published here.

In all probability, this ballad has developed from Type 14, with motifs
borrowed from Type 31. In principle, it may represent an old transitional form as
well as the result of recent variation. In the Moldavian parts, even a modern
variation may bear marks of the old style.
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I. The Turks and the Tartars
Had kidnapped two beautiful girls.
One of them was called Anna Biro,
The other was called Eva Biro.
2. Anna Biro and Eva Biro
Had been kidnapped by the Turks.
They chained their hands,
And so they took them out of the village.
3. The girls were weeping

Because they had to start for the long way,
Their parents were weeping,
Because they would never see them again.
4. Punish, Lord, punish the heathen folk ,
Who take away the Szekely girls,
To the grief of their parents,
To the pleasure of the Turks.
5. In the inner part of Transylvania
Nine small castles have been built.
Nine bailiffs in the nine castles
Have been put in iron by the Turks.

Csikrakos (Csik county). 57-year-old man, 1957. Ka/l6s =
(Marosvasarhe/y), 11 August 1957 = AP 6586/b, Sarosi 1967.

Voros Zaszl6
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1. The Turks and the Tartars
Made a raid upon Moldavia_
Many a place in Moldavia
Has been spoiled with red blood.
2_ The Turks and the Tartars
Carried away two beautiful captives:
One of them was the Fair Captive Erzsi Szab6,
The other was the Fair Captive Kata Szab6_
3_As thirty-three years had elapsed,
They returned to their village,
They returned to their village,
And to the gate of their father.
4. Let us in for the night,
For we are fatigued to the lastFor three days we have been walking,
For three days we have not eaten a bit5. Go away from my gate,
For we are having an entertainment in the house!
Servant, chase them away,
So that I may not see them again here!
6_ Go wherever you may,
For I don't want to receive beggars_
My dear goodman, allow us
To spend the night in the stable at least!
7_ Servant, let them in the stable,
Let them sleep in the manger!
They went to the stable,
And Erzsi Szab6 soon died_
8_ Kata began to lament:
Sister, my sister, Erzsi Szab6,
After thirty-three years
We have returned to our father's estate_
9. And they did not want to let us in,
And 10, here we are in the stable!
0, why did we come back?
0, why did we not stay there!
10_ Noise of entertainment is heard from the house
Noise of lamenting from the stable_
'
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Alas, my dear sister, kind sister,
Why did you leave me by myself?!
11. We had set out to seek joy,
And we arrived here to find griefBut could we have thought of them
Not taking us in?
12_ Janos Szab6, our dear father,
Come here, and you too, our dear mother
To see how Erzsi Szab6 has died
To the great wonder of the whole world!
13 _ My goodwife was walking out,
And heard the wailing words of Kata_
Make speed, man, and come at once,
Because my two beautiful daughters have come home!
14_ She took up Erzsi Szab6,
Kissing her face and her hands_
My dear child, my kind daughter!
My dear child, my kind daughter!
15_ Sooner than her father arrived
Kata Szab6 died, too_
The whole world gathered together there
To take a look at the two bodies_
16_ Erzsi Szab6, Kata Szab6,
They have come home to meet their deaths.
Their dear father and their dear mother
Are lamenting them bitterly.
17_ And they may lament them, they may mourn for them,
Now that both of them are dead!
They cannot revive them for a moment,
Why did they not let them in!?
Uszped (Moldavia)_ 67-year-old female performer. KalMs 1959
No_ 44 (1006)- 31 October 1969, 7_

Utunk XXIV,

Apart from the figures of the two sisters and a word-for-word agreement of
one of the stanzas announcing their having been taken prisoners, the two ballads
have hardly a trait in common_ The second ballad relates the story of Type 17. (The
Two Captives) in a Moldavian styling: the sisters, not recognized, fail to be
admitted in their parent's house, and recognition takes place only after one of them
has died. As against this, the motifs of struggle, wounding, etc_ are omitted, which is
only natural in the case of girls_(This story occurs much in the same form in another
variant from Uszped.) The first ballad, No_ 115, on the other hand, knows nothing
about the girls' return, but preserves such details which may perhaps be considered
as fragmentary survivals of some other story. It is not impossible that from such a
51·/11
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51. THE YOUNG LORD OF MEZOBAND

no longer extant ballad-story, and from that of the Moldavian story about The Two
Captives, a new version has developed in the Moldavian region. In any case, the two
ballads under discussion provide examples for transition variants between fully
crystallized types. Considering this, we may well regard the ballads as recent
developments, although it is not precluded either that they preserve survivals of
some very old tradition. This refers in particular to No. 115. The tune of the third
variant is the following:

117.

Have you heard the fame of famous Barasso?
In it they had a wasting prison made,
And the young lord of Mezoband was thrown in it.
At a time, the young lord of Mezoband spoke:
5. I wish I had a scribe
And a trustworthy man:
Then I would have a letter written by my scribe,
And would have it delivered by my trustworthy man.
At that very instance his mother dropped in.
10. Mother, mother mother, my dear soul, my mother!
I had a dream last night:
Two ells of red thread around my neck,
And two black ravens above my head!
The devil take your dream, son!
15. The two ells of red thread mean your red blood,
The two black ravens mean your hangman.
Mother, mother, mother,
I wish you had born a stone when giving birth to me,
And when you were washing me in lukewarm water,
20. I wish, you had been washing me in boiling water!
And when you were wrapping me in soft linen,
I wish you had wrapped me in living coal!
"Marosszek"

I'

= MNGY I, 188.

This ballad recorded without a tune survives in this single variant.

Textual relationship with other ballads: The opening formula constitutes a much-favoured turn of
recent Hungarian prisoners' songs. For the dream, cf. Type 23, and for the self-curse of the young man,
Type 20 (and a great number oflyrical songs). This ballad is distinguished from the next Type (52) by the
absence of the motif of ransom, furthermore, arid this is more important, by the circumstance that here
there is no mention of Turkish imprisonment, and that the hero is not a war-prisoner but a victim of the
feudal times, possibly a convict. As it is, this ballad represents a link connecting old-type Hungarian
ballads with the more recent outlaw ballads.
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52. THE LITTLE NOBLE LAD

53. THREE YOUNG THIEVES

118.

119.

In big Turkey, a little noble lad,
Innocent and blameless as he is, the poor soul, is being kept in prison.
He shouts with loud words: Mother, my dear mother,
You have got three castles built of stone, do ransom me by one of them!
5. I shall not ransom you, I shall not ransom you, my dearest heart, my son,
For the Lord will grant me a son instead of a son,
But the Lord will not grant me a castle of stone instead of a castle of stone!
Then I don't mind, mother, dearest heart, I don't mind,
The two coasts of the sea will be my coffin,
10. The thick foam of the sea will be my shroud,
The roaring of the sea will be my chiming.
I shall be buried by the fish of the sea,
I shall be lamented by the birds of the sky,
By the birds of the sky, and by the beasts of the woods.
"Szekeiyj6id", Kriza

= MNGY Ill, No. 28.

The ballad exists in one single tuneless recording.

Textual relationships with other ballads: The Lord grants me a son instead of a son: 4 and 69; for

the self-lament of the prisoner, cf. Type 29.

The thematic build of the ballad has close relationship with the story of The
Heartless Mother, and well fits into the general conception of mediaeval ballads.
Memories of the Turkish occupation survive in the motifs of castles made of stone
and the redeeming of the son who is a prisoner abroad. The situation in which a
young prisoner asks his mother to ransom him comes up fairly frequently in
Hungarian prisoners' songs, and this text element is a connecting link bet~een these
and the more recent outlaw ballads. No foreign parallels are known to eXist. It may
be a mediaeval as well as a recent development.

\
I

There they are going, there they are going,
The three young thieves,
There they are going, there they are going,
Through vast forests.
5. In the vast forests
They hit upon a Greek merchant,
The Greek merchant they killed,
And they looted his cart.
There they are going, there they are going,
10. The three young thieves.
They hit upon a tavern,
And they entered it.
They began to ask at once:
Hey, landlady!
15. Is there any good wine to be had here?
I have got good wine,
And I also have got a nice girl,
Although I myself am a merry dame.
There they are eating, there they are drinking,
20. The three young thieves.
Although the youngest one
Does neither eat nor drink,
He does neither eat nor drink.
He is full of sorrow:
25. May the Lord had granted
That my rocking cradle
Should have been my coffin,
My swaddling clothes
Alas, should have been my shroud,
30. And my swaddling band
The rope with which my body would have been sunk into the grave!
Transyivania. Kriza = MNGY Ill, No. 17.
The ballad survives in one single recording.

Tex tual relationships with other ballads: The motif of the three brigands with the youngest one
who rues the day he was born, and the construction with the landlady involved, bear resemblance to
Type 19; the complaint in the end, to Type 20.
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· The Frenc~ ~oo have su~h balIad-l~ke texts in which the robber repents his
mlsfeats, complammg about hIs way of hfe and the crimes he had committed (cf.
134-135). Nevertheless, we cannot establish a direct connection between these and
the Hungarian balIad that may have developed at a time when old French balIads
made their way into Hungarian folklore. Perhaps it is contemporaneous with Type
19.

54. THE OUTCAST

120.

1. Over Bodok, there is a thick grove,
And poor David Dancsuj is moaning in it.
It is not safe, it is not safe for you to walk about here,
For how can you escape if someone happens to detect you?
2. If I cannot find peace here, then where shall I go?
Where can I find a little place of safety at last?
Where the gendarmes are not always at my heels,
And where I need not always tremble for my life?
3. Were it that the black earth would cleave in two,
Poor David Dancsuj would certainly sink in it.
But the black earth cannot cleave in two,
And poor David Dancsuj cannot sink in it.
4. My lord, my Lord, where is my sweetheart
To say a consoling word to me?
You have promised me, sweetheart, to come on wings to see me,
But if you cannot come on wings, you might come by foot at least.
5. I have become, darling, like a dry stalk
Left behind by the sickle after harvest.
You might come to see me, darling,
For I am lying here in line with the dead.
6. Son, my dear son, do not mourn over your fate,
For we shall put right your case somehow.
Come home at last and surrender,
So that the gendarmes may not trace you all the time.
7. I do not go, but I thank you,
Dear, kind mother and dear kind father,
That you have raised a brave son to serve the emperor,
To serve the emperor and to deserve the gallows.
Sepsiszentgyorgy (Haromszek county). A pupil of F. Kanyaro = Ethn 1906, 237.
Divergences: The variants of this ballad have retained only the motifs of
lyrical complaint and the imagined address of the robber; regarding its theme, the
song belongs to the group of the outlaw ballads, while the intonation recalls the
style of old ballads. It must have developed in recent times under the influence of
old-style ballads and prisoners' songs. Allegedly, it has as its hero a Romanian
outlaw who lived in the mid-nineteenth century.
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Earliest provenience: 1882.
Dissemination: "Erdely" (Transylvania) without any closer reference, Haromszek county

(Sepsiszentgyiirgy, Dalnok, Malnas), Total: 7.
Textual relationships with other ballads: The complaints of the outcast resemble in more than one
respect those of "The Brigand's Wife" . At the same time, they show a fair agreement with a number of
lyrical plaintive songs.
Tunes:
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In two variants.
No foreign parallels have been found .
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55. EMPEROR FOLOP

121.
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1. Serve me, serve me,
Serve me, serve me,
Rich emperor Philip,
Rich emperor Philip!
For I'll give you,
For I give you
2_ Fair Black Kata,
Fair Black Kata_
It has been useless,
I t has been useless
For me to get up so early in the morning,
To get up so early in the morning.
3_ Because they did not give me,
Because they did not give me
Fair Black Kata,
Fair Black Kata _..

Trunk (Moldavia). 36-year-old man. Veress 1930

=

MF 2491a.

There exists one more text mixed with lyrical elements of this ballad type:
1. Mother, my dear mother,
It has been useless for me
To get up early in the morning,
To go to bed late at night,
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56. FAIRY ILONA

2. To drive the cart with the six oxen,
To plough the long field;
For they did not give me
Black Kata Ren.
3. For they did not give me
Black Kata Ren,
Black Kata Ren,
Our serfs daughter.
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian: The two fragments at hand contain so very few
elements of the original story as to make any comparison with other ballads impossible. The motif of
doing service in order to deserve the hand of a lord's daughter occurs in the beginning of Type 40, as well
as in many of the European ballads. It is also a beginning formula in the English ballads. See, for
instance, Child 17. Hind Horn 0 /2: " Seven long years he served the king. An it's a' for the sake of his
daughter Jean." F/2: "Seven long years he served the king, For the love of his daughter Jean." The
motifs of serving the king and of love developing between the hero and the king's daughter come up in
Child 99, 101.

In all likelihood, the fragment is an eroded survival of a mediaeval ballad.

e - M, s itt

e - le.
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Earliest provenience: 1930.
Dissemination: Moldavia (Klezse, Somoska, Trunk). Total: 3.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 9? 40? 731
Tunes: apart from the published No. 121 , see the following ones:
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4. Mother, my dear mother,
I wish I were river water,
So that I might not see sorrow . . .
(etc. in seven stanzas.)

1.

ruLato

ka- ta -na?

Jln-n

Te-ker-gos

pa - wk-ra .

1. Where are you going, where are you going
You proud soldier?
Going ahead, going ahead
Onto the winding brook.
2. Onto the winding brook,
And to Fairy Ilona.
Fairy Ilona's
Gate is ivied.
3. Her
Her
Her
Her

gate is ivied,
door is creaking,
door is creaking,
ceiling is all ribbons.

4. She has four glass windows,
And her cross-beam is spun of strings.
Her floor is covered with marble,
And her ingle-nook is full of flower.
5. Her table is made of marble,
Her table-cloth is woven from laurel .. .

K/ezse ( Moldavia ) . 39-year-oldfemale performer. 1950- 53
15.

= Farag6-Jagamas No.

This fragment survives in one single variant. The beginning stanza bears a
certain degree of semblance to the incipit of Type 76 (The Suitor of the Faulty Girl).
Anyway, neither the relationship of the theme nor the time of its origin can be
ascertained.
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57. TAKE OUT MY WEARY HEART ...

123.

6s· ba.

~ U p? J ( 1* D J;J IOW li J. r~ 11
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a

di . os· ba,

mo·gyo-ros

ba.

I. Kata Szab6 grew sick in the nut-tree grove.
In the nut-tree grove, in the nut-tree grove, in the hazelnut grove.
2. Her mother asks her what ails her?
It ~s neither heart-ache, neither heart-ache, nor head-ache,
3. It is neither heart-ache, neither heart-ache, nor head-ache,
It is because I have fallen in love.
4. Mother dear, let my speaking heart be taken out,
My speaking heart, my speaking heart, my light gaiety!
5. Let it be taken out, let it be placed in a new chest,
So take it, so take it to the new shop.
6. If people ask you, if people as you what you are selling:
You are selling Kata Szab6's speaking heart, and her light gaiety!

Ghymes (Nyitra county). 70-year-oldfemale performer. T. Ag, 1960

=

M . Sz. 6771.

Nut and hazelnut are often used as love-symbols. (Cf. the texts related to the
custom of fire-kindling on midsummer nights, MNT n, 260--68.) Fragment
recorded in one single variant.
Textual relationships with other ballads: Cf. the text of Type 68. from Nyitra county: "It is neither
heart ache nor head-ache ... " etc. "Let my speaking heart be taken out . .. ", etc., in Types 6., 20., 25.
and 31.; further the motif of taking out the heart really in Type 38.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH : I. Wallonia I, 36,1893.2. BujeaudII , 213 . 3. Libiez Ill, No. 21. 4. Canteloube IV, 157.
5-6. Puymaigre 1865, 171, and Notes to 172-3. 7. Barbeau 1962,421. 8. Udry, 196; 9. Choleau , 153. 10.
Seignolle, 155.
ITALIAN: JJ-14 . Nigra 27A-D (E and G : lacking this motif; F: unidentifiable).
Partial variants:
FRENCH : 15. Meyrac 263 . 16. Tarbe III , 57. 17-18. Canteloube III, III and IV, 134. 19.
Puymaigre 1865, 390. 20-22. Rolland I 50a- b and II 50a- b.
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The figure of the girl suffering from love, together with the nut-symbol,
occurs in a French ballad as well (83, cf. partial variants). The girl had eaten three
nuts in her father's orchard and fell ill in the ninth month. She wants to see her lover
again, and when he arrives, she begins to feel better. (In other context but still as a
love-symbol the motif comes up with the English: Child 41 /B, Stanza 1.) On the
basis of the more detailed Hungarian ballads enumerated above, the motif of the
girl's wish to have her heart be taken out and locked up in a chest, etc. can be fairly
well recognized in another French ballad, in 123. The story runs like this: a young
man goes to the soldiers. He beholds his sweetheart's ring on the finger of his officer.
A duel takes place, and the young man kills the officer. Before his execution he says
the following words: "Que I'on mette mon coeur Dans un' serviette blanche, Qu'on
le porte a ma mie, Qui demeure au pays En disant: c'est le coeur De votre serviteur."
(2.,3.). "On env'loppra mon coeur Dans un' serviette blanche ... " (4., 8.). "Coupez
mon coeur en quatre, Envoyez-Ie a Paris, A Paris chez ma mie, Quand elle verra,
Elle s'en repentira." (5.) And finally: "Qu'on le porte a Paris A mamzelle Julie,
Qu'elle me fasse I'honneur de recevoir mon coeur. EIIe prit son coeur, Le mit dans
une cantine, Dans cantine d 'eau-de-vie ... (6.) At this point, however, the French
text seems to be obviously corrupt, since it must have been originally the soldier
who said the last sentence, because then it goes on: "Soldats de mon pays, Ne I'dit's
pas a ma mere ... " It was probably originally: Qu'elle prit mon coeur ... " etc.
As can be seen, the French version shows a perfect agreement with the
formulas found in old-style Hungarian ballads: "Take out my heart, Take out my
liver, Put them into a brass plate, Wash them in wormwood wine, Wrap them in
fine linen, Send them to Moldavia, To the gate of my father, From his gate to his
table ... " (Type 6, The Three Orphans And what is more, a recently discovered
Moldavianvariant adds: "Cut it into five or six, Wash it in wormwood wine". In
other variants, the youngest orphan's heart is placed in a chest or a coffin instead of
a brass plate.
The French song is new in its intonation; the motif of taking out the heart and
sending it to the sweetheart is mediaeval of origin (cf. Type 38). In the French
version in which the grieving lover wants his sweetheart to remember him may well
be equally of mediaeval origin, otherwise we could not find such a close agreement
between the French and the Hungarian details. Also the Italians know the French
song, although they have preserved no more than "Take my heart and bring it to my
sweetheart"; that is to say, missing are the wrapping in a kerchief, the washing in
wormwood wine or spirit,-all such details that are apt to connect the Hungarian
formulation with the French. With the French, the old texts must have unde\gone a
transformation in recent times, while with the Hungarians there survives oriJy one
fragment which seems to preserve an original context, on the one hand, and as a
separately fitting motif in four different stories on the other. Its antiquity is
indicated also by the circumstance that it is once again the distant areas of
Transylvania, Moldavia and the Zobor region in ·County Nyitra that have
maintained the motif in a form similar to the French. Both the fragment and the
details of the other ballads originate in the period of French-Hungarian contacts of
the fourteenth century.
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With the French, this formula always occurs in the same ballad, and
constitutes an organic part of the story. With the Hungarians, however, this
formula-although seemingly more complete and frequent-finds application in
several stories of different plot-schemes, and does not form an essential part of the
narrative. That is to say, it is a formula-like element tom out of its original
environment and fitted into the story as a secondary development. Consequently,
this Hungarian fragment is a merger of two French ballads whose elements have
been welded into one.
All this seems to indicate that the Hungarian version is a borrowing which has
preserVed an earlier formulation than the French did in its original place of birth
where it was subjected to strong subsequent changes.

58. SITTING BY MY NEW DISTAFF

124.
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L iterature: Vargyas 1960, 1967; Leader 1967.
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I. Sitting by my new distaff
I heard the crack of a gun,
And I saw the flash
Of a sable painted with pagan blood.
2. 0, you beautiful girls,
What are you smiling at?
I can see with my two eyes
That you are laughing at me.
3. Instead of laughing at me,
You had better give me to eat,
From your brass cup
You had better give me to drink.
4. There go seven girls,
And all the seven are wearing a head-dress,
They are followed by seven young men,
And all the seven are wearing spurs.
5. Your skirts are long,
You stir much dust,
Your hair is long,
Your brain is short.
Klezse (Moldavia) . l7-year-old girl. Ka1l6s = Ka1l6s 1958, N. 11.
The ballad is a fragment recorded in one single variant. It is not quite sure if it
is a ballad at all, only its duologue form lends the scene a ballad-like appearance.
Otherwise, it permits of no inference regarding its content or origin.
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6. I only want your death, sweetheart,
Because you cannot pass your days with me;
And I do not want you to seek pleasure in someone else' s arms,
And I do not want you to seek pleasure in someone else's arms!
.
Rosemary stalk grown in the mountain of Levanos,
Precious drops of dew pour on each of its branches. (To hnes 3 and 4.)

59. FAREWELL TO THE SWEETHEART

125.

Ketris ( Moldavia ). 63-year-old female performer. Veress 1930

=

NE 1941, 165.
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I . Prepare, my steed, prepare, and make ready your legs,
Bid farewell to your lodgings, you too!
For I bid farewell to my father and mother,
To my father and mother, and to my sweetheart.
2. To my sweetheart, my only love in this wide world.
To my sweetheart, my only love in this wide world.
Give me a kiss, sweetheart, before I start on my long journey!
The Lord brings me back, and then I give you a hundred kisses.
3. You may depart or sit by my side,
For my heart breaks at your sight!
May the Lord grant me that, when I return,
When I return on the paths of love,
4. I
I
I
I

should
should
should
should

find
find
find
find

your
your
your
your

creaking gate open at last,
creaking gate open at last,
courtyard properly cleaned,
coffin placed in front of your door!

5. I should find your father and mother bent over your coffin,
I should find all your relatives standing round it!
And I do not want your death, sweetheart,
Because I am bored of your earthly life,

Early on Friday morning
I had a dream:
Early on Sunday morning
It came true to me.
5. I went up to my garden,
And I looked down from the garden:
My finest rose-tree
Lowered one of its branches.
From the place the sun rises
10. It spread to the place where the sun sets.
Then my heart
Was wrapped in black mourn.
My sweetheart came to me,
And she asked me:
15. Why do you weep, sweetheart?
0 , my heart is aching,
And I don't really know for whom,
And I don't really know for what;
Is it perhaps for me? .
20. You are right, sweetheart.
When I walk down
On the street of love,
May I find your mournful coffin
In front of your door.
25. May I see in it
Your beautiful, white body,
And may I see the priest and the cantor
Standing at your head,
And all your kind relatives may I see
30. Standing around you!
But I do not wish, sweetheart,
That you should die
Because I have been tired
Of living with you.
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60. JANOS WHO WAS POISONED

35. But if you have not found
Your pleasure with me,
You must not have another one
To give pleasure to you!

Csikrakos (Csik county). Mailand 1905

=

MNGY VI/, ll .

127.

The story is presented in a rather vague outline. The third text completes the
sentences referring to the burial like this: "If you have been tired, sweetheart, Of
living with me, Have a coffin made And me buried in it! Write on my cross That an
orphan is lying there Who has died of love."

1. Where have you been, my dearest heart Janos?
Alas, I have been at my sister-in-law, dear mother!
Oh, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!
2. What did they give you to eat, my dearest heart Janos?
They gave me four-legged crab, dear mother!
Alas, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!

Earliest provenience: 1905.
Dissemination: Csik county: (Csiknikos), Moldavia (Ketris, KU:zse), Total 3.
Textual relationships with other ballads: The wish of death as a curse appears in 47 as well. The

3. In what plate did they serve it, my dearest heart Janos?
They served it in a polished plate, dear mother!
Alas, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!

first four lines of 126 occur in 23.
Tunes: I. = No. 125; 2:
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4. Maybe, that dish made you sick, my dearest heart Janos.
It will take me deep into the earth, dear mother!
Alas, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!

11

5. And what do you leave to your father, my dearest heart Janos?
My good ironed cart, dearest heart mother!
Alas, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!

We have no data referring to the existence of any foreign parallels. It may be
regarded as a special motif which has not yet been rounded into a complete story;
but it may be a portion of some other ballad that begins to start a separate life.

6. And what do you leave to your elder brother, my dearest heart Janos?
My four good oxen, dearest heart mother!
Alas, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!
7. And what do you leave to your younger brother, my dearest heart Janos?
My four fine harnessed steeds, dearest heart mother!
Alas, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!

,
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8. And what do you leave to your young sister, my dearest heart Janos?
My household' movables, dearest heart mother!
Alas, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!
9. And what do you leave to your sister-in-law, my dearest heart Janos?
Eternal damnation, dearest heart mother!
Alas, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!
10. And what do you leave to your mother, my dearest heart Janos?
Grief and sorrow, dearest heart mother!
Alas, my heart aches, aches, lay my bed!

Szekelyjold, Kriza 1882 = MNGY Ill, Stanza 3.
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128.
1. Where have you been, where have you been, my dear son Janos?
Alas, I have been at my sister-in-law, alas, I have been at my sister-in-law.
Oh, lay my bed soon, dear mother!
2. And what dish were you given by your sister-in-law, my dear son Janos?
Alas, stuffed chicken, alas, a festive cake.
Oh, lay my bed soon, dear mother!
3. And what dish were you given by your sweetheart my dear son Janos?
Alas, head of the hatchet(?), alas, spotted loach.
Oh, lay my bed soon, dear mother!
4. And what do you leave to your sweetheart, my dear son Janos?
Alas, heart-ache, alas, a great illness.
Oh, lay my bed soon, dear mother!
5. And what do you leave to your sister-in-law, my dear son Janos?
Alas, six oxen, alas, an ironed cart.
Oh, lay my bed soon, dear mother!
6. And what do you leave to your father, my dear son Janos?
Alas, sickness, alas, poverty.
Oh, lay my bed soon, dear mother!
7. And what do you leave to your mother, my dear son Janos?
Alas, blindness, alas, begging from door to door.
Oh, why did you not lay my bed?

"Felso Marosvolgy" ( Maros-Torda county). A girl informant. Meltz11880 .
129.
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Where were you last night, my bonny son Janos?
At the neighbour's, my dear mother.
Alas, alas, my heart aches, lay my bed soon!

Udvarhely county, 1871-72

=

Bartalus VI. No. 2.

Kriza notes that "the four-legged crab should be interpreted, according to the
informants as paddock, that is poison". The "spotted loach" mentioned in Stanza 3
was taken by Meltzl for a sort of vermicelli, whereas it definitely refers to loach and
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its colour. Anyway, this variant is rather eroded and corrupt, and nothing is known
about the notator. As far as it can be judged from the last stanza, the piece was
taken down not after a singing performance but from the mouth of a reciter.
(Translator's note: the "head of the hatchet?" = fejszefokot is obviously a corrupt
expression, due either to lapse of memory or to faulty notation, instead of veiszefogott= "fishweir-caught". This seems the more likely since some English variants
also refer to mud, and the 'Ioach' lives in mud.)
Earliest provenience: during the winter of 1871 - 72, the period in which Bartalus made his
collection. Published in 1895.
Dissemination: Udvarhely and Maros-Torda counties (without any reference to the community,
3 vars).
Textual relationships with other ballads: For content and formulation, see 61. and 62.; see further
41. and 79. for the stanzas about the bequest.
Tune: solely given in connection with No. 129.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian :
ENGLISH: 1-48. Child 12, plus I, 499-501, IV, 449-450, V, 208-209. 49-149. Bronson 12.
150--163. Belden 25A-D. (D. VIr. 79 lists a further 52 variants.)
ITALIAN: 154- 155. Bernoni 1874 No. I plus variant. 156. Bolza No. 49. 15 7. Giannini. 199 No.
27. 158. Pergoli. 17 No. 10. 159-161. Nigra 26A-C.
GERMAN: 162- 192. D. Vir. 79 (I have been given an opportunity to study the unpublished
variants in original notation).
DANISH (SWEDISH): 193- 195. DgF 341, plus X, 791 ( ibid. Jonsson ).
SLOV AK: 96. Hordk 1958,43 No. 4. = Kollar 11, 35/46. 197- /98 . Slov. sp. Ill, Nos 362 and 568.
199. EMU I, 89-90. 200. Kolecany. 35 No. 10. 201- 203. SL'P I, No. 287, 11, No. 378, Ill, No. 566.
204-206. Bartok 1971, 464c, 623c, 625a. (D. VIr. lists a further 7 variants. See also Burlashova 18ab:)
CROAT (CARPATHIAN-UKRAINIAN): 207. tganec 1946, 109.
Dubious relationships:
ROMANIAN: 208. Brtiiloiu. 83. 209-210. Ethn 1897, 284 and 285. 21 I . Pompiliu. 27 .

This ballad, as many other Hungarian ballads, represents an easternmost
type of a very extensive European family and shows a striking similarity to the
formulations of distant western nations: over a vast field it enjoys a spread in the
same repetitive strophic construction with refrains. Also the content is invariably
the same: the returning son or daughter is interrogated by the mother (father), and
from the answers it appears gradually that he (she) has been poisoned.
The row of variants ranges from the English (-American) language areas,
through Scandinavia and Germany, to the Slovaks and the Italians (even a Polish
provenience in one single copy is available). The number of variants in English
amounts to 205 (according to the 1959 summary German edition). Of these, I have
been able to study 153 variants, in addition to the 31 listed German and 2 Danish
ones. Most of the Slovak variants have come to my hand, but of the 50 Italian listed
texts, only 8 have been accessible to me. Since, however, the Italian formulation is
uniform practically with no essential divergences, no surprisingly new type is likely
to occur among them. Certain Romanian and Slovakian texts have been
disregarded in my survey, although they are mentioned in the German summary
edition. My reason for this have been that the Romanian ballad has nothing in
common with the otherwise fairly uniform European tradition, apart from the fact
that a case of some poison applied occurs in them; the Slovenian ballad, on the
other hand, will be discussed below, along with the members of the type of "The
Bewitched Son".
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It seems most appropriate to begin the examination of the national
formulations with the German version, since the Germans are neighbours of the
Hungarians. The following text was recorded among the Transylvanian Saxons.
(Schuster 62, No. SS .)

I. Me kainjt, wat hout dech trOfen?
me kainjt so mer mi!
Ach fuoter! meinj harz wal zes'prainjen,
o wi! 0 wi!
2. Me kainjt, wat huoszt ta gieszen? . ..
E faschken af kile gebroden ...
3. Me kainjt, wier huot dert gebroden . .. ,
De moter huot mer't gebroden .. .
4. Me kainjt, wo huot se't gefangen? . . .
Am podel hainjder dem guorten, .. .
5. Me kainjt, dat wor ned e faschken , .. .
Dat wor jo giiftich noter . . .
6. Wat wainjscht ta na deinjem fuoter? .. .
En galdane stal am hemel.
7. Wat wainjscht ta na deinjer moter?
me kainjt, so mer mi!
En glanije stal an der hal,
o wi! 0 wi!

and the questions as to what he has eaten and drunk are followed by a simple
inquiry: "Where do you want to be buried?" The refrain appears in a still more
threadbare form in a Silesian variant: "Woe to my young heart, make my bed!"
These ballads, however, are different from the average German variants, in which
the main character is mostly a girl, or a person of unspecified sex (Kind), and very
often the father puts the questions. Such a solution is not to be found in the other
nations' balladry. In two German variants, the young man has been visiting his
sweetheart's place (Schleswig-Holstein and Potsdam)-much in the same way as in
the English and Italian versions (and apparently in two Hungarian texts here
published); in the rest ofthe texts, his young sister, his aunt or step-mother, and not
infrequently even the school, are mentioned . As against this, there occurs in them
another motif also typical of the English and Italian versions, namely that of the
young man's dog which is also killed with the poison. The scene of bequeathing
mainly starts with the formula " What is your wish", a variety of which implies
questions concerning the kind of grave and the place of burial.
The Italian ballad brings us nearer to the Hungarian version . The refrain is
general in it, speaking about heart-ache: "Signora Mama, mio core sta mal! " And
here also the question is closer to the Hungarian: " Dove si stajersira", or " ersera a
veglia", that is, where were you last night? On the other hand, the Italian version
knows nothing about the bed-making.
The parallel of the full Hungarian refrain comes up in the English variants,
and does so as a typical feature.
Oh where have you been, Johnny Randall , my son?

(Miilbach)
(What ails you, my son, tell me! 0 , father, my heart is near breaking, 0 wee, 0
wee! What have you eaten, my son, tell me! A fried fish, 0 wee, 0 wee! Who fried it,
my son ... Mother has fried it to me, etc. Where did they catch it, my son ... Down
by the garden . .. Son, it was not a fish .. . It was poison ... What do you wish to
your father?.. A golden chair in Heaven... What do you wish to your
mother? . .. Fiery iron in Hell . . . )
As appears, the ballad lacks the main characteristics of the Hungarian
version, to wit the refrain, together with the reference to the heart-ache and the
making of the bed. Although the first stanza speaks about the young man's heart
about to break, but no refrain-like continuation follows. Even less does the refrainconstruction characterize the rest of the German variants, in which, as a rule, the
refrain, if any, consists of words of bewail, as in the present text. At the same time,
the verse consists of simple questions and answers: "Kind, wo bist du denn henne
west? "- " Injuerm S(ch)esters Huse! "-"Wat hett se dy do denn giwen?" etc. Only
two isolated variants of the 31 texts contain a refrain similar to the Hungarian, one
of them originates from the region ofSchleswig-Holstein bordering on the Danish
frontier, the other from Pomeranian areas situated somewhat more to the South .
"Johann, main lieber Sohn, wo warst du denn so lange? Bei meiner jiingsten
Schwester, Herzmutter mein. Wie weh thut mir mein Herze, Mach sie mein
Bettelein!" But even though this motif shows a certain affinity with the Hungarian,
the rest of the ballad differs the more from it: the hero has been visiting his sister,
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I've been with my true love, oh make my bed soon,
I've pain in my heart and want to lie down.
Or:
For I'm sick at the heart and fain would lie down .
But further similarities offer themselves for comparison. In the English
version it appears with an increasing force that the dish with which the hero was
poisoned was not fish . The place where it was caught is a ditch , or a spot near the
garden's gate, or a thorny hedge, sometimes, heath-covered slope, and the tool with
which it was taken is a stick; its colour figures as a constant motif: it is mostly green,
spotted or streaky, and even the spotty, speckled back of the animal is often
mentioned. Finally it becomes quite evident that paddock is understood (Bronson
97). And what is even more to our surprise, the quaint circumscription of the
Hungarian text's " four-footed crab" occurs almost literally in three English
variants in the following wording: "four-footed fish" (Child 12), "a wee fishie wi
four wee feeties" (Child V, 209, 12X), "fower-fitted fish " (Bronson 12/ 103).
Consequently, this must be a very ancient element of the ballad, which, however,
seems to be completely missing from the German and Italian formulations.
Probably, they have never applied it. Had they ever known this curious feature,
than at least the colour of the fish should be referred to in them, as a sort of survival.
But even in this form it cannot be traced in the mentioned two language areas. In
contrast, this peculiar trait of the English, beside the refrain, creates a close affinity
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with the Hungarian ballad. In addition, the whole construction of the two versions
shows a high degree of similarity, beginning with the hero's name mentioned, with
the involvement of a love affair, the refrains containing the formulas of
bequeathing, and concluding with the duologue presentation of the entire story.
(NB., in both versions the duologue takes place between mother and son!) Finally,
the mentioning of the four-footed crab cannot be imagined as a chance agreement.
Such a queer partial agreement-let alone the paddock used as poison, and the
particular description of the animal-can by no means be interpreted in a way that
it had developed independently of each other in the two ballad types. And there are
further minor similarities to corroborate the interdependence of the typical
parallelisms, such as the mentioning of the plate in which the poisoned dish was
served. (The image of a rusty vessel lingers in the German version as a vague
reminiscence of this motif.) Therefore, the Hungarian ballad must have had some
definite Western connection, however remote it may have been.
This supposition is also supported by the fact that no genetic correlation with
the neighbouring German formulation can be reasonably imagined. What the
Hungarian and the German ballads have in common can be found in every nations'
texts, and that is the framework of the story. At the same time, it is the German
version that most deviates from the Hungarian. In the former, the father is the
interrogator, a girl the main character who has received the poison at her sister's,
aunt's or step-mother's place. (Such solutions come up with the English, although
very rarely.) Furthermore, in the German ballads the refrain is restricted, with the
exception of three isolated texts, to words of bewail. And what seems to be an even
more important evidence, the ballad is completely unknown in such Germanspeaking neighbour areas as Austria, Bavaria and Switzerland. As to the two
German variants that have been collected in pre-wars Hungarian territories
(Transylvania)-showing features strongly opposing to the Hungarian
formulation-they have to be regarded not as the easternmost specimens of the
German version, but as isolated pieces, probably imported by settlers from distant
regions. All this is enough to prove that the Hungarians did not acquire this ballad
from the Ge~ans.
The Slovak version well exemplifies how the ballad should have been
formulated if borrowed from the Germans. In the Slovak, similarly a girl is
poisoned, and she returns from a wedding feast or a dancing party. She complains
about head-ache (instead of heart-ache), and there is no refrain construction to
make the fact of poisoning known to the reader. In three texts, she ate unsalted fish,
and therefore she became ill. No further details are added. Finally, the scene of
bequeathing is utterly missing, in place of this, sometimes the mother asks the
daughter what she wants her to give her, whereupon the daughter answers that she
wants a burial place, or nothing at all. More frequently, however, the mother asks
her daughter where she wants to be buried; and receives the answer that she wants
to buried beside the church. German influence, or mediation, can be inferred from
the Danish version too, because there are two Danish fragments in which the girl
complains about having a head-ache although no mention is made of the bedmaking in the refrain. (Anyway, also No. 204 may have been mediated by
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Transcarpathian Ukrainian settlers from the Slovak borders since apart from this
neither the Croats nor the Carpathian-Ukrainians know this ballad.)
Would it follow, then, that the Hungarians had acquired this ballad from the
English? Such a proposition, however, cannot be supported by historical
considerations. Further, there are such minor details which are missing from the
English version but which occur in the Italian; such are the mentioning of the
evening and the punishment of the mother required by the hero.
Thus the story may have been mediated from some region neighbouring the
English area which maintained direct connections with Italian and German
territories, that is from France. And although the type does not exist, to the best of
my present knowledge in the French-speaking areas, the range of dissemination
surrounding France as the centre-namely in Italian, German, English and the
more remote Hungarian environment- seems to indicate a one-time existence ofa
similar French plot that made its way from there in every direction, and went into
oblivion in later times.
Literature: Child 1882: Italian, German, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Hungarian (I) and Wend ish
versions (as well as other stories about poisoning) surveyed in addition to the English group; Ortutay
1936-48: following Child. surveys the European parallels of No. 127; perhaps the Hungarian ballad is a
fake, since it has no variants (?): Dimos 1938: accepts Ortutay; Csantidi and Vargyas 1954: known all
over Europe, the Hungarian version stands nearest to the English.
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61. THE MURDERED SISTER

Nor can we ascertain whether we are dealing with a contamination of two
types or with a transitional form that sprang from the text of the ballad of linos
Who Was Poisoned. It is not precluded that what we have at hand is a text in the
primitive stage of transformation far from attaining the rank of an independent
type, although it seems to be more likely that the name Herman , quite unusual in
Hungarian, and the story itself, are some fresh borrowings from a foreign-language
community. At the same time we have to emphasize that names in ballads offer
doubtful evidence since they can migrate independently of the texts.
As long as more information is not received from Hungarian or foreign
sources, the single text should be regarded a transitional form vaguely linking the
mentioned types together.

130.
1. Where have you been, wher.e have you been, my son Herman?

With the neighbour'S, with my sister, my dear mother, O!
2. What did you do there, what did you do there, my son Herman?
I rocked two small children to sleep, my dear mother, O!
3. And what did you eat there, what did you eat there, my son Herman?
I was gnawing away a little bone, my dear mother, O!
4. And what drink did you take, what drink did you take, my son Herman?
Cold water from a jug, my dear mother, O!
5. And what did you see there, what did you see there, my son Herman?
My murdered sister, my dear mother, O!
6. And what do you wish to your sister, my son Herman?
A quiet rest and bliss, my dear mother, O!
7. And what do you wish to your mother, my son Herman?
To you I wish the pains of Hell, my dear mother, O!
Bereg county, 1882-89. Feter S zini = MTA , [ncr. 595/52,fasc. Ill, p. 174. No . 424.

Known from a single text without tune.
This ballad shows an almost perfect agreement in all its details with the
former one about the poisoned lover. The mother asks her son much in the same
way about where he has been and what he has eaten and drunk (the motif of potion
is present also in the German and Slovak versions, and even in some English texts,
and the combination is natural); further the son's answers and testament are also
similar in both types. As a new element appears, however, the rocking of the child.
But the English variants offer examples even for tJ:tis: Bronson 12/95 relates that the
son has visited his grandmother, and to the questions as to what he has been doing
there, he answers: I tended the small child and washed up the dishes. Finally, he
wishes a piece of rope to ·his grandmother who has poisoned him. Another novel
element is the murdered sister; but the most conspicuous divergence is that the son
sends his mother to Hell and that, and this is perhaps the most significant, the motif
of poisoning is missing. All these differences make the ballad similar to the English
Edward-type (Child 13); true, in the Hungarian version it is not made clear that the
murder has been committed by the son, but the curse he lays on his mother suggests
accomplicity, bringing the ballad in connection with one of the English variants
(NB., A . Tay lor a monographer of the type does not hold this feature an original
English trait!). On the other hand, this ballad is unknown in Hungarian tradition,
and so it is in the whole of Central European folklore .
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62. THE BEWITCHED SON

GERMAN: 33. D. VIr. 80. Gottschee.
SLOVAK: (?) 34. Fovarosi Lapok 1867. No. 198 (Hungarian translation)
1987 (German translation).

131.
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1. Where have you slept last night, my poor son?
I have slept under the briar, my dear mother.
2. What vision did you have last night, my poor son?
Three witches were haunting me, my dear mother.
3. Who was the first, my poor son?
The first was my sister, my dear mother.

1
t

4. Who was the second, my poor son?
The second was my sister-in-law, my dear mother.
5. Who was the third, my poor son?
You yourself were the third, my dear mother.
6. What did the first do, my poor son?
She was praying over my head, my dear mother.
7. What did the second do, my poor son?
She was sucking my red blood, my dear mother.
S. And what did the third do, my poor son?
She was cracking my tender bones, my dear mother.
9. What do you wish to your sister, my poor son?
The bliss of the world beyond, my dear mother.
10. What do you wish to your sister-in-law, my poor son?
The evil of the world beyond, my dear mother.
11. What do you wish to your mother, my poor son?
The fiery hell of the world beyond, my dear mother.
trd (Feher county) . 18-year-old girl. Mrs. Koddly 1917.

•

The ballad is known to exist in this single variant.

Textual relationships with other ballads: 60., 61., 41., 79.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian :
SOUTHERN SLAV: 1-11. Strekelj 159- 169. 12-20. Boskovic-Stulli 1- 9. 2/- 32. KuhacV , Nos
376-382 plus 5 variants, on pages 426-27 and 430. (Slovenske Ijudske ~smi No. 23 . Fifteen variants.)
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This is the second ballad type which is closely related with the text of Janos
Who Was Poisoned . Once again, the story starts with the mother's questions, and
the dramatic situation develops from the duologue. Some fatal trick has been
played to the boy in both ballads: he is poisoned in the one, and bewitched in the
other. Here again we have the formulas ofbeqeathing with the traditional questions
" What do you wish to this and that" well known from the foreign texts of the type of
the poisoned son. Thus, in the final issue, the main difference is that here the young
man is killed not by poisoning but by bewitching. The murder is invariably
committed by relatives. A minor difference is that one of the relatives stands for the
young man, and that he wishes good to that relative. This turn, however, may owe
its occurrence to the circumstance that the dying son in the other ballad wishes good
to every relative except his own mother (or the one found guilty). It is obvious,
therefore, that this time again we are dealing with the ramification of a known and
definitely outlined type, that is with a transitional form, just as in the preceding
chapter.
Up to 1969, this text had been unknown to me as well as to all other
Hungarian researchers of balladry. Even to No. SO of the German comprehensive
publication I gave the information that the theme was unknown in Hungarian
folklore. (Cf. D. VIr. IV, 220, Note 3.) While surveying the vast material of
collection heaped up at the Folk Music Research Group of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, I happened to hit upon this variant which Mrs. Kodaly had
taken down from the lips of her housemaid, text and tune together in 1917. Thus,
the piece having been unknown until recently, I made notes on certain variants in
the material ofStrekelj as distant parallels of Janos Who Was Poisoned, when I was
assembling the European relations of the Hungarian ballads. It is a fortunate
circumstance that the D . VIr. No. 80 discusses the entire family and the full
dissemination of the ballad type, including some 83 Southern Slav texts. And the
article by Mrs Boskovic-Stulli publishes nine complete texts and all the typical
form-variants thereof. Consequently, I still had had an opportunity to compare the
versions in detail.
In spite of this, it is not easy to follow the path of the type's development.
Seeing the immense numbers of SI oveni an, Croat, Serbian variants that form a wide
arch around the southern borders of the Hungarian language area-and
considering at the same time that the ballad is unknown with other nations (no
closer data are available on the Slovak version)-we are inclined to suppose that
this single Hungarian text has been adopted from the Southern Slavs by the
Hungarians, and the supposition seems the more plausible because among the
inhabitants of Erd, from where the text originates, Serbians live mixed with the
Hungarians. In the same way, Erich Seemann established in the German
comprehensive edition that the only Gottschee variant had been borrowed from the
Slovenians. Notably, it is a general trait in Southern Slav popular beliefs that the
vi/as will take out the victims' hearts, and this feature comes up, in company with
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the Slavic name of the hero, also in the German text, while the related belief itself is
otherwise not known among the German populations.
Such a connection, however, cannot be established with regard to the
Hungarian ballad. The fact that in most of the Southern Slav texts a typically
Southern Slav belief is embodied can be interpreted only in a way that every nation
tends to resolve the riddle of the bewitching motifwithin the scope of its own related
traditions. Direct borrowing can only be suspected of if a belief characteristic of a
nation appears in the text of some other nation, as is the case with the GermanSlovenian parallelism.
On the other hand, the two formulations: that is the Hungarian and certain
Southern Slav variants, are featured by so many common traits that their
interconnection cannot be doubted. But here we are faced with the first serious
difficulty. Namely, this similar formulation shows just the same close agreement
with the text of Janos Who Was Poisoned. Can it be reasonably imagined that the
two Hungarian ballads have developed independently of each other? At the same
time, the Southern Slav tradition does not know the theme of Janos Who Was
Poisoned, nor of the wider European type of Randal1. It would be very difficult to
explain how this Southern Slav ballad came into existence independently of the allEuropean tradition, yet showing so great degree of similarity with it; and yet more
incredible would it seem that the Hungarians should have borrowed a ballad from
the Southern neighbours which bears a perfect affinity to another Hungarian ballad
which, however, is completely unknown to the Southern Slavs.
By a closer examination of the Southern Slav variants, we can eastablish that
they show a conspicuous dissimilarity at more than one point. For one thing, only
some of the texts start with the mother's questions: What have you eaten and
drunk? , and the like. Other starting formulas prevail in the majority of them: the
mother gets up in the morning, prepares breakfast, then wakes her son and sends
him to work which the son either performs or pretends to have already performed,
or in some instances states that he is unable to do a work because the vilas have
taken out his heart. In other texts, the son goes to the field to work, there he meets
with the three vilas, and we learn from the continuation what had happened
between them; finally the questions are asked by the mother. But several texts have
the following incipit: The sky is decorated with stars, the field with sheep, and the
shepherd boy has gone to sleep beside them .. . then follows the narrative, although
not related by the young man. In a like way, different solutions are found to explain
the method of the vilas' bewitching the boy. In most instances, they take out his
heart and eat it, but sometimes they bite him at the throat (and the young man's
words of wail reach up to the sky-and there is an end to the story). "Let us eat it"
say the vilas, whereupon the young man's sweetheart pleads to them, offering the
young man's horse for food instead of him, and begging them to let him live at least
till his name's day. Another difference between the variants is that not all of them
apply the formula of bequeathing. And a striking divergence as compared with the
Hungarian ballad is that the Southern Slav texts are not built up from rhythmically
recurring strophic elements, like the Hungarian repetitive constructions, but are
more of the epic-narrative nature, presenting the story in the chronological order of
events. All this brings the Slav ballad far away from the Hungarian type of Janos
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Who Was Poisoned or its English counterpart, Lord Randall. The difference is
obvious as regards their construction and formulations.
It follows from what has been said that if this ballad is examined in its context
with the Western version, with all the apparent textual agreement between them,
then a possibility of Hungarian transmission towards the Southern Slavs seems to
be likely: in this case, the find of Erd should be regarded as the last survival of an
extinct ballad, a " piece de resistance". At the same time, the Southern Slav tradition
may have preserved a larger number of the borrowed story-and the instance
should not stand unparalleled at' all.
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63. THE BAD WIFE

133.
Poco parlando
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1. Come home, mother dear,

For father is asking you!
Wait, child, a moment,
Let me dance for a while!
I shall be home at once.
2. Come home, mother dear,
For father is very ill!
Wait, child, a moment,
Let me dance for a while!
I shall be home at once.
3. Come home, mother dear,
Father has died already!
Wait, child, a moment,
Let me dance for a while!
I shall be home at once.
4. Come home, mother dear,
We have buried father!
Wait, child, a moment,
Let me dance for a while!
I shall be home at once.
5. Come home, mother dear,
Suitors have come to see me!
Let me go, lads!
For I don't want to have more dance with you,
Now I am going home!
Nyirdd (Veszprem county). 46-year-old female performer. Kerenyi- Mrs. Levai,
= AP 1483/b.
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1. Come home, mother dear,

For my dear father is ill!
Wait, daughter, wait a little,
Let me dance a little,
And I shall go at once.
Just one or two more turns,
And I shall be home at once.
2. Come home, mother dear,
Salve my dear father!
Wait, daughter, wait a little,
Let me dance a little
And I shall go at once.
Just one or two more turns,
And I shall be home at once.
3. Come home, mother dear,
Let's call a priest to confess my dear father!
Wait, daughter, wait a little,
Let me dance a little,
And I shall go home at once,
Just one or two more turns,
And I shall be home at once.
4. Come home, mother dear,
For my dear father has died!
Wait, daughter, wait a little,
Let me dance a little,
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originates. Volume V of MNT (p. 1094) quotes 2 data from Somogy and 2 from
Zala. And another variant from Zala county applies the story of The Old Husband
(131) as introduction to the ballad of The Bad Wife. At Szandavaralja, people
usually perform it in the spinning-room when they get sleepy or feel cold their
legs: at such parties a singer will present the calling lines, the others present the
responsive choir part, and while the performance is going on, they will raise their
legs and knock them against on another to the rhythm of the melody. The suitor
occurs in the concluding formula of two more variants, and we find only reference
to him in yet two more texts: "You have got a father again". In variants having the
father as the central character-and in many a text with the mother being calledwe find no deviation whatever towards the end of the text, the response in the
refrain form is performed throughout unchanged. The ending lines of a variant
calling the father reads like this: "My poor wife has died, My greatest enemy, So
that now I can go home." And it has been noted down from the performance of a
female singer in the following wording: "Play the fiddle merrily, For all that and all
that, Let him lie under the sod, So that I can go home in the end!"

And I shall go at once.
Just one or two more turns,
And I shall be home at once.
5. Come home, mother dear,
Let's bury my dear father!
Tell those who carry him
Not to take him past the fence,
For his arm is hooked,
It will catch in the paling,
And he will come back to pester me.
6. Come home, mother dear,
For my dear father has been buried!
Alas, alas, my sheet,
My fine, white sheet!
For I may get another man,
But I cannot make another sheet.
For I cannot spin
And I cannot make a sheet!

Ktiszonujfalu (Csik county). 60-year-oldfemale performer. Kodtily 1912
No. 14.
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SzND.

Divergences: In four instances a father is called home from the dancing party,
but this variation, which may well be a recent development, occurs only in notations
recorded in Hungary proper (exclusive of Transylvania). It is interesting to note
that in Ghymes (Nyitra county) a mother figured in the ballad in 1906 when Kodaly
made collection there, but at the same place the villagers sang about a father in 1966
to Laszl6 Vikar. The motif of complaining about the buried sheet comes up in a
fragment of Zala county: "I am sorry for my sheet rather than for my husband's
death, For I may get a man, but I cannot make a sheet for my husband's death."
Another fragment from Szatmar county: "Let the devil dance any longer, I am
sorry for my sheet, Now I may go home." Ten variants are known from
Transylvania and Moldavia. For instance: "What have you wrapped him in, child?
In a white sheet. My sheet, my sheet, My fine , white sheet! For I can get a man
somehow But I cannot make a sheet ... " A variant ofKlezse adds: "For I have not
got the money for that." Disregarding certain minor divergences, three more
variants from Csik county bear a close semblance to No. 133. Apart from these,
there is a Transylvanian variant that contains the typical motif: "Do not take him
past the garden For his leg is crooked, It will catch in the fence, And he will come
back to pester me. Alas, my dearest heart husband, my dear husband, Why did you
die!" In a text from SzalafO, even the following wording can be found in a short
fragment: "Take him, take him, but do not take him past the fence, For he will catch
in the paling And run back to me!" Mock-laments may also be referred to in
demonstration of the extensive use of the motif of grieving for the lost sheet in the
Transdanubian counties; such mock-laments come up in verse form almost the
same as the ballad's commonplace, indicating the source from where the parody
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Earliest provenience: end of the eighteenth century (manuscript, whose last private owner
introduced the date 1824 in it).
Dissemination: Sine loco: late eighteenth century, from before 1824; ErdeJyi Ill, No. 281,1848;
Sopron county (Vitnyed); Vas county (SzalafO); Zala county (Balatonederics, Bezered, Kiskomarom,
Nagylengyel, Redics); Baranya county (Boda); Veszprem county (Lovaszpatona, Nyirad); Gyiir county
(Kony); Nyitra county (Ghymes 2); Hont county (Kemence); Nograd county (Szandavaralja); Borsod
county (Kisgyiir, Szentistvan); Pest county (Galgaheviz, Szentgyiirgypuszta); Torontal county (Szajan,
Tiszahegyes); Csongrad county (Szeged-Felsiivaros); Bihar county (Balyok, Nagyszalonta); Szatmar
county (Szamosszeg); Kolozs county (Gyiirgyfalva); Szolnok-Doboka county (Kendilona); MarosTorda county (Kibed, Nyaradszentanna); Udvarhely county (Enlaka, Sepsikiiriispatak); Csik county
(Csikkarcfalva, Gyergyoremete, Kaszonimper 3, Kaszonujfalu); Bukovina (AndrasfalvaHertelendfalva 3, Andrasfalva-Apar, Tolna county lozseffalva-Bataszek); Moldavia (Bogdanfalva,
Klezse). Total: 46. I- Ill: 27, IV- V: 19.
Textual relationships with other ballads: similar to Type 64, with reversed cast.
Tunes: I = No. 132; 2 = No. 133 (in four variants) from among 3-29, Nos 7, 10 and 21 occur in
two variants each. In compliance with the calling words of the daughter and the refrain-like answers the
melodic pattern assumes a two-part construction form: mostly a slower portion is followed by a quicker
rhythm, a parlando-rubato by a giusto; in many instances, however, we have only a change in the rhythm
without tempo differences. This rhythmic change is reminiscent of the so-called "proportio" in mediaeval
and renaissance dance music: the same tune performed first in paired then in unpaired bars and with
modified tempo; such is, for instance, No. 5 (with 3/4- 2/4 bars alternating), and perhaps Nos 132 and
10, in which the original mazurka-rhythm of No. 5 has been changed by the introduction of a pause, or
by extenuation of the tone; and such one is, perhaps, No 12, in which 5/8 alternates with 2/4; different is
the use of proportio in 18,24 and 27 their tripodal metres alternating with bipodal ones. True, it is not the
entire melody that receives now the one, now the other kind of rhythm, but the two moieties of the same
tune are dinstinguished from one another by the proportio. Since, however, the text speaks about
dancing, it would be natural to suppose the influence of such a dance mllsic feature. The rhythmic and
tempo changes are sometimes underlined by a change of minor-major keys, for example in No. 22.
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Parlando rubalO

zum Heimgehn ... ist schlecht .. . Geschieht em Recht ... Dein Mann der Iiegt in
den letzten Ziign. En de letzte Ziigen, lass en nur liegn ... Ess e tod, Gnad ihm Gott
::: dein Mann wird begrabn ... will ich mich labn ... Ein Freund ist im Haus. Jstr
im Haus, schmeisst en raus! ... Ein Freier ist im Haus. Jstr im Haus, lasst ihn nicht
raus ... Main lieber Franz, den letzten Tanz, denn ist es Zeit zum Haimgehn ."
Two important elements of the Hungarian version are absent in the German
texts: one is the sheet-bewailing, and the other "don't carry him by the fence ... "
motif. But the bewailing of the sheet occurs in a French and an Italian ballad,
respectively, with a nearly identical content, which however, in spite of all the
similarity shows a different pattern of construction . The husband is ill, asks for
something to eat, or a doctor to be called. His wife is away from Easter to St Denis.
When she returns she hears the death-knell and renders thanks to God. On entering
the house she finds that her husband is wrapped in six ells oflinen. She then bewails
the loss of the linen; sometimes this bewailing is left out, and instead we see the
woman seize her scissors and cut the linen off the body. When she comes to his
mouth, she is afraid he will bite her, and when she reaches his arms, she fears he will
strike her. She laughs and mocks at the burial, then, in some variants takes the cleric
to bed, in others re-marries at once.
The many varieties of expression: "Je regrettais bien ma toile et mon peloton
de fiI", "Je ne regrette que la toile Qu'il ma emporte pourri", "Je me suis mis cl
pleurer Mais ce n'etat pas pour li. C'etat pour mes deux aunes de toile Qui etaient
autour de li", and so on, and even more clearly in the Italian: "a filare ci vuol pena,
dei mariti ce n'e cosi" indicate without a doubt a connection with the Hungarian. As
far as the German language area is concerned, the feature is absolutely absent.
Similarly unknown are in them such portions as "Don't carry him by the fence,
Because his hands are crooked, they might be caught by the pale, and he would
come back to pester me!" For an echo to the Hungarian detail we should turn to the
Portuguese text: Call the grave-diggers; Let us take him on a direct way to get there
as soon as possible!" And even the fear of the French wife that he would bite her
and beat her seem to be faintly reflecting the Hungarian counterparts.
The bewailing of the sheet is general in the French; the numerous variants are
built up on this as the point of the story. But in the Hungarian it appears in only
some of the variants, and the story is effective even without it. It is obvious,
therefore, that the Hungarians must have taken it over, and not the other way
round. Here, too, we find the Italian parallels over an extraordinarily small and
distant area: there are only two records from the vicinity ofTurino. It cannot have
reached the Hungarians from there. The only question is how to explain the
extensive agreement between the German and the Hungarian ballads.
The Hungarian ballad is strikingly uniform in having the wife (sometimes the
husband) refusing to go home from the dance . This feature is missing in the great
majority of the German texts and appears in the Austrian, Czech and Bavarian
territories, and further in the riverine of the Rhein, that is to say, in the vicinity of
the borders between French-H ungarian language areas. The Hungarian is
uniform further in that it is invariably the daughter that calls home her mother. In a
few German variants from the Rhein region this trait also occurs, but in every other
case the woman is called to go home impersonally, most frequently with the term
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:

GERMAN : 1-4. E- B 910a-d. 5. Kiihler- Meier 209 (with a list of the printed variants). 6.
Marriage 196. 7. Schuster. 139. No. 72. 8-48. Manuscript variants reported on from all Germanspeaking areas (from Brazil to the Volga-German groups) in the OVA).
DUTCH: 48. Lootens-Feys 91. 49. Manuscript in OVA .
GREEK: 50. Liibke. 45 .
AROMUN: 51 . Weigand 11,56-57.
BULGARIAN: SbNU 10, 108 No. 2.
Partial variants:
FRENCH: 53. Manuscript, Belgium. 54. Rolland I. No. 31a (1724). 55. Recueil des chansons
galantes, badines et it boire (1739) Ill , pp 423- 8.* 56- 58. Rolland 1 31 b-d. 59. Libiez III 15. 60-62.
Canteloube Ill, 165 and 332; IV, 335 = Udry. 137.63. Fleury 359/ 1. 64-65. De la Gruyere. No. 16 (4
variants). 68. Beauquier. 125. 69- 71. Bujeaud, 67 (3 variants). 72-73. Decombe 46. 74. Tiersot (s .a./II) 40.
(Further a ms. from Liege)
ITALIAN : 75-77. Nigra 84A- B and No. 107. 78. Bemoni 1872 Punt. XI, No. 3. 79-80. Giannini
1889, 197 No. 26 plus variant.
PORTUGUESE: 81 . Braga 11, 257; IV, No. 18. (Through courtesy of Seemann I have been
informed of the existence of a Danish version, too, which, however, I have had no opportunity to
examine as yet.)

In the German texts, too, we have the solution that the woman returns home
only after the arrival of the suitors had been announced. The similarity is so marked
that in southern German songs even the two tempos are found much in the same
arrangement as in the Hungarian: the daughter calling in a dragging rubato, and
the mother replying in a brisk dance tempo play their parts alternately, as in every
Hungarian variant recorded with tunes. But apart from this, the two wordings show
so great degree of agreement that they can be almost considered as translations of
each other. One example of the many will suffice to be quoted here: "Frau, du sollst
nachheime gehn, dein Mann der ist krank. Ess e krank, Gott sei Dank. Gott sei
Dank! Komm, Iieber Franz, noch einen Tanz, Noch einen Tanz, Noch ist nicht Zeit
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Putting all this together reinforces our conviction that here, too, we are
dealing with a lost, ballad-like French text which the Hungarians merged in places
with an element of another related French text, and that this ballad, too, spread
over into the German territories from two sides in just the same way as the " Three
Orphans" discussed before.

"Madame" . We also find here and there the exchange of roles between wife and
husband in German and Dutch areas.
It is striking further that, as in the Hungarian, it is from the dance that the wife
is called home in the Greek, Aromun and the only south-Bulgarian text. For
example, the Greek story runs like this: Kind wife, Mariora, your husband is
hungry. Let him starve, Let us have a turn in the dance, Let my boots be torn, No
sooner will I stop dancing! There is plenty of bread in the chest, He can take it out if
he wishes to ... Your husband is thirsty . .. and so on . Your husband is dying ...
The incense is there wrapped in paper, and there is the candle, too .. . Your
husband has died .. . Let the women lament him, Let the priest bury him in the
grave!
In the Aromun and Bulgarian texts the woman is called to her dying child, but
she does not stop dancing in spite of repeated entreaties. The existence of these
isolated southern texts cannot be explained either from the Hungarian or the
German versions, while the Greek can be explained from the French. At the same
time, the Piedmont region has got an Italian song- which is not a counterpart of the
French with the motif of sheet-bewailing- and a girl is called- instead of the
mother- to go to see various members of her family . Nevertheless, the strophicrepetitive construction revealing the mercilessness of the girl who refuses to stop
dancing for the sake of her dying relatives clearly indicates that the basic idea of the
story is identical with that of the Hungarian, Greek and German ballads. Thus the
Italians have both motifs: the sheet-bewailing one known from the French, as well
as the calling home from the dance. This latter feature , however, deviates from the
uniform solution of the dissemination area, consequently it must be a secondary
development. And if it cannot be taken for the original, then we have to suspect a
French origin, considering the great number of French borrowings among the
Italian songs.
Another striking circumstance is that the Hungarians merged the sheetbewailing to indubitable French origin just into this particular song. If the ballad
were of German origin, it would be hard to imagine an element borrowed from
another nation being embedded in it: on the other hand, the history of ballads
shows that the acquirer often has merged elements of two songs borrowed from the
same people.
Considering all what has been said, we must regard both the loss of the dance
scene and the impersonalized call as attrition in the German ballads. The motif of
dance figures in every nations balladry, including the German (in some variants).
This is indicated by the melodic pattern, with the slow rhythm of the call followed
by the faster reply in a dance-rhythm; and this is not missing in the German
variants, either. Yet those variants preponderate among them in which the call is
impersonal, and in which it is not made quite clear from where the woman does not
want to go home. On evidence of the German material we may conclude, therefore,
that the ballad spread, gradually loosing its original meaning, from the French and
Hungarian borders over the German language areas.

Literature Kohler- Meier 1896: refers to Hungarian, Greek and Aromun versions in connection
with the German; Ortutay 1936-48: refers to the German versions of E- 8 9\0; Dtinos 1938: quotes
Ortutay and accepts his data; Csanadi and Vargyas 1954: German origin on the basis of E- 8 910;
Vargyas 1960 and 1967: French origin.
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64. THE INCREDULOUS HUSBAND
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1. David's wife
Fell sick,
Yet David did not believe her.
Get up, my Helena,
My dear wife,
For no limb of yours is aching!

2. David's wife was taken to a doctor,
Yet David did not believe her.
Get up, my Helena,
My dear wife,
For no limb of yours is aching!
3. David's wife
Was put in bed,
Yet David did not believe her.
Get up, my Helena,
My dear wife,
For no limb of yours is aching.
4. David's wife
Was laid out,
Yet David did not believe her.
Get up, my Helena,
My dear wife,
For no limb of yours is aching!
5. David's wife
Was put into the coffin,
Yet David did not believe her.
Get up, my Helena,
My dear wife,
For no limb of yours is aching!
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6. David's wife
Was taken to the cemetery,
Yet David did not believe her.
Get up, my Helena,
My dear wife,
For no limb of yours is aching!
7. David's wife
Was put into the grave,
Yet David did not believe her.
Get up, my Helena,
My dear wife,
For no limb of yours is aching!
8. When David's wife
Was buried in earth,
David began to believe her.
Rest in peace, my Helena,
My dear wife,
And may God grant you a quiet rest!
Beregujfalu (Bereg county). Arpcid Szini

=

Ethn. 1915. 142.

Divergences: In a few Great-Plain variants the story speaks about a shepherd
and his wife, but the hero is usually David, in one instance he is called Berger, and in
Transylvania has the name Janos. Sometimes the husband says in the last stanza: "I
know every limb of yours is aching, or "This ought to have occurred long ago!"

Earliets provenience: between 1872 and 1919 or 1906.
Dissemination: Borsod county (Meziikiivesd, Szirma); Zemplen county (Ricse 2); Bereg county
(Beregujfalu 2); Pest county (Ojszasz); Hsz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Karcag); Szeged region; Bekes
county (Gyula, Kiiriisladany, Vesztii); Bihar county (Kiiriis-Nagyharsany); Szabolcs county
(Kisvarda); Szatmar county (Tunyog); Szolnok-Doboka county (Meziiveresegyhaza); Als6-Feher
county (Liirincreve); Udvarhely county (Biiziid). Total: 18.
Textual relationships with other ballads: Type 63 with reversed characters.
Tunes : I = No. 134 (nine variants); the cadence in the fourth melodic section shows a great
variety in the variants; the cadence of the third line may be I or 5 occasionally. Further melody in three
variants:

Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
SLOVAK : 1. Kodcily 1915,305, Darcizs (Nyitra county) = Bartok 1971 , 671b. 2. lbid: 306
Zsemler (Bars county) = Bartok 1971, 675c. 3. Bartos 1901 , No. 958, Slovakia.
MORAVIAN: 4- 5. SuSilI69/ 356--357; 1. collected by Bartok . 2. by Kodcily. In the one, the
husband is called lanko, in the other Dutko. In other respects, they show a close agreement with the
Hungarian both as regards content and presentation . The same can be said of Nos 3- 5. The melody of 2.
is a widespread Hungarian folk song tune (cf. Kodcily 1954, 18 = Kodcily 1971,24).
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65. THE SPEAKING CORPSE

No other foreign parallels are known to have come up so far . The area and the
frequency of dissemination are indicative of a Hungarian origin. As to the date of
origin, it cannot be stated: the ballad may have developed at any time between the
fourteenth and the nineteenth centuries.

135.
( Parlanuo)

Literature: Kodtily 1915: publishes Slovak and Hungarian tunes, and compares one of the Slovak
tunes with a sixteenth-century psalm melody.
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I. The dawn is breaking, the dawn is breaking,
Although it is not breaking to bring good news.
Of the lads of Vajdacska
Sad tidings are heard .
2. A lad has been murdered
For his seven hundred florins,
And he was thrown into the Tisza
For his bay.
3. He was not taken in by the Tisza,
For it cast him up on the bank,
A ferryman passed that way
And took him into his net.
4. His mother went up to him.
She tries to wake him, but all in vain:
Get up, my son, my dear son,
Come home with me!
5. I would get up if only I could,
But I am dead.
My yellow boots with the spurs of brass
Are frozen on my legs.
6. His father went up to him.
He tries to wake him, but all in vain:
Get up, my son, my dear son,
Come home with me.
7. I would get up if I could,
But I am dead.
My blond hair reaching down to my shoulders
Are frozen in my neck.
8. His sweetheart goes up to him.
She tries to wake him, and not in vain:
She embraces his neck, crying,
And kisses his mouth.
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9. Wake, my dear sweetheart,
Let me take you home!
For three days, or for four days
Rest in my bower!

2. He was not taken in by the Tisza,
It cast him up on its bank.
A ferryman came on that way,
He was not late to report the case.

10. I cannot wake
Because I am dead!
But let three girls and three lads
Take me to your bower!

3. His father came up to him,
He calls him, but the does not hear him.
His yellow boots with the spurs
Are frozen on his legs.

11 . Will you lament me
In the presence of three lads?
I shall lament you, dear sweetheart,
In the presence of the whole world!

4. His mother comes up to him,
She calls him, but he does not hear her.
His chesnut-colour brown hair
Is frozen in his neck.

12. Will you have
A walnut coffin made for me?
I shall have, dear sweetheart,
A marble coffin made for you!

5. His sweetheart comes up to him,
She calls him, and he hears her:
Get up, my dear sweetheart,
Place your head on my bosom.

13. After you have buried me,
You must not forget me;
And set rosemary-flower
On my grave!

6. Place your head on my bosom,
I shall take you home.
You will lie for three days
In my bed covered with quilt.

14. And the girls must water it,
So that it may not wither away,
So that your heart, dear sweetheart,
May not break with sorrow!

7. Will you lay me out
On some cheap canvas?
0, I shall lay you out, sweetheart,
On a double velvet sheet!

Vajdacska (Zemp/en county). 21-year-old male performer. Lajtha 1921
2519jb.
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1. A lad was killed
For his sixty florins,
He was thrown into the Tisza
For his grey steed.
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8. Will you have
Some cheap coffin made for me?
0, I shall have, sweetheart,
A marble coffin made for you.
9. Will you have it studded
With iron nails?
I shall have it studded, sweetheart,
With golden and silver nails.
10. Will you have, then,
The triple bell tolled?
0, I shall have, sweetheart,
Tolled all the six bells in Buda _. .
11. Will you see me out, then,
To the ditch of the cemetery?
0 , I shall see you out, sweetheart,
To the eternal home!

Aj (Abaujcounty ) . 16-year-oldfemaleperformer. Vargyas 1939 = MF43J4.

54/11
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Divergences: Only such divergences occur in this very uniform ballad text
which do not alter the development of the plot. The victim my be occasionally a
horseman, a cowboy, a shepherd, a hussar, a bailiff, a Jew or a gendarme,
sometimes a Gipsy boy and even a small girl. In Transylvania also the name of
Batori occurs in one ballad, obviously under the influence of historical names
coming up in old-style ballads. Several variants melt it with the ballad of Imre
Bogar, the outlaw, even with its tune. The combination can be accounted for by the
similar metric construction of the two ballads: with 6, 6, 8 and 6 syllabic patterns. In
such contaminations the text starts with Imre Bogar confessing his misfeat: "I have
killed a lad ... " . Characteristically enough, the name ofImre Bogar occurs even in
a Moldavian ballad, together with the name of the river Tisza. (At the same time, it
is worth-while to mention that there is only one Moldavian text which changes over
into the story of The Test of Faithfulness, and in this one ballad the incipit is
borrowed from a foreign song.) Of the Moldavian variant mentioned, sometimes
only the following transformation is found: "I have murdered a lad . .. ", and the
dead body answers in two texts from Haromsz6k county like this: "I cannot get
up .. , because Sand or Rozsa has driven His sharp knife into my heart!"
The motif of throwing the corpse into the water can occasionally be replaced
by other ones. "Do you hear, girls, what has happened at Szolnok? Dani, the poor
soul, has died, On the roadside." "On the slope of the Matra There stands a lonely
tree; Under it a lad is lying, And he is frozen in his blood ." "In the castle ofHolloko
There is a little room, In it a brown lad is lying, And perhaps he is dead already."
"On the store of the Balaton A young man was fishing, And he caught in his net A
red-brown little girl. " "The foot of the Leshegy is slippery, And there is no green
grass on it. What can the herd of horses Find to graze on it during the night? The
horseman was killed . .. " "The young lad is not allowed To go and see the brown
girl. His mother forbids him to go there, But the lad does not pay heed to her. He is
walking around the girl's place, And finally he stays there dead", Or: he has been
killed "because of his beautiful sweetheart." And a Moldavian variant starts with
the following lines: "Lo, there is a little lad in the pit. We have to go to the pit, and
we have to take him out of it!"
The answer the corpse gives sometimes says: "I am not dead" , or
occasionally: "I have withered away", or "swooned" or "feel faint", but then there
follows invariably the duologue about the coffin to be made, the mourning, etc.
Only one or two fragments conclude with restoring to life: "I get up, sweetheart, I
am not dead."
The triple visit of father, mother and sweetheart is sometimes swollen into a
multiplicity of relatives seeing the dead body (aunt, daughter-in-law, sister, etc.),
and in some Moldavian variants even the brother, elder sister, brother-in-law,
friend or other relatives are enumerated before the sweetheart appears.

Nemespatro, "Somogy m.", Somogyszob, Szigliget, Szollosgyorok); Baranya county (Hegyszentmarton, Kisbodolya, Mohacs, Nagybaracska, "Ormanysag" data, Szebeny, Szilagy); Tolna county
(Felsoireg, Gerjen, Madocsa, 6cseny 2), Fejercounty (Csakvar, Dunapentele, Many, Pakozd, Perkata),
Veszprem county (Szilasbalhas, Varpalota); Pest county (Paty); Komarom county (Csep, Kocs 2,
Martos, Tarkany, Udvard); Gyor county (Sag). I. total: 50.
11. Nyitra county (Pograny), Bars county (Tild); Hont county (Lukanenye, Periicseny);
Esztergom county (Kisujfalu); Nograd county (Barna 2, Nagybatony, Szirak, Rim6c); Heves county
(Bekolce, Biikkszenterzsebet, Erdokovesd, Erdotelek, Felsotarkany, Fiizesabony, Gyongyos, Matraballa, Matraderecske, Matraszentimre 2, Pely, Petervasara, Poroszlo 3, Recsk, Terpes, Visznek); Borsod .
county (Harsany, Mezokovesd, Muhi, Parasznya); Gomor county (Almagy, Abauj, Aj 2, Bodv&lenke,
BoldogkOfalu, Boldogkovaralja, Cekehaza 3, Csenyete, Gibart, Goncruszka, Keked 2, Mogyoroska);
Zemplen county (Bodroshalom, "Bodrogregion", Cseke, Karcsa, Karos, Mezozombor, Sarospatak 5,
Ricse 6, Tiszakarad 2, Vajdacska 2); Bereg county (" Bereg c.", Beregszasz, Gulacs, Lonya, Tiszaszalka,
Vari); Ugocsa county ("Ugocsa c."); Ung county (Nagybodrony). II . total: 77.
Ill. Pest county (Agasegyhaza, Dunapataj, Kiskunfelegyhaza 3, Kunszentmiklos 2, MogyorOd,
Nagytarcsa, Szigetmonostor, Valko); Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Alattyan, Jaszalsoszentgyorgy,
Jaszladany, Hszte1ek, Tiszafiired 2, Tiszapolgar, Turkeve); Bacs-Bodrog county (Felsoerek, Gombos,
Homokmegy, Hnoshalma 2, Rem, Zenta 3); Torontal county (Hertelendyfalva 2, Magyarszentmihaly,
Nagybecskerek 2, Szajan, Tiszahegyes); Csongrad county (Asotthalom, " Csongrad c.", Csongnld,
HOdmezovasarhely 3, Homokpuszta, Sandorfalva, Szeged, Szegvar, Tape); Csanad county (Mako);
Bekes county (Bekes, Belmegyer, Endrod 3, Geszt, Oroshaza, Mezobereny, Mezogyan 2, Veszto); Arad
county (Arad, "Arad environment"); Bihar county (Biharugra, Furta, Korosladany, Korosnagyharsany, Korostarkany, Nagyszalonta 7); Hajdu county ("Hortobagy" 3, Tiszacsege 2); Szabolcs county
(Ajak, Beszterce, Csaszarszallas, Demecser, Dombrad, Erpatak, Kiskallo, Kisvarda , Lovopetri,
Matolcs, Mezoladany 2, Nyirabrany, Nyircsaholy, Nyirkata, Nyirlugos 3, Nyirtelek, Nyirtura,
Nyirvasvari 3, P6cspetri, Polgar, Rakamaz, "Szabolcs" 1846, Ojfeherto 2, Vaja 2); Szatmar county
(Botpalad, Csegold, Jarmi, Kantorjanosi, Kersemjen 4, Kisar, Nagydobos, Nagyecsed, Szamosszeg 3,
Tiszakonyar, Tyukod); Szilagy county (Diosad). Ill. total: 125.
IV- V. "Erdely", with no closer specification of the place: I. Kolozs county (BanlTyhunyad,
Gyalu, Korosfii 3, MakOfalva, Tiire, Valaszut, Zentelke 2); Szolnok-Doboka county (Melegfiildvar 2,
Szek); Maros-Torda county (Gernyeszeg, Iszlo, KibOO, Maros-Sellye " Marosszek-Sovidek",
Marosvasarhely 2, SzabOO, Szeke1yvaja); Torda-Aranyos county (Torda, Tordatur); Nagykiikiillo
county (Alsorakos, Mihalyfalva) Also-Feher county (Lorincreve 2); Udvarhely county
(Felsoboldogasszonyfalva, Firtosvaralja, HomorOdalmas, Sepsikorospatak, Szeke1ykeresztur,
Szentegyhazasolahfalu); Brasso county (HosszUfalu, Piirkerec, Tatrang 3); Csik county (Csikkarcfalva,
Csikmenasag 2, Csikrakos, Csikszentmihaly, Gyergyoalfalu, Gyergy6csomafalva, Gyergyotekeropatak, Gyimesfelsolok 2, Gyimeskozeplok); Haromszek county (Bolon, Dalnok, ErdOfiile, Kilyen,
KomoIl6); "Szekely-Iand", Bukovina (Hadikfalva 2, Istensegits 2, JozselTalva); Moldavia
(Bogdanfalva, Dioszeg, ForrOfalva, Gerlen, Klezse, Labnik, Nagypatak, Pusztina); IV- V. total: 70.
I- Ill. total: 252 (plus 6). Total: 328.
Textual relationships with other ballads: Type 6: the dead body is speaking; recent incorporation
in this ballad: introduction of No. 101; the motif of coffin-making (Will you have a walnut coffin made
for me? . . ) taken over into 12., 16.,26. and 37.
Tunes : I. = Nos 135- 136 in 74 variants. In the northeastern part of the language area this tune
enjoys an almost exclusive prevalence; anyway, the centre of dissemination of this ballad also falls in this
region. In counties Szabolcs and Szatmar, this tune is also played to the dance called cs/ird/is . The other
tunes of the ballad are:

2.
Earliest provenience: 1846.
Dissemination: Six variants have been published without specification of places.
I. Sopron county (Bosarkany, Sopronkovesd); Vas county (Fe1soor); Zala county

(Bucsuszentlaszlo, Dergecs, Kiskomarom, Kustanszeg, Lovopetri, Mumor, Rooics, Szentgyorgyvolgy,
Szentmargitfalva, Zalaujlak 2); Somogy county (Balatonszentgyorgy, Berzence, Kaposujlak, Karad,
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BULGARIAN : (dubious relationship): 75 Shapkarev No. 1256. 76. Stoin 1939, No. 905. 77~4.
Idem 1928, Nos 1494-1503. 85. SbNU 9, 54, No. 4. 86. ibid. 60, No. 2. 87. A- V, No. 68. 88-90.
Tsitselkova 75, 79 and 81.
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35. (2).6. (19 variants), 8- 9. (2),10. (14), 18. (16), 21. (8), 22. (13), 24. (3), 25. (2), 29. (24), 33. (2), 34. (2),
Practi~lly all such Hungarian tunes occur in association with this ballad text which construct in a
6, 6, 8, ~ syllabIc pattern an~ are therefore readily applicable to the metre of the ballad discussed. A few
Isometnc tunes (6, 6~ 6,6), If combined with this text, have been modified by reduction of the syllabic
n~mber I~ th.e .~hlrd Ime. Number 7 corresponds to the second half of the popular song Pt 437, beginning
wIth. the Ime. 0, how much ram and cold I had to endure while I was a soldier." Number 15 is an old
musIc-hall, song from the tlme of World War I. Number 22 represents the typical tune of the ballad of
Imre Bogar.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: If Libiez Ill, No. 18.2- 3. La Tradition 1896, p. 64 and 58. 4. Beaurepaire. 146 =
Haupt . 8~. 5. Barbeau 1962, 411.~ . Rossat 1917 21a, c, andj . 9. Canteloube Ill, 127. 10. Beauquier. 323.
J1- 12. D Indy 108 and 113. 13. Selgnol/e. 140*, 14. Udry. 207 . 15. Canteloube 1, 127. 16--17. Tiersot 1903
117 and 127. 17/a. Ampere 252. The words of the corpse are missing in nineteen Walloon variants of
BelgIUm whIch have been made available to me-together with No. 13- in a copy by R. Pinon .
ITALIAN: 18- 23. Nigra 17A- F. 24. Ferraro 1888 No. 2. 25. Idem 1877 No 39 26 B
.
1872, Punt. IX. No. 6.
"
. . . ernom

SPANISH: 27. M enendez-Pidtil No. 61.
PORTUGUESE: 28. Braga I, 615. 29. ibid. 11, 122. 30. Geibel- Schack . 354 11.
,SLOVAK- MORA VI;~N : 31 . Hortik 1958, No. 47 = SI. Sp. Ill, No. 565.32. Kolectiny No. 33 .
33. SL P I, No. 184. 34. Kolecany No. 55. 35. Bartos 1901 , No. 51 . 36. Idem 1882, No. 366. 37-39. Bartok
1959 297abc. 40. Idem 1934, No. 13. (See also Bartos- Janticek 51. Its tune is of Hungarian origin. See also
Burlashova 12.)
POLISH: 41-67. Kolberg 1857 No. 14a-<:e. 68-7/ . Idem 1871 - 84 6 No 338 12 Nos 421 - 22 d
16, No. 479.
"
.
, ,
an
WENDISH: 72- 74. Haupt-Schmaler I, Nos 6 and 55, 11, No. 105.
LITHUANIAN: CF; Seemann 1951, Nos 72 and 76.
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The theme of the speaking sweetheart who is dead is to be found among the
French, only with reversed characters: it is the young man that wishes to wake the
girl. The story begins with a scene in which the young man learns from a nightingale
that his sweetheart has died. He makes speed to arrive at her house. (Less
frequently, in more recent texts, he asks for leave with the soldiers to visit the girl
whom he finds to be dead.) After greeting the sweetheart's father, mother, and
sometimes even her brothers and sisters, he learns from them what has happened.
He walks to the grave, talks to the girl and she answers. In order to give an idea of
the French text's similarity to the Hungarian, I think it expedient to quote the
following passages: "Releve-toi, ma mie Franc;oise, Ma mie, de grace, leve-toi!Comment veux-tu que je me leve, Il y a sept (p) ans que je suis hi. J'ai les yeux tout
remplis de terre, Mais les tiens, ils sont si brillants!" (9.}-J'ai tant pleure, verse des
larmes, Que ma mie s'est reveillee. Reveille-toi, bouche riante, Reveille-toi et parlemoi! Comment veux-tu que je te parle? Je n'ose plus te regarder, Mon visage est
couvert de terre, Le tien est frais comme un bouquet." (16.}-"Bonjour chere
Nanette, voudrais-tu me parler? Du profond de ton ame voudrais-tu m'embrasser?
Nanette lui repond: J'ai ma bouch' plein' de terre, Ma bouche plein', Ma bouche
plein' de terre et la tienn' plein d'amour." (6.}-" Oh ma mie, ma tant douce amie,
Pourquoi vous laissez mourir? Comment vouliez-vous que je vive? Vous etiez si loin
de moi. Oh ma mie ma tant douce amie, Baisons-nous encore une fois! -0 ma
bouche sent la terre, La votre le vin d'Arbois." (8.}-"Qui est donc hI, dessus ma
tombe, A pleurer sur moi tant et tant? - Ah c'est ton bon ami, la belle, Ton ami qui
veut te parlerl-Comment veeux-tu queje te parle? J'ai sept pans de terre sur moi!"
(15.}-"Est-ce bien toi ma mignonne? Embrasse-moi encore un'fois.-Comment
vous emorasserais-je? Vous etes si loin de moi." (10.}-"Ah bonjour! ma Jeanett',
Reponds ancor'un' fois , Si tu connais les larm's Que j'ai verse's pour toi. Jeanette lui
repond: Ma bouch' est plein' de terre. Ma bouch'est plein' de terre, La tienn' est
plein'd' amour." .(1 .)
After this, the girl speaks about the ring which is still on the young man's
finger , and about the belt he had received from her. Then a word or two are dropped
about how she wants him to lament her. In most instances she asks him to give her
ring to someone else who would pray for her. More detailed is the following scene:
"Prenez tout et donnez-le a qui priera dieu pour moi. Faites-en dire trois messes,
un' pour vous et deux pour moi. N'allez plus aux assemblees, danser, rire et vous
ivrer. Ne conduisez plus le filles ... " (4.}-"Je batirai un ermitage, Et la je finirai
mesjours . . . " (15.) As appears, the details show a fair degree of agreement as regards
content with the passages of the Hungarian: "Will you have a walnut coffin made
for me?"-" Are you going to mourn for me .. . Will you have the triple bell tolled
for me? . . . ; and so on.
The Hungarian text with its ballad-formulas and strophe-repetitions is
uniformly built and clear in outline. At first sight the French ballad seems to be
vague, corrupt and lacking in uniformity. On closer examination, however, the
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French proves to be more uniform and consistent. To begin with, all that is left in
the Hungarian of the corpse's actual speech is the replacement of the formula
" ... tries to wake him, and he does not hear" by " .. . tries to wake him, and he
hears", followed by the series of questions and answers, now quite mechanical:
"Will you have a wooden coffin made?" " I shall have a marble coffin made! ", and
so on. In the French, however, we find everywhere a real conversation with the dead
person, the essence of the ballad. In the second place, the triple build-up of the
Hungarian, with the father's, the mother's, and finally the sweetheart's pleading,
cannot be original, in spite of its effective character. For the formula" .. . tries to
wake him (her)", is preserved in those variants only where the dead body replies to
his father, mother, and finally his sweetheart. It is obvious that this triple build-up is
not organically connected with the original structure, and was only developed
subsequently in Hungary as a formula from the parts played by the father and
mother. Another innovation is that the roles are exchanged: the man is the corpse,
the girl the questioner; and further that instead of burial, we have throwing into the
water, so it is not his mouth that is filled with earth but his hair frozen onto his
shoulders, his boots onto his legs.
The uniform spread of this form, together with its modern wording lacking all
archaic turns, furthermore its popularity among young people, too, all this taken
together indicates that the ballad has been revived lately, and transformed so as to
suit modern tastes. This is also brought out by the occurrence of such elements with
the neighbouring peoples as well as the more remote East-European nations which
stand nearer to the French formulation , being at the same time farther off from it if
the whole of the poem is considered. Among the Slovaks we also find the modern
Hungarian form turning up accurately, word for word and with the same metre
(lines of 6, 6, 8, 6 syllables), obviously taken over together with the melody (34.);
and there is a Moravian fragment (35.) that has been borrowed from the
Hungarians, text and tune together. The other texts are, however, more archaic,
and the further they diverge from the modern Hungarian, the closer they are to the
French. Here again it is a man looking for his sweetheart; three girls in the forest tell
him that she is in the grave. He circles the graveyard three times, and finds the grave:
"Who is walking round my grave disturbing my sleep? ~ ' "It is I, your
sweetheart .. . ", and then follows the long dialogue about the presents they had
given one another, including the ring: has he still it, and she gives it, or cannot give
it, back to him. Missing, moreover, is the characteristic part: "I cannot kiss you for
my mouth (face) is covered with earth", "How can you ask me to rise, seven boards
cover me" (French)-"I cannot rise for I am dead" (Hungarian). There are known,
however, scattered occurrences of a similar detail ("my mouth is full of sand") from
the Wends and the Lithuanians. Otherwise the northern Slav and Baltic plots are
even more distant, and are embellished with epic preliminaries. Among the Poles,
the young man serves seven years for the girl, then goes to be a soldier, and his
darling dies while he is away. When he returns, there is a long dialogue between
them about the gifts. Then the girl asks him to have the organ played for her, and he
promises to have the big bell rung for her.
These Northern Slav variants provide a key to the riddle what elements the
Hungarian ballad may have included before it had been transformed. It is doubtless
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that also it had the man as the surviving party, as in the French, as well as in the
entire East-European group. He must have come home and looked for his
sweetheart as his French and Slovak counterparts, only it was not three girls but the
sweetheart's father, mother, from whom he learned the truth, as in the French .
Otherwise the Hungarian texts would not have so consistently the father, mother
and lover as dramatis personae. The Hungarian formulation of the answers
following the girl's questions render a reliable point of orientation: "I cannot rise
because I am dead" , and the sporadic northern formula: "my mouth is full of
sand". It is after this that the ' ring may have been mentioned (Slovak), and the
manner of lamenting discussed (Hungarian), and naturally enough, also the bells
involved (Hungarian and Polish).
Since in the Slovak many elements are missing which were preserved in the
Hungarian either as direct borrowings or in an altered form, and are still to be
found in the Northern Slav atea, it may be established in this case, too, that the
ballad spread from the Hungarians, after having been borrowed from the French.
The French ballad is also known in the Piedmont region and in the Iberian
Peninsula. The Italian version contains the French motifs in a sketchy form , but
some of the variants lack the dialogue with the corpse about his rising or inability to
rise because the earth is pressing him down , and so on. All the two lovers speak
about is the ring. Nor do we find the detailed description of the mourning which we
saw in the French, and which forms such a large part of the Hungarian ballad . But
as far as we know, it does not appear in other Italian-speaking areas. Therefore the
Hungarian ballad cannot be derived from the Italian . Even less from the
Portuguese- Spanish, in which the essentials of the original story are hardly
recognizable- if indeed they have any connection with it. Along preliminary story
tells how the young man goes into exile, because he is not allowed to marry the girl
he loves, and while he is away the girl dies. He returns and goes to her grave to
mourn her. The dead girl speaks to him: "You must go on living, my darling, my
arms, which used to embrace you, have lost their strength, my mouth, which kissed
you, is without life. You must return to life." But the young man cannot do this
without his sweetheart; whereupon she actually rises, and the ballad closes with the
reassuring sentence: "Let him have her darling, because he deserves it, for he has
brought her back to life! "
All things considered, the ballad reached Hungary from the French and from
Hungary it made its way to the neighbouring countries.

Literature: Gragger 1926: without comparative notes; Dtinos 1938: undoubtedly Hungarian
origin, new style; Ortutay 1948: accepts Dtinos; Seemann 1951, Nos 72 and 76: discusses the Lithuanian
and Slav material in parallel with the German, without mentioning the French, Hungarian, Slovak and
Moravian versions; Csantidi and Vargy as 1954: not even remote parallels are known; Vargyas 1960 and
1967: French origin.
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66. THE HAUGHTY WIFE

137.

I.
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tarn, gazdag lanyt ve t - tern el

11 . From there I brought her
A scourge of eight tails.
0 , etc.
12. But sh.e did not even deign to look at it,
Nor dId she take a glance at it.
0 , etc.
13. Then I took it in my hand
And lashed her with it in the neck.
0 , etc.
14. Then she embraced me,
And kissed me, and had a liking for me.
0 , etc.
Dra vapalkonya (Baranya county). 73-year-old male performer. Kerenyi 1935.
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1. I was a poor lad
And married a rich girl.
0,0,0, 0,

Aye, aye, aye, aye.
2. First I went
To the market of Palm Sunday.
0 , etc.
3. From there I brought her
A pink skirt.
0 , etc.
4. Taking it home,
I placed it on the table.
0, etc.
5. But she did not even deign to look at it,
Nor did she take a glance at it.
0 , etc.
6. I went the second time
To the market of Palm Sunday.
0 , etc.
7. From there I brought her
A pair of high-heeled boots.
0 , etc.
8. Taking them home,
I placed them on the table.
0, etc.
9. But she did not even deign to look at it,
Nor did she take a glance at it.
0 , etc.
10. The third time I went
To the market of Palm Sunday.
0 , etc.
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1. I went to the fair
And bought a silken kerchief.
When I arrived at home,
I tied it round her neck.
2. My dear wife,
Do you love me?
I don't love you, dear soul,
You are no husband to me.
3. I went to the fair
And bought a pair of crimson boots.
When I arrived at home,
I placed them before her.
4. My dear wife,
Do you love me?
I don't love you, dear soul,
You are no husband to me.
5. I went to the fair
And bought a cudgel.
When I arrived at home,
A gave her a thrash on the back.
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6. Well, my wife,
Do you now love me?
0 , now I do love you, dear soul,
And you are a husband to me from now on!
Bogacs ( Borsod county). 72-year-old female performer. Vig 1958
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I. I was a poor lad,
And married a rich girl.
For this rich girl
I could not do a thing to please.
2. My wife, darling,
Will you call me your husband!
Not I, never and never, to be sure,
Never in my life.
3. For in father's house
Lords bigger than you have been guests,
Yet I did not respect them,
Nor will I respect you.
4. I went to town
And bought a tasselled kerchief.
Taking it home,
I put it in her hands.
5. My wife, darling,
Will you call me your husband!
Not I , never and never, to be sure,
Never in my life.
6. For in father's house
Lords bigger than you have been guests,
Yet I did not respect them,
Nor will I respect you.
7. I went to the fair
And bought a pair of crimson boots.
Taking them home,
I put them on the table.
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8. My wife, darling,
Will you call me your husband!
Not I , never and never, to be sure,
Never in my life.
9. For in father's house
Lords bigger than you have been guests,
Yet I did not respect them,
Nor will I respect you.
10. I went to the woods
And cut a wand of dogwood.
Taking it home,
I put it under the table.
11 . My wife, darling,
Will you call me your husband!
Not I , never and never, to be sure,
Never in my life.
12. For in father's house
Lords bigger than you have been guests,
Yet I did not respect them ,
Nor will I respect you!
13. With this I took the wand all of a sudden
And began to beat her on the back.
Oh, you are my husband, you are my husband,
My dear hubby to the day of my death!
Kecsetkisfalud ( Udvarhely county) . Performed by three men between 19 and 26 years
of age. Lajtha 1940 = Gr 77b.
Divergences: A variant from Csakvar ends with the following lines: "Then I
beat her once with my whip (refr.). Then she sprang at me, catching at my hair
(refr.). I beat her the second time, and she fell down upon the ground (refr.) . . . I
beat her the third time, So that I myself felt pity for her . . . Nowhere in this big
world can you find a wife better than she . .. Coins are good if counted, Wives are
good if beaten." The contrast of rich and poor characters have been omitted in nine
variants from Hungary proper and one from Moldavia. (of. No. 138). Nevertheless,
one of such variants bear the collector's note: "Side-husband, that is, a poor man
who married into a rich family." At the beginning of Kalmany's notation from
Arad we find a detail borrowed from a different song chiding the drunkard husband.
This is apparently a novel modification, for otherwise the TransylvanianMoldavian variants are fairly uniform of wording. As against this, there are two
texts from Klezse in which motifs of The Bride Given in Marriage to Poland, The
Wife Kicked to Death and The Brigand's Wife have been contaminated .
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Earliest provenience: an 18th-century manuscript.
Dissemination: Transdanubia(?), an 18th-century manuscript without specifying the proven-

.
lence; Bar~nya cou,nty (Dravapalkonya); F~jer county (Csakvar), Somogy county (Csurg6); Veszprem
county (~zllasbalh~s),; Borsod county ~Bogacs); Zemplen county ("Bodrogkoz", Ricse), Arad county
(Arad, Pecska), Bekes county (Csorvas); Udvarhely county (Enlaka, Kecsetkisfalud); Csik county
(Gyimeskozeplok-13vordipatak); Haromszek county ("Erdovidek"); Moldavia (Di6szen, Gerlen
Klezse 3, Kick6falva, Labnik, Uszped 2, Ploszkucen). Total: 24. (Hungary proper 11 , Transylvania~
Moldavia 13).
Textual relationships with other ballads: 67.
Tunes: I. = No. 137; 2. = No. 138; 3. = 139; 4-12. (10. and 12. in two variants each):
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The story of the "taming of the shrew" coming from the ranks of the nobility
can be read in the ballad quoted from Child. With the English, the husband beats his
wife not precisely because she refuses to call him her husband but because she shuns
all kinds of household work for fear of dirtying her hand. The thrashing also takes
place somewhat differently: the husband hangs the skin of a ram onto the wife's
shoulders and delivers the strokes through it, saying: " It is not you that I am
beating, I only dust this hide." Obviously, this motif derives from the tale-type of
"The Lazy Cat" (AaTh 1370) in which the husband orders the cat to do the wife's
work, which failing, he beats the cat, although on the back of the lazy wife. The
Hungarian ballad has no connection whatever with this tale-type. Nevertheless,
there is one point which still relates the English to the Hungarian version, to wit, the
husband seeks to find excuse in case the wife would raise complaint in her family. In
the final issue, the two themes are correlated in some way, even though there is not a
single feature they have in common on the basis of which a direct connection could
be documented between the two.
This ballad is Hungarian in origin. As to the time of its generation, we may
well suspect, on the basis of the variants which occur in areas separated by great
distances and which are not too numerous at the same time, that the text itself is
contemporaneous with other classical mediaeval Hungarian ballads.
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
ENGLISH: /-7. Child 277.
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8. They went to the ball,
And they had a good round of csardas.
Then they went home,
And the wife went to bed.

67. THE LAZY WIFE

9. Prepare, wife, prepare,
Prepare to get up and out of your bed!
We are going
To turn up furrows!
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I. Good wine, good health,
A nice woman for wife.
But what use is your beauty,
If you are always ill.
2. On
On
On
On

Friday you are ill,
Saturday you are better,
Sunday you are a dove,
Sunday you are a dove.

3. At Monday dawn
You are deadly sick.
Prepare, wife, prepare,
Prepare to get up and out of your bed!
4. We are going to the field
To turn up furrows,
To turn up furrows,
To make new hay.
5. I cannot, I cannot,
My kind, gentle husband,
For my back aches me so much
That I cannot even speak a word.
6. Prepare, wife, prepare,
For we are going to the ball.
Just bring me here
My pair of little red shoes.
7. I get up at once,
Soon I put on my dress,
And prepare to go to the ball,
To have a good round of csardas.

vagy.

10. To turn up furrows,
To make new hay.
I cannot, I cannot,
My kind, gentle husband!
11 . My bones ache me so much
That I am near dying.
What is the matter with you, wife?
Are you ill when it comes to work?
12. But if it comes to go to the ban,
You are better at once?
Out of the house I went
And went down to the garden
13. I cut a wand of cornel-wood
And put it behind the door.
Prepare, wife, prepare,
Get up and out of your bed!
14. We are going to the field
To turn up furrows!
I don't go, I don't go,
Because I am very ill.
15. Never mind, never mind,
I shall fetch a doctor.
Behind the door
I have a doctor.
16. And I took
My wand of cornel-wood.
And I began to beat and thrash
My tender wife.
17. Stop it, stop it,
My kind, gentle husband!
For such a doctor
Is no good to me!
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18. And I do not feel any longer
Alas, my back ache,
Let's go to the field
To turn up furrows!
19. To turn up furrows,
And to make new hay!
Never in my life shall I feel
My tender back ache!

68. THE MARVELLOUS CORPSE

141.
Tempo gilL~to, PO('() ruhato

Leszped ( Moldavia ). 55-year-oldfemale performer. Ka1l6s 1957 = Ka1l6s 1970, No .
129.
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The plot-theme of teaching a lesson to the haughty wife is applied here to the
case of the lazy wife; therefore a close resemblance prevails between the two ballads.
Maybe, the story of the lazy wife has developed at a very late time, and this is why its
wording is so hazy, although similar haziness is often met with among old-style
Moldavian ballads as well, whenever they are swelled by adding extemporized
portions to the old text. We have no knowledge ofa similar song in foreign balladry.
It may well have come into existence in recent days.
Known from one single recording.
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I . My son, my son, warrior Balind,
Does your heart ache, does your head ache?
Neither my heart nor my head aches,
But I shall die for fair I1ona,
For I1ona's beauty,
For her yellow-crispy, beautiful hair.
2. My son, my son, warrior Balind,
Do not die for fair I1ona!
For I1ona's beauty,
For her yellow-crispy, beautiful hair.
3. I shall have a garden with stone walls built,
So that you may plant flowers in it.
And all the fair girls will come,
All the fair girls and all the handsome young men,
And fair I10na will be among them.
4. She had a garden with stone walls built,
He planted flowers in it.
And all the fair girls came,
All the fair girls and all the handsome young men,
But fair IIona was not among them.
5. My son, my son, warrior Balind,
Does your heart ache, does your head ache?
Neither my heart nor my head aches,
But I shall die for fair I1ona,
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For Ilona's beauty,
For her yellow-crispy, beautiful hair.

marvellous flower-garden, and planted marvellous flowers in it. And many girls
came and his Ilona was not among them. And he sang a song:

6. My son, my son, warrior Balind,
Do not die for fair Ilona,
For Ilona's beauty,
For her yellow-crispy, beautiful hair.

I have made a marvellous flower-garden,
And I have planted marvellous flowers in it.
Many girls come to see it,
Yet my Ilona is not among them.
I have to die for my Ilona,
For her softly walking fe~t,
And for her eyes that are sadly looking at me!

7. I shall have a gold mill built,
So that you may mill nice little pearls,
And all the fair girls will come,
All the fair girls and all the handsome young men,
And fair Ilona will be among them.

He had a marvellous mill built, and he had a marvellous miller to work it.
Many girls came to see it, but his Ilona was not among them. And then he continued
his song:

8. She had a gold mill built,
And he had nice little pearls milled.
And all the fair girls came,
All the fair girls and all the handsome young men,
But fair Ilona was not among them.

I had a marvellous mill built,
And I had a marvellous miller to work it.
Many girls came to see it,
Yet my Ilona is not among them.

9. My son, my son, warrior Balind,
Does your heart ache, does your head ache?
Neither my heart nor my head aches,
But I shall die for fair Ilona,
For Ilona's beauty,
For her yellow-crispy, beautiful hair!

I have to die for Ilona,
For her softly walking feet,
And for her eyes that are sadly looking at me!
Then he pretended to be dead. He was thought dead, so he was laid out. As
the bells were tolled for him, the girl said to her stepmother: Mother, he has died,
warrior Balany is dead!-Well, daughter, ifhe is dead, take the two jugs and go to
fetch water and take a look at him and see how he has been laid out! -The girl
started and placed the two jugs into the oven, and then she went in to see how the
young man was laid out. And as she finished lamenting over him and was just about
to kiss him, the young man caught him by the waist .. . and the young man died, his
heart cleft from joy, and the girl's heart cleft from sorrow. Both of them died. The
stepmother even then forbade them to be buried in a common grave. Instead, the
young girl was buried on one side of the Catholic church, and the young man on the
other. And two lilies . .. a stalk oflily from one grave, and another stalk oflily from
the other grave, arose, and they twined over the top of the high tower of the church.
Finally they were united!

10. J have a bell made to toll your death-knell,
So that you may have it tolled at your death ,
And all the fair girls will come,
All the fair girls and all the handsome young men,
And fair Ilona will be among them.
11. She had a bell made to toll his death-knell,
And he had it tolled at his death.
And all the fair girls came,
All the fair girls and all the handsome young men,
And fair Ilona was among them.
12. Girls, girls, my girl-mates,
My dear friends that have grown up with me,
I have never seen such a marvellous corpse
As the corpse of warrior Balind!
Zsere (Nyitra county). Performed by a girl of 17. Manga 1938

Nyirvasvtiri (Szabolcs county). Performed by a woman of 67. Vargyas 1968
7346/i.
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A widow had a daughter called Ilona. Well, a young man used to visit her. He
was called the warrior Balany. But the young man's mother did not want him to
court the girl. Therefore she tried to keep him away by many tricks; he made a
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1. I am going to die,
Mother, my dear mother,
For Ilona Gorog,
F or her slender waist,
2. For
For
For
For

her
her
her
her

slender waist,
rosebud mouth
rosebud mouth '
rosy cheeks. '

3. Don't die, son, don't die,
Laszl6 Bertelaki!
For I shall have
A marvellous mill built for you,
4. Whose one stone
Shall throw out white pearls,
And the other stone
Shall throw out coins
5. And there come to see it
Maidens, beautiful girls,
And also your dear one will come
Who is Fair Ilona Gorog.
'
6. Let me go, mother,
My mother, my dear mother,
To take a look at the marvellous mill
To take a look at the marvellous mill!
7. Don't go, daughter, don't go,
Fair Ilona Gorog,
For they cast a net
To catch the barbel!
8. I am going to die,
Mother, my dear mother,
For Ilona Gorog,
For her slender waist,
9. For
For
For
For

her
her
her
her

slender waist,
rosebud lips,
rosebud lips,
rosy cheeks.

And whose breadth will reach
The bank of the Tisza!
12. And there come to see it
Maidens, beautiful girls,
And also your dear one will come,
Who is Fair Ilona Gorog.
13. Let me go, mother,
My mother, my dear mother,
To take a look at the marvellous tower,
To take a look at the marvellous tower!
14. Whose height
Reaches up to the sky,
And whose breadth reaches
The bank of the Tisza!
15. Don't go, daughter, don't go,
Fair Ilona Gorog,
For they cast a net
To catch the barbel!
16. I am going to die,
Mother, my dear mother,
For Ilona Gorog,
For her slender waist,
17. For
For
For
For

her
her
her
her

slender waist,
rosebud lips,
rosebud lips,
rosy cheeks.

18. Do die, son, do die,
Laszl6 Bertelaki!
For then they will come
To see a marvellous corpse.
19. And
Fair
And
Fair

also your dear one will come,
Ilona Gorog.
also your dear one will come,
Ilona Gorog.

10. Don't die, son, don't die,
Laszl6 Bertelaki!
For I shall have
A marvellous tower built for you,

20. Let me go, mother,
My mother, my dear mother,
To take a look at a marvellous corpse,
To take a look at a marvellous corpse!
Who has died for my sake,
Who has given himself over to death!

11. Whose height
Will reach up to the sky,

21. I will not let you go, daughter,
My daughter, my dear daughter.
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At that, she slipped
Into her dressing bower.
22. And she put on
Her unplaited skirt,
And over it she put
Her white apron,
And she drew on to her feet
Her crimson, iron-tipped long boots.
23 . Get up, son, get up,
Laszl6 Bertelaki,
For I see coming through the field
Fair Jlona Gorog,
For whom you have died,
For whom you have given yourself over to death!
24. Get
For
The
For

up, my son, get up,
I see standing at your feet
one for whom you have died,
whom you have given yourself over to death!

25. I have seen dead bodies,
But I have never seen the like of this,
Whose feet
Are ready to jump up,
26. Whose arms
Are ready to embrace,
Whose mouth
Is ready to kiss!
With this, he sprang to his feet,
So did Laszl6 Bertelaki!
Rugonfalva (Udvarhely county). Performed by a woman of 55. Viktir 1902
No. 97 = MF 346/c.
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Divergences: While collecting at Zsere in 1915, Kodtily recorded some 10
stanzas of the ballad as follows:
I. Mother, my mother, my dear mother, I am going to die for Fair Jlona, For
JI?~a's beauty, FO.r her yellow-crispy, beautiful hair! 2. My son, my son, warrior
Balm~, Do .not dIe for Fair Jlona, For Jlona's beauty, For her yellow-crispy,
be~utl~ul haIr! 3. I shall have a golden bridge made, Fair girls will come to see it,
FaIr gIrls and handsome young men, And Fair Jlona will be among them, too.
~Stan~as .1 and 2 repeated.) 6. I shall have a gold mill built, Fair girls will come to see
It, FaIr gIrls and handsome young men, And Fair Jlona will be among them, too.
(~tanz~s I and 2 repeated.) 9. I shall have a bell made to toll your death-knell, Fair
gl~ls wIll come to mourn you, Fair girls and handsome young men, And Fair Jlona
wIll be among them, too. (By that time the girl really arrived.) 10. Balind, Balind, my
sweetheart. (At that, the text was broken and left a fragment.) In the nineteen forties
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Zagiba also recorded the ballad . (Cf. Zagiba 71.) He published its first two lines
together with the content and a wrongly noted down tune. The lines of text are
identical with the first two lines of No. 141.
The hero of the ballad is usually called Balint M6nar, in two instances
Handsome (!) Antal Palbeli; the heroine is named Fair Jlona in 17 cases. In the
incipit, she is mostly mentioned as Jlona (I must die for /Iona); in 9 texts Jlona
Gorog, in I Jlona Varga occur. In the other variants the means of cajoling are as
follows: silver and gold mill (plus death); gold and diamond mill (plus death);
silver, copper, and gold mill (plus death); marvellous mill, golden stafTwith a silver
spindle (plus death); copper mill and death; marvellous mill with one stone
grinding white pearls, with the second throwing sweet kisses and with the third
throwing small coins,-then ~ string iron bridge and death; there are two
Moldavian texts which have only a "marvellous tiny mill" plus the sham death, and
finally one Moldavian variant starts with the motif of luring by death, though the
ballad consists as many as 88 lines.
Sometimes the girl asks the neighbours: for whom the bells are tolled. The
concluding part of one of the texts begins like this: "Fair Jlona starts lamenting: I
have never seen such a dead body Whose feet are ready to move to walk . .. " and so
on. In another variant the ballad ends with the following lines: "Balint M6nar was
not late to spring up, He embraced Fair Jlona Never to let her free again." A
Moldavian variant expands the scene into a duologue, in which the girl asJ<s the
young man to let her go home but the young man will not let her free for the rest of
her life. A text from Leszped, presented anyway in the usual repetitive form and
with the customary details of formulation, ends like this: "And Balint Molnar
sprang up at once, Kissing and embracing her; He said to her: Fair Jlona, you shall
not go home! You cannot go home Because I am dead. But all this has been
arranged in order that I may take you, And you can never go home. Fair Jlona
answered, crying with tears: Let me go, Balint Molnar! Because my dear mother is a
cruel woman! You cannot go, you cannot go, Fair Jlona. And your mother may do
what she will, She may even burst, But you shall never go home. And a glad man
Balint Molnar was, indeed. He was looking at her as if at a flower, He could hardly
believe that it was Fair Jlona. Every now and then he asked her: Is it you really that I
have here, Fair Jlona?" Of course, this finale is the performer's personal addition to
the story.
Earliest provenience: 1872
Dissemination: Nyitra county (Zsere 3), Szabolcs county (Nyirvasvari), Udvarhely county
(Rugonfalva 4), Csik county (Borszek, Csikmenasag, Gyergy6alfalu), "Szekelyf6Id" 2, Bukovina
(16zseffalva 7), Moldavia (Klezse 3, Leszped 5, Trunk). Total: 29.
Textual relationships with other ballads: The motif of the marvellous mill occurs also in No. 48;
the line Neither my heart nor my head aches' occurs in No. 57; the motif of acquiring a lover gradually, in
Nos 70, 72-73 and 77.
Tunes: I. = Nr. 141. 2. = No. 143. (4 in 7 variants, all from 16zseffalva; 8 in three variants.)
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian :
FRENCH: I. I. Arbaud 11, 123. 2. Barbeau 1962, 397 . 11 . (L'enlevement au Couvent). 3. La
Tradition X, 54, 1896. 4- 5. Beauquier. 149- 151 A-B. 6-8. Millien 1906, 236A-C (according to Notes, he
recorded 30 variants). 9. Rossat 191711,201. 10. Simon 1926,524.11. Barbillat-Tourain 4, 73t 12.
Seignolle. 151.. 13. Tiersot 1903, 145. 14. Van Gennep. Mercure de France I , IX, 1910, 45· 14/a.
Puymaigre 186535. 14/b. Smith Romania VII, 73. (3 .. 12. and 14. are known to me from copies I have
received through courtesy of R. Pinon .)
ENGLISH: 15- 19. Child 25A-E. 20. Bronson 25/'2 (the rest being identical with those in Child) .
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DANISH : 21-{;3. DgF 409 and 408.
DUTCH: 64. Souterliedekens No. 10 = D . Vir. 58.
BULGARIAN: 65-{;7. Stain 1928 Nos 2398, 3676-3677. 68- 71. Miladinovi Nos 117, 185-187.
72. SbNU 16/7, lOO. 73. Stoilov 1916-1918 No. 324. 74. Shapkarev 797.75-78. Stain 1931 Nos 831-833,
2022 . 79-85. Stain 1939, Nos 709-715 . 86. Idem 1934 No. 325.87. SbNU 40, 399 No. 33. 88. Ivanov 1949,
257-307. 89. Tsitselkova 233 . 90. Verkovic 304. 91 . SbNU 38 Ivanov 5. 92. Ibidem Burmov 161. 93-94.
Ivanov 1936 Nos 92- 93.
SERBO--CROAT: 95-96. Vuk I 580 and 737. 97. Osvetnik 23 . 98. Djordjevic 1928 No. 367. 99.
Stojanovic-Vitezica.696 = Marjanovic· I 25. 100. Prodanovic 78. 101- 102. tganec 1950 Nos 209 and
405 . 103. Poljanin 11, IS No. XI . 104. HNP VI No. 39. 105. Kurelac 447 .
SLOVENE: 106-107. Strekelj 112- 113. 108. GrUn. 36.109. EPhK 1887,700. + Kumer 76-77.
GERMAN: 110. Hau//en 63-{j3a Gottschee = D . VIr. 58/ 14-15.
ITALIAN: 111- 118. Nigra 4IA- H . 119. Ferraro 1870. No. 40 (see further the occurrences
quoted in D . Vir. from the regions of Emilia and the Abruzzos, and Vidossi 25A from Istria.)
GREEK: 120. Baud-Bovy 1936,208.
SLOVAK: 121 . Hortik 1958 No. 11. 122. Kolectiny 34.
UKRAINIAN: 123. Chubinsky V. No. 249.t Golovatsky 11, 710 No. 13. (According to Lintur. the
ballad is known in the Sub-Carpathian Ukraine.)
ROMANIAN: 125. Amzulescu 266 (I variant from Maramure~.)
Partial variants. Group I: The Marvellous Mill.
FRENCH: 126. Tarbell , 127- 129. 127. Fleury. 356. 128. Decombe. 221. 129. Beauquier. 203. 130.
Canteloube Ill, 322. 131. Rolland I. 128g. 132. Blade 1881 - 1882 III No. 101. 133. Poueigh. 268.
ITALIAN: 134. Nigra 68 . 135. Widter-Wo!f69 . Giannini 1889, 186.
PORTUGUESE-SPANISH-CATALAN: (cf. the variants listed in the Chapter dealing with the
Test of Faithfulness, further Armistead-Silvermann 1971 , 51 , Note 33.)
Partial variants. Group ll:
ITALIAN: (Elopement from nunnery without the motif of sham death involved, yet closely
related to the story of the French ballad): 137- 152. Nigra 80A-K plus 5 variants.
Partial variants. Group Ill:
GERMAN (Gottschee): 153. D . VIr. IIOB (cajoling by building a tavern, mill, church, further by
showing sham death, and finally the double death case as concluding motif).

The European dissemination area can be divided into two distinct regions.
The northwestern group includes Scottish, Scandinavian and the French texts that
apply the motif of sham death as the only means of luring. (Sometimes, however,
only illness is mentioned.) The southeastern branch covers the Italian, Southern
Slav, Hungarian, Slovak, Ukrainian and Romanian variants, presenting the motif
of luring by a development of gradation, as in the Hungarian. According to
Seemann , the entire southern group originates from a Bulgarian or a Southern Slav
formulation, including the Gottschee German, the Italian as well as the Hungarian
and the further northern variants, failing, however, to explain how the two
separate groups are related to each other. In order to arrive at a correct answer, we
propose to survey the formulations of the two distinct areas.
The Scottish ballad begins much in the same way as the Hungarian: "0 Willie
my son, what makes you so sad? ... I lye sarely sick for the love of a maid". Then
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the mother counsels his son to pretend to be dead , to have the death-bell chimed,
and so to allure his love. The girl hears the chime and learns that her lover is dead.
She asks her father to let her go to see her dead sweetheart. The father wants the girl's
brothers to accompany her, but the girl manages to start alone. The young man
makes her pregnant in order to force her to marry him.
The Danish variants build up the plot in a similar way. The young man turns
to his mother for counsel immediately at the beginning of the ballad: would she
recommend a stratagem with which he could win his sweetheart? The mother
advises him to lie on a bier, have the death-knell tolled, and take care that people
should not suspect he is alive. The girl is called to wake. She asks for leave of her
mother. " I neither deny you it, nor say yes, for they (the young man and his mother)
are sly and will cheat you. The girl puts on her best garments and enters the young
man's house. Standing first at the head, then at the foot of the bed, she recites her
prayers and confesses that she has always been loving him . She is lamenting for him .
Suddenly the young man stirs and embraces the horrified girl. " Tomorrow I will
stand before the priest with my young bride! " In certain variants the young man
asks for a piece of advice to know how he would be able to redeem hi s sweetheart
from the nunnery, and the plot changes accordingly: the girl arrives right from the
nunnery to wake over the body of the young man . At the same time we encounter
with such variants as well (G) in which the girl has to be cheated out of the nunnery,
yet she asks for leave of her mother, just as in the variants without the motif of the
nunnery involved. The contamination is due to the influence of another Danish
ballad- DgF 408- which shows a close resemblance to the ballad under discussion. A
young man is in love with a poor girl, but his parents disapprove of their marriage.
The young man is sent over the seas, while the girl to a nunnery. The former returns
home and discusses the stratagem with his brothers: clad as a dead body, he will lie
on the bier while his brother goes to the nunnery to announce the death. The girl
asks for leave to see the corpse, the prioress warns her to take heed of " Mort ens who
is so very shrewd", yet she enters the church, walks to the bier, sheds her tears
conf~ssing her love ?f him. Hearing this, the sham-dead man springs up and lifting
the gIrl on back of hIs horse, gallops away. The nuns think the girl was carried away
by an angel (and are not unwilling to be eloped in a like way). But this type survives
only in manuscripts of the aristocratic circles, the only extant broadside copy of the
ballad having been recorded from oral tradition on one occasion. It is obvious that
the solution of this plot has influenced the other ballad's denouement, which in turn
must have been of earlier origin, otherwise the motif of the nunnery could not have
entered it, not even in the above-described incomplete combination.
Versions of the story with the motif of elopement from nunnery is not
unknown in the French-speaking areas either, but the texts are rather modern
developments. In order to separate the heroine and the young man, her parents send
her to a closter, while the young man is either abroad or thought to be dead.
Returning home (from the soldiers), the young man searches for his sweetheart,
first in the girl's home, then in the nunnery; the nuns do not give her out, therefore
the young man pretends to be dead and elopes the girl when she arrives to lament
over .him . T~is story.can be read in six different collections, in one of which as many
as thirty vanants of It are to be found. The same story is known to exist in even more
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modern forms: the young man intrudes in a nunnery under the cloak of a gardener
and so he succeeds in winning his sweetheart, without being in need of simulating
death.
But already the first variant referring to a nunnery may have been
transformed from an earlier story in which the young man cheated out his
sweetheart not from a closter but from her home. The two texts quoted under l one of them coming from Provence, the other being a variant brought by French
settlers to Canada- begin with the young man 's feigned illness with which he tries
to decoy the girl to see him . (Remember, the Danish mother sometimes tells her son
to simulate illness and lie on the bier!) She asks her father if she may go, but he
warns her that she runs the risk of seduction. The girl goes in spite of the warning,
and while she is talking to the young man, her boat is cast off. When she wants to go
home, he tells her that she is far from her father, and that there is no returning home.
She wails, saying her father was right, but he assures her that she will be not a
seduced girl but his truly beloved one. This southern French text and its Canadian
variant originating from northern France, from where it had been brought to
Canada, can be complemented with data derived from a Dutch manuscript from
between 1385 and 1400, in which the scene can be read in the form of a prelude to a
play (Cf. Creizenach). In it there is a scene in which a rich youth tries to gain the
affections of a poor girl, but money does not bring him success. Then his mother
advises him to feign illness, and the girl is sent for. The girl thus seduced goes
through all sorts of adventures which are entirely literary in character. Research has
established that this piece and similar ones were assembled mosaic-like from
various narrative motifs, even from cycles of epics. And it would seem, judged by
the above scene, that even folk ballads may have come into the play. Consequently,
there must have existed , from southern France right up to Holland, a story of this
sort before the modernization with the introduction of the escape from the nunnery
took place. This seems to be corroborated by the fact that the theme had occurredas Baud-Bovy pointed out- in the Greek territories as well. And if the motif of
eloping from the convent comes up in sixteenth-century Danish manuscripts, then
the solution that shows a close agreement with the Hungarian ballad must have
been of a much earlier origin: the girl leaves her home in order to see, and wake
over, the dead body- and this formulation is typical of the Scottish ballads, and can
be discovered among the Danes as well.
But the motif of the marvellous mill is known to the French as well, and this is
to show the way how the ballad arrived at the eastern territories. This motif comes
up in a different type in French balladry, and formed a favourite part of earlier
collections. The ballad bears the title "Le joli tambour". Here a young drummer
wants to marry a princess, and to pave his way he exaggerates his riches by saying
that he has three mills: one turns out gold, another silver, and the third his
sweetheart's love. (In some of the variants boats are mentioned, one of which is
laden with gold, another with silver, while the third is for rescuing his sweetheart.) If
now we consider that in one of the Transylvanian variants one stone of the
marvellous mill grinds out pearls, the second coins, and the third kisses, the
correspondence becomes almost complete. This image also appears, though rarely
and very blurred, in the areas bordering on the French-speaking parts: in a
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seventeenth-century Dutch ballad the young man tempts the girl with seven mills
which grind gold and silver. Among the Germans, these mills will grind sugar,
nutmeg, and cloves; among the Portuguese there are three mills for spices; while
with the Italians we merely find mills that grind white and yellow flour . Thus the
Hungarian image may have come directly from the French, and it can be readily
supposed that the Hungarians merged this French motif into the likewise French
story of the lover who used his feigned death as a decoy, and that it was they that
amplified it into the triple build-up. This assumption is further supported by the fact
that there are two motifs which are always present in the Hungarian variants: (I)
the marvellous mill, and (2) the feigned death; the third motif may vary: now a
marvellous tower, now a garden with stone walls or a little flower-garden come up,
on other occasions a strong iron bridge, or nothing at aU, except the mills supplying
gold, silver and diamond in gradation, while the marvellous mill and the marvellous
corpse are never left out.
And if the texts of the nations living in the neighbourhood of the Hungarians
are examined, it will appear that the new solution had spread from the Hungarians.
In Gottschee, for example, in that group of German-speakers wedged among
the Slovenes, reference is only made to the mill, and to a church to which young
people go for milling or to Mass. This realistic- and precisely for that reason
unrealistic- idea, putting up a real church to decoy the girl, is anything but balladlike. The ballad favours stylized symbols, a marvellous mill, a marvellous tower,
and the further we get from these, the deeper we plunge into incredible reality. This
text, incidentally, agrees in its other details almost word for werd with the
Hungarian. For instance: " Mother, my heart aches for that beautiful girl I saw at
the market." "Never mind, my son, we will build a white mill. When people come to
have milling, the pretty girl will come, too. " And everybody came to have miUing,
except the pretty girl.- And the ending: " What a marvellous corpse it is: its legs
jump up, its eyes open, and its arms rise!" etc. And in the text mentioned in Group
III of the partial variants, the story merges with that of the young boy buried alive,
with the hero when grown up behaving much in the same manner as described in the
scenes of cajoling (cf. No. 142, with which text agrees even in the motif of the double
death).
Similar texts are found among the Slovenes, but the mill disappears to be
replaced by a well and a temple (or in the reverse order). In some variants (106.)
even a vintage scene is added as a third step; the change is obviously in the direction
of realism. (What is more, in the more recent variants the girl does not go to see the
"corpse". Kumer 76-77.) It goes further in Italian areas: a bridge, a golden well, a
flower-garden, a dance, in one case a church and a Mass figure in a multi-coloured
jumble and in various order; generally with a four-part gradation, but without a
mill. It would be absurd to suppose that the spread had taken place in the reverse
direction: to imagine that the construction without the mill spread from the Italians
to the Slovenes and the people of Gottschee, that they put in the real mill, and that
the Hungarians adopted this construction and turned it into one of a marveUous
mill of precisely the same sort as we find in the French ballad. We can only suppose
the opposite: a French concept, framed in the ballad style, disseminated from the
Hungarian area, becoming gradually vaguer in the process. It is also remarkable

that this ballad is found in the northern Italian districts except Piedmont, so that the
absorption from the Slovenes is easily imaginable. In this respect, too, the case
differs from those in which the Italians took over French variants, for such have
been recorded for the most part only in Piedmont and its surroundings.
As we proceed southwards in the Southern Slav and Bulgarian area, t~e
baUad-like characteristics tend to disappear, gradually giving way to the epic
method of relating the story. As against this, the international (western)
distribution of the story appears in an explicit ballad form, a fact that clearly marks
the latter's priority in time. In other words, the loss of ballad-like characteristics
argues against a derivatiQn from the Southern Slavs.
Throughout the Bulgarian language area the story is rendered in the stroph~
repetitive structure, although this style of construction does never prevail
consistently in the poems; in the course of incremental repetition, now this, now
that part is left out- the mother's words, the son's pleas, or the formula "th.en all
the fair girls came ... " , and the story is amplified, occasionally shortened m the
narrative style. There is a variant in which the mother gives all the suggestions taken
together-well, garden, church, feigned death- and the young man, too, carries
them out together. AU this indicates that the function of the form was not clearly
felt. Yet, some extant details plainly show the routes foUowed in the diffusion. For if
we found in the Bulgarian an exclusively epic delivery of what is in Hungarian a
fuUy stanza-repeating poem, then either nation might in theory have been the
recipient, and might have changed it into its own familiar form. If, on the other
hand, it is found that fragments and misunderstood versions of the general
Hungarian form are preserved in the Bulgarian tradition, then it can only be
assumed that it was the Bulgarians that had taken the plot over from the
Hungarians. Support for this is also provided by such corruptions in the Bulgarian
as the one in which the mother tries to dissuade her son from building the decoysthe weU, the church-and he nevertheless carries out the plan (65.). The entire body
of the related European variants, including an isolated fourteenth-century Duch
drama witness that the original form is that in which the mother gives her son
advice' concerning the method of decoying to be foUowed . And the striving for
realism is shown in the Bulgarian by such details as that in which the mother urges
her son to hire masons and build a church, or even to fiU his pockets with gold for
the building operations (66. and 72).
.
.
If we examine all the Serbo-Croat material, we find a great vanety m the
stories. In regions distant from Hungary the curtailed plot assumes an epic form,
and eitherpteserves only the idea ofthe feigned death (95. , 97., and JOJ.}-and even
then it contains some element or other of the Hungarian stanza-repetition, such as,
for instance, "what sort of corpse is that? ... " etc., so that there can be no doubt as
to its relevance here-or it merges with some other story. An example of such
contamination is where the feigned death preceded by several gradations, is
insufficient to decoy the girl, and finaUy the young man disguised as a girl lays hold
of his sweetheart (99., 10J .). Another example: the girl decoyed by the feigned death
alone chooses imprisonment rather than the young man's love. In other cases
hardly anything remains of the original story: the girl humiliates the yo~ng man
(telling him to go home to his pregnant sister), then, at her mother's urgmg, and
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regretting her behaviour, goes to see him, now ill, but she goes dressed as a man, i.e.
disguised. She asks him what he would do with the girl ifhe got hold of her; the reply
is that he would seduce her and then leave her. At this, she discloses her identity. But
in addition to these special formations, there are variants-in Croat areas near the
Hungarian border-in which we also find both the stanza-repeating structure and
the original plot; the gradation takes place by means of four elements in these
variants, just as in the Bulgarian and the Italian ones: church, two kinds of well,
work done in common, and feigned death, or the feigned death without any
preliminaries, and all this occurring in a medley. But in no variant do we find the
marvellous mill in the whole of the Balkan tradition. Beyond the frontiers of
Hungary, all we find of this ballad-image is a real mill in Gottschee. Considering all
this, we have to reject a possible derivation from the Balkan peoples.
Seemann holds that the Southern Slav origin of the Hungarian ballad is
supported by the fact that it is found only in the southeastern parts of Hungary,
furthermore, he regards as a decisive proof that the name Ilona Gorog (= Greek) is
a family name in Hungarian, while in Bulgarian it is a common word. The former
argument falls to the ground in the face of the Nyitra examples, and of the prosevariants collected from Szabolcs county; apart from this, also the number of
variants is considerable. As to the name Gorog. Tibor Klaniczay has pointed out
conclusively that it is ofliterary origin with the Hungarian people. On the basis of a
Hungarian story ofTroy, very popular in the Middle Ages but now known only by
inference, the Anonymous of Leva published in 1570 the story in verse of Paris and
Helen. In the incipit, this has the expression "Gorog Szep Ilona"-Fair Greek
Helen-but later refers to the heroine by the phrase "Szep Ilona"-fair Helen.
Subsequently, this literary text may have reached people as a broadside, and may
well have lent to the phrase "Szep Ilona" the adjective "Gorog".
The variants which were isolated at an early date, those known from Nyitra
and those collected in Bukovina, know only the name "Fair Helen" . But in
Transylvania and in Moldavia, this ballad comes up now with the name of "Szep
Ilona", now with that of"Gorog Ilona". The Magyars of Bukovina emigrated there
after 1764, from Transylvania. It was after this, that the broadside variant may ha ve
influenced the Transylvanian and Moldavian tradition, although not even from
these regions was it able to oust utterly the original version of "Szep Ilona".
The two Slovak variants follow the Hungarian ballad in their construction.
Here too the young man is ready to die for the shepherdess, but asks advice from his
father (and this motif appears only here in the whole area of the ballad's
dissemination), but the marvellous mill here too has degenerated into a church, a
bridge or an inn. Finally the girl appears at the death-knell and is surprised much as
in the Hungarian: "My goodness, what sort of corpse is this? Its eyes smile, its face
is pink!" In the Ukrainian texts the decoy is similarly a church and an inn (and in
one case a bridge), but here we cannot tell from the corrupt text whether the girl
came to see or not, and in 124. the feigned death is replaced by a real death-and a
double one at that-with the motif of the grave-flower introduced to close the story,
as in the Hungarian No. 142. Apparently, all these East-European forms are
borrowings from the Hungarians.
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This ballad belongs among the earliest Hungarian borrowings from the
French
Literature: Child 25. 1882: survey of Scottish, Scandinavian. Italian, Slovene and Hungarian
versions; Creizenach 1893: discussing fourteenth-century Dutch literary texts; Hauffen 1895: the
Hungarians took it over from the Slovenes; Kohler 1900, 219: on the motif of the marvellous mill;
Gragger 1926: refers to German, Danish, Swedish, Scottish, Italian, Albanian and Slovenian versions
without mentioning their provenience; Ortutay 1936-1948 and Dtinos 1938: accept Gragger; Csantidi
and Vargyas 1954: discern between northern and southern groups, the Slovenian-German version
originates from the Hungarian; D. Vir. 58 ( Seemann ) 1953; surrvey of the whole European
dissemination area, the Hungarian originates from the Bulgarian; Vargyas 1960: French origin;
Hortilek 1963, 100: Southern Slav origin, reached Ukraine through Hungarian mediation; Vargyas 1967
= Vargy as 1960.
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69. THE TEST OF LOVE
Le - haj - tot - tam fe -jem Csip - ke - ru - kor

144.
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I. A big asp has crept into my bosom,
Take it out, father, take it out! I will not take it out
Go to your mother, perhaps she will take it out·
'
Take it out, mother, take it out! I will not take 'it out,
2. Go to your brother, perhaps he will take it out·
Take it out, brother, take it out! I will not tak~ it out;
Go to your sister-in-law, perhaps she will take it out;
Take it out, sister-in-law, take it out! I will not take it out;
3. Go to your brother-in-law, perhaps he will take it out;
Take it out, brother-in-law, take it out! I will not take it out·
Go to your sister, perhaps she will take it out;
,
Take it out, sister, take it out! I will not take it out;
4. Go to your betrothed one, perhaps he will take it out;
Take it out, my betrothed, take it out! I will certainly take it out.
A big asp has crept into my bosom,
Take it out, betrothed, take it out! I will certainly take it out!
Transdanubia (?). prior to 1813. Adarn PalOczi Horvath. No. 292.
145.
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a - la

szol-gal - tarn, Szol - ga le
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I. I was serving over down there,
And I was a poor servant lad.
I rested my head
Under a brier.
2. Into my bosom
There crept a big asp.
It is squeezing my heart,
It is sucking my red blood.
3. Take out, father, take out
The big asp!
It is squeezing my heart,
It is sucking my red blood.
4. I will not take it out,
For I am afraid of it.
Take it to your mother,
Perhaps she will take it out.
5. Take out, mother, take out
The big asp!
It is squeezing my heart,
It is sucking my red blood.
6. I will not take it out,
For I am afraid of it.
Take it to your sister,
Perhaps she will take it out.
7. Take out, sister, take out
The big asp!
It is squeezing my heart,
It is sucking my red blood.
8. I will not take it out,
For I am afraid of it.
Take it to your brother,
Perhaps he will take it out.
9. Take out, brother, take out
The big asp!
It is squeezing my heart,
It is sucking my red blood.
10. I will not take it out,
For I am afraid of it.
Take it to your sister-in-law,
Perhaps she will take it out.
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11 . Take out, sister-in-law, take out
The big asp!
It is squeezing my heart,
It is sucking my red blood.
12. I will not take it out,
For I am afraid of it.
Take it to your betrothed,
Perhaps he will take it out.

4. Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my daugher.
Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my daughter.

13. Take out, my betrothed, take out
The big asp!
It is squeezing my heart,
It is sucking my red blood.

6. Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my daughter.
Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my daughter.

14. Wait, betrothed, wait!
I shall go to the tailor,
I shall go to the tailor,
And I shall have a pair of gloves cut.

7. Take it out, my gracious
Kind, dear (elder) brother,
Take it out, my gracious
Kind, dear (elder) brother.

5. Take
Kind
Take
Kind

(By way of explanation the singer added that the girl did not have an asp in
her bosom but she found a heap of gold coins, and she wanted to test her relatives.
Eventually she did not let anyone share her coins, except her fiancee.)
Ghymes ( Nyitra county). Performed by a woman of seventy. Kodtily 1906
1907, 112.
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1. I fell asleep
By the brook of Sar.
I fell asleep
By the brook of Sar.
2. Into my bosom
There crept a snake of yellow belly.
Into my bosom
There crept a snake of yellow belly.
3. Take it out, my gracious
Kind father.
Take it out, my gracious
Kind father.
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it out, my gracious
mother,
it out, my gracious
mother.

8. Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my sister.
Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my sister.
9. Take it out, my gracious
Kind, dear (younger) sister,
Take it out, my gracious
Kind, dear (younger) sister.
10. Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my sister.
Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my sister.
11 . Take it out, my gracious
Kind, dear (younger) brother,
Take it out, my gracious,
Kind, dear (younger) brother.
12. Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my sister.
Instead of living without my hand,
I shall live without my sister.
13. Take it out, my gracious
Kind, dear betrothe~,
Take it out, my gracIOus
Kind , dear betrothed.
14. Instead of living without my betrothed,
I shall live without my hand,
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Instead of living without my betrothed,
I shall live without my hand!
The performer adds:
"She had a good deal of money in her bosom. Her betrothed was given a lot of
money. She tested everyone of them."

Gajdar (Moldavia). Performed by a woman of 47. Jagamas and Ka1l6s, 1951
Farag6 and Jagamas 6/B.
Divergences: As to the main character, in one or two cases it cannot be made
clear whether a young man or a girl should be understood (mostly a young man). In
Transylvania, the heroine is a girl in three cases, and a young married woman in six
cases. In general, she is grazing oxen, sometimes colts, in other instances only a
"shepherd lad" is mentioned. In twelve variants, brier is mentioned as a resting
place, in one case a white rose-tree, and in another text an "ash-bush" figures on the
"Ash-hill" in the first lines of the song. The snake is usually yellow, sometimes an
"asp, a poisonous snake", a dragon, and in Moldavia a "yellow asp" (all these with
a certain degree of corruption). In some variants the young woman is warned
against walking in the bush or shrub covered with dry leaves because "There lurks
the snake that bites you in the likeness of love!" The members of the family put to
test are sometimes father, mother, elder sister, elder brother (younger brother),
sister-in-law, coming in the row one after the other. Sometimes the lover has a pair
of gloves cut with which he takes the snake out. In other cases he wraps "his tender
hand in cloth, And so he removes the snake with the yellow belly from her bosom".
But a number of the variants conclude the story by introducing the contrast: "I shall
rather live without one of my hands Than without my sweetheart." Half the
variants maintain that "The snake with the yellow belly was a golden apple", "He
thrusted his hand in her bosom, Well, a golden apple got into his hand", or simply
gold, a bag of money, and the like are mentioned. The singers add such remarks in
prose form. Kalmany recorded a variant in which the parents reproach their son for
not having advised them about the gold: "Why did you not tell us so?" This
addition, however, carries the narrative beyond the point. In one of the variants the
following lesson is drawn: "There is no heart in father, In mother and brother, Nor
in my sister, Only in my sweetheart". Or: "I am not sorry formy father, since he was
not sorry for me . . .. (mother and brother are mentioned) ... I am sorry for my
sweetheart, because he was sorry for me ... ". Then a passage in prose follows
telling about the girl's testing her family by putting gold in her bosom. A text from
Gerlen and another from Leszped insert stanzas borrowed from The Speaking
Corpse (Type 65.); according to two variants of Leszped, the girl dies when the
snake is removed.
Earliest provenience: 1813 .
Dissemination: Transdanubia (without specification), Zala county (Zajk), Tolna county

(without specification), Nagykiikiillo county (Alsorakos), Csik county (Csikg~imes, Csikmadaras,
Csikrakos 3, Gyergyoszarhegy), Bukovina (Jo~sefTalva~Hertelendy~a!va , Torontal county), Moldavl~
(Bogdanfalva, ForrOfalva, Gajdar, Gerlen, Klezse 2, Leszped 5, Manafalva, Szketura, Trunk). Total.
37. (I-Ill: 14, IV: 10, V: 13.)
..
.
Textual relationships with other ballads: "For instead ofa son God grants me a s~n : 4.,52. Testing
of a member of the family: 22., of the sweetheart: 43.,75.; similarity with The Spe~klng Corpse (65.) In
the following order: His father went there, His mother went there ... and with the circumstance that the
corpse answers only his sweetheart's entreaty may well explain the presence of thiS motif In thiS ballad.
Tunes: I. = 144, 2. = 145, 3. = 146.
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Tune examples: 4. (2 variants), IQ. (2 variants), 11. (2 variants), 12. (2 variants) 15. (3 variants)
19. (2 vanants).
'
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian :
ENGLISH : 1-9. Child 95. 10-77. Bronson 95 .
GERMAN: 78-82. E- B 78. 83-85. Parisius 16,9.0,748. 86. Hauffen 65 (plus Pohl 66 variants
elaborated).
DANISH: 87-99. DgF 486.
ITALIAN: 100-101 . Giannini 25, plus variant.
S~UTHERN SLAV: 102. HNP VII No. 234. 103. BlaiinCii:, 8.0 . 104- 112. Kuhac 1.06 142 1.060
plus6 variants. 113. Djordjevic 192.0, N? 17. 114- 115. 1dem 1931 Nos 252 and 491'.116- 118. VuK'I, No~
212-214, 28.9-?9.1: 119- 120. Vaslievlc I, 196 and 35.0. 121- 123. tganec 195.0 Nos 27- 28, and 214.
124-125' lI!liojevlct 284 and 3.02. 126. PetranoviCI No. 2Qt.127. Griin, 3D. (Kumer72- 73? beesinste d f
human bemgs.)
a 0
BULGARIAN: 128. A- V 54. 129- 138. Stoin 1928 Nos 63--{j8 and 529- 532.139. Idem 1931 No.
2189.140. Idem 1934 No 613 . 141. Miladinovi 495. 142- 143. SbNU 16/ 17 Materialy, 57, Nos 3-4.
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144-145. Vatev 185 and 343. 146-148. Tsitselkova 230-232 . 149-150. Ivanov 1949 Nos 279-28.0. 151- 152.
Idem 1936 Nos 323- 324.153- 154. Dozon 3 and 61. 155. Stoilov 177.
AROMUN: 156. Weigand II No. 9.0.
ROMANIAN: 157. Amzulescu 242.158. Teodorescu 682. 159. Briiiloiu, 75.160. Vasiliu 32.161.
Tocilescu, 29. 162. Giuglea- Viilsan , 189. 163. Friincu-Candrea , 226. 164. Pompiliu, 41 (Hungarian
translation by Moldovan , 161). 165. Vulcanu, 27 (Hungarian translation). 166-167. Ethn 1897, 281
(bilingual), 2 variants.
UKRAINIAN: 168-l78. Golovatsky I, 46, No. 7,48, No. 8, 5.0, No. 11, 114, No. 27, I1, 8.0, No.
14,149, No. IQ, 161, No. 15,245, No. 7, 596, No. 33, 726, No. 11, Ill/ I, 64, No. 4, l79-180. Kolberg
1882-188911,226, No. 418 and 227, No. 42.0.
SLOVAK: 181- 184. Slov. sp. I; 2.08 and 369, Ill, 222 and 601. 185-186. Kolectiny 35-36. 187.
Kollar 11, 13 (= Szeberenyi, Hungarian translation).
MORAVIAN: 188-189. Bartos 1901 Nos 122 and 1696.
POLISH: 190-191 . Kolberg 1871-1884 XII, 78-79 No. 157.
SPANISH: 192. Attias 51 (cf. Long, Bronzini's survey).
CATALAN: (cf. Armistead-Si(vermann 1962,73 note 56.)
TURKISH: 193. Namik , 87-95.
GIPSY: 194. EMU I (1887), 40-41.
Indirectly related:
ROMANIAN: 195. Amzulescu 243 .

Considering the widespread of this ballad, there is nothing to be wondered at
its having entered the scope of ballad research at a relatively early date. Apart from
the theme of The Enticed Wife, no other ballad has been dealt with in so many
papers in both the European and the American expert literature. Most recently,
Eleanor Long dedicated a full monograph to it (University of California
publication). In spite of her great input of efforts, she has not been successful in
clarifying in a reassuring way the questions connected with the origin and the
dissemination ofthe ballad, and I am of the opinion that for a long time nobody wi11
be able to boast of a greater success in this respect. But let us see, for the time being,
the facts.
With the English, the hero, sometimes heroine, has to be redeemed from the
hands of the hangman. The German version speaks about a girl whom her parents
and brothers and sisters refuse to release from the hands of the corsairs. The same
story is current among the Scandinavians. Somewhat more complicated is the
situation in the Italian variants: some of them contain the story of the girl
kidnapped by corsairs, but at least as many texts speak about imprisonment in a
jail. Among the enumerated nations, the story is fairly uniform as regards
representation and the use of strophe repetition and what is more, even the trend of
dissemination can be inferred on the basis of certain partial textual agreements
between the different versions. In any case, the affinity is fairly obvious in the
northern group; problems arise, however, in connection with the Italian variants, in
which some minor partial agreements go crosswise the universal relationship and
frustrate our attempt at drawing conclusions. In Spain a preliminary story is
attached to the ballad inasmuch as the girl is cajoled by sailors who promise to give
her silk on the boat; indeed, only one variant introduces the girl's entreaties to her
relatives. The literature before E. Long considered now the northern, now the
southern, Italian group as original. One thing has been made clear already, in any
case, to wit, the basic idea is rooted in Greek antiquity. The legend of Alcestis is
involved; Admetus, the husband of Alcestis, is to die for he had failed to offer a
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wedding sacrifice. Snakes appear wriggling in his room, but through the
intervention of Apollo he is granted the favour of escaping death, provided
somebody is willing do die in his stead. Neither his father nor his mother, only his
wife is ready to bring the sacrifice. Alcestis, however, is sent back by Persephone
from Hades, or according to another version of the legend, is rescued by Hercules
from the messenger of Hades. Thus the story comes to a happy ending.
Tales related to this legend are extant in eastern, African and East-European
traditions. At the birth of a child it is divined that he should die at his wedding feast
either in consequence of a snake's bite or by drowning in water. Through the
intervention of somebody, occasionally a servant, the verdict is modified so that he
can escape if one of his relatives will be willing to incur death in his place. In other
instances, the relative should surrender his or her remaining years of life to the
convict. His father and mother, occasionally other relatives refuse to undertake the
sacrifice, but his bride does not. Finally, the bride escapes, also in a miraculous way.
(Megas 1933). This story is related, among other sources, by a thirteenth-century
Turkish collection of short-stories, the Kitab-i Dede Quorquud (193.). In the fifth
story God forbids the hero who is engaged in desperate struggle against Azrail,
saying that he might survive if someone is willing to die in his place. The hero t.urns
first to his father and mother, but neither of them are inclined to make the sacnfice.
Then he takes leave of his sweetheart who learns the reason of his departure and
offers her life to rescue him without delay. God is pleased with her magnanimity and
forgives both of them.
All this would seem to provide sufficient explanation for the development of
the Hungarian version, as well as for that of several neighbourning nations' ballads:
in which the relatives are put to test by means of the snake. Nevertheless, certain
contradictions arise here again. So far, Hungarian folk tales have failed to present
any trace of the variant in which snake-bite is foretold for a young man when he is
sitting at his marriage feast. Accordingly, some of the southern neighbour nations
should be taken into consideration. On the grounds of different reasoning, Long
arrives at the same conclusion. She considers the motif of redemption from prison to
be the starting point. Therefore we have to examine the interconnections between
the East-European versions in order to assess the value this possible of approach,
too, and to acquire a deeper insight into the complicated question of the spread of
this ballad.
As regards the northern neighbours, it is the Ukrainians whose variants are
available to me in highest numbers, therefore I propose to begin with them.
According to one of the stories, a young Cossack sends a letter from the prison.to ~is
father, mother, brother and sister, asking them to redeem him. They ask h~m, 10
turn, how much they are supposed to pay for him. Receiving the specificatIon of
the items (varying by relatives), they answer they are unable to pay that much. But
the sweetheart (wife) is ready to pay the sum. (176., 179- 180.); in 169., the mother
(in this variant the only relative contrasted with the sweetheart) exclaims: "~ay
you perish!". In 168., however, the relatives' answers are followed by a few hnes
indicating that the young man has been left in the prison after all. By way of
gradation, in one of the variants the girl kept prisoner by a Turk in an inn, begs ?im
not to kill her for her father witl soon come and pay the ransom. The father arnves
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without the ransom. The girl is sobbing with tears. The scene is repeated with the
arrival of the mother. Finally the ransom is brought by the girl's lover. "A
sweetheart is better than the bloodkins", the lesson is drawn in 169. and 175.
Another frequent variation of the basic idea is that the hero, a Cossack in 171., is
drowning in a river without receiving help from his father, mother, brother and
sister who have neither a boat nor oars; nevertheless, his sweetheart rescues him.
The relatives say: "You may perish as well!" while the sweetheart says: "You must
not perish!" The same plot takes place with a girl as heroine in 172. and 177.; the
father and mother in the latter curse their daughter: "May you perish, because you
have not been a good child to me!" According to 174, a corrupt variant, the girl
drifted away by water refuses to accept her brother's help who extends his hand
towards her similarly she swims farther from her sister, though she draws near to
her sweethe~rt only to be lost from sight in an utterly confused text. A third solution
is when the young man mowing grass or selecting goods to be sold at the market
calls to the members of his family asking them to bring him water to drink; they
refuse to do the favour (173.), and what is more, the text even motivates their refusal
by referring to certain jobs they have to do, until finally his sweetheart brings him
"honey and a little good wine" (178.).
.
With the Slovaks we encounter somewhat vaguer formulatIons. In 181. the
girl, having lost her cow in the oak-woods, misses her way home. "0, how I wish my
father would come, he would find the cow! " The father comes but fails to find the
animal. Her brother and sister are not successful either. Finally the sweetheart finds
the cow and takes the girl out of the hills. Similarly a cow turns up, though with a
different role, in 187. While a young boy is guarding the beast in the field, it tramples
to death the landlord's peacock, and the boy is therefore imprisoned by the lord. He
writes letters to his relatives, but only his sweetheart helps him, just as in the
Ukrainian version. The Slovaks too know the solution with the girl swimming in the
water: the relatives similarly refuse to help the girl drifted away by the calm
Danube, saying "May God drown her because she was not an obedient girl! " Only
her sweetheart encourages her to swim ashore, extending his hands to rescue her.
"The sweetheart is kinder than all the relatives are! " (186.) The testing of relatives
by the young man asking for water to drink shows a further agreement with the
Ukrainian: under the pretext of being occupied in several ways, the relatives refuse
to comply with his wish (mother, sister are working on some embroidery), and
finally he receives water to drink from his sweetheart. "She is better than. the
relatives." (185.) The same version of the story is known among the MoravIans
(188- 189.), who, however, have another variant in which the girl immediately turns
to the sweetheart for help and meets with a flat refusal on his part, just as on her
father's (184.). Farthest lying from the basic scheme (if pertaining to it at all) seems
to be the solution in 182- 183: "I ask you, little mother, ifI may live with you any
longer?" "0, daughter, instead of me, rather with the one you have chosen for
yourself." The question is repeated and answered by father, brother and sister, and
finally the conclusion is formulated : "I have chosen a pretty husband. Good-bye to
you, father, mother, brother, sister," etc. The stanza-repeating form mentions the
members of her family one after the other, contrasting them with the sweetheartthus much the story has in common with the ballads discussed above, only the motif
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of ~he test of love is missing from it. A similarly extreme example is found in the
PolIsh texts: the husband is beating his wife who calls her father, mother and sister to
help her; finally her brother arrives with a sword in hand, and standing on the
threshold gives a thorough scolding to the husband, until the latter begs his wife for
pardon. In th!s formulation the husband- sweetheart cannot play a nobler part
than the relattves, therefore the point is utterly lost.
The Romanian variants contain practically none of the several Slav solutions.
With them exclusively the Hungarian-type is known: a snake must be removed
from the young man's bosom. The strophe-repetition prevails throughout the
ballad, sometimes somewhat variegated though, and always in an ampler
formulation than with the Hungarians. It will be instructive to publish here a
verbatim translation of a Romanian variants. (159.)
"Three leaves of bramble, hey! Milea calls out from the hills, from the deep
valleys. It is three days since he has been calling. His father heard Milea calling, and
asked him : Milea, Milea, your father's dear Milea, Have you lost the sheep, have
you worn your clothes, have you lost your money, or perhaps someone has beaten
you? I have not lost my sheep, I have not worn my clothes, I have not dropped what
little of money I have, nor have I been beaten by anyone. I only had a short sleep
under the tall round apple-tree which is in full blossom. And I have had a beautiful
dream: rain was falling on me, it was falling on the blossoms, and a dragon-snake
crept into my bosom. It is a dragon-snake with golden scales. Father, please, wrap
your hand in cloth and thrust it into my bosom, under my waistcoat, and remove
the dragon-snake! As it is stretching itself, it surrounds my body, as it is
contracting, it will kill me, it will cleave my tender heart! Milea, Milea, my dear son!
Rather than remain without a hand , I shall live without you. As he heard this, tears
flooded his eyes. He turned to his mother. Mother dear, my dear mother, you
nursed me when I was a baby, now that I am big, wrap your hand in your
headsquare, thrust it into my bosom, under my waistcoat, take out the snake, for it
is a veritable dragon-snake with golden scales! Your mother's dearest Milea, rather
than remain without a hand I shall remain without you. For I have another son like
you. As he heard this, his eyes filled with tears. Turning to his brother, he said:
Brother, my dear elder brother! Both of us are sons of one and the same father and
have been brought up in the same wild forest. Wrap your hand in cloth, brother,
and take the snake out of my bosom! Milea, Milea, dear brother to your brother,
Instead of remaining without a hand, I prefer to live without you. For I have mates
as brave a you are. As Milea heard this, his eyes filled with tears and he turned to his
sister. Sister, my pretty sister, we are born of the same mother, like two trees that
have grown from one root. Wrap your hand in cloth, thrust it into my bosom, under
my waistcoat, Remove the snake from there. For it stretches out, embraces me, and
if it contracts, it will kill me! Milea, Milea, your sister's beloved one, instead of
remaining without a hand, alas, I shall remain without you. For there are other
young men as brave as you. As Milea heard this, his eyes filled with tears. He started
upwards on the bank of the Danube. He called for Lina. Lina, my little Lina, my
dear little wife! Wrap your hand in cloth, thrust it into my bosom, under my
waistcoat, and take out the snake! For it is going to eat up my tender heart! As Lina
heard this, she did not even wrap her hand in cloth, but thrust it into his bosom, and

10, she removed a purse full of gold. Then Milea spoke up: Rather a bit of pity than

a father and a mother. For even a stranger will take pity on you, and lend you a
helping hand! Rather a bit of pity than a brother and a sister! For even though a
stranger, only she shows compassion and pity. There is no pity and sympathy in
your brother, and there is not pity and sympathy in your father and mother, but
there is in your kind-hearted wife."
As can be seen, what we have here is not a kind of stanza-repetition but rather
variations on a stanza. We have texts ampler and more variable than this at hand,
although we have also shorter ones marked by a somewhat more stable structural
pattern.
There exists another type among the Romanian ballads which is partially
relevant: there is no testing of relatives in it. The father, mother and other relatives
of an imprisoned young man came in turn to redeem him, but the " lord" who keeps
him prisoner does not let him go. Finally the sweetheart arrives, upon whose
entreaties the landlord sets him free (195.)
Before reviewing the Southern Slav texts of the Balkan peninsula, let us be
acquainted with the only Gipsy version available for us in print. It is the more
interesting for our point of view because it was recorded in the territory ofpre-wars
Hungary. It should be noted, however, that the Gipsy version reads as a sort of
prose tale instead of a song. Four sisters are living together, and the eldest puts the
question: whom do they think love them best and would sacrifice his life for them in
case of necessity? One of the sisters says, it is their father, the other, their mother,
the third one, their brother. The eldest sister is laughing at their answers, asking
them to make a test: let each of them hide and call for the person she has named,
asking him (or her) to remove a snake from her bosom. All three girls are left in the
lurch; finally the eldest sister calls her sweetheart who is willing, indeed, to take out
the snake.
A more recent manuscript collection contains a sung variant of the story: the
Gipsy variant recorded by the Csenki brothers (lmre Csenki and Sandor Csenki,
1938) at Piispokladany (Great Hungarian Plain, Hajd6 county). The content of the
song-text can be summed up as follows: A little red snake has crept into the young
man's bosom. He asks first his mother, then his father, his sister and finally his
sweetheart to take it out. His blood-relatives all deny him, saying: It is better for me
to live without my son (brother) than to live without my hand. Finally his
sweetheart wraps her hand in a silk kerchief in order to remove the snake, and she
finds treasure instead of it. The stanza-repetition prevails throughout the
construction. It is more than obvious that the Gipsy song closely follows the
structure of the Hungarian ballad. Particularly interesting is the mentioning of the
snake's colour, a trait typical of the Hungarian version (yellow, or yellow-bellied
snake occurs in the variants), and so is the circumstance that the girl wraps her hand
in a kerchief. Also the melody of the song shows a marked affinity with the old-style
Hungarian tune types. (By courtesy of Imre Csenki.)
South of the Romanian language area, among the Bulgarians, the snake
motif also appears, and what is more, it does so in texts which are related to the
Hungarian on account of similarities of formulation (besides, their concise
construction also speaks of a Hungarian rather than a Romanian relationship). The
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young man calls from the hills: (140., 142. , 148. and 155.) or the girl (147): a snake
has crept into his (her) bosom. The mother, father, sister, and so on, are requested
one after the other to remove the snake. The wording is sometimes rather close to
the Hungarian: " Woe to me, I am done with, mother, a snake has crept into my
bosom, and the cursed creature is going to eat my heart!" (142.) "Son, I am so very
sorry for you that even the leaves of trees are falling, even the sun has stopped in the
sky" and the like; every answer contains reference to a different miraculous
occurrence. One of the texts contains the same answer as the Hungarian: " Son, I
can live without you, but I can't without my hand". (142.) Finally the Bulgarian
sweetheart removes gold, pearl, coins or jewels instead of a snake. The same terse
and pointed story receives sometimes a lengthy introduction, in which case the
whole life-story of the hero is related, not in a stanza-repetitive form, and it is only
after this that the song proper is performed in the repetitive construction. (144. ,
139.) It should be noted that a portion of the latter song (139.) shows a yet closer
resemblance to the Hungarian: the snake is sucking the blood of the young man's
heart. In certain instances the song is shortened to such an extent that only one step
of the gradation remains: the mother is immediately followed by the loving mate
(151. and 152.). The effect is weakened by such solutions in which the texts layout in
advance that the shepherd wants to put to test his relatives by hiding gold, silver in
his bosom (129.), or in which the calling of the young man is not followed by the
appearance of reluctant relatives and their role can only be inferred from the last
phase where the sweetheart removes the snake (143.). A stage of final erosion can be
seen in 133.: a kind of preliminary story, which is incomplete, speaks about an eagle
that breaks its flight in the sky and falls down in the court of the young man's
mother, crying: Take out, take out, dear mother, the poisonous snake that has crept
into my bosom to suck out the blood of my heart!-and there is an end to the song.
A similar erosion of the snake-motif is when a dragon in the form of a fish has crept
into the bosom of a girl.
As another solution, the Bulgarian performers apply the motif of falling into
the water. In the general formulation, the girl is washing clothes in the Danube and
while so doing, but sometimes even without any mention of the act, falls into the
river. Her father, mother and sisters and brothers encourage her to swim ashore so
that they may lend her a'helping hand, but she cannot because a stem of some tree or
other water-plant holds her up by the hair. Nevertheless, her sweetheart, without
any summon to the effect, swims in and rescues the girl (128., 136., 150., 154.). The
first-mentioned ballad represents the story in a rather detailed manner: we have a
realistic description of how the young man takes hold of a branch of tree with one of
his hands while he is dragging the girl with the other; and sometimes we can hear
about what they were talking of between themselves while walking home after the
successful escape. On the other hand, the next text is shortened and corrupted so
much so that only the brother's encouraging words are heard together with the girl's
answer telling her brother that she is unable to swim ashore. (135.) The other group
of the contrasted elements are missing in 137. inasmuch as the village is so far that
no one can hear the girl's cry, except her lover, who comes to rescue her from the
river. (The story is even more truncated in 130., 131. and 134., in which we have only
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a few fragmentary lines from the beginning of the story.) In 149. the girl not rescued
by her father and mother is saved by a Turk (?).
Further solutions: 132. relates a long story about a y oung man who has to be
redeemed from imprisonment. He is confident of his mother ~ho h~s three castles,
but she calls to him: I can live without my son but I cannot live Without my three
castles. There is no contrasted situation. In 141. and 145. cold wind is blowing and
the girl would like to warm herself, but she is sent away by her father and the rest of
her family; finally she is admitted by her sweetheart, or he com~s to warm her.
The snake-motif appears, together with many other solutIOns, among the
Southern Slavs as well, although somewhat less frequently than with the
Bulgarians. Furthermore, we find signs of corruption in their texts in nearly every
case. As regards both formulation and plot, 119. shows closest resemblan.ce to the
Hungarian as well as certain Bulgarian variants, only the or~~r o~ ans~ers IS .altered
(whether intentionally or incidentally) by the perform~r. Stojan .IS playmg the
flute: I am going to die, mother, come and put your hand m my a~plt and take out
this poisonous snake! The poisonous snake t~rme~ts me so t~rnbly, m.o ther!-I
can live without my hand, son, but I cannot hve Without you. And so It goes on
with the father then the sister, until finally the man calls his wife, who says:
"Without you, 'my man, I can live, but I cannot live without my ha~d.:' This
solution in the reverse cannot be attributed to chance work and cannot be mCldental
in 124., in which the relatives show some pity towards the snake-bitten young ~an
(the leaves of trees are falling, as in the Bulga?an ballad), yet re~u~ to help him,
while the sweetheart does not hesitate to throw m the teeth of the victim that she can
find a young man like him. A correct content and a soun~ . order of answe~s
characterize 125., although it is not presented in a strophe-repetitive stru~ture but m
a continuous narrative form. The same is the case in the Vuk vanant (116.)
formulated in the ten-syllabic lines of the epic songs (desete~ac) . It should J:>e
mentioned in this context, however, that the point of the story IS made known ~n
advance: while grazing the herd, the boy finds pearls, which he h.ides i.n his bosom m
order to test his relatives. This same solution comes up several times m the stropherepetitive structures as well: the hero either buys pearls or a golden apple is turned
out by the coulter while he is ploughing, and either the one or the other he pret~nds
to be a snake (102. , 103. and 126.) In such cases a prelirni~ary ~tory of.vana?le
length is added to the song. (For example, in 102., and eS~lall~ .m ~03 ., m which
the young man plants straw-berry with which to lure the girl to VI~lt him, but by the
time she arrives the season of straw-berry is over. Itis only after thiS that he finds the
golden apple while he is ploughing.) In 113., on the other hand, the relatives, who
refuse to remove the snake from the young man's breast, are followed by the
sweetheart, but we never know with what result, because the story is broken at this
point.
.
The motif of redemption from captivity is not unknown m the Southern Slav
language areas either where the relatives refuse to pay the ransom, which they find
to be too high, and finally the hero is rescued by his sweetheart. (105., 121., 122.---:-a
letter is sent from the prison-and 127.). In 123. and 124. I found the case of.t he girl
who fell into the water: the question is who is to bring a boat to rescue the girl. The
beginning of 124. bears some resemblance to the Hungarian version's first lines:
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"0, thorny little wood, cold little water, A girl is swimming in it . .. " and so on.
Interestingly enough, the relatives here not only deny help but also throw stones at
the drowning girl, shouting: "Drown in the water, you devil, because you have
never been kind to me!" A transformation of the motif of falling into the water is
when the girl is picking pearls in the pond, asking her relatives to bring a boat and
take the pearls out of the pond. (109., 115. and 117.)
The figure of the young man calling for water occurs in this language area as
well (106.- 108. and 114.). Only his sweetheart is willing to bring him water. And an
utterly eroded form of the basic idea occurs in 110., 111. and 112. telling about a girl
sharing out the golden apple found by the young man; here the question is if she
keeps the better halffor herself or yields it over to the young man. In 118. the girl is
picking flowers on the hill-side, offers them to her relatives, but only the sweetheart
accepts her present (118.). And finally she wants to creep as a flower into the bosom
of one of her relatives, but only the sweetheart is willing to comply with her strange
wish (120 .).
The Greek songs have it that the relatives must sacrifice part of their lives,
half of it, or many more years. The difference is so apparent in relation of all the
Balkan and West-European versions that the Greek cannot be considered as point
of origin. At the same time, it can be accepted as a surviving form of the ancient
Greek tradition.
Many varieties of the corrupted forms of the basic idea may be discovered in
the multifarious solutions of East-European balladry. Most conspicuous is among
them the formulation in which the main idea is lost from sight: even the sweetheart
does not help his (her) mate (119., 125.,184., 190. and 191.). But the point may be
lost in other ways as well: there is no conclusion to the story, or there is no-one to
help (113., 132., 133., 135., 137. and 143.-in the latter case there is no
confrontation-149., 168., and 184.). The point is weakened when the denouement
is laid out in advance (102- 103. , 116. , 126. and 129.). A similar weakening occurs
when the test of love does not involve life danger. It is in this respect that the most
conspicuous deviations from the basic idea, and also the most numerous ones,
occur. Here included is the case of redemption from imprisonment without explicit
life danger (105., 106- 112., 114., 115., 117., 118., 120-122. , 127., 132., 141., 145.,
168-170., 173., 174., 176., 178-183., and 187- 191.). We may consider secondary
developments those variants which do not present the story in a stanza-repetitive
form (116., 125., 128., 132., 133., 135. and 137.). To wit, this form prevails in the
West as well as in Hungary, and comes up also with the eastern neighbours of the
Hungarians in a very similar construction; that is to say, this form apparently
belonged to the ballad from the very beginning. Thus, its disappearance should be
regarded as a consequence of wear and tear. Erosion like this is the process in which
a long preliminary story in an epic form is added to the plot laid out in the stanzarepetition form (102. , 103. , 139. and 144.). A case of partial erosion is represented
by the change of the text when it tries to alleviate the indifferent attitudes of the
relatives in a way, say, that they take pity on the drowning girl, calling her to swim
ashore, only they are afraid to plunge into the water to rescue her (128.,135. , 146.,
148.,149. and 154.). We qualify as a similar corruption the case when the relatives
behave in the opposite manner: they leave her in the lurch and call her names,
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expressing a kind of hatred that leads far beyond the scope of the original plot (104.,
177. and 186.).
And if we accept E. Long, according to whom the genuine hero was a manprovided the starting point is to be sought for in the legend of Alcestis- then all the
versions that have a female as central character should be taken for corrupt forms.
Were it so, then the Hungarian would stand nearest the original, because out of 39
cases only 9 speak about a female while the rest about a male main character. As
against this, the East-European and the English conception seems to be secondary,
since the ratio of male and female is fifty to fifty . Erosion has gone farthest in the
German ballads, and in their derivates, which employ exclusively female characters.
Nor is it accidental that many East-European versions have a solution similar
to that of the German. By a closer consideration, the two most frequent Eastern
versions occurring among both the northern and the southern neighbours of
Hungary, that is redemption from prison and rescuing from water, may be taken for
variations of the German Losgekaufte story, in which the girl has to be redeemed
from corsairs and the relatives think the ransom abnormally high; in any case, the
conception of boat may well have associated with that of water.
In connection with the question of origin of the Slav variants Mega~ and Pohl
raise the idea of a possible contamination with the ballad " Edelmann und Schafer"
which itself shows a certain degree of contamination with elements of the
" Losgekaufte" in some variants. The content of this ballad is the following: A
nobleman meets a shepherd who is clad in silk and velvet. The nobleman throws
him into prison because of his lordly attire and haughty replies. The young man's
father offers various prices to redeem him, and in some of the variants the relatives
come and do the same, and finally he is released. The variants of this ballad and of
the " Losgekaufte" may have spread by the hundred among both the northern and
southern Slavs, giving rise to the development of further variants with the motif of
redemption from prison. The outlines of this second-mentioned German ballad can
be discerned very clearly in the Slovak solution, according to which the cowboy is
thrown into prison because his cow has trampled the landlord's peacock. It can be
readily imagined that the Hungarian version with the snake motif, further the
German motif of redemption from the boat and the " Edelmann und Schafer" had
exercised a combined effect, with all their variants overlapping each other, upon the
eastern as well as southern Slav areas, initiating a process of variation and resulting
ultimately in the medley of varieties found among the neighbouring nations. (At the
same time we have to reject Pohfs opinion, according to which the Slavs obtained
the ballad from the Germans through Lithuanian mediation, because it clearly
appears from the profound study of Seemann (1951) that the spread of the ballad
invariably shows a trend from Slavs to Lithuanians.)
These motifs could not reach the Romanians since the Hungarian language
area separates them from the German. Thus only the motif of "asking for water"
remains problematic: there is no answer as yet to the question why it occurs in the
northern as well as southern Slav areas. The rest of the types may well be ascribed to
the performers' propensity to produce variants or to their misinterpreting the
theme.
57/11
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All this said and done, the questions relating to the spread of a part of the
East-European versions have been solved. Only the version with the "snake motif'
would stay unclarified. It enjoys an exclusive prevalence in the Hungarian and
Romanian versions (if the partially relevant 195 is left out of consideration), and
occurs rather frequently in the Bulgarian and Serbian areas, but is completely
missing in the nations north of Hungary. This solution is always associated with a
clear, strophic form of incremental repetition, further it occurs always in an
uncorrupted form bearing traces of the strophic-repetitive construction in the
Romanian, and is found, corrupted in many ways, in strophic form in Bulgarian (or
in an eroded strophic construction). This constellation induces us to suppose a
trend of dissemination starting out from the Hungarian territory. The characteristics of the melodies coupled with the ballads seem to support this idea. With the
southern neighbours of Hungary, the text is never sung to strophic tunes, and with
them the individual lines of the stanzas are not linked to a definite melodic section
which is bound to recur in the same association from stanza to stanza. The
Bulgarians will sing the text to one melodic section which is repeated stichically; the
Romanians' ballad tunes are composed of variable sections and form units larger
than the West-European strophes, and in their case the stanzas of the text part are
not associated consistently to the strophic parts of the melody, that is to say, a given
line should not be linked to a given melodic section of the composition. Such
constructions are the usual frames of epic songs in which variation is a common
element of the style. It is natural that under the influence of epic tradition the
performers will apply the strophic repetition technique in a somewhat looser way
when this technique arrives at them, and it is also natural that they tend to
transform it according to their taste-which results, of course, in an erosion of the
original strictly strophic construction.
When it comes to the clarification of questions connected with the origin and
spread of this theme, decisive importance should be attached to a particular
property of the Southern Slav folk poetry: a tenacity of traditions relating to the
organization of the extended family in which brothers and sisters enjoy priority
over a bride or a wife. Horalek (1964 11, p. 33) writes in this connection: "Fiir die
siidslawische Volksdichtung sind diejenigen Volkslieder charakteristischer, in
denen ein Madchen oder eine Frau den Bruder h6her schatzt als den Geliebten (den
Gemahl)", referring at the same time to certain pieces in the collections of Vuk,
Zganec, Strekelj and Delorko. Vielleicht beruht das Motif"Bruder iiber Geliebten"
auf einer alten balkanischen Tradition. It is clear enough that in an area where
people are possessed with such innate ideas there is little chance for a theme
diagonally opposed to them to strike root in their folk poetry.
All things considered, it seems that the version with the "snake motir' spread
from Hungarian territories towards the southern neighbours. Nevertheless, two
questions are still left unsolved: how did the ancient legend get into the western
balladry, and how the ballad spread from West to Hungary?
After all, it can be hardly doubted that similarly to most of the ballads, and
the strophe-repetition technique itself, this theme also wandered from West to East.
And if we do not conduct our examination solely along the thread of dissemination
of one or another motif but consider genre and poetic solution in their full context,
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then we have to acknowledge that the "test of love" is a typically western balladsubject, and that the basic concept that love conquers all sorts of ties arising from
kindredship is also a typically western idea. This taken for granted, a route that
would run counterwise the usual West- East trend cannot be substantiated by the
relative data. The conception of E . Long is not supported by detailed analytical
examinations of the variants. Diversity of a high number of variants can
demonstrate deep-rootedness of a theme only in case it has been formulated in
several, properly outlined, clear types. In this ballad, however, variations tend to
dissolve the same formulation. Therefore the eastern versions could not have
provided points of origin for the western songs, whether their form or their content
is considered.
Still less can we accept the role of Gipsies as mediators. One of the records
coming from them represents an extreme example as regards both form and
content. The other builds in strophe-repetitive structure, but is a variant of the
Hungarian version with the snake motif, of which no trace can be discovered in the
West. Anyway, our recent knowledge of Gipsy folklore bears out a surprising fact:
rhymed stanzas are hardly known in genuine Gipsy tradition; even in their texts
borrowed from Hungarians the rhymes are mostly spoiled and the original fixed
form dissolved. Consequently, it is absolutely out of question that a song as
elaborate in form as The Test of Love should have been disseminated by Gipsies.
Apart from this, it can be sifted out from experiences gathered from the full EastEuropean territory that while Gipsy tradition is saturated with poetic elements of
the host nation-some of the host nation's poetic branches are sometimes
cultivated by them-they never enrich the folklore of the society in which they live
by passing over elements of their own folklore, precisely because of their particular
social status. It would be similarly difficult to explain why only the solution with
redemption from the prison should have spread from East to West-provided this
route could be proved-while the other ones, including the most attractive and
most complete version with the snak-motif, solely represented among the Gipsy
songs, had failed to follow the same route.
If priority is lent to the western version, a case of literary mediation between
the ancient legend and mediaeval folk poetry may be imagined let us say, through
the agency of mediaeval literature and semi-popular channels. But the question of
"where" still remains unanswered. Constrasting literary results have so far
mutually refuted the possibility of a trend from North as well as from South, and for
the present we cannot adopt a safe standpoint in this respect either. It is really
surprising how easily Pohl proclaimed the theory of a Mediterranean origin, and
that on the basis of the most variable element: to wit, he made departure from the
ethnic names Moor and Turk applied as attributes to the kidnappers, although
these occur only in the Italian-Spanish and the Scandinavian formulations; while
framing his theory, he disregards the fact that the Italian-Spanish tradition
combines this motif with other stories as secondary forms. In any case, it is a rather
peculiar circumstance-which took also Pohl by surprise-that the French
language area keeps silent in respect of this problem. The French taciturnity in
questions of balladry and mediaeval literature alike raise problems indeed, because
the theme presents itself with fairly identical solution in a broad stretch of land
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surrounding France. Yet, a story of a vague affinity can be found in French
literature: according to an episode of the mediaeval "Livre de Caradoc" the hero is
beguiled into putting his hand in a box in which a snake has been hidden. The snake
winds on his arm. He is rescued by his sweetheart in a way that while the young man
is put into a barrel full of vinegar the girl sinks into another one full of milk. The girl
offers her teat to the snake which leaving the young man bites off the girl's nipple.
Her brother, however, heals her by means of the magic knob of his shield.
On the basis of what we know about the process of transformation of themes
it may well be imagined that we are dealing with some kind ofliterary adaptation of
a popular (folklore) theme that may have resembled another tale extant in the
eastern Mediterranean parts. Even though in a different situation, the interrelation
between the characters, and the form of the narrative betray a degree of similarity
inasmuch as a young man is saved by his sweetheart while also her brother is made
to play a role in the tale. But the rub again is that there is no trace of such a variant
either in French or the surrounding areas. Thus, the snake-motif occurring in the
Hungarian and neighbouring solutions are not linked by any ties to the western
forms .
Yet there is something to connect them: if not the snake-motif, the
occurrence of briar relates the Hungarian story, not with the French but with the
English version. The Hungarian hero always rests his head under a briar, and it is
there that the snake creeps into his bosom. Briar is a love symbol of folklore (let us
recall such phrases of our ballad as " .. . the snake will bite you in the semblance of
love"), and at the same time, thorn indicates impending trouble or danger, possibly
also failure . The English refrains have "prickly bush", "briery bush" or " broom" as
love symbols, which occur with a remarkable tenacity among the variants, and
always in an identical formulation . (Child C, Bronson 4, 8, 17, 20, 49, 51 and 55.)
And they do so with no reasonable relevance to the story. After the father, mother,
etc. announce that they are not willing to pay the ransom but will look at the act of
hanging, the refrain follows: "0 the briery bush. That pricks my heart sore! If I
once get out of the briery bush, I'll never get in any more"; " ... Now I've got out of
the briery bush, I'll never get in any more." Sharp 1905- 1909, 121 = Bronson 49.
Thus, from evidence offered by the dissemination area, certain vague traces
come up to indicate a western origin for this ballad. Nevertheless, it is out of
question that a German, Italian, or English ballad should be taken for source of
origin. The dissemination area in both East Europe and in the western territories
surrounding France, and what is more, even the process of dissemination, show a
fair agreement with those cases in which a ballad arrived at Hungary by French
mediation, and the fact can be proved or at least considered probable. In the present
instance, however, gaps and divergences are so great between the Hungarian and
the various western formulations that we should run risks by launching any kind of
conclusion to the effect. At the same time, a possible origin from a tale is not
precluded, particularly since Mega~ (1933) demonstrated the relation of the ancient
tale with folklore themes. If he be right in his supposition, then both the western
ballad and the East-European snake motifs may well have originated directly from
the same source. Let it suffice for the present that we are faced with question marks,
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and the situation will last as long as further data will have arisen to settle the thorny
problem in the one or the other direction.

Literature: Child 1886: Scandinavian, German, Russian, Wend ish and Slovenian versions
aligned with the English; Hermann . A. EMU 1887: Romanian, Bulgarian, Gipsy and African versions
paralleled with the Hungarian; Gragger 1926: complements Child and Hermann by listing Italian,
Catalan and Czech parallels; Mega:r 1932: northern origin, reminiscent of Norman raids in the period of
heathendom, the Slav forms have contaminated the story with that of "Edelmann und Schiifer" , and
according to him the Hungarian is secondary development; Idem 1933: connections between the Alcestis
legend and the tale; Pohl1934: originating from a Mediterranean epic poem, the story proceeded from
South to North, the Scandinavian and Baltic versions derive from the German, the Slave merged the
German version with the story of "Edelmann and Schiifer", the Hungarian is outstanding, originating
perhaps from some epic material of pre-ballad times; Ortutay 1934-1948: quotes the above-mentioned
authors inclusive of Pohl (M egO:f omitted), perhaps a social game is involved, the structure being related
with that of Izsak Kerekes (34.); Dtinos 1938: refers to the above-mentioned authors, considering the
tune it may have been a dance-tune or a social game; Seemann 1951 : lists Lithuanian parallels, further
ballads and strophe-repetitive lyrical songs to prove how widespread this form is among the
Lithuanians; Long 1971 : the story can be traced back to the antiquity and to folklore, redemption from
prison seems to be primordial, this version had been disseminated by Gipsies in the West. (He fails to
refer to the Hungarian version.)
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70. CRYING JANOS

4. Jancsi continues crying even on the bed.
His goodwife asks him:
What's the matter with you, my heart Jancsi?
If only my goodwife allowed me
To lie on your daughter ...
You are free to do it, my heart Jancsi,
Confound you, Jancsi!
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I. Jancsi is crying at the gate.
His goodwife asks him:
What's the matter with you, my heart Jancsi?
If only my goodwife allowed me
To enter the house .. .
You are free to come in, my heart Jancsi,
You may come in, my heart Jancsi!
2. Jancsi continues crying even within the house.
His goodwife asks him:
What's the matter with you, my heart Jancsi?
If only my goodwife allowed me
To sit on the bench ...
You are free to do it, my heart Jancsi,
You may sit on it, my heart Jancsi!
3. Jancsi continues crying even on the bench.
His goodwife asks him:
What's the matter with you, my heart Jancsi?
If only my goodwife allowed me
To lie on the bed ...
You are free to do it, my heart Jancsi,
You may lie on it, my heart Jancsi!
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I. Janos is walking, crying, outside the gate.
His good wife asks him:
What's the matter with you, Janos?
If only my good wife allowed me
To get inside the gate . ..
You may do that, my heart Janos!
2. Janos is walking, crying, inside the gate.
His good wife asks him:
What's still the matter, Janos?
If only my goodwife allowed me
To walk before the house ...
You may do that, my heart Janos!
3. Janos is walking, crying, before the house.
His goodwife asks him:
What's still the matter, Janos?
If only my goodwife allowed me
To walk to the porch ...
You may do that, my heart Janos!
4. Janos is walking, crying, in the porch.
His goodwife asks him:
What's still the matter, Janos?
If only my goodwife allowed me
To walk into the inner room . ..
You may do that, my heart Janos!
5. Janos is walking, crying, in the inner room.
His goodwife asks him:
What's still the matter, Janos?
If only my goodwife allowed me
To lie on the bed ...
You may do that, my heart Janos!
6. Janos is lying, still crying, on the bed.
His good wife asks him:
What's still the matter, Janos
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If only my good wife allowed me
To cuddle her .. .
You may do that, my heart Janos!
.. . And Janos was not crying any longer.
"Csongrtid county"

=

MNGY l/, 18.

Divergences:
. This ballad is based on the humorous contrast between the young man's
seemmgly ~wkward but rea~ly deliberate entreaties and the woman's yielding
answers which are no less delIberate'; The Hungarian variants end the story with a
remar.kable multiplicity of points: most of them emphasize the successful arrival. In
other mstances a gradual deviation is described. A variation of the same is when a so
far yielding woman appears to be reluctant at the last moment. Some of the texts
have a Miss instead of a Mistress.

Earliest provenience: 1872.
Dissemination: Fejer county (Erd), Borsod county (Borsodszentivan, Mezokovesd), Zemplen
county (Karos), Bereg county (Dercen), Maramaros county (Hosszumezo) Csongrad county (Szeged
"Cs?ngra~ ~egye"), ~szter~-Nasz6d county (Tacs), Udvarhely county' (Betlenfalva), Csik count~
~~.YlmeskozePlok), Haromszek county (Uzon), Bukovina (Hertelendyfalva = Torontal county). Total:
Textual relationships with other ballads: 71.; winning the favour of the woman, step by step; 68.,
72.,73.,77.
Tunes: I. = tune published under 147; 2. (four variants), 3-6.
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH : 1-4. Rossat I SA-D. 5. Beauquier, 266. 6. RollandII , 104, No. 70. 7. RollandI , 149A.
8. Idem 150-151B, collection dating from 1724. 9. Che.vais 64. 10. Melusine 1888/9, 354. A prose
anecdote from the seventeenth century (Plus "Exemplum de monacho", a parrallel story in Latin from the
twelfth century).
BRETON: lJ. Mtilusine 1878(1), 550-551.
POLISH: 12. Kolberg 1885 I, 86, No. 18. 13. Steffen 11, Nos 42 and 35,· 14. Kolberg 1871 - 1884
21, 13 No. 25 . 15., Kolberg 1885 Ill, 303 No. 445. 16. Kamienski, 115.t
LITHUANIAN: cf. Seemann 1951, 150-151.
YAKUT: 17. Potanin, 632, No. 186.
GERMAN: 18. E- B 668 Gottingen? 19. DVA A 170249 Baden 3. DVA A 155184 Hannover .
DANISH: 20. Kristensen, Dyrefabler, 198· = Me!usine 1888/9, 354 (in French translation).

Outside the Hungarian frontiers this ballad survives in the most intact form
with the French, among whom it also enjoys the widest spread . According to a
Swiss version, the text (translated from vernacular into literary French) reads as
follows: "Careme-entrant qui est derriere chez nous, Qui pleure, qui pleure!
Careme-entrant qui est derriere chez nous, Qui pleure son sort! Bien volontiers
j 'irais chez vous, mais je n' ose, mais je n' ose, Bien volontiers j'irais chez vous, mais je
n'ose, je n'oserais. Viens-y donc bien hardiment, Careme-entrant, oh!" Variable
portions in the repeated stanzas are the following: "je deboucherais votre
poelon ... je prendrais une fourchette . . .je prendrais le boudin ... je vous embrasserais ... je coucherais avec vous . . . and finally: Bien volontiers je vous le
ferais-Faites-Ie done bien hardiment, Careme-entrant ho! .. In certain variants, the
young man asks for the favour of the woman's daughter, in others he asks her to
allow him to re-commence the thing, which the woman does not deny him. There is
a text in which the point is that the woman frightens the lover by telling him about
the sudden return of her husband who was thought to have been away. Even such
variants occur which include a scene of the young man's departure without settling
the bill (the partner being an innkeeper's wife). The hero of the Breton songs goes as
far as blackmailing the woman by telling her he would let out the secret to her
husband. The young man is crying or entreating, as a rule, and he is laughing on one
single occasion only (7.).
The story survives in the form of a seventeenth-century anecdote and occurs
in a somewhat altered version in a monastic work of the twelfth century (in Latin): a
woman is asking a monk to admit her entrance, but when she comes to the last
proposition, the monk expels her. Obviously, the story based on the folksong
version, was transcribed with a view to provide a moral lesson, although the
transcriber as well as the listeners must have found pleasure in the narrative.
It follows from what has been stated in the foregoing that a similar story must
have been current among the French in the Middle Ages.
One of the three German texts, No. 18, reads as follows: "Hermann auf der
Treppe sass, Hermann weinte sehr. Sprach zu ihm das Miidglein roth: Hermann,
was ist deine Not? 0 du goldner Hermann! Dass ich mochte sitzen In dem Stiibchen
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dein! Sprach zu ihm das Madglein fein: Hermann, das kann auch wohl sein. 0 du
goldner Hermann! Hermann in der Stube sass, Hermann weinte sehr. Sprach zu
ihm das Magdlein roth: Hermann, was ist deine Not? ... Das ich m6chte kiissen
deine rothen Mund. Kiiss du unsern Pudel-Hund Von dem Schwanz bis auf den
Mund, 0 du dummer Hermann!"
This version goes contrary to the solution of other areas; the girl refuses and
derides the young man. As against this, in the two other variants a Jew appears
grinning and successful, after four steps taken, in winning what both of them
wanted to have. The Jew as the hero of the story is rather frequent with the Polish
and the Lithuanians, too, and it is not precluded that the German version had taken
over this character from either of them. Nevertheless, this version is not uniform in
its relatively few variants. In any case, laughing occurs in one single variant among
the French, the Lithuanian and Polish tempt<;rs are crying like the Hungarians.
The problems connected with this ballad cannot be properly examined
without a parallel consideration of the next type entitled The Coward Lover. To
wit, these two ballads of related themes have merged with the German into one
pointless, vaguely defined construction which enjoys general spread over the whole
of the German-speaking areas. But even this form lacks the essence of Crying Janos
and the hilIl!,our of The Coward Lover; the invitation of the persistent girl, the
awkward excuses of the lad, and the denouement, that is the girl's driving away the
young man, hav~been simplified into a sort of dialogue, in which the young man's
timi? questio.ns. are'a~wered by the girl's spicy counsels until finally the goal is
atta1Oed. A sImIlar merger may be responsible for the ending of lB .. a variant in
which the young man is expelled as in the other story (where it is more reasonable a
point than in lB.).
"
There are a few variants .th~have preserved t~e basic idea in a fairly distinct
form, but they have come up 10 thewesternmost fnnges of the German-speaking
area-two in the North and one in the South- , far away from the Hungarian
borders. We find in between the great mass of the diluted and contracted
formulations, also known to the German-speaking populations living around and
inside the pre-wars Hungary. (Cf. the listing in the next chapter.) Therefore the
HUllgarians could not have received this ballad from the Germans. The ballad
reached Hungary through French mediation.
More closer affinity can be discovered between the Polish and the Hungarian
versions, whether the former received theirs from the Hungarians or from French
settlers as direct mediators. The Polish have retained the original idea, as well as the
gradual development thereof: the crying lover approaches step by step towards his
goal. The only innovation is that the comic character is represented by a Jew. How
widespread this ballad may have been with the Poles can be judged from the fact
that it reached, either through Russian mediation or directly from Polish exiles the
Yakut people of Siberia: one of their best known heroic songs returns the story as
an incorporated alien body that has nothing to do with the rest of the song. After a
number of adventures, the hero arrives at the place of the female character, a girl
besieged by hosts of suitors. He enters her house as a crippled young man clad in
rags and relates stories about a brave warrior, that is about himself. Then he begins
to cry. The girl asks for explanation. He says, he is cold and tired. The girl puts him
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in her own bed and confesses that she would be willing to marry the hero of the
narrative. Upo~ this, the young man resumes his original shape a.nd discloses t~e
purpose of his arrival. Then he starts weeping again because the gIrl cann?t be ?IS
wife. She answers: it depends solely on you; you may have your ch~nce aga10st n~ne
suitors. The hero begins to cry anew, pretending to be cold. The gl~1 embra~es hJJ~ ,
trying to warm him. The young man continues to weep. Then the gITI asks h~m to he
over her body; so he does and the girl cuddles him with her legs to ~arm hl~ bo~y;
the hero cries and cries on, until , fortunately , his magic horse calls 10 warn10g hIm
that it is time to break flirting since the rivals are waiting for him outside. Thus the
hero returns into the normal course of the story. (17.)
It is interesting to note that the story is associated with the winter-solstice
plays of village boys among the Poles, fo~lowe~ by dancing: Consid.ering that the
French version had had a close connectIOn wIth the Carmval festIvals , we may
suppose that in older times the song was part of some sort of farci~al play, 1?recisely
because of the obscene point; and also the sequence of the comIc gradatIOn may
have given rise to inclusion of this song into such popular dramat~c performances.
On the other hand the Danish version follows the Hunganan form step by
step. As the young man a~rives at the door, he is crying, ~haking his hand, shedding
bitter tears. The fine Miss asks him: What's the matter wIth you, my boy 0 , I would
like to enter your room, Miss, only I dare not to! Come in, boy, and don't cry any
longer! When already within the room, he conti~ues: . . . I would I~ke to take a seat
at the end of the table ... lie in your bed . . . rest 10 your arms . .. w10 your pleasure.
Obviously, the Danes acquired the ballad directly from the French.
The song dates in the fourteenth century.

•
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71. THE COWARD LOVER
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1. I am waiting you for a good supper, sweetheart,
Won't you come in, then?
For tiny, little honey-cakes,
You may come in, sweetheart, safely,
Safely you may come to me,
And you may lie on my bed .
2. Oh, I am afraid to enter,
My dear, sweet angel.
The dogs going to bark,
And people will notice me, flower.
Cast a bone to the dog,
And it will stop barking!
You may come in safely, sweetheart,
Safely you may come to me,
My bed is laid, you may lie on it.
3. Oh, I am afraid to enter,
My dear, sweet angel.
My boots are going pit-a-pat,
And people will notice me, flower.
Wrap the heels of your boots in rags,
So that they may not go pit-a-pat!
You may come in safely, sweetheart,
Safely you may come to me,
My bed is laid, you may lie on it!
4. Oh, I am afraid to enter,
My dear, sweet angel.
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The door will be creaking,
And people will notice me, flower .
I have smeared its hinge with fat,
People cannot hear it creaking!
You may come in safely, sweetheart,
Safely you may come to me,
My bed is laid, you may lie on it!
5. Oh, I am afraid to enter,
My dear, sweet angel.
The candle will be lighting,
And people will notice me, flower.
Cast a farthing to the old hag,
And she will put out the candle-light!
You may come in safely, sweetheart,
Safely you may come to me,
My bed is laid, you may lie on it!
6. Oh, I am afraid to enter,
M y dear, sweet angel.
Mice will be squeaking,
And people will notice me, flower.
Alas, you are a brave man indeed, a good-for-nothing,
Dreading even the mice!
You may go away as well, I don 't want you any longer,
You are not dear to me!
Resznek (Zala county). Vikar , B. = MF 221O/b

=

Ethn 1910 , 204.

MF 631 /c contains certain deviations from the printed text-publication, but it
is recorded with one stanza only. As long as the full text is not discovered in the
manuscript legacy of Vikar, we have to rely on the published version.
Divergences: "Alas, how can I enter your room, my sweet, beautiful love! "" I am invited to a supper, Made of meal and curd and poppy-seeds, I should go in,
but I don't dare to . .. "-"1 should like to go to your place ... "- " But they will
notice me by the trampling of my horse . . . Give oats (hay) to it ... " By the cackling
of the geese . .. Give them corn .. . "By the creaking of my boots .. . Take off your
boots ... "- " By the mewing of the cat. . . I shall give milk to the cat. .. "-"By the
light of your mother's candle, People would notice me! . .. Blowout that burning
candle Kiss my mother's hand . . . "-"Catch mice for the cat, And it will stop
mewing" . .. - "By the smack of our kisses . . . 0 , you bold man, what is your worth
If you are afraid to exchange kisses."

Earliest provenience: 1848.
Dissemination: Zala county (Balatonederics, Resznek, Szombatfa), Somogy county (Berzence),
Baranya county (Magyaregregy, Mohacs), Fejer county ? (without specification), Abauj county
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(Hegyalja, Bodrogkoz), Bekes county (PusztafOldvar); without specification: the dissemination area of
Szeged, Biharcounty (Nagyszalonta), Udvarhely county (Korond, Lengyelfalva, Farkaslaka). Total 21.
Thirteen of the notations are recorded with tunes, of which four are actually latent. Vikar
recorded the ballad also at Felsotarkany (Heves county), but this variant is similarly latent.
Textual relationships with other ballads: The basic idea is the same as that of "Crying lanos" (70).
and of 77.
Tunes: The text is sung to the published tune everywhere where it is performed. This melody
seems to be an art song composed in the German style of the early nineteenth century. As far as rhythm
and structure are concerned, the following variant may stand closest to the original:

Lay your hand on its hinge, and it will turn smoothly ...
The fire will be flashing ...
Pour a little water on it, and the fire will stop flashing . ..
But where can I find your little bower? ...
Go through the kitchen keeping always to the right by the wall ...
And what shall I do in the morning? ...
Put on your clothes and leave the place, that's what you must do in the
mormng . ..
6. B. (= Parisius No. 264).

The variants of the tune are brought about by the varying structure of the stanzas which must
preserve, in all likelihood, mediaeval patterns, or the simplified varieties, of the following syllabic
divisions: 8+6, 8+6, 8+8+6,8+8+6, or 8+7, 8+7, 8+8+7.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: I. Lambert 1,371 (partially relevant).
SPANISH: 2.-3. Cossio-Solano I, 233, 235. Nos 132. and 133.
DUTCH: 4. Horae belgicae II 154, Van Duyse (?)
GERMAN: A) (partially relevant) 5. E- B 460 = print 1621 = Wunderhorn 11, 413 = Uhland.
Similar melodic incipit from 1540 and from the late sixteenth century; Flugblatt, idem from 1602. 6. E-B
460b Cologne = Milller, 915 (Stanza 1 = E-B). 7. Meinert, 112 = Milller, 916 Kuh1iindchen B). 8-39.
DVACod. Heidelb. No. 38, Rheinland 2, Lorraine, Wiirttemberg, Hannover, Kurhessen 2, SachsenOberfranken, Thuringia 4, Upper Silesia, Pomerania 3, Egerland, Nassau 3, Allgiiu (BavarianSwabian), Switzerland, Bohemia 3, KormOcbanya, Schonhengst (Slovakia) 3, Pennsylvania. (A
different formulation is to be found in Gottschee.)
SLOVENIAN : 40. Kuhac 576, from Hungary. 41 . Kurelac , 48 No. 241 , from Hungary.
CROAT: 42. HNP VI, No. 114. 43. HNP VII, 317 No. 507. 44. Zganec 1950, 189- 190 Nos
220-221 (fragments). 45-47. Strekelj 11 Nos 1713- 1715.
SERBIAN: 48. Tordinac, 47 No. 37.
SLOVAK : 49. MiSik 19.t 50. SI. sp. 11, 151. No. 408 (fragment).
MORAVIAN: 51 . Su.§i/812 j2075 .
POLISH: 52-54. Kolberg 1871- 84 I, No. 178, V, No. 246, XII, No. 386. 55. Idem 1885, Ill, No.
370. 56. Pauli 124, No. 29.t
UKRAINIAN: 57. Hvilya 189.t 58. Chubinsky V, 193 No. 390.

Seemann considers this ballad to be identical with the former one, although it
certainly has a different basic idea: in the one a timid, weeping young man asks for
admission to the woman and attains his aim gradually; in the other, it is the girl that
invites the young man who raises all sorts of excuses for fear of being discovered,
and indeed, fails to get him in. The German variants, however, merge the two
themes in a way that the basic idea is lost, which is the comic contrast, in other
words, creations of stylized characters.

5. A.

Tiny girl, where can I find your father's home?
Walk along this street and you will find my father's home at the end of it.
J':efr. Hush, keep silent and stop asking questions.
But, tiny girl, your little dog will be barking!
Call for the night-watch in a low voice, And the dog will stop barking.
Well, but your little door will be creaking ...
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What way may I reach your father's (my father-in-Iaw's) house, to my
beloved little girl?
Walk to the end of this street and enter the fourth house. Refr.
How can I get at the door of your bower?
Open the door slowly, Then father will think it is a mouse.
(Or: Press the latch silently, and father will think it is the wind.)
How can I get upstairs?
Take off your shoes and walk slowly,
And father will think it is a mouse.
Finally: How can I get into your bed?
These texts are hardly more than simple dialogues of a loving couple in which
the young man asks how he can get into the room of his sweetheart; the girl
describes the way, from step to step. Some of the variants preserve traces of the
young man's worries and the girl's reassuring answers, yet it is obvious that the
genuine solution had long fallen into oblivion.
The original idea can be detected clearly in the Spanish texts. In them, the first
words of the song are heard from the husband's mouth: I got up in the morning, put
on my waistcoat and began to play the guitar when I heard someone ringing at
Mariana's door.-Actually, the plot begins at this point, and the husband acts as an
outside listener: My child is in my arms, my husband in my bed-says the
woman.-Throw away the child!-My maid is a bloody gossip always letting out
secrets.-Give her a waistcoat and she will leave the house.-I have a little dog
which will be barking ifit noses you.-Cast a bit of bread to it, and then it will keep
silent.-My door is creaking.-Pour water on it! After this, the husband speaks up
again: What is that, Marianita?-It is the widow's cat chasing our cat.-Is it not the
widow's son chasing you?-He is going to see you in the middle of the marketplace, standing on top of a cartload of wood blown by the wind of Galicia so that it
may bum ~tter!-No, husband, he is going to see you lying in the middle of a
room, and your legs will be all yellow, and you will be colourless, and the parson
singing over you, and I mourning over you, so that people will say: What a deep
sorrow this Mariana has been plunged in.
As can be seen, the Spanish present the plot in a blanket formula-which
must be a secondary development-and the solution built up of worrying questions
and assuring answers is formulated with characters acting in the reverse, although
almost in the same way as in the Hungarian parallel, as far at least as this part of the
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story is concerned. Since in general the Spanish versions can be deduced from the
French, it is apparent also in this instance that the French link, which is no longer
extant, can be inferred from the further developed Spanish formulation.
This missing link can be found partially in a south-French text originating
from Languedoc.
Would you admit a pilgrim, Madono, madono?
Would you admit a pilgrim, for God's sake?
Well, come and rest inside the gate, you poor man.
Well, come and rest inside the gate, you poor man.
But the dogs will bite me ...
Well, come and rest on the stairs . . .
But when they sweep, I get dirty . . .
Well, come and rest inside the house ...
But when the servants see me, they will laugh at me ...
Well, come and rest at the fire-place ...
But when they kindle the fire, I shall be burnt ...
Well then, come and rest in my bed . . .
Have you slept well during the night? .. .
All the flees were biting me ...
Well then, come and let's have a fuck ...

ones (give tobacco to my father!), in the latter the point is mostly lost, that is to say,
the girl is not usually disappointed at seeing the coward behaviour of her lover.
This ballad too is mediaeval in origin.
Literature: Gragger 1926: German, Dutch ( Van Duyse 276-277) and Danish (Kristensen 46-47)
versions; Seemann 1951 : the ballad is identical with the former one, reviews the Slav-Lithuanian
variants; Csanadi and Vargyas 1954: in the wake of Gragger. refer to German, Dutch and Damsh
versions, the Hungarians have changed the form into a comic story.

And all this is recited to the tune of the eighth psalm. The story once again has
been merged from the motifs of the coward lover's excuses and the weeping lover's
gradual advance, only the excuses are aimed at forcing out admission. At the same
time, however, the "weeping" type exists with the French in a clear-cut formulation ,
as has been shown above, and therefore this obscure southern variant is apt to
demonstrate that the excuses of the coward lover had not been unknown to French
tradition.
The dissemination area of the thirty-four German variants cover the entire
German-speaking territory, including the German settlement in Hungary. The
Hungarians could not have borrowed their two ballads from the Germans, since
they have preserved, in contrast to the Germans, both versions in their original
clarity. These same two clear forms survive among the East-European nations, this
time with the southern as well as all the northern neighbours of Hungary. That is to
say, it has a more uniform spread than the ballad of "Crying 1anos".
It can be made out from the relics that survive that the western-French-form
used to be similarly uncontaminated. Their clear presentation is separated from the
equally clear eastern formulations by a bloc of merged German variants. The two
poles can again be spanned by the theory of mediaeval French- Hungarian
contacts. The national mosaic-like fragments provide evidence for this. It is a
convincing sign of spreading from Hungary towards the East that the Polish and
White Russians have preserved even the motif of fear of the squeaking mice as the
point at which the girl finally expels the young man. But there are other details to
show further agreements: the dog barks-give it bread; the door creaks-smear it
with fat. The same formulas occur also in the Croatian version mixed with further
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72. THE SONG OF THE FERRYMEN

Divergences: In some variants it is a man that wants to cross the river and
succeeds only when he otTers one of his two daughters to the ferryman . In southern
Transdanubia the names of Rakoci and Bercsenyi occur in the text. The songs from
Nyitra county are embedded in bridal farewell tunes. In a text from
Magyarszentmarton, the character bears the name of Mistress Rakoci; this song is
completed with a story in prose: she has the fishermen to milk the herd of horses and
cows which she has promised to give them; upon her advice they bathe in the milk so
gained, and they all burn and shrink to the size of cracklings. Thus the woman
escapes. (The tale motif is eastern in origin.)

150.
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1. Hey, ferryman, ferryman,
Young Hungarian ferryman!
Take me over by boat!
And I shall give you, I give you,
Well, I give you
My fine silk kerchief.
It is not a thing to rejoice me,
It does not relieve my love,
It makes my heart sad.

m

2.

~ u~rr ' I[WH' Ipr-

3.

~~I!

4.

~ r r If r r Ir

2. Hey, ferryman, ferryman ,
Young Hungarian ferryman!
Take me over by boat!
And I shall give you, I give to you
My fine pearly head-dress,
My fine pearly head-dress.
It is not a thing to rejoice me,
It does not relieve my love,
It makes my heart sad.

s.

3. Hey, ferryman, ferryman,
Young Hungarian ferryman!
Take me over by boat!
And I shall give you, I give to you
My fine maidenhood,
My fine maidenhood.
Well, it is the thing to rejoice me,
It does relieve my love,
It makes my heart glad!

7.

K%n (Nyitra country). Performed by a woman of64. Vikdr, L. 1956
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Earliest provenience: 1891.
Dissemination: Somogy county (Bonnya, Szenna); Baranya county (Banfa, Mohacs 3, Szaporca,
Tarcsapuszta); Tolna county (Felsoireg); Nyitra county (Boo, Kolon 2, Ghymes, Menyhe 4); Bars
county (Looec 2); Bacs-Bodrog county (Davod, Gombos 2); Torontal county (Csoka,
Magyarszentmarton, Szoreg, Vrbica); Csongrad county (Fabiansebestyen). Total: 26.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 73.; gradually gaining the swetheart's favour: 68_.70_.
73.• 77. and l31.
Tunes: I. = tune published in connection with 72. Further: 2. in three variants; 3. in four variants; 4. in
three variants; 5. in two variants; and the rest occur in one variant each.
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian :
FRENCH: 1. Smith VII, 60. 2- 3. Canteloube 11 , 77 and Ill , 257. 4. Decombe XV.
PORTUGUESE: 5- 19. Braga I, 33 , 36, 39, 40, 42, 45, 48, 52, 55, 57, 59, 62, 64 and 67 .
SPANISH: 20. Geibel- Schack , 371.
DANISH : 21- 29. DgF 263 .
GREEK : 30. Liibke, 75.
GERMAN : 31- 33. E-8 2063- 2065 .
ROMANIAN : 34. Pompiliu 24 .
Partial variants:
POLISH : 35. Steffen 26·t

The gist of the Hungarian song is that a woman proceeds to promise more
and more to a man in order to obtain her goal , the point always being that she has
finally to offer her own self. This situation of the Hungarian song develops in
relation of a woman wishing to cross a river and a ferryman. The same plot
practically with the same point can be found in many places in Europe, although
rarely with a ferryman and a woman as characters.
Among the French the story survives in a fairly eroded form and even so very
rarely. A prince hears a peasant girl singing or perceives her from his window. He
asks her to sing a song. The girl is unwilling to do so because she has lately buried
her dear relatives. The prince offers her first his page, then his brother, and finally
himself as husband . The girl accepts his last offer. The idea of gradual enhancement
of the value of the person offered had been certainly included as a subsequent
development, for there occur several variants of the story which are round and
complete even without this motif added: the prince meets the beautiful peasant girl
and marries her. (Canteloube 11,335, Ill, 175, Gagnon, 97. Blade 11,110); while in 4.
the girl refuses to accept the offer stating that she has got a lover already .
Similarly as a later insertion the motif is found in a Portuguese story that
originally must have had nothing to do with it. In all the variants of the ballad type
mentioned in connection with The Test of Faithfulness we find the portion in which
the man arriving from a foreign country asks the wife what she would give him ifhe
gave her back her husband. The woman offers first gold, then orange trees, then her
house, three mills that grind spices, finally her three daughters, but the man insists
that he wants the woman herself; at this point the woman hurt to death in her
honour calls her servants and her dogs . The insertion as it is awkward beyond
doubt, for the stranger previously had described in detail how he had found the
wife's husband dead , bleeding with many wounds. The secondary nature of the
motif, therefore, is obvious, in spite of its presence in all variants of the mentioned
type .
The story is known to the Danes as well. The son of the king asks the girl to
dance: he promises silken shirt, silver shoes, golden ring, a knife studded with silver
nails, and the like, depending on variants; the girl answers invariably that such
things are to be found in her home as well. Finally, the prince offers her his fidelity
and honour, and gains the girl. Yet the story is not finished with this. The girl gives
birth to a child, or becomes pregnant, and so she is seen by a suitor-her former
lover. The suitor asks by whom she became pregnant and what she had got in
reward for her honour. Thereupon the girl repeats the story known from the
beginning of the ballad; the prince comes and says he is the father of the child, and
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the loving couple unite in marriage. Here again we have an addition which did not
originally form part of the story based on gradually strengthening amatory
proposition; to wit, this motif can be found without any introduction in several
other stories as well (DgF 245, 278- 280).
This ballad can be found among the Greeks with the ferry-scene much in the
same form as among the Hungarians. The girl asks the son of the " Frank" (i. e.
French or Italian) to take her over the water. She offers a bracelet, a ring, a pair of
ear-rings, her stockings, but the ferryman always demands something more
valuable. The girl proposes to kiss and embrace him on the further bank; the
ferryman accepts this offer and takes the girl over the water. But the story is not
ended with this here either: ever further places are proposed by the girl where to
fulfil her promise; finally they enter her house; she calls her mother, and the two
women deride the ferryman . This story is a well-known French gay ballad:
L'occasion manque. (English version: The Baffied Knight, Child 112). Thus, here
we find the scene, which stands separately in the Hungarian, incorporated into
another story. Since, however, it is linked with a different story everywhere, and
always with such one which exists independently, without this scene, the secondary
nature of the amalgamation is doubtless even with the French. The Portuguese as
well as the Greek obviously merged it with a ballad of French origin, which in itself
is evidence of our ballad's French descent. Also the dissemination area indicates
this: the ballad comes up in disconnected geographical points at great distances,
where otherwise strong French connections can be demonstrated (Danish,
Portuguese, Greek-and Hungarian). The oldest French solution must have been
similar to the Hungarian; some light amatory dialogue, with a point in the end,
takes place between the woman and the ferryman; were it not so, we could not find
the plot of the story among the Greek. The current French form is eroded, merged
with a fable conceived after the fashion of pastoral poetry much in vogue in
subsequent times. This fact betrays its secondary formulation .
Perhaps it is a christianized transformation of the original what we find in the
German version: this speaks about the wandering ofMary. The Holy Virgin arrives
at the sea and asks the sailor to take her in his boat. The sailor, in turn, asks for her
favour either in the form of a mild proposition or a sacred marriage, but he meets
with her flat refusal. The Holy Virgin walks through the sea, and by the time she
reaches as far as the middle, the bells are tolled, which makes the sailor's heart
break. The placing of the motif in a sacred environment explains reasonably why
the humorous proposition proceeding by grades is omitted, although the pointinterpreted as a sinful wish-remains. The original situation prevails with the
gradual proposition omitted. In the Romanian version the young woman tries to
escape from her husband; running with her child on her arm, she asks the ferrymen
to take her over the river Maros against a fee of twenty kreutzers. "No sooner than
you kiss us all one after the other shall you find a hearing on our part." The dialogue
continues, the ferrymen tease the woman until she jumps into the water.
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In the Polish version (35.) the landlord breaks the green jug of a girl. The girl
is crying over the broken jug, the landlord tries to console her, promising thalers,
ducats, a horse, etc. to the girl, who however does not accept the presents but insists
upon her green jug. Finally he recovers it by offering his own self.
The strophe-repetitive structure prevails to various extent in the Danish,
Portuguese and Greek versions. All this indicates that the Hungarian song has
preserved the one-time French chanson in its original form .
In all likelihood, the ballad developed in the fourteenth century.
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73. THE SERVANT AND MY GOODWIFE

151.
My golden star, my goodwife, pay me om
My servant, my servant, don't leave me,
I shall give you, I shall give you my herd of cattle . ..
I don't want, I don't want your herd of cattle,
5. The year is over, pay me om
My servant, my servant, don't leave me,
I shall give you, I shall give you my chest of treasure . ..
I don't want, I dont want your chest of treasure,
The year is over, pay me om
10. My servant, my servant, don't leave me,
I shall give you, I shall give you my maiden daughter . ..
I don't want, I don't want your maiden daughter,
The year is over, pay me om
My servant, my servant, don't leave me,
15. I shall give you, I shall give you ... I offer you my own self. . .
My golden star, my goodwife, that's what I have been waiting for all the time!

Kanya (Tolna county). 1900

= MNGY VlI!, 191 .

Recorded in one single variant without a tune.

Textual relationships with other ballads:
72.; winning the lover gradually: 68., 70., 73., 77. and 131.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
GERMAN: 1- 24. D. Vir. 34.
GREEK: 25. Liibke, 34.
CROAT: 26-27. Zganec 1950-1952 Nos 150a-b. 28. Istarske 11, No. 39.

badly; the sire offers his weapons, his horse, but the servant is not content with
these; finally he offers his wife (sometimes his daughter), which satisfies the servant,
now becoming lord himself. In certain variants it is not the wife that counts but the
estate. In one of the variants he rejects his master's offer because he wants to get into
Paradise together with his lord .
The Greek version, again, has a close relationship with the Hungarian . An
orphan lad has been serving in the house of a widow for twelve years without ever
having seen her. Once still he happens to catch a glimpse of her, and then he asks her
to pay him off because he has been called to go home and get married. At this, the
woman offers him a choice among her three daughters. The song presents a detailed
description of all three damsels. But the young man refuses all of them, and insists
upon having the woman herself, whose beauty is depicted in the closing lines of the
poem. As can be seen, this v9rsion shows a fair agreement with the Hungarian,
except for the strophe-repetitiv.e structure which is missing in the Greek . (Provided,
the only one available translation can offer sufficient ground for this conclusion.) It
seems that we have to deal with, as in the previous case, a French borrowing which
has reached the neighbouring Croats as well. In the Croatian versse, the landlord is
dying and wants to settle his account with the servant: he promises him first the
estate (hills and plains), then his horses, his eldest and his next daughter, but the lad
keeps saying that he had not been serving to be paid with such things. Finally he is
offered to receive the master's youngest daughter with whom the servant is satisfied.
In 28. the goodwife pays off the servant, offering him lambs, goats, cows, and the
like; the young man answers that he has got all these thing. Finally, the woman
offers her own self which meets the servant's pleasure because her love is dear to his
heart. In this version also the strophic construction remains, as well as certain
details of formulation showing a fair agreement with the Hungarian. At the same
time, the geographical situation suggests the only possibility that the Croatian
developed from the Hungarian .
In all likelihood, a no longer extant French ballad has been retained by the
only Transdanubian recording whose age agrees with that of other fourteenthcentury French borrowings.

At first sight this text raises the idea that it may have developed in Hungary
from The Song of the Ferrymen, only the characters have been changed.
Nevertheless, a similar change can be found among the Greeks and the Germans;
this again indicates that the song had been existing in France, and that if changes
ensued in nations living at a long distance one from the other then they must have
been effectuated independently of one another.
With the Germans, the basic idea is embedded in an enlarged frame, in which
the gradual propositions become ever more shorter, and are, indeed, missing from
most of the variants. The sire and his servant (page) ride together; the sire would
have his servant climb a tree and bring down a bird, but the servant does not dare to
undertake the risk, therefore the lord climbs, and falls down and is dying. The
servant asks how he is going to receive his dues after things have turned out so
616
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But, oh, it is a great sorrow for me
To have a poor swineherd.

74. THE TWO KINDS OF BRIDE

152.
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I. My sister has been sued for
By a pompous tailor,
And I have been sued for
By a poor swineherd.
It is a great joy for my sister
To have a pompous tailor,
But, oh, it is a great sorrow for me
To have a poor swineherd.
2. My sister is escorted
To the tune of loud music,
And I am escorted
To the tune of squeaking mice.
It is a great joy for my sister
To have a pompous tailor,
But, oh, it is a great sorrow for me
To have a poor swineherd.
3. My sister's hair is put up
With a frilly head-dress,
And my hair is put up
With a swine's bladder.
It is a great joy for my sister
To have a pompous tailor,
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4. My sister is seated
At a golden table,
And I am seated
At the trough of swines.
It is a great joy for my sister
To have a pompous tailor,
But, oh, it is a great sorrow for me
To have a poor swineherd.
5. My sister is given
Almond cakes to eat,
And I am given
Ash-cakes to eat.
It is a great joy for my sister
To have a pompous tailor,
But, oh, it is a great sorrow for me
To have a poor swineherd.
6. My sister's meal is served
In a golden plate,
And my meal is served
In the trough of swines.
It is a great joy for my sister
To have a pompous tailor,
But, oh, it is a great sorrow for me
To have a poor swineherd.
7. My sister is given to drink
From a crystal glass,
And I am given to drink
From the trough of swines.
It is a great joy for my sister
To have a pompous tailour,
But, oh, it is a great sorrow for me
To have a poor swineherd.
8. My sister is placed
In a golden coach,
And I am placed
In a cart drawn by a donkey.
It is a great joy for my sister
To have a pompous tailor,
But, oh, it is a great sorrow for me
To have a poor swineherd.

)

9. My sister is laid
In a towered couch,
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And I am laid
In the den of swines.
It is a great joy for my sister
To have a pompous tailor,
But, oh, it is a great sorrow for me
To have a poor swineherd.

4.

4U 0
5.

6.

Divergences: In some of the variants the contrast between the fates of the
sisters is not reversed but the parallelism remains unchanged to the end. Even so the
difference is sharpened, only the painful contradiction between the experiences of
the sisters is left unsolved. In certain cases the contrast is depicted with irrealistic
details, carried away to far-fetched extremes. Sometimes a mother and her daughter
are involved.

Earliest provenience: 1846.
Dissemination: Vas county (Nagynikos, Pankasz, Velem); Zala county (Bucsuszentbiszl6 2,
Kiskomarom , Mumor, Nemeshetes 2, Resznek , Redics, Zalacsany); Somogy county (Perd6cpuszta);
Baranya county (Boda, Kopacs, Manfa); Tolna county (Gerjen); Fejer county (Erd); Veszprem county
(Kis-Berzseny); Komarom county (Nagymegyer, Naszvad); Gyor county (Gyor? Hedervar); Nyitra
county (Zsere); Heves county (Erdotelek); Bereg county (Dercen, L6nya); Csongrad county
(HOdmezovasarhely, Szeged-Als6varos); Torontal county (Szajan); Bekes county (Mezogyan); Arad
county (Pecska); Bihar county (Nagyszalonta, Nagyzomlinpuszta); Szilagy county (Karasztelek 3);
Szatmar county (Tunyog); Kolozs county (Valaszut); Udvarhely county ("Udvarhelyszek" ); without
further specification (Dunantul?). Total: 41.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I. = the tune published in connection with 152., 2 variants; further, 2- 14. A 2. and 13 in 2
variants, 3. in four, 5. in 2.
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Nagyszalonta (Bihar county) . Performed by a girl of 21 and a woman of 76. Kodaly
1916 = MNGY XIV, 31 .
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10. My sister is waked up
With a scourge of eight tails,
And I am waked up
With sweet morning kisses.
It is a great sorrow for my sister
To have a pompous tailor,
But, oh, it is a great joy for me
To have a poor swineherd!
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75. THE PRINCE PREPARING TO MARRY

J I1
153.
Tempo giusto .,1-96-100

~ r: C':: Ir J IJ J J JIJ )"ll113 IU 5tiEr U IU JII
Versions in languages other than Hungarian : none.

As to its origin, the ballad may have come into existence at any date from the
fourteenth to the early nineteenth century.

I.Egy-szer egy ki -r:ily-fi Mit .goo-dd!T1l-g;i -ba?

FC)/ol-to-zoU,fe-la-tii-ziitt Csi -ko-si ru- ha-ba_

1. Once upon a time a prince,
- Look what he found out! He put on, he put on
A horseherd's robes.
2. He went over to the neighbour's,
To see the rich mayor's daughter,
Ihhajntire, fikafine
To see the rich mayor's daughter.
3. Good morning to you,
Rich mayor's daughter,
Ihhajntire, fikafine
Rich mayor's daughter.
4_ Come on, come on
And take a seat on the chair,
Ihhajntire, fikafine
Take a seat on the chair!
5_ I did not come here
To take a seat in your house,
Ihhajnare, fikafine
To take a seat in your house.
6. But I have come to ask you
If you are willing to marry me,
Ihhajnare, fikafine,
If you are willing to marry me.
7. I cannot marry you,
I cannot marry you, horseherd,
Ihhajnare, fikafine ,
I cannot marry you, horseherd.
8. He went over to the neighbour's
To see the poor man's daughter,
Ihhajnare,fikafine
To see the poor man's daughter.
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9. Good morning to you,
Poor man's daughter,

20. But I have come to ask you
If you are willing to marry me,
Ihhajnare, j7kaj7ne

Ihhajnare,j7kaj7ne

Poor man's daughter.
10. Come on, come on
And take a seat on the chair,

If you are willing to marry me.
21. Oh, I am willing to marry you,
To marry you, young prince,
Ihhajnare, j7kaj7ne

Ihhajnare, j7kaj7ne

Take a seat! on the chair!
11 . I did not come here
To take a seat in your house,
Ihhajnare, j7kaj7ne

To take a seat in your house.
12. But I have come to ask you
If you are willing to marry me,
Ihhajnare, j7kaj7ne

If you are willing to marry me.
13. 0, I am willing to marry you,
To marry you, horseherd,
Ihhajnare , j7kaj7ne

I am willing to marry you, horseherd.
14. Once again the prince
- Look, what he found out! He put on, he put on
A princely robe.
IS. He went over to the neighbour's
To see the rich mayor's daughter,
Ihhajnare, j7kaj7ne

To see the rich mayor's daughter.
16. Good morning to you,
Rich mayor's daughter,
Ihhajnare, j7kafine

Rich mayor's daughter.
17. Welcome to you,
Welcome, young prince,
Ihhajnare,fikafine

Welcome, young prince.
18. Come on, come on
And take a seat on the sofa,
Ihhajnare, j7kafine

Take a seat on the sofa!

To marry you, young prince.
22. I don't want you any longer,
You bloody bitch,
Why did you refuse me, why did you refuse me
When I came as a horseman?
23 . He went over to the neighbour's,
To see the poor man's daughter,
Ihhajnare,fikaj7ne

The poor man's daughter.
24. Good morning to you,
Poor man's daughter,
Ihhajnare, j7kaj7ne

Poor man's daughter.
25. Welcome to you,
Welcome, young prince,
Ihhajnare , j7kaj7ne

Welcome, young prince.
26. Come on, come on
And take a seat on the chair,
Ihhajnare,j7kaj7ne

Take a seat on the chair.
27. I did not come here
To take a seat in your house,
Ihhajnare,j7kaj7ne

To take a seat in your house,
28. But I have come to ask you
If you are willing to marry me,
Ihhajnare, j7kaj7ne

If you are willing to marry me.
29. But I cannot marry you,
I cannot marry you, young prince,
Ihhajnare,j7kaj7ne

19. I did not come here
To take a seat in your house,

I cannot marry you, young prince.

Ihhajnare, fikafine

To take a seat in your house.
59/11
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30. For I have just been engaged
To a young horseman,
Ihhajnare, fikafine
To a young horse-man.

3.~

31 . I am the same man and nobody else,
Let's embrace each other!
Ihhajnare, fikafine
Let's embrace each other!

Szomod ( Komarom county). Performed by a man of72. Kodaly 1922

4.

=

MSz. 1506.

Divergences: The prince mostly is disguised as a coachman, and the poor
man's daughter has a basket-maker as father; sometimes the rich girl's father is a
county sheriff. Occasionally, the pride of the rich is expressed more pronouncedly in
the words of the mayor's daughter: "You can find a poor orphan girl in the next
house (refr. ) , I am a rich girl and I am not supposed to marry a poor man". In other
instances~ we have the reverse opinion put in the mouth of the poor girl: "I am a
poor girl not supposed to marry a rich man." Sometimes the story of "The Two
Kinds of Bride" is added (74.) only with a reversed cast. Not infrequently the
prince applies rough attributes to the yielding rich girl when refusing her offer to
marry him. There is only one single variant which ends with marriage between the
prince and the rich girl. The performer explained the case by adding the following
comment in prose: "Then the prince married the daughter ofthe county sheriff. For
it is becoming that every young man should find his match, a rich girl ifhe is rich, for
a poor one can never fit into a princely house." Obviously, the parable found a
personal interpretation in this instance. The ballad occurs in fragmentary forms in
Moldavia: only the saluting formulas can be recognized, and even these embedded
in lyrical stanzas. Only one variant from Leszped presents the whole of the story.
Further divergences are extant in deficient, fragmentary or corrupt forms.
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Textual relationships with other ballads: 74. (in certain variants); testing the faithfulness of a lover
or a relative: 22., 43., and 69.
Tunes: I. = 153; 2. (2 variants); 7. (17 variants); 9. (3 variants); 14. (2 variants); 15. (4 variants);
16. (5 variants).
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Earliest provenience: 1809 (cf. Stoll. and Farag6 1972).
Dissemination: Without specification of the place: 1859--60; Sopron county (Rabaszovat); Vas

county (" Vas c. ", Pankasz 2); Zala county (Nemessandorhaza, Nemesszentandras, Piiliiske, Resznek ,
Szentgyiirgyviilgye, Zalagalsa); Somogy county ("The Balaton Region", Csoknya, Kethely, Somogyszob); Baranya county (Kopacs, Magyaregregy, Manfa 2, Mohacs, Piispiikszenterzsebet, Szaporca);
Tolna county (Dombovar, Fornad, Paks, Sarpilis, Szekszard); Veszprem county (Veszprem, "Veszprem
c."); Komarom county (6gyalla, Szomod); Gyiir county (Szemere); Nyitra county (Farkasd,
Tardoskedd, Zsere); Bars county (Uva); N6grad county (Bercel 2): Heves county (Eger, Fedemes,
Meziitarkany, Parad); Borsod county (Domahaza, Tard); Giimiir county (Lucska); Abauj county (Aj);
Zemplen county (Bodrogkiiz ?, Karcsa , Mezozombor, Szerencs); Pest county (Ujszasz 2); JaszNagykun-Szolnok county (Jaszbereny, Turkeve); Bacs-Bodrog county (Rem); Torontal county
(Egyhazasker, Pade); Csongrad county ("Csongrad c." 2, HOdmezovasarhely, Szentes); Bekes county
(Pusztafiildvar, Szarvas); Bihar county (Kiiriisnagyharsany 2, Nagyszalonta 6); Szatmar county
(Kersemlyen, Nagybanya); "Alfiild", Udvarhely county (Szekelyudvarhely); Csik county
(Csikmenasag, Kaszonujfalu); Haromszek county (Kezdialbis ' 1809), "Szekelyfiild", Bukovina
(J6zselTalva); Moldavia (Bogdanfalva, Klezse 2, Kiilsorekecsin, Leszped). Total: 86. (I-Ill : 75; IV- V:
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The ballad has no foreign parallels. There is a Danish ballad (DgF 372) to
show a somewhat similar exposition of the problem: at a dancing party the girl puts
up to shame her dancing partner saying his clothes are dirty. The young man
answers in excuse that he has just arrived from the battle-field, but the girl continues
in the former haughty tune; when the young man asks her in marriage, she mocks
him. Soon she learns, however, that the young man is the crown-prince of England
(the intimation comes from her maid). At once she asks him to meet under the
linden-tree in her father's garden. This time it is she that meets with a flat refusal on
the part of the prince.
In spite of the similarity, this story is still different: we cannot discover in it
the contrast of rich and poor characters, neither the motif of double proposition to
marry; let alone textual agreements which are not detectable even in traces.
The Hungarian formulation resorts to a technique of stylization enhanced to
such a degree which far exceeds the customary ballad frame, displaying a sketchy
character rather familiar in folk tales. On the basis of certain indications, the ballad
may well be oJ recent origin. For one thing, it is hardly known in Transylvania;
furthermore, it is worded in a fairly modern style and its melody in a functional
major mode refers to foreign taste. All these, however, can be found, though not
together, in such Hungarian ballads whose mediaeval origin cannot be called into
doubt. Consequently, no safe conclusion can be drawn for the present. The ballad
may have developed at any time between the fourteenth and the mid-eighteenth
centuries. In any case, it seems to be a genuine Hungarian ballad.

76. THE SUITOR OF THE FAULTY GIRL

54.

1. Ho - va mensz, ho-va

III!I1SZ

e e-vl!

ka - to - nl1 Ho-vI mensz.ho-vI menszTe ke-vl!

ka - to-nl1

I. Where are you going, where are you going
You bold soldier?
Where are you going, where are you going
You bold soldier?
2. Not too far, not too far,
I am just going to Anna's street.
Not too far, not too far,
I am just going to Anna's street.
3. Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't

go
go
go
go

there, don't go there,
to that girl!
there, don't go there,
to that girl!

4. For that girl has
Three faults.
For that girl has
Three faults.
5. Her first fault is
That she is a drunkard.
Her first fault is
That she is a drunkard.
6. It does
I don't
It does
I don't

not matter, it does not matter,
care a pin.
not matter, it does not matter,
care a pin.

7. There is wine
Let her drink
There is wine
Let her drink

in the cellar,
of it.
in the cellar,
of it.

8. Her second fault is
That she is lame.
Her second fault is
That she is lame.
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9. It does
I don't
It does
I don't

not matter, it does not matter,
care a pin.
not matter, it does not matter,
care a pin.

10. I am going to town
And buy her the things she needs,
I am going to town
And buy her the things she needs.
11 . I buy her such a short skirt
And also a pair of high-heeled boots.
I buy her such a short skirt
And also a pair of high-heeled boots.
12. Her third fault is
That she is always angry.
Her third fault is
That she is always angry.
13. It does
I don't
It does
I don't

not matter, it does not matter,
care a pin.
not matter, it does not matter,
care a pin.

14. Whenever she is angry, whenever she is angry,
I stand out of her way.
Whenever she is angry, whenever she is angry,
I stand out of her way.
15. Whenever she is angry, whenever she is angry,
I take a scourge.
Whenever she is angry, whenever she is angry,
I take a scourge.
16. I take a scourge,
And I whip her soundly.
I take a scourge,
And I whip her soundly.
Pokolpatak ( Moldavia )-Egyhtizaskozar, ( Baranya county). Performed by a man
of 52. 1953 = Domokos and Rajeczky No . 25.
Divergences: " .. . The girl is also lame.-I don't mind, I don't mind, I shall
have such a skirt made for her which will reach down to the ground, so that it may
hide her lameness." " There are three faults in that girl. First of all, she is lazy, never
doing a thing. I don't mind, I don't mind, I don't care a pin. I don't care a pin, For I
have money enough in my pocket. I may have a work done with it. . . . Secondly,
that girl, that girl is a drunkard. I don't mind . . . I have wine enough in my cellar, I
have wine enough in my cellar, And she may drink of it. Thirdly, The girl is sort of a
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whore. I don't mind . . . I have faithful servants, I have faithful servants, And I shall
have them beat her."
Practically the same simple form is repeated in all the variants, with the
exception of two found in the transcribed collection of Benedek-Sebesi, which
pres~ts a " sophisticated" re-formulation of the story thought otherwise " meagre".
In point of fact, we are not dealing with a story but with genre-painting.
"Don't spur your steed, Janos Ugron, For if you chase it further this way, It
will be devoured by dogs! The horse is mine, and I may spur it, and it is no business
of yours! I am going to lunch with Mistress Torma at Keresztur! Don't go there,
Janos Ugron, For the daughter of Mistress Torma is both a drunkard and an angry
female, Besides she is lame in the left leg. If she is a drunkard, she may drink as much
as she can; ifshe is angry, she may quarrel with my servants. And ifshe be lame, Let
her put on long-legged boots. A pair of red, high-heeled boots On her lame leg! You
shall see the day on which you would spur and drive your bay, Janos Ugron, to get
aloof, hey, from your wedded spouse! . .. My Dear Lord! Have I not lost all my wits
when married this lame strumpet, this burden on my back! Her fair complexion, her
poisonous mouth have robbed me of my wit; Her false soul and her wickedness
Have restored it to me!"
Medoser? ( Udvarhely county) . = MNGY Ill, 55.
"Where are you riding in such a hurry, Proud Janos Ugron? I am going to
town, to Szilas Keresztur, to see the young damsel Panna Torma. Don't go there,
don't go there, Proud Janos Ugron! For that damsel has great faults . She has three
great faults. I don't mind if she has thirty-three faults! Her first fault is that she is
lame! I don't mind, I don't mind, she may be lame as well! I shall have a pair of highheeled boots made for her, And also a long silken skirt; the one side will be
lengthened, while the other will hide the lameness of her leg. Her second fault is that
she is angry. She is always in a rage. Once she flies into a passion, she will chase away
your two unraised motherless children from the house. I don't mind if she is angry, I
am not afraid of her, and my unraised children will stand out of her way. Her third
fault is that she is always tipsy. She starts drinking at dawn and ends drinking after
supper, Pots and plates alike suffer from her drunken moods. I don't mind, I don't
mind, The cellar is full of wine, And if she has had her fill, she may pour out the
remains. And Janos Ugron went on, and he went to see the beautiful girl. Where are
you riding in such a hurry, Proud Janos Ugron? Don't call me Proud Janos Ugron
any longer! My lame wife has chased me out of my home. And now I am going to
roam in the world, unless my unraised children allow me to live with them! "
Rugonfalva (?) ( Udvarhely county)

=

MNGY Ill, 53 .

Apparently we are dealing with a "literary" composition; style and manner
of thinking bear sufficient evidence of the fact. Besides, the Hungarian originals of
these two pieces resist any attempt at breaking it up into stanzas so as to match a
strophic tune; therefore it could never have been in popular use as a folklore
product.
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Earliest provenience: 1872.
Dissemination: Kolozs county (Kolozsvar); Maros-Torda county (Mezi:iblind); Udvarhely

77. WHERE HAVE YOU SLEPT LAST NIGHT, TOMTIT?

county ("Udvarhelyszek" ); Bukovina (JozsefTalva); Moldavia (Pokolpatak). Total: 5.
Textual relationship with other ballad: 56. (opening formula).
Tunes: I. = 154.;

155.

This ballad is only known by the Hungarians. As to the time of its origin, we
have no data whatever to rely on.

I. Hol-jar - tal az

ej - jel

Mer bej -jebb nemjot-tel

ci -

ne -ge - ma -dar?

c i-ne -f!1! - ma-dar?

A ka - pud-ha hal - tarn, ~j - vem3S<'.-szuny·k:im

U - rad-tol rem lTl:r-tem,

szi - velll3S<'.-szol)y·k:im

1. Where have you slept last night, tomtit?
At your gate, darling, pretty wife.
Why did you not come inner, tomtit?
I was afraid of your man, darling, pretty wife.
2. My man is not at home, tomtit.
He is at the swift brook, making a new bridge.
He has good horses and comes home very often,
He has good horses and comes home very often.
3. Where have you slept last night, tomtit?
In your window, darling, pretty wife.
Why did you not come inner, tomtit?
I was afraid of your man, darling, pretty wife_
4. My man is not at home, tomtit,
He is at the swift brook, making a new bridge.
He has good horses and comes home very often,
He has good horses and comes home very often.
5. Where have you slept last night, tomtit?
In your bed, darling, pretty wife.
Why did you not come inner, tomtit?
I was afraid of your man, darling, pretty wife.
6. My man is not at home, tomtit,
He is at the swift brook, making a new bridge.
He has good horses and comes home very often,
He has good horses and comes home very often.
7. Where have you slept last night, tomtit?
On your belly, darling, pretty wife.
Why did you not come inner, tomtit?
I was afraid of your man, darling, pretty wife.
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8. My man is not at home, tomtit,
He is at the swift brook, making a new bridge.
He has good horses and comes home very often,
He has good horses and comes home very often.

In this example we meet with the solution known ftom The Coward Lover
(71.) The same refers to the ending portion of the text in the Csakvar manuscript. A
contrary solution is found in the next piece which resembles the ballad of Crying
lanos (70.).

9. Where have you slept last night, tomtit?
On your peg, darling, pretty wife.
Why did you not come inner, tomtit?
I was afraid of your man, darling, pretty wife.

Where have you slept, where have you been, tomtit?
In front of your gate, on the lawn, darling pretty wife.
Where have you slept, where have you been, tomtit?
I have been walking in your yard, darling pretty wife.
Where have you slept, where have you been, tomtit?
I have been bouncing in your window, darling pretty wife.
Where have you slept, where have you been, tomtit?
I have been warming myself on your peg, darling pretty wife.
Where have you slept, where have you been, tomtit?
In the thicket between your thighs, darling pretty wife.

10. My man is not at home, tomtit,
He is at the swift brook, making a new bridge.
He has good horses and comes home very often,
He has good horses and comes home very often.

Felsoiregh (Tolna county). Performed by a female . Bartok 1907
Bartok 305
(abridged text) = MF 998/b.
Divergences:
Actually this song exists in variants of one-three stanzas, and can hardly be
formed a ballad, much sooner a lyrical song. Earlier, tuneless recordings, however,
have preserved the original story in detail, in a strophic construction proceeding
towards a usually obscene point. For instance:
1. Where have you slept last night, tomtit?
In my sweetheart's window, tender violet.
Why did you not come in, tomtit?
I was afraid of your man, tender violet.
2. My man is not at home, tomtit.
He is making bridges in the woods of Litvaj .
He has good horses and comes home soon,
I shall rue it, my rose, if he finds me with you.
3. Where have you slept last night, tomtit?
At my sweetheart's door, tender violet.
Why did you not come in, tomtit?
I was afraid of your man, tender violet.
4. My man is not at home, tomtit.
He is making bridges in the woods of Litvaj.
He has good horses and comes home soon,
I shall rue it, my rose, if he finds me with you.
5. Where have you slept last night, tomtit?
In front of my sweetheart's bed, my tender violet,
Why did you not come in, tomtit?
I was afraid of your man, my tender violet.
6. My man is not at home, tomtit.
He is making bridges in the woods of Litvaj.
If you are so timid, what do you live for, tomtit?
Let me alone, for I have another one to sleep with!
Hosszuhdt (lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county). Kalmany = Kalmany 1891. 5.
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Supposedly from a manuscript written in Transylvania in the eighteenth century.
Ethn 1907, 249. (OSZK Ms. Oct. Hung. 640.)
The supposition of a Transylvanian origin is based on dialectal phrases. If
credit can be given to this assumption, this recording, oldest of all, otTers indication
of the text having been extant outside the boundaries of Southern Transdanubia
as well.
Earliest provenience: eighteenth century (towards the end?).
Dissemination: J. Vas county (Hosszupereszteg); Zala county (Dergecs, Felsozsid, Galambok,

Garabonc, Kiskomarom 3, Komarvaros 2, Nemeshetes 2, Rezi, Resznek); Somogy county (Attala,
Beleg, Belezna, Bolbas 2, Buzsak 4, Csakany, Csoma, FonyOd, Igal 2, Karad 2, KisMrapati 3,
Nagybajom 2, Oreglak, Somodor, Somogyszentpal2, SzaMs, Szenna, Tapsony, Telki, Vizvar); Ver6ce
county (Haraszti 2, Retfalu 2, Szentlaszlo 7); Szerem county (Korogy); Pozsega county (Antunovac);
Baranya county (Csanyoszro2, Dunafalva, Dunaszekcso 2, Hosszuheteny, Kakics, Katadfa, Mohacs 2,
Nagyvaty, Ocsard, Piispokbogad, Szeoony, Szilagy 2, Szilvas, Vardar6c, Zalata); Tolna county (Bata 2,
Decs 7, Felsoireg, Madocsa 2, Nagydorog, Ocseny, Sarpilis, Sioagard); Pest county (Bogyiszlo 4,
Szeremle); Fejer county (Csakvar); H. lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Hosszubat); Bacs-Bodrog
county (Batmonostor, Davod 4, Gombos, Nagybaracska); Szabolcs county (Nyiradony); IV.
"Transylvania"? without spec!!ication. Total: 108.
Tex tual relationships with other ballads: 70.,71.; (to win the sweetheart by gradation: 68.,72., and

73., 131.).
Tunes: I. = No. 155 (7 variants). However, 2. represents the most typical tune of this song:

~i

IJ~IJ.III
in 75 variants. (Instrumental performances being left out of consideration.) I. is known in Vas and Zala
counties, 2. is a widespread living tune often played to dance in a narrow, contiguous area, notably in
Somogy county and the Hungarian-inhabited villages of the Drava riverine in Slavonia, further in
Baranya and Tolna counties and in some villages situated beyond the Danube in Bacs county. (Cf. Type
I in Corpus Musicae Popularis Hungaricae Vol. VI).

3.
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· Rezi (Zala county): reco~de~ on one occasion only. The other variants originating from places
outside the focal area of dissemination have been recorded without tunes. It is a fairly rare occurrence
that a text is so closely associated with an old Hungarian melody (if No. 155 is also considered, then with
two melodies); this fact provides also evidence of the text's antiquity. (The other tune-No. 155-is an
old foreign melody, although it may be even more important for the origin of the ballad.)
Foreign variants are not published. According to a note Bartok appended to No. 305 in 1924
"The text has many parallels in Slovak language".
'

78. THE CLEVER ADULTERESS

156.

The song is Hungarian, possibly originating from mediaeval times.
I. The tender Servian young wife was standing at the window,
Lo, young Gyurka Barber was walking by.
Come in, come in, young Gyurka Barber,
Come in, come in, young Gyurka Barber!

2. I have good beer and I also have good wine,
To you I give to drink for nothing, although to other people I give for money.
Nobody is at home, only I am at home.
Nobody is at home, only I am at home.
3. My
My
My
My

man is in town to buy a pair of red boots,
father is in the woods to cut cornel-sticks,
mother is at the mill to grind white flour,
mother is at the mill to grind white flour.

4. She was luring young Gyurka Barber
Until she lured her into the house.
All at once her wedded man returned home.
All at once her wedded man returned home.
5. Wife, darling, let me in,
I have been to town and brought a pair of red boots.
I have brought a pair of red boots, fine they are, as fine as can be had.
I have brought a pair of red boots, fine they are, as fine as can be had.
6. Anon I shall let you in, my dearest treasure, my man,
Only wait till I put on my skirt bought at Kovar,
Still her dear man asked her to let him in,
Still her dear man asked her to let him in.
7. Wife, darling, let me in,
I have been to town and brought a pair of red boots,
I have brought a pair of red boots, fine they are, as fine as can be had,
I have brought a pair of red boots, fine they are, as fine as can be had.
8. Anon I shall let you in, my dearest treasure, my man,
Only wait till I put on my slippers bought at Kovar.
Still her dear man asked her to let him in,
Still her dear man asked her to let him in.
9. Wife, darling, let me in,
I have been to town and brought a pair of red boots,
I have brought a pair of red boots, fine they are, as fine as can be had,
I have brought a pair of red boots, fine they are, as fine as can be had.
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10. Anon I shall let you in, my dearest treasure, my man ,
Only wait till I gird up my black apron.
Still her dear man asked her to let him in,
Still her dear man asked her to let him in.

7. I don't go in, I don't go in,
Tender Servian young wife.
I don't go in, I don't go in,
Tender Servian young wife.

11. Wife, darling, let me in,
I have been to town and brought a pair of red boots.
Then she let her dear man in,
And under her right arm, let Gyurka out.

8. For your father is at home,
Also your mother is at home.
For your father is at home,
Also your mother is at home.
(Even your husband is at home.)

"Udvarhelyszek " Kriza 1863 = MNGY XI, 27, No . 9.

9. Come in, come
Young Gyurka
Come in, come
Young Gyurka

157.
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l. In the window, bent over her fancy
The tender Servian young wife was
In the window, bent over her fancy
The tender Servian young wife was

sewing,
sitting.
sewing,
sitting.

2. She was embroidering it
With black silk yam.
She was embroidering it
With black silk yam.
3. She finished it, she made it complete,
With white beads of pearl,
She finished it, she made it complete,
With white beads of pearl.
4. And where she was short of pearls,
She filled it with her thick tears.
And where she was short of pearls,
She filled it with her thick tears.
5. Young Gyurka Barber
Was walking up and down there.
Young Gyurka Barber
Was walking up and down there.
6. Come in, come
Young Gyurka
Come in, come
Young Gyurka
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in,
Barber.
in,
Barber.

;; WIS -11
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in,
Barber.
in,
Barber.

10. For I have good wine,
And I have also brandy.
For I have good wine,
And I have also brandy.
11 . I give you to drink for nothing,
To other people for money.
I give you to drink for nothing,
To other people for money.
12. To
To
To
To

you I
other
you I
other

give to drink from a tin-cup,
people from a wooden cup.
give to drink from a tin-cup,
people from a wooden cup.

13. To
To
To
To

you I
other
you I
other

give to drink
people at the
give to drink
people at the

14. She
Till
She
Till

was luring him,
she lured him in.
was luring him,
she lured him in.

15. I don't go in, I
Tender Servian
I don't go in, I
Tender Servian

at my table,
fire-place.
at my table,
fire-place .

don't go in,
young wife!
don't go in,
young wife.

16. For your father is at home,
Also your mother is at home,
Your mother is at home,
And also your husband is at home.
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17. My father has gone to the mill,
My mother has gone to the neighbour's,
My father has gone to the mill,
To grind white flour.
18. My mother has gone to the neighbour's
For to fetch a sieve,
My mother has gone to the neighbour's
For to fetch a sieve.
19. My man has gone to the woods
To cut faggots,
My man has gone to the woods
To cut faggots.
20. She was luring him,
Till she lured him in.
She was luring him,
Till she lured him in.
21. At once her kind husband
Spoke up at the door,
At once her kind husband
Spoke up at the door:
22. Let
My
Let
My

me in, let me in,
tender wife!
me in, let me in,
tender wife!

23. Wait a little, wait a little,
Till I put on,
Wait a little, wait a little,
Till I put on,
24. Till
My
Till
My

I put on
slippers brough from Lyanta,
I put on my shoulders
fur-coat brought from Lyanta.

While I shall let him in
Under my left arm-pit.
28. But he forced her tender wife
Down upon her knees,
But he forced her tender wife
Down upon her knees.
29. He drew his
And cut her
He drew his
And cut her

sword from its scabbard,
neck,
sword from its scabbard
neck.

Gajcsim (Moldavia)-Egyhazaskoztir ( Baranya county). Performed by a woman of
40. 1950 = Gr. 144/A = Domokos and Rajeczky 15/a
Divergences: The tragic turn at the end of 157. is the performer's occasional
addition; the rest of the Moldavian variants finish the song with the statement
expressed in Stanza 26.

Earliest provenience: 1863 .
Dissemination: Maros-Torda county (?); Udvarhely county ("Udvarhelyszek"); Moldavia

(Gajcsana 2, Labnik = all the variants, Egyhazaskozar in Baranya county). Total: 5.
Textual relationships with other ballads: The returning husband 's repeated command to open the
door and the delaying replies of the wife caught injlagranti agree with the corresponding places in the
ballad of The Unfaithful Wife Burnt to Death (1.). Further, with portions of 20. and 21. These
parallelisms and the similarity of the situation render the present ballad a counterpart, so to say, a
parody of the former one. It often occurs also in English and Danish ballads that a tragic story is
transformed into a merry narrative, by introducing comic elements into the plot, alleviating the conflict.
The ballad about The Clever Adulteress is also comic in nature, in so far as it represents a possible form
of typifying not alien to balladry, even though it cannot boast of any particular poetic merit. It is
noteworthy, in any case, that one of the Moldavian variants was turned into a tragic story; it seems the
comic ending was not felt satisfactory to the public. The Type may be fairly recent of origin.
Tunes: the melody of 157. is known from two more recordings. Further tune variants are:

25. Young Gyurka Barber:
Is he to break through the window?
Is he to break through the window,
Or to escape through the funnel?

Versions in languages other than Hungarian: none.

26. Young Gyurka, Barber,
You need not break through the window,
You need not break through the window,
Nor need you escape through the funnel.
27. For I shall let you out
Under my right arm-pit,
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8. I have reason to weep, I have,
I have reason to grieve,
Young King Matyas
Saw a dream:

79. THE GIRL WHO SOLVES RIDDLES
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1. Young King Matyas

Saw a dream:
Under the glass-window
There stood a tall apple-tree.
2. The large, tall apple-tree
Had twelve beautiful branches,
Three hundred leaves,
Sixty-six blossoms.
3. There came to the place
A very old man.
Look here, old father,
I have seen a dream:
4. Under the glass-window
There stood a large, tall apple-tree,
That large tall apple-tree
Had twelve beautiful branches,
5. Three hundred leaves,
Sixty-six blossoms.
If you cannot tell me
What all this means,
6. What all this means,
I shall have your head taken at once.
He went home.
Crying bitterly.
7. His beautiful young daughter
Saw him weeping.
Why are you weeping, father, why are you weeping,
What made you grieve so bitterly?
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9. Under the glass-window
There stood a large, tall apple-tree,
That large, tall apple-tree
Had twelve beautiful branches,
10. Three hundred leaves,
Sixty-six blossoms.
You must not be sad for that,
My dear old father .
11 . Go and tell him,
Go and tell him:
The large, tall tree means
A long, good year,
12. Its twelve beautiful branches mean
Twelve beautiful months,
Its three hundred leaves mean
Three hundred work-days,
13. Its sixty-six blossoms mean
Sixty-six Sundays.
And he went indeed
And said what he was told to say.
14. He took in his hands
One or two hemp-stalks.
Take this, father, take this, father,
Take it home to your daughter.
15. Tell her to make of this
A cloth large enough to cover a tent,
A towel,
And a table-cloth.
16. He went home,
Crying bitterly.
His beautiful young daughter
Saw him weeping.
17. Why are you weeping, father, why are you weeping?
What made you grieve so bitterly this time?
I have reason to weep, I have,
I have reason to grieve.
18. Look, what young King Matyas
Commanded you to do:
6O*/I1
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29. He only wants you,
My beautiful young daughter.
Don't weep, father, don't weep,
Don't grieve this time.

Of this, you must make for him
A cloth large enough to cover a tent,
19. A towel,
And a table-cloth.
His beautiful young daughter
Walked to the chopping block,

30. For God will grant me
At first cock-crow,
At first cock-crow
A light disease.

20. She took in her hands
Two tiny chips of shavings.
Take this, father, take this,
And take this to him.

31. At second cock-crow,
A heavy disease,
At third cock-crow,
Departure from this world.

21. Tell him to make of this
A weaving-loom and a bobbin,
And this is to tell him plainly
What I need for the weaving.
22. He took the chips
And handed them over to him:
Take this, take this,
Young King Matyas.
23. Make of this for her
A weaving-loom and a bobbin,
And this is to tell you plainly
What she needs for the weaving.
24. I don't want, I don't want
The cloth to cover the tent,
Nor the towel
And the table-cloth.
25. I only want, I only want
Your beautiful young daughter.
He went home,
Crying bitterly.
26. His beautiful young daughter
Saw him weeping.
Why are you weeping, father, why are you weeping?
What made you grieve so bitterly this time?
27. I have reason to weep, I have,
I have reason to grieve.
Look, what young King Matyas
Told me to tell you.
28. He does not want, he does not want
The cloth to cover the tent,
Nor the towel
And the table-cloth.
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32. At fourth cock-crow,
Being closed in the coffin,
At fifth cock-crow,
A merry party to amuse myself.

Klezse (Moldavia). Performed by a woman of 43. Ka1l6s 1953.
Divergences: Two variants end with the King's words: "I don' t want, I don't
want the towel, Neither the towel, or the cloth to cover the tent, Nor the table-cloth,
I only want you!" This is a happy ending to the story. The majority of the variants,
however, turn into tragedy with the death of the girl who does not want to be a
queen. One of the texts ends after the last riddle is puzzled out like this: "No sooner
did she say this Than she met her end."

Earliest provenience: 1950 (Stanzas I and 2 were published in 1902 by Mozes Rubinyi in the
Nyelvor.)
Dissemination: Moldavia (Klezse 7). Total 7.
Textual relationships with other ballads: the girl desirous to die: 12., 8.
Tunes: I. = 158. published above (two variants). 3. has three variants.
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
(partially relevant) :
ENGLISH: Child 45 and 1- 2.

GERMAN: E- B, Nos 1090--1094.
DANISH: DgF 18.
FINNISH : Haavio . 143.
POLISH : Kolberg 1871- 1884, 6 No. 296.
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LITHUANIAN : Seemann 1951 , No. 94.
MORAVIAN : SuSil 815 (2080).
SLOVENE: Strek elj 193.
ROMANIAN: Marinescu. I = Hungarian translation. Vu/canu 13 .

.The theme of thi~ ballad based on the girl's apposite answers to the King's
questIons, occurs, outsIde the Hungarian language area, solely among the English
ballads, notably in two variants of "King John and the Bishop". The difference that
in the English version it is the bishop's brother, a shepherd, that solves the task
while in the Hungarian the serfs daughter, does not alter the fact that the two
stories are identical. In spite of this, the two formulation cannot be brought into
corre~ation wit~ one onother. For one thing, the English is a broadside story, the
wordIng of whIch shows no similarity with that of the Hungarian folk ballad.
Secondly, in the English the task is to answer three questions while in the Hungarian
the puzzling out of the riddle is followed by stating of un solvable tasks rejected by
similarly un solvable conditions on the girl's part. The latter form , in turn, occurs in
other songs among the Germans, Danes, Polish, and two other English types
mentioned in the list of foreign parallels above. In these, however, there is no
question of puzzling out a riddle, consequently they cannot be paralleled with the
Hungarian ballad's corresponding portions. A comparison is not primarily
precluded by the circumstances that the unfeasible tasks and countertasks are of a
different nature- which is only natural since in such instances every nation makes
recourse to its own inventive spirit- but mainly because the Hungarian ballad is
constructed in a logically built up form: the counter-task being always a
precondition of implementing the first-set task. (For instance: a golden shirt is to be
woven from hundred-years-old hemp-the precondition being: a weaving-loom
should be prepared from a hundred-years-old hedge. (As against this, many
German variants contain wishes that have nothing to do with each other, the
essence in them being to invent some absurd requirement with which to rebuff the
rival. Such are, for example, the following absurdities: to weave silk from straw of
oats-to tailor a dress from a linden leaf; to bear seven babies and remain maiden at
the same time-to prepare seven cradles without a cut. There is only one single
instance in which the command and the condition are logically coupled: count the
stars of heaven-make a ladder that reaches up to the sky! But this is an exception
to the rule. The Moravian version is a word-for-word borrowing of the German,
and also the Slovene is related to the German. Still less resemblance can be
discovered between the Hungarian and the other two English stories (1 .-2.), in
which the elf-knight wants to win the girl, or the devil the schoolboy, and both are
outwitted. A yet greater distance can be seen in relation of the Romanian version . A
girl sets impossible tasks to her suitor, which the latter accomplishes one after the
other; when the last and most absurd task is uttered, namely that the man should
shoot down the evening star, he shoots his arrow into the girl's body, to punish her.
Thus we cannot find connections between the Romanian and Hungarian
formulations.
Both the discussed elements (the puzzling out of the riddle in the presence of
the king, and the achievements of unfeasible tasks) occur in the realm of folktales,
and by and large in the same form with every European nation (AaTh 875.). This is
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the reason why Taylor (1964) includes this ballad type in his list presenting
connections between folk ballads and folk tales. Even the characters are identical in
the Hungarian folktale : King Matthias and the clever girl; therefore there can be no
doubt that the Hungarian ballad derives from the folktale. It is remarkable,
however, that the king is told to be young, which attribute does not occur in the
Hungarian legends connected with Matthias. At the same time, in the rich Southern
Slav tradition relating to King Matthias, he is often called young, and so even in
lyrical songs. (Cf. tganec, 1950-52, No. 110: " kralj Matejus mladi" .) The tasks in
the Hungarian ballad show a close agreement with those of the folk tales,
Hungarian and other European alike. (In this place I express my gratitude to ignes
Kovacs who allowed me insight into the relevant part of her catalogue offolktales.)
On the other hand, the tree representing the year does not come up either in
folk tales or in songs as listed above. Therefore this motif is an innovation of the
Hungarian ballad. Further agreement with the folktale: the king wants to marry the
young girl; in turn, it is again a typically ballad motif that the girl seeks refuge in
death in more than one variant. In conclusion, the Hungarian ballad is a rare
example of how a tale-though by no means a fairy tale-provides subject-matter
for a ballad theme. As to the generation of the ballad, any date may be suspected
from the fourteenth to the nineteenth century.

Literature: Child 2 notes to 2 and 45; Seemann 1951 , No. 94; Haa vio 1955: Finnish originating
from Swedish, and the latter from Danish; songs of this kind are derivates of tales or frame- stories
containing riddles of eastern collections; Tay /or 1964; A. Kovtics: Hungarian Folktale Catalogue.
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6. She did not even look at the distaff, she picked one of the muskets,
Thus they could not find out whether she was a soldier or a lady.
Let us put up to show fine stacks,
Let us place fine rosemary beneath the stacks.

80. THE SOLDIER GIRL

7. For a knight will choose from the top,
But a lady will choose from the bottom.
She did not even look beneath but she picked from the top,
Thus again they could not find out whether she was a soldier or a lady.
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1. Old Dancia bewails his fate:
My God, my God, among my nine daughters,
Among my nine daughters, I have not a single son.
My God, my God, who is to release me,
Who is to release me from my military duties?
2. His youngest daughter overhears all this through the door.
Father, my dear father,
Let us cut my hair like a soldier's,
Let us tailor my coat like a hussar's.
3. And 'She mounted her grey steed.
When she reached the banks of the Danube,
She set off to do the military service.
4. My God, my God, who can this be,
A knight or a lady?
Her riding posture is like a man's,
But her mien is like a woman's.
5. Let us put up to show fine distaffs,
Let us put up to show fine distaffs and muskets;
For a knight will choose a musket,
But a lady will choose a distaff.
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8. Let us go to the splendid stable (hall),
Let us prepare a hot bath in the splendid stable.
And then we shallleam whether this is a knight or a lady.
My servants, my servants, when I take off,
9. When I take off my boots with the Polish spurs,
You must shout out: Rise, my lord, rise,
Rise, my lord, rise, emperor loska Ferenc,
For your realm is put to the fire, and your people carried om
Thus again they could not find out whether she was a knight or a lady.
10. My God, my God, for nine years,
For nine years and full three days
We have drunk and eaten together, sitting at the same table,
And still have not found out whether this is a knight or a lady!
11. I am, I am the daughter of old Dancia,
The daughter of old Dancia, his youngest daughter.
Among his nine daughters he had not a single son
To release him from the military duties.
Pusztina (Moldavia). Performed by a forty-seven-year-old blind man. Z. Kal/6s,
1951.
The introduction, which is missing in our ballad, states in the foreign parallels
that the country is threatened by war and the ruler calls his knights to arms; he who
cannot join the army himself must send his son instead of him. In the seventh stanza
the order of tests is changed: she picks from the top, that is ifshe picks the rosemary,
then a girl, and if from the bottom, a young man is revealed. Even the end of the
ballad is eroded to the utmost: we fail to have the part in which the ruler, upon
receiving her letter, permits Dancia's daughter to avoid the bathing scene, allowing
her at the same time to speed home to defend her family's estate. In the versions
completed with this motif, the girl calls to the soldiers from afar on her way home
that she is a girl. (The contrast between vitez (Knight) and kegyes (Damsel) refers, as
in Type 18, to mediaeval usage, that survived up to the end of the sixteenth century.)
Divergences: A variant recorded with tune is worthy of our attention from the
fifth stanza on:
5. On hearing this,
His youngest daughter
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Stood before him,
And spoke up with loud words:
6. Father, my dear father,
Gracious King Dancia,
Pass orders to dress me
In a knight's garments.
7. Let my hair cut
After young men's fashion,
Have your own bright sword
Girt on my waist!
8. I am going to redeem you
From the military duties
Place at my disposal
Your fine steed,
9. And so it was,
And so she went away.
His daughter started out
And went to foreign lands.
10. His daughter started out
And went to foreign lands,
To release her father
From the military duties.
11 . How could we find out
Who this might be?
How can one display
So much bravery?
12. King Dancia
Has got only daughters.
Who this might be,
How could we find it out?
13. Let us put up to show
Fine stacks,
Fine, tiny stacks,
And tiny distaffs.
14. For a damsel will choose
A distaff,
But a knight will choose
From the stacks.
15. She made her horse prance,
This daughter of Dancia,
As a true knight
With the sword on her waist.
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16. She made her horse prance
And picked from the stacks.
She did not even look
At the distaffs.
17. How could we find out
Who this might be?
How can one display
So much bra very?
18. King Dancia
Has got only daughters.
Who this might be,
How could we find it out?
19. Let us arrange
Lordly baths for the day.
Perhaps she will come
And have a bath!
20. Let us arrange
Lordly baths for the day.
Lordly baths
And lady's spinning day.
21. If this be a damsel
She will take a distaff,
But if a knight,
He will go to have a bath .
22. Dancia's daughter
Made her horse prance,
As a true knight
With the sword girt on her waist.
23. She did not look at the distaffs,
She went to the bath.
She uttered a loud cry
So that all may hear it:
24. Your country is being ransacked,
Your people is being killed!
All of them ran away,
And nobody looked at her.
25 . Then Dancia's daughter
Had a fine bath,
She had a fine bath
And then returned.
26. They could not find out
That she was a damsel,
That she was a damsel,
Only that she was a brave knight.
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As can be seen, the tests are mixed up, the middle one is completely
disregarded , and even the final test turns out in a different way: the girl follows a
different path of escape. It will be shown below that the solution found in the former
text is more general while the present formulation is only an altered variant of the
same; all considered, this text is even more corrupt than the first.
Still the text is interesting because it has preserved traces of the stropherepetitive construction. (The portions beginning with stanzas 11 and 16 contain
word-for-word repetitions.) The name King Dancia also refers to the early years of
balladry, and so do several other linguistic features.

Earliest provenience:
1951. A literary transcription by the Anonymous Poet of Sempte originates from 1570, bearing
the title " Bella Istoria on King Bela and the Daughter of Bank6" (cf. Barta and Klaniczay 1951, 399),
and containing thirty-eight stanzas offour lines, each consisting of twelve syllables; altogether 152 lines.
Dissemination: Moldavia (Leszped, Pusztina 2). Total 3.
Textual relationships with other ballads: no direct connections can be established; the hero
(heroine)(s) not recognized and putting up to tests: 7., 17.,22.,41.,42.,43., and 69.
A partially published text (Kallos 1970, No. 124) is associated with the following tune:

The tune of the fragmentary variant (= Farago and Jagamas , No. 18):

The bella istoria begins the story with the usual literary formula meant to provoke interest
among the audience:
I. Listen to me for I am going to relate an old story,

Speaking about the times of King Bela
And speaking about the daughter of old Bank6,
Which I expose to you for remembrance's sake.
2. It was ordered by King Bela
That all the barons under his rule,
A hundred and seventy-seven sacred knights
Should make speed and gather together at court.
3. Tidings of this was brought to Knight Bank6
Who was plunged in sorrow because of his advanced age.
He had no male offspring
To be sent up to the King's court.
4. He had nine unmarried beautiful daughters,
Among whom the youngest was the most beautiful
But her carriage was like a man's,
She spoke up, saying to her father:
5. My beloved father , let my hair shaved,
Let my garb tailored after the hussars ' style,
And place your fine steeds at my disposal,
And tell your brave men to escort me.
With all these done and granted, she goes to Buda where she attracts the King's attention:
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8. How young you are, I admire you indeed,
Your nice mien is like that of a girl,
Though your carriage is like a man 's.
It is my wish to understand all this.
The King tries to unveil the secret, and orders to make the first test:
10. The King commands all his chief nobles
To assemble at the market-place of Buda,
And to take there spindles and distiiffs.
I I. He says: If this young knight is a girl,
She will regard the spindle and the distaff.
But if it is a man, he leaves them unnoticed,
And casts her eyes upon the bright weapons.
12. Seventy-seven and fifty-one knights marched out,
And gathered together to entertain themselves at the market-place of Buda.
She did not show interest in spindles and distaffs,
But she cast her eyes on the fine, bright weapons.
13. The young knight took up an arched bow,
She put a fine, long arrow to the string;
With two fingers she spanned the arrow;
And she did all this in the eyes of the knights.
14. Again the knights spoke up in accord:
Come and shoot at the target for a pledge, all of us!
The knights shot at the target, all of them,
But none of them was able to hit the target.
15. Old Bank6's daughter was the last to shoot,
And she hit right into the middle of the target.
At once she won the pledge of the knights.
And the knights said at once:
16. Listen, young knight, let us cast stones.
But the girl conquered all of them even in the stone-casting competition. Then a race was
arranged, in which again she came out victorious; after this, a drinking-bout followed, and the girl stayed
sober among the drunk knights. Thus defeated, the knights went to the King, reporting that the young
knight was not a girl but a man. Reconsidering the things, the King orders all his knights to go to bath.
25. Old Bank6's daughter does not want to have a bath;
The King, sitting himself in the bath, says:
Why do you not have a bath with us, old Bank6's daughter?
He commands her to bathe with them.
At this point, the poet gives the epithet " Bank6's daughter", used so far only in the narrative parts
of the composition, into the King's mouth.
26. Old Bank6's daughter answered to the King:
You powerful King! It amazes me to learn
That you pretend not to know about my grieves and sorrows:
Don't you know how I worry for myoid father?
27. Take a look at the letter in my hand,
In which he writes about his great distress:
Turks and Tartars layed siege on all my castles,
Putting to fire and the sword all my provinces.
And the King allows her to go home, saying:
29. Make speed, son, and go home to defend your lands,
Your beautiful castles, your fine legacy.
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The girl goes aboard a galley and when already in the middle of the river, she unbuttons her dolman to
show her breast to the King, shouting: 32. Tell me, King, if all your realm, all your beautiful gardens Can
bear such precious apples As these ones in my own garden, that have been before you? 33. I have brought
these two precious apples up to Buda, But you could not, King, pick these apples! . .. After this, the King
follows in her wake, shouting to her that he would marry her. But he cannot reach her. At home, the girl
relates her adventures to her father, who accompanies the story with loud roars oflaughter. Finally, we
have the author's concluding lines:
37. This has been lately translated from Croatian into Hungarian,
In the town of Sempte on the swift Vag .. .
38. When people wrote the number of years
Fifteen hundred and seventy,
In the first week of the Holy Virgin's month,
May the Lord be praised in the high Heavens.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1. Poueigh. 225, at the Atlantic end of the Pyrennees. 2. Puymaigre 1874,96 =
Puymaigre. Folklore 94, VI.
PORTUGUESE: 3-16. Braga I, 95-144 (95 = Hardung. 93, 131 = Hardung. 88 = GeibelSchack.400 = Wolf 12.; 136 = Hardung. 96). Pires de Lima lists 50 Portuguese variants.
CATALAN: 17- 21 . Milti 245A-E.t
SPANISH: 22-29. Cossio-Solano n, Nos 64-{i6. 30. Menl!ndez-Pidtil 1885, No. SO. 31-32.
Armistead-Silverman 1971,53 and 85, Nos B/ 14 and Cl17. Pires de Lima knows about 100 Spanish
variants.
ITALIAN: 33-37. Nigra 48A-E. 38. Widter-Wol[. 79. 39. Ferraro 1870, No. 38. 40. Idem 1888,
No. 25. 41 . Gianandrea. 280. 42. BernoniXI, No. 5. 43. Ferraro 1877, 89, No. 5.44-45. Giannini. 145, No.
5 and variant. 46. Pergoli 22. 47. Barbi. 57.t 48. Ferraro 1890, 268.t 49. Giannini 1892, 158,t fragment.
Giannini also mentions tale-versions from Northem- and Central Italian collections.
GERMAN: 50. Hau//en 77, Gottschee (Slovenia) = D. Vir. 95.
SOUTHERN SLAV: 51-52. manuscriptst from Slovenia (preserved at Glasbeno-narodopisni
Inst., Ljubljana). 53-54. Strekelj I, Nos 56-57. 55. Kurelac 483.56-57. :tganec 1950, Nos 163-164. 58.
BlaiinCic25.t 59-61 . Poljanin Nos 2, 8 and 17. (Hungarian abstract, Szegedy). 62. Istarske 6,t63. Bogisic
96. 1758 = Hungarian abstract by Szegedy. 64. HNP n, No. 36 = Hungarian abstract by Ptivel. 65-67.
HNP n, Nos 406-407 (supplement to No. 36). 68. HNP VI, No. 16 (other variants also mentioned). 69.
Vuk Ill, No. 40 = Tommaseo's translation in Italian = Hungarian abstract by Szegedy 1913. 70.
Stojanovic- Vitezica. 6()7. 71 . Jasztrebov. 135.t "kolic 55.t 73. KaCic-Miosic 6. (Slovenske Ijudske pesme
8. 6 var.)
BULGARIAN: 74. Chekhlarov 8 = A- V, 0.45. 75-76. Verkovic II and 250. 77- 79. Miladinovi
103 and 201. 80-82. Shapkarev 374, 404 and 461. 83. Arnaudov 1913 138. 84. Stoilov 1916-18, No. 439.
85 . Mihailov 234.t 86. Bonchev 51.t 87. Kachanovsky. 50. 88. Cholakov 76* = Bulgarian abstract A-V,
No. 45. 89. Stoin 1939, No. 346. 90. Idem 1931, No. 231. 91-95. Idem 1928, Nos 543 and 1550-1553.96.
Idem 1934, No. 82. 97-101. SbNU 5, No. 21 and 16 No. 3.; 13,43, No. 3; 15,24; 40,385, No 8; 40, 388,
No. 13. 102-103. Vatev. 308, No. 141 and 310, No. 142.104-105.1vanov 191, No. 203 and 193, No. 205.
106-107. Tsitselkova 1,16, No. 17 and II, 137, No. 169.108-109. SbNU 5,16, No. 3 and 6, 58 No. 4.110.
Izv. Etn. Muz. VII, 123. 111-114. SbNU I, 269 No. 231 53, No. 31; 42 Kepov. 209 and Ivanov. 84, No. 2;
38 Burmov. 27, No. 3. I have been unable to get hold of SbNU 2, Nos 95 and 126 (what I know about
these is owing to Mr. Seemann's courtesy).
ROMANIAN: 115. Briiiloiu. 52, 116. Negoescu . 7* = Antologie. 36(). 117-118. Tocilescu. 126
and 128. 119. Popovici. 73.t 120. Giuglea. 88. 121. Sandu T., 174.t 122- 124. Institutul de Folclor
manuscript 4536t, 8406,t 14524.t Reference to a variant No. 13899.* (Cf. Amzulescu No. 19.)
CZECH: 125. Waldau 352. 126. Bartos-Janticek 1953, No. 193.
MORAVIAN: 127-129. SusilI09/232-234.130. Bartos-Jamicek 1901, No. 82. 131- 132. Bartos
1882 No. 171 and 292.
SLOVAK: 133. Hortik 1958, No. 24 = Kolltir II, 6, No. 4. = Medveczky 1923, No. I. 134.
Koleetiny 39. 135. EA 3659, 5, Hungarian translation, from LiptD county. 136-139. Bartok 1959, No.
248ab, d, f. Kolltir lists a further six variants.
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POLISH: 140. Kolberg 1871-84, Vo!. 19, 159, No. 478 = Czernik . 275.
UKRAINIAN- WHITE RUSSIAN: 141-142. Chernyshev 6 and variant in the Notes. According
to Lintur, the ballad is current among the Trans-Carpathian Ukrainians as well.
ALBANIAN: 143. Lambretz. 145,* narrative in prose. 144. Hahn 101 , narrative in prose.
GREEK: 145. Tommaseo Ill, 78, fragment. 146. Hahn 10. narrative in prose.
Partial variants
DANISH: 147-148. DgF 119 (from the Faroese Islands, further the French types 34, 43, 47110
and a Russian type Hilferding No. 151).

The Hungarian "bella istoria" is the earliest representative of the ballad story
throughout its dissemination area. True to say, it is a literary product; but the
author of the poem declaires that he had translated it from Croatian, and indeed,
some portions of the Southern Slav versions agree with it. At the same time, we have
no knowledge of a Southern Slav literary elaboration of the theme. Thus, in spite of
its Hungarian rendering, it should be regarded as one of the first recordings of the
Southern Slav variants. As demonstrated below it also should be considered the
first recorded document of the Hungarian popular variants. In any case, it is a proof
of the internationally spread ballad from 1570. (The earliest Portuguese reference
originates from 1619.)
What we have at hand from the French area is a fragment recorded from
southern France in two variants. (1-2.) War has broken out. Down in Ossau, in the
coastal area, there is a nobleman who has three daughters. He goes to the first:
"Child, will you go to the army?" "No, father, I shall not go to the wars." He turns
to the youngest: "Will you go, my child?" "0 yes, father, I shall go to fight. Give me
a war-horse and the weapons you had got from the king, and give me a page who
will be faithful to me. (Jeanne, the soldier, collects her troops and scatters the
enemy.) The part put in brackets is missing from the recorded version of the last
century.
It is usually observed that the French ballads make their way to the English
and the Danes. This time, however, we experience a rather extensive dissemination
in the South. Although the northern areas also preserve some traces of the theme.
Later French formulations (34., 43., 47., and 110.) appeared in English broadsides:
the girl clad in man's garb joins the soldiers to follow her sweetheart who has been
separated from her; in other variants, she has her hair cut and so she joins the army
to fight the enemy or to kill her unfaithful lover in a, duel. (Cf. Roberts, W. E. and
Laws, 205-208.)
In the Danish area it is not the theme but some of its details of formulation
that come up, nevertheless this is the more eloquent proof of an immediate
connection. "The war has broken out, the Swedes are about to invade Denmark.
The king orders every man to go to the battle-field. Sire Peter is supposed to bear the
banners. He has no sons to send to the war, therefore he asks his daughter to
represent his colours." In the rest of the story, a different course is followed (cf. DgF
119, stanzas 19-22).
In the Portuguese area the story is complete, and a very large number of
variants are extant. War broke out, usually between France and Aragon, more
rarely in the domains of the elderly noble. The father curses his wife because he has
seven daughters but no sons to send to the army. His eldest (sometimes youngest)
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motif is altogether missing though there are nine instances in which she asks for a
page (sometimes a servant) to serve her faithfully. The tests here seem to be rather
secondary; the first , second and third tests occur in one text each, at the same time
there are eight texts with four tests, and one has even six. In ten instances we
encounter the test at the market-place, although the test of choosing between crop
and blossom is reduced to a mere flower-picking . In any case, the test-scenes show a
great degree of variation and dispersion. The bathing test too is completely altered:
here it is consistently replaced by a test of swimming in a river, in any case, by
crossing a water. The rescue message brought by a letter is general, but only in one
single Piedmont variant is it bound up with the moment when the boots are ta ken
off.
As against these, it is an entirely new element that in four variants the girl
replaces not her father but her brother in the army; in one variant, to be precise, she
goes to take her father's place but bids farewell to her brother. By this the girl's
undertaking is deprived of all sense since she is not bound to go to the war because
her father has no son. The introductory part announcing this circumstance is
missing from the Italian text, this is the reason that makes the corruption
understandable. And finally , we also find the general ending of the Portuguese and
Spanish ballads: I came as a virgin, and as a virgin I go home.
The only Gottschee German text similarly knows about one daughter who
takes the place of her aged father , and asks him for man 's clothing and advice as to
how she should behave in the army. The father's advice is that she should not take
off her headgear because she would be discovered by her red, braided hair, further,
that she should not sing when rubbing her horse down, and the like. And if she
should be asked why she not sing, she must say " it is the custom in our part". She
serves in the army for seven years, the text makes no reference to the test for her
detection, and when she goes home she mocks her comrades for not having
discovered her being a girl.
In the rich Southern Slav material the call to the wars is often given by letter
(ferman), or by a messenger. Instead of the aged father, the girl has to replace her
brother in three cases. The fact of substitution is often not motivated by reference to
the father's advanced age, and in one instance the father is described as a young
ensign . These are signs of deterioration , although the motif of the father too old for
the wars occurs fairly frequently and in detail in the Southern Slav texts . The
number of daughters vary from one to nine. There is no mention made of a page,
but in two instances a servant accompanies the girl. The motif of hair-cutting is
completely missing, except for one single Bosnian text; where hair is mentioned, it is
for quite a different reason: either she is to hide it under her headgear or, sometimes,
she shows it to the warriors, when she opens also her mantle to show her bosom. In
many a text we hear the suspicious young man say: " Her carriage is like a man's but
her look like a woman's". The tests here too show a wide dispersion, although we
cannot meet among them the motif of choosing between crop and flower. Tests of
strength often come up in them: casting stones, jumping, running, throwing away
muskets, and the like. The bath is found three times in its original form (in eastern
Bosnian texts), on twelve occasions she has to cross a river, and the aim is not to
have her undress but to put to test her strength and dexterity . Accordingly, it is not

daughter undertakes to go, asking for weapons and a horse. Her father hesitates
saying they might recognize her. "Your hair is fair" .-"Give me scissors to cut i~
off."-"You have sparkling eyes"-"I shall keep them cast down."-"Your
bosom is round. " -"The armour will flatten it. "-"Your hands are fine."-"The
wind will coarsen them."-"Your feet are small." -"I shall wear big boots." "Your step is short. "- "Before men I shall step out". Then follows the recognition .
" Mother, I am dying for Don Martinho's eyes", moans the young prince. "His
body is the body of a man but his eyes the eyes of a woman " . His mother advises
various tests by which her son can find out whether the knight is a girl: he must
invite the knight to dinner; ifhe is a man, he will sit on a high seat, if a woman , on a
low; take him to the market-place: a man will reach for the swords, a woman for
ribbons; let them go to bed together (but the girl says she is bound by an oath not to
take off her underhose when she goes to sleep)-=-and finally let them go to the bath
together. The number of tests is often four; the last test occurs in all the fourteen
Portuguese ballads though often in an eroded form, or in a different place of
sequence. The general version , which is also found in the Hungarian, is that when it
comes to undressing, the girl's page initiated into the plot brings a letter to the effect
that she must hurry home because her father (or mother) is dying. Indeed , in three
instances we find the formula used in the Hungarian ballad: when she starts to take
off her boots, the news is brought to her (4.,7., 8.). As she leaves, she calls back to
the young man from a distance: " I have served for seven years, I came as a virgin,
and as a virgin I return to my home."Sometimes the young man accompanies her,
sometimes the story ends in marriage; elsewhere the girl boasts to her father about
her experiences.
The Spanish and Catalan variants offer nothing new, only make the story,
through various losses, vaguer and more hazy in comparison to the Portuguese. For
example, the young man recognizing the heroine says that she resembles his wife,
yet finally asks her to marry him. The tests, too, are less and less comprehensible;
they must go to a mill, and there she does not touch the flour but goes fishing; or
they go to pull flax, and the girl pulls a large quantity, or they go toward the flax
(probably to the retting pit), and she stops on the bank; in the garden she chooses an
apple instead of an almond, and in the end she is given in marriage to the prince
hurrying after her, provided he can recognize her among the seven sisters. Here too,
the heroine cuts of her hair in two versions. Sometimes three girls figure in the song,
sometimes seven, but even then only three are asked to go to the army. It is
interesting that one of the variants (9.) calls the heroine a "Portuguese maiden" .
In the Catalan variants we find among the tests already listed the motif of the
competition at the drinking-bout; here the test at the bath turns into one of
swimming. Anyway, it is characteristic of the entire Iberian area that the father
curses his seven daughters or his wife because he has no sons. Sketchier but more
uniform are the Italian texts which are found all over northern Italy. Here the
father's troubles are inferred from his daughter's questions and her offers. "Why do
you weep, father? I shall go to the war in your stead!"; and there is always one
daughter spoken of, and not a single text mentions sisters. In one variant we still
find the father being afraid lest she should be discovered, but in general only the
requests follow: he must give her weapons, a horse, and clothing. The hair-cutting
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the last test in every case, and the rescue under the pretext of the letter occurs in
connection with three bathing scenes, but not at the moment when the girl has to
take off her boots but when she walks to the bath or unbuttons her mantle. Also the
number of tests vary from one to four. It has to be mentioned finally that in the
variants of Istria and Slovenia, the girl has to swim across the Danube, at a place
from which that river flows the farthest , while no mention is made of the sea, or the
rivers Drava or Sava, situated much nearer.
The endings also take a different form : from the further bank of the river she
shows her breast and hair to the pursuers to mock them, (sometimes a button is torn
off from her mantle during the tests and so her bosom is seen). Other forms of
ending are: she relates her adventures to her parents; on the further bank of the
river she announces that she had been serving for seven years yet nobody recognized
her; they pursue her to her home and finally a marriage ensues; and we have one
text in which the girl coming out victorious of the tests is allowed to leave the army
and go home.
The material collected by the Bulgarians is very rich, and the most striking
thing is that we find in it twelve occurrences of the name Bank6, the name of the
hero of the Hungarian bella istoria, which does not come up in the Yugoslav
variants; moreover, the Bulgarian material, owing to erosion and corruption,
shows further losses and in part closer correspondences with the distant western
and Hungarian ballads. The number of girls is usually nine, rarely three, if
mentioned at all. The father is mostly seen bemouning his fate for having b~en
called to the army, and sometimes he curses his daughters. The girl here too asks r
clothes, weapons (sometimes, strikingly enough, for buffalloes put to cart). T e
more detailed requirements are again mentioned as they are fulfilled , and thereb
this part becomes the longest in the story. There is no mention of a page, although i
some of the variants she goes to the wars with a strong retinue, sometimes under th
escort of her cousins. As in the Portuguese and the Hungarian stories, the heroine
has her hair cut in seven texts. An individual feature is the way of discovery, in
which the queen dreams there is a girl in the army, or the girl sings in the stable on
the feast of St. Lazarus, and the queen hears her. The tests take on forms showing
they have been sung "to destruction" . Their numbers, varying from one to five, ar9
fairly evenly distributed among the variants. At the bazaar she is offered choicp
between a distaff and something else: weapons on two occasions, a flute, a drum or
an apple occur as counterparts in other instances. Sometimes she does not even
choose a thing. Choice between flowers and crops does not occur at all. Sometimes
the question is simply if she is going to pick one wreath of flowers or two. The bathtest in its original form appears ten times, but the erosion is to be felt ver~trongly
here too: in many cases it is not the point ofthe story, the rescue by means of a letter
is omitted and so is the boot-removal. The solutions are conf~: a herald
announces before the bathing-scene takes place: "she that is a girl must give word of
it", whereupon she makes a bow before the emperor; in other instances she
unbuttons her gown on the shore and so she gives herself away. Other solutions are
that she goes on in front and does in fact bathe, or she frightens the soldiers out of
bathing with talk of illness, or she herself shaves the members of the army before
bathing, etc. In any case it is obvious that this part has lost its original meaning or
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point. The closing part is similarly corrupt. In many cases the girl is discovered
before the story meets its point. A fabulous turn is when she is transfigurated into
the shape of a bird and so she flies away to light on her father's knee, from where,
again she is taken to the Tsar, and when waking up in his lap, she dies a sudden
death.
While we find mutilated stories and fragments with the Bulgarians, the
Romanians have further developed the tale, in a folktale fashion , so that it has
become very long. The most striking novelty is that before reaching the army, the
girl is put to various tests by her 'own father assuming the appearance of a bear, a
wolf or a dragon. Her two elder sisters do not stand the tests set by the father, but
she succeeds in overcoming the obstacles by the help of her magic horse. In the
Romanian version the tests of sex bear no resemblance whatever to the solutions of
other nations, however fragmentary or eroded they may be. (For example, there is a
hip-measuring incident in the barracks, and she cuts her own flesh off her hips;
when she has to choose between a fork and a mace, she throws her mace up so high
in the air that it does not fall back for nine hours.) As in the Hungarian version, she
has her hair cut, and she has to make her choice between the distaff and the musket.
On the basis of all this, we have to consider the Romanian version to be a faded
survival of the original, common series of versions, developed into a fantastic tale.
Among the Greeks, apart from a verse fragment, the story survives in a prose
version-to my knowledge-which is close to the general content, although
towards the end it is further developed in fable style. Here the aged father has three
daughters as in the French; the two elder daughters refuse to take his place in the
army, leaving him with abuse. The youngest goes and returns victorious, and then
she is subjected to tests by a foreign prince (she has to sleep on the grass, and the
grass stays fresh under her,-it fails to show the shape of her body?). In the rest of
the tale, we have the tale motif of the dumb woman who speaks at the wedding feast.
The Albanians have taken this over in part, together with the Greek heroine's name
Theodora; further, we also meet with the three tests known from the Romanian
version, too: the father subjecting his three daughters to various tests, turns first
into a river, then changes into a monster to frighten them; other tale-elements are
also found: when the heroine breathes on a hair, a magic dog appears before her
and helps her stand the tests.
Among the northern neighbours of the Hungarians we find again the balladform disseminated. According to the Slovak version, the father has three daughters,
but only the youngest undertakes to go to fight, asking for weapon and garb. Her
father advises her to stay in the rear at battle, but the girl does not obey, goes to the
forefront and cuts down everybody. Seeing this, or perhaps even sooner, the king
takes a liking to her, and would ask her to marry him if she were a girl; she reveals
herself, and the song meets a sudden end, closed down by a few more lines. So here
the tests must necessarily be omitted since the story develops differently. According
to the Slovak formulation, the preliminaries occupy the major part of the story,
describing how the father asks her three daughters to replace him in the army. This
conception, sometimes with a word-for-word agreement, now with one daughter,
now with three mentioned, spread from the Slovaks towards the Czechs, and via the
Poles, to the Russians.
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To our great surprise, the story abridged by the Slovaks has come up most
recently, in a rather literary Hungarian formulation , at a Transylvanian village. It is
betrayed by the forced technique of rhyming, the use of attributes and phras~s
part of which has been distorted by the singer, that the song must have been wntten
by some rural versificator who may have translated it from Slovak. In any case, the
Transylvanian counterfeit follows closely the plot of the Slovak- Moravian version.
Here are some portions of the text:
The bloody sword
Is carried over the country.
I must go to the wars
To fight the Turks and Tartars ...
I cannot, I cannot
Ride a horse,
How could I, how could I
Chase the Turks!
My daughter, my dear daughter,
My eldest daughter,
Go to the battle-field in my place,
Take pity on your father!
I will not go, father,
How could I go there?
The many Turks
Would frighten me to death!
Give me, give me
A golden-haired steed,
Give me, give me
Your silvered sword,
Give me a diamond rosette
To adorn my mantle,
A saddle to put on my steed,
A bright, embroidered caparison.
Her buoyant fair hair
She had cut to the root,
Not even a drop of tears
Did she shed after her golden hair . ..
She stroked her brave steed,
And she stroked it,
While riding in a gallop
Out of the village ... (and so on).
This text was sung to the tunes of a very old, and widely spread folk-melody by a
seventy-eight-year-old female performer of the village of Csik~arcfalva (as late as
1971!). In spite of the merits of the performance, we have to omit the song from the
data referring to the dissemination of the ballad.

By reviewing the versions of the various nations it is easy to establish the place
of origin and the route taken in the course of distribution. The single fragmentary
French text cannot represent the complete ancient French tradition. Perhaps
subsequent transformations had ousted it from the realm of French folklore (cf. the
related French types 34, 43, 47 and 110). The mentioned versions testify the
popularity of the theme of The Soldier Girl among the French. On the other hand,
the fragment referred to above allows us to draw the conclusion that the versions
occurring in the neighbouring areas had developed from the French. For example,
the words of the Italian version in the scene where the girl asks for a page show a
complete agreement with those of the corresponding part of the French fragment,
whil~ in other language areas they are either absent or exist in traces only (retinue,
COUSInS, or a servant to follow the girl). So we have one point at least to connect the
two formulations. At the same time, it appears dearly from the French text,
fragmentary as it is, that the Italian cannot be taken for original. Namely, the
former, as far as it goes, is more detailed than the latter, in which there is no mention
of the father having been called to military service, nor of the essential turns of the
dialogue between father and daughter, which form unalienable parts of the story,
by the evidence of the whole dissemination area. Therefore only the Italians could
be the borrowers and the French the donors. The break of the French version may
be attributed to later erosion. The French text mentions three daughters, the
youngest willing to replace her father. Apart from this, the motif in question occurs
amo?g the G~eek and the Slovaks (who live in the territory ofpre-wars Hungary);
that IS to say, ItS occurrence among them can be well accounted for by the mediating
role of French settlers. Consequently, the figuring of one single girl in the Italian
text must be a secondary development. All this becomes yet clearer when the
Hungarian is compared with the other national versions. To wit, there exists a motif
which is common in the Portuguese- Spanish, in the Hungarian, further in the
Bulgarian and Romanian traditions, although missing from the Italian: the cutting
off of the girl's hair. Now then, this connection cannot be imagined by leaping over
the Italian link. The motif must have formed part of the original French, from
whi~h it has been omitted through wear and tear. This motif had been mediated by
medla'eval French settlers to the Hungarians, who in turn had passed it over to other
nations. One might say that the motif of hair-cutting is so natural that it may arise
amo?g the vario~s peoples independently as well. Nevertheless, it is not so naturally
apphed, because In the Southern Slav formulation it is not only missing, but on the
contrary: the girl shows just her hair (and her breast) to the outwitted soldiers'
according to the Germans of Gottschee, the girl's father advises his daughter not t~
tak~ off her chako lest she should be discovered. From the Italian it is simply
omitted, although not so from the Iberian texts, in which the motif occurs
abundantly. Perhaps this can explain-namely, the sequence broken with the
I~alians-why the Southern Slavs and the Germans living among them resort to a
different style of formulation: they could not hit by themselves upon this " natural
thing". The motif appears again in the national versions after it has been transferred
to their areas ~n a rea~y-made form: among the French settlers in Hungary, then
among the nelghbounng peoples who adopted the Hungarian formulation .
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The Southern Slav version displays one more Italian trait: the girl replaces
her brother or takes leave of her brother. At the same time, a number of variants
among the Southern Slavs also preserve the Hungarian- French solution: the .girl
has to take her father's place in the army. With them , therefore, we have to consIder
two trends: a stronger Hungarian and a weaker Italian .
It is through the French mediation that the s~ene . of boot-r.e moval occurs
much in the same formulation in the Portuguese (thnce), m the Itahan (once), and
in the Hungarian versions. Precisely at this scene the servant has to .appe~r ~ith the
letter! Since this motif is completely absent in the Southern Slav van ants, It sho.uld
have leapt over" a wide stretch ofland in its route to Hungary. But the one-time
presence of French- Wa\1oon settlers in Hungary fi\1s th~ gap. Furthermore, there
are such motifs which come up in a clear-cut form only m the Portuguese and the
Hungarian ba\1ads, and, in an aroded form , among the Italians and Southern Slavs:
the choice between fruit (crops) and flowers .
The evidence of these details clearly shows that the ba\1ad did not reach the
Hungarians from the southern nations. Nor could it come from th~ ~orthern
peoples, because their versions have uniformly left out the tests; .and It IS o~t of
question that the Hungarians should have found them. out on th~lr ow~. BesIdes,
there arise further difficulties from geographIcal consIderatIOns: the
French- Iberian and the Slovak- Moravian- Polish- Russian areas would be
completely isolated from one another if the Hungarian area.were. not. taken i~to
account. Therefore the only solution is to suppose a trend of dlssemmatl.o n start~ng
from the French, proceeding towards Hungary, and from there to the nelghbounng
nations. The influence in Hungary of the French girl-soldier is shown by the
Slovaks' three daughters' scene, too . The fact that it is missing from the single
Moldavian variant does not necessarily mean that it was missing from the old
Hungarian tradition, too . Territorial differences must have existed, as sho~n by t?e
dual form ofthe old knight's name: the Moldavian texts speak about Dancla, whIle
the sixteenth-century bella istoria and the Bulgarian version mention Bank6. The
latter must have been used by the old Hungarian folk-texts, at least by part of them,
otherwise the Bulgarians could not have taken it over; to wit, the name Bank6 h~s
left no trace in the Southern Slav, from which the author ofthe bella istoria made hIs
" translation" .
The role of France as a radiating centre is further brought out by the
condition of the Portuguese- Spanish ba\1ad which is "sung apart" (zersungen~. The
process has gone farther among the Spanish. French ba\1ads may h~ve spread m the
Iberian peninsula during the French reign in Portugal and Cataloma. Subseq~ently
they reached the Spanish. It is characteristic enough that in the former-mentl~n~d
two countries we find no historical epic poetry but we do find ba\1ads, whIle m
Spain, a country that has never been exposed to any stronger F~enc? influence,
comparatively few ba\1ads can be found although there are many hlstoncallays. To
remain with our ba\1ad, it cannot be attributed to mere chance that one of. t~~
Spanish variants mention the heroine under the na~e "Port~g~ese MaId .
(According to A rmis tead. however, the Spanish ba\1ad IS more ongmal than the
Portuguese one.)
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From the French the ba\1ad made its way to the Greeks (in the years of the
Frank rule in Cyprus) as we\1 as to the Hungarians, and from them to the other
Eastern nations. In demonstration of the close textual relationships, we refer- in
addition to the above-mentioned parts- to the fo\1owing details: Portuguese: " 0
corpo tenia de hombre, Os olhos de mulher siio" = Her body shows a man , Her
eyes are like a woman's (3.). Hungarian: Sits the horse like a man, but looks like a
woman; Southern Slav: " Na skokuje kano i delija, Na pogledu kano i divojka" =
By her carriage she looks like a knight, by her mien, like girl (57.); the Hungarian
bella istoria: "Your pretty mien is that of a girl, your carriage that of a man";
Bulgarian: Pogleda i je devochki , Pofatta i je junachka = Her mien is like a girl's,
her carriage, a knight's (87.) . And only thus can we understand the agreement
between the Iberian and the Bulgarian versions, in which the father curses his wife
or the daughters with nearly the same phrases.
There remains the connection between the bella istoria and the folk tradition
to be clarified. Its author's admission about the translation 'f rom Croat is confirmed
in particular by two elements: the showing of the breasts and the trials of strength.
This connection, however, is not enough to fully explain the text of the bella istoria.
Notably, there remain such parts which cannot be inferred from the Southern Slav
version. For one thing, we mention the name of Bank6. The author of the bella
istoria could not have made his translation from Bulgarian, since he definitely
mentions Croat, which fact finds adequate support in the one-time existence of
Croats around the fortress of Sempte, further in the composition of the garrisons in
the forts of the borders. But the main reason is that from the Bulgarian texts we
could not deduce the details typical of the Croat, let alone the Hungarian ones.
Anyway, the name Bank6 is an old Hungarian personal name (quoted by the
Etymological Dictionary of Gombocz and Melich "Bancone comite", 1222, and
Benedicto Banco, 1483). Perhaps the Moldavian Dancia is a dialectal sibilant
variant ofDancs (Danch) quoted from 1478 by the mentioned Dictionary, provided
with a diminutive suffix. A further evidence is the bath-scene, which is described by
the author much in the same way as the Hungarian folk ballad has it, that is
differently from the Croat form of crossing the river by swimming. The three
variants recorded from Bosnia, showing an exceptional similarity to the Hungarian
in this respect, are far apart from the Hungarian language area, and still farther
from the lines of Turkish- Hungarian warfares, and from the border-fortress of
Sempte in Nyitra county. There are portions in the bella istoria which certainly
indicate that the author made use of the Hungarian ba\1ad, only he incorporated
certain Southern Slav details which aroused his interest. For example, Stanza 5 of
the bella istoria shows a very close resemblance to the Moldavian ba\1ad-if it is
compared to Stanza 2 of No. 159, or to Stanzas 6-8 of the two other mentioned
texts. That a subsequent "insertion" of text parts took place clearly appears from
the description of the tests. The first and the last are set by the king himself, and this
circumstance reca\1s the concise style of representation in ba\1adry. (Stanzas
10-12-Stanzas 5-6 of the ballad.) Fo\1owing this, the build-up of the story shows a
sudden change: in the course of setting the tests no inherent rhythmic repetition is
found , and it is not the king that orders the tests to be arranged: instead, the
warriors instigate their companion for ever new competitions, and these four tests
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are described in a flow, not unlike the style of short-stories. No sooner than the
bath-test takes place does the story return to the original rut, this last test being set
by the king again. The curious order of the tests (I + 4 + I), as well as the sudden
change in the style of presentation is revealing enough. In the same way, revealing is
the evidence of those few details which bear a very close resemblance to the
Hungarian ballads' correspondig parts on account of their presentation more
concise than the rest of the poem. At these points, it seems, the author could not
altogether get rid of the ballad's influence. The other parts betray the hand of a
court poet. In my opinion, the author must have known the Hungarian version of
the ballad, too, but he found the theme worthy of elaboration only after he was
acquainted with the Croat version with all its soldierly contests and the gallant
detail of breast-display in the end. The expression " has translated" may well cover
as much as this, for in the "naive" poetry the phrases like "has composed" or " has
translated" do not yet convey any precisely delimited concepts. (Mihaly
Kecskemeti Veg, for instance, the author of the sixteenth-century text of the
Psalm us Hungaricus, designates his work as his own "composition" though it was a
simple paraphrase of a psalm text.)
Finally, let us cast a glance on the broader relationships of the ballad under
discussion. The principal turns of the ballad (namely, the girl dressed in male's
clothing and the trials devised for her undressing) appear also embedded in other
stories and other types of narration: folktales, mediaeval legends and stories.
However, in these the change of dress turns out to be a real change of sex in the end;
when it comes to the bathing-scene, she miraculously changes into a man. (Such
legends were mentioned by Veselovsky 1881 , and Gyorgy wrote about their later
descendents (1941 , 289, and idem . 1911)). Sometimes the outwitted demon curses
her, and therefore she changes into a man, as in the folktales. (Cf. Aarne- Thompson
614, Bolte-Polivka Ill, 57, Anderson, lstvanovits.) The most striking is that in the
wealth of tales in the Balkans and Georgia the sex-change motif merges with the
Albanian version of the Soldier Girl: of the three girls put to the test by their father,
the youngest changes into a young man. Istvanovits regards these Georgian fables
as borrowings from the Balkans, because the girl soldier is not known specifically in
any other form, nor is the sex-change, only the combination of the two precisely in the
form found in the Balkans. The question is further complicated by the fact that
more recently Meletinsky published a similar solution from the tradition of the
Altai-Turks; in the heroic songs of Central Asia the .youngest girl goes to the wars
instead of her father, while her two sisters stay at home, discouraged by their father
in the shape of a fox . Finally the girl receives a hero's name and changes into a man.
Still more striking is the similarity which links this ballad with an old Chinese song.
In the Song of Mu-lan (cf. Tokei 1959, 80) it is not the father but the daughter that
complains, because her father is being called to the wars by the kagan: "My father
has no sons, and poor Mu-lan has no brother at all. I shall go to the market to buy a
horse and a saddle, and go to fight instead of my father." Then the song goes on to
tell how she gets the things she needs at the market, how she gallops from battle to
battle, hears the " barbarian hoof-beats of the hu-horses", how she acquires
distinction before the kagan, and r~turns to her joyful parents. And when she
appears, now dressed in a girl's clothing, before her soldier comrades who have
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accompanied her home, they cry astonished: "For twelve years you have been a
warrior among us, and now we see a young lady! " The poem is from a collection
completed in the tenth century, but it may well originate from the fourth or fifth
centuries. According to Tokei, the poem is possibly connected in some way with the
folklore of some "hu" (barbarian) people. This can be inferred at least from the
mentioning of the title kagan. Since the text shows very close similarity to the ballad
discussed, it is difficult to imagine that they had developed independently of one
another; therefore we do not think it impossible that the basic story of the soldier
girl reached Europe with the waves of the Great Migrations, and here acquired
(perhaps from the tale) the amplification of the sex-tests (which occur separately in
tales: cf. Aa-Th 884, Motif-Index H 1578), and thus developed on French soil into a
ballad. Nevertheless, the European ballads constitute a closely related text-group
whose trend of dissemination can only be imagined on the grounds discussed above.
This wide range of dissemination refers to immense antiquity, and so does the rarity
and fragmentary nature of the French version.
All things considered, the ballad on The Soldier Girl belongs to the earliest
fourteenth-century French borrowings in Hungarian balladry.

Literature: Nigra 1958·: southern French origin; Veselovsky , Ateneo Italiano, 15th April 1886:
criticizes Nigra ; Sziltidy 1879: two Southern Slav variants parallel with the Hungarian bella istoria
in verse: Veselovsky 1881 : discussion of variants in the sex-change, Southern Slav ballad of The
Soldier Girl from the Italian; Nigra 1884, 178: southern French origin; Sozonovic 1886: Italian
from Southern Slavs; Veselovsky 1887: criticizes Sozonovic; Nigra 2 1888: Portuguese-FrenchGreek- Slav distribution, to the Latin peoples from the southern French; Gyorgy 19\1: international distribution; S zegedy 1913: Southern Slav 57-59., 61. and 67. as sources of the bella
istoria: Pavel 1913 adds 62., and Bajza 1934 adds 53.; Entwistle 1939: Portuguese-Southern
Slav- Albanian-Greek- Romanian-Czech- Ukrainian distribution without bibliographical support,
French origin (because the basic idea is French in character); Gyorgy 1941 : international dissemination;
Farago 1956: the Moldavian Hungarian from the Romanian Mizil Crai; Istvtinovits 1959: sex-change
plot distributed over the area extending from Georgia to France, Romanian-Georgian variant type of
Balkan origin; Pires de Lima 1958; fifty Portuguese and a hundred Spanish variants; Anderson 1961 ;
French origin of the theme, spread through the Spanish to the Portuguese; Meletinsk y 1963, 336-37: the
version with the sex-change (Balkan-Georgian) and Central Asian parallels. D. VIr. 95. 1967. German
variant from Gottschee of Slav origin.
For more details see Vargyas 1960 and 1967.
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81. THE GIRL WITH THE GANDER

9. What do you want, Fair Ilona,
For your fair-spoken , nicely walking
Stately gander,
Stately gander?
10. For its head, for its head
A beautiful golden apple,
A beautiful golden apple

160.

11 . For its eyes, for its eyes
Golden eyeglasses,
Golden eyeglasses.

Can . sa>

gu . na - rarJrlllll.

Can - sa>

gu - na - ram - 1llI1.

I. I went up the high ridge
With my fair-spoken, nicely walking
Stately gander.
2. The mayor's son passed that way
With his golden mace,
With his golden mace.
3. He struck my goosey dead,
My fair-spoken, nicely walking
Stately gander,
Stately gander.
4. I am going to report, I am going to report
My complaint,
My complaint.
5. Good morning, mayor!
Welcome, Fair Ilona!
What is your complaint?
What is your complaint?
6. I went up the high ridge
With my fait-spoken, nicely walking
Stately gander.
7. The mayor's son passed that way
With his golden mace,
With his golden mace.
8. He struck my goosey dead
My fair-spoken, nicely walking
Stately gander,
Stately gander.
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12. For its feet, for its feet
A golgen wand,
A golden wand.
13. For its wings, for its wings
A golden fan,
A golden fan .
14. For its feather, for its feather
A nice eider pillow,
And the mayor's son into the bargain!
Balatonederics (Zala county). Forty-nine-year-old female performer, Seemayer
1922.
161.
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I. I turned out my goosey
Hey-ho, to grass.
The mayor's son came that way
And he struck it dead.
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2. Don't strike it dead , mayor's son,
Don't strike my grey gander dead!
For I go and tell your father
All of my complaint.

4. The mayor's son struck
My stately gander dead.
The mayor's son struck
My stately gander dead .. .

3. Good morning, mayor,
Hey-ho, good morning!
Welcome, dear daughter,
What's your complaint?

5. What do you want, then , Fair Ilona,
For your stately gander?
I want, mayor,
For my stately gander:

4. Your son has struck
My grey gander dead.
What do you demand for it, dear daughter?
I will give it to you.

6. For each of its feathers
As many coins of gold,
For its wings that spread so nicely
A bowl of gold,

5. For its head, for its feet
Two bushels of wheat.
For its gizzard, for its liver
Two golden apples.

7. For its nicely walking feet
A spoon of gold,
For its dawn-heralding throat
A trumpet of gold ...

6. And to think of its spotted, greyish tail,
How much it alone was worth!
Marry me, mayor's son,
And I don't ask for other compensation!
Aj ( Abauj county). Performed by young people. Vargyas 1940
Vargyas, 115.
162.
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I. Is· ten j6 nap, bi - r6 ga1.-<ia A kend

ha·za -ban!

8. There is no end to the wishes
Of Fair Ilona.
Therefore the gallows is the due
Of the mayor's son.
Csanadi and

9. Go, then, mayor's son,
And hang yourself,
On Fair Ilona's two arms
You must hang yourselfl
10. May your gallows be like
A newly sprung rose,
Her two feet, her two arms
Shall be your gallows!
Sarospatak (Zemplen county). Before 1789 = Bartha 29.

Fo . gadj is· ten, szep I ·10· na Az en ha - zam-ban!

1. Good morning, mayor,
To all your household!
Welcome, Fair Ilona
In my household!
2. What's the reason you have come, Fair Ilona,
To see my household?
I have come, mayor,
To see your household:
3. Because I turned out my geese
To grass in the green meadow.
The mayor's son passed that way,
And drove in the midst of them.
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At the bottom of the playfully intoned song we find a love symbol. The goose,
in point of fact, symbolizes the girl, in a like way as l;l young man is often symbolized
by his horse or ox. If the mayor's son has struck the goose dead- and with his
" golden mace" at that-for which the girl demands compensation, it is clear that
she wants the young man to make good the act of love that took place between
them, by forcing out the marriage.
Divergences: In certain variants we have the following opening formulas: "If
I turn out" ... or "If she turns out ... ". In seven variants the mayor's son strikes
the goose dead by a "golden mace", in one variant by a "poker", and in another one
he "beheads" it. In five variants (and two fragments) it is not made clear whether or
not the girl wants the mayor's son. On the other hand, one of the variants
formulates her demand in the following manner: "I want every night the mayor's
son to come in my bed!" (The continuation is a stanza borrowed from some other
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goose-song.) Sometimes they include two names, in which case the song is
performed as a coupling song (tune singing together marrying couples). When the
song is dramatized and performed with "casts", we encounter a recent custom
spreading from village schools. In one instance the "son of a shepherd" is involved,
but in all other variants the "mayor's" son is mentioned. There are closing formulas
differing from the widespread 161, as well as from other published variants: "I give
you my son, He may be yours! That's I want, mayor, And I don't want anything
else! " and "There is no end to the wishes of Fair Ilona. Therefore the gallows is the
due of the mayor's son! - May the gallows be like A newly sprung rose, My two
arms shall be her two beautiful bow-rests, His gallows!"

Earliest provenience: 1789.
Dissemination: Four recordings originate from 1789, without specification of the site; two from
the end of the eighteenth century, from the college-melodiary ofSarospatak (cf. Bartha 29). The songs of
the me10diary may have resulted from the treasure of songs brought together from the most different
places of the country by students learning at Sarospatak. Further, the variant published in Hasznos
Mulatstigok (Useful Entertainments), 1834, which agrees word for word with Erdelyi 1, 175, recorded in
Szatmar county; Zala county (Balatonederics, Gutorfolde, Zalagalsa); Baranya county (Boda,
Hosszuheteny, Katadfa 2); Tolna county (Felsoireg); Komarom county (Nagymegyer); Gyor county
(Menf6csanak); N6grad county (Bercel, Di6sjeno, Ipolytolgyes); Heves county (Fedemes,
Gyongyospata, Hevesaranyos); Borsod county (Malyinka, Szentistvan 3); Gomor county (Peterfa);
Abauj county (Aj, Keked, Ojdi6sgyor); Zemplen county (Sarospatak 4); Ung county (Vesk6c); JaszNagykun-Szolnok county (Jaszarokszallas); Csanad county (Csanadapatfalva); Csongrad county
(" Csongrad county"); Bihar county (Biharkeresztes, Korosnagyharsany 2); Szabolcs county ((K6taJ,
~yiregyhaza, Nyirlugos, Nyirvasvari 3, Retkozberencs, "Szabolcs county" 1846); Udvarhely county
(Bethlenfalva, Lengyelfalva); " Szekely". Total 48.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I. = No. 160, 2. = No. 161 (21 variants), 3. = No. 162. 4. and 6. = in three variants.
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian (partial variants):
FRENCH: 1- 92. Barbeau 1947: on the basis of92 Canadian variants he reconstructed a "critical
text". 93-99. RollandI, I 26a-f, 11 126. 100. Tiersot . s. a. 11,11. 101 . Simon 242.102- 105. Canteloube Ill,
81,215, IV, 218, 351. 106. Barbeau-Sapir 118.107. Beaurepaire 163. 108. Ampere 262 ("much in use at
harvest times"). 109. Barbeau 1937, 151.
ITALIAN: 110-114. Nigra 61. 115. Marcoaldi. 152, No. 2. 116. Ferraro 1870,92, No. 69.
DANISH : 117. DgF 216.
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We have no knowledge about the existence of any real correspondence.
Something similar can be found in a French song about three nice ducks. Its
opening motif is the following: "There is a nice pond behind our house ... "; the
indication of the place customary in love-songs betrays that a girl is involved. (Cf.
"In my father's apple-garden; In the garden behind our house . .. " and the like.) In
the pond three ducks are swimming. The prince is out hunting and shoots one of
them with his silver gun. "0, prince, what have you done to me, you are hardhearted indeed!" And there follows an enumeration of details, mentioning that
blood is flowing from under the wing of the white duck, wheat is dropping from its
tail, diamond from its two eyes, and gold and silver from its beak. (All this recalls
the Hungarian heroine giving a list of her valuable parts.) Its feathers are scattered
by wind; three ladies gather it and make a feather-bed in the field, so that those
passing by may lie in it.
The Italian version stands much farther. Three swallows are coming from the
sea. The most beautiful of them lights to bathe in the water, then sits on an oak to
dry its feather. There comes a hunter who take the swallow for a blackbird and
shoots it. The "beautiful one"-"Ia bella" begins to weep: "I am to die! ".-"Don't
weep so bitterly, beautiful girl, I have two brothers in France, one of them is a
physician, the other a barber, and they will cure you and you will feel no pain.""Next time we shall fly so as to shun the hunter", say the swallows.
The Danish story resembles the Hungarian in a different way. The queen
invites Kirsten for a game of dice; the latter complains that a knight slighted her.
The queen orders the knight to appear and wants to have him flayed. The knight
entreating for mercy offers various presents in exchange for his life. The
enumeration occupies eight stanzas. In the ninth he declares that he has run out all
of his valuables and has nothing more to offer. At that, the queen thanks him for the
presents and asks which one of her maids the knight wants to marry. "Kirsten",
sounds the answer. They lay a silk-cloth down upon the ground, have the wedding
feast arranged, and the lovers are happy.
As appears from the framing of these stories, there can be no agreement
between them; at most a playful love-story is found in the songs with a similarly
inspired formulation. Nevertheless, the bird-symbols of the French song and one or
two typical motifs (golden mace, silver gun, connected with an apparent love affair)
suggest a certain degree of interrelation. There are some Hungarian song fragments
which seem to bring even more closer the two ballad types to one another. A
Hungarian coupling song (MNT IV, Nos 104-105) with a foreign tune has the
following text: "In the pond of Gyimes a golden duch is bathing. Comrade, take
that gun and shoot that duck! You will have its feather, I shall have its red legs."
(Each line repeated.) Number 104 runs the same, with lesser deviations; and No.
103 is also interesting for its words: "At a swiftly running brook There are three
little birds. They are conversing: Where should they fly? One of them flew to Italy,
The other flew to France." (Each line sung twice.) The mentioning of Italy and
France may be reminiscent of mediaeval settlers in Hungary from those countries.
Both songs preserve survivals of some ancient love-symbol. It is not impossible that
we are dealing with the remains of a common ancient source from which also The
Girl with the Gander has derived, through transformations.
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82. THE EVENING IN THE SPINNING-HOUSE

On the basis of our present knowledge, all this is unsupported: a common
origin cannot be demonstrated for lack of similarities. One thing is certain,
however, and that concerns the strong intellectual relationship between the songs of
the two nations.

163.
Literature: Danos 1938: undoubtedly Hungarian in origin, ... . . not exempt from certain Slav
influence" , considering its foreign tune. (?)

I. On one evening] went to the spinning-house,
And began to play with the miller's lad .
2. 0, ] wish the bright morning star would not come up,
So that there should be no ending to the pleasures of love.
3. Finally] still had to go home from the spinning-house,
But mother also got up from her bed.
4. She took a twig of birch, and quick she was
To slash it at my slender waist.
5. Even though the miller's lad were made of pure diamond,
I should never go to the spinning-house.
"Udvarhelyszek". Kriza = MNGY Xl, No . 12.
164.
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I. I was roaming over hills and dales,
Picking tiny flowers.
Binding them into nice bunches,
Making a wreath from them.
2. Girls, girls, my good girl-friends,
Come to see me in the spinning-room at night,
I give you my sister's wreath,
Do bind a wreath for me!
3. Bind it from twigs, buds, white lilies,
And from pure-pure roses.
Let its flowers fall into my lap,
Let its smell reach my heart!
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4. Let it reach me, let it reach me and comfort me,
May the good Lord not forsake me.
And in the evening I went to the spinning-room
And I met my sweetheart Jancsi.

parents. The former concept is represented by five short Transylvanian texts (the
shortest one contains both motifs), and the latter by the other Moldavian texts,
which are longer.
Divergences: One of the variants gives a long lyrical confession into the girl's
mouth, after the tete-a-tete with the miller's lad:

5. He placed his right hand on my left shoulder,
And he placed his left hand on my right shoulder.
I told him all my grieves and sorrows,
I told him all my grieves and sorrows.

"All the mills
That can be found in this wide world,
Even though all their wheels
Were made of pure gold,
Even though their inner wheels
Were made of white silver
Grinding pure pearl,
Dropping precious coins,
I should not change for them
The miller's lad!
If the depths of the sea
Were an inkwell,
The waves of the sea
Were all ink,
If all the grass in the world
Were as many pens
All the stars of Heaven
Were scribes,
They could not describe
My love of the miller's lad and his love of me.

6. Late in the evening I went home from the spinning-room,
And lay down in my soft bed.
Father took his slender cane
And thrashed my slender waist thoroughly.
7. I walked out and into the stable,
Turned out my slender bay,
Harnessed it with the curved saddle,
And started on the long way.
8. I started on the long way,
The twilight fell on me in a hunting wood.
I laid bed for me and my horse,
For myself from leaves of oak,
9. For myself from leaves of oak,
For my horse from its twigs and buds.
I fall asleep with my first dream,
I woke at beautiful, crimson dawn.
10. I looked up and looked at the branch above my head:
Lo, there was a little turtle-dove!
It held a slip of paper in its clutches,
Into which my sweetheart wrote his will.

Earliest provenience: 1863?
Dissemination: Szolnok-Doboka county (Ordongosfiizes); Maros-Torda county (Mezoband,

"S6videk"); Udvarhely county ("Udvarhelyszek" 2); Moldavia (Klezse 2, Luizikalagor 3, Pokolpatak,
Somoska 2). Total: 13.
Textual relationship with other ballads: 68. (The Marvellous Mill.)
Tunes: I. = No. 164 in three variants.

11. With its nails it scraped it,
With its mouth it smiled.
You would deserve, my kind father,
You would deserve to be put to the yoke.
12. To be given nettle-stalk to eat,
To be made to draw blocks of oak,
Rather than to forbid me all these thing,
You should rather allow me to keep a lover.
Somoska (Moldavia) . Performed by a sixty-seven-year-old man. 1960
1970. No. 117.

3.

4.

KalMs

While the briefer formulation of the theme (No. 163), and the rest of the more
concise variants, speak in favour of the righteous parents, although do so in a nicely
joking manner, the longer variants voice the revolt oflovers in the face of tyrannical
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The ballad has no foreign parallel. However, the love affair with the miller's
lad represents a connecting link with mediaeval western folk poetry. The miller's
figure occurs in several French love songs and jocular-erotic texts. (er. Simon 28,
Blade 1881- 1882 Ill, 17 and 161.) Anyway, the central role of mills in peasant life is
reflected by numerous old folk-texts.
Original Hungarian ballad, come down perhaps from mediaeval times.
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83. THE BRIDE BROUGHT BACK

165.

I.

Ma . gya . r6 . si Ta . mis, Mi · re

ha - za · so - d3J?

Vaj . da el · fold . je - rc, Vaj . da

le -- a · nya - ra.

I. Tamas Magyarosi, what did you marry on?
On the voivod 's plain, I married the voivod 's daughter!
2. On the voivod's plain, I married the voivod's daughter,
The voivod's daughter, I10na Voivod!
3. As they were passing through a big forest ,
As the coach was going, the girl was weeping.
4. The youngest bridesmaid spoke up:
Had she not been distressed, she would certainly not weep,
But since she is distressed, believe me, she is weeping .. .
5. The coach was going on, the girl was weeping.
The eldest bridesmaid spoke up:
6. I say, I say, Tamas Magyarosi,
Give me, give me your fine linen shirt.
7. Your fine linen shirt for baby's cloth,
Your silken handkerchief for navel bandage!
8. My servant, my dear servant, turn back my horses,
Turn back my horses and my numberless wedding-guests.
9. As they reached the voivod's gate:
Are you in, are you in, father voivod?
I am in, I am in, my son Magyarosi!
10. What we took away, the same we have brought back,
If you have taught her like this, you have to make use of her like this!

Csikmadaras (Csik county). Rodon 1907

=

SzNd No. 121.

cr. Leader 263 .
Divergence: The other variant (MNGY Ill, No. 7) contains interesting
details.
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Where did you marry from , Tamas Magyarosi?
I married from Barasso.
I married old Mistress lanos Vajda's beautiful grown-up daughter,
I10na Vajda!
The coach is going on, the girl is weeping,
Tamas Magyarosi is looking back at her.
Why are you weeping, why are you moaning, my beautiful betrothed bride?
Perhaps you think that I have not got
Twelve strong oxen and a strong ironed cart?
I don't think that, for I know that you have.
The eldest bridesmaid spoke up:
Give me, give me, Tamas Magyarosi,
Your fine linen shirt to make baby's cloth!
I don't give, I don't give my fine linen shirt
To make baby's cloth to this bloody whore!
The coach is going, the girl is weeping . ..
Perhaps you think that I have not got
A good herd of war-horses, a good flock of sheep?
The scene of the previous passage follows, after which the bride is brought back.

Textual relationships with other ballads: The situa tion of the bride nearing the moment o f giving
birth to a baby in the bridal procession is described in simila r details as her d ying in 13. and 16. " Perhaps
you think that I have not got. . . " : 46.

The plot of this ballad is not to be found outside the Hungarian language
area, although one of its features, notably the bridegroom's response to the father
when returning the bride can be likened to the words of the Spanish ballad's
Beguiled Husband who similarly brings back his wife to his father-in-law: " La ha
cogido de la mano y a su padre la lIavo. Ahi tiene usted a su hija, ensenela usted
mejor." (In nine texts.) Or: " A su madre se la entrego; aqui tiene uste a su hija,
eduquela uste mejor." (One variant.) (Cossio-Solano I, 215- 227/ 120-129. "Taking
by the hand, he led her to her father, viz. mother, saying: If you have brought her up
like this, you should have taught her better! " )
In point of fact, the ballad contains nothing new except this basic scene,
which is preceded by the main scene of The Bride Dying in the Wedding Procession,
with the difference that the wedding-guests report not on the bride dying but on her
giving birth to a child.
The scornful wording- which presents a typical figure mocking it at the same
time-is unmistakably aimed at making a laughing stock of the conventional
marriages of the rich.
It seems that we are once again dealing with a ballad built up from western
elements (perhaps with the contraction of two French ballad plots). As to its
development, we have to think of the time when the Hungarians got acquainted
with the French ballads, that is, of the fourteenth century.
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BALLAD-LIKE OLD SONGS
Types 84-92.

84. THE WIFE WHO WAS SOLD AWAY

166.
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1. I was a poor lad, and got married.
Alas, I had nothing to sustain my children with .
I had to take my wife,
Alas, and sell her at the market.
2. Alas, there came a rich boyar;
Good morning, good morning, alas, poor man .
Welcome, you rich boyar.
Tell me what are you selling.
3. I
I
I
I

am selling my wife.
have too many children to sustain .
have too many children to sustain .
have many children and I cannot give them to eat.

4. Then the boyar asked him:
Tell me how much do you ask for her.
A thousand , a thousand, and a hundred besides.
Then the boyar counted down the money.
5. He says to the wife: come with me,
I shall marry you as my wedded wife!
He took her, he took her into his calm home,
And he seated her at his drinking table.
6. Take a seat, take a seat at my table,
Tell me, what name you have got,
By what name shall I address you?
I got the name Anna, daughter of Dan.
7. I was born in Transylvania.
Then you must know that you are my sister.
Then you must know that you are my sister.
For I am Peter, son of Dan.
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8. If this be the case, I will not marry you.
Make speed and go home to your man.
Make speed and go home to your children,
So that you may raise them!
9. Brother, my dear brother, I would you take me
To town and sell me again,
Rather than take me back into that great poverty!
I would rather be sold!
10. Sister, my dear sister, you shall go back,
For I give you as much money as I have given your husband,
So that you may raise your children.
And indeed, her brother started back with her.

The story of the indebted husband who sells his wife to his brother-in-law is
known throughout the Balkan peninsula. The Southern Slav variants which may
come into consideration differ in two points from the Hungarian: first, the uniform
beginning motif, according to which the man is owner of nine vineyards, secondly,
he first wants to sell his mother, and only at the instigation of the latter is he willing
to part with his wife; these have been omitted from the Hungarian variant. Since
only one single Moldavian Csang6 text has occurred in the Hungarian language
area, the story is borrowed, beyond doubt, from the Romanians.

Literature: Putilov 1965, 114-120, unreasonably draws the song into the sphere of "captive"
and "Turk" themes as a historical ballad.

11 . Alas, her man was walking in the courtyard,
And his little son asked him every now and then:
Father, dear father, where is my dear mother?
At once the boyar appeared and greeted them.
12. Good morning, good morning, alas, poor man.
I have brought back your wife.
Alas, she is my sister, and I cannot keep her
As a wife in my home.
13. I have no money, says the poor man,
To restore you what you had given me.
I don't want any money, for I give you as much again;
I give you as much again as I had given you before.
14. Then the children embraced
And kissed their mother with many kisses,
And they rejoiced to have a dear mother again,
To have a dear mother to take care of them.
"Well, you know, many years ago it was customary to sell away wives for
money."
Uszped (Moldavia). Performed by a woman of fifty-five. Ka1l6s 1957.
Boyar = landlord.
This ballad has been recorded in one variant.

Textual relationship with other ballad: none.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
ROMANIAN: 1. Amzulescu287 . 2. BudS . 3. Fplea 17. 4. Briiiloiu \02 (in Hungarian: Moldovan ,
3 and Vulcanu, 17).
SOUTHERN SLAV: 5. Vuk I, No. 725. 6-7. HNP VI, Nos 28- 29. 8. HNP X, 162, No. 15. 9.
Kuba 195. 10. tganec 1950, No. 259. 11. Prodanovii: 221.
BULGARIAN: 12-14. Tsitselkova 219-221. 15. lvanov 229. 16. Vatev 189. 17- /8 . SbNU 16-17
Materialy, 92, No. 9 and 98, No. I.
GREEK: 19. Liidecke-Mega~ 76. Cf. Baud-Bovy 1936, 242.
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85. THE DEAD BRIDEGROOM

5. Take a seat beside me, my IIona,
My IIona, my beautiful rose!
I will not take a seat, not I,
For you are not my sweetheart!

167.

Still she sat beside him in the end .

A young girl's sweetheart, who was a soldier, fell in the battle-field. The girl
would have liked to see her sweetheart once more. Therefore she went to a witch to
ask for advice. This said to her: "On Good-Friday's night walk out, daughter, to
the cemetery and find your sweetheart's grave, break a small piece of wood from his
cross and boil it in smash at about eleven o'clock . When the smash begins to bubble,
your sweetheart will appear." The girl did what she was told to. The smash was
bubbling, and someone was tapping at the door:
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1. Let me in, my IIona,
My IIona, my beautiful rose!
I will not let you in, not I,
For you are not my sweetheart!
Still she let him in in the end.
2. Prepare a dish for supper, my IIona,
My IIona, my beautiful rose!
I will not prepare a dish, not I,
For you are not my sweetheart!
Still she prepared it in the end.
3. Lay the table, my IIona,
My IIona, my beautiful rose!
I will not lay the table, not I,
For you are not my sweetheart!
Still she laid the table in the end.
4. Give me to eat, my IIona,
My IIona, my beautiful rose!
I will not give you to eat, not I,
For you are not my sweetheart!
Still she gave him to eat in the end.

en

ro - mm.

6. Kiss me, my IIona,
My IIona, my beautiful rose!
I will not kiss you, not I,
For you are not my sweetheart!
Still she kissed him in the end.
7. Come with me, my IIona,
My IIona, my beautiful rose!
I will not go with you, not I,
For you are not my sweetheart!
Still she started out with him in the end . But as they were leaving the room, IIona
looked at the feet of his sweetheart and saw that he had cloven hooves. She was very
much frightened and began to sing:
8. Oh, cocks, crow,
Angels, blow your horns!
For I am ill,
And I am perhaps dying!
The devil said: "You did well to caIl the angels, otherwise I would have torn you
apart at once."
To wit, it was the devil that took on the form of her sweetheart.
Performed by an aged wine-dresser's wife.
Szekszard (Tolna county). Ethn 1908, 297.
168.

Once upon a time there was a girl who had a bridegroom. But the bridegroom
soon died. The girl was lamenting him bitterly. She stood in the gateway, and there
she was lamenting him. A wise-woman passing by asked the girl why she was crying.
She told her that her sweetheart had died, and she could not converse with him any
longer. "You must not be sorry for that-says the wise-woman. Go to the cemetery
and bring a cross from there. And you must boil it in a big kettle under the funnel at
midnight. The girl did as she was told to. At midnight, her bridegroom appeared
indeed on back of St. Michael horse (bier). He told the girl to see him out to the
cemetery. And the girl saw him out. On the way, the young man spoke up:
Aye, how beautifuIly the moon shines,
And here walks a live body with a dead one.
Are you afraid of me, my sweet rose?
I am not afraid at all in your company.
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They were going on, they were walking near the cemetery, when the young man
spoke up once more:
Aye, how beautifully the moon shines,
And here walks a live body with a dead one.
Are you afraid of me, my sweet rose?
I am not afraid at all in your company.
By that time they walked inside the cemetery. The young man sank into the grave,
and to make sure that the girl should not escape, he fastened his belt to the girl's
hand. At that time the girl was already in a fright. She tied the string to the cross and
ran away as swiftly as she could. She ran into a house, in which a dead body was laid
out under the table. The girl hid beside the dead body. But the young man in the
grave was pulling at the string all in vain, because the girl did not go in after him.
Finally he pulled down the cross. The young man was very angry finding that the
girl had escaped. He ran after her. The girl was just crossing the door. When the
young man reached the house, he called in through the window: "Dead brother-inlaw, give me the live body!" Alas, my God! The girl was very much frightened, and
began to pray wholeheartedly, so that she would not be given out by the dead body.
The dead body answered: "I would fein give her out, only I cannot stir." The girl
prayed and prayed, so that she may not be given out by the dead body. Once more
the young man called in: "Dead brother-in-law, give out the live body!" The dead
body once more answered: "I would fein give her out, only I cannot stir." The clock
of the tower was just striking one. The young man once more called in: "Dead body,
give out the live body!" Now the dead body did not answer at all. Then the young
man called in once again: "It is well to you, girl, that my hour is over, otherwise you
would already be lying by my side!"
ldszjenyszaru (lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county). Zoltan Velsinszky

=

Ethn 1928,5.

Divergences: When the bridegroom calls in to the dead body, asking for the
girl, the former shivers at the first word, sits up at the second, and opens the door at
the third; the girl is only saved by the cock-crow.
Apart from 167., all the variants have only three lines of verse:

The moon shines beautifully,
The live body is riding together with the dead,
Are you not afraid, my sweet rose?
These lines are variegated in the different texts. No more than this verse fragment is
published by Kalmany from Egyhazasker and MNGY I from Csurg6.
Earliest provenience: 1865.
Dissemination: Somogy county (Csurgo); Tolna county (Szekszard); Veszpn:m county (Soml6
region); N6grad county? (Palots Folk Poems); lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (laszfenyszaru); the
Szeged region. Total: 6.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tune: Only 167. was recorded with tune, and even that probably erroneously.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
GERMAN: A . (all variants are in verse): I. E- B 197. 2. Hruschka- Toischer, 93, No. 5.3. Ethn
1892, 35, Banate (Yugoslavia). 4. Hau//en 54. B. (stories in prose with verse insets): 5. Schlosser \3
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(Unter-Steiermark). 6-9. Vernaleken , 76-79; Nos 6-8, from Lower-Austria, No. 9 from Moravia. 10-12.
Schmidt 1902,226 (the environment of Linz). 13. EMU 1898,341 (Old-Buda).
POLISH: 14. Kolberg Lud 14 (1881), No. 41. 15. Treichel, 144. 16. WollnerquotesZamarski, 121.
UKRAINIAN: 17- 20. Wollnerquotes Chubinsky, 119 and 121, and two texts from Dragomanov.
CZECH-MORA VIAN: 21- 22. Wollner quotes two texts from Erben. 23- 24. Susil112/242 and
Nova zbirka 14/2337.
SLOVAK: 25-26. Slov. Sp. 11, 285, and Ill, 278 (fargment). 27. SL'P 11, No. 605.
SOUTHERN SLAV: 28- 30. Strekelj61-63 . 31. Zganec 1952, 84. Kuhac 506. (Sung variants). 33.
Wollner , 256 (prose tale). (Kumer 389 sung var.).
ENGLISH: 34. Child 272.
DANISH: 35. DgF 90.
FRENCH: 36. Sebillot 1881, 197.

Ever since Burger wrote his world-famous ballad of Lenore, the story has
been known to exist in three versions in the German-speaking areas: (a) a version in
verse from which the riding scene of the dead body is missing; (b) another version in
verse which includes the riding scene, this being the true formulation of the Lenore
theme (cf. 4.); (c) a prose tale with insets in verse (cf. 5- 13.). This latter has Austria
and Slovakia as its dissemination area, and this is the form that exists exclusively in
the Hungarian language area. Closest relationship can be discovered with the
Austrian version. The degree of similarity is well demonstrated by the following
Austrian tale.
In the village of Pettauerfeld there lived once a young man and a girl who
loved each other dearly. The lad had to join the army, and it was hard for them to
part with each other. They make an oath that not even death can separate them. The
one that will have to die first will let the other know about it.
Soon war broke out, and the young man was taken to a distant land. The girl
heard no tidings of him for a long time. She thought he must have fallen in action.
One day she exclaimed: "I should like to see him once more, whether he is alive or
dead, just once more I should like to see him!" That night she heard someone
knocking at her window. When she opened the window, she saw a white knight
sitting on a white steed. He extended his arms, saying: "Here am I. Bind your
valuables in a bundle and come with me!" The girl thought it was her sweetheart
that came home and followed him at once. The young man seated her on back of his
grey horse, and swift as wind they ran away. As they were passing through the
village, the young man asked:
The moon, the moon shines bright,
The dead body, the dead body rides fast.
My dearest, are you afraid?
He put the same question in the next village, and also in the third. Finally they
reached a cemetery. The gate opened by itself before them. The rider went to a grave
which was open, and told the girl to throw her bundle into it and descend. The girl
was reluctant, saying she was a stranger in the region and cannot know her way
about, and asked the young man to lead the way. The dead body agreed, whereupon
the girl jumped off the horse and ran fast as she could out of the cemetery and into
the next house. She barred the door and hid herself in the farthest nook behind the
stove. But the house was the mortuary of the graveyard. The girl looking round
beheld a corpse on the bier. At that moment there was a knocking at the door, and
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the girl heard her sweetheart's voice: "Dead body, give me out the live body!"
Upon this, the corpse extended one of his arms. Once again the sweetheart
exclaimed: "Dead body, give me out the live one! " Upon this, the corpse sat up. At
the sweetheart's third request, the corpse stood up and snatched at the girl. In that
very moment the clock struck twelve and the cock crowed. The corpse at once
returned to the bier. At the second crow he sat down, and at the third it was dumb
and dead again. Immediately the admonition was heard from outside: "This has
been a lesson to teach you that the dead must be let alone in peace. If the cock did
not crow, I should have torn you to pieces!" Then everything sank into silence.
For a long time the girl could not stir for fear. Finally she crawled out of her
hiding nook and staggered out of the mortuary. The land and the people were
strange to her. Although the ride did not seem to take a long time, she found herself
in a strange country, where her sweetheart was killed. Trembling in all her parts, she
lay down in a rye-field, and soon she died.
The story follows the same strict order of arrangement in 7., 9-10, 12-13. The
last-mentioned variant stands the nearer to the Hungarian because it lays out a brief
folk-text in authentic vernacular phrases, instead of a mere summary of the content.
Even the shortest Hungarian variants have their exact correspondences in the
Austrian material. (Cf. 6., 8., and 11.)
The Slav versions are much farther from the Hungarian. The deviation is
greatest in relation with the Ukrainian variants which swell the story enormously
and present the German and Hungarian plot deprived of their formula-like turns.
Thus the motif of the very important passage about the question set in the
moonlight is dissolved into a dialogue in a scene burdened with the figures of
dancing corpses: "Why do you think that I am afraid?" "Is your country still far?"
"There you can see its chimneys." " 0 they are only tombstones! "-and so on. In
one of the variants the sweetheart does not appear knocking at the girl's window but
the girl mourning him in the cemetery arouses him from his grave; still they ride,
after such preliminaries, to the cemetery, and the next day the girl finds herselfin her
own village. Another example: the formula of "Dead body, give out the live one to
me!" sounds like this: "Hey, comrade, I say, give the woman to me, because I have
brought her from a seven hundred verst distance to this place!" Or: "Good evening,
how are you ... " is the opening phrase of the bargain. In other instances we find
three corpses quarrel1ing with the bridegroom about the girl. In another, the
bridegroom catches the girl by the foot and tears her apart.
According to the Polish version, the girl begins to tremble with fear during the
dialogue already. The detail in verse reads as follows: "People and cocks are
sleeping, while the dead bodies ride with the live ones round the world." In this case
the girl is not asked directly if she is afraid, instead the narrative intimates to us that
the girl is half-dead for fear. The girl throws pearls of her headgear at the corpse
rising in the house, to make the corpse fall back on the bier, and says to her
sweetheart that stones are falling on the forehead of the corpse. In other tales, the
girl flying in the air tears herself out of the arms of her sweetheart and falls into a
chimney; in this case the bridegroom does not ask the corpse for help, but applies to
inanimate objects, a broomstick or a bunch of hemp, etc. Another solution is that
the girl flees into a hospital where she finds a dead "dziad" (a student, clerk, or

precentor) waked over by two live bodies, and when the dead "dziad" wants to rise
at request by the bridegroom, the live bodies order him to recline.
The Moravian and Slovak verse variants belong to the German types 1- 3.
and have no connection whatever with the Hungarian. The same holds for most of
the Southern Slav variants. (Cf. 28- 32.) Only the prose tale with insets in verse (33.)
shows some similarity to the Hungarian and Austrian versions, containing many
corresponding details. As against these, there is an important difference inasmuch
as the dead lying on the bier answers the bridegroom's request by the following
warning: "Dead body, leave the live ones in peace! "- that is to say, it offers
protection to the girl.
The English "Suffolk Miracle" with all its broadside formulation , further the
Danish and the French superstitious stories are so distant from the Hungarian
ballad-like story as to frustrate any attempt at comparison.
As appears from the foregoing, the Hungarian texts are closely related with
the Austrian and Hungarian- German texts. As a rule, a prose tale with verse insets
should be regarded as a dissolution in prose of a one-time fully verse composition.
If, therefore, we can find a language area in which the purely versified form occurs
parallel with the mixed forms, this should be taken for the original country of the
story. Accordingly, the German formulation provided the point of origin and by no
means the Slav versions which ramify in many directions. As to the Hungarian
version, undoubtedly a German descent has to be reckoned with, and in this case
probably through the intermediary of the German-speaking population of
Hungary. Since the narrative has spread throughout Hungary in the form of a
superstitious tale in prose with verse insets, it is very likely- in spite of the fact that
one of the variants has been recorded together with a tune-that a full verse form
has never lived in the Hungarian language area. Consequently, we cannot take it for
a true ballad in the body of Hungarian balladry.
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Literature: Vargyas 1964.
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86. THE DEAD BROTHER

8. Alas, we
We shall
Alas, we
We shall

169.
Parlando

J. Xli

~~b r r r r" B ; r~." Er r:;~liQj? Willl
I. Egy asz . s7.Ony·nak

4~b

ki · lenc fi . a,

Ki . lenc fi·

a,

le . a . nya.

J J• J
Egy asz . szony -nak

I . A woman
Nine sons
A woman
Nine sons

had
and
had
and

ki - lenc

fi

- a,

Ki - lenc

fi - a,

nine sons,
one daughter.
nine sons,
one daughter.

2. She married away her nine sons,
And she sold away her only daughter.
She married away her nine sons,
And sold away her only daughter.
3. The day was come,
People came to ask for her daughter's hand.
The day was come,
People came to ask for her daughter's hand.
4. They came from a foreign land,
She went to her eldest son.
They came from a foreign land,
She went to her eldest son.
5. My son, my son, my dear son,
People came to ask for my daughter's hand.
My son, my son, my dear son,
People came to ask for my daughter's hand.
6. They
Shall
They
Shall

came from a foreign
we give her to them,
came from a foreign
we give her to them,

land,
or shall we not?
land,
or shall we not?

7. Shall we give her, or shall we not?
We may not see her again.
Shall we give her, or shall we not?
We shall not see her again.
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egy

egy

le -

a- nya .

shall not give her, dear mother,
not see her again.
shall not give her, dear mother,
not see her again.

9. She went to her middle son,
My son, my son, my dear son
She went to her middle son,
My son, my son, my dear son.
10. People came to ask for my daughter's hand .
They came from a foreign land .
People came to ask my daughter's hand,
They came from a foreign land.
11. Shall
Shall
Shall
Shall

we
we
we
we

12. Alas, we
We shall
Alas, we
We shall

give
give
give
give

her,
her,
her,
her,

my dear son?
or shall we not?
my dear son?
or shall we not?

shall not give her, my dear mother,
never see her again.
shall not give her, my dear mother,
never see her again.

13. She went to her youngest son,
My son, my son, my dear son.
She went to her youngest son,
My son, my son, my dear son.
14. People came to ask for my daughter's hand,
They came from a foreign land.
People came to ask for my daughters hand,
They came from a foreign land.
15. Shall we give her, or shall we not.
We shall not see her again.
Shall we give her, or shall we not,
We shall not see her again.
16. Let
We
Let
We

us give her, my dear mother,
shall give her, my dear mother.
us give her, my dear mother,
shall give her, my dear mother.

17. A big cloud came
And lifted her daughter.
A big cloud came
And lifted her daughter.
18. She was taken away, she was taken away
Never to be seen again.
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She was taken away, she was taken away
Never to be seen again.
19. The mother laid a curse
On her youngest son.
The mother laid a curse
On her youngest son.
20. May God work it, son,
That not even the earth shall take you in.
May God work it, son,
That not even the earth shall take you in.
2t. The day was come
When her youngest son died.
The day was come
When her youngest son died.
22. They took him to the cemetery,
Not even the earth did take him in.
They took him to the cemetery,
Not even the earth did take him in.
23. The
The
The
The

dead
dead
dead
dead

body
body
body
body

started
started
started
started

out
out
out
out

on
on
on
on

the
the
the
the

way,
way.
way,
way.

24. He was going, he was going,
Wandering over fields and woods,
He was going, he was going,
Wandering over fields and woods,
25 . Until he arrived at a big house.
That house was turning round and round.
He arrived at a big house,
That house was turning round and round.
26. No door was seen on it,
Neither a door, nor a window.
No ddor was seen on it,
Neither a door, nor a window.
27. His sister beheld him;
The palace was turning round and round.
His sister beheld him;
The palace was turning round and round.
28. What are
They will
What are
They will
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you looking for?
take your head.
you looking for?
take your head.

29. Come home with me.
He lifted her on his back.
Come home with me,
He lifted her on his back.
30. They
They
They
They

started back,
are going, they are going,
had started back,
are going, they are going.

31. Over
Over
Over
Over

big
big
big
big

woods,
woods,
woods,
woods,

over
over
over
over

large
large
large
large

fields,
fields,
fields,
fields.

32. And the birds all say:
Look, how a dead body carries a live body.
And the birds all say:
Look, how the dead body carries a live body.
33. Look,
Look,
Look,
Look,

how
how
how
how

the
the
the
the

dead
dead
dead
dead

body
body
body
body

carries
carries
carries
carries

a
a
a
a

live
live
live
live

body,
body.
body,
body.

34. What do the birds say?
Don't listen to them.
What do the birds say?
Don't listen to them.
35. Don't
For it
Don't
For it
36. He
He
He
He

listen to the little birds,
is not true what they say.
listen to the little birds,
is not true what they say.

went to his old mother's house,
took home his sister.
went to his old mother's house,
took home his sister.

37. When they arrived home,
He went to the cemetery.
When they arrived home,
He went to the cemetery.
38. And
And
And
And

the
the
the
the

earth
earth
earth
earth

did
did
did
did

now
now
now
now

take
take
take
take

him
him
him
him

in,
in,
in,
in.

M agyarfalu (Moldavia) . Performed by a woman offorty-four. Farag6 and Jagamas,
1954, No. 17.
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A single Moldavian Csango recording of the story is known to exist from 1954.

Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
ROMANIAN: 1. Amzulescu 26. (lists 21 variants from the Romanian language area). 2.
Tocilescu . 139. 3. Corcea. 41. 4. Tiplea. 15.5. Giuglea. 253. (In Hungarian translation by Ktidtir. 39.)
SOUTHERN SLAV: 6. Vuk 11, No. 9. (Hungarian translation by Csuka41.) 7--8. HNP 1,29- 30
(plus variants and abstracts in Dodatak, pp. 514-17). French translation: Dozon, 321.
ALBANIAN: 31. Dozon. 327 (in French translation).
BULGARIAN: 32. A-V, No. 67. 33. SbNU 38. Arnaudov 2. 34. Khachanovsky 48.35. SbNU 42
(1936), No. 144. 36-112. SbNU 13--15, Smirnov (77 variants). 113. Izv. na Etnogr. Muz. VI, 117.
114-118. Stoin 1928,554, Nos 1580-81 and 3629-30. 119-121. Bukoreshliev 198, 362,441. 122. SbNU
41, No. 407. 123. Stoilov 1-11,25. (French translation: Dozon . 319.)
GREEK: /24. Baud-Bovy 1936, I 62-{)8; Lubke, 254 (= Firmenrich 53, Dozon . 324.)

The theme of this ballad enjoys a wide popularity in the whole of the Balkans,
being Greek in origin according to scholarly opinions. The Csango text shows a fair
agreement with the Romanian formulation which has the following content in
Amzulescu's summary account: A woman has nine sons and a daughter. Suitors
arrive, but the mother does not want to let her daughter to be taken away. She gives
her consent only when her eldest son promises to bring home the daughter every
year. Epidemic carries away all her sons. The mother, in utter despair, invokes her
eldest son who persuaded her to marry the girl. The son comes out of the grave and,
riding on his coffin, carries home his sister in the dead hours of the night. No sooner
than he disappears can the girl understand what has happened to her; the brother
goes back to the grave. Upon the girl's entreaties, the mother allows her to enter the
house. Recognition follows, and both mother and daughter die.
The Csango texts incorporate certain fabulous elements, such as the motif of
the turning castle well known from Hungarian folk tales, further some details of
"The Dead Bridegroom" (The dead body carries the live one).
Since this ballad is extant in Hungarian only among the Csangos, there can be
no doubt regarding its Romanian origin. It must be a recent borrowing.

Literature: Baud-Bovy 1936, I 62-{)8; Entwistle 1939, 86: Greek, Romanian, Bulgarian and
Serbian versions; the English Suffolk miracle derives from the Greek version; Vrabie 1966, \08-43.

87. THE GIRL AND THE RIDER

170.
On the ridge of a mountain
A girl and a young man are going.
The young man is riding a horse,
But the girl is going by foot.
5. Picking flowers here and there,
Now a small one, now a big one,
The girl says to the young man:
Put me on back of the horse,
For if I have to walk long
10. I grow tired and I shall die.
But the young man says:
I cannot put you on back of the horse,
For my horse is of a small kind,
I myself can hardly sit on it.
15. The girl says to him, weeping:
If you forsake me, sweetheart,
May the Lord be heavy on you!
Bring to an end what you have thought out,
Deceiving me like this!
20. I did not do anything else,
Only I cut a tress of your hair
And putting it into the water,
I said the following curse:
As your hair is drifted by the water,
25. So your heart shall bum for me.
I have had enough of your falsehood,
May the Holy Trinity be heavy on you!
On top of this mountain,
Sitting in the saddle on your horse,
30. Where your passage is roughest,
May your blood flow in streams,
May your horse stumble,
May it cast you down upon the ground!
Lozstid (Hunyad county). Performed by a 76-year-old female. Farag6 1965 I. 388.
A single, tuneless recording is known of this ballad-like verse.

Versions in languages other than Hungarian: Amzulescu 245.
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This piece is an occasional borrowing from the Romanians. It has the
following plot: A soldier is harnessing his horse for a ride. The girl asks him to take
her on the ride, promising him to be a faithful companion and a loving sweetheart.
The soldier refuses the girl, and she lays a curse on him. The oath is effective.
The formulation of the Hungarian text shows that the verse is a translation
not yet fully adapted to the traditional ballad style. This circumstance is also
brought out by its isolated standing. It is a recent borrowing.

88. KING ISTV AN OF HUNGARY

171.

J -84

4~ lt~ ~
Literature: Farago 1969.
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1. King Istvan of Hungary,
The patron of our country,
Girded on his sword,
And took his trumpet.
2. He went to the gate,
Stepped out into the courtyard,
And proclaimed, turning towards the East,
That by sunset
3. All
All
All
All

should gather together,
his sons,
his sons,
his brave warriors.

4. And they gathered together,
And he equipped them with weapons.
And so he started to the battle-field,
To meet the enemy.
"I forget where he had gone and what he did. Whom he fought, I forget. It is a long
time since I heard this, I was a small child then. They sang it in the spinning-house.
Those women have all died since."

Luizikalagor (Moldavia). Performed by a man of 71 who was blind and illiterate.
1958. Kallos = Kallos 1958, No. 1.
Divergences: Another variant of twenty stanzas seems to be a complete story,
although it does not present a round story about "King Istvan". Its extemporized
formulation, as shown below, bears little resemblance to the verse recorded from
Luizikalagor.
1. King Istvan has gone
To the wars,
He has gone to face the Turks
In the wars.
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2. King Istvan's foot
Has been shot.
Therefore he has gone home,
Into his calm country.
After this, he asks his mother to let him in, bec".use the Turks are nearing, but first
the mother does not recognize him; and wher. she does, she sends her son back to
the wars, for" Alas, in the interest of our country You must suffer death!" The king
gathers together his soldiers and cu~s the Turks to the last man so that bloodstreams are flooding. Once more he ask.; his mother for admission. His wife "plays
him round", but his mother lets him in. Then he puts on his best attire and goes to
church.
19. Then the bells
Were tolled with loud roar:
Roar, you bells,
Bow, you flags!
20. Oh, King Istvan
Is coming to church!
To him, all the flags
Bowed low.
The collector adds that the ballad speaks about Stefan cel Mare (Steven the
Great), Prince of Moldavia. The old informant stated that she had translated the
verse from Romanian, although she did not speak Romanian well, and at the
request of the collector she was unable to recite one single Romanian stanza
correctly, she only recalled threadbare fragments in prose. Nevertheless, the
apparently improvised, somewhat obscure text shows no agreement with No. 171 .
On the other side, the published fragment seems to be more well-formed, suggesting
an earlier life in tradition. On account of the identity of names, the phrase "patron
of our country" had been borrowed from the song about "King St. Istvan" of
Hungary; this circumstance also refers to some earlier traditional life of the song.

Earliest provenience: 1958.
Dissemination: Mo1davia (Luizikalagor, Uszped). Total: 2.
Textual relationship with other ballads: The improvised text .recorded at U:szped includes scenes

known from plots based on the motif of non-recognition of relatives; of. first of all Type 30.
Tunes: See the tune of the other text.
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Borrowed from Romanian folklore or popular layer of songs, probably in
recent time.

89. THE RIVALRY OF FLOWERS

172.
)-176-120
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1. Lo, they are ready to contest
In the beautiful corn-field.
Three kinds of flowers they are,
Three kinds of flowers they are.
2. Lo, they are ready to contest
In the beautiful corn-field,
In the beautiful corn-field,
Three kinds of flowers they are.
3. The first to begin was
The beautiful corn-flower:
I am the most beautiful, the most beautiful
Among all of you.
4. For people pick me,
They place me on the altar.
As the sainted body of Jesus Christ,
And there they adore me.
5. The second to begin was
The beautiful vine-flower:
I am the most beautiful, the most beautiful
Among all of you.
6. For people pick me,
Place me on the altar
As the sainted blood of Jesus Christ,
And there they adore me.
7. The third to begin was
The beautiful rose-flower:
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I am the lovliest
Among all of you.

7. There spoke up
The beautiful pink-flower:
I am the most beautiful, I am the kindest
Among all of you,

8. For people pick me,
Make a wreath of me,
Young men and young girls
Give me as present to their sweethearts.

Bogyisz16 (Pest county). Performed by a male si~ger of sixty. Lajtha 1922
2632.
173.

vi . rag

A

szep

bll .

I. In the corn-field
There are three kinds of flower.
The first flower is
The beautiful corn-flower.
2. The
The
The
The

second flower is
beautiful vine-flower.
third flower is
beautiful pink-flower.

3. There spoke up
The beautiful corn-flower:
I am the most beautiful, I am the kindest
Among all of you,
4. For people will take me
To the altar,
And there they name me
Sainted body of Jesus Christ.
5. There spoke up
The beautiful vine-flower:
I am the most beautiful, I am the kindest
Among all of you,
6. For people will take me
To the corner of the altar,
And there they name me
Sainted blood of Jesus Christ.
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8. For people will pick me,
Make a wreath of me,
Young men and young girls
Put me by their hats.
They wear me proudly,
They are thrown into Hell.
(The last two lines are rarely added.)
Ktiszonujfalu (Csik county). Performed by a woman of sixty. Kodaly 1912 = Sz.Nd.
36.
Divergences: The variants of Nyitra county surviving in largest numbers are
all connected to the "fire-leaping feast", customarily practised on mid-summer,
nights. We present below the earliest complete text published, together with the
description of the custom as observed at Kolon , by Kubinyi and Vahot Ill, 1854, p.
29 (cf. MNT 11, p. 255).
Three kinds of flower are contesting.
My flower, I shall go with you,
My flower, I shall not part with you!
The one kind of flower is the beautiful vine-flower.
Do not contest with me, beautiful corn-flower.
For all this wide world lives on me!
My flower, I shall go with you,
My flower, I shall not part with you!
There spoke up the beautiful corn-flower:
Do not contest with me, beautiful rose-flower,
For people will serve a mass with me!
My flower, I shall go with you,
My flower, I shall not part with you!
Do not contest with me, beautiful violet-flower,
For the girls adorn themselves with me!
My flower, I shall go with you,
My flower, I shall not part with you!
(The majority of the Nyitra variants are available under Nos 254-259 ofMNT 11.)

Earliest provenience: 1848.
Dissemination: Nyitra county (Ghymes 7, Kolon 4); Pest county (BogyiszI6); Maros-Torda

county (" Marosszek"); Csik county (Gyergy6csomafalva, Kaszonujfalu); Brass6 county (Krizba 2).
Total: 17.
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Textual relationship with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I. = No. 172; 2. = No. 173 (two variants); 3. has been recorded in seven variants
(Example I. in MNT 11 , Nos 254-259); 4-6. occur in one single recording each .
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Partially relevant versions in languages other than Hungarian :
GERMAN: 1- 15. E.-B 1066--1080.
UKRAINIAN : 16- 17. Golovatsky 111/2, 3. Nos 1- 2.
ROMANIAN: 18- 23. Viciu 137- 152. 24- 25. Bartok 1923, Nos 15- 16 (all colindas).
SOUTHERN SLAV: 26. Kuhac 440. 27- 28. Ist.pj. 11 , Nos 32 and 134. 29. Geseman 7. 30. Vuk I,
No. 619.
BULGARIAN: 31. Vatev 414. 32. Stoin 1928, No. 2081.
SPANISH: (recorded exclusively from Spanish Jews re-settled in the Balkans; translation from
Greek). 33. Armistead- Silvermann 1968, No. 395.

This song, which can be termed only with reservation as a ballad, represents a
folk-version of the mediaeval genre called certamen. Sandor Eckhardt referred to
Aristophanes (Clouds) as to the first literary provenience of the theme. The
Romans called the type of song by the name comparatio, and in mediaeval Latin it
occurred under the denominations of certamen , conflictus and disputatio .
Proven~al, French and Italian literature also produced specimens of this song. The
dispute of the flowers found its first formulation in the verse of fifty hexametres by
the ninth-century Irish monk Sedulius Scottus, who wrote about the contest of the
rose and the lily, and Spring as a benevolent arbiter between the two. The theme
reverberated in thirteenth-century rhymed vagans poems, composed by students,
about the contest of the violet and the rose, the latter being placed on tables of
kings, or on the altars of cathedrals, and seen in children's hands or at the caps of
young men . In the vagans songs, it is again an arbiter that makes peace between the
contesting parties. We are also indebted to S. Eckhardt for his having pointed to
similar debates occurring in French folklore in the form of songs about the rivalry
of wine and water, the like of which came up in Hungarian students' poems of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He takes it for certain that in Hungary the
theme of contesting flowers had disseminated through the mediation of Latin
vagans poems. This supposition seems to be corroborated by the evidenc~ of
Romanian colindas (winter-solstice greeting-songs) which are formulated In a
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similar manner (as emphasized also by Eckhardt). He provided the text of 19.,
which in English translation reads as follows.
"Dear sun has risen, shining over all lands, roads and ways. There above, in
the heavenly court, there is a nice custom, originating from Jesus Christ himself, for
there are broad tables and burning candles. There are arm-chairs placed round the
tables. Laid across the tables, there are three small flowers, three blades of grass.
They are slighting each other: Which one is worthiest of them? The good Lord
sitting in Heaven is looking at them, and speaks to them.-The corn-flower speaks
well, saying with much confidenc~: Next to God, I am the greatest one, because
where I am not found there is no cake on the table, nor repletion on the house.-The
vine-flower speaks well, saying with much confidence: Next to God, I am the
greatest one, because where I am not found, there is no joy, neither happiness.-The
olive-flower speaks well, saying with much confidence: Next to God, I am the
greatest one, because where I am not found, there is no baptizing.-The good Lord
is sitting in Heaven, looking at them and speaks to them: why are you contesting,
three little flowers, three tiny blades of grass? I say, you all are mine. The cornflower speaks well, because it is my body. The vine-flower speaks well, because it is
my blood, and of all the world. The olive-flower speaks well, because it is my
baptism, and of all the world, and by it the pagans are made Christians. Kind
people, I wish you splendid health!"
The shortest text ( lB.) lays out the theme as follows: "The corn-flower says:
Flowers, you are all flowers indeed, but I am the flower of corn, and I am the body
of our Lord. The vine-flower speaks: Flowers, you are all flowers indeed, but I am
the flower of vine, and I am the blood of our Lord. The olive-flower speaks:
Flowers, you are all flowers indeed, but I am the flower of olive, and I anoint people
and christen them to become faithful Christians."
All the Romanian variants referred to and quoted by me originate from the
pre-wars territory of Hungary (Maramaros county and Middle-Transylvania
inhabited by mixed Hungarian and Romanian population) In the opinion of
Eckhardt, the Hungarian and the Romanian songs stem from the same root, from
Latin texts, independently of each other. Namely, the Romanian maintains an
element of the mediaeval Latin literary formulations inasmuch as in them the
"judge" intervenes and settles the debate to the contentment of each interested
party, while the Hungarian preserved another mediaeval element, to wit, that of the
introduction of a rose or a violet, instead of the olive-flower, thus adding a secular
point to th\! story, in the style of the vagans songs.
The similar songs of other nations fail to display such a close resemblance to
the Hungarian texts. The German versions speak about the rivalry of summer and
winter, water and wine, burgher and peasant, various trees, and so on, of which
perhaps the last-mentioned antagonists bear some degree of likeness to the
Hungarian, being plants involved in this case as well. The debate is going on
between the ever-green and the willow. They argue about the worth of the products
made of them, 'and their rivalry is represented in the form of alternating stanzas.
Finally the willow puts forward the argument that it keeps springs cool so as to
refresh the thirsty loving couples. At this, the ever-green admist its inferiority. This
solution is kindred as regards its spirit with the Hungarian, but in all other respects
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the composition differs from the Hungarian version. The German text displays
other ideas and elements of formulation.
The Ukrainian songs are telling about the debate of the Sun, Moon and
Shower; the Southern Slav versions about the rivalry of Apple, Orange and other
flowers, eventually the young man and the young girl, each refuting the other party
by anouncing simply: I am more beautiful than you, and you have no reason for
being proud at all. All these are independent continuations of the mediaeval basic
idea. What surprises us is that the contest of the flowers only survives in the
Hungarian folklore and with the south-eastern neighbours of the Hungarian
people. In any case, the songs look back upon some mediaeval students' song as
their antecedent; this supposition supports the song's reference to the mass, as well
as its concluding motif of worldly love.

Literature: Eekhardt 1930: connection of the Hungarian song with the mediaeval eertamen and
the Romanian version; Ortutay 1936-48: quotes Eckhardt; Armistead-Silvermann 1968: mediaeval
eertamen . Balkanian Shephard formulation, paralleled by Greek, Aroumun, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croat
and Hungarian versions.

90. THE HOLY VIRGIN SEARCHING FOR HER SON
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I. The Holy Virgin set out
Crying bitterly, and wailing loudly,
2. To look for her sainted son,
And she met with a Jewish girl.

3. Good morning, Jewish girl.
Welcome, Holy Virgin.
4. Have you not seen my sainted son?
I don't know, I have not seen him ...
5. The Holy Virgin went on,
And she arrived at Betlehem .
6. Good morning, Betlen man,
Welcome, Holy Virgin.
7. Have you not seen my sainted son?
What colour is your sainted son?

8. What colour my sainted son is?
He has golden teeth and chesnut hair.
9. Go on, go on, Holy Virgin,
Go on, go on, and make speed!
10. Just now they are crowning his sainted head,
Just now they are nailing his sainted hands.
11. Just now they are piercing through his sainted flank ,
They are spurting out his red blood.

Szepkenyerilszentmarton (Szolnok-Doboka county). Performed by a woman of
seventy. Lajtha 1941 = MNT /I, No. 25.
Cf. Leader 328.

Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
GERMAN: /-7. E-B Nos 2056-2062.
DANISH (SWEDISH): 8-/0. DgF 97 (ibid. Jonsson ).
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The first stanza of the German song was recorded as early as 1349, its full text
in 1591. Thus it is deeply rooted in German tradition, and is known from several
recordings from German language areas. In Hungary, it turned up in one single
recording, from Transylvania. Undoubtedly, it is a borrowing from the Germans
(so is the Danish version), judged by the contracted, excerpt-like character of the
song. In spite of this, a new element is interwoven in the texture of the song, and that
is the encounter with the Jewess, which is certainly a secondary development
derived from Hungarian charms. The Hungarian charm-texts speak about the Holy
Virgin walking with the Holy Infant in her arms and meeting with three Jewesses.
They look at the child with admiration, meanwhile they also cast a spell on him.
Mary cures him by means of a special method, setting an example to cure people by
the same spell. This is the very popular and widespread superstitious text that had
supplied the first scene of the Hungarian song, which proves to be superfluous at the
same time, because the Holy Virgin continues her wandering, and it is only later that
the plot proper develops. The tune of the Hungarian song agrees with those of the
Romanian colindas, as well as with one of the E- B tunes (2058 "Andere Melodie"),
which circumstance is another evidence of the song having originated from the
German. It is probably a recent borrowing in Hungary.

91. THE CRICKET'S WEDDING
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Literature: Lajtha 1947; first publication, the text compared with those of Hungarian charms;
Vargyas 1964: German origin; Hi/mar 1966: 177 German variants, further Danish, Estonian, Polish,
Slovak, Wendish, Spanish, Portuguese and Italian texts, 439 in all, surveyed. The Hungarian variant and
the relating article by the present author ignored.
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1. The cricket, a poor lad,
He is about to marry,
He is cuddling the fly,
He wants to propose to her.
2. The little fly is licking-tonguing
The cricket's mouth.
The cricket takes hold
Of the little fly's leg.
3. The hamster snoars up,
He wants to be the bridesman.
A souslik sprang beside him,
He wants to be a bridesman as well.
4. The two bridesmen pleased
The little bridegroom,
He told them at once
To go and look for a bestman.
5. A pig was made the best man,
He tied them together:

(Onomatopoetic sounds imitating the pig's grunt)
6. The wolf was made the butcher,
He slaughtered a good steer,
And besides
He throttled two young pigs.
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7. The vixen was made the cook,
She is preparing the dish of chitterlings.
The harehound is washing the sausage skin
Which the dog fills.

There is another variant ending with the strife-scene. Unfortunately, this, the
Pecska variant, has been recorded without tune. VeiY frequently bawdy, obscene
details are included.

8. The owl is a famous brigand,
Keeping an eye on his portion of sausage,

9. The louse grows angry,
It takes the nit
And gives it a box on the ear, the poor soul,
Pulling it by the hair.
10. The little fly made a quarrel
With the humming wasp,
They are figting on the ground,
And wicked enemies they are indeed!
11. A monkey passes by,
He wants to be the judge,

12. The monkey draws into the dance
The hidious turkey.
And the monkey is dancing eagerly,
Letting out loud farts.

Earliest provenience: between \705- \710 in the songbook Szentsey, 13.
Dissemination:
I. Sopron county (Vitnyed); Zala county (Kerkakutas); Ver6ce county (Laszl6falva); Tolna

county (Felsoireg); Komarom county (Ete).
n. Heves county (Bodony); Gomor county (Felsoras).
Ill. Pest county (Kiskunhalas); Bacs-Bodrog county (Homokmegy); Arad county (Pecska);
Bihar county (Korostarkany); Szabolcs county (Fiilop).
IV. Maros-Torda county (Jobbagytelke, Marosvasarhely); Csik county (Gyimesfelsolok,
Gyimeskozeplok); Bukovina (Andrasfalva 3, Fogadjisten). Total: 20.
Textual relationship with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I. = No. 175.
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Fogadjisten (Bukovina). Performed by a woman of thirty-eight. Kodaly 1914 = Sz.
Nd.5 .
Divergences: The formula occurs rather often: "I would like to marry you,
little fly, If only you were not so small. I would marry you, cricket, If only you were
not so crooked."
One of the marrying couple is always a cricket (with one exception), while the
other is always a fly (with two exceptions). One of the texts has: "The cricket is
going to marry, He is proposing to the gnat's daughter." An exceptional fragment
collected at Jobbagytelke speaks about the marriage of a mouse and a bat. The
additional characters show a striking medley: gnat (8), stork (8), wolf (7), bear (6),
frog (6), hamster (5), souslik (4), stinking beetle (4), mouse (3), heron (3), dog (3)
louse (2) flee (2) spider (2), maybeetle (2), fox (vixen) (2), donkey (2), turkey (2), cat
(2), and the following come up on one occasion each: crab, skunk, hare, rat, hen,
long-homed beetle, pelican, owl, ox, monkey, goose, wasp, and also the devil,
further "mouse-bat" and objects used at weddings, e. g. oven-peel and broom;
many of the variants describe the musicians: prime fiddler (usually stork), second
fiddler (frog), flutist (gnat), and so on. The zoological names are often made to
alliterate ("Nagyot herkent a horcsog"; "Biidos bogar a bOg6s"; "Tetu sogor
sotor6", and so on).
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(2.,4., and 12. occurring in two variants.)
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
FRENCH: 1. Barbillat- Touraine 109. 2-4. Poueigh 146-49.5. Arbaudll, 189. (Several variants in
Rev. Trad. Pop. 1890 and Melusine 1878.)
SPANISH : 6-7. Romero 119- 121. (Armistead: known on the entire language area.)
ITALIAN: 8- 9. Ferraro 1877,26, No. 14 and 113, No. 28 . JO.ldem 1870, No. 97. 11 . Idem 1888,
No. 40. 12. Pergoli No. 40. 13. Widter-Wo(f 102. 14. Gianandrea, 257 .
GERMAN : 15- 27. E-B I 63a- g, I 64a-<i, I 65a- b.
DANISH: 28-29. Dal 38-39.
SLOVENE: 30--56. Strekelj I, Nos 972- 997. (Kumer) 117.
.
CROAT: 57. Zganec 1924, No. 51. 58. Idem 1950, No. 108. 59. Idem 1950-52 No. 146.
SERBIAN : 60. Stojanovic-Vitezica, 565 .
BULGARIAN: 61 . Stoilov 943 .
SLOVAK : 62. Bartok 1959 259c. Slov. sp. I, No. 505 and 11, No. 588.
MORA VIAN: 65. Bartos 1953, No. 159.
UKRAINIAN: 66- 72. Golovatsky 11,503, No. 2, 505, No. 4, 507, No. 5, 564, No. 5, 732, No. 17.
Ill, 494, No. I, 502, No. 6.
RUSSIAN: 73-80. Chernyshev 301 - 305 and 307- 309.
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In this instance we cannot detect any closer connection between the
Hungarian and the French versions. Although the latter has also beetles (louse,
flee), and other zoological characters, it describes a birds' wedding with finch and
lark as spouses. But the story is presented in the form of the "chanson
enumerative": "but we have no bread, where can we get some", and one of the
animals appears carrying bread on its back . "Now we have bread though we have
no wine . . . "- and so on. The brawl-scene of the Hungarian is rather tersely
formulated in the French: one of the musicians, a rat attracts the attention of a cat
in the nook, the latter jumps and takes the former, which in turn calls for help.
The pattern of the "chanson enumerative" is followed by the
Catalan-Spanish and sometimes even by the Italian formulations . Instead of the
louse and flee and the bird characters of the French and Iberian versions, the Italian
one has cricket and ant as marrying couple, which resembles the Hungarian story.
But as regards the content, most of the texts stand wide apart from the Hungarian:
in point of fact, there is no mention of a wedding with zoological characters, only a
dialogue and the exchange.of rings refer to marriage; the cricket slips and breaks its
limbs, the ant calls a doctor, but by the time the doctor arrives the cricket is dead.
The German versions tell a story about a birds' wedding and another about a
beetle's wedding. What is more, some of the north-German texts speak about
animals' wedding, which, however, leads us into the realm of the lying tales. The
two main types do not mix up the animal characters, and even their formulations
are distinct from one another. In Imre Gombos's plausible supposition the birds'
wedding is a low-life parody of the Proven~allove plays with bird characters. The
birds' wedding is essentially a rhyming game: a moment of the wedding feast is
attached, by means of rhyming words, to each bird's name. This type of text
survives in a 1530 broadside and in a lute-book printed in 1603. These two variants
have the longest texts in this type. Subsequently developed specimens recorded
from oral tradition are briefer, but still characterized by the original tendency to
produce a rhyming game. The German beetles' wedding has actually the same, or
wellnigh the same characters as the Hungarian, although the plot and the
formulation are completely different. In every case, a "beetle" not mentioned by
name proposes to a fly. A short dialogue takes place between them, the gist of which
is worded like this: "I should be a fool if I married you." Still the fly starts to
assemble seven bridemaids. Finally she asks where her maid-servant, the gnat, is to
be found? While dancing at the wedding feast, the guests trample down the fly, the
beetle mourns it in black clothing, then a cock jumps and swallows the beetle. Here
we have neither a bridegroom nor a bride.
Among the nations neighbouring the Hungarian we find birds' wedding
(Moravian, Slovak, Ukrainian, Russian and Croat-the latter speak about a
nightingale), alternating with the wedding of a gnat and a fly-as in the
Hungarian-and with other animals. With the Russians only a gnat-burial occurs.
Not even the nearest neighbouring people's (Slovak) version can be regarded
as an immediate relative of the Hungarian: the gnat marries the fly, but the wine is
supplied by the nightingale. They get drunk and slay the gnat. The fly laments the
gnat. As against the Slovak song consisting of a few lines, the Serbian formulation
goes into much detail. The Slovenes produce the greatest medley of all: apart from
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bear, fox , thrush and pigeon, also the gnat is involved in the marriage scene. a more
surprising agreement offers itself in the Danish versions, which treat again
separately the birds' wedding and the beetles' wedding. The former is marked by
details characteristic of art poetry as opposed to folklore . In the latter, a gnat
proposes to the "little fly "; a short dialogue is followed by the wedding feast ;
although only beetles are involved, the gnat drags the fly on the ground by its hair;
the fly bursts out in tears, saying that the gnat's promise had been different.
Eventually excisemen appear, and the song is concluded with a scene of general
brawl. (The tax-collectors are represented by bees and wasps.)
The above survey does not allow us to infer any correlation between the
various national solutions. Thus we are at a loss as to the questions of origin and
trend of dissemination. Certain similarities shine through fully dissimilar elements
which have no relation to one another in the least degree, and which appear in a
rather whimsical mosaic pattern throughhout the examined areas. Considering the
two German types which are well discernible from one another, one of them
occurring in the written source of the mid-sixteenth century as mentioned earlier, a
German origin might be perhaps forwarded. The rest of the versions amalgamated
these two types, hence the confused solutions to be found nearly everywhere. The
supposition receives further support from the type of Schwankballade, a farce-like
ballad much favoured throughout the German language area. On the other hand, it
is impossible to infer any consistency in the medley of solutions from the possible
contacts. Seemann states in connection with the Lithuanian variants that they
cannot be brought into correlation with the German types, much more plausibly
with the Slav versions- by which he virtually separates the latter from the versions
of his own language area.
In conclusion, we are prone to believe that for this ballad it is perhaps the
rhythmical possibilities of the various zoological names that suggested the various
solutions. The basic idea- the queer cast of animals to represent human relationshas been exploited by the sundry nations according to their own tastes. Thus a
mosaic pattern baffles the researcher, from which no conclusion regarding the
possible trend of dissemination can be drawn, not at least for the while being.
However, the Hungarian version is nearer to the German than to the French one.
Literature: Bolte 1902: mainly Italian and French variants completed with enumeration of
English, Scandinavian, Greek and a few Eastern European data; Seemann 1951: surveying the Slav
versions in connection with the Lithuanian variants.

92. LAMENT-LIKE BALLADS (CORONACH)
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1. Miska Uti, what did you have in your mind

When you started out of your home,
When you started out of your home?
2. What I had in my mind was
That I set out on an unlucky way,
That I set out on an unlucky way.
3. My body fell in the bush,
My blood spurted in the dust,
My blood spurted in the dust.
4. There came birds flittering about.
They waked over me singing songs,
They waked over me singing songs.
5. My master heard them,
He put his horses to the cart,
He put his horses to the cart.
6. Master, master, my dear master,
Put me on your cart,
Put me on your cart.
7. Carry me to my home,
To the town of Nyilvanfalu,
To the town of Nyilvanfalu.
8. Open, mother, open your gate,
Here is your handsome son brought home dead,
Prepare the bier for him!
9. Give me shirt and pants,
For this is the last time you can give me a thing,
For this is the last time you can give me a thing.
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10. Mourn for me, girls,
For I do know that you are sorry for me,
For I do know that you are sorry for me.
11. This is my last word to all:
No-one should fell tree on a feast morn,
No-one 'should fell tree on a feast morn.
12. For I felled on a feast morn,
And I set out on an unlucky way,
And I set out on an unlucky way.
Gyergyotekeropatak (Csik county). Bartok 1907 = MF J029/b.
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1. Marton Farkas, what did you have in your mind
When you started out of your home?
What I had in my mind was
That I started on a sad way.
2. I went along the sad way,
And death was my companion:
M6zsi Paizs was waiting for me,
And he stabbed me in the back .
3. My blood was spilt in the dust,
I fell face ahead on the ground.
And the sun was shining bright
When he killed me.

°

4. Two of my comrades came,
Two of my friends carried me home.
Marton Farkas, open your gate,
They are bringing home your handsome son.
5. When I was taken to the soldiers,
I told them not to mourn me.
You must mourn me now, and you must not leave it to others,
For this is the last time you can mourn me!
6. M6zsi Paizs, cast into the prison,
May rattle the iron shackles to the end of his life.
You are living, you did not die,
But you are deprived of freedom.
Gyergyoujfalu (Csik county) . Bartok 1907 = M.Sz . J099/b
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Divergences: To No. 177 the informants added the following lyrical song
which is not pertaining to the lament ballad but stands on its own as a separate
song:
"My youthful moods like a bird (falcon) , Merry they are as long as they are
free to flitter where they want to. Oh, woe to me, poor soul, For my heart has
given up all hope of freedom. Had I a girl's heart, I should soak a hundred
handkerchiefs with my tears."
The ballad prospers in numerous mature variants in Transylvania and
Moldavia. So far the researchers have not known about its provenience outside the
Transylvanian areas. Therefore I restrict my observation on the type-areas IV and
V. The extraneous variants will be surveyed later.
Essentially we cannot speak ofa ballad in the true sense of the term. The type
discussed includes narratives about death-cases, narratives which have local
traditions of ,formulation. It is these formal peculiarities that provide the
framework for the diverse content elements. Two main features characterize the
style of this group of songs. First, in general, the narrative is heard from the lips of
the victim who relates the circumstances of his death . Secondly, a peculiar
questioning formula is used to start the story: " ... what-did you have in your mind
when . .. you started?" and the question is followed by a similarly formula-like
reply: "What I had in my mind was ... " (In certain cases the pattern is completed:
"Janos Bibil6k, what did you have in your mind, What did you dream on Monday
night?")
In spite of the two preponderating features, differences occur in the variants.
For one thing, not all of the stories start with the question formula . Sometimes the
formula occurs in the middle of the story, addressed not to the victim but to the
murderer: "M6zsi Firtos, this has been my name, And I lived forty-eight
years ... Aron Peter, what did you have in your mind When you started out of your
home? " (Szekelyudvarhely); in certain cases, it is the victim that puts the question
to the murderer: "I had my home in Magyar6s, For two months I lived there, In the
third, I started out. As I was passing by a wood, Demeter stood up in front of me.
Demeter, what did you have in your mind When you started out of your home? I
had nothing in my mind But that I gave my soul to murdering ... "(Torda). There is
a text from Marosludas, in which neither the questioning formula nor the exclusive
prevalence of the narration in singular first can be detected, being the whole plot
based on the dialogue between the deceased daughter and her mother. "0, if you
knew, mother, Where my last hour struck! It was at Torda by the Aranyos. There I
finished my life. So it was ordered That I should die in the deep water. Why did you
go there, my violet? To wash my face, dear mother . . . " And the narrative ends with
the following lines: "I had written to you, mother: Do come to see me once more,
Bend over my grave, And God best blessing be with you!"
In some examples the murderer is questioned right at the beginning of the
song; this type then has the murderer to relate the story which ends with his
imprisonment (Borszek). Not infrequently the moral of the story is put into the
dead body's mouth.
Let us quote some further turns. "I had nothing in my mind" is followed by
the phrase "I started out on the sad way", or "I set out on an unlucky way", or "I
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met with the man who murdered me". Before the narrative proper, the sentences "I
passed along the way, And death was my companion", or "Death came to meet me"
are sounded several times. The murder is mainly accomplished with a knife. "My
blood poured in the dust, My body was thrown into the bush", or "I fell down upon
the road" are natural consequences of the action. Similarly: "I shall perish in the
spilt blood Like a small fish in the sea". When the murder takes place by drowning
in the water: "The depth of the water is greater Than the strength of my two arms"
are the customary phrases. The concluding formula : "Mistress Gyorgy Farkas,
open your gate, They are bringing home your handsome dead son" seems to have
an overall prevalence. So is the one read in the published variant: "Mourn me,
mother, don't leave it to others, For this is the last time you can lament for me!"
Let us now survey the variants recorded from areas outside Transylvania.
Domotor (1930,22) published the text of a song about a murderer who was executed
at Mohacs. This song-text was submitted to J{mos Erdelyi. therefore this is the
earliest provenience of the formula: "Pista Bence, what did you have in your mind
When you started out to shed blood?" In this case the murderer is questioned
instead of the victim. The rest ofthe song is also addressed to him. But in one stanza
the hanged man (or the man to be hanged?) announces: "Oh, you girls of Bisse, I
wish good health to you! Not to everyone of you, but to one, To my dearest
sweetheart!" In a text recorded from Felsoireg we hear the question at the end of the
narrative: "Oh, Maraci, what did you have in your mind when you started out
robbing? My God, I had in mind ... " In another variant from Felsoireg the
question is addressed to the victim right at the beginning: "Oh, you gendarme, what
did you think When you stood up in the window? Did you not think of your life,
Only of the cook, your sweetheart?" (To wit, he was thought to be a robber and
shot.) At Dunapentele, the report on Maraci is begun with the question: "Oh,
Maraci, what did you have in your mind When you started to rob?" In one of the
two songs recorded in Pest county this formula occurs at the beginning, in the other,
at the end of the story.
At Kishartyan (Palots region) also the usual answer appears: "Comrade
lanos, what did you have in your mind When you were walking in the corn-field? I
did not think anything But that I should slay my wife." Similarly in Borsod county:
"Erzsi Balog, what did you have in your mind When you began to teach me how to
steal? I did not think anything But that I had never followed the right way."
(Sometimes the formula is applied in other context, too, as in H6dmezovasarhely:
"Tell me, l6ska, what did you have in your mind When you had a large overcoat
made?") The other formula of the Transylvanian variants also comes up at Tass:
"Gabor Szab6, what did you dream On Thursday night? Look, by Friday night
Your heart will be pierced by a knife." (The continuation relates a murder story in
the Transylvanian fashion, only not through the mouth of the dead body.)
Nevertheless, the account of the dead body in singular first person is not
altogether unknown in areas I- Ill either. In a story recorded at Kakics, for
instance, the murdered wife relates the event like this: " . .. I started to visit my
mother's home. By mere chance I fell into the net of death. For a murderer crossed
my way; I left behind two unraised children who are now orphan." At Felsoireg, the
narration in singular first is known as well as the opening question: "On the twenty716

seventh of February When I parted with you, sweetheart, I did not think that I
should wake on a morn like that, On which I perished in the field of Banyos .. . "
Another example from the same place: " ... When the gun cracked I was
frightened ; I knew at once that I was given over to death . . . " In Veszprem county:
"16zsefVami is my name, And I committed such a murder ... In 1864 on an isle of
Brusa, It was the twelfth of May, I parted with life on top of a big dry tree . .. "
Finally, an example from the legacy of Kalmany, recorded from Csongrad and
Torontal counties: "Emanuel Dekany is my name, I spent my twenty-second year
of age . .. Had I not leaned to a strumpet's word , I should not have died at
Vasarhely." (This ballad speaks about a man who was hanged.) "My God, my God,
I committed a great sin inded When I entered the gate of Matyi H6di ... He runs
into the kitchen Then into the room, Taking a big knife in his hand, He thrusts it in
my breast ... " (about a man who was murdered). A text from Tiszapolgar includes
the self-lament of the dead body together with the questioning formula, though
addressed to the murderer: " ... My good mates who loved me dearly, My ruined
body that you will put in the grave, Write on the lid of my coffin, Lord, deal heavily
with the murderer for ever! ... Hey, Lajos Nagy, what did you have in your mind
on the day When you took the knife in your hand? I thought. .. ".
As has been shown, the same turns and features characterize the variants both
in Transylvania- Moldavia and in areas I- Ill. The type may have, therefore, been
widespread throughout the whole of the country in former times.
Earliest provenience: before 1846.
Dissemination:
I. Baranya county (Kakics, Mohacs); Tolna county (Felsoireg 4); Fejer county (Dunapentele);
Veszprem county).
11. N6grad county (Kishartyan); Borsod county (Szentistvan).
Ill. Pest county (Akaszt6, Keseriitelek, Tass); Torontal county (Magyarszentmarton);
Csongrad county (Derekegyhaza, H6dmezovasarhely); Szabolcs county (Polgar); I- Ill : 17.
IV. Kolozs county (Kide); Maros-Torda county (Kibed, Marosvasarhely, Szentgerice); TordaAranyos county (Marosludas, Torda 3); Als6-Feher county (Vizakna); Kiskiikiillo county (Ad am os,
Dicsoszentmarton, "Kiikiillo county"); Udvarhely county (Arvatfalva, Bagy, BozOd, Csekefalva,
Enlaka, Farkasfalva, Kadicsfalva, Lengyelfalva, Medeser 2, Rugonfalva , Sikl6d,
Szentegyhazasolahfalu, Szekelyudvarhely 2, "Udvarhelyszek" 2); Csik county (Borszek, Csikmadaras,
Csikmenasag 2, Csikrakos, Csikszentkiraly, "Csikszek", Gyergy6tekeropatak 2, Gyergyoszcntmikl6s,
Gyergy6ujfalu 2, Gyimes, Gyimesbiikk 3, Gyimesfelsolok 4, Gyimeskozeplok 6, Hidegseg); Haromszek
county (Arkos, Biikkszad, "Erdovidek", Nagybacon, Nagykadacsi, NyujtOd, Sepsiszentgyorgy, Uzon
2); "Szekelyland" 3, s. I. from the Szekely region 5, "Transylvania" 2, Bukovina (Hadikfalva 2). IV: 77.
V. Moldavia (Gerlen 2, Leszped 10, Pusztina 2, Trunk); V: 15. IV- V: 91. Total: 109.
Textual relationship with other ballads: none.
Tunes: almost exclusively associated with old-type Hungarian folk song melodies. In Transylvania and Moldavia they represent the best examples of the old-style, ornamented performance. Since no
international connection are involved, and the tunes have no import over and above what has been
stated before, we omit the publication of all relating melodies.

No similar song is known outside the borders of th~ Hungarian language
area. (At most one single Moravian song (Susil 99/208) reports on a similar deathcase, and one Slovak cantorial valedictory (Slov. sp. 11, No. 420) contains such a
singular first-person performance.) Nevertheless, something has to be told about
the historical background of the type.
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Farewell songs given into the mouth of the deceased body is a widespread
tradition among the Hungarian populations. To the latest date, it has been an
essential part of the cantorial valedictory that it said farewell to those left behind
with the words of the dead body. That is to say, in singular first person. Not only the
words addressed to the relatives constituted parts of the valedictory, but also the
details of the death-case and circumstances and events of the life of the deceased
person entered the scope of such songs. The populace has had enough opportunity
to listen to such products of clerical service, and in the absence of a parson or a
cantor, the customary songs were made by one or another member of the
community. Folk-style valedictories have been recorded from more than one place,
for instance 2 from Eted, Hunyad county, 2 from Sepsikorospatak, I from
Homorooalmas (Haromszek county) and another I from Szentlaszl6 (Veroce
county). At the last-mentioned village even a fixed text has been used for the
purpose, which reads like this:
1. I have now to part with you,

Alas, I have no other choice,
I must leave you, my good relatives;
May God bless you for all your kindness
Now and for ever!
May the Lord grant us a reunion in Heaven,
In the name of God!
2. It is difficult to part with you,
As I have been brought up in this place,
Here I was toiling, here I was suffering.
I leave you my best wishes
Now and for ever.
May the Lord grant us a reunion in Heaven,
In the name of God.
3. My heart and all my limbs ache
That I cannot stay here any longer,
I cannot stay with you, my beloved ones.
I must go to my grave,
My soul goes to Heaven.
May the Lord grant us a reunion in Heaven,
In the name of God.
4. You will forget me
After I am taken away from here
Into the gloomy realm of the cemetery,
Where, among the dead ones,
I shall be slumbering.
May the Lord grant us a reunion in Heaven,
In the name of God!
"This is what my dear daddy used to say standing at the feet of the dead body, right
before it was taken out of the mourning house."
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Szentldszl6 ( VeNice county) . Performed by a woman of seventy-six. L. Kiss, 1957
AP 1826/b.

=

This "cantorial valedictory" looks back upon a remarkable literary example
of the farewell speech in singular first person in Csokonai's poem entitled "A telek
halhatatlansaga" (The Soul's Immortality). For the members of the family of the
Count Rhedey obviously the farewell speech constituted the most important part of
the poem. Examples of lesser literary merits are also known from written sources:
we may refer here to the laments composed in remembrance of renowned warriors
who fell in actions in the Turkish wars-these having mostly been written by their
scribes-and even more so to the description of the circumstances in which the
death took place. Let it suffice here to recall the famous song about the death of
Istvan Kadar, a song that survives in folk-tradition as well. In this, the deceased
warrior bids farewell to his relatives and comrades, the incipit of the poem being:
"One of the brave warriors have left us today".
Since the practice has lived long and in broad social strata, we may suppose
that we are dealing with a deep-rooted, ancient tradition. In this connection a
discovery of Emil Jakubovich should be mentioned: early Hungarian chroniclers
state that the chieftains in the years of the Hungarian Conquest wanted to
perpetuate "their earthly glory" by "songs made by themselves" . He points out that
the chroniclers misinterpreted the manner of presentation in singular first person,
which is to be met with rather frequently in similar Siberian heroic songs. The best
known example of the practice is found in the Old-Turkic inscription of Orkhon, in
which Kagan Bilge is speaking in first person about his deeds; further examples can
be adduced from the stock of Vogul and Ostyak heroic epics. Nevertheless, such
"enumerations" may have other people than famous warriors as their heroes: let us
remember the Ob-U grian "songs of destiny", in which a man or a woman relates the
story of his or her life. Although personal sorrows and events are laid out in these
songs in singular first, yet since they represent universal troubles and strives oflife,
they are akin to the genre of the lamenting ballads. Recalling the deeds of a
prominent hero after death in the hero's own words shows very little difference as
compared with the tone of a "song of destiny", only the person involved is more
significant. The method of song-composition referred to by the chroniclers must be
a survival of the widespread Siberian tradition, as well as the later "historical lays"
and the cantorial valedictory performed in the name of the deceased should be
considered continuations of the same practice. Similarly, the folk ballad in the form
of laments is nothing else than an offshoot of the same tradition.
Regarding its ancient standing, the genre discussed may be ranked with the
earliest types of ballads; there are common features of formulation and stylistic
traits showing a tendency to poetic stylization that relate the genre with the ballads.
Still, they cannot be named true ballads because essentially they are occasional
recitals in ver~ of some local events.

Literature: Kodiily 1933, Note 1: comparing the valedictory in singular first with the
corresponding portions of chronicles.
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BROADSIDE BALLADS FROM THE EIGHTEENTH
AND NINETEENTH (TWENTIETH) CENTURIES
Types 93-100.
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93, THE GIRL WITH THE PEACOCK
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I. All by herself in the hills
A girl guarded a peacock.
Strange people came to see her,
Three hadsome young men.
2. They said: Beautiful maid, we ask you
To come and walk in the wood with us.
To walk there as good friends,
Having a nice entertainment.
3. If I go along with you,
Where am I to put my peacock?
Drive your peacock to the spring,
For you must not trust it to anyone's care!
4. For if it went astray and were lost,
My heart would break with sorrow.
You can find it there,
And you must not walk long, you will see.
5. As they reached the forest,
They lay down in the grass.
Since she was tired, the maid lay down to rest
And she fell asleep.
6. Seeing this, the young men
Examined the sleeping girl.
They gave her kisses on the lips
In order to comfort her heart.
7. The maid woke up by night
When nightingales were singing.
Seeing that she was lonely and forsaken,
She broke in tears, saying:
65·/11
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8. Alas, my God, what am I
Alas, my God, what am I
I have to doff my maiden
I have to doff my maiden

8. Oh, Great Lord, who Jives
In Heaven and watches over us,
Punish them with thy scourge,
With thy flame falling down from the sky!

9. I have to don the
I have to don the
Although there is
Although there is

Mindszenty MS, No . 20. 1831 .
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2. Strange people go and pass by,
Well-grown, smart young men,
Two handsome young men,
Two handsome young men.
3. Well, beautiful maid, we ask you,
Well, beautiful maid, we ask you
To come with us to the green woods,
To come with us to the green woods.
4. If I go with you,
If I go with you,
Who is going to guard my peacock?
Who is going to guard my peacock?
5. Drive it to a spring,
Drive it to a spring,
For you cannot trust it to other's care,
For you cannot trust it to other's care.
went into the green woods,
went into the green woods.
prepared a resting place for the beautiful maid,
prepared a resting place for the beautiful maid.

7. The maid woke up by night,
The maid woke up by night,
At the singing of the nightingale,
At the singing of the nightingale.
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1. In the hills and in the dales,
In the hills and in the dales,
A little maid was guarding a peacock,
A little maid was guarding a peacock.

6. They
They
They
They

head-kerchief,
head-kerchief.
no-one to stand by me wearing it,
no-one to stand by me wearing it!

Kisgy or ( Borsod county). Performed by a man of six ty-one. Lajtha 1929
2391 /b.
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Divergences: The first manuscript and another two early manuscript versions
continue, after the curse, with a moral lesson extending to six stanzas; girls should
not give credit to young men before they are wedded by the parson, and sometimes
not even after that. The concluding part of a manuscript of 1854 reads like this:

I have withered my maiden head-dress,
I shall rue it while I am alive.
Don't weep, sweetheart, don't grieve!
I shall pick new flowers in place of your head-dress.
You may well pick them every day and every night,
Yet I shall never be a maid again.
I have lost my maiden head-dress,
I have buried it under my apron.
This seems to be a borrowing from some other song. Otherwise, the variants show a
close agreement which is surprising enough, considering the non-folklore turns of
the text and its dissemination over a rather wide area. Is it that people felt the song
so strange as to spare the pains of removing its strange by-taste in the course of
variation? Even the rhymes remain the same in most cases. At the end of a
manuscript of 1852, lyrical stanzas in the eighteenth-century style are found ,
completing the scene in which the girl falls asleep. According to one single variant,
the girl herds her peacock not in the hills but by a pond. The first recording and
certain early variants add: "When she started out in your company, She was not a
merry girl, but she was very sad. I definitely feel threatened, For you will leave me by
myself." We find refrains like "Alas, my daughter, alas", or "Alas, alas, alas, alas,
oh" in some of the variants collected at Homorod.

Earliest provenience: 1789 (from the manuscript collection of Mikl6s lankovich).
Dissemination: Without specification: 7 (MS. 1789, 2 broadsides from the turn of the eighteenth
and seventeenth centuries; MS. from the early nineteenth century, MS. from 1827; Mindszenty MS.
from 1831 ; MS. from 1854.); Sopron county (Csepreg); Vas county (Als6sag); Somogy county
(Szenna); Tolna county (Decs 2); Veszprt!m county (Bakonybel); Oy~r county (Oyor, MS. from 1852);
Nyitra county (Muzsla 1834); Esztergom county (Nagysap, Pilismar6t); Hont county (PerOcseny);
N6grad county (Ecseg, Kisterenye); Heves county (Fedemes); Borsod county (Diszn6shorvat,
Kisgyor); Zemplen county (HBodrogkoz" region, Tarcal 1834?); Ung county (HUng county" 1834?,
Ungvar); Maramaros county (Tecso 2); Pest county (Tura); Bihar county (Biharderecske, Nagyszal-
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onta = Arany MS. 1874); Kolozs county (BanlTyhunyad, Szucsak); Szolnok-Doboka county
(Balvanyosvaralja); Maros-Torda county (Jobbagytelke, Mezoband); Udvarhely county
(HomorOdalmas, HomorOdszentpeter, " HomorOd region", Kenos); Csik county (Kaszonfeltiz). Total:
41. (I-Ill = 31; IV = 10)
Textual relationships with other ballads: None.
Tunes: I. = No. 178 (3 variants), 2. = No. 179, 6. (5 variants), 10. (2 variants).
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
SLOVAK: 1. Bartok 1959, 253a. 2. Slov. sp. J, No. 140.

In connection with No. 205, Bartok stated in 1924 that it was associated with
a Slovak melody. (The variant being that ofTura.) At the same time, the text of the
ballad under discussion has been collected, except for the two Slovak variants, from
Hungarian language areas. Even of the two Slovak texts, 2. is a fragment, and 1. a
brief excerpt. Thus it is out of question that the Hungarian should have derived
from the Slovak, the more so since the melody of 2. is a new-style Hungarian tune.
On the other hand, a Hungarian origin seems the more plausible because the ballad
can be demonstrated from Hungarian territories from the late eighteenth century as
a broadside (Cf. Pogany Nos 25 and 44), further the first MS. dates back to 1789,
from which year onwards many MSS and broadside variants turned up. The only
folk-text published here occurs in a series of recordings from the late eighteenth to
the late nineteenth century. It was heard on the stage as well in 1853 recited in Act 2
of the popular play "The Tsigan" (Gipsy) of Szigligeti. Obviously, the song owed its
sudden success to the agency of broadside literature. The foreign character of its
text and melody, too, can be ascribed to broadside origin rather than to
borrowing from some other nation.
But there is one thing that gives food for consideration. The peacock as a
symbol of virginity occurs in several songs with the northern Slavs. Driving away of
the peacock in their narrative verses or lyrical dialogues of a different character
always indicates that something wrong is going to happen to the girl's maidenhood.
(Cf. Slov. sp. 11, No. 48; Ill, No. 300; Bartos 1901, 71 No. 92; Kolberg 1871-84, 12
Nos 32-33, and 72-74, As this motif cannot be demonstrated in Hungarian folklore
material, in which the peacock always heralds liberation, as a symbol derivable
from mediaeval associations with sun, i.e. Jesus Christ, we are prone to think that
the onetime broadside poet may have taken it over from Slav tradition when
composing his new verse. Thus the song is of recent origin, contemporaneous
probably with the manuscript variants.

Literature: Ortutay 1936-48: reminiscent of the Hungarian ballad "Fair Anna Biro" (cf. No.
29.). Dtinos: 1938: quotes Ortutay; Pogtiny 1959; chronological order of early broadsides and MSS.
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7. He travelled to the woods,
For to seek his little orphan .
He looks at the hole of a tree,
Lo, there is a fiddle .

94. THREE GIRLS PICKING BERRIES

180.
Parlando
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2. Their dear little mummy
Left them lots of precious pearls;
They were quarrelling about them on their way,
They were quarrelling about them on their way.
3. The three orphans came to an agreement:
The pearls will belong to the one
Who first fills,
Who first fills her little cup.
4. Little Pendzsoka was first to fill it,
Therefore her two sisters killed her.
They hid her in the hole of a tall tree,
And went home with great speed.
S. Their father asks them:
Where his youngest daughter stayed back,
His youngest daughter, little Pendzsoka?
You went three and come two.
Why does my youngest daughter tarry,
Why does my youngest daughter tarry?
(to lines 3 and 4)
6. Alas, my God, where shall I go,
Where shall I go, what shall I do?
Where shall I look for her, where shall I go?
Where shall I look for her, where shall I go?
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I. Three orphans started out,
Each carrying a little cup,
To pick berries in the woods,
To pick berries in the woods.
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8. He is looking at it long, and takes it in his hands.
He is pondering what to do,
Is music becoming in his sorrow?
Finally he still sounds the fiddle:
And the little fiddle sounds beautiful, (to lines 3 and 4)
The little fiddle sounds beautiful.
9. Play on, play on, my royal father,
My dearest one who raised me!
My sisters killed me,
They hid me in the hole of the tree.
10. He went home, and they played the fiddle .
This song they played on the fiddle:
Play on, play on, my dear sister,
My dear murderer who killed me!
11. I used to be a princess,
A princess, called little Pendzsoka.
Now I am a little fiddle,
My sisters killed me,
They hid me in the hole of the tree. (to line 4)
Lengyelfatva (Udvarhety county). Performed by a woman offorty -five . Beta Vikar
1902/3 = MF 361/b.
Divergences:
Different incipit (beginning in prose): HA king had three beautiful daughters,
the youngest one, called Erzsa, they loved dearly. Their mother promised to give a
silken gown to the one who would first fill her jug." (Continued in verse.)

Erzsa was very intent
To gather berries.
Her sister took revenge
And they robbed her of her life.
They took her body
And placed it in the hole of a decaying tree.
A man was passing by the decaying tree.
What a great wonder surprises him:
From the hole of the decaying tree, a fiddle
Together with its bow came out!
The poor man took it in his hands,
And played a song in his great wonder ...
The rest of the story agrees with the variant presented above, as well as with the
corresponding details of the other variants.
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The main difference among the variants is seen in the message of the fiddle:
"Don't play on me any longer, dear mother! Can you pay no more heed to me? I
used to be the royal Erzsa, But see what became of me! I filled my jug, And these
wicked murderers killed me." The formula is applied to each member of the family .
When it comes to the girls, the fiddle says: "Don't play on me, you bigger
murderer! ... I filled my jug, And you killed me, you murderers. You did not take
pity on my blood, You took away my life, So that you may get my pearls!" Another
variant adds in prose the following remark: "The king had his two daughters
executed and kept the violin." Otherwise, most of the sung variants preserved the
above details in fragmentary forms . The part published by Vikar in the 1903 volume
of the Vasarnapi Ujsag, and which was republished by Farago, 1965 No. 101, shows
no full agreement with any of the text notations preserved in the Ethnological
Archives of the Ethnographical Museum of Budapest; yet each of the details of the
Vikar text recurs in some of the variants. Probably, the great collector amalgamated
several variants to form a complete whole, which in turn can be read, unfortunately
without tune, in two recordings of Nandor Tilesch, one noted down in Udvarhely
county, the other in Haromszek county.
The story of this ballad is well known from Hungarian folk tales as well.
(AaTh 780, Berze Nagy 780.) Also the Tale of the Maple speaks about three
princesses, but the body of the murdered girl turns into a maple-tree. A shepherd lad
makes a flute of the tree's twig, which when sounded relates the murderous story.
The Hungarian tale version presents only the account of the flute in verse, which
however resembles the turns of the ballad: "Blow, blow, my sepherd ... my royal
father . .. my murderer! I used to be a princess. And now I am a little maple, A little
flute made of maple-tree." But there is a variant recorded from Maros-Torda
county, in which the severed head of the youngest princess is left in a cart rut where
it changes into a violin, precisely as in the ballad shown above. Yet the beginning
and the ending parts of the tale is different: the king sets various tasks to his
daughters which the youngest can solve best, thus provoking the jealousy of her
sisters. At the end the sister who murdered the girl listens to the revealing sounds of
the flute and casts the instrument down upon the ground; and the murdered sister
jumps alive out of the broken violin. The murderers are punished and the youngest
sister will be lording it over the country.

Earliest provenience: 1902-{)3.
Dissemination: Udvarhe1y county (Dobo-Vagas, Lengyelfalva 3, "Several communities in
Udvarhely county"); Haromszek county (Zagon). Total: 6.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes:
I. = 180 (in two variants, for one of them see Bartok 1924, No. 186), and the following:
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Versions in languages other than Hungarian :
DANISH : /- /0 . DgF 95 (enumerating further Swedish, Norwegian , Faroe and Icelandic
variants, F = Dal 7) .
ENGLISH : 1/- 37. Child 10. 38- /34. Bronson 10. 135- /3 7. Belden 20-23 C, D, F.
SPANISH: /38. Romero· , 150.
GERMAN: /39. Hauffen 53 . Gottschee. /40 . E- B 8.
SLOVENE: 141 . cf. Seemann 1951 , No. 176.
LITHUANIAN: 142. ibid.
RUSSIAN: 143- 144. Chernyshev 334 (and note).
CZECH : see Sirovatka 1965.

The Danish ballad is not known from old manuscripts, only recent variants of
it have come up from folklore tradition . The story runs as follows . Suitors come to
see the two sisters, one of whom is a splendid fair girl, the other " black". The young
men all want to marry the fair one. Her sister grows jealous, calls her fair sister, who
is younger than she, to go to the coast to wash . She drowns her sister in the sea. In
vain does the fair girl call for help, in vain does she offer all her valuables to the other
girl, her sister refuses to draw her to the coast. Two minstrels appear and haul the
corpse; they make a harp, the fingers of the girl are the keys and her hair the strings.
At a wedding feast in town the musical instrument reveals the murder. The cruel
sister is burnt at the stake.
The English version agrees in detail with the Scandinavian variants.
Similarly, the elder, ugly sister is jealous of the younger sister; she calls her to go to
the coast to see the arrival of their father's boats, and thrusts her into the water. A
miller hauls the corpse-which motif does not fit well into the maritime
environment, rather would it pass with a river. A harper or a fiddler turns up and
strings his musical instrument with the girl's hair. In some of the variants he makes
various component parts from her body. When sounded, the instrument here again
discloses the fate of the girl. The questions connected with the origin and the
interrelationships of the English and Scandinavian ballads have been long
discussed by researchers. There is a general agreement that the English formulation
is the secondary development, the Scandinavian- Norwegian being the original.
More complicated is the interconnection of the East-European versions.
Solymossy 1920 goes into details of the theme. Mapping its places of
provenience, he concludes that in contrast to the West-European (English and
Scottish) versions which construct in verse form, tales in prose are prevalent in all
the East-European language areas. On this ground he considers the tale form
original, from which the sung ballad was framed by minstrels (poets who composed
music to their verse).
But Solymossy failed to provide a comprehensive survey. Sung variants in
verse occur also in East Europe, even though in a low number. Seemann informs us
that the Lithuanians have a song-version of the theme with the following plot. A
fisherman lives on the coast of the sea. He has several daughters. One of them has
been engaged to a young man. The eldest sister thrusts her into the sea while
walking on the shore. Fishermen haul the corpse and make a zither from her bones
and strings from her hair. The sound of the zither is heard in the house of her fatherin-law; Listen, sister, what the zither says: you are not happy but I am content in my
grave. (It can be inferred that the murderous sister became wife to the young man.
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Seemann 1951, No. 176.) He cannot bring into correlation with this baIIad the
German variant of Gottschee which shows a closer affinity to the western story than
does the rather eroded Lithuanian song. The Gottschee text has the foIIowing plot.
A king has two daughters. While they are washing on the sea-shore, the elder thrusts
the younger into the water. At home she pretends that her sister had been taken
away by suitors who arrived in a boat. Fiddlers are walking on the shore and
become attentive of a female's voice saying: "Take my silken hair and use it as
strings, my finger as keys, and play your violin before the king's door: The king had
two daughters; the elder thrust the younger into the sea." The King exclaims: Oh,
wicked daughter, what have you done?
Seemann has made an attempt at discovering the preliminaries of the
Gottschee text in the Slovenian material; with Strekelj he has not found anything,
except perhaps a distantly related fragment published in a coIIection inaccessible to
me, which has the foIIowing story: A girl stabs her younger sister in the heart and
throws her into a lake, because she wants to acquire her sister's share of heritage. A
fisherman fishes the corpse out and makes a bow from her hand, keys from her
fingers and strings from her hair. Then he goes to play music in the castle. At the
first sound of the violin the king's daughter bursts out in tears, and that is the end to
the song.
Seemann explains the Lithuanian text from the Scandinavian. Also the
Russian developed from the Swedish, according to Chernyshev, with the decisive
scene omitted: the Russian does not contain the motif of discovery by the sounds of
the musical instrument. Anyway, also the Russian speaks about two girls, the elder
being black as night, the younger white as sunlight. The elder sister calls the younger
to take a walk by the sea and thrusts her into the water. The poor girl makes efforts
to reach the shore, but aII in vain, for the elder sister caIIs out to her: "AII labour is
lost for you can never step on the shore". At night a fisherman nets the dead body of
the Tsar's daughter, and the story is ended with this. (The notes provide
information on some further Russian variants.)
The revealing portion of the text is always an inserted verse in the EastEuropean tales, and sometimes it is even performed in singing voice. In general, this
practice is typical of baIIad themes dissolved into a tale. AII this seems to indicate
that we have succeeded in discovering the original baIIad form of the prose tale,
which supposition is corroborated by verse variants coming up here and there
isolated one from the other.
But the rub is that these variants are hard to be brought into connection with
each other. True, Seemann explains the Lithuanian from Scandinavian preliminaries, from which also the Russian is derived. At the same time, Seemann does not
even try to clarify the origin of the Slovene-German (Gottschee) version. He simply
supposes a Slovenian derivation of the Gottschee text. By suggesting a possible
existence of a mediaeval Hungarian baIIad we could solve the riddle, but
unfortunately the Hungarian texts do not aIIow us such a speculation. The
Hungarian formulations are very casual, clumsy and burdened with marks ofrecent
development. It appears at first sight that the rhymster made desperate efforts to
"keep the lines in rhythm" even at the expense of grammatical errors. The
patchwork with aII its modernized setting of the theme (the violin is found in the
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hole of a decaying tree, which is nothing else but a sophisticated substitution for the
flower grown out of the dust of the buried body) is unmistakably due to an attempt
at forgery. At the same time, the typical turns of the verse show so close aggreement
with those of the prose-tale as to render it doubtless that the former developed from
the latter (we think here of the motifs of "the three princesses", "the fiddle", "the
revealing sound of the fiddle or flute"). In aII probability, the tale had been
transformed into verse by a broadside vendor visiting viIIage fairs, and in this form
it was spread in a narrower area of two Szekely counties neighbouring each other.
But it seems that the piece soon feII in oblivion, for recent coIIectors have failed to
trace it anywhere. The scattered Slovenian variants may be similarly occasional
transcriptions of the prose-tale into verse, or else they are survivals of so far
unknown and blurred paraIIels, inextricable in any case for the time being.

Literature: Child 1882: discussing the sung (verse) variants and the European dissemination of
the tale; Solymossy 1920: surveying the dissemination and discussing the origin; Seemann 1951, No. 58:
Gottschee-German from the Slovenian, Lithuanian from the Scandinavian, reference to data of
European dissemination (without mentioning the Hungarian verse-variants);Brewster 1953: trend of
dissemination from Norway to Great Britain; Wi/gus 1959,306-308: a critical survey of the research
results concerning the English and Scandinavian versions; Siuts 1962: German data and bibliography;
Taylor 1964, 106: "The concluding incident in the tale- the bones or hair of the dead sister speak- is
found only in Scandinavian versions of the ballad and is lacking elsewhere". This statement obviously
refers to areas outside the British (although the motif is also missing from the numerous more recent
English- American variants); states the full agreement of the tale and ballad as regards their content, an
agreement which is a very rare occurrence even in his opinion.
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95. THE GIRL WHO SHIRKS GOING TO CHURCH

10. So that she should instruct her sons and daughters,
She should send them to the sacred mass, send them to the mass,
She should send them to the sacred mass!

Manfa ( Baranya county). Performed by a woman offifty-three. L Kiss, 1958 = AP
214 7.
181.
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The incipit mentioning the little girl of Morva occurs in three variants; in the
rest, the wife of the mayor of Kanid plays the mother's part, the text beginning with
the statement that "On Sunday morn the tiny sun appeared".
Earliest provenience: 1900.
Dissemination: Somogy county (Kanid, Kottse, TengOd); Saranya county (Soda, Manfa 2);
Nyitra county (Menyhe). Total: 7.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes: The published tune is known in another variant, the other tunes (2- 5) exist in one each.

re .

I. The little girl of Morva
Did not go to the mass, to the mass,
She did not go to the mass.
2. She went down to the rose-garden,
To her little rose-garden , rose-garden,
To her little rose-garden
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3. She made three wreathes,
She made three wreathes, she made the one after the other,
And she made the third one as welL
4. When she was making the first,
The priest just began, just began the mass,
The priest began the mass.
5. When she was making the second,
The priest came to the elevation,
The priest came to the elevation.
6. When she was making the third,
The priest finished the mass,
The priest finished the mass.

Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
MORA VIAN: 1--6. Su.sil20/50-56 (with indications of further variants}. 7- /0 . Bartos 1901, 3a--<:,
No. 2054. 11. Waldau CXXXVI.
UKRAINIAN: 12. Golovatsky I, No. 36.

The Hungarian texts seem to represent a stage in which they had hardly reached the
folklore leveL Most probably they are products of village-market singers. Both the
text and the tune agrees with the words and melody of the Moravian version, as was
pointed out by Kodaiy in 1962. Even the text contains reference to Moravian origin
(Little girl ofMorva). For comparison's sake, we present here two Moravian tunes:

7. In the shape of her sweetheart
Three devils came to carry her away, to carry her away,
Three devils to carry her away.
8. Is there anyone here from Morva,
From the great city of my father, Morva,
From my great city of Morva?
9. I would like to send words to my father,
Through father to mother, to my mother,
Through father to my mother.

j

100;

j

1J

1I

• 11

The fact that the song is a recent borrowing is shown, among other things,
also by the circumstance that it comes up sporadically, and only in the western part
of Hungary. (Kodaly calls attention to an archival record, according to which
Northern Slavs settled in the region in the course of the eighteenth century.)
Literature: Kodtily 1962.
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8. The main street of Szolnok is plunged into mourn,
Esquire Papai's dead body is being carried along it.
He is carried along it with six members of his family ,
Among them his dear, wedded spouse.

96. THE INNKEEPER'S FAMILY THAT WAS
MASSACRED

Derzstomaj (lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county). Performed by a man of eighty-two.
Vargyas 1939 = Vargyas 1943, No. 93.
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1. Alas, it is a broad, alas, it is a long way
On which nine brigands started off,
On which nine brigands started off,
And reached the courtyard of Esquire papai.
2. Mistress Papai, may the Lord grant you a good evening!
May the Lord grant good luck to the gentlemen!
Don't you wish us good luck!
Before this night is over, the long knife will pierce your heart.
3. Mistress Papai went out and stood in front of the house,
She raised her eyes up to the blue, starry sky:
My Dear, take me up to the blue sky,
So that my red blood may not be spilt on the ground!
4. Come, Kati, hold this light,
Till I finish with your wicked stepmother!
But Kati's heart was plunged into mourn,
Because by that time she was standing in blood reaching up to her ankle.
5. Dear Sir, my godfather, pray,
Don't kill my kind stepmother!
I don't spare your life for the very reason
That you called me by my name.
6. The clock struck one after midnight
When the coachman of Esquire Papai arrived.
My Dear, something has gone wrong here:
I find all the doors and windows flung open.
7. He peeped in the furthermost room,
And 10, Esquire Papai was lying there in bed.
His arms bound down with yellow chain,
The thalers picked out of his left pocket.
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The event related in this song has the following factual background (Ethn
1918, p. 245): " ... some of the relatives of the extirpated family survived the
massacre, and they remembered details of the bloody story. The following have
been made clear from their account.
" South ofSzolnok, at the Vezseny bend of the river Tisza, where the railway
going to Szentes touches upon the bank of the Tisza in our days, there stood the inn
of Hajlat (today a railway watchman's hut is standing there). The tenant of the inn
was Mihaly Papai in the fifties. He and his family were killed in 1859, when it was
dawning on Assention Day. According to the witness relatives, the following
members of the family had been murdered: the innkeeper Mihaly Papai and his wife
Katalin Darvas, further their children: Franciska and Katalin; furthermore , a
mechanic of Kunszentmarton, his wife, and the coachman who spent the night in
the inn, their names being unknown. Two of the children of the innkeeper escaped,
namely Rozalia and Gyula, who looked over the murderous act from the nook of
the oven. Allegedly, they recognized the murderer as well, who was a fellow of the
innkeeper and godfather to his children. The surname of the murderer was Kasza
Kovacs (his Christian name is not known). His assistants are not known by name.
The murder was committed out of vengeance, as far as we know ."
Let us quote some of the variants of the song, presented in their chronological
order.
(a)

1. There is a nice inn at the bend of the Tisza,
In the year of eighteen hundred it was plunged into deep mourn;
On the day of Holy Thursday
Esquire Papai met his death there.
2. First the mechanic was murdered;
Seeing this, Esquire Papai begged them:
Dear friends, how can you do such a thing?
How can you kill an innocent man?
3. Fanyi, daughter of Esquire Papai spoke up:
I say, men, how can you do such a thing,
I say, men, how can you do such a thing?
To kill my innocent father!
4. Hush, you bitch, for we kill you as well.
We lay you in your blood, face down to earth!
But her heart was already plunged into mourn
For she was standing in blood up to her ankle.
66/11
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5. I say, comrade, whet your knife sharp,
So that I can cut Fanyi's neck at once.
I don't want to do a dirty work at her neck,
Why should I cause the doctor trouble with her.

4. The hostess instantly placed flask s of wine before them .
But the brigand answered:
First we shed his red blood,
Then we drink your red wine.

6. Hearing this, the wife of Esquire Papai
Folds her hands round her head:
Alas, my God, I would never have thought to see the day
When my husband meets such a terrible end!

5. The brigands did not spare his life,
They shed his blood.
As his wife saw this,
She clasped her hands round her head .

7. The coachman also came home late at dawn,
Lo, both the door and the window are open,
Lo, both the door and the window are open,
Esquire Papai is lying dead in the room.

6. My Dear, I should never have thought
That my man should meet such a cruel end!
Fani then went out and stood in front of the inn,
She looked up and prayed to the starry skies:

8. The coachman runs down to the manor.
Get up, Sir, for a wicked thing has happened,
Get up, Sir, for a cruel thing has happened,
Esquire Papai is lying dead in the room!

7. My dear Lord, to your grace I offer my soul,
For these murderers are going to kill me!
Sister Katyi, rock your brother in the cradle
For before the night is over a knife will pierce your heart.

9. Go, coachman, don't tell me such a lie!
I was there at eight last night,
I was there at eight last night,
And Esquire Papai was having a high time at table then!

8. Sir outlaw, raise your eyes up to the sky,
Or look at those two orphan children.
Well, comrade, let us be kind to the two infants,
For who is to tend to them till morning?

10. The main street of Szolnok is plunged into deep mourn,
Esquire Papai will not be walking along it any more;
The graveyard of Szolnok is plunged into deep mourn,
Esquire Papai is lying in it in the first grave.
Engraved on his cross can be read:
Esquire Papai and his daughter are buried here.
Visk (Hont county). 1875.
(b)

I. At the bend of the Tisza there is an inn,
In which Papai met his death.
His hands they tied with yellow wire on his back,
So they picked his money out of his left pocket.

9. The lesser one they threw into the cradle,
The bigger one was weeping beside it.
Kasza Kovacs, Jozsi Doktor, these were the names of those
Who killed those two innocent creatures.
10. The main street of Szolnok was plunged into deep mourn,
When Kasza Kovacs walked along it.
Three big bells were tolled, and surly was their chime,
Three white pigeons were tolling them.
His hands and legs are cast in iron,
His comrade is lamenting him bitterly.
Ncska (Arad county)

=

Kalmany 1877, 46.

(c)

2. First thing to do is to kill Esquire Papa iSo the brigands started speaking.
Good friend, how can you do such a thing,
How can you kill an innocent man?

I. In the bend of the Tisza there is an inn,
Which was plunged in full mourn in fifty-nine.
On Ascension Day
Esquire Papai met his end.

3. Sir, my godfather, pray,
You may take all my riches,
My riches, and my red wines I am willing to give to you,
But I would be sorry to part with my life.

2. Marsocki was the first to lay a murderous hand on him.
Esquire Papai broke out in entreating words:
Good friends, how can you do such a thing,
How can you kill a good man?
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3. Pepi, the daughter of Esquire Papai spoke up:
Good men, how can you do such a thing?
Hold your tongue, bitch, for we do the same to you ,
You will be laid in your own blood with face to the ground.

4. Papai's wife then spoke up:
Alas, my God , to live to see the day,
Alas, my God , to live to see the day
On which an innocent man is killed!

4. Then Pepi ran out of the house
And looked up at the starry sky:
My God, take my soul in your grace,
Take me up to the high Heaven!

5. Come, Kati , hold the candle,
Let me cut your mother's neck.
For if we have killed these six people,
You yourself will be thrown into red blood .

5. As the coachman ran into the inn,
He found the doors flung open.
He found the doors flung open,
And he saw Esquire Papai lying at the door.

6. Go, Pali, whet the knife sharp,
Let me cut Kati 's neck at once!
And he cut it, and cut her to pieces,
So that she may not be a doctor's sweetheart.

6. His hands were tied up with yellow wire to his back,
Even his moustache was torn out.
Then the coachman ran out to the farmstead ,
Esquire! come out and to the inn!

7. Come, Julcsa , rock your brother to sleep,
If you don't want this knife to pierce your heart.
For if we had known that you could speak,
We would have done the same to you as well.

7. J have found all the doors open,
J have found Esquire Papai at the door.
His hands are tied back with yellow wire,
Even his moustache is torn out.

8. Then Julcsa ran out, and a frightened girl she was,
Looking up at the sky with tears in her eyes:
Alas, my God , take me into your mercy ,
Take my soul into your Heaven!

8. It is not true what you say, Karoly,
For at eight last night J was there,
At eight last night J was there,
Esquire Papai was having a high time at table.

9. The coachman went home at dawn ,
He found all the doors flung open.
Alas, my God , what is the matter here,
That I find all doors flung open?

9. The cemetery of Szolnok is plunged into mourn,
Esquire Papai is the first to be buried there.
Esquire Papai is taken there together with his four men,
And her beautiful, kind wife.
Apaca (Csanad county)

=

Kalmany 1878, 74.

(d)
I. What happened in the inn at the Tisza bend?
On Ascension Day six souls were murdered there.
On Ascension Day six souls were murdered there,
Also Lovasi was painted with red blood.

2. Lovasi set out with good luck,
He went right to Papai's inn.
He ordered a pint of wine to be brought to him
But the robbers did not let him drink it.
3. They tied up his hands with yellow wire on his back,
They picked his money out of his left pocket.
I don't mind if you take my money,
Only spare my life!
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10. The coachman lights a candle in the kitchen,
So he beheld his master.
But the coachman ran out into the manor,
Tenant, there is a great disaster in the inn!
"Bekes" county. Bartok , 1906.

=

M .Sz . 1.

(e)

I. Alas, very broad, alas, very long is the way
On which the nine outlaws set out!
The nine outlaws rode in nine directions,
And they met in the inn of Mistress papai.
The nine outlaws rode in nine directions,
And they met in the inn of Mistress papai.
2. Good evening, Mistress Papai!
Welcome, you nine outlaws!
Don't wish luck to us, Mistress Papai,
Because a knife will pierce your heart before the night is over!
Don't wish luck to us, Mistress Papai,
Because a knife will pierce your heart before the night is over!
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3. As Mistress Papai hears this,
She clasps her two hands round her head:
Alas, my God, that I have to see the day
On which I must leave back nine orphans!
Alas, my God, that I have to see the day,
On which I must leave back nine orphans!
4. Daughter Trezi, run down to the cellar,
And fetch wine in the golden cup!
I don't need your wine, nor do I need you,
I want you to place your heart on the table!
I don't need your wine, nor do I need you,
I want you to place your heart on the table!
5. Pray, my honoured godfather,
Don't shoot my dear mother!
Hold your tongue, rock your little brother,
Your heart will be pierced by knife before this night is over!
Hold your tongue, rock your little brother,
Your heart will be pierced by knife before this night is over!
6. The clock struck one after midnight,
The coachman of Mistress Papai arrived at home.
Alas, my God, something has gone wrong here,
Because I find the doors and windows open!
Alas, my God, something has gone wrong here,
Because I find the doors and windows open!
7. He entered the house of Mistress Papai,
He found Mistress Papai dead in her bed.
Her hands tied with yellow chain,
The banknotes taken out of her left pocket.
Her hands tied with yellow chain,
The banknotes taken out of her left pocket.
Majldth/alva (Temes county) .-Ercsi (Fejer county). Performed by a man offiftyfive. Sztano 1958 = AP 2165/g.
The development of the song can be well traced in the variants presented. It is
instructive to note how detailed the recordings taken soon after the event are.
Obviously they are still strongly affected by the singers of the village fairs who were
eager to pick up all such bloody sensational stories together with all their minutest
details. (Cf. L. Takacs.) Later the overdetailed parts are omitted and only the
psychologically valuable ones retained, and even unfolded. The early notations
begin with mentioning the place-name, as usual in broadsides; the guest that was
killed together with the innkeeper is also mentioned by name, and other details, like
the dialogue of the coachman and the tenant are given. In the later variants all these
are absent; the beginning lines that tied the event to a definite place are generally
replaced by Stanza 1 of No. 122, and this incipit conquered the majority of the
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dissemination area. Thus the polishing effect of the process of "folklorization"
began to render the piece "more abstract".
Still the story has failed to develop into a real ballad, because it does not
contain any psychological conflict, only a bloody deed is related. Nevertheless,
what can be sifted out from the variants may be instructive for the method of
folklore creation.

Earliest provenience: 1875.
Dissemination: Without mentioning the place: 2.
I. Sopron county ("Rabakoz region"); Vas county ("Orseg region"); Zala county (Bazsi, Dergecs,

Kavas, Kiskomarom 2, Lesenceistvand, Lovopetri, Nemessandorhaza, Redics, Resznek, Zalagalsa);
Somogy county (CsokOly, Darany, Karad, Nagyatad, Sagvar 2, Somogyszob 2, Taszar, Zamardi,
Zselickisfalud); Szerem county (K6r6gy); Ver6ce county (LaszIOfalva, Szentlaszl6 2); Baranya county
(Becefa, Csoboka, Hosszuheteny, Kakics 2, Szentkatalin, "Ormanysag" region) Tolna county
(Feisoireg, Nagydorog, Sarpilis); Fejer county (Csakvar); Veszprem county (Gyenesdias,
Nagyesztergar, Papa, Papasalamon); Pest county (Tinnye); Esztergom county (Szolgyen); Komarom
county (Acs 2, Izsa, Kocs, Nagyleg, Naszvad); Gyor county (Gyomore, Gyor, K6ny, Nyalka, Szemere,
Tap). I : 58.
II . Pozsony county (Galanta 2); Nyitra county (Felsokiralyi); Bars county (Ledec); Hont county
(Ipolybalog, Lukanenye, PerOcseny, Visk); N6grad county (Bujak, Ipolytolgyes, Nagybatony,
N6gradmegyer, Szanda, Szandavaralja 2, Szarvasgede); Heves county (Biikkszenterzsebet 3, Fedemes
4, Feldebro, Maklar, Matraszentimre, MikOfalva, Tarnalelesz, Tiszanana); Borsod county (Abod, Bacs,
"Southern part of Borsod county", Borsodnadasd, Biikkaranyos, Hernadkercs, Mezokeresztes,
Mezokovesd, Putnok, Saly); Gomor county (Almagy 2, Egyhazasbast 3); Abauj county (Cekehaza,
Csenyete, Felsomera, Felsodobsza, Goncruszka, Keked); Zemplen county (Ricse 6, Sarospatak 5,
Taktanador); Bereg county (L6nya); Ung county ("Tisza-Latorca Interfluve"). 11: 64.
Ill. Pest county (Alpar, Bugacmonostor, Dany, Galambospuszta, Kecskemet, Kiskunhalas 6,
Pilis, Tapioszele, Toalmas, Tura 2); Hsz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Alattyan, Derzstomaj, Jaszapati,
Jaszarokszallas, Jaszteiek, Kisujszallas); "Szolnok county" (Tiszafoldvar 3, Tiszaszalka, Tiszaszentimre); Bacs-Bodrog county (Batya, Borota, Davod, Gombos, Pacser, Rem 3); Temes county
(Majlathfalva, Szekelykeve); Torontal county (Csoka, Hertelendyfalva, Szajan, Szoreg); Southern
Great Plain without specification; Csongrad county (Csongrad, Domaszek, HOdmezovasarhely 2,
Horgos, Kiskundorozsma, Mindszent, Szeged, Szeged-Kiralyhalom, Szegvar, Szekkutas); Bekes
county ("Bekes c." , Doboz 4, EndrOd 2, Mezobereny, Mezogyan, Veszto); Csanad county (Apaca);
Arad county (Simonyifalva); Bihar county (Nagyszalonta 3, Torda); Hajdu county ("Hortobagy" 2);
Szabolcs county (Gegeny, Kenezio, Lovopetri, Nagyhalasz, Nagykallo, Nyirabrany Nyiradony 2,
Piricse, Tiszapolgar, Retkozberencs); Szatmar county (Gebe, Kersemjen, Kisar, Tyukod, Vallaj). Ill:
88.
IV. Kolozs county (Kolozsvar, MakOfalva, Mera, Valaszut, Visa; Torda-Aranyos county
(Sinfalva); Udvarhely county (Benced, " Udvarhely c."); Brasso county (Piirkerec); Csik county
(Csikvacsarcsi 2, Szarhegy); Haromszek county (Dalnok, Sepsikorospatak); Bukovina (Andrasfalva 5,
Istensegits 2). IV: 21.
Total: 233.
Textual relationships with other ballads: opening formula 124.
Tunes: I. = No. 182 in 22 variants; 2. (4), 5. (2), 6. (2), 8. (2), 9. (2), 10. (6), 13. (4), 15. (3), 18. (2),
23. (2), 24. (2), 29. (6), 30. (3), 34. (2) 35. (3), 36. (2), 38. (2).
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A great variety of melodies has been associated with the text, but the great
majority of these tunes were performed on one single occasion only, or at most in
some neighbouring villages, sometimes in one and the same village at repeated
recordings. Apparently, the text passes with any melody with a division of eleven
syllabic lines. Nevertheless, the main tune type preponderating in number shows an
even distribution along the middle and lower stretches of the Tisza. Since the event
took place at the middle course of the Tisza, the focal point of dissemination can be
logically supposed in that region. The main tune is at the same time linked with the
earliest text-variants. Probably this was the melody with which the village-fair
singers began to popularize their "compositions".
Some of the other tunes associated with the verse belong to the old-style
melodies (2., 3., 7., 8., 9., 11.,13., 14., 15., 16., 18., 19.),orthecategoryofart-songs
(4., 5., 6., 12.? 17.? 23 .? 24.?), or new-style tunes showing more or less urban
influence; well-shaped, new-style tunes occur relatively seldom in this association
(28., 29.,38). All these are, however, occasional associations, varying from village
to village.
The song developed from the creation of some village-market singer after
1859 and followed a course of gradual assimilation into the folklore stock .
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I. There is a hill-top over there,
From which I looked down into the valley.
I saw three counts fishing,
Standing in a boat.
2. The youngest count
Who stood by the side of the boat,
Held a golden chalice in his hand,
Offering the girl a drink of his good wine.
3. Why do you offer me your wine,
Look, I cannot drink of if,
For I am a poor little girl,
But you are a rich count.
4. Then the young count
Handed over a ring to the girl.
Take this, my love,
As a token of my heart.
5. Why do you offer me your ring,
Look, I cannot wear it.
For I am a poor little girl,
But you are a rich count.
6. If you are a poor girl,
Having no money and wealth,
Think of the bright flame
That flares in your heart.
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7. I don't want to think of such things,
Look, I don't need a man.
Rather I go to the nunnery
To be covered by the nuns' hood.
8. Next day someone appeared before the nunnery,
He pressed the ring.
Where is the new nun
That came here yesterday?
9. Nobody came here,
Nor could anybody leave the place.
I shall set the convent on fire
If you refuse to let her out.
10. Atthis, the nun steps out,
Clad all in white, stands there.
Her hair is cut short,
Look, she is an ordained nun already.
11. He took a golden ring
From his finger.
Take it, my love,
As a token of my heart.
12. Why do you offer me your ring,
Look, I cannot wear it.
I must die in the convent,
I know it for certain.
13. The count felt at his belt,
And drew a pistol.
He shot the girl dead.
Then he shot himself dead.
Aj (Abauj county). Performed by a man of forty-eight. Vargyas 1940.
Divergences: The story and its formulation show a fair agreement in t~e
variants even the linguistic absurdities are much the same in them. At most certam
omissio~s and misunderstandings of the melodic and rhythmic pattern give rise to
difference~. Rarely the count becomes a priest in the end (instead of shooting
himself).

Earliest provenience: 1923.
Dissemination:
I. Sopron county (Felsopulya); Vas county (Sorkifalud); Zala county (Muraszemere, Redics);
Somogy county (Gyugy); Baranya county (Als6mocsol<id); Veszprem county (VeszpremfaJsz, data: the
..
,
German inhabitants of the village perform the song in Hungarian).
11. Nyitra county (Bodok, Zsere); Hont county (Jpolyszog); Abauj county (AJ); Zemplen county
•
(Ricse).
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Ill. lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (lanoshida); Bacs-Bodrog county (Zombor); Bihar county
(Biharugra, Kiiriisnagyharsany); Hajdu county (PoroszI6); Szabolcs county (Nyirlugos, Nyirtura).
Total: 19.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes: All variants are nearly related to the published 183. (10 notations.)
The relatively low number of notations is due to the circumstance that the collectors did not
always think the ballad worthy of notations, partly because of the strange tune associated with the unHungarian text that sounds exceptionally strange in Hungarian folklore. Nevertheless, the song occurs
in every part of the Hungarian language area. The grammatical errors appear in the same form at
diagonally opposed points of the country. The tune is always beginning with up-beat, and has three-four
rhythmic patterns; in counties Bihar and Szabolcs it is a waltz-melody. Since the Hungarian peasants are
altogether unfamiliar with the use of upbeats and iambic rhythm, they confuse the rhythmic now of the
tune, leaving the idea of the melodic structure unrealized; what is more, even lines are omitted, owing to
uncertainty of performance sometimes. Blurred and unstable variations are brought out by such remarks
of collectors which refer to "changing the tune from stanza to stanza as if improvising it" . All this is
indicative of the ballad having been disseminated by village-fair singers and by broadside in
comparatively recent times. Short-lived tradition has not yet transformed the song into a real folklore
piece.
The same subject-matter occurs among the Germans and the Dutch as well, as a long-known and
rather widespread ballad theme.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
GERMAN : 1-6. E- B 89a- F. 7- 21 . Parisius 18,187,249, 347- 8,417,436,524-5,537,687- 9,735
and 739. 22. Hruschka- Toischer, No. 14b. (Only a few examples are mentioned, without any pretence of
completeness. The numbers of Paris ius give an idea of the dissemination: even a restricted area can offer
so many variants!)
DUTCH : 23. Van Duyse 3 (1544). Another reference to tune demonstrates the existence of the
ballad among the Dutch in the fifteenth century.

The Hungarian texts are closest to 22., originating from Czech-German
territory. The story of it runs as follows: Once I was standing on a high hill, I looked
down into the valley, and saw a little boat swimming with three counts in it. The
youngest of the three was sitting in the middle, and offered me wine to drink from
his bottle. What do you think he drew offhis finger? A golden ring! "Keep this, my
beautiful betrothed, I give it as a souvenir to you!" "What shall I do with this ring if
I cannot wear it on my finger? I am a poor maid, without any money or riches."
"Even though you are a poor maid without any money or land, still think of our
love which tied us together!" "I don't think of love, I don't think of a man, I only
think of the Great Lord who alone can help me. I go to the nuns, I want to live in the
convent." "If you want to be a nun and live in the convent, I travel round the world,
and I shall be travelling as long as I return to you." He said to his servant: "Harness
my horse, we shall travel round the world for this girl is worth the pains of it." As he
reached the convent again, he knocked softly at the door: "Give me the most
beautiful nun who came here yesterday!" "Nobody came here yesterday, and
nobody is allowed to go out of this house!" "Then I set the convent on fire, together
with all the nuns in it." "If you want to set this convent on fire together with all the
nuns in it, then we tell the nun to come out to you." The girl, clad all in white, moved
out swiftly, her hair was cut short since she had already been ordained. What do you
think she held in her hand? A silver jug. She offered the young gentleman to drink,
and he died of heart-break. And the girl dug a grave with the young man's dagger,
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and buried the corpse with her own white hands. Whith her tender fingers she pulled
the rope of the bell, and in her low voice she sang a lament for the dead body.
More than one place of the Hungarian appears to be translation if compared
to this text. It seems that Czech-Moravian or Czeh-German singers visiting
Hungarian fairs had spread the ballad in Hungary, probably in the last decades of
the Austro--Hungarian Monarchy, at the turn of the century. (According to the
verbal intimation of Professor Wiora, the tune is not a German one.)
Literature: Vargyas 1964~Originating from German broadside.

98. THE MAN WHO KILLED HIS SWEETHEART
AND COMMITTED SUICIDE

184.
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1. Szabolcs county, the big forest of Nyiregyhaza,

You find in it a field sprinkled with blood.
Wind spreads it abroad in every direction:
Alas, my God, one has to suffer in this life!
2. Gyula Szabo loves Jolan Horvat
But Jolan's mother does not tolerate it.
Well, Jolan, if they don't let me love you,
You will see what I am going to do!
3. On a Sunday afternoon, Gyula Szabo
Met Jolanka in the street.
He took her to walk in the woods,
To pick flowers, that's what he said.
4. But as they entered the woods,
And ~at under a rose-tree, he said:
I did not come here to pick flowers,
But to kill you in this inst<lnce.
5. The young girl kneeled before him,
Begging him not to kill her in the woods.
The wicked murderer did not pay heed to her,
He threw her down to the ground and trampled on her neck.
6. He chopped up her hands and feet,
Severed her head from her neck,
Carved out her heart with his sharp knife,
So he sent her soul to the world beyond.
7. Twelve balls are in my bright revolver!
Three of them will do for me!
The two corpses are lying there, one above the other,
The whole world go there to see the wonder.
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8. On the thirteenth of March
Many young girls put on their mourning dresses.
They put pearly head-dress on their pows,
So they saw 10lanka to the cemetery.
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9. Fathers, mothers, learn the lesson of all this,
Behold, what came out of their true love!
Don't turn your mind towards great riches,
Rather turn your mind towards true happiness!
Matraderecske ( Heves county). Performed by a woman of thirty-nine. Kerenyi 1957
=
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Divergences: insignificant if any: the formulation betrays a uniform village-

fair origin.
Earliest provenience: 1932.
Dissemination: Zala county (Aranyod, Gyiiriis, Hahot, Zalacsany); Veszprem county (Jasd);
Komarom county (Martos); Nyitra county (Tardoskedd, Vagfarkasd); Nograd county (Abasar,
Apacapuszta, Derecske, Matraballa, Varaszo); Dorsod county (Abod, 6nod); Giimiir county
(Egyhazasbast); Abauj county (Keked, Panyok); Zemplen county (Dodroshalom); Dacs-Dodrog county
(Zenta); Hajdu county (Mikepercs); Szabolcs county (Nyirlugos 2, Nyirvasvari, Piricse); Kolozs county
(Mera 2, Vajdakamaras, Valaszut 2); Szolnok-Doboka county (Feketeiak); AIso-Feher county
(Liirincreve); Udvarhely county (Vargyas); Csik county (Csikmenasag, Gyimeskiizeplok 2,
Gyimesviilgye 2). Total: 38 .
Tex tual relationship with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I . = No. 184, in 13 variants; 2. (6 variants), 5. (2 variants), 8. (3 variants), 13. (3 variants).
15. (2 variants).
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Semi popular ballad developed recently and spread undoubtedly through the
mediary of market-singers. In distant parts of the country its text is the same; no
marks of any conspicuous folklorization can be discovered in it. Also the tunes
support the recent origin: in Transylvania, several new-style tunes also appear in
association with the text, but the most frequent two tune-types of the song are not
belonging to the new style. These are recorded from the territory of Hungary. All
this indicates that the ballad began to spread from the central parts of the country
about the middle of the last century.
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8. Imre Kis walked to the gate,
Margit BirD received him with these words:
Is it true, Imre, that you have married,
Bringing such a great sorrow onto my heart?
It is true, indeed, Margit BirD, I love another one!
For it's a long time since we have been in love with each other.

99. THE FORSAKEN SWEETHEART WHO
COMMITTED SUICIDE

184.

9. My dear sweetheart, give me your hand,
Let me wish you a happy life!
For three years and thirty-six months
Shall you, sweetheart, be confined to your bed.
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10. You shall use the drugs of nine doctors,
You shall not meet rest anywhere!
Neither heaven nor earth shall take you in,
May your grave throw you out on the left side!

Ki - nek az el - sO ti · zed-be nines par-ja.

1. What happened in the province of Hont county?
Ferenc BirD has a daughter, called Margit,
Ferenc BirD has a daughter, called Margit,
And no-one can match her among the girls.

11 . The clock struck two after midnight.
Margit BirD set out on the long way.
She did not return greetings on her way,
She went home and hanged herself.

2. Margit has been cajoled by many young men,
But Imre Kis has been most determined to entice her.
Don't be afraid, Margit, pearl of my heart, I love you,
Next autumn will bring the day on which I marry you!

12. Girls, girls, let this be an example to you,
Do not keep a lover whom you love with all your heart!
For I loved my sweetheart with all my heart,
And my love took me to my grave too soon!

3. But Imre had another girl in his mind,
He sent word to the Cserep's
That he would see them one evening,
And that he would marry their daughter Zsuzsi .
4. He went there, indeed, on a Saturday night,
Zsuzsi Cserep was waiting for him at the gate.
She gave a few kind words and also a few hearty kisses to the lad,
She seated her sweetheart at table.
5. Dear daughter, you must go to the parson,
Have your names entered into the big book!
For if Margit BirD hears of this,
She will lay an eternal curse on my daughter Zsuzsi .
6. The clock struck one after midnight,
Margit BirD set out to fetch water from the well.
At the well she heard news, and sad it was,
So that she could hardly walk home.
7. No sooner than she put down her jug,
She set out and went to Imre Kis's house.
She did not step in, only she knocked at the door:
You false scoundrel, come out and hear a word of mine!
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Ipoly Tolgyes (Hont county). Performed by a girl of sixteen. LdszlO Vikar.
Divergences: insignificant; the variants are all marked by the same village-fair
style.

Earliest provenience: 1957.
~issemination : Zala "co~nty (Als6.~zenterzsi:bet); Baranya county (Kopacs); Nyitra county
(Kolon), Hont county (Perocs.eny, Ip~lytolgyes) , Heves county (Matraballa, Varasz6); Bacs-Bodrog
county (Zenta); ~rad cou~ty (SlmonYlfalva); Szabolcs county (Biri, Demecser). Total: 11 .
The ballad certaInly lIves In many variants, considerably more than what have been collected so far.

Textual relationship with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I. = No. 184, in 2 variants; 2. (in six variants, from which 3 are half-tunes, and one
strongly corrupted).
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Recently developed broadside.
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1. Once upon a time, a beautiful brown girl
Walked out and went into the woods, into the woods.
Her father clothed in hunters' suit followed her,
He followed her in hunters' suit.
Good morning, beautiful girl, said the lord.
Good morning, beautiful girl, What are you
Looking for so early in the morning
In this wood, in this thicket?
2. I have come to pick berries and I am waiting (to line 3)
For my sweetheart to come here
In this wood, in this thicket.
3. Come nearer, handsome hunter, said the girl, (to line 2)
Come nearer, handsome hunter, (to line 3)
I shall kiss you, if you come
In this wood, in this thicket. (to line 4)
4. I cannot go with my horse, (to line 3 and 4)
Nor can I be your sweetheart
In this wood, in this thicket.
5. Tie your horse to a tree, and come, hunter, to your sweetheart
In this wood, in this thicket.
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6. I cannot go with my dog,
Nor can I be your sweetheart
In this wood, in this thicket.
7. Let your dog bark and come to make cheers with me
In this wood, in this thicket.
8. I see, daughter, that you are blind,
Can't you see that you are my own daughter
In this wood, in this thicket?
9. If you had known that you were my father,
Why did you not tell me so sooner
In this wood, in this thicket?
10. Take your gun and aim it at your daughter,
Shoot her right in the heart
In this wood, in this thicket.

horse.-You may tie your horse in the stable and spend the night with me. I cannot
lie with you, because of my saddle. You may hang it on a peg. -I cannot, because of
my gloves.- You may take them ofT and put them aside.- I cannot, because of my
suit.- You may put it on the be~ch .-Sir Peder unfolded his white robe and there
he stood in his fine linen underwear.- Listen, Sir Peder, what I say: Who sewed
your fine linen underwear?- My little sister, Kirsten, she sewed my fine linen
underwear.-Oh, little Kirsten, your sister sewed it! Then you must be my
brother! -Sir Peder drew his bright dagger and drove it into little Kirsten's bosom.
And this was a pity, because twins were playing in the mother's womb."
It was after the manuscript of my book was closed that in the texts ofVol. VII
of the D . VIr. I found nineteenth-century broadsides (Bd. VIll i B in the manuscript
then under preparation) whose build-up shows a very close aggreement with the
Hungarian version, and which provide evidence of the latter's having originated
from recent German broadsides.

11. Gun-shot is heard,
The hunter's daughter is dying
In this wood, in this thicket.
Kiskunhalas (Pest county). Performed by a girl of sixteen. Szomjas, 1934.
Divergences: It does not appear at the beginning of most of the variants that
the hunter is father to the girl. Their relationship is disclosed at the end of the song,
which begins with the dialogue at once. More usually, the hunter kills the girl
without being asked to do so by the latter.

Earliest provenience: between 1872 and 1911 , possibly 1900.
Dissemination: Vas county (Hegyszentmarton, Katafa); Zala county (Kerkakutas, Redics,

Rezi); Somogy county (Nagyberki); Tolna county (Szekszard); Fejer county (Csor); Gyor county
(Halaszi, Tap); Nyitra county (Zsere); Hont county (" Hont c." , Per6cseny); Nograd county (Bercel,
Biikkszenterzsebet, Fedemes); Borsod county (Mezokovesd); Zemplen county (Ricse); Pest county
(Galambospuszta, Isaszeg, Kiskunfelegyhaza, Kiskunhalas, Miske); Southern Great Plain without
further specification: Hajdu county (Hajduooszormeny); Szabolcs county (Nyirblitor); Maros-Torda
county (Nyaradmagyaros); Torda-Aranyos county (Torda); Udvarhely county (Erdovidek,
Miklosfalva, Vargyas, Zetelaka); Bukovina (Andrasfalva). Total: 33.
(The low number of variants reported is due to indifference on the part of the collectors. Mainly
amateur collectors have paid attention to this song, whose tune and words are anything but a folklore
product.)
Textual relationship with other ballads: none.
Tunes: all are variants of the published No. lOO.

The strange stanza-pattern and the foreign melody of this song both point to
broadside origin. In vain have I been looking for German or Czech- Moravian
parallels in this case, but to my great surprise, the Danish material includes a
version of it, recorded from oral tradition (DgF 435). The text runs like this.
"Listen to me, 0 Sir Peder, and hear what I say: Will you spend the night with
me in bed?-I cannot spend the night with so fine a young lady, because of my
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OUTLA W BALLADS
Types 101-120.

101. IMRE BOGAR
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1. The Tisza is troubled,
It does not want to settie.
Famous Imre Bogar
Wants to cross it.
2. He wants to cross it,
He wants to steal a colt.
At the green market of Kecskemet
He wants to make money.
3. He wants to make money,
To buy a cradle;
He wants to marry
That famous Marcsa Duli.
4. My hostess, I say,
Can you give me something to eat for supper?
I can give you a supper, I have prepared paprika meat
For guests to come.
5. My hostess, I say,
Will you give me a hundred pints of wine!
I shall offer a drink to the county's men,
So that I may not be their prisoner.
6. But the county's men know better than that,
They don't drink of the wine.
For poor Imre Bogar
Has fallen now in their hands.
7. Chain the brigand,
Shackles on his hands and feet!
Marcsa Duli is waiting in vain
For her sweetheart to come.
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8. Look out, Marcsa, look out
Of your curtained window!
Imre Bogar is escorted,
And his steed is of golden colour.

5. My hostess, I say,
Will you bring me a hundred pints of wine!
I shall otTer a drink to the county's men,
So that I may not become their prisoner.

9. Its bit is made of silver,
Its bridle is made of gold.
Famous Imre Bogar
Is the master of that horse!

6. But the county's men know better than that,
They don't drink of the wine.
That famous Imre Bogar
Has fallen now in their hands.

10. The bells are tolled for noon,
It's half past eleven.
Imre Bogar is escorted
To the gallows.

7. Open, sweetheart, open
Your curtained window!
Imre Bogar is being escorted,
And his steed is a dark bay.

11 . The Tisza has settled down,
Only its mud remains.
Poor Imre Bogar is dead,
Only his fame remains.

8. Its bit is gold,
Its bridle is silver.
The nice young girls of Kecskemet
Are looking after him all in a wonder.

Bartalus II 1875. 12. No. 11 .

S. I. (probably from Heves county).
188.
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1. The Tisza is troubled,
It does not want to settle.
Famous Imre Bogar
Wants to cross it.
2. He wants to cross it,
He wants to steal a colt.
At the green market of Kecskemet
He wants to make money.
3. He wants to make money,
To buy a cradle;
He wants to marry
That famous Marcsa Duli.
4. My hostess, I say,
Can you give me something to eat for supper?
I have paprika meat in the cauldron,
Cooked for guests to come.
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9. The bells are tolled for noon,
It's half past eleven.
That famous Imre Bogar
Shall stand up on the chair.
10. He stood up on the chair,
He looked up at the sky:
My Dear, all my numerous robberies
Come to my mind now!
11. Mother, you were my mother,
Why did you not teach me better?
I was a twig of a living tree,
Why did you not bend me?
12. The Tisza has settled,
Only its mud remains.
Poor Imre Bogar is dead,
Only his fame remains.

Bugacmonostor (Pest county). Performed by a woman of twenty-nine and a male
informant. Zoltdn Vdsdrhelyi. 1933.
Note: The green market of Kecskemet offered occasion to sell away stolen animals.-The verse
of stanza II of the second text occurs only in this variant. Stanzas 4 and 5 of the published texts refer to
representatives of the county gendarmerie who were on guard to take the outlaw at the roadside inn.

Divergences:
Let us see a few stanzas of a Hortobagy variant:
1. The Tisza is troubled,
It does not want to settle.
Famous Imre Bogar
Wants to cross it.
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2. He wants to cross it,
He wants to steal a horse.
At the green market of Debrecen
He wants to sell it.
3. He wants to sell it,
He wants to buy a fur-coat
In which he can wrap
His sweetheart.
4. My hostess, I say!
Have you a well-laid bed?
I have a weH-laid bed, and also a nice girl
To meet the pleasure of outlaws.
5. My hostess, I say!
WiH you give me a hundred pints of wine?
I shaH offer a drink to the county's men,
So that I may not be their prisoner.
6. The county's men know better than that,
They don't drink of the wine.
For poor Imre Bogar
Has fallen now in their hands.
7. The county's men are rascals,
And so is the sheriff.
Put to his coach, put to his landau
Is seen the stolen colt ...
10. The bells are toHed at noon,
It's half past eleven.
That famous Imre Bogar
Is going to the gallows.
11 . The bells are toHed at noon,
It's Sllarp twelve.
The hangman says: Imre Bogar,
Stand up on the chair!
12. He stood up on the chair,
He looked up at the sky:
Alas, my God, my numerous robberies
Come now to my mind!
13. The Tisza is calm,
Only its waves remain.
Poor Imre Bogar is dead,
Only his fame remains.

on the stool and says: " I have kiHed a lad ... ", and then follows the other ballad.
The merger is possible obviously because of identical metre and similar tune
structure.
Earliest provenience: 1870-71.
Dissemination:
S. I. : 3.
I. Sopron county (Bagyog, Osli); Vas county (Csepreg, Felsoor, Katafa); Zala county
(Andrashida, Bec, Bucsuszentlaszl6, Dergecs, Janosmajor, Kiskomarom 6, Oltarc, Zalaujlak,
Z6Idhalom); Somogy county (Felso-Agazas-tanya, Ki sbarapati, Koppanymegyer, Nemesded);
Baranya county (Belvard, Berkesd, Boda, Csanyoszr6, Kopacs, ",Iohacs, RanOdfapuszta); Tolna
county (Nagydorog, Pusztahencse, Tiiskepuszta); Fejer county (Csakvar, Dunapentele, Gardony,
Soponya); Veszprem county (Rede, Soml6szollos, Szigliget, Tes); Komarom county (Guta, Izsa,
Martos, Naszvad, "Tata region"); Gyor county (Gyor, Kisber). I.: 48.
11. Nyitra county (Kolon); Hont county (Bajta, Per6cseny); Pest county (Vachartyan 2); N6grad
county (Bercel 3, Szanda); Heves county (Besenyotelek, Eger 3, Matraderecske, Nagyrede, Pely,
Poroszl6, Tiszaigar); Borsod county (Gesztely, Szakacsi, Mezok6vesd); G6m6r county (Szilice); Abauj
county (Aj 2, Beret, Cekehaza, Panyok); Zemplen county (Karcsa, Karos, Mik6haza, Ricse 2,
Tiszakarad); Bereg county (L6nya); Ung county (Palagy). 11 .: 35.
Ill. Pest county (Bankfalva, Bugacmonostor, Galambospuszta, Izsak, Kalocsa, Kecskemet,
Kiskunfelegyhaza 3, Kiskunhalas 4, Nagykoros, Palmonostor, Perkata); llisz-Nagykun-Szolnok
county (llisztelek, Mesterszallas); Bacs-Bodrog county (Gombos 2); Torontal county (Nagybecskerek,
Szajan); Csongrad county (Csongrad 2, " Csongrad c.", HOdmezovasarhely, Szegvar, Tape 3,
T6m6rkeny); Bekes county (End rod , Mezobereny); Bihar county (Artand, Derecske, Nagyszalonta 7);
Szabolcs county (Biri, Kisvarda , L6v6petri , Nyirbator, Nyirtelek, Vaja); Szatmar county (Szamosszeg).
Ill. : 50.
IV. Kolozs county (Gyalu, Valaszut); Maros-Torda county (Szovata); Torda-Aranyos county
(Aranyosgerend, Felvinc, Tordatur); AIs6-Feher county (Nagyenyed); Udvarhely county (Benced,
Felsoboldogasszonyfalva, Medeser, Nagygalambfalva, Rugonfalva ' 2, Sikl6d, Szentgerice, Vargyas);
Brass6 county (HosszUfalu); Csik county (Csikkarcfalva, Gyergy6ujfalu, Gyimesbiikk,
Gyimesfe\solok, Gyimesk6zeplok, Szepviz); Haromszek county (Erdofiile, FelsOdoboly); Bukovina
(Andnlsfalva 4, Istensegits 2, J6zsetTalva); Moldavia (Klezse). IV- V.: 33. Total: 169.
Textual relationship with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I. = Nos 187- 188 (39 variants). NB., Bartalus noted down the tune of No. 187 in the socalled choriambic rhythm (- u u - ), which had been thought to be the most typical Hungarian
rhythmic pattern. This I have transcribed into the usual rhythm of the other variants. 5. (6 var.) 9. (2
variants), 16. (2), 20. (2), 25. (2), 26. (2), 31. (3), 34. (2), 35. (2), 37 . (3).
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Imre Bogar Szab6 was born at B6csa (Pest county, in the vicinity of
Nagykoros) on April 6, 1842. He began to lead the life of an outlaw in winter of
1861. On July 11, 1862 he was arrested by two lieutenants while he was sleeping at
the farmstead of J6zsefPinter. On July 17 he was sentenced by summary court and
executed on July 19. The execution of the young man of twenty, and " of a very
attractive appearance and fair complexion" was a great sensation in Pest.
"Thousands of people thronged in the street when he was taken, with a wreath of
flowers in his hand, to the scaffold". Obviously, the circumstance of his execution is
responsible for the attachment of the most beautiful outlaw ballad to his name. It
developed comparatively quickly, because Barta/us was able to note down a variant
of it as early as the winter of 1870-71. But the ballad as it reads does not agree with
the facts presented above. Even the circumstances in which the outlaw was arrested
are described differently; perhaps the arrest of another member of the group, that
of Mihaly Bogar SzabO, gave rise to the corresponding description of the ballad
text, because he had been taken by the men of the county, although not in a roadside
inn, but at the house of his maitress called mistress Istvan Ruzsa, wife of a shepherd
of the Jaszlajos estate, where the outlaw was shot dead by a gendarme. There is no
mention of the name of Marcsa Duli in the minutes of the trial, nor in the records of
the gendarmerie. The representation of the gallant outlaw clad in gold and silver is
well in accord with his attractive appearance; what is more, rumour spread about
his father shot dead before that he had been so handsome "as to embarrass even a
Lavater, provided he had seen his face". Another contemporary newspaper
describes the young outlaw as a man of " a stately build, almost puerile
youthfulness, a real beauty-with mien bearing the likeness of the face of God".
The mischiefs for which he was hanged, together with his companions, were
the following: they raided the cartmen of Baja at the December fair of 1861 ; they
robbed the shopkeeper of Ujhartyan, the landlord of Pahy, the landlord of Dabas,
Baron Redl of Nagyb6csa; they set the farmstead ofIstvan Szab6 at Nagyb6csa on
fire, because he refused to provide them accommodation and forage for their
horses, and because he killed in a gun-battle Imre's father Imre Bogar Szab6.
From the winter of 1861 to the summer of 1862, that is during half a year's time,
they were flying to and fro in the Danube-Tisza Interfluve. After a short period of
brigandry, there followed the fall .
Let us see now what people had got in the broadside literature about the
story. Here is a passage of a broadside from 1881 , presenting the farewell speech of
Imre Bogar.

2. They throw bunches of flowers at my sinful feet ,
Oh, how I resembled once these flowers,
Before I lost my innocence,
Before I became a criminal, a robber . . .
3. Alas, as a child I turned into a criminal,
For what could I learn from my dear father?
They never sent me to school,
They never sent me to church! ...
22. Good-bye, world, people who are sorry for me.
Take an example from my mournful death,
Tell my fate to these who listen to you some time
That this is how every criminal fares in the end .
23. Good-bye, my dear spiritual father
Who spent so much care on me.
May you save me from devil's power,
May you pass my soul into the hand of Our Father.
24. Good-bye, my righteous judges!
Who sentenced me to mend the world.
Thank you for the lesson you taught me,
God knows your sentence is justified!
25. And now, my kind hangman, finish my life,
So that I may surrender my soul to God .
Oh, Heavenly Father, you are Almighty,
Show me mercy, poor criminal as I am!
As can be seen, people framed a different conception about the even.t and a
different opinion about the life of the outlaws. The pious lines ofth~ broadsl~e ~ad
no effect whatever on them. The peasant communities voiced their own opmlOn,
and that in the genuine tone of poetry. And this is what they do in their songs even
today.

Literature: Ferenc SzabO. 1964, 115. Bl!kh . 202- 220.

1. How many people see me out to my early grave,
How many people throng at my gallows,
To behold how a wicked criminal is treated,
How terrible the rigour of the law is!
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102. WHAT THOUGH SIX COUNTIES COME ON ME!

name ofVidr6cki is great. His fame flows As the water of the running brook", or
"As the swift water of the Danube". Very seldom the song about Vidrocki's herd of
swine is incorporated in the ballad, mostly -one stanza of the song, which is sung
separately as a rule. The completest form reads like this:
1. The famous herd of swine of Vidrocki
Is roaring and grumbling in the Matra.
It is roaring and grumbling in the Matra,
Because it does not find Vidrocki anywhere .

189.
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2. Bring out, sweetheart, my felt-coat and my hatchet,
Let me go after my herd of swine!
For they. will cut down my boar,
They will cut down my barrow with the white stocking.

ko . ru.

3. The sun is setting, soon it will grow dark ,
I should like to ask for lodgings, only there is no-one to be asked,
My lodgings is in the thick woods,
My flat is in the briar.

1. The inn of Dog's Scull
Is surrounded by gendarmes.
Round, round, all round,
They have surrounded Vidrocki, no-one else.

Szuha (Heves county). Kodaly.

2. Well, Vidrocki, come out if you are a man!
Six counties are waiting for you outside!
What though six counties come on me,
Let twelve come here!

In Szabolcs-Szatmar county, far away from the area of the outlaw's
"activity", only the fully developed , or almost fully developed , ballad is extant.
Earliest provenience: before 1919 (Kalmany MSS).
Dissemination:

3. They shot in through the window.
Red blood spurted through his lips.
His sweetheart's handkerchief
Turned crimson with his blood.
4. His father is weeping, his mother is crying,
Both his brothers are weeping.
Don't weep, father, don't cry, mother,
I shan't play the outlaw any longer!
Twenty years have been enough of it,
Now I shall be wrapped in mourn by the cemetery.
5. The bells are tolled, the bells are tolled,
Is it perhaps because of Vidr6cki?
It is certainly because of Vidrocki,
Because of that famous outlaw.
Fetervasara (Heves county) . Performed by a man offifty-three. Laszl6 Tary, 1958
Laszl6 Tary: Heves-megyei nepdalok (Folksongs from Heves County) , 22.

=

Divergences:
. ..
In the more remote areas the name of the hero is changed to Mlklocl,
Mitrovszki and latrocki. Otherwise the hero is, rather surprisingly, always
Vidrocki . Several variants start with the formula : "There is a watery moon, The
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(A) thl! ballad :
Fejer county (1ank); Nognid county (Barna, Etes, Matraszele, Somosko, Szanda, Tereske); Heves
county (Bekolce, Belapatfalva, Biikkszek, Biikkszenterzsi:bet, Egerbocs, Fedemes, Felsotarkany 3,
Hevesaranyos, Istenmezeje, MikOfalva, Parad, 3, Petervasara 2, Tar, Tarnalelesz); Borsod county
(Abod, BOes, Kissikator, Mezokovesd, Sajomercse); Gomor county (Borzova, PelsOe, Tornagorgo);
Abauj county (Cekehaza, Panyok); Zemplen county (Karos, Kistarkany, Sarospatak); Bereg county
(Lonya); 1asz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Tiszaszalka); Southern Great Plain without closer specification; Bihar county (Nagyvarad); Hajdu county ("Hortobagy", Nyirabrany); Szabolcs county (Erpatak,
Gyulahaza, Kallosemjen, Kisvarda, Mandok, Nyirbogdany, Nyirlugos, Nyirtura, Paszab, Vaja 3);
Szatmar county (Nagyecsed, Piricse, Szamosszeg, Tornyospalca)? without specification (Eastern Great
Plain?); Szolnok-Doboka county (Arpasto). Total: 63 ,
(B) "The famous herd of swine of Vidr6cki": Nograd county (Etes, Maconka 2); Heves county
(Fedemes, Matramindszent, Szuha 2, Tar, Tarnalelesz); Borsod county (Borsodnadasd, Csokvaomany,
Tardona); Gomor (Nemesradnot, Sajotiba).
(C) " Have you heard the great fame of Vidr6cki?" Nograd (Szanda); Heves county (Parad);
Gomor (Zabar).
Textual relationship with other ballads: none,
Tunes: I. = No. 189. (15 variants); 2. (3), this is the tune usually sung with the texts summed up
under (B); 3. (5).
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The researches of Bodgal provide valuable information on the ballad's hero.
His data throw light also on the birth of folklore composition.
Marci Vidr6czki was born at MonosbeJ (Borsod county) on November 12,
1837. His father was a shepherd, his mother was called Panna Kormos. His death
occurred in a different manner than related in the ballad. Local papers report on his
death on February 8, 1873 like this: " . .. In a similar way they visited the
community of Bodony on eighth of the current month, where they enjoyed
themselves throughout the whole day, paying no heed to the fact that the
gendarmerie commissar, living in the next village of Maconka, stayed at home at
that time. The wine-cellar of Mr. Edmond Almasy also lived in that village; Mr.
Bogyo, bailiff and vine-dresser to the landlord, was decanting wine from one barrel
to the other, assisted by the mayor ofthe village who sought refuge from the robbers
in the cellar. They were just talking about the outlaws having a good time in the
other village, when a man appeared, approaching to the cellar, gun in his hand with
drawn-up cock: " Is there anything like a commissar or a lieutenant? For I would
like to converse with them." The bailiff reassured that there was nobody of the said
description there, and invited him for a glass of wine which the man accepted. Then
he asked for a gallon of wine for his comrades. The vine-dresser complying with the
command took the wine out of the cellar, but found , to not little surprise of his, five
men standing in front of the cellar and aiming their guns at the door ready to use
them in case of necessity. At a sign of Vidrovszky they put aside their arms and
before drinking of the wine the bailiff offered them, they made the bailiff taste it,
only after this did they begin to consume the wine, without saying anything.
Meanwhile Vidrovszki and Mr. Bogyo retired in the vine-dresser's room to discuss
some matter. One of the outlaws came in, saluted Vidrovszky in a soldierly manner,
asking him to put right one of the fellows outdoors who-he said-was jumping on
and off his horse with his gun in his hand, and thus there was a danger of his
shooting either himself or his horse. Vidrovszky went out and gave the man a
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thorough scold, ending with the threat of shooting him dead at once if he did not
behave properly. At the same time he warned his men not to get drunk because he
planned to see, together with his band, the landlord Edmond Almasy and ask him
to account why he had made his swineherd pay 240 florins for the eight pigs that had
been driven away. " We cannot abide such a heartlessness! " With this, he turned to
the bailiff asking him to tell his master to receive them as guests at eight at night.
Threatened by the adverse news, the houshold people and some others who
came over from the next village were waiting for the arrival of the unwanted-for
guest. In the meanwhile, the lady of the house went to see the commissar in the
village, who however could not appear in person, being ill, nor were his lieutenants
at hand, thus was unable to provide the help which the landlord asked for in a letter
brought by the lady. In such a distressed state they passed the time till half past
seven, when a gun-shot was heard from a distance. They thought it was the
beginning of what should follow next; they waited intently till nine. Then a
courageous farmhand decided to learn what the shot was for . He walked out,
accompanied by a few men, and soon returned with the discovery that there is
someone moaning and whispering near the manor-house. Afterwards the people in
the house waked till morning. Then the farm hands reported that they had found a
corpse at the bridge by the highway, whose face was distorted beyond recognition
by many cuts, shot at the left arm; the bailiff still could tell by its face that it was the
corpse of Vidrovszki."
Later his arrested comrades related the following story: " Led before the
above-mentioned magistrate, the men owned that they were Vidrovszki's
accomplices, namely Istvan Pinter and Antal Racz. Pinter's confession, as we
referred to it in our last issue, made it clear that they were really toping in the cellar
of Almasy, from where three of them, Vidrovszky, Istvan Pinter and Andras Racz
set out at twilight to rob Mr. Almasy, while two of them left for the woods of
Batony, under Vidrovszky command to this effect. On the way I told Vidrovszky
that I did not want to go to rob Mr. Almasy and that there was no means to change
my decision. But at that very moment Vidrovszky drew his revolver, and aiming it
at my breast announced that he would shoot me if I refused to obey him. I was
aware of how cruel Vidrovszki was, and followed him frightened . So we walked the
three of us, to the bridge of the Zagyva, where Vidrovszki was leading the way; we
followed him. I asked Antal Racz to hand me his hatchet, thinking that if I did not
slay him he would shoot me. Therefore I hit him in the head from behind with the
hatchet. He fell down on the ground, and I gave him two more hits on the head, shot
him with my gun: his coat caught fire from the shot, but I stifled it so that people
may recognize him later. We picked his weapons and threw them, together with
ours, into the water of the river Zagyva. On the spot we came to an agreement that
abandoning our former course oflife, we should report on the case at the court . .. "
The worthy county ordered at once the corpse to be transported to Eger so that the
corpse should be identified by the outlaw's mates and parents already in custody.
As appeared subsequently, he was identified. " (Bodgdl, 82- 83 .)
It is interesting to note that the real facts concerning the circumstances of the
death-case has been entered into the words of a folksong as well :
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Have you heard the great fame of Vidr6cki?
How Pista Pinter cut ofT his head?
Pista Pinter cut it at one stroke
So that Vidrocki fell down upon the ground immediately.

( C! Kodaly: Matrai kepek- Scenes from the Matra ). The original notation was
made at Zabar, Gomor county.)
Furthermore, the prose traditions published by Bodgal and the legends
collected by Ujvary contain particulars of the actual facts of the death-case. Still the
fate of the outlaw was commemorated in the above ballad by the village
communities, and the story spread in that form .
The sympathetic presentation finds its explanation in the popularity of the
hero which transpires from contemporary newspaper accounts. Not long before the
fatal assault, Vidr6cki visited one of the villages. "On 23 January of the current
year, the mayor of the village Szilvas, Istvan Koz Varro celebrating the wedding of
his son, held an entertainment. After the guests segregated about midnight, also the
gipsy musicians, specially brought from Csermely for the occasion, prepared to
retire when Mihaly Bak, a pandoor not long before, appeared on the spot and
forced the gipsies to follow him.
Their way led right to the inn, where Vidr6cki and an unknown companion of
his were waiting for them .
The table of the drinking room was laid with bottles of wine, the
entertainment was begun to the tune of violins, and the three rascals kept on
drinking the liquid produced from the cellar till six in the morning. Then Vidr6cki,
wishing to drink some cofTee, visited the district physician, but in vain, therefore
returned, accompanied by the gipsy band, to the inn.
The morning procession and the music roused the village and the young
people, mainly young wives and girls clad in their best dresses filled the drinking hall
in a minute.
Vidrocki declared the festivity opened with the following words: "Long live
Vidrocki!" The self-greeting evoked loud response. After a short interlude the
women formed a choir and began to sing the following song, which had become
since a favourite item of the repertoire of the singers at Szilvas and Apatfalva. After
the singing of this song was finished , Vidr6cki presented some of the women with
silver coins worth ten crown each. He said it would be souvenir of the day.
THE SONG OF MARC) VIDROCK)

Have you heard the fame of Vidrocki?
When the pandoors were looking for him here?
Suddenly he escaped through the window and ofT the hillside;
Come here, you dog of a pandoor, to meet your death here!
My lodgings is in the fir-wood of Fegyvernek
Sweetheart, come and see me there!
You will see my abode of golden wand,
My slender, tall Lombardy poplar.
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Sweet angel, if you come to my place to-night,
Put red apples in your little handkerchief!
Give them to the commissar,
For not even the pandoors are enemies to me.
If the commissar asks who has sent him the apples,
Tell him: it is that famous Vidrocki.
If the commissar asks who has sent him the apples,
It is that renowned, famous Vidrocki.
We can see three fires in the distance,
Let's go, comrade, perhaps it will be worth -wile to go there.
Let's go, comrade, let's walk round the herd,
Let's drive away a few head of cattle!
A bay colt is grazing there alone,
Its legs are tied with a hundred shackles.
Go, comrade, turn that colt,
So that I can cut the shackles ofT its feet.
Once we took ofT the shackles,
We can manage the rest with ease.
We shall take it from west to east,
Next morning we drink shiller wine for the money it brings to us.
As can be seen, at that stage the song about " the local hero" absorbed
generally known lyrical songs and outlaw songs, only here and there did it
refer to the actual situation. "The dance lasted until noon. The revellers consumed
much brandy and two barrels of wine, leaving the account to be settled by the " big
bell" (that is, unsettled), and to make things worth, they broke all the glass-wares of
the inn-keeper.
The invitation of the villagers for dinner caused some difficulty, because
everybody wanted to share his feast. Finally Janos Kasza's home was found most
worthy for the distinction ... " However, Vidrocki fall asleep by the table, the
gipsies stole away and also the participants of the drinking bout disappeared one
after the other. Waking up from his stupor Vidrocki saw only one attendent about,
Miska Bak who watched faithfully over him in his unguarded condition against a
possible surprise by the gendarmes.
There is another proof of the fact that Vidr6cki was not too much afraid of
such an assault: when the gendarmes charged with his prosecution appeared at
Apatfalva, he did not even try to escape, but went to sleep in the bed of a rich
peasant, dreaming about his Eldorado of Szilvas." (BodgaI81 - 82.)
It should be mentioned that the birth-place of Vidrocki was not lacking in
revolutionary traditions. In connection with Belapatfalva, a neighbouring village of
Monosbel considered by some to have been the place where Vidr6cki was born, the
Pallas Encyclopaedia writes the following: "Together with some other communities, Apatfalva refused to yield the quit-rent in 1750, and some four hundred serfs
assembled to ofTer resistance to the armed forces and order was not restored until a
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mounted regiment did not appear on the scene, casting into iron thirty-four of the
rebels and hanging some of them."
This is another instance to show that when creating a ballad, the villagers do
not insist on representing details but want to express what is thought to be of
general significance. A song can acquire recognition in a wider circle only if it
succeeds in grasping something of this nature.

103. THE SOLDIER WHO DESERTED FROM THE
GERMANS

190.
HulJ3to

Literature: Ujvary 1961 : legends in prose, birth certificate; Bek es 1966: confronts the ballad and
the data of Ujvari in his account: " The career of an unknown outlaw in art"; Bodga11971 , publishing
contemporary newspaper articles.
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1. I am called Pista Fabian,
And I can stand up against twenty-four gendarmes,
I can stand up against twenty-four gendarmes,
Showing them who is worth the name of an outlaw.
2. Good-bye,
I shan't be
The words
Penetrated

town of Szalonta,
a dweller of you any longer.
of that famous Medidraszki
into the heart of Pista Fabian .

3. Son Pista, put down your weapon!
You will see that I leave your life.
If I put it down , I know, I shall be cast in iron,
And thrown into prison before this night is over.
4. The apricot-tree blossoms at spring,
Pista Fabian is prancing his steed .
Prance, my steed, prance for the last time,
Tomorrow I shall be taken to the gallows.
5. This is the farmstead of the famous Mistress Baj6
That was plunged into mourn yesterday at dawn .
Pista Fabian was taken, he was taken,
And he was hanged on the gallows-tree.
Nagyszalonta (Bihar county) . Performed by a woman of seventy-nine. Itnre Fabian ,
1970 = MuvelOdes 1970. July, 43.
(The above text was published without tune by the collector, but all the other
variants recorded at Nagyszalonta were sung to the given melody.)
191.

1. I am called Pista Fabian.
I can stand up against twenty-four gendarmes.
Flee, gendarmes, Pista Fabian is coming,
Don't you hear the thumping of his horse's feet?
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2. Black earth grows good wheat,
Thick forest raises the outlaw.
Hostesses take care of him,
Hostesses take care of him.
3. I don't wear a grey mantle,
Nor do I eat the soldiers' bread.
Rather I choose death
But I don't be a soldier of the Germans.
4. The gendarmes are coming from all directions.
Bullets are flying over my head.
Poor Pista is standing by himself,
Turning round and round with his weapon.
5. Alas, my God, what shall I do?
Shall I surrender to the gendarme?
If I surrender, I shall be cast in iron from neck to heel,
My life of a gay lad will be finished.
6. Fabiany likes to dance,
He is rattling the chain on the way to Varad.
Oh, how nicely his spurs are clinking!
The county had them made for him.
7. There is a gallows-tree by Varad,
Three outlaws found rest on it.
Two of them could not speak a word,
But Fabiany was saying his farewell speech:
8. Good-bye, town of Szalonta,
I shall not be your dweller any longer.
The fen may bring green grass,
My horse will not trample it any longer.
I am not sorry that my outlaw's life is over,
I am only sorry for my sweetheart.

Puszta!oldvar ( Bekes county)

=

Kalmany 1878, 70.

Divergences: Kalmany noted down, without the tune, a similar text, which
reads as follows:
I am called Pista Fabiany,
Deserted soldier of the Germans.
I don't wear their grey mantle,
I don't eat the Germans' bread.
Black earth grows good wheat,
Thick forest raises the outlaw.
Hostesses take care of him,
The Great Lord sees to his troubles.
The breeze comes from Szeged,
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Gendarmes are coming like shower.
Poor Fabiany stands all by himself,
Offering resistance with his weapon.
My brave heart, I enter into the fight,
Answering my Hungarian speech.
Alas, my God, alas, great is my sin,
Because I shot the officer of the gendarmes!
Alas, my God, either I must suffer death,
Or live in life-long captivity.
Beyond Szeged, there stands the gallows,
Oh, my last walk leads to it!
German grey-hounds will bury me,
Beasts of the forest will lament me.
I shall be feed for the eagles
Rather than a soldier to the Germans.
Good-bye, town of Szalonta,
I shan't be your outlaw any longer.
The fen may bring green grass,
The steed of Fabiany will not graze on it any longer.

Apaca (Csanad county) .
"Germans" mean here the army of the Austrian Emperor.
Local compositions of various length exist in the environment of Nagyszalonta which relate details of the seizure and the life-story of the outlaw, mingled
with passages of the folklore texts. Let us see portions of these as well.
"I was listed to the soldiers,
But I fled to become an outlaw.
I did not like to serve the Germans,
I preferred to be an outlaw.
My first dwelling was in Erdogyarak,
Matyi Zuh was my first good comrade,
Janos Kenyeres asked him
To betray me, and then he would be released.
But as I learned this,
I shot comrade Matyi in the head.
Alas, my God, I am left alone,
Alas, I have lost the only man I trusted in!
]linos Cege was next to be listed,
He was ready to be an outlaw too.
Mihaly Pasztor, and comrade Joska Rocskas,
Well, the four of us were a gang of outlaws."
These are followed by three stanzas of the folk ballad. Then the composition reads
on like this:
"The famous farmstead of Mistress Bajo
Was plunged into mourn at seven on Tuesday,
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Because the many fair words of Mezidnicky
Touched the heart of Pista Fabian.
Mezidracky and eleven of his men
Swore by the Trinity:
Son Pista, put down your weapon!
I say, I spare your life.
As Pista arrived at Kajla (= name of an inn)
He looked up at the gallows:
Then he said to Mezidracky:
Lieutenant, you are going to hang me.
Mezidracky answered:
Don't be afraid, Pista, it has not been erected for you.
An able man I was, strong of hand and foot when I was brought home,
At home I was bound with strong chain.
They tethered me on the porch.
Looking around whom did I see:
Mihaly Pasztor, loska Rocskas, my comrades.
Well, what's news did you hear at Varad?
There is no news at Varad, except
That Istvan Fabijan wi11 be hanged.
Sister Erzsi, my kind sister Sari,
Ask the gentlemen with fair-spoken words,
Ask them, if they forbore
Not to rob me of my mournful life.
Sandor Nagy was my school mate,
He came to see me at hour of my death.
Wipe your black eyes,
Let me not see how you shed tears for me!
Two stanzas of farewell follow, then the ending one:
"Beyond the Kaj/a there stands the gallows,
Three outlaws met their rest on it.
Mihaly Pasztor, comrade loska Rocskas,
Look, what fate has been in store for the three of us!
But there is a sti11longer text collected at Nagyszalonta, consisting of fortyseven stanzas (of four lines of eleven syllables each), apparently a broadside
coloured with local folklore additions. The first three stanzas seem to be such local
composition:
In the year of eighteen hundred and fifty-four
I fell in the heavy hands of the Germans.
Decision was passed on me in the letter
That I should be taken prisoner and to the redout.
2. Working hungry and thirsty day by day,
I grew tired of dancing to German tune.
I was always turning in my mind
To get once more to my country.
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3. I would show the German world
That I am not a man to be jerked by the nose!
My wish has been fulfilled ,
This was the reason why I became an outlaw.
These had been the preliminaries of the variant still extant at NagyszalontaNo. 190, and the texts closely related to it. Nevertheless, the large-scale collection of
1918 at Nagyszalonta includes a more ballad-like variant that has preserved
memories of the factual background of the story.
1. I am called Pista Fabijan,
And I stand up against thirty-four gendarmes.
My steed is swift at ride and calm at pace,
Also my coachman seeks my pleasure.
2. The apricot-tree has red blossoms,
Pista Fabijan is whirling like a wheel.
Don't forget, Pista, you wi11 soon be taken,
You wi11 be drawn high on the gallows-tree.
3. If I am taken, bound in chains,
My life as an outlaw wi11 be ended.
I shall be buried by the beasts of the field s,
I shall be mourned for by the singing birds of the sky.
4. Here we are at the good old inn of Kajla,
Stop, comrade, let's have a last drink!
The black crow has laid three eggs,
The hostess's daughter loves me dearly.
5. Cold blows the wind from the direction of Sarkad.
The tune it blows says that I am to die today.
The heavens don 't allow me
To live with you, sweetheart.
6. Megyedraszky and ten of his men
Swore by the Holy Trinity:
Son Pista, put down your weapon,
I shall certainly spare your life!
7. Sister Sara, my kind sister luccsa,
Ask the lords with fair-spoke words,
Ask them to let me go home
And spare the life of an outlaw this time.
8. Here is the Kajla, the inn I shan't visit any longer.
Stop and let me have a last drink!
There stands a gallows-tree beyond the Kajla,
Three outlaws met their rest on it.
69/11
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9. Mihaly Pasztor did not say a word,
Istvan Fabjan encouraged him like this:
Don't be scared, comrade, we have one life and one death,
The bold outlaw must die in the end!

3.

ta

This song represents, by and large, the final folk text. In any case, the variants of it
which are less folklorized hit upon the true ballad tone at least in the closing stanzas
containing the farewell speech, as shown by No. 191 and the closely related variant
of Pusztaf6ldvar. These two have become the prototype of the ballad spread over
the country, and the other folk variants, too, fragmentary though they are, can be
derived from them. Sometimes they consist of only two or rarely three stanzas.
The facts can be made out from the local researches of Imre Fabian . Istvan
Fabian began to lead the life of an outlaw after 1849 when he was rope-listed (taken
forcibly) by the county bailiff Janos Kenyeres and transported to the company of
refractory soldiers at Komarom. As early as that, the young man promised to take
his vengeance for his forceful enlisting. And really, soon tiding spread that Istvan
Fabian, together with Miska Zuh, was hiding in the forest of Erdogyarak,
Feketetot and Csegod, in the Szalonta region. Janos Kenyeres dared not step out of
the Szalonta area unless under escort of a troup of gendarmes for fear of
encountering Pista F~bjan.
He used to be one of the outlaws who did not commit misdeeds excessively if
let at peace. He only wanted to acquire his food . But if he was betrayed he turned
into a dangerous man, as can be seen from the example of the innkeeper of Arpad
who had dealings with the gendarmes. The outlaws, making a raid upon his inn, left
the innkeeper in his blood. Pista wanted to give the hostess's jewels to his sweetheart
Julcsa Berecki, but Miska Zuh also wanted to have his share of the prey. A quarrel
followed in which Pista proved quicker and shot Zuh. His prosecution began after
another murder that was not committed by him in point of fact. The county sent out
Medidraczki to arrest him, who succeeded in seizing him: during the prosecution
Fabjan was cornered in a shed from where there was no escape.
Earliest provenience: 1872.
Dissemination: (complete variants are marked by asterisk(*)
Zala county (Zalaujlak, Orosztony); Tolna county (Ocseny); Borsod county (Radostyan 2);
Zemplen county (Perbenyik); Pest county (Tura, Kiskunfelegyhaza, Kiskunhalas 2); Jasz-NagykunSzolnok county (Jaszarokszallas, Kisujszallas); Csongrad county ("Csongrad c." 2, one of them*);
Csanad county (Apaca *); Bekes county (Doboz 5, Geszt, Gyulavari, PusztafOldvar*, Sarkadkeresztur);
Bihar county (Artand, Nagyszalonta 15, 8*); Hajdu county (Nadudvar, "Hortobagy" 3); Maros-Torda
county (Kibed); Udvarhely county (Tordatfalva). Total: 46.
Textual relationship with other ballads: 118, 111.
Tunes: I. = No. 190 (fifteen variants).
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The development of the ballad took place according to the methods of
folklore creation: occasional, personal details are gradually omitted, while the
general parable-like moments are retained, and refined. The text of No. 191 and the
variant published after it show the final formulation: the characterization of the
outlaw has assumed' the form of an abstraction, a pattern from which all factual
details have been dropped. The variants noted down in any part of the language
area represent stanzas of either of the two texts; these having become generally
adopted. At the same time, many local variants sprang up in the vicinity of the
outlaw's birth-place. But Of these, no genuine folk-compositions have turned out up
to this date.

y
Literature: Imre Fabian 1970: six variants from Nagyszalonta and contemporary accounts of the
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story.
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104. HAVE I NOT TOLD YOU, BAND I ANGYAL?

The text agrees word for word, apart from certain phonetic dissimilarities, with
the manscript of S. Almasi (1834, II, No. 41) and J. Erdelyi's (1846) No. 236. Also
the tune is the same as that of Almasi .
The earliest recorded text includes the following lines (1807):

192.

St. 3.Bandi Angyal is prancing his steed,
Training it on the plain of Hortobagy.
St. 5.Sometimes he strolls out to the Hortobagy with a halter,
Carrying a bridle and a gnarled staff.

j
I. Lam meg mond·tam, An · lIyal Ban . -i i, Ne menj az AI·fold· re,

~ t ( r rJ I b E' F::; In r Ia JII
(si _k6 _sok - nak , gu -Iya - sok - nak Ko - zi - be ,

kii - zi - be .

1. Have I not told you, Bandi Angyal, not to go to the lowland,
To live amidst horseherds and cattleherds?!
2. For the first thing you can learn there is to steal horses,
For which you'll get into the hands of the county's men.
3. As Bandi Angyal begins to saddle his steed,
To harness it with the gorgeous horseherd's bridle,
4. He has his fur-cap put nicely on his head,
He wears white veil around his neck.
5. His embroidered coat covers his shoulders,
The fringe of it reaches down to his legs.
6. He has on his pants tasselled with gold,
Made of Silesian linen.
7. His forehead is like alabaster, finer than marble,
His beautiful black eyebrows are like rainbow.
8. As Bandi Angyal rode to the farmstead,
To feast on that tender veil prepared for supper,
9. The town of Gonc raided on him and caught him,
They bound his two hands with rope,
10. Then Bandi Angyal began to stare,
Changing in colour.
11. Bandi Angyal was bound with rope,
So he was escorted up to Kassa by armed men.
12. A pint of water and a pound of bread to Bandi Angyal,
Iron of thirty-three pounds on his hands and feet.
Limbay 1882, 526. = MNT IV, No . 190.
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St. 8.He is eyeing only the horses' necks,
He either steals them or exchanges them.
These lines never recurred afterwards. At the same time, the first recording does not contain
certain lines which turn up in later broadsides and folk-texts (for instance, "His forehead is like
alabaster, finer than marble, His beautiful eyebrows are like rainbow"). The feast of veil is not
mentioned in the text of 1807. In texts oflater origin we are informed of "Two daughters of the hostess of
the inn of Hortobagy Inviting Bandi to lie with them at night". And a still earlier variant, probably of
1810, adds: " That little girl is looking at him, In such a sorrow that she is near to piss." But this stanza
cannot be found elsewhere either in the folk- or the broadside variants.
Anyway, the folklore variants do not add new moments to the story; only mix it with details of
other songs, epic or lyrical; more often they omit certain stanzas. More or less complete are the texts of
three variants from Gomor county, three from Abauj county and one from the Banate. The opening
formula and some other motifs can be detected in several folklore variants of the other texts: so, for
example, in those recorded in counties Tolna (I), Komarom (I), Pozsony (I), Nograd (I), Borsod (2),
Abauj (4), Bereg (I), and Bihar (I). Many folk songs have preserved only the first stanza, adding the
folk song beginning with the line "The horseherds and cattleherds wear short jackets", on account of
similarity of the text. This form prevails exclusively in county Szabolcs-Szatmar (eight variants), and
also in Nograd (3), Borsod (3), Bihar (2) and even in Bukovina (I). A song from Veszprem mentions the
name of Angyal, but in quite a different context. As can be seen, tradition has been closely linked with the
north-eastern regions where the outlaw was active and caught. The song bears traces of gradual erosion
in folk tradition .
Earliest provenience: Pal Kiss, Vilagi notak (Secular songs), MS. Debrecen 1807. Domotor (1971)
publishes it after G . Otrokocsi Nagy (1942). The MS. and published variants preceding the ones
collected from folk-tradition are also worth-while listing here: 2) Antal Szirmay MS. (1812), O.Sz.K.
225., I 22fol. Published by Schram 1959, 141. Cf. Sto1l633, 3). Broadside from c. 1810, cf. Pogany Nos 26
and 98. Published by Bekes 1840. 4) broadside from 1817. O.Sz.K. L. No. 744, V. 15. 5. 5) Almasi MS.
(1834) with tune. 6) Erdelyi J. No. 236 (1846). 7) Broadside (1860) published by Schram (1959), 14a-41.
8) Bartalus 1876 (collection from 1871 - 72), with tune. 9) Limbay 1882, with tune (published above).
Dissemination:
I. Tolna county (LapafO); Veszprem county (Rooe); Komarom county (Csicso) I.: 3.
11. Pozsony county (Vasa rut); Nograd county (Borsodbereny, Nogradmegyer, Kosd, Szanda);
Borsod county (BOcs, Szentistvan, Kisgyor, Mezokeresztes, Szirma, Tiszakeszi); Gomor county (Batka,
Licce 2, Szilice); Abauj county (Cekehaza, Goncruszka, Keked 2, Nyiri, Panyok); Bereg county
(Dercen). 11.: 23.
Ill . Banate (on the Romanian side: Zsigmondhaza); Bihar county (Nagyszalonta 3); Szabolcs
county (Biri, Bokony, Erpatak, Nyiradony, Nyirlugos, Nyirtelek, Nyirvaja, Nyirvasvari); Szatmar
county (Kersemjen, Kocsord, Tyukod 2). Ill.: 16.
IV. Bukovina (Hadikfalva).
Total: 43 plus 9 early notation.
Textual relationship with other ballads: none.
Tunes:
The published tune is extant in nine different recordings. All early notations of the text are
coupled with this particular tune. Further, two variants from Abauj county, two from Borsod, one from
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Bereg were sung by villagers to this melody, and a text from Bukovina to a farther variant of the same
tune. Distant ramifications of the main tune are represented by the other tunes (I. and 2-3., the two last
ones being known from two variants). Tune 4 was recorded four times (in counties N6gnid and Gomor).
Nos 5-9 are isolated variants. Tunes of fragmentary variants are sung in county SzaboJcs-Szatmar, as
shown by the one single stanza presented in association with No. 10. This is actually the shepherd's song
(Horsemen and cattleherds wear short waistcoats .. . ), occurring in twelve variants (one from county
Ung and another from Abauj).
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Bandi Angyal-Andras Onodi by his name-was born of a well-to-do gentry
family at Saj6szentpeter (county Borsod), 1759, and died at the same place on 19
November 1806. He was first sentenced on May, 21 1788 to eight years'
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imprisonment aggravated with forced labour. He was charged with stealing twelve
horses (three cases proven!), which he had committed with the help of a soldier
deserter. Later the punishment was considerably mitigated, and finally suspended
on petition for mercy. Next time he was condemned for two ye ... rs imprisonment, in
1799, but in a process of court-appeals the case was delayed until 1804 when his
period of imprisonment was raised to four years. But by that time he was not to be
found anywhere. The warrant of apprehension contains the following: "Description of person of Andras Onody- who calls himself sometimes by the name of
Bandi Angyal~ondemned to four years' imprisonment in the Gaol ofSzeged: he
is tall of stature, eight inches above five feet, and stout of body, broad §houldered,
deep chested, his legs are strong and his cheeks of a nice red complexion; his hair is
cut short, not thick, getting bald at the forehead, his moustache is bushy, but
twisted up occasionally; as regards his age, his is forty-five or so. As concern his
garments: he wears a Hungarian gown, sometimes only Hungarian pants, always a
Hungarian shirt, a pair of long-legged boots with broad silver, but mainly iron
spurs; a belt with a big brass buckle sometimes under and sometimes over his shirt,
and to complete his costume, a good fur overcoat as is usual with shepherds. He can
speak Hungarian, Latin, a little German and Slovak ." Miskolc, July 12, 1805.
Beside the warrant of apprehension, pinned on the advertisement board was
seen his authentical portrait showing the outlaw sitting in the costume described
above on a richly harnessed steed. (For the picture see Domotor.)
In spite of the warrant of apprehension and the sentence, he died of some
illness at home.
On the basis of the minutes of the trial and )¥ith reference to the rather
complete variant of 1807 published by Gdbor O. Nagy. Domotor considers the poem
a literary product expressing inimical feelings against Bandi Angyal. According to
her, the peasants had a critical opinion of the horse-stealer nobleman; this seems to
be supported by the fact that peasants of Zsujta (Abauj county) detected and
disarmed two horse-thieves, defending themselves bravely with their cudgels; so the
thieves were arrested. Earlier opinions, on the other hand, regarded the poem as a
panegyric of the handsome mounted outlaw.
The question is not as simple as that: one can adduce arguments to prove the
people's sympathy or antipathy in respect of an outlaw, as well as pros and cons
concerning the folklore origin of the poem. True, outlaws of peasant origin were
taken not infrequently by villagers (for instance, Marci Z61d and Sandor R6zsa
whom they had hidden for years formerly). Thus a similar attitude of the populace
does not offer an argument against Bandi Angyal as a horse-thief and a nobleman
at the same time. But in some eroded variants from Szabolcs-Szatmar county we
have: "Don't cross the ways of horsemen and cattleherds!" and in a Bukovinian
variant probably deriving from the former the passage "Bandi Angyal was bound
with rope, So he was escorted to Kassa" had been changed into: "You will be
caught by horsemen and their hands. Once you are taken, you will be bound by rope
and so escorted under arms to Eger." Nevertheless, here we find a case of final
erosion which cannot reasonably be regarded as a true reflection of traditional
features. Nor can we rely in this case on the analysis offormal and content elements.
The form with its repetitive line endigs seems to be an art composition at first sight.
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But this is rather usual with Hungarian folksongs often-syllabic lines. By doubling
the first four-syllable bars of the lines a rare variant of the widespread rhythmic
pattern called "swineherds' dance" has been developed . Anyway, the genuine
folklore composition of the ballad of Imre Bogar is also a strange form of 6, 6, 8, 6
syllabic lines, even its melody is foreign- Slovak- of origin, although not so
strange as the earliest-recorded Angyal Bandi tune. More conspicuous than this is
the over-refined technique of rhyming.
The depicting of the gorgeous robe of the outlaw had been taken for another
proof ofthe popular origin of the song. Bandi Angyal is clothed in gold and silk, just
as Imre Bogar appears on back ofa bay harnessed with silver bridle and golden bit.
But the description of Bandi Angyal's garment is overdetailed, in a sharp contrast
to that of Imre Bogar which is fable-like, stylized and terse, casting just a cursory
glimpse on the stately outlaw's figure; as against this, the song of Bandi Angyal
follows-from point to point- the description of the person as offered by the
warrant of apprehension. This is too much for a true ballad or folksong! Some later
variants, therefore, omitted these details or preserved them abridged to one or two
stanzas only.
More consideration should be given to the content side: this text is not yet a
ballad because there is no real tragic conflict in it; rather a sort of content and
approval can be read out of the lines, indeed. But the earliest known outlaw ballad,
that of Peter Barna, is not a ballad in the true sense of the word, only a series oflowlife scenes, and also the later popular outlaw stories are lacking in any genuine
tragic features, although their manner of construction invariably follows,
essentially, the same pattern as that of Bandi Angyal's ballad : the figure of the
outlaw turns up dauntingly in all his glory, only to fall in the end. Truly tragic tone
can only be found in the latest-developed outlaw ballads, namely of Imre Bogar,
Vidrocki and Pista Fabian. For this, two generations' development was needed.
Domotor attributes a great significance to the first-recorded text, details of
which include information typical of the activity of Angyal, details that must have
originated from the pen of a well-informed man. This circumstance may settle the
debate in favour of the urban conception. But the weakness of this argument lies in
that the details involved never occur in subsequent formulations, not even in the
earliest broadside versions, although broadsides are inclined to indulge in similar
details. If they had been included in the first literary text, the prototype of all later
variants, then they should have turn up here and there in the derivates. It is
worth-wile to survey the folk variants and establish the scale of frequency in which
portions of the earliest and largely uniform variants come up in the thirty-seven
folklore variants. Following the order of stanzas in the published variant, we see the
following distribution: St. 1 occurs 36 times, on three occasions the line "To live
amidst horseherds and cattleherds" is omitted, and in eight cases the phrase "don't
cross their ways" is entered; St. 2: 14; St. 3: 8; St. 4 : 3; St. 5 : 6; St. 7: 7; St. 8: 3;
St. 9: 7; St. 10: 5; St. 11 : 10; St. 12: turning up 9 times. In the basic text we do not
find the lines of the variant recorded in 1810 "Two daughters of the hostess of the
inn of Hortobagy Inviting Bandi to lie with them at night", though the folk versions
have them in three instances. Only the strange lines of the first-recorded text of 1807
do not come up again. Although the MS. involved was not written by the "author"
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for it is a subsequent notation of the song which was spreading in the countryside by
that time. And if we start from the consideration that the composition of some poet
was disseminated by the broadside Iiterature- a spread by MS copies being
precluded-then we should find traces of the mentioned strange lines in the
broadsides. As minor alterations got here and there into the folk as well as written
variants, we may well suppose a subsequent insertion into the text of Debrecen, the
strange portions having been details gathered from hearsay. In any case, we should
be cautious in regard of what is called "earliest notation" which is not always the
most authoritative in the flow pf folk tradition.
All things considered, I a~ prone to take the song for the text of a broadside
that succeeded in hitting upon a tone fairly agreeing with that of folklore
compositions; obviously, it was written under the inspiration of the first arrest of
the outlaw and not later than the nobleman, after sundry adventures, had died at
home of some illness that confined him to bed. In conclusion: Bandi Angyal is not a
hero of the peasantry and his song is not yet a folk ballad. It is a ballad-like-more
precisely a narrative-song interspersed with dramatic details, which did not refine in
the course of time but on the contrary, it has undergone a process of erosion to a
stage where only the name and the appended admonition survive, the latter in the
nature of a proverb.

Developed between 1788 and 1807.
Literature: Gtibor o . Nagy 1942; Pogtiny 1959, No. 26 and p. 166, No. 98; Bekh 1966, 35-41 ;
Domotor 1971.
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105. MY GREY HORSE WAS A GOOD ONE
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1. Poor Peter Barna
Gives his horse to drink.
The two daughters of Mistress Roman
Are waiting for him to come and have a good dinner.
2. They are waiting for him to eat cabbage
And drink honeyed brandy.
Drink, Peter Barna,
Have your revenge on the world!
3. Poor Peter Barna
Took off his mantle.
The two daughters of Mistress Roman
Took it in their hands only too eagerly.
4. The horses of the county
Are fattened with oats.
When chasing Peter Barna
They often are made to run swift.
5. Oh, when they run swift,
They might tumble and fall on the earth!
So that poor Peter Barna
May not be reached in his flight.
6. Blow off, breeze, blow off
The dust of the long way,
So that no one should be able
To trace the hoofprints of my horse.
7. Hold tight in your hand
The red bridle,
The county is upon you,
You must not surrender!
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8. The roaring of the green woods,
The cooing of turtle-doves
Are like the smile
Of poor Peter Barna.
9. There, down by Arpad,
There is a little grove.
Poor Peter Barna
Is roaming about.
10. Comrade Pista, it is not well,
It is not well to stay here.
Poor reckless fellows
Are usually taken here.
11. Comrade Peter Barna,
We ought to go to Gyula,
We ought to raid colts,
We ought to sell them there.
12. My grey horse was a good one,
And a good horse foaled it,
May God bless him
Who raised it!
13. It had often circled
The environs of Gyor county.
Poor Peter Barna
Oh, he had stolen many horses indeed.
14. The peacock has lit
On top of the county's house.
Peter Barna is being taken
Into its courtyard.
15. The gate of the county's house
Is not open in vain.
Poor Peter Barna is being taken
Into the condemned cell.
16. He is tied to the gallows tree
With long, strong chains.
The two daughters of Mistress Roman
Mourn for him at a distance.
17. I have told you, my dear Mariska,
Not to fall in love with me!
My heart is double-dealing,
It will deceive you.
18. May the radish perish
In its black soil!
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5. It would be a pity for me to dry on the tree,
To have my waving linen pants be blown by the wind,
To have my beautiful spurred long-legged boots be beaten together by the
wind ,
To have ravens pick my two black eyes.

May the two daughters of Mistress Roman
Have perished in their mother's womb!
19. With us for a dead body
Bells are tolled three times.
But to poor Peter Barna
Not even one chime is sounded .

Kisgyarmat ( Hont county) . Performed by an aged woman . Kodaly 1912.

Valkonya ( Zala county) . Performed by a man of seventy-one. Seemayer 1932
Cs. 1151.
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I. Blow off, breeze, blow off the long way's dust
So that the county should not trace my horse!
Poor Peter Barna has stolen many horses,
The two daughters of Mistress Roman clothed from them.
2. May the black radish perish in the soil,
May the two daughters of Mistress Roman perish in their mother's womb!
Then the inn of the roadside would not be thrown into mourn,
Poor Peter Barna would not be thrown into prison.
3. In the plain of Tarcsa there is a two-branched tree,
It is going to serve as the resting place for Peter Barna.
Open, skies, hide me,
For the black earth cannot take me in!
4. With us, to the dead bodies the bells are tolled three times,
But to Peter Barna not even a chime is sounded.
On St. John's Day, poor Peter Barna
Was seen to the paling of Tarcsa where he was put to death.
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Divergences: The completest variant of the ballad is represented by a
broadside which , according to the statement of Peter Pogany, sprang forth in the
second decade of the last century.
I. The linen shirt and pants of Pista Sallai
And all his bodily clothings are blossoming blood.
Poor Peter Barna is giving his horse to drink,
The two daughters of Mistress Roman have prepared a good supper for him.
2. They have prepared cabbage and honeyed brandy,
Drink Peter Barna, and take your vengeance on the world!
Poor Peter Barna has stolen many horsts, '
The two daughters of Mistress Roman clothed from them.
3. As Peter Barna bought the dresses
The two daughters of Mistress Roman were rejoicing.
The horses of the county are fattened with oats.
And often made to run swiftly after Peter Barna.
4. Oh, would they tumble over the ground as they run!
So that poor Peter Barna might escape!
Blow off, good wind, blow off the dust of the long way,
So that the county may not trace my grey horse.
5. You have not blown off, good wind, the dust of the long way,
The county has traced up the hoofprints of my grey horse.
Hold tight its red bridle,
The county is about you, don't surrender!
6. The roaring of the green woods and the cooing of turtle-doves
Are like the smile of poor Peter Barna.
Down by Artand there is a small thick grove,
Poor Peter Barna is roaming about it.
7. It is not a good soil, comrade, to live on.
For outlaws are usually caught here.
We ought to go to Gyula to raid colts,
Comrade Peter Barna, it would be good to sell them.
8. May God bless the feet of my grey steed,
It has often rode the environs of the town of Gone!
My grey steed was a good horse foaled by a good mare,
May God bless the one who reared it.
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9. The shoes have fallen off my horse's hoofs,
Only one remains and even that one is loose.
The inn by the roadside is plunged into sorrow,
Poor Peter Barna has been taken prisoner.
10. The gate of the county's house does not open in vain,
Poor Peter Barna is being taken into its courtyard.
The peacock has lit on top of the county's house,
To herald the release of poor Peter Barna.
11 . Open, skies, hide me,
For the black earth does not take me in!
Poor Peter Barna was escorted to meet his death
In the field of Tarcsa, on Saint John's day.
12. He is tied to the gallows with strong chains,
The two daughters of Mistress Roman mourn him at a distance.
May the radish have perished in the black soil,
May the two daughters of Mistress Roman have perished in the womb of
their mother!
13. I have told you, my Mariska, not to love me,
My heart is double-dealing, it will deceive you.
There is a two-branched tree in the plain of Acsad,
This will serve as a resting place for Peter Barna.
14. It would be a pity for me to dry on the tree,
To have my waving linen pants be blown by the wind,
To have my beautiful spurred long-legged boots be beaten together by the
wind,
To have ravens pick my two black eyes.
15. With us three bells are tolled to the dead body,
But to Peter Barna not even a chime is sounded .
I was not sick, still I had to die,
I am resting in the plain of Acsad.
16. Roses will grow by my grave,
Lads and women-folk will come to pick them.
Pick them, sweetheart, pick them into your handkerchief,
In defy of the town and in token of grief the girls mourn for me!
Certain later notations have preserved this text either unchanged or slightly
changed; such are: a text from the legacy of Abaft, perhaps the broadside itself,
another publication by Erdelyi from 1846, which also Bartalus took over,
furthermore, a notation by Kalmany from 1891, from Temes county. The early
recordings are closer to the original broadside, the later ones have retained portions
of it. The variants without exception survive in the fringe areas of old traditional
folklore around the centre of the language area. There is only one single variant to
show novel features against the other ones, and it has been collected among the
Szekelys of Bukovina resettled in Hertelendyfalva; it seems, however, that this

variant did not belong to their old store of knowledge but developed in the new
surroundings, that is in Torontal county.
I . As Peter Barna was giving his ho.rse to drink,
The two daughters of Mistress Roman were inviting him for a big dinner.
2. I heard a voice: Mount your horse,
Mount your horse and start on your way.
3. The six horses of the county are fed on oats,
And often driven in the wake of Peter Barna.
4. May the radish have perished in its black soil,
The two daughters of Mistress Roman in the womb of their mother.
5. May the horses tumble over while running,
So that Peter Barna might escape.
6. As he was roaming to and fro he hit upon an inn,
Let me in, my darling hostess!
7. I won't let you in for I don't know who you are.
I am, I am a poor horseherd.
8. My legs are cold, my mantle is soaked with rain.
My fine bay is uneasy down by the garden.
9. The grey horse was a good horse, may it remain so!
May God bless him who raised it.
10. The horses of the county could not reach it,
Poor Peter Barna won space with it.
11. I am sorry, sorry, very sorry
For the two daughters of Mistress Roman, oh, how sorry I am for them!
12. For I owe my life to them.
I have killed many gentlemen and saved many poor people.
13. God is my witness that I have not committed a sin in all my life,
For they killed many poor people with their heavy taxes.
14. In the big lords'houses they often entertain themselves,
The lords are merry-making, while the poor are weeping.
15. Only God knows how I could fare,
A man forced to be an outlaw, like me.
(Repetition): God forgive me, if He created me to be one!
God forgive me, if He created me to be one!
Hertelendyfalva (Torontal county). Performed by a woman of sixty-eight. Erno
Kiraly 1955.
Earliest provenience: between 1810 and 1820.
Dissemination: Without specification: 5 (broadside 1810--20, the legacy of Abafi 2, Erdelyi 1. No.
383, Ill, No. 278).
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106. MARCI ZOLD

Zala county (Dergecs, Muranitka, Valkonya, Zalakaros) Szerem county (Kor6gy); Baranya
county (Mohacs), Hont county (Kisgyannat) N6gnid county (Romhany); Bacs- Bodrog county
(G ombos); Temes county (Monosto r); Torontal county (Hertelend yfalva 5); Hajdu county
(" Hortobagy", Tiszacsege); Hunyad county (L6zsad); Maros-Torda county (Szekelyvaja); AIs6- Feher
county (Csombord); Csik co unty (G yergy6szentmikI6s, Madefalva); Bukovina (Istensegi ts 3); Total :
30.
Textual relationship with other ballads: 101., incidental insertion, 118. (The motifs of the latter
occurring in the present ballad: 1., 7. (2 vari ants), 8- 9. (6 va riants), 28. (5 variants), 81. (4 variants), 18.
and 81. appear as broadsides as early as 18 10-20.
Tunes: I. = No. 193 (3 variants); 2 = No. 194 (2 variants); 4 = (5 va riants).
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Nothing is known about the person after whom the hero of the ballad was
named. As the song was fully developed by the end of the first decade of the last
century, it must have originated from the eighteenth century. In the first half of the
eighteenth century an outlaw called Peter Barna was hanged (1736) at Mak6. But
the date seems to be too early and the place of execution was other than mentioned
in the texts. One thing is certain: the ballad must have existed in the late eighteenth
century. Accordingly, its typical prisoners' song motifs had been generally known
by that time. ("It would be a pity for me to dry on the tree ... "; "The peacock has lit
on top of the county's house .. . ", etc.).
Literature: Domotor 1930; Pogtiny 1959, listing the broadsides;
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1. I shall be waiting for you, dear Marton,
Till I shall have spun this tow .
If you don't arrive by that time,
I shall bind some more on the spinning-wheel.
2. The last spindleful is soon finished ,
And my heart is still waiting for your heart to come.
The cock crows at dawn ,
Come to my house's window!
3. Who is tapping at my door?
Perhaps he has heard my voice?
Come, Marci, I let you in,
And oh, you receive a hearty welcome.
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1966, 66--74.

4. Forgive me, my beautiful angel ,
It makes me grieve as well
That I could not come earlier,
But it is not my fault .
5. An enemy of mine attacked me,
And I was nearly lost.
I thank it to the speed of my horse
That I was able to come and see you .
The poor soul, it was foaming with blood (to lines 3 and 4)
Till it reached here.
6. But what to recall this for?
Be gay while beside me!
Let's feast and drink , and when we have enough of it,
We still have time to sleep till dawn.
7. I see the sky clouded,
A heavy cloud is threatening.
The wind blows from Fegyvernek,
I am trembling for fear of lightning.
70/11
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8. I asked Marci by heavens
Not to go to Fegyvernek!
But he did not pay heed to me,
Leaving sorrow in my heart.
9. When bidding his last farewell
He pressed his lips on my lips,
He kissed me the last time then,
And so he mounted his grey steed.
10. His horse returned three times,
It carried him about to and fro.
As if it had felt how much we loved each other,
How our fate was fulfilled.
11. He is gone, and I know, in the future
He will not wrap me in his fur-coat.
Where shall I rest my sad head,
Who is going to warm me?
12. If my sweetheart is to die,
Carry me away, death!
Let me perish, for this life
Is punishment without him about me.

Gyergyoujfalu (Csik county). Bartok 1907.
Divergences:
The style of formulation and the technique of rhyming betray that the song is
an art composition, and really a variant of it can be discovered among the
broadsides of the nineteenth century.
The Song of Marci Z6ld's Sweetheart:
1. Cold wind blows from the north,
My soul is shivering with cold in me.
Come and lie under my beautiful cotton
Quilt, my sweetheart Marton.
2. Becskereki, Becskereki,
Perhaps you betrayed him?
If I thought you a traitor,
I should lay an eternal curse on you!
3. But you are not an ill-wisher of mine,
I know a different soul in you.
Someone else must have betrayed me,
Or my sweetheart must have been caught.
4. I shall be waiting for you, dear Marton,
Till I shall have spun this tow.
If you do not come by that time
I shall put some more on the spinning-wheel.
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5. The last spindleful is soon finished,
And my heart is still waiting for your heart to come.
The cock crows at dawn ,
Come on my house's window!
6. Who is tapping at my door?
Perhaps he has heard my voice?
Come, Marci, I let you in,
And oh, you receive a hearty welcome!

Marci Ziild answers:
1. Forgive me, my beautiful angel,
It makes me grieve as well
That I could not come earlier,
But it is not my fault.
2. An enemy of mine attacked me,
And I nearly lost my last chance
To see you again,
My dearest heart.
3. I thank it to the speed of my horse
That I was able to come and see you.
The poor soul, it was foaming with blood,
Till it brought me here.
4. But what use to recall this?
Be gay while beside me!
Let's feast and drink, and when we had our fill
There will be still time to sleep till dawn.

The sweetheart answers:
I. I see the sky getting cloudy,
A heavy cloud is threatening.
Its wind blows from Fegyvernek,
I am trembling for fear of lightning.
2. I asked Marci by heavens
Not to go to Fegyvernek.
But he paid no heed to me,
Leaving sorrow in my heart.
3. When bidding his last farewell
He pressed his lips on my lips,
Then he kissed me the last time,
And so he mounted his grey steed.
4. Oh, pure token of love,
How hot his embrace was!
Oh, you guardian angel of my heart,
Your throat was like pure honey!
5. His horse returned three times,
It carried him about to and fro.
70·/11
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As if it had felt how dearly we loved each other,
And how our fate was fulfilled .
6. He is gone, and I know, in the future
He will not wrap me in his fur-coat.
Where shall I rest my sad head?
Who is going to warm me?
7. If my Marci Zold is to die,
Carry me away, death!
Let me perish, for this life
Is punishment without him about me!
Mostly associated with old tunes, this typical broadside verse survives in folk
tradition; the rest of the composition burdened with sham-pious laments for the
outlaws in general had left untouched the folksong. Still there are some bookish
texts which contain other details than known from the broadside and what can be
read in the minutes of the trial.
1. I grew sleepy on the bank of a brook,
Rain came, and I ran away
To have a sleep in a sheep-pen.
There I met a man wrapped in a fur-coat.
2. I asked him in the darkness,
Who he was.
He andwered: I am Palatinszki,
And I want to steal a few horses.
3. If I succeed in getting a few horses,
I shall ride off and cover a long way.
When it dawns
I shall have left the boundary behind me.
4. After these words
He addressed me in a lower tone:
Who should I honour in your person?
I told him boldly, I was Marci Zold.
5. He expressed his contentment upon this,
And shaking hands with me,
Answered: I am very glad
To have met with an expert companion.
6. He left the sheep-pen,
Took off his fur-coat,
Blew his whistle,
And renounced friendship .
7. As I looked out of the sheep-pen,
I beheld nine gendarmes standing around.
The tenth opened the door
And chained my hands.
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8. As long as I did not say the truth
I had been leading a happy life.
Now I said truth, and bound in chains
I am escorted to Szamosujvar.
This text, abridged and somewhat folklorized , was current in several variants.
It is interesting to read the Arad-county variant, in which the bookish verse is seen
at an early stage of transformation in the folk style, intermingled with motifs of
prisoners' songs and genuine outlaw songs.
1. Cold wind blows from every direction,
My soul is shivering with cold in me.
Come, my dear Veronka, and embrace me,
And God's best blessing be with you!
2. I am laden with sorrow
Like a sour apple-tree.
Two or three ripen on the branches,
While the ground is covered with them underneath.
3. At dawn on Thursday
I sat on the boat of sleep.
At ten I went to bed,
And had a short slumber.
4. As I opened my eyes,
I saw three heyducks standing by me.
I asked them what they were looking for,
And if they had come to take me?
5. We have come to take you, and we bind you
. And escort you into the county's house,
Cast you into its deep dungeon,
Into its deepest floor.
6. Becskereki, Palatinszki,
Has someone betrayed me?
If only I knew that it is Veronka,
Her blood would run in one flow with mine.
7. I sent word to the judge
Not to be glad of our imprisonment.
But the judge thought differently,
He sentenced the three of us.
8. Marci Zold and Becskereki,
His affectionate friend Palatinszki,
On the flat plain of Fegyvernek
They are hanging from the gallows-tree.
As can be seen, hardly anything remains of the original composition in this
song. The first stanza bears some reminiscene of it, further, stanzas 6 and 8 have
retained certain elements, although strongly transformed, except for one single line.
Otherwise the text raises the impression of a genuine folksong .
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Earliest provenience: probably 1817; soon after the executi on a broadside was published, as was

usual.
Dissemination: Without specifica tion of the place: print. Somogy county (Kutas); Szerem county

(K6r6gy); Arad county (Varjas); Southern Great Plain, without further specificati on; Csongnld county
(Tape); Bekes county (Pusztafoldvar); Szatmar county (Botpalad, Fehergyarmat); Kolozs county
(Mera); Csik county (Csikkarcfalva , Csikrakos, Gyergy6ujfalu). Total : 13.
Tunes: I. = No. 195 (two variants).
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(Bekes, 42.) A typical outlaw-story spread the following data: " Marci Zold and
Palatinszki arrested a company of gentry-folk of twenty-one members starting to
vintage. One of the landlors, old Farkas Szunyog, a descent of a famous SzaboJcs
family, entreated Marci Zold laying out a proposal for patronizing him with the
vice-bailiff of the county if they leave the company at peace. The outlaw, allegedly,
kissed the old gentleman's hand , saying to Palatinszki : Well, Peti, mount your
horse, we are not doing anything this time! At that, Palatinszki broke out in loud
swears, murmuring: "Is it all that you called me here for? Do you give credence to
the words of all bloody rascals?" (/bid 43 .) Finally his fall was caused by treason
indeed: a cattleherd of Gyula reported on Marci Zold while he was hiding at a
farmstead ofOcsod; five cattleherds raided on him, armed with hay-making forks,
caught him and escorted him to Tiszafoldvar, where Palatinszki had already been
jailed (the latter was called Becskereki among the outlaws). The two of them and
Miska Kapus were hanged in 1816. Nevertheless, this account of his fall is not the
same as that known from the semi-folklore variant presented above.
Petoft wrote a poem about Marci Zold, and Vorosmarty about Becskereki.
Yet, the people did not commemorate their fame in a genuine folksong .
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Marci Zold was born at Beretty6ujfalu (Bihar county) around 1790.
"Because of his deeds as a rioter without any hope of improvement, the judges of
the community gave Marci Zold over to the regiment of Prince Hessen-Homburg
lying at Nagyvarad. He fled together with one of his comrades around Christmas of
1815 . .. from hence he found refuge, as a deserter, in the ranks of the brigands."
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8. I acquired six good companions,
Then we went on robbing on a large scale.
We started towards west,
Towards the inn of Nyires.

107. PANDOOR, PUT ASIDE YOUR WEAPON!

9. No sooner stepped I in the room
Than I was asked about my name.
Andras Juhitsz is my name,
Pandoor, what's the matter between us?
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I. ] owe all my troubles
To the farm-bailiff of Bogat.
When I was engaged as a shepherd by him,
I fell asleep by the flock of sheep.
2. My sheep went astray,
And they went into the lucerne-field.
Thirty-three of them swelled,
So I became a dismissed man .
3. But he did not give me a proper letter of dismissal,
Nobody wanted to engage me.
Still I did not become an outlaw.
I only began to buy and sell pigs.
4. Three times I was fortunate in my deals,
But the fourth time I found myself at a loss.
The red mayor of Osztopan,
That veritable gallows-bird,
5. The red mayor of Osztopan,
That veritable gallows-bird
Stood up in my way
Driving off my pigs.
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10. There is nothing the matter between us,
I only ask your name.
Put aside, pandoor, your weapons,
Don't be scared for life this time!
11. Put aside, pandoor, your weapon,
Don't be scared for life this time.
Feast and drink and have a good time!
After all, you took pains to meet me.
12. My hostess, pearly violet,
Have you got fat geese properly dressed?
I have some, Andras, though not properly dressed,
But they will soon be roasted.
13. Roast them without any delay,
Let's have enough of roasted geese!
Drink, lads, let's have a good time,
Since we are together with the pandoors!
14. It's about midnight,
Lads, we must go.
Having had a good time here,
We may leave the pandoors behind.

Szenna (Somogy county). Performed by a man of seventy-six. B. Ronai 1963 = AP
4874/a.
Divergences:
In general, the song begins with the following stanza:
My name is Andris Juhasz,
Zala and Somogy cannot defeat me.

6. Driving off my pigs,
He reported my case at Kaposvar.
The pandoors came out at once,
Black they were like eagles.
7. I was looking at them from afar,
From the edge of the woods of Fiad.
Yet I did not become an outlaw
Until I acquired six comrades.
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Zala and Somogy will not hurt me,
For I have not caused damage to burghers.
or:

... will not hurt me
Since they know a kind man.

The number of swollen sheep varies from one to thirty-three. The majority of
the texts present the story of how Andras Juhasz became an outlaw, and keep silent
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Tunes: I.

on the encounter with the pandoors. Instead, the story is finished with motifs of
prisoners' songs. Another song speaks about the outlaw's revenge on the bailiff of
Osztopan, mainly by inclusion of turns of other well-known ballads (96. 124.). One
of the texts of Szenna reads as follows:

FF

1. Well, lads, we are together, all the six of us,

Let's go right to Osztopan.
Now we leave here for Osztopan,
We shall visit the house of the red mayor of Osztopan.
2. Red mayor, good evening, good evening!
May God grant you luck, gentlemen!
I don't know if it be luck or death,
That will meet you in your bed.
3. Andras Juhasz lit the light,
The red mayor lies weeping in his bed .
Get up, dog, kneel down upon the ground,
Why did you cross the way of Andras Juhasz?
4. Andras Juhasz shot him in the head,
Ferk6 Ruzsin in the chest.
This serves you well, dog, they will dig you in the earth,
Why did you cross the way of a highwayman?
5. Andras Juhasz has his pants made from sixteen fathoms,
He spreads it on his horse he had acquired at Inke.
Wash, sweetheart, my shirt and my pants white,
Tomorrow I appear before the high judge.
6. Sir High Judge, may the Lord grant you a good day!
Welcome, son Andras, what's the matter with you?
Sir High Judge, I want to report now
That I shot the mayor of Osztopan in the head.
7. Son Andras, why did you do that?
Why did you not take pity on his three children?
There's his estate he has left behind,
And his wife to raise the orphans.
In one or two variants the outlaw speaks like this: "We have robbed the rich
gentlemen To make rich the poor." or: "They did not rob the peasants, Only the
rich lords."

Earliest provenience: 1907.
Dissemination: Zala county (B6khaza, Boncodfolde, Murakeresztur); Somogy county (Attala 2,
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Balatonlelle, Belavar, Karad 4, Riticspuszta, Somogyaszal6, Szenna 3, Toponar, Zimany); Baranya
county (Banfa, Boda, Katadfa 2); Tolna county (Felsoireg); Veszprem county (Pusztamiske); Gyor
county (Dunaremete, Kisbajcs). Total: 26.
Textual relationship with other ballads: 96., 126., 118.
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108. HIS STEED STUMBLED .. .

Tunes 9-11 belong to a separate so ng about the murder of the ma yor of Osztopan .

The "debut" of Andnis Juhasz, an outlaw in Somogy county, fell in the year
of 1867. The government commissioner of the county was appointed, at the
county's request, on his account, and when the better part of the outlaw's gang was
annihilated, and the county applied for the liquidation of the commissionary's
office, the Minister of Interior rejected the petition with the following motivation :
" ... as the chief of the robbers may succeed in gathering together a new gang in a
county where the populace makes a hero of the chief robber, spreading his name
and fame by means of verses recited by villagers, it is not unjustified in the least that
the part of the population which does not show any understanding of the sins
committed against the society should realize, at least from the pecuniary aspect, the
weight of that extraordinary measure which had to be taken precisely on account of
its peccable indolence. " Later the leader was slain at the farmstead of a peasant of
Karos. As he wished to hide, solitarily, in the peasant's shed, the latter refused him,
fearing of the consequences. A quarrel followed , then the peasant called some
people who raided on the outlaw and cut him. Covered with wounds, he was put on
a cart and so he died on the way. The case was published in the December 8, 1868
issue of the Somogy newspaper, after the account of a juryman. Characteristic of
the time is the introductory part of the communication: "Being convinced that the
broad public has developed a deep interest in the fate of the chief robber ... I regard
it as my duty to report- true to facts- the circumstances of his exit .. . to the
general public."
Apart from the murder of the mayor ofOsztopan, Andras Juhasz did not kill
people, except when he was engaged in struggle with the pandoors and military
forces . He committed his robberies without applying force or torture. It is held that
once he met with his former farm-bailiff who had dismissed him . The latter offered
his purse to the outlaw, whereupon the outlaw said to him : "I don't need your
money. I acknowledge that I was not faultless. But you may wait for me and two of
my comrades for supper." After supper, the outlaw took leave by hand-shake of the
bailiff. This may well be a legend, for the bailiff moved into the city of Pecs for fear
of Juhasz. The outlaws did not dare to penetrate the town . Be it as it may, one thing
is certain : the benefits of Juhasz had been extolled among the people, because he
protected the poor against the rich.
Yet his ballad never became a true folklore composition: whether written by
himself or by someone else,it is hardly more than a diary. True-to-fact details,
reality, but not poetry. Only the part describing the encounter and entertainment
with the pandoors is raised above the level ofa simple report. This, however, occurs
in a few variants only, although it seems as if this novel insertion began to spread in
ever wider circles recently.
Literature: Gonczi 1944, pp. 168- 171 and 327- 348 .
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1. My hostess, bring me wine with lemon,
Let your maid-servant stand out and watch!
Let your maid-servant stand out and watch,
If gendarmes come, let us know of it!
2. Once the maid runs in frightened,
Nine gendarmes are approaching with arms.
Pista Csehek did not made a trifle of it,
But mounted his steed called Velvet,
3. Mounted his steed called Velvet,
Rode off to the plain of Csongonid.
His steed stumbled in a pit,
So Pista was suppressed lying in it.
4. I humbly ask my Sir Commissar
Not to shoot off my horse from under me!
Look, look, this devil of an outlaw,
Is not sorry for his own life but for that of his horse!
5. Pista Csehek is bound on the coach.
He asks where his horse called Velvet is.
You need not a Velvet horse any longer, you wretched outlaw,
Soon your necktie will be a string!
Alpar (Pest county) . Performed by a man of fifty . Zoltan Vasarhelyi, 1934.
Divergences: Variations on the first stanza:
"My hostess, fry fish for me, Serve wine with lemon with it, Let your maidservant stand out on watch ... " and so on. Another beginning: " It is raining, drops
of rain are falling mildly, Pista Csali sits in the inn, and he is not a gay man. Hostess,
bring wine onto the table, Let your most beautiful maid stand out on watch!" More
rarely: "There you can see a thin fence of deal. Wild colt's neighing is heard there.
Pista Cseri is saddling his Velvet horse ... " and so on. "My hostess, good day to
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you! When were here mounted gendarmes for the last time?" The second stanza
sometimes reads: "My hostess walks into the room And leans on 16ska Geszti's
shoulder ... "
The third stanza has sometimes the following lines: "His horse Velvet took
him a long distance, Right to the edge of the Bakony forest. His steed stumbled at a
fir-tree. So Pista Cseh6 was caught there for good." The outlaw asking about his
horse receives the following answer from the captain of the gendarmes: "Proudly
the captain of the gendarmes answers: You wretched outlaw, you will not ride a
steed any longer!" Several variants end with the following lines: "I have sent word
to my wife To take care of my two children! She must not give them to shepherds,
nor to horsemen, Rather should they be trained to become outlaws like their father
was."
Here again the motif of bribing the judges appears: "I humbly ask my Sir
Corporal of gendarmes Not to engross my case. I shall steal ram-lambs six for you If
you let me go free ." (Kiskunhalas.) "I ask you, commissary gentlemen To give me
back my horse called Szikra. I shall steal, if I have it, oxen, young bulls and cows
Enough to share them with the gentlemen." (Nyirlugos.) In some variants the
following stanza is given in reply to the maid-servant's reporting: "Corporal of
gendarmes, put aside your weapon, For dogs will lick up your blood! I will show
you soon: I put you deep in the womb of the earth!" And there is an end to the plot,
too. Obviously, this motif has been borrowed from the ballad of Andnis luhasz.
This song cannot be linked definitely to any of the outlaws known by names
to us, for the names occur in them in a great variety: Pista Csali (52 times, and if the
variants are also added: Sali (3), Saj6 (12), Sahalj, Sa16, Salj6, Saju, Csal6-Csa1l6
(4), Csala, Csah6, Cseh6 (15), Csehi (2), Csehoj (2) Csehol (2), Cseho, Csehoj,
Csih6, Csehej, Cserely, Cseji, Csej6, Csehek, Csani, Sanyi), then a number of 108
results. It must be an invented name. Further ones are (the outlaws' names known
from sources are italicized): Sandor R6zsa (29, mainly occurring in Transylvania),
Imre Bogar (27), 16ska Geszten (Geszter, Gesztej, Geszti, 6), Savanyu (5), 16ska
Cseri (Bandi Cseri, Pista Cseri, 4), Miska or Bandi Szokfii (4), Pista Patk6 (3),
Miska Kisveg (2), Uncle Pista (2), 16ska Albert, Bandi Angyal. Sandor Borsos,
Pista Deli, Gabor Dobos. Imre Dombi, Istvan H6di, Mihaly Kis, Pista Magyar,
16ska Mezo, Pista seta. Pista Sisa. Pali Szab6, Pista Szab6. In thirteen instances the
simple denominations "an outlaw", "this outlaw", "famous, poor, outlaw",
"young outlaw" or "outlaw lad" are substituted for the names. Apparently, this
variety of names in itself indicates that the ballad was not made in commemoration
of one person. In one case the hero is referred to as "robbers' chief', and in fifteen
examples, mainly fragmentary, he is not named at all .

Earliest provenience: around 1860, MS.
Dissemination: Without specification : 5.
I. Moson county (l>tteveny); Sopron county (Bosarkany, Kisfalud, Kismarton); Vas county
(Bucsu, Csorotnek 2, Gersekarat, Nagyrakos, Rabakovacsi), Zala county (Alsopahok, Bezered,
Bucsuszentlaszlo, Dergecs 2, Kapolcs, Letenye, Kiskomarom, Nemessandorhliza, Oltarc, Redics,
Resznek, Rigyac, Szilvad, Zalaapati, Zalaegerszeg); Somogy cnunty (Almamellek, Balatonlelle,
Kethely, Kisbarapati, Sagvar, "Somogy c." Somogyszentmiklosfa, Taszar 2, Zamardi, Zselickisfalud,

Sz~rem

county (Korogy 2); Veriice county (Szentlaszlo); Baranya county (Csoboka 2, Hosszuheteny,
Kopacs 3, Manfa, Nagyvaty, Piispokszenterzsebet); Tolna county (Bedeg? , Sarpilis, Sioagard);
Fe!er county (Dunapentele, Pusztaforna); Veszpn': m county (AIsopahok, Bakonyszentlaszl6, Berhida,
Deg 2, Hegyesd 2, Nemesbiik , Szilasbalhas, Tes, Varpalota); Komarom county (Acs, Kocs, Naszvad,
Szentgyorgypuszta); Gyor county (Gyorsag, Gyorsziget); I.: 72.
11; H?nt county ("Hont c."); Nograd county (Bercel, Kishartyan , Magyargec, Salgovidek,
Sza.ndav.~raIJa.l; Hev~s county (Adacs, Biikkszenterzsebet 2, Eger, Erdotelke, Fedemes 4, Fe1sotarkany,
Gyongyoshalasz, Matraderecske, Matraszentistvan, Mezotarkliny, Nagyivan, Tiszanana, Palosveresmart, Petervasara); Borsod county (Borsodnadasd, Biikkaranyos, Meziicsat, Mezokeresztes
~ezokovesd, Szilvasvarad , Varkony); Gomor county (Egyhazasbast 2, Het, Peterfa); Abauj count;
(AJ, Tornagorgo, Tornyosnemeti); Zemplen county (Ricse 2, Sarospatak 3, Szerencs). 11.: 44.
III. Pest county (Alpar 2, Bugacmonostor, Bugacpuszta, Csillaghegy, Csolyospuszta, Galambospuszta 2, Irsa, Izsak, Kiskunfelegyhaza 4, Kiskunhalas 10, Lakitelek, Pusztaapat, Tapioszele); JaszNagykun:Szol~ok ~ounty. (Alattyan, Jaszkiser" Kisujszallas, Kungyalu); Bacs-Bodrog county (Bajsa,
Domoszlo, Melykut, Rem , Zenta); Torontal county (Egyhazasker, Hertelendyfalva, Majdan,
Nagybecskerek); Csongrad county (Csongrad, Hodmezovasarhely 5, Horgos, Mako, Szegedalsovaros,
Szegedfelsovaros, Szentes); Csanad county (Magyarbanhegyes); Arad county (Pecska); Southern Great
Plam ,.wIthout further specification 3; "Great Plain"; Bekes county (BeJmegyer, Doboz 3, Ecsegfalva,
Endrod 2, Geszt, Gyula, Mezogyan, Szarvas 2, Veszto 3); Bihar county (Csegod, Derecske,
Nagyszalonta); Hajdu county (Kismarja 2, Hajduhadhaz, Hajdunanas 2, "Hortobagy" ); Szabolcs
county (Balsa, Biri, Kotaj , Nyirbator, Nyirlugos, Nyirtura, Vaja); Szatmar county (Garbolc). Ill. : 89.
IV . Kolozs county (Gyorgyfalva, Zentelke); Szolnok-Doboka county (Arpasto, Buza,
Feketelak); Maros-Torda county (Kibed); Udvarhely county (Kapolnasfalu, Kenos, Korispatak,
Olasztelek, Rugonfalva); Brasso county (Tatrang); Csik county (Csikvacsarcsi, Gyergy6csomafalva
Tekeropatak); Haromszek county (Dalnok, Sepsiszentkiraly); Bukovina (Andrasfalva, Istensegits 2):
IV. : 19. Total: 229.
Textual relationship with other ballads: 107.
Tunes : I. = No. 197 (8 variants). Closely related variants are 2. (6 variants), 3. (2 variants), and 4.
However, most typical is 5. (49 variants), 7. (2 variants), 13. (2 variants), 19. (2 variants), 20. (2 variants),
22. (3 variants).
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Developed in the mid-nineteenth century, the ballad is not connected with
factual events, place or person; it provides an invented picture of the outlaws as they
live in people's imagination.
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8. The gate of the prison is banged,
Is it perhaps the county bailiff?
He is examining my chains,
Adding years to my imprisonment.

109. THE OUTLAW'S PASSPORT

FOldeak ( Csandd county). Performed by a man of twenty-three. Fecely 1942
SZ.4370.
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2. I drove them to the fair,
They asked me about their price.
I sold the stolen beasts
And bought honest ones for their price.
3. I shall give one to the notary
So that he may not write my name in the register.
I give three to the judge
So that he may verify my paper.

5. They asked my name,
And where my passport was.
Wait a minute, I shall show it,
Only I unbutton my waistcoat.
6. I felt at my inner pocket,
Well, a pistol got in my hand,
One or two of them I shot in the head,
That's my passport!
7. Alas, my God, what am I to do now?
Shall I run away or shall I stay?
If I run away, they shoot me in the head,
If I stay, they wiH cast me into irons.

U J tI

da· ru . szu - ru

I. I did not steal in all my life,
Except a colt in Debrecen.
Only a colt and six young bulls,
All the six were grey like cranes.

4. I left the fair,
And fortunate was my leave.
At the inn of Becsali at Kondoros
Nine gendarmes stood up in my way.

r

cen. be .

vot .

M.

Divergences: Other incipit: "I fell asleep on the bank of the Tisza, Alas, I
dreamt a sad dream. The meaning of my dream was That I shall not be yours,
sweetheart. (The stanza which lives as a separate folksong, obviously got into the
ballad as a subsequent insertion.) "As I woke up at last, Nine gendarmes were
standing at my head .. . " Or:"Atdawn on Thursday I hit upon a fie\dguard's hut. As
soon as I fell asleep, Nine gendarmes appeared, standing up around me .. . " This
latter beginning formula occurs in 88 instances, while the published one in 36; a
further 31 starts immediately with the scene of encounter, which mostly takes place
at an inn. Sometimes the song begins with motifs of prisoners' songs, the encounter
with the gendarmes being narrated afterwards. More frequently , however, the
prisoners' motifs are presented towards the end of the ballad: that is, after various
adventures are given, current motifs of prisoners' songs are added to the story (in 18
variants). Rather often (in IS instances) the stanza "This wild colt is not up to sale,
Nor is it fitting under a gendarme, For if a gendarme mounted it, Even the birds
would be made prisoners."
The songs end partly with the motif of bold defiance ("That's my passport! "),
partly with a more realistic close ("Alas, my God, what shall I do?"); and in certain
cases with a still more realistic description of some scene of prisoners' lives. There
are only a few variants to solve the venture by telling about the outlaw escaping and
seeking his sweetheart (in which case a different folksong is inserted to this end).
The phrase "Alas, my God, what shall I do . .. " is sometimes followed by "I have
thought I should turn And re-fill my gun ... I answered to the other five men:
That's my passport!" Occasionally, the outlaw rejoices over his escape, there is no
obstacle of his running off to the plains.
It is worth-while to examine a few more less frequent details. After shooting
the gendarmes, the outlaw gives the following counsel to his pal: "Don't you steal
geese, lambs or chickens, If you want to escape the deep dungeon! Steal horses,
good palfreys, Wild young oxen that had not yet been yoked! Let the lords have
their share of them, And they will release you!" The standing phrase "IfI stay I shall
be bound ... " is followed by "So they escort me to Debrecen, Before the court. My
little hat is swimming in blood, My horse is in the hands of the gendarmes' corpora\.
My horse in the hands of the gendarmes' corporal, While I am in the county's house.
They call me to the court now and again, Standing before the court I can see the pen
scribbling, I can see false witnesses accusing me. Heigh, witnesses, don't accuse me,
For you don't know what you bring on your heads! As you treat me, So I shall serve
you!" Finally, in order to obtain a knowledge of the method with which motifs of
prisoners's songs and outlaw ballads are amalgamated, I present here a text from
Hajduszoboszl6 (Hajdu county), whose first four stanzas follow, by and large,
those of the type text; then the story continues like this:
71·/11
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Run, my dear horse! Outlaw!
Don't stop before you reach the Hortobagy!
I knock at the door:
Will you give me, sweetheart, a tender voice!
They pressed me against the river Koros,
Driving me from noon till nightfall.
I swam across the Koros,
But I could not sleep a wink :
As I opened my blue eyes,
I saw gendarmes standing by.
What are you going to do here, gentlemen?
Do you want to chain me, perhaps?
If you chain me,
Even the birds will mourn for me!
The saddle and the harness of my horse are tasselled,
My little bay is muddy.
Tomorrow at eight o'clock
I am taken up to the court.
In the great hall of Arad
Twelve lords are sitting at court.
Twelve lords are passing sentence over me,
All being ready to perish me.
Winking in my eyes they ask me:
Does the bay colt not occur to you?
Only a grey one occurs to me,
And the six bullocks of Debrecen.
That's why I was put into iron,
By the storied-house of Arad.
May the storied-house be set on flame,
May the shackles fall off my limbs.
If once the shackles fall off my limbs,
I shall see the gendarme that can close me up again!

Ipolysag); Nograd county (Barna, Borsosbereny, Szecseny, Szandavaralja, Tardoskedd); Heves coun ty
(Bodony, Derecske, Matraszentimre, Mezotarkany, Poroszlo); Borsod county (Bogacs, Csincse,
Disznoshorvat, Felsonyarad, Mezokovesd 2, Saly 2); Gomor county (Beje, Nagybalog); Abauj county
(Boldogkoujfalu, Cekehaza, Tornagorgo); Zemplen county ("Bodrogkoz region", Erdobenye,
Megyaszo, Nagyrozvany 2, Nagytarkany, Ricse, Sarcspatak 4, Taktanador, Zalkod); Bereg county
(Lonya, Tarpa, "Tiszahat region"); Maramaros county (Hosszumezo); Pest county (Bugac, Kalocsa,
Kecel, Keseriitelek, Kiskunhalas 4, Kiskunmajsa, Monostorfalva, Rackeve, Tura, Ujszasz, VarosfOldpuszta); Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Janoshida, Jaszalsoszentgyorgy, Jaszarokszallas, Jaszkarajeno, Kisujszallas 2, Ladanybene, Nagyrev); Bacs-Bodrog county (Batya, Gombos 4); Torontal county
(Csoka, Hertelendyfalva 2, Rem, Torda); Csongrad county (Csongrad, Hodmezovasarhely,
Kiskundorozsma, Mindszent, Sandorfalva 2, Szeged); Csanad county (Apatfalva, Foldeak 2); Arad
county (Pecska, Simonyifalva, Vadasz); Bekes county (Bekes, Doboz, Ujkigyos); Bihar county (Balyok,
Biharugra, Korosnagyharsany , Nagyszalonta 2); Hajdu county (Hajduszoboszlo, Hortobagy,
Nyirabrany); Szabolcs county (Kisvarda, Nyirlugos, Nyirmada, Tiszapolgar); Szatmar county
(Kersemjen, Vamosoroszi); Szilagy county (Szilagyperecsen); Kolozs county (MakOfalva); SzolnokDoboka county (Buza, Pusztakamaras?); Maros-Torda county (Kibed 2, Szabed); Udvarhely county
(Bethlenfalva, Bogoz, Bozod, Eted, Homorodszentpal, Korond, Tarcsafalva, Vargyas); Csik county
(Gyimesbiikk, Gyimeskozeplok); Haromszek county (Dalnok, Sepsikorospatak); Bukovina
(Andrasfalva, Hadikfalva, Istensegits); Moldavia (Bogdanfalva 2, Leszped, Luizikalagor). Total: 155.
Textual relationship with other ballads: 115,118 (including the following motifs: 2.,3. (5 variants)
11. (7), 12., 14., 16. (2), 17. (2), 21., 22., 34. (5), 35., 43., 49., 57. (5), 74. (2), 76. (2), 98. (5), 100.
Tunes: I. = No. 198 (11 variants), 2. (2), 3. (5), 6. (7), 8. (3),10. (2),16. (14),18. (3), 20. (8), 21.
(15), 22. (2), 24. (2), 25. (2).

t
3.

4.

And let us see a strange incipit; borrowed from an outlaw song:
Looking out of the big inn of Marocsa
I see how it is snowing.
Like a black flock of eagles
Gendarmes are coming for to catch me.
At the inn of Marocsa
Nine gendarmes stand up in front of me ...
Earliest provenience: 1878 .
Dissemination: Without specification: 3.
Zala county (Csonkahegyhat, LendvahosszUfalu, Palfiszeg); S~mo~y county (Atta~a .2, Babony,
Kutas); Baranya county (Csanyoszro 2, Csoboka, Dunafal~a, Felsolegencsepuszta, . Kaktcs, K~sbo
dolya, Mohacs, Szaporca); Fejer county (Inota 2); Veszprem county (Hegyesd, Rede); Komarom
county (Csilizradvany, Naszvad, 6rteny-Guta); Gyor county (Per); Hont county (the regIOn of
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This story formulated in singular first person without any mentioning the
hero's name presents, so to say, the abstract picture of the outlaw. Although
vaguely, the general contours of the usual course of the outlaw ballads can be still
discovered: the way of life of outlaws, their bold resistance, and their fall.
Originating from the late nineteenth century.

110. WORD IS SENT TO THE GENDARMES ...

199.
1\ rlando ).cca 131(
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I . Jancsi Nadi is at Fenek,
Word is sent to the pandoors
To make speed and come,
For Jancsi Nadi is at the inn!
2. The pandoors make speed and arrive
With their double-charged weapons.
Standing at the door:
Prepare, Jancsi, for your death!
3. He utters a terrible oath,
Grasps his weapon,
But the pandoors answer:
It is too late, poor Jancsi!
4. He orders the inn-keeper
To lower the curtains of the window.
Sooner than he could realize
A ball pierced his heart.
5. The red blood of Jancsi Nadi
Was spilt on the ground at Fenek.
Treszka Kalman, his sweetheart,
Gathered it in a white plate.
Vors (Somogy county). Performed by a man of seventy-five. Janos Bartok 1952

=

AP 639Ja.

Divergences: The following text was published, without tune, by Gyula
Sebestyen from PoloskefO:
1. Jancsi Nadi staying in the inn
Gives orders to the inn-keeper:
Lower the window curtains,
I want to have a spree!
824
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2. Jancsi Nadi is staying at Fenek,
Word is sent to the gendarmes,
Make speed and come without delay,
For Jancsi Nadi is in the inn!
3. A pint of wine is still in store for me,
Were it not that my time is over,
My time is over:
Six gendarmes are standing by the door.
4. The gendarmes came without delay
With double-charged weapons
Will you die, Jancsi?
Or else you must surrender!
5. Jancsi took up his weapon,
Uttered a terrible oath,
Sooner than he could realize
The ball pierced his heart.
6. The white body of Jancsi Nadi
Is buried at Fenek.
In the cemetery of Fenek
He rests in the black earth.
Another variant of the beginning: "That Jancsi Nad is a famous outlaw, Who walks
at Fenek by daylight. You can tell him by his carriage, By his chesnut-brown hair.
Oh, Janos, what did you have in your mind When you started to Fenek? Letter has
been sent to the pandoors ... " This addressing formula, implying the lesson of the
story, is used as incipit in several variants (anyway, it is known already from Type
92). For instance: Jancsi Nadi, what did you have in your mind When you started to
Fenek? Did not you think That you might be caught at Fenek?" Or: " ... You had
yourself shot dead, You made your comrade a prisoner."

Earliest provenience: 1898.
Dissemination:

Zala county (Alsopahok, Dergecs, Keszthely, PoloskefO, Rigyac, Szigliget); Somogy county
(Bo1hlis, Bohonye, Biissii, Somogyszob, Vors); Veszprem county (Monostorapati). Total: 12.
Textual relationship with other ballads: 92.
Tunes: the published tune in 9 variants.

Since we do not know about an outlaw called Jancsi Nadi, it is not impossible
that we are dealing with one of the pseudonyms of Jancsi Patk6, who indeed was
buried at Fenek by Keszthely. The ballad developed uniformly in a narrow area by
the Lake Balaton. The scene it describes resembles to that of the ballad on Vidr6cki:
the outlaw having a binge in the inn and proudly defying the gendarmes is shot dead
from outside, through the window. But no textual correlation can be established
between the two ballads.
The song was composed, in all likelihood, in the last decades of the last
century.
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111. I AM A FAMOUS OUTLAW ...
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1. I am a famous outlaw,
My name being Patk6,
Thirteen counties have long been
Tracing after me.
2. Over hills and valleys
In vain do they stroll,
For they will never can lay a hand
On an outlaw.
3. Although I appear
Where they least think I should.
My famous steed
Is admired everywhere.
4. If I spur it,
I jump over ten frontiers,
But pandoors will never
Lay a hand on me.
5. The Bakony is my country,
This vast forest,
Which if I leave
My heart grows almost sick.
6. Heigh, to think of the many outlaws
That used to live in it!
Were I in their company I would not be afraid
Of any man's weapon!
7. My dearest-kindest sweetheart,
Let me rest my head,
Let me hide my sorrowful soul
In your lap.
827

8. Wake over me
While I am sleeping in a slumber.
And if people came to worry me,
Wake me, sweetheart!
9. Loud noise of horses is heard
From the distant woods .
Don't sleep, darling,
Be on the alert for a while!
10. Also the noise of guns are heard,
They are looking for you .
I shall die for you
If you are taken away.
11 . Don't be scared, sweetheart,
Mount my i:orse,
I shall take care of you
Just as of myself1
12. I fire my gun,
Let them know I have been here.
Let them know that I have kissed
Your pretty lips a hundred times!

A variant adds motifs of prisoners' songs to the ballad, without any apparent
reason . (7 plus 18.) A variant from Borsod county applies to Vidr6cki the first and
second stanzas of the above ballad, then enumerates prisoners' motifs through eight
stanzas, obviously induced by the tune (6.). (The motifs are: 4 + 6 + 13 + 39 + 1.)

Earliest provenience: between 1892 and 1900. ( Vikar .)
Dissemination:
Zala county (Bee, Rigyac); Somogy county (Csurgo, Hetes, Igal, Kisbarapati, Sandorpuszta,
Simonfa, Szenna, Szilvasszentmarton, Zselickisfalud, Zselickislak 2); Tolna county (Felsonyek); Hont
county (Bernecebarati); Nograd county ("Nograd c."); Heves county (Gyiingyiishalasz); Borsod
county (Hernadkercs, Meziikiivesd); Pest county (Ojszasz, Lakitelek); Hajdu county (" Hortobagy" ).
Total: 22.
Tex tual relationship with other ballads: 106.
Tunes: I. = No. 200, 2. (7 variants), 4. (4).
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Kisbarapati (Somogy county) . Performed by a man of seventy-five. Lajtha 1923 =
MF 2580ja.
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Divergences: A text from Zselickisfalud may give an idea of the variants:
1. I am a famous outlaw, my name being Patk6,
The whole of the county is in search of me.
They roam over hills and valleys,
Yet they cannot find the outlaw anywhere.
2. Although he is to be found where they least suspect,
All people admire him riding his dark bay.
If I give it a spur, I jumps over the Tisza,
But I do not let it get into the hands of gendarmes.
3. Bakony is my country, this vast forest,
If I leave it, my heart breaks.
My Bozsi, darling, let me lay my head
In your tiny lap, to sleep a little.
4. Weapons are cracking, they are looking for you.
Alas, where am I to go if you are taken away?
Where I go you will go with me,
If I get wounded, you will dress my wounds.
5. Yellow is my steed, yellow, and if I mount it,
I don't care if all the gendarmes of the county follow upon my heels.
If I give it a spur, I jump over the Tisza,
But I shan't give myself into the hands of the gendarmes!
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Apparently, the ballad is a semi-folklore composition, with many details
borrowed from the broadside ofMarci Zold. It has nothing to do with the real facts
known in connection with the activity of Patk6 and his gang. Neither Patk6 nor the
other Transdanubian outlaws were mounted men; their shelter was offered by the
forest where a horse would have impeded their move. The true country of mounted
outlaws had been the Great Hungarian Plain. The versificator composed his verse
obviously under the influence of the general concept of the figure of an outlaw. The
poem enjoyed a certain degree of popularity within the narrower region where
Patk6 and his men used to live, that is in Somogy county. It has been folklorized to
some extent. The ballad had been transplanted into counties Heves and Borsod by
seasonal agricultural workers employed in the Transdanubian part, in all
probability.
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112. THE LANDLORD JUMPING OUT OF THE
WINDOW

Sandor Nagy paid eight thousand florens,
But Sand or Patk6 was not content with it.
The bailiff Renkli, heigh-ho, added five thousand,
Sandor Patk6 was content with it.

201.
1. Sandor Patk6 did not come from the gentry stock,
He does not need a silken quilt.
He does not wear, heigh-ho, anybody's worn clothes,
He is content with his pants made of linen of sixteen ells' length.
2. Sandor Patk6 walks into the woods,
His double-barrelled pistol is charged with cut iron.
He shoots, heigh-ho, the charge of cut iron one after the other,
The pandoor is running into the inn of Somogy.
3. Sandor Patk6 writes a letter to Sitke:
Prepare nine thousand florins, beforehand!
Imre IIIes, heigh-ho, endorses the letter:
Also supper must be prepared for nine men!

Patk6 was tapping at the door,
Nagy woke up with a start,
glass, heigh-ho, was glittering in moonshine,
Nagy jumped out of the window.

Rdbakoz region (Western Hungary). Miska Potak
Vargyas No. 175.

=

EA 355 J, 36

=

Csanddi and

Divergences: The story is sometimes linked to the name of l6ska Savanyu.
The real names of the brothers Patk6 come up rather rarely, Pista is found in some
variants, while lanos occurs only in one from the Szeremseg region. The name
Bandi owes its spread to a broadside. The name Sandor had been introduced, in all
probability, for the sake of rhyming to the name of the landlord Sandor Nagy, who
in other cases is called Kalman Hacki; or Bogyay jumps out of the window while the
host Kalman Hacki hands over the money to the outlaws. The original
topographical name Sitke had been changed to Csitke, Csipke and the like in the
course of variation. Beside the golden glass, sometimes also silver spoon occurs.

Sandor Nagy was just sitting at supper,
He threw away his silver spoon at once.
Golden cup, silver spoon glittered,
Sandor Nagy jumped out through the window.
830

Some of the variants describe a veritable war-scene:
Sandor Patk6 blew the trumpet,
Collecting all his nine comrades.
He collected, heigh-ho, all his nine comrades,
And surrounded the castle of Sandor Nagy.
Nevertheless, most of the variants have preserved only those stanzas which have
some point in them: that is, the landlord's escape by jumping out of the window.

Earliest provenience: before 1900.
Dissemination: Without specification: 2 (probably from Transdanubia). "Rabakoz region" 2;

4. The young shepherd served the supper outside the house,
Sandor Patk6 was standing under a branchy oak-tree.
He asks the young lad: Heigh-ho, what news have we from Sandor Nagy?
His words are: Oh, Sandor Patk6 is a big lord, indeed!
5. Sandor
Sandor
Golden
Sandor

Several variants are telling about the outlaw who asks the landlord for "the
price of the wool" and the latter makes desperate efforts to escape at a lower price:

Vas county (Pecol, Kisrakos?); Zala county (Andrashida, Dergecs, Kapo\cs, Monostorapati 2,
Nemesszentandras, Nova, Poloske, Siimeg); Somogy county ("Somogy c."; Taszar); Ver6ce county
(Szentlaszl6); Fejer county (Pusztaforna); Veszprem county (Papa); Komarom county (Acs, Kocs);
Heves county (Besenyotelek, "Matra Piedmont"); Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Jaszkarajeno).
Total: 25.
Textual relationship with other ballads: none
Tunes: I. = 3 variants, 2. = 3 variants.
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lanos Patko and Pista Patko (by their original names lanos Toth and Istvan
Toth) were born at Vasarosbec (Somogy county) in 1825, and 1827, respectively.
The elder, lancsi was more famous than his younger brother who segregated from
the former's gang to become an independent chief. lanos was enlisted for twelve
years to serve with the soldiers in Italy, and it was after his returning, when he was
thirty-five, that he began to lead the life of outlaws. He was a literate, sometimes
leaving message in writing behind. After each of his robbery he sent word to the
county bailiff not to look after the culprit, because it was he. He is said to have shot
dead anyone that committed robbery in his name. In 1861, an entire squadron was
sent out to chase him up, and what is more, a battalion of rifles was mobilized from
Pecs to the Drava riverine to arrest him. A thousand florens were set as bloodmoney for his head. He was wounded in a fire-battle in 1862. His comrades took
him with them. Since, however, the wound began to sphacelate, he was shot dead at
his own request. He was buried at Fenek.
His brother Pista was active separately in northern Somogy. It is he that
committed the robbery ofSitke. Also he died in 1862: taken wounded, he died soon,
in the hands of his enemies.
Their ballad is rather incomplete, it could not be rounded off into a folklore
story. But there is a hit in it: when the outlaw makes the landlord jump out of the
window amidst the glitter of his gold and silver vessels. This is a moment,
fascinating with its contrast, which people retained everywhere with more or less
self-satisfaction.

Literature: Gonczi. 271 - 300; Bekes, 160-202.

113. THE OUTLAW DRESSED AS A GIRL
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1. There is a road leading to Eger.
On which loska lager has set out.
He arrives in the city of Eger,
And walks along its street.

2. Clad in silk and velvet, loska lager
Walks through the city.
In his skirt reaching down to his knees
He enters one shop after the other.
3. He is having his choice among the silk materials,
There are finer than fine things among them.
He writes on the door of the shop:
That famous outlaw loska lager has bought things here.
4. As he enters a ladies' outfitter's shop,
In his skirt reaching down to his knees,
The shopkeeper greets him like this:
Welcome, pretty Miss.
5. Welcome, pretty Miss,
Will you take a seat on the sofa here!
I cannot take a seat here, my dear sir,
For I have to walk downway.
6. Night is falling already,
The woods of Lelesz is glowing like blood.
loska Sipkas has kindled a fire,
loska lager sprang at him.
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7. I say, you wretched shepherd:
Have you any bread and bacon?
I have both cheese and curd,
And I have both bread and bacon.
8. Here you have your curd, milk, bacon and bread:
Have your fill, outlaw, eat as much as you can hold!
And when you have made your fill,
I shall give you my bright hatchet.

Don't shoot me dead , Joska lager,
I give you my bay horse.
I don't want your bay horse,
I can find one in every stable!
I don't want your bay horse,
I only want to take the man who enticed my sweetheart.
Here is a variant in which a more detailed description of the fight with the
shepherd can be found:

9. I raised my hand,
Praying to God:
Holy angel of the Living Lord,
Grant strength to my arms!
So that I may brandish my hatchet
And cut down Joska Jager!
10. I raised my arms,
I brandished my hatchet,
I delivered oner or two blows,
I slew Joska Jager.
11. I slew Joska Jager,
I drew him into a pit.
I drew him into a pit,
I covered him with dry leaves under an oak-tree.

The young swineherd set a fire .
Joska Jager sprang at him:
Good evening, swineherd!
Have you any fried bacon and bread?
Have your fill , brother, eat as much as you are able to take in!
As Joska finished the supper,
He lent his back to the oak-tree:
Give me your felt overcoat and your whip,
Your boots with the spurns!
I cannot give you my felt overcoat, nor my boots,
Before I have closed my herd in the pen.
After I have closed my herd in the pen,
I give you my felt overcoat and my boots.
Pista went to turn his herd ,
And he prayed to God.
Jesus Christ, son of my God,
Lend strength to my arms!

12. Well, you outlaw, here you may have a rest,
Until the coach arrives.
When the coach arrives,
We shall make our way towards Eger.

Lend strength to my arms,
So that I can brandish my hatchet,
So that I can brandish my hatchet,
And slay Joska Jager!

13. And without haste I dropped in
Csucs first, than Bot.
Sir mayor, Joska Puker:
Joska Jager is lying dead!
14. You dog of a Sipkas, what have you done?
How could you fight an outlaw?
Oh, he was asking for my felt overcoat and for my boots,
And I gave him a blow on the head with my hatchet.
He was just pulling my boots, (to lines 3 and 4)
When I chopped his head in two.
Bekolce (Heves county). Performed by a man of 68. L. Gulyas and P. Sztan6, 1954.

Bold Pista did not waste time,
But gave him a blow on the nape.
He gave him a blow on the nape.
Joska Jager fell face down to ground.
The scene in which the outlaw plays round the shopkeeper, finds
continuation in one of the variants like this:

o you guard at the gate,
Tell me what toll I have to pay?
Tell me without delay, for I am in a hurry,
I am bound to a foreign country.

Divergences: Another incipit reads like this:
Night is falling, it is getting dark,
The thick woods is plunged into darkness.
There is a famous outlaw in it
Who is bold enough to face a hundred men.
Pista V61ner is walking ahead,
Joska Jager is following him.
834

I don't want you to pay me the toll,
But you must tell me your true name!
My true name is Joska Geszten,
And my abode is among the hillocks of the Nyirseg.
72* /11
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As appears from this variant, beside the name of loska lager, also loska
Geszten, and sometimes loska Veszpri occur, although with a much lower
frequency . Some of the variants seem to know something about the way loska lager
was buried:
loska lager was a man of fame,
So that he did not even have a coffin.
He is resting deep in the earth's womb,
Wrapped in a black furcoat.
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Earliest provenience: 1870--1 (Bartalus).
Dissemination:

Zala county (Dergecs); Fejer county (Bodajk); Veszprem county (Csesznek); Komarom county
(Kiskeszi); Gyor county (Sag); Nograd county (Nogradmegyer, Palotas, Soshartyan, Zagyvapalfalva);
Heves county (Bekolce 2, Egerszalok, Felsotarkany 3, Matraszentimre 2, Matraszentistvan,
Petervasara); Borsod county (Csincse, Keresztespiispoki, Mezokovesd, Saly); Gomor county
(Felsovaly); Zemplen county (Mikohaza, Perbenyik); Maramaros county (Hosszumezo); JaszNagykun-Szolnok county (Jaszarokszallas, Mezotur); Bekes county (Bekesszentandras, Doboz 2,
Gyula); Bihar county (Erbogyoszlo, Nagyszalonta); Hajdu county (Debrecen); Szabolcs county
(Nyiregyhaza); Szatmar county (Csenger, Gacsaly); Also-Feher county (Nagyenyed); Udvarhely
county (Homorooszentpal, Kenos); Bukovina (Andrasfalva- Lengyel, Tolna c.). Total: 43.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I.

=

No. 202 (9 variants), 2 (2), 3. (2). 6. (2), 7. (6).
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This is the only outlaw song in Hungarian folklore to face a shepherd with an
outlaw. In this case, the outlaw is not sympatheticalJy represented. (The statement
does not refer to the scene in the shop with the outlaw entering clad in a girl's attire,
which provides sometimes the sole subject-matter of the song.) As can be inferred
from the dissemination, the hero of the song may have been born somewhere in the
Palots Region, and was in alJ likelihood a forester or son of a forester (Jager
meaning a forester in the vernacular). No actual reports on his adventures have
been discovered so far.
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114. I WILL NEITHER STEP OUT, NOR SHALL I
SURRENDER
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1. Kismargita is not lying far from here.
The River Tisza flows it round.
In its middle there stands the inn of Koponya,
An outlaw is drinking wine in it all by himself.
2. There come the gendarmes, and eight they are
Hey, their shakos shine bright!
They are headed by the corporal
Who leads them right to the inn of Koponya.
3. May God grant you a good evening, hostess!
Can you tell me whom this palfrey belongs to?
The owner of it is drinking good wine,
He has arrived here within this last half of an hour.
4. Well, send out, then, the owner of it!
We shan't do any harm to him if he surrenders.
I will neither step out, nor shall I surrender,
Whosoever wishes may take off my horse.
, 5. I don't really mind my horse,
I am more sorry for the saddle and harness.
My purse is in the sweat-cloth,
With a hundred thousand florens in it.
6. I have spent a hundred for my palfrey,
Another hundred for the harness,
A third one hundred for a beautiful brown girl,
And a fourth one hundred for the night I spent with her.
7. The fifth one hundred for a cask of good wine,
A six one hundred for the pleasure of bibing it,
A seventh one hundred I have put aside
For to offer a drink to the gendarmes in case they happened to appear.
Tiszacsege (Hajdu county). Performed by a man of31. peter Balla 1937
Noted down by Beia Bartok.
838

Divergences: Most of the variants have the following closing lines: " The third
one hundred for a beautiful brown girl, Whom I should not change for the whole
world." Apart from this and some other minor deviations (for instance: Whom
does this nice bay steed belong to?), the ballad is fairly evenly formulated
throughout the language area, only incorporations of parts of other songs give rise
to certain differences.

= Gr l /B/b.

Earliest provenience: 1891 ( Ko/many).
Dissemination:

I. Sopron county (Bosarkany, Kapuvar); Vas county (Balozsameggyes, Csipkerek, Genes,
Hosszupereszteg 2, Salkoveskut, Sorkifalud, Sziget-Orsziget, Vasszilvagy); Zala county (Badacsony,
Balatongyorok, BalatonmagyarOd 2, Bezered, Bucsuszentlaszlo, lakabfa, Kapolcs, Kiskomarom 2,
Komaromvaros, Letenye, Murakeresztur, Nemessandorhaza, Nova 2, Oltarc, Orosztony 2, PoloskefO,
Redics, Rigyac, Szentgyorgyvolgy, Vindornyaszollos, Zalaber, Zalavar 2, " Zala c."); Somogy county
(Almamellek, Babony, Balatonbereny, Balatonszemes, Bardudvarnok, Csakany, Csoma, Csurgo,
Kalmancsa, Kaposvar, Karad, Kercseliget, Kereki, Kisbarapati, Kisbonnya, Koroshegy, Kutas,
Nagybajom, Ordacsehi, Ortilos, Somogyegres, Somogysamson, Somogyszentmiklosfa, Szenyer,
Szilvasszentmarton, Taszar 2, Zics, Zselickisfalud); Ver6ce county (Szentiaszlo); Baranya county
(Banfa, Banos, Becefa, Berkesd, Bogad, Botyka, Csoboka, Dunaszekcso, Kakics, Kemse, Kopacs 2,
Manfa, Mohacs 5, Pecsaranyos, Piispokszenterzsebet, Szebeny, Szentkatalin, Szilagy, Szoke,
VasarosdombO); Tolna county (Decs, Felsoireg, Madocsa, Ocseny 2, Pincehely, Regoly , Sarpilis 2,
Szekszard); Fejer county (Baracs, Csor, Erd, leno); Veszprem county (Berhida, Deg, Harsagy,
Kaptalantoti, Kovagoors, Nyirad, Papa, Rede, Szilasbalhas); Komarom county (Csaszar, Martos,
Naszaly, Naszvad, Tata, Udvard); Gyor county (Hollomajor, Kony, Mezoors, Sag, Venek). I: 127.
11. Pozsony county (Galanta); Nyitra county (Bed, Farkasd); Bars county (Ledec); Hont county
(" Hont", Periicseny); Nograd county (Becske, Bercel 2, Borsosbereny, Nogradmegyer, Rim6c 2,
Szanda, Szandavaralja 2, Szecseny); Heves county (At any 3, Besenyotelek, Biikkszenterzsebet, Fedemes
2, Fiizesabony 2, Gyongyos, Gyor.gyosoroszi, lakohalma, Matraballa, Matraszentimre, MikOfalva,
Nagyivan, Poroszlo 3, Tar, Tarnaszentmaria 2, Tiszaigar 2, Tiszanana, Tiszapely, Varasz6); Borsod
county (Borsodnadasd, Kisgyor, Mezokovesd, Sajomercse, Saly, Szentistvan 2, Szegilong 2); Gomor
county (Als6balog, Szilice); Abauj county (Aj 2, Boldogkoujfalu, Cekehaza, DebrOd, Nagyhalasz,
Tornyosnemeti); Zemplen county (Nagykapos, Ricse 4, Sarospatak, Vajdacska); Bereg county
(" Bereg" county, Beregszasz, Gat, Lonya); Maramaros county (Hosszumezo 2). 11: 75.
Ill. Pest county (Alpar, Bugac 2, Bugacmonostor 2, Csillaghegy, Fiilopszallas, Galambospuszta,
Galgaheviz, Izsak 3, Kecel 5, Kiskunfelegyhliza 5, Kiskunhalas 2, Koka, Orgovany, Palosmonostor 2,
Szakmar, Tura); lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Derzstomaj 3, Devavanya, 13noshida 4,
13szalsoszentgyorgy, laszarokszallas, 13szbereny 3, Karcag 2, Kisujszallas, Kotelek, Kunmadaras 2,
Mesterszallas, Meziicsat, Tiszafiired, Tiszapolgar, Tiszaszentimre, Turkeve); Bacs-Bodrog county
(Bacsalmas, Batya 2, Gombos 2, Kisfai, Rem); Sztara Torina?, Torontal county (Hertelendyfalva,
Majdan, Nagybecskerek); Csongrad county (Asotthalom, Csongrad 4, "Csongrad county", Domaszek,
HOdmezovasarhely 5, Horgos, Kiskundorozsma, Szeged 3, Szentes 2, Tape 2, Tomorkeny, Ojszeged);
Csanad county (Alberti, Apatfalva); Arad county (Arad); Southern Great Plain s. I. 2, Bekes county
(Doboz 3, Ecseg, EndrOd 4, the Vinyards of Fenyes, G yula, Pusztafoldvar, Sarkadkeresztur); Bihar
county (Furta, Konyar, Korosnagyharsany, Nagyszalonta 6, Nagyvarad, Pardi, Pocsaj, Sarand 2,
Ojiraz); Hajdu county (Hajduboszormeny, Hajduhadhaz, " Hortobagy", Tiszacsege); Szabolcs county
(Erpatak 2, Kenezlo, Nyirabrany, Nyirlugos 3, Nyirmada, Nyirtelek, Nyinura 2, Mezoladany,
Tornyospalca, Ojfehert6, Vaja); Szatmar county (Darn6, 13rmi 2, Kersemjen 2, Kocsord, Piricse,
Szamosszeg); Szilagy county (Szilagyperecsen). Ill : 146.
IV . Kolozs county (lnaktelke, MakOfalva 3, Sarvasar 2, Tiire, Valaszut); Szolnok-Doboka
county (Szamosujvar, Szek); Maros-Torda county (Kibed, Nyaradmagyaros); Udvarhely county
(Kapolnasfalu, Vargyas); Csik county (Gyimesfelsolok, Gyimeskozeplok, Csikmenasag,
Csikvacsarcsi); Bukovina (Andrasfalva, Hadikfalva, Istensegits, lozsefTalva-lozsefszallas). IV: 22.
Total: 370.

839

Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I . = No. 203 in 103 variants. Of these, 38 continues, after the first melodic section, with a
major third instead of a sixth, by which circumstance both the tone and the melodic construction
deteriorate, so that various solutions are resorted to in order to shape it in a sensible way. Another widespread tune is No. 2, recorded in 72 variants, 39 of which is contaminated with No. I, starting with the
first section of the latter and resuming a different melodic pattern only in the rest of the strophe. By this,
the melody gives up its recurring construction.
No. 3 has been noted down in 8, No. 4 in 7, No. 7 in 4, No. 8 in 7, No. 16 in 3 variants. The rest of
the associated melodies are adaptations.
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Impersonal outlaw song, changing into a lyrical tone towards the end. A
transitory form can be observed here between the outlaw ballads and the lyrical
low-life scenes. The song as it is now obviously originates from the final period of
the flourishing of outlaw ballads. This is indicated also by the fact that Lajos
Kalmany, an excellent collector of the folklore tradition in the Great Plain
published one single specimen of the ballad, and that in last volume, Vol. III of
Szeged Nepe [The People ofSzeged]. The same statement is further supported by the
high number ofrather uniformly shaped variants. Supposedly, it originated in the
Middle Tisza Region about 1880. The most complete texts and tunes are found in
this region.

115. MY BOLTER IS NOT UP TO SALE
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I. As it was dawning on Thursday
I hit upon a bay colt.
I was after it almost till midnight,
And I succeeded in bridling it in the end.
2. I mounted it,
And so I went to Fejervar.
From Fejervar to Szengy6rvar,
To the fair of Szengy6rvar.
3. They asked me at what price I would sell the colt.
But the colt is not up to sale,
But the colt is not up to sale,
Nor would it be fitting under a gendarme.
4. For if a gendarme mounted it,
Even birds would be made prisoners.
For if a gendarme mounted it,
Even birds would be made prisoners.
Alsok (Somogy county). Performed by a male singer. Vikdr 1899
MNGY VI, 159.
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1. As it was dawning on Thursday
I hit upon a bay colt.
I kept walking round it
Until I succeeded in bridling it.
2. As I bridled it,
I rode towards Debrecen.
They asked me to sell it for bank-notes,
Worth three hundred thousand forints.
3. This colt is not up to sale,
Nor does it fit under a gendarmerie commissar.
For if a gendarme mounted it,
Even birds would be made prisoners.
4. Maramaros is a country of hills and valleys.
I am looked after by the county.
At eight o'clock tomorrow
I shall be taken to the prison.
5. They wink me into the eyes:
How many bay colts can I remember?
I can remember only a sorrel,
Which I rode while driving the six young bulls.
I rode it while driving the six young bulls, (to lines 3 and 4)
All six were grey as cranes. (to lines 3 and 4)
Nddudvar ( Hajdu county). Performed by a man of 59. J. Papp. 1961 = AP 6399Ja.
Divergences:

Variants on the incipit:
As it was dawning on Thursday
I entered a field-ward's hut.
No sooner did I fall asleep
Than nine gendarmes stood up around me.
Another one:
I feel asleep on the bank of the Tisza (or a Ditch), etc.
Still another:
When I was a cowboy,
I fell asleep by my herd .. . (By the way, this beginning is known from a
separate pastoral song of the lyrical kind .) Special beginnings are the
following.
As I was sixteen years of age,
I learned how to steal horse.
I have stolen thirty-three horses,
Light chesnut bay steeds they were all.

844

Yellow colt by the road
Is grazing up the grass.
Feed, yellow steed, for you are not orphan,
I shall ride on your back to the inn.
These incipits are followed by continuations in the other beginning stanzas.
The point that best expresses the basic idea of the song is gradation.
For if it were mounted by a gendarme,
Even free birds would be made prisoners.
The beginning lines of this song show a fair agreement with those of the
ballad about " The Ou~law' s Passport" (Type 109). This circumstance gives rise
to frequent contamination of the two types. Sometimes Type 109 comes first ,
followed-quite illogically- by the present ballad, in other instances the picture is
in the reverse, in which case a well founded story develops, ending with the motif of
the gendarmes' being shot dead . For example:
... Even birds would be made prisoners.
Tell me, scoundrel, what is your name!
Do you have a passport?
Wait a minute, sir gendarmes,
I have to unbutton my coat.
I unbuttoned my coat,
I drew my revolver,
And I shot one or two of them in the head:
Here you have my passport!
This motif is sometimes interwoven in the other stanzas of the ballad under
discussion. The two types are so much intertwined that the only criteria of
differentiating between them had been given by the characteristic beginning lines;
those songs starting with the motif of "passport" have been listed with Type 109,
and those which mention the " bolter" at the beginning, with the present one.
A merger with other outlaw songs' texts can be demonstrated by the
following variant:
I have a horse, a light chesnut bay it is,
It has white stockings on all its four legs.

For twenty-four hours
It was able to keep abreast with an engine.
They asked me to sell my horse at a high price,
They offered fifteen hundred new forints for it.
But my horse is not up to sale,
Nor would it be fitting under a lieutenant.
For if a lieutenant mounted it,
Every outlaw would be made prisoner.
As it was dawning on Thursday,
I hit upon a field-ward's but.
No sooner did I fall asleep
Than I found the men of the county surrounding me.
845

I humbly ask the men of the county
Not to treat the outlaws unkindly.
I have not stolen anything, nor did I kill anybody,
I only wanted to see my sweetheart.
But the men of the county kept on querying:
Where is my passport?
Hey, I show it to you anon,
Only wait till I unbutton my waistcoat.
I unbuttoned my waistcoat,
I shot two of them in the head at once.
Here you have my passport!
Gendarmes are coming from every direction.
They are pressing me to the Tisza.
The water of Tisza will be my graveyard,
Unless my colt Breeze takes me over!
I crossed the water of Tisza swimming,
And I thanked God gratefully.
While my saddle and overcoat were drying,
I was sleeping for an hour.
The song also contaminates with prisoners' complaints. For instance:
I. I fell asleep on the bank of the Tisza,
I had very beautiful dreams.
About midnight I woke,
Lo, nine gendarmes are standing by me!
2. Sir gendarmes! What do you want of me?
Are you going perhaps to cast me into iron?
We do not want to cast you into iron,
But we are looking for a bolter.
3. My bolter is not up to sale,
Nor is it fitting under a gendarme.
For if it were mounted by a gendarme,
Even free birds would be made prisoners.
4. Then they asked me:
Where my passport was.
Wait a minute, gendarme,
Until I unbutton my blue waistcoat.
5. I unbuttoned my blue waistcoat,
I drew out my pistol.
Two of them I shot in the head at once,
Here you have my passport!
6. Alas, my God! What am I to do now?
Shall I run or shall I stay.
If I take to run, they will shoot me,
If I stay here, they will rope me.
846

7. As I was taken to Kanizsa,
My hands and feet were put in iron.
Girls were weeping around,
As they saw me cast in iron.
8. I
I
I
I

shall
shall
shall
shall

be free again,
not be a prisoner for all my life.
be free again,
not be a prisoner for all my life.

9. You are like a free bird, sweetheart,
Still you rarely come to see me.
Were I as free as you,
I should see you every night!
(Osztorony , Zala county.)
There is a characteristic ending to the story:
We have not come to drive away a colt,
We have come to put you into iron.
Outlaw, hold out your hands,
The bloody Lord of your soul of a scoundrel!
I hold out my hands,
Don't rob me of my life!
I did not kill anybody, I did not murder a man,
I only robbed the rich lords.
Earliest provenience: 1846.
Dissemination:
I. Sopron county (Kozeppulya); Vas county (Balozsamedgyes, Mikosszeplak); Zala county
(Andnishida, CsomyefOld, Dergecs, Kiskomarom 4, Monostorapati, NagygorbO, Orosztony); Somogy
county (AIsok 2, Bedegker, ErdOcsoknya, Hetes, Kaposujlak, Karad 3, Sandorpuszta, Somogyszentmikl6sfa, Szaplenyosakol); Veriice county (Zdravicapuszta); Baranya county (Kolked, Nagybaracska, Vasarosdomb6); Tolna county (Decs, Gerjen, Pusztakenese); Fejer county (Pusztafoma);
Veszprem county (Dudar, Papa); Pest county (Tok); Komarom county (Kocs, Udvard); Gyor county
(Gyor, Sag).
11. Pozsony county (Felsoszeli); N6grad county (Bama, Dejtar, Kisbarkany, N6gradmegyer,
Rim6c 2, Romhany, Szecseny); Heves county (Besenyotelek, Derecske, Fedemes, Gyongyosoroszi,
Matraszentistvan); Borsod county (Kisgyor, "Saj6 Valley", Szilvasvarad 2); Gomor county (AIs6balog,
Beje 2, Szilice); Abauj county (Beret, Boldogkoujfalu, Cekehaza, Fiizerkoml6s, Keked); Zemplen
county (Pacin); Bereg county ("Bereg county", Fomos 2).
Ill. Pest county (Bugacmonostor, Galambospuszta, Izsak, Jaszbereny, Kecskemet,
Kiskunfeiegyhaza 2, Kiskunhalas 3, Orgovany, Sap, Tura 2); lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county
(TiszapiispOki); Bacs-Bodrog county (Gombos, Horgos, Melykut); Csongrad county (Asotthalom,
Csongrad 2, HOdmezovasarhely 2, Kiskundorozsma, Szeged); Bihar county (Nagyszalonta); Hajdu
county (Debrecen, Hajduboszormeny, "Hortobagy" 3, Nadudvar); Szabo1cs county (Szabo1cs,
"Szabolcs county", Timar); Szatmar county (Dam6, Kalmand, Kersemlyen).
IV. Udvarhely county (Bozoo, Vargyas); Csik county (Gyimesvolgye); Haromszek county
(Magyarhermany); Bukovina (Hadikfalva). Total: 115.
Textual relationship with other ballads: 109, 118.
Tunes: I. = No. 204 (8 variants, also with main cadence 5), 2. = No. 205 (8 variants, also with
main cadence b3, or the cadence of the third section is b3), 4. (6 variants, also with main cadence 4),5. (4),
7. (3),9. (3 variants, also with main cadence 4), 10. (9), 11. (2), 13. (4), 14. (3), IS. (4), 16. (3).
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Apparently the ballad has not developed to any special tune, but it has been
associated with several new-style melodies.
It hardly has a plot of its own; being built on one single thought, it can rather
be regarded as a lyrical song. Nevertheless, considering its form characterized by
the use of dialogue, further the scene, as well as its interrelations with other outlaw
and prisoners' songs, we have relegated this composition to the borderline of
outlaw ballads.
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116. MY BELL-WETHER DOES NOT WANT TO GRAZE

Divergences:
" Harness, shepherd, harness your donkey!
To-night I put iron on your hands and feet!
Six gendarmes have not power enough
To sever me from my flock.
He has a cat-of-nine-tails in his hand,
He delivers a blow right on the head of the shepherd.
But the shepherd was not a man to be trifled with,
He flag his sheep-hook on his shoulder,
He hit the head of the gendarme with his crook
So that the gendarme fell down upon the ground before his little bay."

206.
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"The corporal of the gendarmes was not a man to be trifled with,
He delivered a sound blow on the shepherd's crispy head.
Sir gendarme, don't give me another blow!
Upon my faith, I knock you down at once!
He hit the corporal on the head
So that he fell on the ground in front of the shepherd's little bay."

u . tan· nam .

1. My bell-whether does not want to graze.
It is ringing its brazen bell angrily.
It smells a stranger in the field.
Looking back, I see seven gendarmes approaching.

"Upon this word the corporal asked him:
Were were you born, shepherd lad?
The famous land of the Cumans, Kecskemet is my country,
My dear mother gave me birth there.
I was born in the hilly land of Kecskemet,
I had no mother, yet I was raised.
I grew up as mushrooms in the woods.
I stole horses in my tenth year of age."

2. And one of them steps to me directly,
Striking at me with his scourge of three tails.
Hard was the blow on the head of the poor shepherd lad:
He fell on the ground before his donkey.
3. Well, that was not a thing to be trifled with,
The sheph~rd lad took up his crook and laid it on his shoulder:
Sir gendarme, don't try to give me another blow!
Upon my faith, I shall knock you on the head!
4. Then the gendarme asked him:
Where were you born, you shepherd lad?
My country is Tern6torokszentmikl6s,
Where I was raised as an orphan by my dear mother.

Earliest provenience: between 1892 and 1900 (Vikar).
Dissemination:

5. I say, shepherd lad, pack your thing upon your donkey!
We are going to bind your hands and feet at once!
Seven gendarmes, have no power enough
To sever me from my flock of sheep.
6. I cannot leave my flock
Before giving account to my head-shepherd.
Only three wethers are missing which I have slain
So that they might not mar my flock.
7. My head-shepherd has come from town.
And I take leave of my silken-fleeced flock.
Good-bye, my silken-fleeced flock, I must go now.
I shall either die or I shall live with my sweetheart!
Hortobilgy (Hajdu county). Performed by a male singer. Ecsedi
850

Moson county (MosonszentrnikI6s); Vas county (Csonge, Kisfiikos); Zala county (AIs6pahok 2,
Andrashida, Csonkahegyhat, Felsoszernenye, Kiskomarom, Nerneshetes); Somogy county (Darany,
Gerezdpuszta, Hetes, Juta, Kaposflired, Somogyharsagy, Zselickisfalud); Baranya county (Csoboka,
Kolked, Magyaregregy, VajszJ6); Tolna county (Ocseny, Sarpilis); Veszprem county (Borzavar,
Hegyesd 2, Rede, Zirc); Kornarom county (Kocs, Tata); Gyor county (Felpi:c, Nagybarathegy);
N6grad county (N6gradmegyer, Szandavaralja); Heves county (Parad); Borsod county (Bogacs,
Domahaza, KissiHtor, Saj6mercse); Abauj county (Cekehaza, Tarnagorgo); Zemplen county
(Mik6haza, Sarospatak); Ung county (Nagygej6c); Pest county (Bugac 2, Csernarniske,
Hetenyegyhaza, Izsak, Kecel, Kiskunhalas 8, Szabadszallas, Tura); Iasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county
(Cibakhaza, Jaszapati, Iaszbereny 2, Iaszfenyszaru, Iaszkiser, Kunhegyes, Nagykoru, Tiszaszentirnre);
Bacs-Bodrog county (Bajsa); Torontal.county (Egyhazasker); Southern Great Plain s. I. 2, Csongrad
county (Csongrad 3, Roszke, Szeged-AIs6varos); Bekes county (Bekes, Pusztafoldvar); Bihar county
(Korosnagyharsany 2, Nagyszalonta); Hajdu county (Hajduboszormeny, Hajdunanas 2,
"HortoMgy"); Szabolcs county (Biri, Lovopetri, Vaja 2); Szatmar county (Nabrad); Torda-Aranyos
county (Torda, Ojtorda); Kolozs county (Felsozsuk); Csik county (Gyirnesvolgye, Gyimesfelsolok).
Total: 97.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I. = No. 206 (18 variants), 2. (3), 6. (2), 13. (2), 14. (2), 16. (4).

= Ecsedi 72, No. 2.
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117. TO HORSE, HORSEMEN, TO HORSE, THE STUD
HAS BOLTED!
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207.

An outlaw story developed at the end of the last century without any pretence to
constructing in the ballad form.
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1. To horse, horse-herd, to horse,

The stud has run away,
The stud has run away!
Only the saddle-horse has stayed
Because it has been tethered.
2. Saddle then, boys,
This reddish-brown bay horse,
This reddish-brown bay horse!
So that I can leap over
The muddy river Maros.
3. The muddy River Maros
I shall leap over by myself,
I shall leap over by myself.
With the cattle-herd of Banat
I shall ~at a good dish of paprika meat.
4. Drink and eat, comrade!
This is a good feast, indeed,
This is a good feast, indeed!
And we shall have another one
When you drive cattle here.
5. Sure, I shall drive cattle here,
Thirty-six cows,
Thirty-six cows,
For which the butcher
Will pay well in bank-notes.
6. Cold blows the wind
From the direction of Rimaszombat,
From the direction of Rimaszombat.
The gendarmes are gathering,
Sweetheart, from every direction.
854
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7. The keys of shackles are rattling,
The keys of shackles are clapping, in his pocket,
The keys of shackles are clapping in his pocket.
Thirty-three mounted gendarmes
Are escorting me to the jail.
8. Have you ever heard the fame

Of that famous Toker6,
Of that famous Toker6?
And of the cells
Which are to be found in it?
9. I have not only heard of it
But I have also suffered in it,
I have also suffered in it
May God punish the man
Who had built it!
10. Don't wonder, sweetheart,
At my yellow-pale skin,
At my yellow-pale skin:
For nine years
I have been a prisoner.
11. I am spending the tenth
In the castle of Buda,
In the castle of Buda.
Many buckets of water have I brought
For the prisoners!
12. There is no bread more bitter
Than that of the prisoners,
Than that of the prisoners:
Pouring their tears, the poor men,
Eat their bread.
Kiskunhalas (Pest country). Performed by a man of 37. Szomjas 1933.
Divergences: The ballad proper ends with the fifth stanza; most of the
variants run out with it. The first five stanzas show but little variations. Sometimes,
however the usual beginning .formula is preceded by the first stanza of another
shepherds' song, beginning with the lines: "Mist is rising from the hills of Matra, It
looks like rain ... " . The description of the feast sometimes finds a more detailed
formulation: "The cowherd of Banat Slaughtered a fine young bull, From which
my teeth chewed a good dish of meat for supper. (Sometimes put in the presenttense.) Variations on the cattle-herd's address are like these: "On returning, We
shall meet again"," or: "This is the last time That I drove stolen cattle here." The
last statement in the fifth stanza reads sometimes like this: "For which the county Is
looking for me night and day."
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There are, however, at least as many variants to continue the song by adding
prisoners' motifs to it. The occurring motifs are as follows (According to the
number of motifs enumerated in the note to No. 118):
I. Occurring six times; 4-5. (25); 9-10. (5); 18. (7, always in the same form:
The bird has brought water for the prisoners. Drink, prisoners ... etc.); 28. (2); 31.
(5); 32., 33., 37. (2); 38. (4); 41., 52., 55. (3); 80., 98. No. 31 presents clearest
transition between the scenes of outlaw life and the motifs of prison (cf. Stanza 6 of
the text published above): it indicates the impending danger. In this case, and in
certain other solutions, the two different elements have been merged into an organic
whole. In other instances, the two kinds of elements are put together in an
incoherent way, the only cOnPecting link between the two being the contrast
between the outlaw's style of 'life and the inevitable consequences of the same.
Originally the common tune may have given rise to the combination: many
examples show that the singers considered them as two different songs sung to the
same tune. (In such cases the prisoner song was performed first followed by the
outlaw song, or one of them was sung by the one, the other by the other informant.
Such recordings have not been included into the list of variants.) Practice has
shown, however, that the two kinds of song fit each other, and incidentally the
different elements coagulated.
Earliest provenience: between 1892 and 1900 (collected by Viktir) .
Dissemination:
I. Zala county (Zalalovo); Somogy county (Kadarkut, Zics); Baranya county (Csanyoszr6,
Dunafalva, Kakics, Zalata); Tolna county (Bata, Decs, Sarpilis); Pest county (BogyiszI6).
11. N6grad county (Bujak); Heves county (Bekolce, Fiizesabony, Parad); Borsod county (Abod,
Saly 2); Abauj county (Cekehaza); Ung county (Latorca).
Ill. Pest county (Agasegyhaza, Akaszt6, B6csa, Bugac, Bugac-Als6monostor 2, Bugacpuszta,
Csikva, Csornamiske, Galambospuszta 2, Homokmegy, Izsak 2, laszbereny, lliszkarajenii, Kalocsa,
Kecel 4, Kecskemet 3, Kiskunfelegyhaza 3, Kiskunhalas 4, Kiskunmajsa, Lajosmizse, Orgovany,
Siikosd, Szabadszallas, Tura); lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Alattyan, Karcag, Rak6czifalva); BacsBodrog county (Bacsborsod, Bajaszentistvan, Baty 2, Felsiierek, Rem 3); Csongrad county (Csongrad 5,
Horgos, Szegvar); Csanad county (Apatfalva); Bekes county (Devavanya, Gyula); Hajdu county
(Hajduszoboszl6, Hortobagy 2, Nadudvar, Tiszacsege); Szabolcs county (Beszterec, Fiiliip, Nyirbator).
IV. Csik county (Gyergy6szentmikI6s). Total: 86.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 118., 105. (in one single Transylvanian variant).
Tunes: 1. = No. 207 (71 variants, seven of which are composed of four-lined stanzas; in two cases
the third in five cases the second line has been omitted). The rest of the tunes have been coupled with the
text in result of occasional combination.
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As appears from its dissemination, the song was generated in the
Danube-Tisza Interfluve towards the end of the last century. (Kalmany had not yet
recorded it.) Impersonal, rather abstract presentation of scenes of the life of
outlaws; by including the additional prisoner motifs, it realizes the same
construction pattern as are characteristic of the best specimens of the outlaw
ballads: after glorius feats, the fall and punishment follows inevitably.
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1. Have you heard the fame
Of Zalaegerszeg?
There I have been sen tenced
To pass my years of a prisoner.
2. I saw the lords sitting there,
Twenty-four they were,
All the twenty-four
Sat together to sentence me.
3. As they produced
The black book,
They read out of it
My life of a prisoner.
4. I am a prisoner, I am a prisoner,
I am cast in iron up to my knees.
I am cast in iron up to my knees,
In shackles up to my elbows.
5. I am cast in iron up to my knees,
In shackles up to my elbows,
My eyes are going to run dry
In this great darkness.
6. The deepest dungeon of the jail
Is my laid bed,
Its two walls
Are my sleeping companions.
7. Nine iron fetters a pound each
I have worn to pieces,
Even the tenth
I have made thin already.
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Even the ninth
I have made thin enough.

8. The rose will wither
On top of the hill,
I also shall wither
In the deep dungeon.

3. Mother, my dear mother,
Ask them to give out my paper,
Ask them to give out my paper,
To give me back my free life!

9. Light, peacock, light
On the county's house,
So that the many outlaws
May get free .

4. Mother, my dear mother,
What did the lords say?
The lords said
They are going to hang you.

10. Fly, bird, fly
Over the county,
Tell a word or two to my sweetheart
Who is all by herself.

5. 0 , mother dear,
It would be a pity to hang me,
To have my nice, crispy hair
Blown by the wind!

11. If she asks you where I am,
Tell her that I am a prisoner,
In the catle of Egerszeg
I am cast in iron up to my knees.

6. For nothing else, for nothing else,
But for two grey colts,
And for the decorated harness
Belonging to them.

12. Mother, my dear mother,
What did the lords say?
They said, the lords,
That they were going to hang you.

Balatonbereny (Somogy county). Bartok 1906

Murakeresztur ( Zala county). Performed by a man of 63. Seemayer 1932
3201/c.
209.
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1. The cypress-tree has withered
On the top of the high hill.
I myself have withered
In the deep dungeon.
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Bartok 1924. 33/a.
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13. Mother, my dear mother,
It would be a pity to hang me!
To have my nice, crispy hair
Blown by the winds!
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I. Alas, very wide is
The grove of Acsa!
Poor Peter Bogar
Was having a rest in it.
2. Blow away, breeze, blow away
The dust of the high way,
So that the gendarmes
May not see the hoof-prints of my bay horse.
3. From the direction of Rimaszombat
A light breeze is coming.
Aye, bad are the tidings
I have heard about my own fate!

2. Eight shackles, nine pounds each,
I have tom to pieces already.
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4. They have spread on me
The net to take me,
They have taken me
As a highwayman.
5. They escorted me
To Rimaszombathel,
In Rimaszombathel
To the dark prison.
6. I can see the lords,
Twelve they are,
All the twelve
Are thinking about me.
7. One of them says:
He must be sent to the gallows,
The next one says:
Twenty years' imprisonment.
8. Fly, bird, fly
Over the woods,
Fly to my sweetheart's place,
Where she is all by herself1
9. If she asks you, where I am,
Tell her: I am a prisoner,
In Rimaszobathel
I am the first lad.
10. I am cast in iron up to my knees,
In shackles up to my elbows.
I am going to wither, sweetheart,
Down in the darkness.
11. Of iron-fetters, nine pounds each,
I have worn three to pieces already,
And even the fourth
I have made thin enough.
12. Wither, rose, wither
On top of the hill there!
I am going to die here,
In the deepest cell of the prison.

Szenna (Somogy county). Performed by a man of67. Olsvai 1963.
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1. Have you heard the fame
Of Zalaegerszeg?
Of Zalaegerszeg,
Or the many cells of the prison
That have been built in it?
2. I have heard of it, I have heard of it,
And I have also suffered in it.
I have also suffered in it.
May the Lord deal heavily with the one
For whom I have suffered!
3. Its outer walls
Are washed by the river M ura,
They are washed by the river Mura.
Its inner walls
Are inhabited by snakes and toads.
4. The eyes of snakes and toads
Serve me as torches,
They serve me as torches.
The rattling of the keys of my cell
Is my morning chime.
5. I have seen the lords,
They have been thirty-two,
They have been thirty-two.
All the thirty-two of them
Were busy at sentencing me.
6. They opened before me
The black book,
The big black book,
From which they read out
All my sins.
7. Do your hear, mother, do you hear,
What the lords are saying,
What the lords are saying?
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The lords are saying
That they will hang me.

My the Lord punish the one
Who had it built.

8. It would be a pity to hang me,
To rob me of my life,
To rob me of my life.
To have my nice crispy hair
Blown by the winds.

3. There are two young men in it,
Two strange young men ,
Two strange young men .
They spend their days and nights there,
Without having enough to eat and drink , the poor souls.

9. I am a prisoner, I am a prisoner,
I am a prisoner of the state,
I am a prisoner of the state.
But I have no idea
Of when I shall be released.

4. They are cast in iron up to the knee,
In blood up to the elbow,
In blood up to the elbow.
They have wept their eyes blind
In the great darkness.

10. No sooner shall I have
A nice, free flow of life,
A nice, free flow of life
Than a grain of wheat
Will yield a hundred stooks.

5. Brothers, kinsfolk ,
How faithless you are,
How faithless you are!
From this long imprisonment of mine
You would not redeem me!

11 . Although I know it will never
Yield as much as that.
It will never yield as much as that.
Therefore, sweetheart darling,
Don't wait for my return.

6. I shall go home,
I shall not remain a prisoner for ever,
I shall not remain a prisoner for ever.
For all your kindness
I shall make quit with you .

Dunafalva (Baranya county ). Performed by a man of70. Andrasfalvy, Martin and R.
Pesovar 1961 = AP 6329/c.
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I. Have you heard the fame
Of the water of Rima,
Of the water of Rima?
Or the fame of the re~owned
Prison of Miskolc?
2. I have heard of it, I have heard of it,
And I have also suffered in it,
And I have also suffered in it.
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7. There is a big house there,
Court of law, so they name it,
Court of law, so they name it.
Bitter is the stew
They cook in it!
8. There is a table in it
Covered with sorrow,
Covered with sorrow.
There are two glasses on it,
Filled with poison.
9. Whosoever has filled
That glass to the brim,
That glass to the brim,
I wish he would be carried away
By a black bird!
10. Or if the glass filled to the brim
Were mine,
If it were mine,
The redeming death
Would drift me away at once.
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11. Flow, swallow,
Over the county of Heves,
Over the county of Borsod,
Take this sad tidings
To my sweetheart!

5. The ceiling of the arched cell
Serves me as my eiderdown,
It serves me as my eiderdown
The eyes of snakes and toads
Serve me as my lighting candles.

12. If she asks you where I am,
Tell her, that I am a prisoner,
Tell her that I am sick,
I am withering away
On the iron bed of the jail of Miskolc.

6. I have written to my mother,
Asking her to send me clean clothes,
Asking her to send me clean clothes.
But she wrote me in answer
That she had nothing to do with me.

Bekolce (Heves county). Performed by a man of 25. Mathia 1953
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1. Have you heard the fame
Of the red triangle,
Of the red triangle?
Or that of the renowned
Prison of Miskolc?
2. I have heard it, I have heard it,
And I have also suffered in it,
And I have also suffered in it.
May the Lord deal heavily with the one
Who had it built!
3. Even now it is closed,
A young man of twenty,
A young man of twenty
Is spending his days in it,
Without having enough to eat and drink, the poor soul.
4. He i~ cast in iron down to the heels,
In blood up to the elbow,
In blood up to the elbow.
His eyes are sunk
Because of the great darkness.
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7. There is a big house there,
Court of law, so they name it,
Court of law, so they name it.
The rooms in it are filled
With judges.
8. I saw the lords sitting there,
Twenty-four they were,
Twenty-four they were.
All the twenty-four of them
Pass sentence on me.
9. The twenty-ninth
Is writing the letter,
Is writing the letter.
A brown young woman
Dictates him my name.
10. Don't miss my name,
You brown young woman,
You brown young woman!
Look up to the sky
And rescue my life!
11. They spread before me
The black book,
The black book.
It is from that book
That they sentenced me as an outlaw.
12. I shall leave this place once,
I shall not stay a prisoner for life,
I shall not stay a prisoner for life!
For all the kindness of my kinsfolk
J shall make quit with them!

Tarnalelesz (Heves county). Performed by a man of60. Maacz 1958 = NzCs 2030.
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1. As I arrived in Budapest,
At the court of law of Budapest,
I saw the lords writing,
All of them were looking at me.

3. My civilian clothes were sent to me.
Mother threw herself into my arms.
You may weep now, mother, you may wail as well:
You have had one son, and even that became a prisoner.
4. Arched is my cell,
Not even the moonlight shines on me!
How could I hope, then, that the bright sun-beam
Should shine on my pale cheeks!

4. The sixteenth is writing my document,
The seventeenth is dictating him my name.
You false traitor, don't dictate my name,
For all know how mournful my life has been!

6. The road of Becskerek is covered with asphalt,
Many kind mothers are walking on it, weeping.
Don't weep, dear mother, it had to be like this,
For my bad deeds I must pay like this!
7. His mother, his dear mother asks him:
When do you come home again?
I go home again
When one grain of wheat yields a hundred stooks.
8. For the key of my jail has been lost already.
And I shall never be released from here!
Aye, but the key of my prison will be recovered one day,
And I shall be released from here some day!

5. The iron door is rattling and cracking.
Perhaps the jail-keeper is coming!
He is holding two candles in his hands,
He is counting the days I have spent here.

Magyarszentmarton ( Torontal county). = Kalmany 1954, 22/a.

6. Mother, mother, my dear mother,
Come and see my cell!
Two deals serve me as bed.
I am going to die here, my dear mother!

215.

3. Snakes and toads are my light candles,
The opening of the door is my morning chime.
The court consists of fifteen men,
All the fifteen of them are counselling on me.

5. Brothers, brothers, how faithless you are
Not to see me in such a distressed condition!
I shall go home again, and I shall behave properly,
For your brotherly kindness I shall be grateful to you.

2. They sentenced me for three years.
I would fain get free, but it is not possible.
I wrote a letter to my mother
Asking her to send me clean clothes.

Aj (Abauj county). Performed by a man of 48. Vargyas 1940

2. I was caught by the county of Torontal,
And my person was cast into a dark cell.
My laid bed is the floor of the jail,
My conversing mate is the ceiling of the jail.
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1. The net of the world has been spread on me.
I have been fished out like a true orphan.
I have been thrown into a dark cell.
They told me I should perish there!
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1. They are beating the drums in Arad,
They are escorting the poor prisoner.
The prison~r is taken for his robbery,
I have been taken for my having been an outlaw.
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2. They sentenced me for a few years.
I would fain get free , but it is not possible.
I wrote a letter to mother at home,
To send clean clothes to her prisoner son.

5. Light here, my sweet swallow,
Take my letter on your wing!
Take it to my father's window,
Spread it on his table!

3. So my mother came to see me,
Weeping and crying she embraced me.
You may well weep now, mother, and you may cry as well,
You have had but one son, and 10, he has become a prisoner.

6. From it he will learn where his son is:
In the great prison of Gyula!
In the great prison of Gyula
My sad heart has been closed down!

4. The iron door is rattling and clattering.
Now the jail-keeper is coming.
He examines the head of my bed
Curious to know if I am not digging through the wall of my cell.
5. I told the jail-keeper
Not to be glad of my being a prisoner.
For if he is glad of my being a prisoner
There will be a knife turning round in his heart!

7. The iron door is rattling and clanging,
Lo, the jail-keeper is coming.
He examines the head of my bed,
Curious to know if I am not digging the wall.
8. I have not got an embroidered pillow,
I am lying on the wing of my fur-coat.
I lean my sad head on it,
Pouring my tears.

6. For I am going to get free ,
I shall not be a prisoner for good.
The way one treats me
So I shall treat one then!

9. I shall not be a prisoner all the time,
I shall be released from here.
The way they treat me
So I shall serve them!

7. As I was walking home,
The sky opened in the east.
The stars were shining on me,
They knew that I had been released.

Hernddkercs ( Borsod county) . Performed by a man of 48. L. Vikar , 1957.
217.
1. Down there mounted people are coming,
They are swarming like eagles.
Aye, outlaws, aye, outlaws,
Why are your pants painted with blood?
2. Welcome, good day, my dear friend!
Well, how are you? As I can see . ..
Welcome, sir gendarme!
I can't say, I am very well now!
3. Alas, my God, alas, my dear!
I am made a prisoner now!
Father and mother are mourning for me,
My dearest sweetheart is mourning for me.
4. Don't mourn for me, don't be so scared,
I have not yet been taken to be shot.
You may mourn for me, you may be scared
When I am being taken to be shot.
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10. The iron door is rattling and clanking,
Lo, the jail-keeper is coming.
Take up your things, you poor orphan,
I am releasing you from here.

Apaca ( Csandd county) .

=

Ka/many 1878, 151.

Divergences: The class of prisoners' songs do not constitute a coherently
developed type with a fixed plot pattern: rather do they include a number of motifs,
of which a new series is shaped on every occasion. By way of exemplification
we may refer here to a string of beads: pearls of various colours are arranged in a
different order on the string in most of the instances. Therefore the sample pieces
fail to represent a general form which could be supplemented with the variants
showing more or less marked deviations. The texts published can give an inkling of
the method with which the possible motifs can be assembled. In addition to these,
we have to show the multitude of motifs and poetic ideas the Hungarian people has
invented to describe the painful lot of prisoners in folksongs. At the same time, we
may have an opportunity to peep into the method of folklore creation as well.
Below, the motifs will be introduced in their order offrequency, by and large,
with the insignificant variations disregarded, as a matter of course; the number of
all variants will be given according to their territorial distribution. The variants
known from other ballads are referred to by numbers in brackets, since these data
are also characteristic of their dissemination. By means of the serial numbers here
applied, the areal survey of the content of the individual variants will be facilitated.
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1. I see the lords . . . , cf. No. 208, St. 2; No. 210, St. 6; No. 211 , St. 5; No. 213,
Stanzas 8-10; No. 215, Stanzas 3-4. Another beginning formula : The lords
of .. . . are twenty-four . .. Sometimes the following lines are inserted after
the third stanza: " But the famous dame did not pay heed to my words.
Tomorrow I shall be taken to the gallows". 86 variants. I: 25; 11: 35; Ill: 22;
IV: 4. (8).
2. As I was going . . . . . to the court oflaw ... , cf. No. 214, St. I. Divergence: " I
must go to the court ... " or I was taken to the court. There we were
astonished a little, Seeing the many lords writing ... " In line 4: " ... there I
shall be sentenced." 50 variants. I: 7; 11: 22; Ill: 15; IV: 5; s. 1.: 1.
3. ID the court of .. .. Twenty-four lords are sitting by the desk. They are
winking in my eyes, asking How many colts I can remember. I cannot
remember more Than a black and a grey colt . .. " or: " No more than for
what I have been thrown into prison." 12 variants. I: 1; 11: 2; Ill: 9. (5).
4. Have you heard the fame of. . . , cf. No. 208,St.l ; No. 212, St.1 ; No. 216, St.
1. 73 variants. I: 19; 11: 27; Ill: 26; IV: I. (25).
5. I have heard it. . . , cf. No. 211, St. 2; No. 212, St. 2; No. 213, St. 2; 54
variants. I: 12; 11: 19; Ill: 23 . (25).
6. There is a young man in it. .. , cf. No. 212, St. 3; No. 213, St. 3. 28 variants. I:
2; 11: 14; Ill: 12.
7. Fly, bird . .. , cf. No. 208, St. 10; No. 210, St. 8; No. 212, St. 11 ; No. 217, St. 5.
Divergence: "Fly, peacock, fly", or (more rarely): " Light, raven, light, Light
on my window, Let me write a letter on both of your wings . . . To my father,
my mother, and my betrothed one." (This is adaptation of an old prisoner
lyric song.) 62 variants. I: 8; 11: 30; Ill: 12; IV: 11. (these being archaic,
related to the Turks); S.I. I. (2).
8. " A black cloud is rising there A black raven is pIuming in it. Fly, raven fly,
Take my letter to my father, mother, and my betrothed one." A lyrical song
that can be traced back as far as the period of the Turkish occupation. 9
variants. I: I ; Ill: 5; IV: 3. (1).
9. If they ask you where I am ... , cf. No. 208, St. 11 ; No. 210, St. 9; No. 212, St.
12.66 variants. I: 8; 11: 28; Ill: 15; IV: 14; s.1. 1. (6).
10. I am cast in iron up to my knees .. . , cf. No. 208, St. 11 ; No. 210, St. 10; No.
212, St. 4; No. 213, St. 4. 58 variants. I: 10; 11: 23; Ill: 19; IV: 5; s.1. 1. (5).
11. The iron door is rattling and clattering ... , cf. No. 214, St. 5; No. 216, St. 4;
No. 217, St. 7. Divergence: " He examines my shackles. They are glad of my
being a prisoner"; " In the evening the jail-keeper is walking round. The iron
door is rattling angrily. Candles are carried in front of him, He is examining
the outlaw", or: " the sinful prisoner". 66 variants. I: 18; 11: 17; Ill: 14.
12.. . . take up your things ... , cf. No. 217, St. 10.7 variants. I: 2; 11: 2; Ill: 3.
(1).
13. The ceiling of my arched cell serves me as my eiderdown .. .. , cf. No. 208, St.
6; No. 213, St. 5; No. 215, St. 2. Variant: " The head of my bed Is a piece of
brick, My eiderdown is the ceiling of the prison"; " The ceiling of the prison Is
my shroud, The rattling of iron shackles Is my chiming bell, The eyes of
snakes are my lamps." 41 variants. I: 10; 11: 14; Ill: 11 ; IV: 6.
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14. They sentenced me to ... years ... , cf. N . 214, St. 2. , No. 216 St. 2. Lines 3
and 4 sometimes read: " You may well cry with bewailing words, mother,
You had but one son, end even he became a prisoner." 41 variants. I: I ; 11:
21 ; Ill: 13; IV: 5; s.1. 1. (I).
15. They have sent, or: They have broughtthe civilian clothes . . . , cf. Ne. 214, St.
3. 39 variants. I: 2; II: 17; IIJ: 14; IV: 4; s.1.: 1.
16. Mother ... come and see my cell ... , cf. No. 214, St. 6. 32 variants. I: 1; II:
19; Ill: 10; IV: I; s.1.: I (2).
17. Mother, send me clothes ... , cf. No. 214, St. 2, Lines 3-4; No. 213, St. 6
(which is very rare). 39. variants. I: 3; II: 16; Ill: 13; IV: 6; s.1.: 1.
18. The peacock lighted down ... , cf. No. 208, St. 9. Different formulations :
"The peacock has lighted upon . .. "; "Fly, peacock, flyaway ... " ; "Fly,
peacock, fly .. . ", and the continuation may be: "It has brought water in its
peak for the prisoners. Drink, you prisoners ... "or: " Wash, you prisoners" .
36 variants. I: 26; Ill: 18; IV: 2 (13 , appeared in the first broadside
publications in 1810-20).
19. Cf. No. 208, St. 4; No. 211, St. 9. The general form is as follows : " I am a
prisoner, I am a prisoner, I am looking forward to being released. Only God
knows When I shall be released." 35 variants. I: 23; II: I; Ill : 4; IV: 7.
20. Brothers, you are faithless, indeed .. . , cf. No. 212, St. 5; No. 215, St. 5.15
variants. 11: 6; IIJ: 9.
21. I shall be released and I shall treat you as you have treated me ... , cf. No. 212,
St. 6; No. 213, St. 12; No. 215, St. 5, Lines 3-4; No. 216, St. 6, 217 St. 9. 40
variants. I: 5; II: 16; Ill: 15, IV: 4. (1).
22. My cell is arched . . . , cf. No. 214, St. 4. Variants: " My room is irongated ... " , and in one text: " My palace is made of stone . .. ". A rare variant
for lines 3-4: "The head of my bed is made of stone, It wears away my crispy
hair." 28 variants. I: 7; 11: 5; IIJ : 7; IV: 9. (1).
23. There is a big house there . .. , cf. No. 212, St. 7; No. 2B, St. 7. 26 variants. II:
16; Ill: 4; IV: 6.
24. In the house .. . there is a table ... , cf. No. 212, St. 8. 28 variants. I: 3; 11: 13;
IIJ: 4; IV: 8.
25. Whosoever may have filled That glass ... , I wish the redeeming death Would
come and take me away .. .. , cf. No. 212, Stanzas 9- 10 (somewhat modified).
18 variants. II: 10; Ill: 2; IV: 6.
26. Mother ... ask them for my letter . .. , cf. No. 208, St. 12; No. 209, St. 3. 17
variants. I: 12; II: 3; IIJ: 1; IV: 1.
27. What did the lords say?, cf. No. 208, St. 13; No. 209, St. 4; No. 211 , St. 7. 19
variants. I: 16; II: 1; Ill: 1, IV: 1.
28. It would be a pity to do so .. . , cf. No. 208, St. 14; No. 209, Stanzas 5- 6; No.
211, St. 8. 27 variants. I: 15; II: 4; IIJ: 6; IV: 1. (7).
29. The rose is withering on top of the hill ... , cf. No. 208, St. 8; No. 209, St. 1,
No. 210, St. 12. 17 variants. I: 15; 11: 1; Ill: 1.
30. I have worn .. . Iron shackles nine pounds . .. , cf. No. 208, St. 7; No. 209,
St. 2; No. 210, St. 11. 19 variants. I: 18; Ill: 1.
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31 . The breeze is blowing . .. , cf. No. 210, St. 3; 20 variants. I: 10; 11: 5; Ill: 5.
(5). It is to be noted that "Rimaszombat" (Gomor county) occurs, without
exception, in this motif, which enjoys widest spread in Transdanubia.
32. Don't wonder, sweetheart . .. , or: Don' t wonder, darling, that I am
yellow ... , or: Don't stare at me Because I am pale, For I have been a
prisoner For nine years. 26 variants. I: 15; I1: I; Ill: 9; IV: I.
33. The tenth (year) I spent in the castle of Arad; Aye, many buckets of wa ter
have I brought for the prisoners! 4 variants. Ill. (I).
34. He who is glad of my being a prisoner . .. , cf. No. 216, St. 5. 24 variants. I: 2;
11: 6; Ill: 6; IV: 9; s.l. : I. (5).
35. When it was dawning on Thursday, I hit upon a field-ward 's hut. No sooner
did I fall asleep Than I saw nine gendarmes standing about me. Or: At the
edge of the Tisza I fell asleep, Alas, I had a dreadful dream . .. . A more
remote variant: On Thursday night I found myself. .. Cast into iron at the
inn of. . . The motif represents a transition from outlaw ballads to prisoners'
songs. 29 variants. I: 9; I1: 2; Ill: 11 ; IV: 6. (I).
36. Sir gendarmes, what do you want? Or: Well, you dogs, what do you want?
Will you perhaps cast me in iron? 17 variants. I: 3; I1 : 3; Ill: 7; IV: 4.
37. Don' t weep, dear mother, It had to turn out like this: There must be a wicked
one In every clan! Or: For my many wicked deeds I have to pay like thi s ... ,
cf. No. 215, St. 6, Lines 3-4; 20 variants. I: 2; I1: 1; III: 12; IV: 5. (4).
38. Cf. No. 215, St. 6, Lines 1- 2. More frequently : " The jail of . . . is made of
stone, Many kind mothers are walking beneath it, pouring their tears." 17
variants. I: 1; JI : 1; Ill : 12; IV: 3. (4).
39. They layout the black book before me .. . , cf. No. 208, St. 3; No. 209, St. 6;
No. 213, St. 11 . Variant: "They layout the big black book before me, From it
they read out the deeds I have committed as an outlaw." 15 variants. I: 10; I1:
3; Ill: 2.
40. No sooner shall I be freed Than . .. , cf. No. 211 , Stanzas 10- 11 ; No. 215, St.
7. 11 variants. I: 3; 11: 3; Ill: 5.
41. Cf. No. 210, St. 7. The general form is: " One of them says: He should be
hanged. The other says: It would be a pity to do harm to him!" 10 variants. I:
1; 11: 3; Ill: 6. (I).
42. We shall cast you in iron, we shall bind you, We shall escort you to Szeged. 11
variants. I: I; I1 : I; III : 7; IV: I; s. l. : I.
43. As I am taken to Vac, I look back to my beautiful country. I see my brothers
and sisters, They are lamenting me.---Other variant: " As I am taken to
Nagyvarad, My hands and feet are cast in iron . My sisters are weeping they
see me cast in iron." 10 variants. I: 7; 11: 2; IV: I. (I).
•
44. IfI am freed, I shall make a vow: Three times a day I shall go to church. But I
am not going to pray there for the deceased believers, Rather shall I pray for
those many prisoners. 9 variants. All from Region I.
45. Cf. No. 217, St. 8. Or: I have no eiderdown, I have no pillow, I am lying on the
county's bed . .. The door of the jail is frosty, Wuthering wind comes in, And
I have no eiderdown . .. etc. 11 variants. I: I; Ill : 4; IV: 6.
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46. I would never have believed T\tat the walls of the jail should be pressing my
sides, Wearing down my crispy hair, Withering my red face. Or: You did not
believe, mother: My bed is laid on two deals . I can't see the starry sky, nor the
moonlight, Even the sun does not shine on me. 8 variants. I: 4; 11: 1; Ill: 3.
47. Once I am released, Many people will rue the day! Here a yoke, there a halter
• Will be sheltered in the loft! 8 variants. I: 4; 11: 1; Ill : 2; IV: 1.
48. The net was cast. . . , cf. No. 210, St. 4; No. 215, St. I. 8 variants. I: 5; 11): 3.
49. If I die, Who is going to lament me? Or: All my clothes should be put on
me.-My dear mother will be lamenting for me, She who has been tending to
me. 10 variants. 11: 3; III: 5; IV: 22. (1).
50. Heyduck, heyduck , old heyduck , So far I have not known What sorrow was.
Until I was walking free, I had friends everywhere. But now that I have fallen
prisoner, I have not a single friend anywhere. Or: " . .. Tell me what grief is.
For I cannot grieve. I am sure I shall be released." 6 variants. 11: I; Ill: 2; IV:
2; s.l. : I.
51 . They are beating the drum in Kassa ... , cf. No. 2 16, St. I. 7 variants.
I: 3; 11: 4.
52. There is no bread more bitter Than that of the poor prisoner, For the
prisoner's bread is meted out by the pound. -5 variants. I: 2; II: 3. (I).
54. Sun and three kinds of star, Alas, I have been robbed of their sight!--4
variants. I: 3; Ill: I.
55. On the grated window a little bird is singing, Whistling to my sweetheart: A
sad day has dawned on me! .. . is playing the fiddle . Fly to my darling, She is
alone. 4 variants. I: 2; 11: 2. (3).
56. Snakes and toads Are my lighting candles, The creaking of the door (or: the
clattering of my shackles) Is my morning chime. Cf. No. 215, St. 3, Lines 1- 2.
4 variants. I: 3; Ill : I.
57. As I was going to Komarom, With my hands and feet in shackles, The girls
were weeping To see me cast in iron.--4 variants. I: 1; 11: I; Ill: 1; IV: I. (5).
58. As I was going to . . . I: I looked back to my beautiful country : I, My tears
were falling onto my shoulders. Ill: 1.
59. Open, you skies and earth! Let me complain to you! I tell my complaints to
the earth, Because it does not let them out to anyone.-My mouth is full of
complaint, But I have no-one to complain to.- I have neither a father nor a
mother To tell my complaints to . etc. 5 variants. I: 4; Ill: I.
60. Tap, sweetheart, The grates of my window! I also rattle The shackles on my
feet. (Or: The iron of the county). 4 variants. I: 3; IV: 1.
61. On Thursday ... I am cast in iron . My sweetheart goes there, She is
lamenting me with much bewail. Well , I have reason to lament for you , When
I see you cast in iron! 6 variants. I: 4; III: 1; IV: I.
62. You know, darling, what you have promised me under oath When you placed
your hand in mine: You would be my care-taker In case I happened to
become a prisoner. IV: 4.
63. The beasts of the woods Will bury me, And they will also lament me. Or: The
birds of the sky will lament me.--{i variants. Ill. It is interesting that this
motif is sung as part of plaintive songs in Transylvania, still it is not in
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Transylvania that it found its way into the prisoners' songs but in the Great
Plain, where, in turn, it does not come up in any other connection.
64. Avoid, comrade, avoid The hand of the county, So that you may not rue
The day you taste its bitter bread! - I have tried to avoid it, comrade ... 4
variants. I: I; 11: I; III: 2.
65. Bring it as a news to my sweetheart: I have become in colour like the deadand a possible continuation: What I eat does not taste good to me, All my
food and drink is bitter. 3 variants. 11: I; III: 2.
66. The stars were shining ... , cf. No. 216. St. 7. In other contexts: For they
knew that I was free. 3 variants. I: 1; IT: 2.
67. Hand over, sweetheart, hand over Your white handkerchief, Let me wipe
down My pouring tears. 3 variants. I: 2; II : I.
68. My window is iron-gated. Extend your arm , my little angel! Let me touch it
for the last time! For I am going to take leave soon . 4 variants, all from Ill.
69 ... . Iet me perish for ever . . . , cf. No. 215, St. I, Lines 3--4. 3 variants. Ill.
70 . ... May the Lord deal heavily with him Who cast on me this! May He deal
heavily, heavily with him , May He not leave him unpunished, For his having
ordered me To be cast in these heavy shackles! 2 variants. I: I; Ill: I.
71. Woods, woods, round woods. There is a prisoners' burial place in the middle
of it. There is a death-bird in the middle of it, Flying from one grave to
another. 2 variants. I: 1; III : I.
72. Its outer walls Are washed by the waters of the Mura .. . , cf. No. 211, St. 3. I:
2.
73. My little bay has grazed up All the grass by the road. Its master has been
taken prisoner, There is nobody to take care of it. I: 2.
74. My horse eats oats and hay, I eat the food that I get from the county. My
horse is given in rent, I am in the castle of Lipolt. 3 variants. I: 1; Ill : 2.
75. I am escorted down into the single-man cell, I am all by myself in it (cast in
iron). I would like to complain, But there is no-one to complain to. Thus I
don't say a word . I: 2.
76. As I was taken towards Arad, The sky parted in two. The bright starts were
weeping, They saw that I was a poor prisoner (or: an innocent prisoner). III:
3. (2).
77. They put heavy iron shackles On my tender hands, Iron shackles of nine
pounds On my tender feet. I: 2.
78. The clanging of my shackles (or: keys) Is my morning chime. I: 2.
79. Whoever could have devised this, That I should spend twenty years in prison?
One year would be quite enough To make me ponder over things! I: 3.
80. Only sorrow has been sown to me In the confines ofMiskolc (or: the storeyed
building of Ko mar om). I wish that never a bird Whistling beautifully should
light on it! (The little bird keeps crying: Let's leave this place, comrade, And
return to our old dwelling.) 4 variants. 11: I; 11: 3. (I).
81 . Let's leave this place, comrade, For it is not good to stay here! For the county
will Often frequent this place. Lo, it has appeared already! ' And it has taken
me! It had thrown me Into its dark dungeon.-2 variants. 11: I; Ill: I
appeared in the first broadside publication in 1810-20).
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82. Thanks to the county For its kindness to have my place whitewashed, So that
I may sit confortably alone.-I1 : 2.
.
. .,
83. Nine years I have spent in the jail of Szeged, And twenty-one In the JaIl ot
Rima.- III: 2.
84. The two long sides of the jail of Rima are yellow. There are three hundred and
six doors on each side of it. There are also windows in it: six hundred and
twenty-three. Mournful I am peeping out of their Thick grates. III : 2.
85. May the Lord have granted Not to see you in my life 11: Not to hear your name
and fame: 11 , Perhaps I could have lived a few more years.-III: 2.
86. Don't lament me with so much bewailing as yet. .. , cf. No. 217, St. 4. Ill: 2.
87. They take my horse to Gyula, And myself, cast in iron, after it. Ill : 2.
88. I sent word to the mayor: Let he have my two arms released from the
bondage. Yet the mayor did not do that, he had me roped even tighter. Ill: 2.
89. Wait and see, heyduck, you will rue the day On which you began to maltreat
the prisoners! I shall cut a strap out of your back, And make you dance the
fox-dance! IV: 2.
90. My Lord, my country, Where am I going to meet my death? Is it in wood , or
in field, or in the vast desert? 3 variants. I1: I; Ill: 2.
Most of the other motifs are known from one notation each, therefore they
should be regarded as "individual" inventions. Nevertheless, they are marked by
soundness of form and a high motivic power, thus we may suppose that a more
comprehensive collecting work could have produced their variants as well . (Only
the motifs occurring in more than one variant are indicated.)
91 . I ask the lords Not to cut my throat. But the pandour answers: It's a business
of law. IV.
92. My Lord, My dear God, Whom shall I go to complaint to? When nowhere in
this world Can you find a true man. Ill.
93. You son ~f a whore, son of a bitch! Don't scold me like a dog! I am not
accustomed to it! I am used to nice words! l.
94. At the foot of the high stone-wall of Arad I am cast in shackles. III.
95. It is not good to be a prisoner at Ilova, For one has to sit in single-man cell. I
shall be standing at the corner, I shall be watched there as well. II 2.
96. There is the black book, bound in black cover,
A dame is sitting by it, Enumerating my sins . .. . l.
97. They light the candle, And put it in my hand. They are not going to toll The
bells of the village to me. Ill: 2.
98. Don't weep, mother, Because I am cast in iron. Pray to God And I shall be
released one day! Ill: (6).
99. The swan flies high in the air. The outlaw has been taken prisoner. His name is
loska Albert. His hands and feet are put in cross-shackles. Ill: 2.
JOO. They are driving my horse to Gyula, I myself am walking after it. Don't drive
it so quickly, For I am not going to be in iron very long. Ill: 3. (1).
101. My sweetheart is a nice little brown girl, She would like to converse with me. I
ask the lords to allow me To see my sweetheart! But the lords answered: The
court of law forbade it! III .
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102. I have spent my years of imprisonment

I: Fortunately, they have sent me

away : I. But all the same, they have made me a poor man. Ill.
103. I am clanging the iron-shackles on my hands and feet. My sweetheart's tender
heart is near to break with grief for me. I.
104. The jail of Kaposvar Is not a church, Rather is it a place Where prisoners are
murdered. I.
105. I was made a great prisoner, My wife was made a whore, My children were
made orphan, My wealth was made to perish . I.
106. The county's house of Fejervar: I have been wrapped in mourn in it. Well, I
may well be wrapped in mourn, Since my hands are put in shackles I.
107. It is nine years Since I was made a prisoner. 11 : Since I did not see The run of
the sun in the sky : 11 The run of the sun, the turn of the moon. 11.
108. My door is iron-grated . Every now and then the jail-keeper appears. They are
rattling my shackles, They don' t mind my troubles at all. 11.
109. The prison of Illava 11 : Is full of prisoners : 11 , Minor or major they may be. In
one of the prisons They are thirty-two. In the other prison, They are thirtythree. 11.
110. I have been walking in the courtyard of the county's hall. I have not heard else
but words of wail there. 11.
Ill . Sun, moon, stars, be plunged into mourn now! I am living as a desolate
prisoner. 11.
112. The gendarme has bound me. The shackles cut my flesh to the bones. I am
rattling my shackles and my chains mournfully, Alas, my God, my free life is
ended! m.
113. I am escorted to the jail of Szeged. There were neither beds nor pillows in it. I
lay down with face to the hard deal. Hard deal is ruining my sides. Ill .
114. If I began to count my days: How many nights am I going to spend here. I
count them in the evening, in the morning and at noon, And my heart is
always in dispair. Ill .
115. My name is Gyura Angyal. The county is out to take me. My pockets are full
of bank-notes. My stable is full of stolen horses. Ill.
116. The county has taken me, It has placed my body ... , cf. No. 215, St. 2, Lines
1- 2. Ill: 2.
117. For the key of the prison has been lost . . . , cf. No. 215. St. 8, lines 1- 2. Ill.
118. I see the pen scribbling, I see false witnesses standing by. III (1).
119. My darling, whom I acquired with much pain, Whom shall you be left to? I
shall be left to God, And to kind-hearted people. m.
120. The floor of the prison ofIlova Is paved with marble. Its door is covered with
iron. It lays heavily on the hearts of the prisoners. Ill.
121. Don't weep, mother dear! I shall return home in the autumn. I shall plough
your land with your rusty plough-share. Ill.
122. In the court of Gyula Twelve judges have gathered together, They are
examining the black book To make it out how many thefts I have committed.
Ill.
123. Sir commissar encourages me To steal six bay horses for him. If! drive them
into his courtyard, I shall have supper with him. Ill.

124. They have taken me, They have put me in iron. They have thrown me into the
deep dungeon Of the jail of Szeged. (cf. No. 11~ . ) 11: 1; Ill: 1.
125. That storeyed building should be set aflame, The Iron-shackles should fall off
me. The iron-shackles have fallen off me, It needs a good gendarme to close
.
'
me up again! III (1).
126. As long as I fared well, I had friends everywhere. But Since I am a pnsoner, I
have not a single friend . Ill.
Of these motifs a series hardly repeats itself. A geographic~l survey of the
variants shows that full arrangements of the motifs are very rare, If not al~ogether
missing. What we see is a restless whirl of quickly changing elements; sometlmes the
same motifs are altered by a slight change of the order or words, or replacement of
one word with another. Yet a certain degree of constancy can be observ~d here and
there The motivic order of No. 214 (2+ 14+ 17+ 15+22+ 11 + 16) IS repeated
some~imes with certain omissions, and in one or two occasions w~thout any change
in the eastern parts of areas 11 and Ill. In a similar way the matenal of No. 209 also
shows an identical arrangement (29- 30-26--27- 28) in territory 11. More or less
coherent blocs are composed of motifs 7 + 9 + 10 (in older texts 8 + 9 + 10). A
particularly rare example of motivic consolidation has been recorded from
Nagykorii (Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county, area Ill) where collector~ foun~ the
same, unaltered text in 1901 , between 1906 and 1910, and in 1956. A pIcture In the
reverse has been observed at Nagyszalonta (Bihar county, Ill) from where twelve
utterly different motivic orders or a song of one single motif have been collected
during a thorough field-work.
.
. ,
.,
There are longer motifs, the related parts of whIch are dIstinctly indIcated,
because not all of them occur in every composition. Since ~arts of th~se ~ome up
separately as well, they provide instructive examples of vanable apphcatlOn: 4 +
5+6+ 7+9+ 10.20+21 , 23+24+25, 26+27+28 .
The great variety is enhanced by "individual" ideas (indicated by t~e letter
" e" in the list of series). This refers sometimes to a complete, long verse, In ot~er
instances only a short stanza. Both in the former and the latter cases texts of hIgh
poetic value occur. For example after 8 + 9 + 10:
Father, dear mother, why did you not kill me
When I was being tended by you!
But you thought you would find pleasure in me
When I am grown, and that I would be your delight.
I would like to learn the will of the lords,
I would have them to tell me about their intention,
For if I grow angry, I shall make a try:
I shall dig out the wall of the prison.
I shall be roaming over hills and dales,
As long as I can see a star in the sky.
Death will meet me somewhere,
Putting an end to my life with his sharp spear.

(Egyhazasker (Torontal county).
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(The sharp spear of death must be literary reminiscence, pointing to cantorial
mediation.)
In other instances individual transformation of a well developed text, or
portion of text, can be encountered, in which the "individual" contribution may
mean a higher degree of variation only.
In the prison of Pecs my body is ruined by the dungeon.
I live among walls of stone. I know, sweetheart, that I am going to die.
My room is built of plain marble, my bed is made of eight rows of brick.
My bed is made of eight rows of brick. My weak body must wither on it.
The next piece shows how an individual tone may be added to generally known
motifs, interweaving them by no means commonplace ideas of a particular mood.

Made up of outlaw and prisoner motifs, the following song shows a sound
construction:
1. When I was a small boy,
I was a young cowherd.
I lay on the green mound,
From where I could see my herd.

2. But when I was a grown-up man,
I became a false-hearted fellow .
Once I looked backward,
Lo, the country's men are coming.
3. I dashed towards my horse,
Towards my light-chesnut bay with the white stockings.
But as I mounted my horse,
Two gendarmes stood by me.

1. May God bless the legs of my little dog,
For it has turned back the herd of cattle of Hunyady many times.
2. The gendarmes are coming, to take me away, as I have been told.
For my few misdeeds they take me into great imprisonment.
3. They are escorting me before the lords,
Myoid comrades are going to make confession against me in my eyes.
4. They then see me down to the dark jail.
My God, I don't know what comes on me.

4. Stop, outlaw, you must stop,
You must not run off.
Alas, my God, what am I to do,
Shall I run off, or shall I stop?
If I run off, they will shoot me,
If I stop, they will rope me.

5. Mother, mother dear, ask the lords
To tell you what they want to do with me.

5. They tied my arms back,
So they knocked out my teeth.
Alas, I swooned many times!
It' a wonder that I stayed alive!

6. Son, my dear son, the lords have decided
To take your head within twenty-four hours.

6. My wife does not even know
That I have been taken by this dog.
How I wish there were someone
To send word by to her.

7. Mother, mother dear, it would be a pity to do so,
To take my head by the hands of a hangman.
8. To expose my spurs of brass to the breathing wind,
To have my pants blown by the wind.

7. My dearest, kindest wife,
Gather together my washings,
For I am going on a long way,
And you must not wait for me to come home again .

9. To have my beautiful crispy hair curled by the wind,
To expose my beautiful red face to the burning sun.
10. My wonderful cattle, thirteen you are,
All thirteen of you are of a nice white colour.

8. Tell the commissar
Not to be glad of my imprisonment!
For if he is glad of my imprisonment,
A knife will be turned round in his heart!

11. The thirteenth has been carried away by the big eagle,
It has painted the earth with its beautiful red blood.
12. The place where I give my beasts to drink is bubbling with blood,
The place where I give my beasts to eat is turned upward down.

9. I shall not stay a prisoner for ever,
I shall be free again!
As one has treated me
One will be treated in a like way by me then!

13. So this is to be my last hour.
My dear mother, God bless you now!

Juta (Somogy county) . Tune: 1.
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Jazova (Torontal county) = Kalmany 1882. 179.
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The next song is practically a variant of No. 217.
1. There is a round wood down there,
Twelve outlaws are living in it.
They come every now and then to the edge of the wood,
Waiting for evil to fall on their heads.
2. There are mounted people coming down there,
They are black as eagles.
If they are outlaws, then they are good friends,
If they are gendarmes, I have to run off.
3. Good day, friend!
Well, how are you, if I may ask?
Welcome, sir gendarme,
I cannot say I fell well when I am like this.
4. Alas, my God, alas, my Dear!
I must be a prisoner now!
Father and mother are lamenting me,
My sweetheart is lamenting for me.
5. You need not lament me as yet,
They are not taking me to be shot.
You may lament me
When I am being taken to be shot.
6. They are putting me in iron,
They escort me to Kalocsa.
He ties his horse to my horse,
Myself to the coach.
My horse is eating fine hay,
I am eating the food of the county.
7. At the big court of Kalocsa,
Twelve lords are sitting.
They are looking in my eyes:
How many colts can I remember?
8. I cannot remember more than the one
I have sold in Debrecen.
The one whose price I have drunk up, the one whose price I have eaten up,
The one whose price I spent on my sweetheart.
Her skirt cost a lot of money,
The price of three young bullocks went into it.
9. First I stole these four young bullocks,
All four were grey as cranes.
Then I stole a bay colt:
All four legs of it had white stockings.
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10. Then I stole six oxen,
All six went to the lords:
I gave two to the judge,
Another two to the commissar,
Sti11 another two to the county bailiff,
So that not a single one remained to me.

M onostor (Torontal county).

Earliest provenience: 1782 (Stol/ 1962).
The old manuscript has preserved the following text with combined motifs of known prisoners'
songs applied in an individual way and mixed with fragments offolksongs-just as they are found today
in folk tradition.

\. The hog is hiding together with her nine pigs,
The swineherd walks after it with his empty bag.
He is blowing his bagpipe, and sad is his song:
I should have better go beyond the Tisza,
To eat the bitter bread of the soldiers,
To avoid the kitchen of lanos Almasi.
2. 0 my dear mother, go to the lords, Ask them when I am set free?
My dearest child, my first-born son, You will be set free
When the top of your gate will grow green leaves,
When it will be budding red and blossoming white.
3. Alas, lords, big lords of Gyiingyiis,
It would be a pity for me to go to the gallows,
To have my beautiful crispy hair blown by the wind,
To have my red cheeks be withered by the sun,
To have the ravens pick my two black eyes,
To have my handsome, tender skin be dried to the bone,
For who has ever heard of hanging a man for a hog?
To send such an orphan lad to die and go out of this world?
4. 0 my dear mother, I take now leave of you,
o you false world, your abode is liable to be cheated.
Unlucky was the hour when I was born,
Damned is the wood from where I got here,
To taste the bread of lanos Almasi.
God be with you, people of Gyiingyiis!
You will not see me in the prison any longer,
You will see me hanging on the gallows-tree with my grey hair.
Dissemination:
In the list to follow I complement the numbers of motifs with various symbols: b = element of
outlaw songs; e = individual addition about prisoners' fate; nd = folksong; m = other than prisoner
motif added as an individual device. The question mark (?) means a distant variant.
I. Sopron county (Szovat 4+5+6+13+56+1 , Vitnyed I); Vas county (Kisrakos 35+11,
Pankasz 18+9, "Vas c." b+13+56+67); Zala county (Almas 19+30+b?+1+26+27+28+m,
Alsonemesapati b + I + 26 + 27 + 28 + 29 + 30, Bocska 48 + 77 + 30 + b, Bunnya farmstead I + 26 + 27 +
30 + 29 + 39, Hotto 29 + 32 + 30 + 26 + 27 + 28 + 18, lakabfa 32 + 19, ib. 73 + 74 + 75 + 59, Keszthely 2 +
17+ 16+ 71 +m, Kiskomarom 19+44, ib. 18+ 19, ib. II +e+ 14+ 17+ 15+43+ 2, Murakeresztur4+
1+ 10+ 19+ 10+ J3 + 30+ 29+ 18+ 7+9+ 26+27+ 28, ib. 4+ 5+ 1+28, Muraratka 59+ II +e+ 2+
e, Nova 26+ 27+ 28, ib. 2+ 17? + 15+ II? + 34, Resznek 29+ 32+ 30+ 26+27+ I, Rigyac 31 +4+ 5,
Szilvagy II + 54 + 22, Zalakaros m + 35 + 46 + 43 + II + m); Somogy county (Alsok 61, Attala 18 + 60 +
32 + 1+39, Bajcsa b+4+ 48+ 29? + 24, Badacsony 29+ 32+ 30+ 26, Balatonbereny 29+ 30+ 26+
27+28, Berzence 18+ 19+ 3,Csoknya b+48+ 77? +m +29+ J3,Csurgo 31 +4+ 5+ I + 39+ 19+ 30+
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29+60, ib. 35+54+12?+m, ib. 18+19+1+39, Gerszdpuszta 1+39, Hencse 37+32+4+1+5+
38+ 37, Hem!sz 22+ II? , Hetes 43 + 75+ 59, ib. 61 , Juta e+ 27? + 28+m, ib. 7+9+ 56, ib. 4+ I +7+
9+ 10+ 18+ 19+nd+32+30+29+ 13, ib. 35+36+e, ib. 1 +e+ 18,Kaposujlak 18,Kanid4+5+37+
18, Nagyatad 31 + 32+e, Nagybajom I, ib. I, 39+e+ 32+ 30+4, ib. 12+ 35+ b, Nagyberki 4+ 10+
70+ 52, ib. 4+ 6 + e + 55 + 7 + 9+ 10+ 70+ 103, ib. 35 + 36+ 2 +e, Piidiiripuszta nd + e+ 30+ 10+ 60+
30? + 19? + nd + 18, Rinyaujlak 31 +4+ 5 +e + 26+ 27 + 28, Sandorpuszta 31 + 4+ 5 + I + 27 + 28,
Somogyszob nd +46, Surd 19 + 7, Szenna b+ 31 + 48 + e + I +41? + 4+ 9+ 10+ 30 + 29, ib. 52 + 32? + e,
ib. 31 +48 +e+ 7 + 9+ 10+ 30+ 29?, Szollosgyiiriik e+ 104+ 24+ 18 + 26? + 27 + 28, Viirs 4 + e+ 32 +
30 + 29, Zselickisfalud b + 24 + I + 39 + 19 + 32 + 18, ib. 18); Ver6ce county (Haraszti b + 19 + I + 18 +
44, ib. e + 18 + 19 + 44+ nd, ib. 18 + 19+44, Szentlaszl6 18 +44+ 19+44); Szerem county (K6r6gy 19 +
18 + m, ib. 18, ib. 18 + 19 + 44, ib. 73 + II? ib. II?, ib. 8 + 40 + 19 + 44); Baranya county (Als6egerszeg
57 + 43 + 21 + 11 , Boda 35+ 42 + 2 + I +43 + 22+ 67? + nd, Csanyoszr6 nd +4+ 5 + 31, Dunafalva 4 +
5+ 72+ 13+ 78+ I + 39+ 27+ 28+ 19+40, Kakics b+e+ 79+ 22+45+ 11 +47+ 18 +e+ 66, Katadfa
e+ 11 +e+ 79, Kiilked 43 + 11 + 34+ 11 + b+21 , Manfa 4+ 5+ 72+ 13 + 27+ 28, Mohacs 19+44, ib.
18 + 32 + 30+ 19 +44, Piispiikszenterzsebet II? + I + 39, Sumongy 31? + 32 + 30+ 39 +64? , Zalata 46 +
22? + 105+47 + 59?); Tolna (Decs nd + 18+ 55 + 9 + 10+ 39+ 96, Gerjen e + 13, LapafO 61, Szedres 4+
5 + 72 + 13 + 78 + 39+ 27 + 28 +40), Fejer county (Csakvar46+ 22 + nd, ib. b+ 36+ e+ 2 + e+ nd, Cs6r
35+ 36+ 3+ b, Pusztaforna 61 + I + 51 + 19, ib. 106+e+ 22+ 21 +47+ b, ib. e+ 35+ 54+ II ? +e+ 93);
Veszprem county (Bodorfa 29 + 32 + 26 + 27 + 28, Rede 18 + 19 + nd); Pest county (Paty 11 + 21 + 47 +
e), Esztergom county (Bar6t 18? + I?); Komarom county (Naszvad 7? + 9? + 21 ?), I.: 104.
11. Pozsony county (Albar nd + b + I + 7 + 9); Nyitra county (Bed I?, Ghymes 55 + 19, ib. 32 +
107, ib. 55 + 7 + 10+ 26 + 27 + 28 + 29, Kolon 11 + 34 + 17 + 15 + 16, Nyitracsehi 31 + I); Bars county
(Csitar 22? + 67? + 108, Ledec* 2 + 14+ 16 + 49); Hont county (Hidveg 31 + 46? + 11); N6grad county
(Bocsarlapujto m + 23 + 24 + 25 + nd, N6gradberce 7 + 9 + 10+ I, N6gradmegyer 7 + 9 + 10+ 23 + 24 +
25, Palotas 7+9?+10+1+20+21, Rim6c m+2+14+17+nd, Somosko 7+9+10, Szuha 7+9+
10+ I, Tardoskedd 107 + I, Utaspuszta 20+ 21 + 38 + 37 + 7 + 9 + 10+ 13?); Heves county (Bekiilce 4+
5+6+10+20+21+23+24+25+7+9, Besenyotelek 22+11+16?+65, Demend 4+5, Ecsed 1+
20+ 21 + 40, Eger m + 2 + 14+ 15 + 16+49, Egerfarmos 7 + 9+ 10, Egerszal6k 22 + 12?, Fedemes 4+
23+6+10+7+9+21, ib. 4+23+6, Fiizesabony 4+5, ib. 7'+9+10+1, ib. 7+5, ib. 11 , ib. 110,
Gyiingyiis 1782 nd + e + 26? + 40 + 28 + m, Heves 4 + 5 + I, Hevesaranyos m + I, ib. 23 + 24 + 25, Ivad
23+ 6+ 13+'],+9+24+ 25, "Heves c." 35+ I11 + 21 +m, Matraballa 2+ 14+ 16, Matraszentimre 7 +
9+ 10+ I, ib. 2+ 14+ 17+ 16, ib.l, Mezoszemere 4+6, MikOfalva 2+ 14+ 17+ 15+ 16, Nagyrede 7+
9+ 10+ 13 + I + 15 + 20+ 21 , Petervasara 23 + I, Szihalom 11 + m, Tarnalelesz 23 + 24+ 25, ib. 4 + 5 +
6+ 10+ 13 + 15+ 23 + I + 39+ 21, ib. 2 + 14+ 17 + 15 + 16, ib. 23 + 24); Borsod county (Als6abrany 7 +
9 + 6+ 13, Bogacs nd + 7 +9 + 10+ 13 + I, ib. 7 + I, Borsodivanka 2 + 3, B6cs 4+ 5, Cserepvaralja 7 +
9 + 10+ I, Csincsetanya 2? + 3 + b, Csoknya 4+ 5 + I, Gyor 90+ 4+ 5, Hernadkercs b+4+ 6 + 13 +
39+ I, ib. 51 + 14+ 11 + 34+ 21 + 66, Kacsnd +4+ 5+ 7+9+ 10+ I, Mezokovesd 7+9, Radostyan4+
5, Saj6kazinc80+81 +e+ 13? , ib. II,Saly4+5+ l,ib. 2+ 14+ 17+ 15+ 16,ib. 31 + l,ib.4+5,ib. 36+
11 + 34, Sata 23 + 24 + 7 + 9 + 10, Szentistvan 4 + 5, ib. 11 + 50 + 21, Szentistvanbaksa nd + I, Tard 4 +
5 + I + 7 + 9); Gomor county (Almagy 23 + 24 + 25 + I, ib. 23 + 24 + 25 + 9 + 10, Egyhazasbast 2 + 14 +
17 + 15, Gesztete 23 + 24+ 25 + 6+ 7 + 9+ 10+ 13, Harskut 2+ 14+ 17 + 15, Kiskovacsvagasa 23 + 24+
25, Nagykiivesd 2 + 14 + 17 + 15 + 16 + 49, Saj6szarnya 23 + 7 + 9); Abauj county (Aj 11 + 34, ib. 2 +
14+ 17+ 15+ 22+ 11 + 16,ib. 22+ 21,Cekehaza4+ 5+ I +41 + 7+9+ 20+21, ib. 4, Keked 10+ I + 21 ,
Kisleh 4+ 5+64+7+9+ 13, Nagyszalanc 4+ 5+ I +41 + I? , ib. 4+6+ I, ib. 51 + 11, Nyiri 4+ 6+ I,
Tarnagiirgo 51 + 2 + 17 + 15 + I + II? + 21 + 12 + e + 44); Zemplen county (Bodrogszentes 31 + e +
124+ 17+26+28+ I +4+6+ 13, Mik6haza 31 + I +82+21, Nagykiivesd 2+ 14+ 17, Nagyrozvany
1+41 + 28, Rabakiiz 7+9+ 13+ 24, Ricse 2+ 14, ib. 2+ 14+ 17+ 15+ 16+m + 12, ib. 4+ 5+6+ 13 +
10?,ib.95+92, ib.16+ 14+ 17+ 15,Sarospatak57+21 +47+ 11?+34,ib. 2+ 14+ 17+ 15+ 16,ib. 2+
14+17+15+16, ib. 2+14+16+15); Ung county (Nagydobrony 35+36+42?+51+95+16+66,
Szirenfalva 11 +40, "Ung m." 2+ 14+ 15+ 16).11.: 114.
Pest county (Akaszt6 31 + 32 + 83 + 84 + 18, Alpar nd + 3 + 11, Bugacmonostor 112 + 113 + II?,
Dunavecse 4+ 5 + I + 6 + 10+ 13, Kalocsa 1+ 37? + 38, Kecel 4+ 5 + 18, ib. 126+ I, Kecskemet 18 +
5+ 24, ib. 11 + 34+ 11 +21 + 50+m, ib. 4+ 5, Kiskoriis 31 + 32+ 83 +84, Kiskunhalas 115+ 76+ 11 +
102+nd, Monor 22+ 16+ 58, Tapi6szele 23 + 24, Tura 11, ib. 2+ 14+ 17+ 15+ 16+68, ib. 4+ 5, ib. e),
lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Alattyan 19+ 30 + 8, Csataszog 7 +9 + 10+ I, laszapati 18 + I + 97 +
m, Jaszarokszallas 2 + 14+ 17 + 15+ 16+ 68, Jaszkarajeno 2 + 16+ 11, Nagykiirii 4 + 5+ 38 + 37 + I, ib.
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4+ 5 + 38 -; 37 + I, ib. 4+ 5 + 38 + 37 + I, Tiszavarkony 2 + 14+ 17 + 15+ 16+ 11 + nd); Bacs-Bodrog
county (Batmonostor 4+ 5, Rem 4+ 5 + 80); Torontal county (Egyhazasker 8 +9+ 10+ e! , ib. 4+ 6+
e+nd +4O+e+63, Lorincfalva e+m + nd, ib. e+ 32+ 33+m+ 8+9+ lO+e+ 38+ 37, ib. e,
Magyarszentmarton m+ 38+ 37+ 32+ 33 +m, ib. 48+69+ 116+ 13? + 56+ I + 20+ 21 + 38+ 37 +
40+ 117, ib. 99+ 100+ 34+ 21 +46+ 101 +m, ib. 48 +69+ 13? + 56+20+ 21 + 38+ 37, Monostor b+
86+42+ 74+ 3, Nagybecskerek 35+ 3+ b+42+ I + 11 , ib. e, ib. 59+ 1I + 118+e, Pade e+28+ 1+18
Rabe 8+9+ 19+ 10+ 13+38+37+e+ I +39+41 +28+e, Szajan 23+24+e+41 +28+4O+e+63:
ib. 23+24+25+e, Torda b+3, ib. b+35+36+42+65+3+45+e, Tiirokbecsee+35+36+42+3+
1I + 34+ b+65+ 17+ b, ib. 22+ II +e+68+e, ib. 8! +9+ 10+ 28+e+nd; South Great Plain, without
precise indication oflocality b+ 35+ 36+42+ 22+ 11, ib. 46+45+ 119, ib. 4+6+4O+m+63, ib. 35+
54 + 1I + 3); Csongrad county (Csongrad 25..+ 9 + 70, HOdmezovasarhely 61 + m, ib. 29 + m, ib. 29 + m,
Mohol2+ 17+ 15+ 16+nd+ 71, Sandorfalvand+ 74+ 11, ib. 4+ 5+ 32+ 33 +7+9, Szegvar 18+ 19+
52+ 19, Tomorkeny 2+ 14+ 17+ 15+ 16+ 120, Olles I); Csanad county (Apaca b+86+7? +e+ 11 +
45 + 21 + 12, Apatfalva I1 + 21, Mak6 m + 37 + 6 + 32 + 19 + 18 + 19); Bekes county (Bekesszentandras
7+9+4+ 5+ I +e, Doboz 18+ 38+98+ 1+26+ 27, ib. 122+ b+ 22+nd+ 12,ib. 4+6+ 31 + 32+ 33,
Szarvas 2+ 14+ 15 + 16); Arad county (Pecska b+e+ 87 + 21 + 50, ib. 31? + I + 85, ib. 76+ e+ b+e, ib.
nd+35+36+42+88+3+123?), Bihar county (Bagamer 2+14+15+e+16, ib. 7+9+IO+e,
Csiikmo 31 + 80+ 124+ 10+ I + 39+ 20+ 21, Esztar 48+69+ 20? +21? , Nagyszalonta m +87+ 34, ib.
45+e+nd+ 21, ib. 100+47, ib. 46+68+ 76, ib. nd + I +97? +e, ib. e, ib. e+90+63+e, ib. nd+ 116+
13 + 18+ 19+nd, ib. 80, ib. 38+ 37, ib. e+6+e, ib. 99+ b, Pocsaj 4+6+ 10+ 13, ib. 4+6+ 5+7+9,
Sarand nd +4+ 5 + 32 + 6? + 10+ 13 + 7 +e+ 121); Hajdu county (Balmazujvaros 4+ 5+ I + 20+ 21 +
40, Cserekert 4+ 5+6+ 10+21 + 7+9+ 20+ 21 + 38+ 37, Hajduhadhaz 43 + 21 +47+ I1 +e+ 12, ib.
57+43+21, "Hortobagy" b+35+e+b+ 125, ib. e+ 100+34, ib. 4+5+52+64+20+21, NagyletaCserekert 4+ 5+6+ 10+ 13, Piispokladany 4+ 5+ I +41 +28, Tiszacsege nd +m+92+41 +92+ 20+
21 + 52 + 64+4+ 5, Tetetlen 2 + 15? + 17 + 15 +49?, Vamosp6rcs 2 + 17 + 15 + 14+49); Szabolcs
county (Balsa 2+ 14+ 17+ 15+ 16+49, Fiilop4+ 5? + I + b, ib. 4+ 5+7+9+ 10, ib. 2+ 14+ 17+ 15+
49, Ka1l6semjen 35+ 36+ 34+ b, Nagyka1l6 7+9+ 10+ I, Nyirabrany 23+ 24, Nyirbogdany 4+e+
7+9+ 10+ 13, Nyirlugos nd+2+ 14+ 17+ 15, Nyirparasznya 2+ 14+ 17+ 15+49, Rabakoz nd+
35+36+42+88, Szamosszeg 2+14+17+15, Vaja nd+81?+1+41+28); Szatmar county
(Kersemjen 18+41 +28, Kispalad 4+ 5+ 22+6+ 10? +9+ 7, Nabrad 90+ 63 +e, ib. e,
Szamostatarfalva 35+36+94+e, Ura e+22). Ill.: 126.
IV. Kolozs county (lnaktelke 7 +9 + 10, Magyarszovat 11 + 21 , Visa 8 + 2? +9?, Zentelke 7 +9,
ib. 18); Szolnok-Doboka county (BUza 2+14+17+15+11, Feketelak 2+14+17+15+11+49);
Bes~t~rce-NaszOd county (Tacs 2 + 14+ 17 + 15 + I1 +49), Maros-Torda county ("Marosszek" 8 + m,
Nyaradszentanna 4+ 38 + 37 + 19+ I), Nagykiikiillo county (Szekelyszaldobos 22 +45+ 11 + 36+ b+
e+ 34+ 21); Udvarhely county (Eted 7 +9 + 10, Lengyelfalva 7 + 9, Oroszhegy 23 + 24+ 19, ib. 19? +
7 + 9 + e + 23 + 24 + 25, Rugonfalva 61, Szentegyhazasolahfalu 7 + 9 + 13?, ib. nd + 7 + 9? + 13?,
Szentgerice 37 + 19+ I + nd, ib. 37 + 19+ I + nd, Tarcsafalva 7 + 9+ 10+ 7 + 23 + 24+ 25
"Udvarhelyszek" 7 + 9 + 13 + 24 + 25, Zetelaka 22, ib. 22, ib. 57 + 21 + 64? + 11 + 34); Brass6 count;
("I:Ietf~lu" 8); Csik county (Ajnad b + e, Csikmadaras 7 + 9 + 10, Csikmenasag 2 + 91 + 43 + nd,
Cstkszek e+9+e+9+e+.23+ 24+ 25? + nd +9, Csikszentdomokos m+ 13+60+23? + 24? +25? +
m, Csikvacsarcsi 22, Gyergy6ujfalu m + 22 + 16? + nd, Gyimesbiikk nd + I1 + 62 + 34? + 35? + b + nd,
Gyimesfelsolok b+35+50+89, ib. 23+24+nd, ib. 3.5.?+36?+nd, ib. 34?+62+11+45?,
Gyimeskiizeplok 22 + nd, ib. 2? + 14? + 17 + 15 + m, ib. 1I + 45 + e + 17 + 34, Gyimesviilgye b + 35 +
50+ 89, ib. 38? + 37 + nd + I + 7 +9?); Haromszek county (Magyarhermany 22 + 11 + 36+ b+e+ 3);
Bukovina (Andrasfalva 6? + 3 + 11 + nd, Hadikfalva 6? + 13 + 24 + 25, ib. 18 + nd, Istensegits 11 + e +
nd + 47); Moldavia (Di6szen 35? + 361 + m, Gajcsana 38 + 37 + 20 + 21 + e, Klezse 19? + nd + 28?, ib.
32? + 13? + nd, ib. 7? + 9? + IO? + nd, Leszped 22 + 45? + 11 + 62 + 34?, ib. nd + 35? + 42? + e + I1 +
45? + 34?, ib. 22? + 45? + 11 + 62 + 34?, ib. 26? + 27? + nd + 28), IV.: 57.
S.l. : 2+14+17+15+16,35+42+50+34, b+7+9+1O. S.l.: 3.
Total: 403.
Textual relationships with other ballads:
33. (yVe see neither the sun nor the moon). 13.,14,20.,49. (yVhen I have free life again? When one
grain of wheat yields a hundred stacks, etc.); 51. (Have you heard the fame ofthe prison of ... ?, Mother,
when you gave birth to me.); 52. (I shall be buried by the beasts of the woods); 105.,109.,117. (frequent
occurrence of prisoners' motifs.)
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A variant of the Zobor region (Nyitra county, 11) otTers an example of the survival of motif 33:
Don't wonder, sweetheart, that I am yellow: It is nine years since I have been living in prison. It is nine
years since I have been living in prison, Since I have not seen the sun moving in the sky, Neither the sun,
nor the moon growing and waning. (" Yet I know what day is today ... " and the text changes into a
Whitsuntide song.) It is characteristic that in this instance, as in many others, a motif known only from
the southeastern Szi:ke1ys has been preserved also in the Zobor region. Both places may be suspected of
having maintained the motif from a common ancient Hungarian tradition. This motif has been further
developed by 22., 46., and 54. motives of the prisoners' songs all in a new formulation.
A similarly old folklore formula is the one which has the beasts of woods and birds of the sky give
the obsequies to the man who dies in exile. This motif well known from earlier collections in
Transylvania is fairly well represented also in the Great Plain collections, thanks to the zeal of Lajos
Ko/many who had been fortunate to find the oldest Great Plain folklore pieces in the one-time
dissemination area ofSzeged in the 70s and 80s of the last century, before the new style had ousted them
from memory. A high number of archaic songs have come from Torontal county in particular. Motif 8
survives there in greatest number and in soundest form, which is another proof of surviving old folklore
tradition. Let us show a beautiful example:
A black cloud is rising there,
A yellow-legged raven is pluming in it.
Light, raven, light on the window of the jail,
Fly, raven, fly from there to the door of the jail!
Take word of me to father and mother,
To my betrothed one!
Light, raven, light on the foreign land,
Let me write my letter
On your dry breast!
Take it to my mother, to my betrothed one!
If she asks you about me, tell her that I am a prisoner!
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(I am a prisoner, I am a prisoner, Waiting to be let free . .. etc., and in the continuation we

encounter the known turns.)
Rabe (Torontal county).
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This kind of poetry, unknown outside the Hungarian language area, is a
product of fermenting nineteenth-century Hungarian peasantry, more closely, of
the outlaw period. It is a great poetry, covering a broad spectrum of human
sufferings, despair, defiant revolt, as well as of tendency to reveal the corrupt
representatives of states power, and the final shaking of man's heart in front of
inevitable death . The pictures of the prisoners' tormenting fate here again finds
expression in a stylized yet realistic presentation so characteristic of folk poetry.
In this respect it has a close connection with the ballad genre. At the same time
it differs from it inasmuch as no plot can be found in it. This feature, however,
organically ensues from the passive experiences of imprisonment. We may speak of
a low-life scene, some traits of psychic state may be described in them, presented in
the form of soliloquies and dialogues; occasionally the latter may develop into
minor dramatic scenes, still this type of songs never has a plot. There is no real story
in it. Attempt at such can be discovered in those variants which start with an outlaw
feat , a criminal act, followed logically by the hero's being taken prisoner,
descriptions of redemption or execution (cf. No. 217). In any case, the two main
methods offolklore creation can be touched upon in these pieces: on the one hand,
there stands a medley of individual ideas coming to life independently of one
another, and on the other, the assembling work of those who try to give them a
structure, to a coherent series of them.
Such a variety of poetic inventions could born within the sphere of crime and
punishment only in case the whole body of the peasantry backed the development.
Obviously, most of the songs were not composed by those who fell victim of the
severe judges. But the great mass of poems speaking in a tone of sympathetic
compassion about outlaws cast into prison betrays that people considered the fate
of prisoners a common disaster on which they felt it necessary to pass their
judgement. (Typically enough, a real criminal standpoint is expressed only by one
single text (No. 115), and even the stubborn defiant attitude thirsting for revenge is
another, similarly solitary specimen, No. 47.)
No prisoners' poetry of such a broad scale can develop where the broad
masses do not defy the justice of the ruling order.
The tunes are equal matches for the poetic text. The peasants had selected the
tunes associated with these songs from the oldest store of their melodic traditions.
Thus, although developed in a relatively recent period, the Hungarian prisoners'
songs represent the noblest style of folksongs in Hungary. In general, they had
sprung forth between the 20s and 70s of the last century, and mainly in the Great
Plain and Transdanubia, further the Palots region bordering on the former area.
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Transylvania was not a country for outlaws in this sense, there!o~e the variants
seeped there in recent times. This is well brought out by the styhstlc feat~res , the
manner of formulation and the sparsity of variants which in TransylvaOla show
only a vague relationship with the motifs listed above, containing at th~ same tim~ a
number of old elements, such as the portions connected With Turkish
imprisonment.
In the central part of the language area, this type of songs had developed by
recent social movements, along with the development of the outlaw ballads. Once
more and perhaps the last time, flashes of the poetic beauties of ancient Hungarian
folk-poetry can be seen in them.
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119. THE GERMANS' GENDARMES

120. THE GALLANTS OF KECSKEMET

218.

219.

1. Had I been warned by God
Not to step out of the inn!
It would have been much better for me to go to bed and sleep
Than to go out to the farmstead of Boz6!
2. The branches of the acacia-tree bent in two directions.
I have also been a gendarme to the Germans.
I have also been a gendarme to the Germans,
But the ball did not allow me to continue long.
3. I send word to the other gendarmes
Not to dash blindly at the outlaws.
For the outlaws will have them placed in coffin,
And their dead bodies taken to the cemetery.
4. Alas, my Dear, I was quite a young man
When Lajos Dinom placed me into a coffin.
He robbed me of my life too soon.
I would never have thought of this before!
5. The main street of Mindszent has plunged in mourn,
Gendarme Jani is seen along it.
The cemetery of Mindszent is in blossom.
Gendarme Jani is lying in the front line of it.

Kiskunhalas (Pest county). Imre Lasz/o , 1900 = EA 3658, 16.
This ballad stands alone, having no variants and neither tunes associated with
it. Still we may accept it as a "type", owing to the folklore style, the clever basic idea,
and the skilful execution of the story. Self-lament and recital in singular first person
belong to the archaic tradition of Hungarian f?lk poetry. (Cf. Type 92.) ,Si~il~r
scornful application of the tone is to be found In the so-called Kuruts (Rakoczl s
soldiers') poetry; the lesson drawn from a serious defeat of the Labants army (that
of the Emperor) is put into the mouth of a Labants general called Ricsany.

Parlando

4r r r r r r re
I. Kecs . ke . me . ti

r I r r r Ft:! ~ r' sE

ga · val . le . rok .

O · ten vu· tak nagy hun ·cu . tok :

~ U ~ F"tr Ol[ F~U Er lfJIO~l! ~ J. a ~II
Var· ga San· dor, Ko·csi An· tal , Ko·vacs Pis.ta , L6·csos Mi.haIy,O.to. dik vtit a

Csu·

to~

1. The gallants of Kecskemet
Five they were, mischievous fellows:
Sandor Varga, Antal Kocsi,
Pista Kovacs, Miska Locsos,
The fifth was Csutora.
2. They set out on the way to Vac
To rob a felt-coat tailor.
In the pasturing field of Letom
They dropped in an inn.
3. They ordered the tapster
To bring wine for the guests.
Hail! Friends! Csutora!
Let every lad have his turn in drinking!
4. My hostess, dear angel,
Antal Kocsis speaks up, and harsh is his voice,
Take care of the supper and see
That each poor lad has a dish.
5. My hostess is determined
Not to prepare supper.
They are looking high and low:
Meat is needed to the wine.
6. But Csutora speaks up:
Get all of you in the coach!
There over a shepherd is grazing his flock of sheep,
Blowing the pipe as shepherds are wont to.
7. Sandor Varga swears, spitting in his palm,
That he will drive away the whole flock.
But Csutora says:
It must be done in a different way!
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8. As the shepherd was grazing his flock,
Blowing the pipe as shepherds are wont to,
They dashed at the shepherd
And shed his blood cruelly.
9. Do not shed my blood!
For I am willing to give you a few sheep.
The two orphan children of my wife!
0, what fate is waiting for them afterwards!

This story of individual formulations has hardly got through the stage of
folklorization . Still it is worth-while publishing it: the fact that variants of this song
have been recorded at great distances from one another indicates a certain degree of
dissemination; at the same time, the transformation of the text is instructive from
the point of view of how folk poetry develops: in the process of transformation,
metaphors of general validity replace detailed description; for example, the stanzas
about hanged outlaws have been incorporated as representatives of old traditions
of Hungarian folk poetry.

Doboz ( Bekes county). Performed by a male informant. Bartok 1906.
From the second strophe onwards, the melodic portion in square brackets
has been omitted.
Divergences:
As they are going, going ahead,
They saw a flock of sheep approach .
Half the flock they drove away,
Pressing them towards Debrecen.
As they were going, going ahead,
They saw the men of the county approach.
The men of the county had all of them taken,
All the four thrown into prison.
Northerly wind is blowing,
Pista Kovacs is now having a good time.
He is clicking the heels of his fine boots,
He is waving his ample pants.
Ravens come to pick
Birds come to eat up
Ravens come to pick
Birds come to eat up

his
his
his
his

eyes,
body.
eyes,
body.

The third variant expires with the following stanza:
There are still three hours back,
Prepare, comrade, for your death!
We have one life in this world,
We have to pass one death!

Earliest provenience: between 1891 and 1919, or 1906.
Dissemination:
Zala county (Dergecs); Bekes county (Doboz); Arad county (Pecska).
Textual relationships with other ballads: 118., 121.
Tunes: Solely the tune of the published variant has been noted down.
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NEW BALLADS
Types 121-134.

121. THE BARON'S DAUGHTER AND THE SHEPHERD

220.
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1. Down there in the land of Szedro
A tall poplar burst into blossom for grief.
A tall poplar burst into blossom for grief.
The young shepherd is blowing his pipe under it.

2. The clock has struck one after midnight,
And the pipe is still blown sweet in tune.
The sound of the pipe is heard in the mansion:
Little baroness Mariska Szedri, are you awake?
3. The window of the bed-room is open,
Little Mariska is looking out of it, weeping.
Little Mariska is breathing with heavy sighs:
Why was I bl)rn to be daughter to baron Szedri!
4. Why was I born to be daughter to baron Szedri,
Why can I not be the poor shepherd's sweetheart?!
Little Mariska is no match for a poor shepherd,
The thorns of the stubble-field would hurt her tender feet!
5. Baron Szedri has saddled his horse
And rides round the fields of Szedervar.
He asks his eldest shepherd
If he had seen little baroness Mariska Szedti.
6. Baron Szedri, I have not seen your daughter,
Nor have I seen my young shepherd for three days.
Your honour's daughter must be with him,
They must have hidden in the fields of Szedro.
7. Beyond the Tisza they are carving the beam
On which the poor shepherd will be hanged.
The wind is blowing his black, crispy hair,
Another man will cuddle little baroness Mariska Szedri.
Tarkany (Komarom county) . Performed by a woman of 33. Schnoller 1958 = AP
2132/j.
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Divergences:

Far away in the field of Endrod
There stands a lonely, tall poplar just breaking into leaf.
The poplar of baron Endresz has burst into blossom,
A young shepherd often goes to it to give vent to his sorrow.
The young shepherd's heart is very sad.
He takes his pipe and blows it.
The sound of the pipe is heard behind a window:
Wake, young lady!
One of the windows of the mansion opens,
The little baroness with eyes black as sloe looks out of it.
Sometimes the old shepherd answers like this: " . . . Examine my hut: My
embroidered felt-coat and brass hatchet are in it; My meershaum pipe and my flute
are in it."-Some of the variants have the following ending formulas:
The baron Szendre sends a carriage and four for to bring home his daughter
And nine gendarmes for to fetch the young shepherd.
For you, daughter, there stands the mansion,
Young shepherd, prepare for the gallows-tree!
His shirt of fine linen, his pants of fine linen are blown by the wind,
Why did he make love with the baron's daughter?
Or: My Dear, why did I make love with the baroness!

3. The landlord's herd of cattle is grazing calmly,
The miss is walking in its wake.
From afar she calls to the shepherd:
Sweetheart, shepherd, lay' down your fine furcoat!
4. I cannot lay down my fur-coat this time,
Lest they should drive away this flock of sheep.
Never mind your sheep, sweetheart shepherd!
For my father will redeem your flock, upon my word.
5. Next morning baron Szendre, now a sad man,
Walks out to the plain of Nagyharaszt.
He asks the husband of his shepherds,
Have you not seen my daughter with eyes black as sloe?
6. I have not seen her, sir baron, upon my word,
One of my young shepherds has not come home for three days.
For three days one of my young shepherds has been away.
Maybe, the miss is with him.
7. Daughter, daughter, I don't even call you my daughter,
If you want to marry a shepherd.
I don't care, father, you may deny me,
Yet, my heart breaks with grief for the shepherd .
8. Alas, the beam has been carved nicely,
On which the young shepherd will be hanged.
Wind is blowing his black, crispy hair.
Why did he make love with the baron's daughter!?
Szentivanbaksa (Borsod county) .

Several variants add:
The tent of the Gipsy woman stands at the end of the village,
Many young girls go there to have her tell fortune.
I also go there to learn my future:
Shall I ever be my unhappy lover's sweetheart?
I dare not walk through the village for fear
They should see I am wearing mourn in black.
Black mourn, my handkerchief is snow-white.
My first lover was a young shepherd.
There are variants fused with the following ballad, the merger being explainable by
similarities of the two plots.
I. There stands a tall, lonely poplar.
The young shepherd is blowing his pipe under it.
The sound of the pipe is heard in the farmstead;
Wake, wake up, daughter of baron Szendre!
2. She woke up and she opened her window.
A brown girl with eyes black as sloe looks out of it.
Aye, shepherd, you blow your pipe sweet in tune!
I can hear it in my mirrored room.
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In most instances the merger has not been as successful as this. Still the
intention to create a more complete plot by contraction of the two related themes
can be detected. This attempt finds the sole justification in the similarity of the two
texts; otherwise, the tunes are utterly different.

Earliest provenience: 1857 (1872)
Dissemination:
S.I. : I
I. "Transdanubia", Sopron county (Biisarkany, Jakabhaza, "Danube-Raba Internuve" ), Vas
county (Kemenessiimjen, Kisrakos, Pankasz, Sarfimizd6, Tap, Varkeszii, Ve1emer); Zala county
(Csiimooer, Kisgiirbii, Kiskanizsa, Komarvaros, Letenye, Monostorapati, Nagygiirbo, Nemeshetes,
Oltarc, Redics 2, Szombatfa, Zalacsany 2); Somogy county (Andocs, "Balaton Region" , Csakany,
Csurg6, Inke, Ortilos, Sagvar, Somogyszob, Szenna, Szilvasszentmarton, Zamardi); Ver6ce county
(Szentlaszl6 2); Baranya county (Als6mocsolad, Becefa, Berkesd, Kisbodolya, Kopacs, Mohacs 2,
"Ormanysag", Teseny, Zsib6t); Pest county (BogyiszI6); Fejer county (Seregelyes 2, Pusztaapat);
Veszprem county (Bakonyoszlop, Csiikiil, Devecser, Deg, Dudar, Hegyesd, Olaszfalu, Rede,
Veszpremfajsz - Germans in Hungarian); Komarom county (Mocsa, Tata, Tarkany); Gyiir county
(Als6sag, Felpec, Holl6major, Nagybarathegy, Rabcakapi). I.: 69.
H. Hont county ("Hont", Ipolybalog 2, Kemence, Periicseny 2); N6grad county (Becske 2,
Bercel 3, Litke, Markhaza, Matraverebely, Nagybatony, N6gradmegyer, Rim6c 3, Szandavaralja,
Szecseny, Szuha); Heves county (Biikkszenterzsebet 2, Fedemes 3, Fiizesabony, Gyiingyiishalasz,
Heves, Markaz, Matraderecske, Matraszentistvan, Poroszl6, Szihalom, Tiszapely); Borsod county
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(Bogacs. Kisgy6r. Malyinka. Saly. Sarazsadany. Szegi. Szentistvanbaksa. Szilvasvarad); Gomor county
(Egyhazasblist. Nagybalog. Pe\s6c); Abauj county (Boldogk6ujfalu. Cekehaza. Fels6mera. Keked.
Pusztafalu. Tornyosnemeti); Zemplen county (AIs6regmec. Gesztely. Mezozombor 2. pacin. Ricse 5.
Szerencs. Sarospatak 8. Tolcsva); Bereg county ("Bereg". Beregszasz. Fornos 2. L6nya. Nagybereg.
Vari). I1 .: 80.
Ill. Pest county (Bankhaza. Bugac 2. Bugacmonostor. Cegled 2. Dunakeszi. Galambospuszta.
Galgaheviz. Homokszent16rinc. Izsak. Kecel 2. Kecskemet. Keseriitelek. KiskunfeJegyhaza 2.
Kiskunhalas 3. Lajosmizse. Tortel. Tura); Hsz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Derzstomaj .
Hszals6szentgyorgy. Jaszbereny 4. Karcag. Kisujszal1as. Rak6czifalva. Tiszab6); Bacs-Bodrog county
(Bacsalmas. Homokmegy. Katymar. Melykut. Miske. Rem . Zenta. Zombor); Csongrad county
(Csongrad 4. "Csongrad c .... HOdmez6vasarhely 2. Kistelek. environs ofSzentes. Tape 2); South Great
Plain. without precise indication of locality 4; Bekes county ("Bekes". Bekes 2. Endrod 4. Geszt.
Mezogyan. Sarkadkeresztur. Veszt6 2); Bihar county (Nagyszalonta 4. Gyulavari. Korosnagyharsany);
Arad county (Arad); Szilagy county (Deshaza); Hajdu county (Balmazujvaros. Hajduboszormeny.
Hajdunanas 2. Hajduszoboszl6. "Hortobagy". Po rod 2. Tiszacsege); Szabo\cs county (Bokony.
Erpatak. Gegeny. Nyirmada. Nyirparasznya. Nyirvasvari. Piricse. Tiszadada. Vaja 2); Szatmar county
(Kersemjen. Kocsord 2. Nagyecsed. Szamosszeg); Szilagy county (Kraszna). Ill .: 101.
IV. Kolozs county (Tiire 2. Valaszut); Maros-Torda county (Rabosnya); Csik county
(Csikkarcfalva. Csikmenasag. Gyimeskozeplok. Szepviz. Ugrapataka); Haromszek county (Angyalos.
Bardoc); Bukovina (Istensegits-Nagyvejke. Tolna c.). IV.: 12. Total: 263 .
Textual relationships with other ballads: 122.• 118.
Tunes: I. = No. 219 (27 variants); 2. (53); 3. (12); 11. (2).
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Tunes I and 2 really belong to this ballad: the first being more widespread in
Transdanubia, the latter known exclusively in the Great Plain. Perhaps the third
tune can also be related to the ballad, but all the rest are occasional associations.
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A transcribed variant of this ballad was published as his own composition by
Gusztav Magyari Kossa in 1857 (cf. Mihaly Boros: Kalauz (Guide), No. 16), and in
1858 it was repeatedly published in his Magyari koltemenyi, (Magyari's Poems), p.
58. In the same year, however, J6zsef Berki also published it as his own verse in his
Koltemenyei (Poems). p. 37. A debate of plagiarism ensued on the pages of the
Vasarnapi Ujsag(Sunday Paper), No. 51,1891 and Nos 1- 2, 1892, which was closed
with the editorial statement: " .. . both have been borrowed from a common source,
that is the body of folksongs." This statement is obviously correct. The ballad has
stemmed from the popular mind, and its having originated from higher circles is
absolutely precluded. Within the given time limits, no likelihood of an "experience"
of a landlord hanging a shepherd philandering with his daughter is admitted!
Consequently, the plot is a heritage passed down from earlier times, together with
the tragic tenor of old ballads. The metaphor of the shirt and hair blown by wind
has been borrowed from the prisoners' ballads; nevertheless, it became an
unalienable element of the ballad, representing, so to say, the essence of the story;
the same motif penetrated into other ballads, too, including the next type which is
related with the present one.
The debate of plagiarism is revealing in any case that the ballad was already
extant at that time. Therefore, it may be originated from the twenties or thirties of
the last century.

122. THE BARONESS AND THE COWHERD

221.

I . Sz,' - pen le· gel

a kis-asz -szony gn . ja . ja.

Mcg mesz·szi-riil ki· ~lt· ja

A kis . asz.·szon y maga

i a gll· jas - nak : Sl.i·w m.Jancsi

s~ ·

te-ritsdlc

lal

a

1I.

lan . na.

su · b;; . dat'

1. The Miss's herd of cattle is grazing with calm and ease.
The Miss is following in its wake.
From afar she calls to the cattle-herd:
Sweetheart Jancsi, spread your fine fur-coat.

2. This is not the place to spread my fur-coat,
The corn-field is near, and they will drive in my herd.
Well, sweetheart Jancsi, never mind your herd!
My mother is going to redeem it, upon my word.
3. Mother dear, will you redeem my herd of cattle!
I have spent the night with the cattle-herd.
Daughter, daughter, I will not call you my daughter
If you marry a cattle-herd.
I don't care, mother dear, deny me,
Still my heart breaks with grief for the cattle-herd.
Szirenjalva (Ungcounty). Perjormedbya woman oj61. L. Kiss 1958 = AP 2339/g.
Divergences:
"The baroness's herd of cattle is grazing with calm and ease (or: The herd of
cattle of the Baron Orczy). The young baroness is walking in its wake." Sometimes
stanzas borrowed from the field of art-songs introduce the ballad: "Calm is the
evening that lights on the plain. The ring of the steer is silent. Alone the pipe is
weeping. The Miss is listening at her window to its sound. In the plain I live as a
cattleherd's hand. A thousand horses and a thousand cattle I am in charge of. When
the Miss comes to walk in the plain, She looks smiling at the young cowherd." But in
most instances, the story is rounded off with portions of the previous type (The
Baroness and the Shepherd). This is owing to the similarity existing between the two
songs, although briefness of the plot is also conducive to supplementation. Mostly
the closing lines are taken over, showing the shepherd's shirt and pants blown by
wind on the gallows-tree. In other cases the beginning stanzas are incorporated.
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Here and there, however, only the dialogue of the baroness and the shepherd is
inserted to form the middle part of the song. In the material elaborated, twenty-six
variants include portions of the other ballad. Next an example of merger is given.
Alas, they have carved the beam nicely
On which the cattle-herd's hand will be hanged.
Wind is blowing his black, crispy hair,
He will never again cuddle the baron's daughter.
I dare not walk along the main street
For fear they should say I am wearing black mourn.
Black mourn, snow-white is my fancy kerchief.
A young shepherd was my first lover.
The Gipsy woman's tent stands at the end of the village,
Many young girls walk there every day.
I shall go, too, and ask her to tell me my fortune:
Am I going to find a sweetheart faithful to life.
Earliest provenience: 1864.
Dissemination:
I. Vas county (Nagykolked, Pankasz, Semjenhaza), Zala county (Komarvaros, Letenye,

Zalacsany); Somogy county (Hetes, Karad, "Sarme11ek", Somogyszentpal, Szentmihalyhegy, Szenna,
Szilvasszentmarton); Baranya county (Csanyoszr6, Csoboka, Di6sviszl6, Dunaszekcso, lag6nak ,
Kopacs, Vasarosdomb6); Tolna county (Madocsa, Sarpilis); Fejer county (Sarbogard, Sarszentmihaly,
Seregelyes, Urhida, Vereb); Veszprem county (Deg, Harsagy, Osi, environs of Szihlsbalhas, Zirc);
Esztergom county (Pilismar6t); Komarom county (Acs, Kocs, Naszvad), Gyor county (Szemere). I.: 37.
n. Nyitra county (Negyed, Tardoskedd, Vaga, Vagfarkasd); Hont county (Ipolybi:l,
Lukanenye); N6gcid county (MiluiJygerge, "N6grad c.", N6gradmegyer, Notincs, Salg6videk, Szanda,
Szandavaralja 2, Tolmacs); Heves county (Atany, Biikkszenterzsi:bet, Egerbocs, Erdotelke, Fedemes 3,
Fiizesabony, Matraderecske, Tarnalelesz, Tiszaigar, Tiszanana, Tiszaors); Borsod county (Csincse,
Nagyvisny6, Saj6nemeti 2, Saly 3, Szakacsi); Gomor county (Banreve, Hidaspuszta, Kovecser, PelsOc,
Saj6tila); Abauj county (Beret, Felsomera, Nagytarkany); Zemplen county ("Bodrogkoz", Mik6haza,
Ricse 2, Sarospatak, Tolcsva, Vajdacska); Ung county (Szirenfalva 2); Bereg county (Beregszasz);
Ugocsa county ("Ugocsa") n.: 55.
Ill . Pest county (Cegled, Csikvar, Jaszkarajeno, Jaszszentgyorgy, Kiskunfelegyhaza 2,
Kiskunhalas 7, Palmonostor, " Pest county" 2, Pilis); lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Ba11atelep,
lak6halma, Jaszals6szentgyorgy, Kisujsza11as, Mestersza11as 2, Nagykorii, Tiszaigar); Bacs-Bodrog
county (Bajmok, Katymar, Melykut); Csongrad county (Asotthalom, Csongrad, Domaszek 2,
Forraskut, H6dmezovasarhely 2, Homokpuszta 3, Horgosi Kiralyhalom, Kistelek 2, Ruzsa,
Sandorfalva, environs of Szentes, Tomorkeny 2, 011es); Arad county (Arad, Vadasz); Bi:kes county
(Geszt, Kondoros, Korostarcsa, Szeghalom); Bihar county (Biharugra 4, Esztar, Korosnagyharsany 2,
Nagyszalonta 8, Sarand, Ujiraz); Hajdu county ("Hortobagy", Hosszupalyi, Tiszacsege); Szabolcs
county (Kisvarda, Nyirbator, Nyiregyhaza, Nyirlugos 2, Nyirtura, Nyirvasvari, Rakamaz,
Tornyospalca, Vaja); Szatmar county (Csengold, Kersemjen 3, Szamosszeg 2, Szatmarokorit6,
Turricse, Va11aj). Ill.: 92.
IV. Kolozs county (Kolozsvar, MakOfalva 2, Vajdakamaras); Torda-Aranyos county
(Torock6); Szolnok-Doboka county (Balvanyosvaralja, Feketelak, Mezoveresegyhaza, Szek); MarosTorda county (Szabi:d); Nagykiikii110 county (Egerbegy); Udvarhely county (Kapolnasolahfalu,
Medeser, Tordatfalva); Csik county (Szarhegy); Haromszek county (Sepsikorospatak); Bukovina
(Istensegits). IV.: 16.
Total: 200.
TextUflI relationships with other ballads: 121.
Tunes: I. = No. 221 , 4. (3 variants), 5. (13), 6. (2), 7. (2), 11 . (7), 12. (2), 13. (4), 15. (15), 16. (2), 17.
(8), 21. (4).
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A fairly recent text which probably originates from the first half of the last
century. Reminiscences of urban influence are to be felt in the formulation. Also the
tunes associated are of the art-song type (13. , 15.). Representing a border-case of
ballad poetry, the song has hardly any plot in it.
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123. THE SPINNING GIRL WHO WAS MURDERED

Earliest provenience: 1831 (Mindszenty)
Dissemination: S. I.: 3.
I. Sopron county ("Danube-Raba Interfluve"); Zala county (Dergecs 2, Szombatfa); Somogy
county (Csakliny. Somogyszob); Szerem county (K6r6gy); Ver6cccounty (Haraszti?); Baranya county
(Piispiikszenterzsebet, Vasarosdomb6); TO.lna county (Miszla. Ocseny); Veszprem county (Deg.
"Soml6 region"); Komarom county (Tarkany); Gyiir county (Abda. "Gyiir region" . Nyul2. Tenyo) I.:

222.

20.
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l. It is evening, it is evening, the clock soon strikes seven.

All marriageable girls prepare for the spinning house.
Poor Maris Sziics would have started there, too,
If only the sky had not turned gloomy above her.
2. It has turned gloomy, it has turned gloomy, it has drown dark,
A gloomy night has settled on poor Maris Sziics.
She went to the spinning house and set on the bench.
A young man asks her to go out for a minute.
3. Come, girls, come and help me!
Alas, I shall never again come to the spinning house with you!
They went out and laid her on the ground,
Her blood painted the ground red.
4. My hostess asks: whose daughter this be?
A young man jumps up: She is my darling!
Girls, girls, girls, take an example from me:
You must never make friends with jealous lads!
5. Girls, girls, girls, take an example' from me:
If you go to the spinning house, don't take a distaff with you!
For if you take a distaff with you, you will share the same fate:
At Monday dawn your words will stop for ever.
Bodrogkoz (Tisza-Bodrog Interfluve). 1864

=

11 . Pozsony county (Nagykeszi. Pograny); Bars county (Ledec); Hont county (Ipolybalog,
Letkes); Esztergom county (Libad); N6grad county (Lapujto. "N6grad"; Retsag). Heves county
(Tiszanana); Borsod county ("Borsod"). " Borsod and Giimiir"; Giimiir county (AIs6balog); Zemplen
county ("Tisza-Bodrog Interfluve"? Nagytarkany. Sarospatak) 11 .: 16.
Ill . Pest county (Fiiliipszallas. Keseriitelek . Kiskunhalas. Tura); Bacs-Bodrog county
(Homokmegy); Torontal county (Lorincfalva. Nagybecskerek. Sz6reg); South Great Plain (without
precise indication of locality) 4. ; Csongrad county (Asotthalom, H6dmezovasarhely 2. Szeged 2.
Szenles); Csanad county (Mezokovacshaza); Bekes county (Endrod); Szabolcscounty (Nagyka1l6) Ill .:
21.
IV. Kolozs county (Valaszut. Visa); Maros-Torda county (Magyar6); Torda-Aranyos county
(Bagyon. Sinfalva); AIs6feher county ("AIs6-Feher c .... Magyarlapad); Kiskiikii1l6 county (BeJavasar);
Nagykiikiillo county (AIs6rakos); Udvarhely county (Kezdiszentlelek. Medeser); Csik county
(Kaszonjakabfalva); Haromszek county ("Haromszek"); "Szekely land", Transylvania (without
precise indication of locality); Moldva (Klezse 3. Leszped) IV.: 19.
Total: 79.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 10" 7S.
Tunes: I. = No. 222 (5 variants; this being the tune recorded together with the earliest texts); 2.
(17 variants; this being the tune spread throughout the county); the rest are occasional associations.
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Divergences: For the main divergences and the development of the song, see
vol 1. Merger often takes place with The Disgraced Girl (10.) and The Prince
Preparing to Marry (75.). The modern recordings are fragmentary, the old ones
more detailed.
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124. THE WIFE WHO MURDERED HER HUSBAND

223 .

The murder took place in 1822. A local verse-composition provided basis for
the folk-variants (by more or less modification). In spite of its recent generation and
quick spreadirlg, the ballad is rather rare of occurrence nowadays. Although
disseminated throughout the entire language area, the number of variants are few
everywhere. They mostly turn up in a fragmentary form and in areas with old
folklore tradition. Attempts at merger indicate that the plot was felt insufficient in
itself. Slowly it fades from tradition.

I . Aunt Sara, what are you washing at the well?
It's the bed-linen of my husband I am washing.
I have dropped it in the blood of the duck,
And I have to wash it for tomorrow, which is a festival day.
2. Aye, that duck had had really much blood,
Even more, perhaps, than your husband h,ad!
Well, I have dropped it in the blood of the duck,
And I am cleansing it for tomorrow's feast.
3. Aunt Sara, where has your husband gone?
Is he perhaps feathering the duck in the kitchen?
He is gone to cut wood in the woods, together with his brother,
While I have come to wash my linen for the feast.
4. Aunt Sara keeps saying in the dungeon:
Let her have her linen, she wants to wash it,
She has dropped it in the blood of the duck,
And she has to wash it for tomorrow's feast.

Nagyszalonta ( Bihar county). Performed by a woman of 68. 1919 = MNG Y XIV,
20.
224.
I . What are you washing, Borcsa Zsaori, at the well?
It is the fine linen bed-cloth of my husband, kind sister.
I have dropped it in blood,
I must wash it for Good Friday,
Alas, alas, alas!
2. Black ravens are crowing in the big forest.
Borcsa Zsaori, there is a spot of blood in the linen!
I have dropped it in the blood of a goose,
I must wash it for Good Friday,
Alas, alas, alas!
3. Black ravens are crowing above your head.
What have you done to your elder husband?
I have sent him to the big forest,
I am going to marry the younger one
Alas, alas, alas!
917
916

4. A black raven has lighted on the window of the jail.
Borcsa Zsaori begins again in this strain:
I have dropped it in the blood of a goose,
I must wash it for Good Friday.
Alas, alas, alas!
5. I have dropped it in blood,
I am going to marry the younger one.
Alas, alas, alas!
Otrok6cs (Gomor county). Laszl6 luhasz, 1890 = Nyr 1890, 528.
Younger husband means the next brother of the husband. Only the two
published texts are known. No tune has been recorded.
Textual relationships with other ballads: None.

The ballad has turned up at two places far from each other, which
circumstance indicates a certain degree of dissemination. As the text has been
recorded also at Nagyszalonta, it may be assumed that lanDS Arany (1817- 1882)
had known it. Perhaps he had drawn inspiration to write his ballad entitled Agnes
Asszony (Wife Agnes) from the popular form. Innuendoes, elliptical construction,
refrains, awkward excuses and the description of the psychological condition refer
the text to the realm of old-type ballads. (Ancient international motifs come up in it:
"Why is your sword dropping with blood, Edward, Edward?- I have killed a
pigeon.") But the form of construction and the formulation of the Hungarian is
different. It rather raises the impression as ifit were a novel development reaching
back to old tradition. In a simple dialogue of four stanzas it brings forth all what is
related in the twenty-six stanzas of its literary parallel. Even though a corrupt,
unpretentious text is contrasted with a literary masterpiece, the comparison may be
instructive for our purpose; the differences of literary and folklore methods of
approach can be assessed. The poet builds a scene out of the impersonal question of
the folk ballad: "The boys of the street gather together ... The neighbour women
assemble in a haste ... ". All this is redundant for the folklore composition, in which
only a hint to the murder is sufficient. The innuendo can be implied in any sort of
dialogue. The pattern can be applied to anybody, according to the imaginative
power of the audience. With Arany, also the answer lets out more details: "My
dearest star, he is sleeping in the house, Don't go in lest he should wake". At this
point the folk version is more effective in its suggestion. The literary parallel turns
into a narrative from Stanza 4 ("The heyduck comes: Wife Agnes, you must come
now to the prison ... " down to Stanza 26 (the court scene and the detailed
description of the woman's going mad); all this, approached from the side of folk
composition, seems to be an over-detailed presentation more in the style of a shortstory than of a ballad, since the four stanzas of the folk ballad include all 'the
important motifs. As to the last stanzas of Arany, resplendent with poetic beauty as
they are, they can be regarded, by principles of folk compositions, as extenuation of
the story after its plot has been closed (the part contains the description of the aged
figure of the crazy woman still washing her linen). Notably, the essential motif
918

consists in that the woman went mad after the murder, repeating lunatically the
empty excuse, and once said, this does not need to be told again. Therefore the folk
creation contents itself by stating the fact, and puts an end to the story. As a matter
of course, it cannot boast of so refined poetic devices as, for example: "The
quivering shadow of her body is trembling on the waves, Her locks in the stray
breeze ... , On moonlight nights When the crests of the waves are shining bright,
The far-sounding broken bangs of her beater are heard, Its flashes are seen from
afar," and the like. But people are not attracted by possibilities of representing
other things than the plot and the figures involved in it. They do not want to indulge
in scenes, descriptions of environment and details of secondary importance: folk
balladry being a homo-centric poetry does not want to carry the problem beyond
the point of a satisfactory understanding. It presents the speeded-up conflict in a
naked form. That is to say, there is one thing in which it surpasses all art poetry: it
can produce a masterly structure, it can condense things, it feels what is essential
and how much is wanted to express what is essential. Here lies the secret of folklore
style.
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125. THE WIFE WHO KILLED HER OLD HUSBAND

Stand in front of me, you old blacksmith!
Let me take a look at your body.
At your body, at your beauty,
At your slim and slender waist!

225 .
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Then she thrust him into the water. According to another version, the young wife
goes home upon the call of her, husband:
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1. The old blacksmith arose and went
To sue for the hand of young Orzse.
He asked her to marry his son,
And took her home for himself.
2. Young Orzse arose and went
To enjoy herself with young men.
The old blacksmith went after her:
Come home, young Orzse!
3. For I did not marry you
To see you enjoy yourself with young men,
But I married you
To look into my grey head!
4. To
To
To
To

Alas, my Lord, what a pity!
I was shaving my husband
And drove the razor in his neck
Because so I wished.
Onion, onion,
Be sharp in my eyes,
So that I may lament myoid man,
So that I may lament myoid man!

look into my grey head,
kiss my withered face,
kiss my withered face ,
scratch my crooked back.

Some of the motifs enter into other connections oCcasionally:
. .. . , He takes her home for himself.
The old man asks her,
The old man asks her:
Am I handsome, fair Ilona?
Am I handsome, fair Ilona?
You are handsome, you are handsome, you old man
As a rotten block in the woods.
If wind blows, it is shaking,
If rain falls, it is rottening.

6. Tisza, Danube, be in full bloom now!
The old blacksmith is lying in your bed.
Punish, God, the mother
Who marries otT her daughter to an old man!
7. If rain falls, he is shivering,
If wind blows, he is trembling.
If rain falls, he is shivering,
If wind blows, he is trembling.
Manfa ( Baranya county). Performed by a woman of71 . L. Kiss 1958

The fresh young wife went home
To blow into flame the sparkling fire.
To blow into flame the sparkling fire,
To put on a vessel of water.
Come here, you old man;
Bow your head in my lap,
Bow your head in my lap,
Let me pluck your old head!
Come over, gossip,
The old man is dying!
He is bulging his eyes,
He is moving his beard.
Don' t be afraid of him, gossip,
Fasten a rope to his feet,
Draw him, pull him to the bed of holyhock!
The warming of water was followed, in all likelihood, by the shaving of the beard, as
appears from the next variant:

5. Come on, come on, you old blacksmith,
Let's take a look at the Tisza and the Danube!
Let's take a look at the Tisza and the Danube
And see if they are flowing downwards or upwards?

920

Divergences: There is a variant in which the young wife does not utter a word
before they arrive at the bank of the river. When arrived , she says:

= AP 2147/c.
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Fair Bona asks him:
Am I beautifu~, you old man? (Repetition as above throughout.)
You are beauttful, you are beautiful fair Bona
Like a rose that sprang in the garden of flowe~s.
A variant from Nyitra county incorporates motifs of The Enticed Wife (Type 3 )
and The Girl Abducted by the Turks (Type 29.):
.
... Fair Bona arose and went
To fetch water in copper jugs from the well.
The old man went after her:
Give me water, fair Bona!
She passed, she passed him the copper jug.
Then he took her by her white arm .. .
He drew h~r, drew her through hills and valleys,
Through hills and valleys, and thorny thickets.
Stop, stop, you old man!
A thorn has driven in my leg.
We shall stop, fair Bona,
We shall stop by the cut tree.
I have nine castles there,
I shall lock you up in the tenth.
Fair Bona arose and went
To play with young girls ... "

The figure of the young wife taking her vengeance on her old man to whom
she had been forced to marry is not unknown with the French either. (Cf. 31 .)
Nevertheless, the two nations treat the theme in a different way. No direct
connections can, therefore, be seen between the French and the Hungarian
ballads. The gaps in the dissemination, and the variants occurring in distant
tradition-preserving regions indicate that the story must have been more
widespread in older times. It is not precluded that we are dealing with survivals of
some old ballad. (This seems to be supported by embedded motifs of old-style
ballads). Provisionally we relegated this piece to the class of new ballads on account
of its modern language.

The repulsive features of the old man are sometimes exaggerated beyond belief:
But I married you
To scratch my grey head,
To scrape my grubby neck,
To lick my mucuous nose,
To suck my muddy eyes!
Earliest provenience: 1846.
_ .. Dissemination: Sopron county ("The Ferto Region" ); Vas county (Nagynikos); Zala county
(P?loske); Barany~ ~ount~ (Manfa 4, Piispokszenterzsebet); Tolna county (Kanya); Nyitra county
(Bed, Menyhe, Vlcsapapatl); Arad county (Pecska); Southern Great Plain (s.!')· Bihar county
(Nagyszalonta). Total: 15.
'
Textual relationships with other ballads: 3., 29.
Tunes: !. = No. 225 (five variants); 3. (3).
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126. THE MURDERER WHO GAVE HIMSELF UP

I. Alas, it is a broad way, alas, it is a long way
On which Jancsi Barna has set out!
He has his white shirt and pants on,
The beam of the morning star lights on him.
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1. Jani Barna was asked by his sweetheart
To send his mother over to the world beyond.
Jani Barna called his mother to the woods,
He drove his sharp knife into his mother's heart.

Kiskunhalas (Pest county). Performed by a woman of 35. Vargyas 1939 = Vargyas
1954, 63/a.

4. Jani Barna, it is a pity to have done so,
To kill your mother upon advice of a girl.
Sir commissar, she has been an old enemy of mine,
I could not marry the one I loved best.

Divergences: The development of the plot has been discussed, in the study in
connection with the early variants. Anyway, there occur only minor deviations. In
more recent recordings, and almost generally in the Transdanubian parts, the
young man kills his own mother. It seems as if variations have proceeded towards a
deeper conflict.

5. The beam has been carved on the bank of the Tisza,
On which Jani Barna will be hanged.
Wind blows his black, crispy hair,
Someone else is cuddling the sweetheart of Jani Barna.
Bucsu (Vas county). Performed by a woman of 36. Bekefi 1965.
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4. Sir commissar, may God grant us a good day!
Welcome, Jancsi Barna! What is the matter with you?
Sir commissar, sorrow is pressing down my heart,
I have killed my best friend for a girl.

6. Alas, yellow is the gate of the Illava prison!
Jancsi Barna has been closed up there.
Gate of Illava prison, may you break!
Jancsi · Barna will never let be free!

3. Good day, sir gendarmes' commissar!
Welcome, Jani Barna, what's the matter with you?
Sir commissar, my heart is heavy with grief
For I have killed my mother upon advice of a girl.

b

3. Jancsi Barna's suit was spotted with blood.
His sweetheart, his darling is going to clean it.
Wash, darling, whiten my shirt and my pants,
Tomorrow I shall go to the commissar of the gendarmes.

5. Jancsi Barna, this you have not done well,
That you killed your best friend for a girl!
Sir commissar, he was an old enemy of mine,
Mari Kovacs could not be my wife.

2. Jani Barna's suit is stained with blood.
He has no mother to clean it.
Wash, sweetheart, whiten my shirt and my pants!
Tomorrow I go to the gendarmes' commissar.

4·

2. Jancsi Barna goes to the woods.
His best friend is lying at the foot of a tree.
His best friend is lying at the foot of a tree.
Jancsi Barna killed him as he was lying there.
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Earliest provenience: J882. (There exist several earlier notations, in which, however, the text had
not reached its stage of full development.)
Dissemination: Vas county (Bucsu, Jak, Kenez, Nagymizd6, Pankasz, Pecol, Perenye,
Rabakovacsi); Zala county (Csacsbozsok, CsMord, Nemeshetes, Kanizsa, Kiskomarom, Oltarc, Redics
2, Zalaapati, Zalacsany, Zalakoppany); Somogy county (Csakany, Sagvar, Somogyzsitfa, Zamardi);
Baranya county (Kopacs, Mohacs); Tolna county (Pineehely, Szekszard); Pest county (BogyiszI6);
Fejer county (Csakvar, Dunapentele, Etyek region); Veszprem county (Bakony-Sarkany, Berhida,
Hegyesd, Szentkiralyszabadja); Komarom county (Csaszar, Csilizradvany, Kiskeszi, Nagyleg,
Naszvad); Gyor county (HoIl6major, Nagybarathegy, Taplanypuszta); Pozsony county (Ogelle);
Nyitra county (Zsere 2, Zsitvabesenyo); Bars county (Udec); Hont county (Ipolyszog, Per6cseny);
N6grad county (Bereel 2, Rim6c); Heves county (Biikkszenterzsebet); Borsod county (Malyinka,
Saj6mercse); Zemplen county ("Tisza-Bodrog Interfluve", Ricse 2, Sarospatak, Sziirnyeg, Taktanador); Pest county (Galambospuszta, Kiskunfelegyhaza 2, Kiskunhalas 4); Jasz-Nagykun-Szolnok
county (Cibakhaza, Jaszbereny, Nagykorii); Bacs-Bodrogcounty (Bacsalmas, Cs6ka, Kunbaja, Zenta);
Torontal county (Hertelendyfalva, Pade, Szajan); Csongrad county (Atokhaza, " Csongrad county" 2,
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HOdmeziivasarhely 5, Horgos, Mindszent, Tape); Arad county (Pecska); South Great Plain (without
precise indication of locality 2), Csanad county (Apatfalva, Mako); Bekes county (Doboz, Endriid 2,
Gyula, Meziibereny, Okany, Oroshaza, Szarvas); Bihar county (Korosnagyharsany, Nagyszalonta :]);
Szabolcs county (Gegeny, Nyirabrany, Nyirbator, Nyirlugos 2, Nyirtura 2); Szatmar county (Ura);
Szilagy county (Kraszna); Kolozs county (Mera 3); Szolnok-Doboka county (Buza 2); Maros-Torda
county (Szentgerice); Udvarhely county (Tordatfalva, Zetelaka); Csik county (Csikmenasag,
Csikszentimre, Gyimeskozeplok, Gyimesbiikk); Haromszek county (Dalnok, Sepsibiikszad,
Szekelytamasfalva), "Bukovina"; Moldva (Leszped, Ojfalu). Total: 138.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 96., 121.
Tunes: l. = No. 226. (17 variants), 2. = No. 227. (29 variants), 4. (3), 5. (2), 6. (3).
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(3- 10. in the geographical order; 10. Moldavian.)

This ballad which has spread most recently belongs to the favourite songs in
the dissemination area. This fact is also borne out by its fairly uniform text and
tune. Tunes 226 and 227 are closely related. The other melodies coupled with the
text resemble the mentioned ones. The development of the text has been described
on page vol. 1,148- 152. It may have assumed its present form towards the en of the
last century.
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I. The Bakony forest is plunged into mourn,
The Bakony forest is plunged into mourn,
Sandor Rozsa has been taken prisoner,
Sandor Rozsa has been taken prisoner.

2. On
On
He
He

a Sunday afternoon,
a Sunday afternoon,
was walking merrily in the street,
was walking merrily in the street.

3. His kind mother follows him,
His kind mother follows him.
Son, Sandor, come home,
Son, Sandor, come home!
4. I cannot go home,
I cannot go home,
I must go to the inn,
I must go to the inn.
5. A fight is bound to come,
A fight is bound to come.
I shall bathe in blood,
I shall bathe in blood.
6. And I know whose blood it will be,
And I know whose blood it will be.
I shall bathe in the commissar's blood,
Not in the shallow water of the Tisza.
7. Mother dear, I
Mother dear, I
Is there a dirty
Is there a dirty

am come home,
am come home.
shirt among my soiled clothes,
shirt among my soiled clothes?
927

8. If there is no dirty shirt among them,
If there is no dirty shirt among them,
I have brought one soiled with blood,
I have brought one soiled with blood.
Manfa (Baranya county). Performed by a woman of 45. K. Kiss 1949.
Divergences:
I. The fir-woods is plunged into mourn (Each line repeated),
For an outlaw is lying dead.
2. On a Sunday afternoon
He walked after the girls.
3. He went to the inn,
He stood at the door.
4. Three outlaws were enjoying themselves,
The fourth one pointed to him:
5. You dog, shun my hand,
Because you have broken my head!
6. A copper hatchet is in my head,
A double-edged knife in my heart!
7. Mother dear, mother dear,
Have I a soiled shirt among the dirty clothes?
8. Take it to the Tisza,
Wash it clean for your son who is dead.
9. Aye, girls, weep,
Make pearly wreath and bow down at my grave!

11. Pozsony county ("Csallokoz", Dioszeg, Doborgaz); Nyitra county (Vagkiralyfa, Zsere);
Hont county (Bernecebarati, Ipolybalog 3, PerOcseny, Tesa); Nograd county (Barna, Bercei,
Csakanyhaza, Gacs 2, Nagybatony, Patak, Romhany, Szandavaralja, Tereske); Heves county (Adacs,
Bodony, Biikkszenterzsebet, Doroghaza, Fedemes 2, Matraszentistvan, Nagyvisnyo, Parad); Borsod
county (Borsodnadasd, Emodi, Mezokeresztes, Szilvasvarad); Gomor county (Hanva 3, Rimaszombat); Abauj county (Abaujvar, Cekehaza); Zemplen county ("Tisza-Bodrog Interfluve", Bodrogolaszi,
Cigand, Megyaszo, Ricse 3, Sarospatak 4, Szerencs, Tiszakarad 2). 11.: 54.
Ill. Pest county (Bugacmonostor, Dunavecse, Kiskunfelegyhaza, Nagytarcsa, Pakapuszta,
Tura); lasz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (Alattyan, Hszladany 2, Hszte1ek, Karcag, Kotelek, Nagykorii,
Pusztasiily, Szeleveny 2); Bacs-Bodrog county (Bajsa, Rem, Zenta, Zombor); Torontal county
(Egyhazasker, Hertelendyfalva, Omor, Pade, Szoreg; "Torontal county" ); Csongrad county
("Csongrad c." , Hodmezovasarhely 2), South Great Plain (without precise indication of locality 2);
Bekes coounty (Battonya, Bekes, EndrOd, Kondoros, Pusztafoldvar, Veszto); Arad county (Arad,
Pecska); Bihar county (Biharugra, Korosnagyharsany, Nagyszalonta 5, Ojiraz); Szabolcs county
(Kallosemjen, Ksivarda, Mateszalka, Nyirtura); Szatmar county ("Szatmar" , Tunyog); Szilagy county
(Karasztelek). Ill. : 52.
IV. Kolozs county (Makofalva, Pusztakamaras, Vajdakamaras); Szolnok-Doboka county
(Arpasto); Torda-Aranyos county (Sinfalva 2, Torda); Also-Feher county (Lorincreve); Udvarhe1y
county (Alsobenced, Korispatak, Szekelykeresztur, Tordatfalva); Csik county (Csikdelne 2, Csikrakos
2); Haromszek county (Kalnok, Sepsikorospatak); Bukovina (Andrasfalva, Istensegits 2); Moldavia
(Nicolae Balcescu). IV- V.: 23. Total: 191.
Textual relationships with other ballads: None.
Tunes: All the variants are sung to variants of the tune published. (Cr. Bartok 1924, No. 85, and
notes.)

The ballad is a recent development. Uniquely formulated, as it is, the text has
a peculiar interconnection with the melody. The revival of the ancient technique of
line-repetition in a consistent way, as in this case, is rather exceptional in recent
folklore products.

Cigand (Zemplen county).
Some of the texts have a different continuation after the fourth outlaw points
to Sandor Rozsa: "The first outlaw rushed at him, The second kept him back, The
third stood up And hit Sandor at the head." Then follows: "If you have cut my
head, Shun, you dog, my hand!"
The name Sandor Rozsa has in this case nothing to do with the famous
outlaw. A fairly even dissemination of the text is conspicuous, made even more
emphatic by the exclusive association with the tune and the constant line-repetitive
construction. Rather ommissions than variants can be spoken of.
Earliest provenience: 1871- 72 (Bartalus) .
Dissemination:
I. Moson county (Cikolasziget, Leoony); Sopron county (Bagyog, Bosarkany); Vas county
(Alsoor, Megyehid, Nagykolked, the "Orseg Region", Varkeszo, Velem); Zala county
(Nemessandorhaza 3, Palfiszeg, Resznek, Rooics, Siimeg, Zalaharsagy, Zalavar); Somogy county
(Darany, Karad, Kalmancsa 2, Kiliti, Koroshegy, Kutas, Mesztegnyo, Somogyzsitfa); Ver6ce county
(Szentlaszlo); Baranya county (Csuza, Karacodfa, Kisbodolya, Kopacs, Magyaregregy, Manfa,
Piispokszenterzsebet); Tolna county (Kanya, Koppanyszanto, Madocsa); Fejer county (Csor, Erd);
Veszprem county (Balatonszollos, Csesznek, Lovaszpatona, Osi, Papa 2, Rooe, Papasalamon, "Somlo
region", Tes, Varpalota 2, Veszpremfajsz-Germans in Hungarian); Komarom county (Acs, Csicso,
Csilizpata, Naszvad); Gyor county (Felpi:c, Gyor, Kunsziget, MenfOcsanak) I.: 62.
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8. Come,
Let us
Come,
Let us

128. THE GIRL WHO FELL INTO THE THRESHING
MACHINE

Hegyszentmarton ( Baranya county) . Performed by a woman of 29. 1934
Nagy, 236- 37.
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1. What happened in the threshing field of Kisdozda
In the year of eighteen hundred and eighty-six?
Julcsa Szarvas mounted the big drum,
And fell into the big drum .
2. As Pali Gazsi saw this,
He clasped his hands on his head
Crying: Stop the machine!
My dear Juliska has fallen into the drum!
3. They lifted Julcsa Szarvas out of the big drum ,
And took her to the old doctor's.
Old doctor takes a look at her, saying:
Only the good Lord can be the doctor of Julcsa.
4. The stubble-field of barley is very broad at Kisdozda!
A little lark sets in it, singing.
She sings to the mother of Julcsa Szarvas:
Your daughter has met a sudden death!
5. Open, mother, your green-painted gate;
Let in your daughter who has been crushed.
For her blood is flowing in streams,
Her faithful sweetheart's heart is near to break!
6. Candles are burnt, one after the other, with the Szarvas's,
They are waking over Julcsa Szarvas.
Julcsa Szarvas is resting on two deals,
Her lover, bent over her, is shedding tears.
7. In vain does he say: Open, sweetheart, your window!
Hold out your two round arms!
After your arms, your snow-white breast,
Let me write my name under your heart!
930

girls, let us dress in white!
take Julcsa to the graveyard!
girls, let us take her to the graveyard,
place her to rest for ever!
Berze

Divergences:
Sometimes the beginning stanza reads like this: "Have you heard what
happened in Belegrad? .. . The mechanic misunderstanding this, Gave more steam
to the engine (bis). So poor Julcsa was torn to pieces." In such variants the mechanic
casts himself on the grave, cursing himself for his having caused the accident. "By
the time the machine stopped, The weak voice of Julcsa Farkas also stopped. " Or:
"All the red blood of her body was spilt." "Her red blood flew in streams Her
mother's heart broke with grief."
Earliest provenience: 1891.
Dissemination:
S. 1.: I.
I. Vas county (Bucsu, Csempeszkopacs, Csiiriitnek, Hosszupereszteg, Nadasd, Oszk6); Zala
county (Csiimooer, Kiskomarom 2, Monostorapati, Oltarc, Redics); Somogy county (Bedegker,
Zamardi 2); Baranya county (Becefa, Hegyszentmarton, Kopacs, "Ormanysag" ); Tolna county
(Koppanyszant6, Nova, Szekszard); Veszprem county (Jasd, Rede); Komarom county (Komarom,
Naszvad); Gyiir county (Gyiir, Sag). I.: 28.
II . Pozsony county (Taksonyfalva); Nyitra county (Zsere); Hont county (Bernecebarati 2,
Ipolybalog, Ipolysziig, Ipolyvece, Lukanenye, Per6cseny); N6grad county (Bercel 2, Szandavaralja 2);
Heves county (Biikkszenterzsebet, Eger 2, Erk, Fedemes 2, Feldebrii, Matraderecske, PoroszI6); Borsod
county (Abod, Bogacs, Mezokeresztes, Szilvasvarad); Zemplen county (" Tisza-Bodrog Interfluve",
Deregnyo, Ricse 2, Sarospatak 2, Szerencs); Beregcounty (L6nya, Nagysarkilny); Ung county (Palagy),
I1.: 38.
Ill. Pest county (Isaszeg, Kecskemet 3, KiskunfeJegyhilza, Kiskunhalas 4); Jasz-NagykunSzolnok county (Jak6halma, Jaszbereny, Turkeve 2); Bacs-Bodrog county (Bacsalmas, Bajsa, Kunbaja,
Pince, Rem 2, Zenta, Zsidaborota); Torontal county (Egyhazasker, Klarafalva, Majdan); South Great
Plain (without precise indication of locality); Csongrad county (H6dmezovasarhely, Tape); Bekes
county (Csorvas, Endrod, Sarkadkeresztur, Veszto 2); Bihar county (Biharugra, Kiiriisnagyharsany 2,
Nagyszalonta 2); Szabolcs county (Gegeny 2, Nyirbator, Nyirlugos 2, Paszab, Polgar, Piricse,
Tiszakarad); Szatmar county (Kersemjen); Szilagy county (Dobra, Karasztelek 2). Ill .: 50.
IV. Hunyad courtty (Deva); Kolozs county (Mera); Szolnok-Doboka county (Cege); MarosTorda county (Malomfalva, Marosvasarhely 2, P6ka, Szovata); Nagykiikiillo county (Medgyes);
Udvarhely county (Boldogasszonyfalva); Csik county ' (Csikszentimre, Gyergy6tekeropatak);
Haromszek county (Bardoc, Magyarhermany); Bukovina (Andrasfalva). IV.: 15. Total: 132.
The list of proveniences fails to show the entire dissemination of the ballad. With the method of
questioning, the song can be found ·in nearly every village in areas I- Ill.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes:
Associated either with the melody of No. 229 or some other new-style folksong in areas I- Ill .
(Few tunes have been recorded by mainly unprofessional collectors.) Other kinds of tunes are coupled
with the text in the fringe areas of the Great Plain and area IV. These are as follows:
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(Nos 2 and 3 are extant in two notations.)

As the harvesting machines began to spread in the 70s of the last century, the
song must have developed after that decade. Nevertheless, the dates are very
divergent in the texts (from 1848 to 1914). The point is to match the rhythmic
pattern with the number of syllables. It seems, however, that 1886 is nearest to
truth. Kalmany pretends to know that the event took place at Zenta. He dates the
song as late as 1891. Without exception, the lines are of the eleven-syllable type of
new-style folksongs. The influence of the latter is also shown by the melodies
associated with the texts. The song must have developed in the eighties. Although
telling about a death-case, it has not become a true ballad. No matter how many
efforts are seen on the part of the informants to make it effective by introducing
novel lyrical ideas, the verse remains a simple record of an accident.
I have knOWledge of a single version in foreign language: SL'P III, No. 819.
Three stanzas of this are verbatim translations of the Hungarian version; the tune is
a generally known Hungarian melody of the new style. Thus the foreign version
must be regarded as an adaptation of the Hungarian.

I. My dearest, sweetest wife!

What's the matter, my dear angel?
I see horses in the courtyard
And I can't see the reason.
2. Look, you are a stupid man indeed,
Who can see a horse here?
Milking cows they are,
I bought them at the fair.
3. Milking cows, saddled,
Has anyone ever seen such a thing?
Am I not a silly, beguiled
Husband I have ever been?
4. In entered the room,
And what was I to see?
A pair of boots under the table,
One, two, three pairs of them!
5. I asked: Dear wife ... ,
What's the matter, my dear angel?
I see boots under the table,
And I can't see the reason.
6. Look, you are a stupid man indeed,
Who can see boots here?
Milk jugs they are,
I bought them at the fair.
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6. Milk jugs with spurs,
Has anyone ever seen such a thing?
Am I not a silly, beguiled
Husband I have ever been?

17. I asked: Dear wife ... ,
What's the matter, my dear angel?
I see mantles on the pegs,
And I can't see the reason.

8. I went still inner the room,
And what was I to see?
A pair of swords on the table:
One, two, three pairs of them!

18. Look, you are a stupid man indeed!
Who can see mantles here?
It is the silken gown of my servant maid,
Spotted with mould.

9. I asked: Dear wife ... ,
What's the matter, my dear angel?
I see swords on the table,
And I can't see the reason.

19. Silken gown with stars and frogs,
Has anyone ever seen such a thing?
Am I not a silly, beguiled
Husband I have ever been?

10. Look, you are a stupid man indeed.
Who can see swords here?
They are knives to cut meal with,
I bought them at the fair.

20. I went still inner the room,
And what was I to see?
Soldiers in my bed,
One, two, three of them!

11. Knives to cut meal, and they are tasselled,
Has anyone ever seen such a thing?
Am I not a silly, beguiled
Husband I have ever been?

21. I asked: Dear wife ... ,
What's the matter, my dear angel?
I see soldiers in my bed,
And I can't see the reason.

12. I went still inner the room,
And what was I to see?
A pair of shakoes on the table,
One, two, three pairs of them.

22. Look, you are a stupid man indeed!
Who can see soldiers here?
They art, grandmother's servant maids
Who sweep the room.

13. I asked: Dear wife ... ,
What's the matter, my dear angel?
I see shakoes on the table
And I can't see the reason.

23. Servant maids with red moustaches,
Has anyone ever seen such a thing?
Am I not a silly, beguiled
Husband I have ever been?

14. Look, you are a stupid man indeed,
Who can see shakoes here?
Milk pots they are,
I bought them at the fair.

24. My dearest, kindest wife!
What's the matter, my dear angel?
We are having a ball tonight,
I say, and that's my wish!

15. Milk pots with bright buttons,
Has anyone ever seen such a thing?
Am I not a silly, beguiled
Husband I have ever been?

25. The wife is looking here and there,
What kind of ball are we going to have?
Behind the door, there is the knotted rope,
And there is also a long staff there.

16. I went still inner the room,
And what was I to see?
Mantles on the pegs,
One, two, three of them.
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Ojszasz (Pest county). Performed by a woman of 26. Bartok 1918.
Divergences: Only minor differences can be found, for instance: "As I go
home from the fair, I see: there are three horses standing there ... "; further, the
"finds" are complemented with other things, too. On the whole, this is a uniformly
shaped ballad.
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Earliest provenience: 1832.
Dissemination:
S.l.: 3.
Sopron county ("Danube-Raba lnterfluve"); Vas county (Orseg); Zala county (Redics,
Tapo\ca); Komarom county (Martos); Nyitra county (Ghymes 2); Nograd county (Bercel 3, Szanda,
S~andavaralja); G6m6r county (Lucska); Abauj county (Keked, Panyok); Zemplen county (Legenye,
Rlcse); Pest county (Adony, Felsoerek, Fiil6pszallas, Kiskunmajsa, Pahi, Tapioszele, Ojszasz); BacsBodrog county (Nagybaracska); Torontal county (Csoka); South Great Plain (without precise
indication of locality 2); Csongrad county (AIgyo, Csongrad, HOdmezovasarhely, Kiskundorozsma,
Sz~ntes) ; Bekes county (Endrod 2, K6r6sladany, Veszto); Arad county (Arad, Gyorok); Bihar county
(Blharugra); Szabo\cs county (L6vopetri, Nyiregyhaza); Szatmar county (Avasujvaros, Kersemjen 2);
Hunyad county (Lelesz); Maros-Torda county (Jobbagytelke, Kibed , " Salt region" ); Udvarhely county
(Bethlenfalva); Csik county (Csikkarcfalva, Csikrakos, GyergYOcsomafalva, Gyimesv6lgye,
Kaszonjakabfalva); Haromszek county (Dalnok, Kezdimarkosfalva); Bukovina (Istensegits 3,
Jozseffalva); Moldavia (Leszped 2). Total: 63.
Tex tual relationships with other ballads: None.
Tunes: sung without exception to variants of the published tune, or to melodies related to it.
Versions in languages other than Hungarian:
GERMAN: E-B 900.
DANISH: DgF 304.
ENGLISH : Child 274.
FRENCH: Canteloube 1,68 IV, 279; D 'Harcourt No. 96.
ITALIAN : Nigra 85 .
SPANISH: Geibel- Schack , 348 and 350; Cossio-Solano I, 215- 227 XXVII I 120-129; Cossio· No.
21, Armistead- Silvermann 1971 /11 , No. 16. (detailed bibliography in Note 11 , p. 209); Romero 109 ("very
popular in Spanish- America"), Armistead 1978/1 3A- B, idem 1978/11 ,245 (refers to 5 variants).
RUSSIAN: Chernyshev No. 33- 35.
ROMANIAN : Amzulescu 291 (enumerates 12 variants). See further: Seemann 1951 No. 88. (The
national versions have been adduced for the sake of exemplification, without any pretence to full
representation of the variants.)

The question of origin of this type had been solved by Child already; he stated
in the comparative notes to the British variant: "B is a broadside version which had
had an interesting history on the Continent. It was translated into German by F.
Wilh. Meyer in 1789, in a very happy style, with a denouement in which the man
gives his wife a beating and explains his cuffs as caresses which her mother has sent
her. Meyer's ballad was printed in 1790. It had a great and immediate success, was
circulated as broadside, and was taken up by the people, in whose mouth it
underwent the usual treatment of ballads traditionally propagated. From Germany
it spread into Scandinavia and Hungary, and perhaps elsewhere."
In the knowledge of the Hungarian variants and the related tunes, we can
fully endorse this opinion. Even details of the German version are followed by the
Hungarian texts, further, both the tunes and the stanzaic construction are so strange
as to betray at first sight the foreign origin. To prove this it will suffice to quote a
German text and tune for comparison's sake.
E- B 900: "Als ich nun nach Hause kam, Da standen viele pferde da. 0 weh, 0
weh, 0 weh! 0 Iiebes Weib, nun schau mir an, was sind die Pferde da? Milchkiihe
sind es ja, die Mutter schickt sie mir. Milchkiih mit Lederzeug? 0 weh, 0 weh, 0
weh! Bin ein betrogner Eheman, wie viele andre sind. (Repetition.) 2. Als ich in die
Kiiche kam, Da hingen viele Sabel da. 0 weh, 0 weh, 0 weh ... etc. 0 Iiebes Weib,
schau mir an: Was sein fiir Sabel da? Bratspiesse sind es ja, Die Mutter schickt sie
936

mir. Bratspiess mit Portepee? 0 weh, ... etc. 3. Stube, Mantel, Nachtjacken,
... Nachtjacken mit Achselknopfn? . .. 4. . .. Kammer... Stiefel ...
Milchtopfe. . . Milchtopfe mit Sparen... . 5. . .. in das Bette ... Iagen
viele Husaren drin ... Milchmadchen mit Schnurrbarten
I,
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The earliest Hungarian notation stands close to the variant published by ErkB6hme.
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Later the form was simplified in various ways, although the characteristic
major tone and functional harmonies of the melody and the strange construction of
the verse have been retained in every variant. Only the method of repetition shows a
degree of divergence, owing to simplification.
The text follows the German original as closely as the tune. The same
p~rallels occur in both: the palfrey-milch-cow saddled, bridled; boots-milk-jugs
With spurs; mantle-with golden buttons; sword (occurring frequently in the
var~ants)- spit (in MNGY 11, 327; "portupe"!); and finally, in some twelve
vanants even the German husband's complaint is repeated in verbatim translation:
"I am a poor silly husband, as are so many others!"
No other western sources come into consideration, since all the formulations
except the German are widely differing from the Hungarian. Conspicuous are, on
the othe.r hand, .th; slight differences o~ variants. This refers to recent adaptation,
supportmg Chzld s statement. Even If we suppose that the earliest written
specimen-in the songbook of /stwin T6th-was looking back upon some past in
folk use as a popular song, the adaptation cannot be dated earlier than ten or twenty
years after the German broadside was published.
Only the Romanian version allows of a possible Hungarian mediation. No
other way of spreading towards the Southeast can be surmised. In this connection, a
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weighty argument is that all the Romanian variants came up from the territories of
pre-wars Hungary. The denouement shows contamination with the story of The
Unfaithful Wife Burnt to Death; thus a tragic ending has been given to a comic
story; " In the absence of her husband, the wife calls his lover. The husband returns
and discovers strange horses in the stable, boots under the bed, cap and sword on
the peg. The faithless wife finds explanation for all this, but refuses to produce the
key to the chest in which the husband wants to look for his mantle. The man breaks
the side of the chest and detects the lover of the wife. He is successful in convincing
the man that the woman is to blame what has happened. The husband forgives him
and kills the wife." It is interesting that another " borrowing" nation, the Spanish,
gives a similar twist to the song. (They had taken the song from the French.) For
instance: Romero 109: "The wife is working on her embroidery at the window. The
emperor's son Don Carlos sees her and love develops between them. The wife
invites him for the night, as her husband went on hunting. As they are rejoicing in
each other's love, the husband arrives. The familiar questions follow : Whose horse
is this?-Yours, father gave it to you. -Whose weapons are these? Yours, father
gave them to you. -Whose footsteps are those in the corridor? No more excuses are
found : Kill me, my husband, I have cheated you! The two knights began to fight,
one of them dies at midnight, the other at morn."

Literature: Child 1898: the Hungarian from the German; Ortutay 1936-48: Child 49 (?), E- 8 689
and 900 paralleled with the Hungarian; Danos 1938: the Hungarian borrowed from the Slavs; Seemann
1951 , No. 88: Lithuanian and Slav versions discussed in connection with the German; Vargyas 1964:
German origin .

130. THE SICK WIFE

231.
1. In the environs of Leva, there over,
There is a sick wife who does not want to get up.
She is thirsty, but has no water,
She would like to send someone to the well, but there is no-one at hand.
2. She has an old husband,
She sends him to the well.
As the husband starts to the well,
A brown lad lies in the bed.
As the husband returns home, (to lines 3 and 4)
The brown lad walks to the bench.
3. Sick wife, dear angel,
Who has lying in your bed?
The cat was chasing mice,
It was lying there for a long time.
4. Sick wife, my dear angel,
Who is lying on the bench?
A pauper of God is lying there.
He is cold, the poor soul, and warming himself.

5. Then her husband feels in his pocket,
And gives a coin to the pauper.
The sick woman is laughing at seeing
That the pauper accepts it.

"Csongrad county" = MNGY Il, 45 .
Divergences:
Sometimes the sick girl sends away her mother. " You are very kind to me,
mother, Having brought so good water to me! You must go to fetch some many
times, And you needn't hurry at all! " When a girl is spoken of, detection mostly
follows: "What's the matter with your belly? Why is it so much swollen?" and so
on.

Earliest provenience: 1872.
Dissemination: "Csongnid county" 2; " Szatmar county"; Csik county (Gyimesfelsolok);
Moldavia (Uszped 2). Total: 5. (The list is not complete: several recent notations with tune are known,
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mostly recorded with truncated, short texts. For a long time I have not considered this song a ballad, nor
did I collect its variants.) The song from Gyimesfelsolok has a repetitive form, complemented with
refrains.
Textual relationships with other ballads: none.
Tunes: I . (2 variants).
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131. DANCE, FRIAR, A DANCE!
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This song is more of a low-life scene than a ballad. (The story of
Armistead- Silvermann 1971 , 81 13A resembles this song.)
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1. Dance, friar, a dance!

I shall give you a flock of geese.
I don't dance, I cannot dance,
It is not becoming, it is forbidden
For a friar to dance a dance.
2. Dance, friar, a dance!
I shall give you a fat pig.
I don't dance, I cannot dance,
It is not becoming, it is forbidden
For a friar to dance a dance!
3. Dance, friar, a dance!
I shall give you a nice young wik
I will dance, I can dance,
It is becoming, it is not forbidden
For a friar to dance a dance!
Mohtics (Baranya county). Performed by a woman of 50. Schneider 1938
Nagy 243-244.

=

Dissemination: County Baranya (Mohacs), county Nyitra (Kolon), County
(Magyargyeromonostor, Mera). Total: 4.
Textual relationships with other ballads: 72., 73.

Berze

Kolozs

Versions in languages other than Hungarian: Songs mocking friars have a farreaching tradition. A
fairly close form of this story is Gagnon 130: "Oh, if only this friar danced a dance! I would give him a
hood! (Each line repeated.) Dance, friar, dance! You are a bad dancer, not hearing the rhythm of the
mill's sound. Oh, if only this friar danced a dance! I would give him a hair-shirt .. . a rosary ... a nice
book of psiIms ... And had he not made_a vow of poverty I would give him something else, too."
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Although the point of the latter song is different, it is closely related with the
Hungarian, not only as regards content but also the strophe-repetitive form. Yet no
direct connection can be assumed between the two. Isolated position, new-style
formulation, and the fact that songs mocking friars are reborn every now and then,
never losing their timeliness, warn us to be cautious in drawing any definite
conclusion.

132. THE BELATED WEDDING
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1. The parson went to celebrate a mass,
The wedding of a pretty brown girl took place.
Hey-ho, whoopee, Hey-ho, whoopee!
She could hardly wait till it was over,
She ran away from the church.
Hey-ho, whoopee, hey-ho, whoopee!
2. They have hardly reached the third house,
The bride gave birth to a baby.
Hey-ho, whoopee, hey-ho, whoopee!
She took off her skirt,
And wrapped the baby in it.
Hey-ho, whoopee, hey-ho, whoopee!
3. The baby is crying in the kitchen.
Don't cry, baby in the kitchen!
Hey-ho, whoopee, hey-ho, whoopee!
Your mother is dancing in the room,
Your father is sorrowing at the table!
Hey,-ho, whoopee, hey-ho, whoopee!
Boda (Baranyacounty). Performed by a woman of63.1935

= Berze Nagy 158-159.

Associated with a recruiting dance-tune (verbunk).
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1. The sun shines in the church,
Here's to us, here's to us!
The parson tolled the first chime,
Here's to us, here's to us!

5. Horses ought to be put to the cart,
We ought to go to K6kinda,
We ought to go to K6kinda,
To have Panna examined by the doctor.

2. The parson goes in to deliver a sermon,
Here's to us, here's to us!
To celebrate a brown girl's wedlock,
Here's to us, here's to us!

6. You must not arrange for the wedding feast,
You must rather buy a cradle.
Nor is a virgin's head-dress needed any longer,
Sooner than that a bandage is needed.

3. She can hardly wait till the ceremony is over,
Here's to us, here's to us!
Till she can leave the altar,
Here's to us, here's to us!

7. She takes off her ribbons
And places them on the knob of the cradle.
They do not arrange for the wedding feast,
Rather they buy a cradle with the money.
Szajan ( Torontal county).

4. They have hardly arrived at the third house,
Here's to us, here's to us!
The bride gives birth to a baby,
Here's to us, here's to us!

Kalmany 1882, 24.

Divergences: The variants are fairly well represented by the published texts.

5. Aunt Sari, aunt Jutka,
Here's to us, here's to us!
Open the little gate,
Here's to us, here's to us!

EarlieSt provenience: 1878.
Dissemination: Zala county (Szentmargitfalva); Somogy county (Csokol); 8aranya county

(8oda); Tolna county (Fels6ireg); Torontal county (Szajan); Arad county (Pecska). Total: 6.
Tunes: as published .

The witty, mocking texts are of recent development.

6. We went, the two of us, and we arrived, the three of us,
Here's to us, here's to us
We lead a shameful life,
Here's to us, here's to us!
Felsoireg (Tolnacounty). Performed by a group ofgirls. Bartok 1906
Ethn. 1909, 304.

=

=

MSz . 171

=

235.
1. Panna Levaji filled with sorrow
Went down to the big Tisza.
Her mother walked after her:
Come home, daughter Panna!

2. I would fain go home, only I don't dare to,
For fear of my brother Gyurka!
Never fear, daughter, he is not going to hurt you,
Being your dear brother, your dear brother!
3. As they returned home,
They walked over to the Keszeg's.
IIIes Keszeg, come on with me,
Marry me, and I shall be your wife!
4. I would fain marry you, only I cannot,
My dear mother does not allow me to marry you!
Deny your mother, then,
Together with all your kinsfolk!
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133. THE BURNT SHEEP-PEN
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1. The barracks of Csiribiri has burnt down,
Nine young shepherds have burnt in it.
Nine pairs of clothes of the nine lads,
Together with the embroidered fur-coat of the old shepherd.
2. The old shepherd has not lost too much,
He can buy a new fur-coat at the Fiired fair.
But the nine young shepherds, the poor souls,
Have been burnt with all their things in the barracks.
3. A pretty brown girl is walking round the barracks
Asking the old shepherd about the young one.
In vain are you looking for him,
The one who loved you dearly has burnt in the barracks.
4. Show me, then, his grave,
So that I can set roses on it!
Let it grow roses instead of thistle,
For he has been my true lover!
Berncithegy ( Heves cou.nty). Performed by a man of 52. ( In the 1950s. )
Divergences: No essential differences can be observed among the variants.
Earliest provenience: 1871 /72 (Bartalus)
Dissemination: S.l.: 2.
I. Vas county (Nagynikos); Zala county (Dergecs, Keszthely); Somogy county (Zamardi);
Baranya county (Kolked, Szebeny); Tolna county (Sarpilis, "Tolna c."); Fejer county (Dunapentele);
Veszprem county (Rezi, Veszprem); Pest county (Tok); Komarom county (Mocsa); Gyor county
(Gyor, Menfiicsanak), I. : IS .
11. N6grad county (Nagybatony 2, Szuha?); Heves county (Atany, Bernathegy, Besenyotelek,
Fedemes 2, Fiizesabony 2, "Heves c." ?, Matraszentimre 2, Matraszentistvan, Palasveresmart, Tar,
Tiszanana, Varasz6); Borsod county (Kisgyor, Saly, Szegilong); Gomor county (Almagy); Abauj
county (Boldogkoujfalu, Gagyvendegi, Tornyosnemeti 2); Zemplen county ("Tisza- Bodrog
Interfluve", Bodrogszerdahely, Gesztely, Nagytarkany 2, Oros, Ricse, Sarospatak, Tiszakarad). 11 .: 35.

Ill . Pest county (Bugacmonostor, Galambospuszta, Izsak, Kiskunfelegyhaza, Kiskunhalas 6,
Lajosmizse, Makad, " Pest c."); 13sz-Nagykun-Szolnok county (13szapati, 13szbereny); Bacs-Bodrog
county (Bacsalmas, Melykut); South Great Plain (without precise indication of locality 2); Csongrad
county (Csongrad, H6dmezovasarhely 2); Bekes county (Doboz); Bihar county (Nagyszalonta 2);
Hajdu county (Hajduooszormeny, Hajdunanas 2, Hajduszoboszl6, " Hortobagy", Porod 2); Szabolcs
county (Balsa, Lovopetri, Tiszalok, Vaja); Szatmar co unty (Szamosszeg). Ill.: 37.
IV. Szolnok-Doboka county (Szek); Torda-Aranyos county (Ojtorda); Szeben county,
(Szeben); Udvarhely county (Olasztelek, Tordatfalva); Csik county (Csikmenasag); Haromszek county
(Kisborosny6, Nagyajta). IV.: 8. Total: 97.
Textual relationships with other ballads: None.
Tunes: I . = No. 236 (24 variants); 2. (7); 3. (6).
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2. - the melody composed to Pet6ft's poem entitled 'Alku" (first lime: " Young shepherd, poor
young shepherd"). 4. - the melody of an art song beginning with the line: "Maybeetle, yellow
maybeetle" .
Both tunes are very widespread among the peasantry.

The song developed at the end of the last century changes the plot into a
lyrical piece. It can hardly be termed a ballad.
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134. COME, SWEETHEART, REDEEM ME!

237.
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Ricse); Pest county (Bugacmonostor, FiilopsZlillas, Galgamacsa, Galgaheviz, Giibiiljaras, Kecel ,
Kecskemet, Keseriitelek, Kiskunfelegyhaza, Kiskunhalas 4, Kiskunmajsa, Nagykiiriis); lasz-NagykunSzolnok county (Cibakhaza, laszszentandras, Tiszabii, Tiszafiildvar 2, Tiszafiired, Tiszaigar, Tiszakiirt,
Tiszazug); Bacs-Bodrog county (Doroszlo), Homokmegy, Rem 2, Szakmar, Tiszakecske); Csongrad
county (AIgyii, Asotthalom, Balastya, Csongrad, Domaszek, Hodmeziivasarhely 3, Homokpuszta 4,
Horgos, Kistelek 2, Mindszent, Morahalom, Szeged-Felsiitanya, Tape 3, Olles); Bekes county (Doboz
2, Ecseg, Kaszaper); Hajdu county (Darvas, Debrecen-Nyulas, Fiildes, Hortobagy-Halasto,
Hosszupalyi); Szabolcs county, (Nyiracsad , Nyirbator, Nyirlugos); Szatmar county (Kersemjen 2,
Szamosszeg 2). Total: 91 .
Tunes: Sung almost exclusively to the published tune (in 84 recordings); in three cases it was
performed with the following melody:

Hogy-ba ·ram nem

J. J 'I

vir _ rad _ na.

4r 11)1)11
1. The mayor of Semjen
Is said to have two fine horses.
I try to steal them in the dark of the night,
Before dawn shines on me.
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This song has developed quite recently and shows an unparalleled uniformity
in all the variants. What seems to be an outlaw story at first sight is nothing else than
a lyrical low-life scene. Therefore we have not listed it along with the outlaw ballads.

2. Dawn is breaking,
Two gendarmes are coming to put me in iron.
They put shackles on my two tender hands,
I am taken away today.
3. I am taken to the single-man cell,
From the single-man cell to the two-men cell.
Come, sweetheart, redeem me,
Don't let me wither here.
4. I
I
I
I

shall
shall
shall
shall

redeem you, never fear,
not let you wither away.
sell my yellow dancing-shoes,
redeem my sweetheart!

Kersemjen (Szatmar county). Performed by a man of 34. Halmos 1955 = Nz 4184.
Divergences: No considerable difference can be observed among the variants.

Earliest provenience: 1906 ( Vikar).
Dissemination: S. I.: I.
. . .Zala ~.ounty (Magyarszerdahely); Somogy county (Balvanyos, Karad 2); Tolna county
(Sarplhs); Feje~ county (Pu~.ztafoma); Veszprem county (Tata); Nograd county (Nezsa); Heves county
(Bol~o~, Fede~~s, Mezos~~mere, Petervasara); Borsod county (Alsoabrany, Felsiinyarad,
Mezokovesd, Sajokaza 3, Sajokazmc); Abauj county (Cekehaza); Zemplen county (Erdiishorvati,
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APPENDIX

I

1. WHAT HAS NOT BEEN INCLUDED IN THE
PUBLICATION

The published material does not cover the entire stock of Hungarian ballad
variants. In compiling them, I arrived at a point where I had to close the number of
variants in order to be able to provide a conclusive study-text. After December 31,
1972 not even the newly collected ballads of the Folk Music Research Group have
been taken into consideration, although collections coming in from the most
diverse regions of the language; area have been continually elaborated at the Group.
I am convinced, however, that the ceaselessly streaming new data will not alter
essentially the overall view gained so far. Mainly new-style ballads, or variants of
very widespread types-for instance of The Sister of the Man Condemned to Deathturn up, or further notations of the material recorded from Moldavia, and
Transylvania. (Nevertheless, exception to this rule has been made in connection
with some specially important texts, variants which have been incorporated in the
body of the ballad stock after the mentioned date.)
Apart from the Types enumerated here, there are texts qualified by various
collectors as ballads. I have not taken every text with a plot for a ballad . The
material of my study could have been perhaps doubled in size, had all the verses
dealing with local events, murders, suicidal acts, and the like, been included. To wit,
there is no end to the number of these. Points of dissemination have been made the
standard: we have omitted all songs which occur in a single locality and its
neighbourhood only, and included all those which have a nation-wide spread . (The
Girl Who Fell into the Threshing Machine, No. 128. or The Man Who Killed His
Sweetheart and Committed Suicide, No. 98.). A certain degree of the polishing
interference of the community can be witnessed in such cases; and even ifit cannot,
dissemination in wider spheres betray something about the taste of the villagers (or
the deterioration of their tastes). As against these, the local ballads are short-lived,
hardly extending further than the life-span of a generation. Compared to that of the
whole language community and the true folklore products, their existence is brief:
one might say, they are anti-substances of folklore tradition coming to life for an
evanescent moment to vanish immediately. They are "personal suggestions"
rejected by the community. As such, they are apt to study the popular method of
creation on them, since very often they resort to the use of "prefabricated
elements", accepted turns and portions of folksongs . To study these thoroughly
would blow up the frame of the present work, without bringing any appreciable
results.
Special mention should be made of the "forgeries". Regrettably enough, the
general European trend to create sham-ballads did not shun Hungary in the last
century. Hardly did the first exquisite old Hungarian ballads appear when authors
under the guise of collectors presented themselves. Most diligent of these was Job
Sebesi who overpoured the third volume of MNGY with his compositions. Traces
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of his hand can be discerned in several phases. Sometimes only a minor detail of the
collected text can be attributed to him. For instance, in the case of The Walled-up
Wife (No. 40 with him): "Kelemen's wife was frightened, My God, my God, Give
me my little child Together with its cradle, Place it before me! God gave an ear to
her request, He placed it before her, He gave a warm shower . .. " and so on. Typical
is the ending part of The Two Royal Children (No. 36 with him); "They gave a
splendid burial To the King's daughter. They threw back her sweetheart Into the
sea. (A characteristically un ballad-like conception!) The soul, of the girl, the soul of
the young man Always meet in a flowery meadow. They embrace and kiss each
other, They are constantly rejoicing. As midnight comes, They appear at the bed of
the King. They torment him, because he did not let them marry each other, While
they were alive." It is notewortliy that alone he of all the contributors of the ballad
about The Marvellous Corpse refers to the girl's round bottom (beside her slender
waist and knobbed lips). Here we are faced with an instance of pseudo-folkloristic
attitude, for a true ballad will never enter into such ostentatious details. Anyway,
most of his pieces are compositions which have nothing to do with folklore. (Cf.
MNGY Ill, 29- 35, 41, 43-47, 50, 52- 56, 59, 61, 67.) Interestingly, he sometimes
presents a real folklore piece, too, and even more interesting than that is that he
published immediately a transcribed variant thereof. Thus, the Three Orphans
(No. 42) is a regular variant known from parallels. It is followed by No. 43:
I. Three orphans set out To wander on a long way,

Their step-mother threatened them She beat them with a log.
2. They went to the cemetery, And sat down on their mother's grave.
Rise, rise, dear mother, Our shirts and pants are tom.
3. Go, three orphans, To the abode of your stepmother,
Tell her what I say: I shall never forget of her vileness.
4. If I learn that you are unwell: I turn in my grave,
I go home to suck you, I visit you by night.
It cannot be made our aim here to go into details of his falsifications, yet we
have to show, by a few examples which found their way into later collections as well,
how far they are from the true spirit of folk poetry. For example, the beginning of
I10na Kis (No. 44 with him) reads like this:
"The mayor of Szentmarton wanted his son to marry Sari Hajdu, Although
in vain, For the young man did not want her, He did not want Peter Hajdu's
daughter with her painted face. His father forced him, his mother forced him: Dear
son, marry her: Meet our pleasure this time at least. All this does not help
anything ... ".
In No 47 the wife sends her husband asleep by means of a drug, then she lets in
her lover, and the two of them kill the wife's husband. "The brave husband's blood
was spilt. They left the brave husband lying in his blood, And they packed up all the
treasure. They are walking, walking in a thick forest. In the thick forest they find a
tall oak-tree, With a cold spring under it. Let's stop here, wife Sari, I am thirsty and
want to drink of the water of this spring. Does it taste good to you, blond lad? Alas,
I am dying, wife Sari! The spring's water is throbbing with blood. It keeps saying: I
am a murderer! Let's leave this place, blond lad! I don't go with you, wife Sari,
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Something is buzzing in my ears, I can't bear the burden of my sin! Bend your head
in my lap, blond lad, have a sleep! I cannot sleep, wife Sari, My great sin does not let
me sleep. Let's go, let's go, blond lad! Never in my life! Blond lad, what has become
to your mind? Is it perhaps the wine that made you dizzy? It is you, wife Sari, Your
honeyed words have made me dizzy. Wife Sari, look up in the tree, And Prepare to
die with me!"
As can be seen, extensive performance, individual content elements never
occurring elsewhere, absence of strophic construction (a feature based on the
misunderstanding offolk compositions in which sometimes a fifth and sixth line is
sung to the third and fourth melodic sections), unsystematic arrangements of the
lines, exaggerated folkish style; -all this renders his texts unmistakeably distinct
from anything else. Even where less conspicuous pseudo-folklore tone is hit upon,
his peculiar style can be certainly discovered (by the way, such creations as those
about The Captive Soldier, or Mate Bir6 stand quite solitary in the body of
Hungarian balladry). (Nos 29 and 30.) These have made their way into anthologies
oflater dates (Cf. Ortutay and I. Kriza, Nos 25 and 26). Let us give a few lines of The
Captive Soldier: "The peacock has lighted On the coast of the sea, From the coast
of the sea To the splendid court of the Great Turkish Emperor. From there the
peacock- The proud peacock-Went to the wall of the prison ... "Can't you see
that I am a prisoner, Cast in iron up to my knees. I was a Szekely lad, I was a brave
lad, Now I am nothing, Yet the guard has to report on me ... ". Another example is
taken from the much-quoted, even staged, Mate Bir6: "There with tender hands he
took off The golden saddle Of the fair daughter of the King, Of his Fair I1ona. With
tender hands, he laid her On a soft bed of moss, There he embraced her, There he
kissed her. With his two strong arms, He embraced softly The beautiful daughter of
the King, His Fair I1ona, That famous Mate Bir6, Captain of robbers. " -These are
typical examples of the style of Job Sebesi, marked by superfluous repetitions added
to closed sentences, unparalleled in folk poetry. Similarly isolated pieces were
produced by Beta Kavari, whose unfolkish tone has marred the Gocsej collection to
such an extent that it was considered for a long time as unusable for any practical
purposes. Still, recently some of the anthologies have included certain of the ballads
collected by Kavari and first published by Abaft (cf. Ortutay 1955 74a, and in his
wake: Leader 291), although the act of forgery cannot be called into doubt at seeing
such unballad-like lines in isolated pieces as the following ones:
"The once-upon-a-time king Had a once-upon-a-son, The other king had a
beautiful daughter. The handsome prince appeared in a coach and six To ask for the
hand of the princess in marriage. They soon agreed, and gave the girl to him. The
wedding feast lasted a week. The prince took away the girl whom he loved dearly,
He took him in a coach and six, rolling on golden wheels .... Listen, listen, your
majestic princess! You can redeem yourself, and save your husband at the same
time: Spend three nights in the bed of our captain. After that you can leave together
with your husband and horses ... "The poem reads throughout in such a lofty style.
Even he who has no ear for the exaggerated rhymes and the unpopular manner of
presentation of thoughts, which are themselves alien to popular thinking, might
perhaps be cautious of such unsuccessful attempts at imitating the dialect style.
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As a matter of course, compositions created in a spirit other than that of
folksongs are sung by people in many instances. But the extensive dissemination of
such creations can be proved by numberless notations and recordings of melodies.
As against this, pieces originating from one author, occurring though massively on
the pages of collections (invariably tuneless), but having no parallels elsewhere, are
certainly such ones as had never been sung by the people. Rubbish of this kind has
been due to uncritical enthusiasm of the last century, and as such must be excluded
from the realm of folk compositions which are noble in their puritan simplicity.

2. CONFLICT PLOTS AND
THEMES IN HUNGARIAN BALLADS

LOVE
I . Faithfulness 43. 44.
2. Love beyond grave 9. 65. 133.
3. Danger run for sweetheart 19.37.
4.lnfidelity 47. 59. 91.
5.Separation 59.
6.Forbidden love 82. 121. 122.
7.Separated lovers 19.37.44.
Lovers separated by death 9. 44. 65.
133.
8.Enticement 3. 5.68.93.
Enticed sweetheart forsaken 93.
Enticed returns 3. 5. 30.
Enticement (abduction) with apparent
death 68.
9. Enticer rejected 43. 44.
10.Winning the sweetheart by degrees 68.70.
72.73.77. 131.
11. Winning the sweetheart by service 40. 55.
73.
12.Coward lover 70. 71.
13.Love conquers everything 89.
14.Sorrows of love 57.
15.Pregnant girl 10.23. 24. 83.
Unmarried mother kills her babe 23. 24.
Pregnant girl executed 10. 23.
Pregnant bride taken back 83.
16 Girl seduced by force demands marriage 81.
17.Kidnapped girl (by enemies) 29. 30. 31.
18.Girl defends her virtue (by suicide) 29.
19.Girl sacrificing her virtue to rescue her
brother 27.
20. Lover kills (or wants to kill) his sweetheart
3. 26. 98. 123.
out of jealousy 26. 98. 123.
out of revenge 26.
Murderer of sweetheart punished 3.
21. Rejected suitor takes revenge 11.
22. Friends as rivals in love 33. 126.
23. False judge extorts love from the girl 27.
24.Asking the girl in marriage 56. 76.
Bad marriage 76.
MARRIAGE ~...lVC)
25 . Forced marriage 11. 12. 13. 14. 15 (491)
Forced bride found dead 12.

Forced bride dies"in the wedding procession 13.
26. Forbidden marriage 9.16.48.98.126.
Mother against her daughter's marriage 16.
27.Head of family kills lover (sweetheart), or
has him (her) executed 9. 38. 40. 121.
28 .Adultery I. 21. 77. 78. 129. 130.
Adultery detected I. 21. 129.
Revenged (punished) adultery I. 21.
29.Enticed wife 3.
30. Reunion with enticed wife 3.
31.Husband threatens wife to death 41.
32.Matrimonial fidelity 44.
33 .Mourning for lost spouse 44.
34. Unloved spouse 39. 63. 64.
FAMILY CONFLICTS
35.Husband punishes wife 66. 67.
36.Murder of the wife's kinsfolk by husband
20.
37. Wife takes revenge for a murdered member
of her family 20.
38. Husband kills the wife who detected him 20.
39.Cruelty- unkindness to family member 2.
4.5.6.9.10.16.20.23.24.25.28.38.39.52.
60.62.69.94.124.125. (Unrecognized) 17.
22.42.
4O.Poisoning of relative (lover) 60.
41.1ncest (done, intended) 42. 84. 100.
42.Wealth more important than a member of
family 2. 4. 52.
43 .Lover kinder than the relatives 69.
44. Mother forsakes her child 4. 5.
45.Mother rejects her child 5. 41. (Unrecognized) 17.
46.Sacrifice for member of family 27.
47. Rejected sacrifice for member of family 52.
69.
48.Motherly love beyond grave 6.
49.(Lost) member of family is not recognized
3. 17. 18. 22. 42. 84. 100.
50. Girl married abroad returns home 41.
51.Separation from member of family (farewell to) 8.
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SOCIAL DIFFERENCES-CONFLICTS
52. Cruelty, high-handedness with the poor (7.)
9. 17. 22. 38. 121.
53 . Poor revenges himself on rich 26. 66. 74. 75.
54. Denunciation of the rich (thirst for riches)
2.4.7. 22. 46. 52.
55. Love breaks through class barriers 9. 25. 38.
75. 121. 122.
56. Poor and rich contrasted 26. 66. 74. 75. 133.
57. Lover believed to be poor is rich 75.
REVOLT AGAINST SOCIAL
DISCRIMINATION (PROSECUTED
CRIMINAL)
58 . Exile 54.
59. Life and fall of outlaws 101. 102. 103. 104.
IOS. 106. 108. 109. 110. (111. 134.)
6O.Adventures of outlaws 107. 112. 113. 119.
120.
61 . The fate of solitary revolter 103.

62. Haughty outlaw resists 114. 115.
63 .0utlaw falls 116.
64.Heroic resistance and fall 102. 103. 109.
110.
65.0utlaw after fall 118.

3. SCENES, CHARACTERS AND DETAILS
OF FORMULATION
IN HUNGARIAN BALLADS

OTHER
66. Husband killed at action 34. 35.
67. Hero sacrifices his life for Leander 35.
68.Captivity (17.) 36. SO. 51. 52.
69. Escape from imprisonment 17.33.
70. Robbery and murder 19. 32. 96.
71. Robber repents 53.
72.Sin and punishment (according to Christian fai th) 95.
73 . Miracle (according to Christian faith) (6.)8.
74. Dead body returns (6.) 85. 86.
75. Lad killed at brawl 127.
76. Fatal incident 128.
77. Girl disguised as soldier 80.

Animal characters: 15. 44. 45.77.91.
Balcony: girl (wife) embroidering with gold on the
balcony 12. 13.
Biblical figures as characters: 7. 8. 90. 95.
Bride: demanding at door 12. 14.31.
Bride dying in the wedding procession 13. 16.
Building sacrifice: 2.
Burning (alive): I. 28.
Choice among kinds of deaths: I. 28.
Corpse: transforms, speaks 9. 94.
Dialogue with corpse 6. 9. 65.
Curse: 2.9. 16. 17.22. 27.46.47. 59.87.93. 99.
Curse upon unfaithful lover 47. 59. 87. 93.

99.

Girl binds wreath: 8. 43.
Gradations: conflict revealed by degrees 60. 61.
62.65.
Comic conflicts with points: 63. 64. 66. 67.
70. 71. 72. 73. 76. 77. 129. 131.
Gradual disappointment: 71. 77.
Grave: showing the grave (corpse) of died lover 9.
10. 19.
Grave (Chapel-) flower: 9. 10.28.37.38.48. (68.)
Heavenly bridegroom: 8.
Impossible tasks: 79.
Indication (ill omen): 2. 9. 19. 23. 51.
Inn: (robbers in the inn) 19. 53.
Kinds of death: cr. " Choice among kinds of. .. "

Self-cursing 12. 13. 20. 51.
Dancing to death: 26.
Death: sweetheart dies after lover 37. 38. 47. 48.
(Cf. Suicide)
Delay: cr. " Door"
Detection: sex-detecting tests 80.
Unsuccessful attempts at 80.
Detection of pregnancy by the shortening
skirt 10.
Dialogue: with animals 15.
with corpse: cf. "Corpse"
Disguise: 3. (17.) 22. 43. 75. 80.
Woman dressed as a man 80.
Door: delay in opening the door I. 20. 25. 31. 78.
Dream: ill omen 2. 23. 51.
Elopement from prison: 17. 33.
Evasive replies: I. 2. 3. 10. 12. 14. (16.) 20. 21. 25.
27. 28. 78. (83.) 100. 129.
Farewell: to flowers, dresses 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
29.31.
Mother takes leave of her (orphan) child 2. 4.
5.20.
Finding the corpse: cf. " Grave"
Flight, fight with prosecutors: 17. (18.) 33.
Flower characters: 89.
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Lament: self-lament of the hero 29. 52. (in prison)
22.33. 118.
Mock-lament: 63.
Last will: 32. 41. 60. 62.
Lifting corpse out of water: 9. 28. 37.
Lodging-seeker (rejected): 7. 17.
Love (erotic) symbol: 19. 24. 44. 45. 57. 81. 93.
Man goes to the war: 28. (34. 36). 88.
Message through bird: 10. 118.
Overheard speech (through door): 20. 21.
Prisoner (condemned) randomed (refused to
be randomed): 23. 27. 52. 118.
Recognition (of relative, lover): 18. 42. 84.
by singing: cf. "Song"
Relative,lover is not recognized: 3.17.22.30.41.
42. (43.)
Robbery and murder: 19. 32.
Saliva (speaking): 30.
Searching in the head: 3. 5. 40. 41.
Sending astray (to baffie, gain time): 10. 12. 28.
Solving of riddle: 79.
Song: recognition by song 17. 22.42.
Extraordinary, loud singing 18.
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Suicide: for died lover (sweetheart) 9. 10. 19. 21.
28. 38. 40. (98.)
For unfaithful lover: 47.99.

Urging the coachman ("The horse belongs to
dogs . . . "): 2.9. 10. 16. 21. 27. 39.
Violence: 19. (93.)

Taking out of the heart (liver), cutting off the
head:
6. 20. 25. 31. 38. 57.
Test: 17.22.43.69.75.80.
In disguise: 17. 22. 43. 75.
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Warrior asks girls for food and drink: 58.
Window: (weeping) woman sewing in the winiow
14. 21. 31. 49.

